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High output efficiency

is one reason why
MALLORY VIBRATORS

are so popular!
High output efficiency! That's one of the vital
reasons why more Mallory Vibrators are in use
today than all other makes combined.

You get maximum efficiency from a Mallory
Vibrator because its related parts are carefully

Mallory "2448" Vibrator Deal
This deal gives you a handsome storage and display
cabinet for your stock of vibrators, together with a selec-
tion of vibrators and buffer capacitors that will answer

75% of your requirements.
You pay only the service man's
net price for the six vibrators and
twelve buffer capacitors. There
is no charge for the attractive,
convenient cabi net. Your Mallory
distributor has them in stock
for immediate delivery.

matched. Every part is carefully balanced with
its counterpart by an exclusive Mallory method.

All working parts of Mallory Vibrators are
Mallory -designed and Mallory -made. For Mallory

focuses on Vibrator design an unusual combina-
tion of engineering talent and resources in elec-
tronics, electrochemistry and metallurgy.

The result is not only high output efficiency from

Mallory Vibrators, but long life and dependable
starting. No wonder more Mallory Vibrators are

used in original equipment than all other makes
combined. No wonder they make the best
replacements. See your Mallory Distributor.

More Mallory Vibrators are used in original equipment than all other makes combined

P R MALLORY a CO Inc

MALLORY
CAPACITORS  CONTROLS  VIBRATORS  SWITCHES  RESISTORS

RECTIFIERS  VIBRAPACK* POWER SUPPLIES FILTERS
*Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

APPROVED PRECISION PRODUCTS
P.R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA
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LIARAI RADIO
/ira IN SPARE rir/C/MECAs part of my Course I send the s eaker tubes chassisAyouP

transformer, loop antenna, etc., to build this modern, powerful
S1111JP1'jpinuui..-

--. z= _.`: Radio Receiver! In addition, I send you parts to build many
other real Radio circuits, like the Signal Generator, Radio Tester
and Superheterodyne Receiver pictured below. You use this

material to get practical
Radio experience and to- _ make EXTRA money fixing
neighbors' Radios in spare
time. Mail coupon below
for complete Information !

I SEND YOU BIG KITS OF PARTS

You Build and Experiment
With this MODERN RADIO
AND MANY OTHER CIRCUITS

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radia Institute

I TRAINED THESE MEN
Makes $60 A

Meek Iles has
"I am Radio
Serviceman
for The
Adams Ap-
pliance Co.
Am now get-
ting $60 a

week, plus bonus and over-
time."-W. A. ANGEL,
Blytheaville, Arkansas.

Nees Nothing
rAbort Radio

"I knewnothing
about Radio
when I en-
rolled. I am
doing spare
time work. I

have more than paid for
my Coarse and about
$200 worth of equip-
ment." RAYMOND
HOLTCAMP, Vandalia,
Illinois.

Want a good -pay job in the fast-
growing RADIO -TELEVISION In-
dustry? Want a money -making
Radio -Television shop of your own?
Here's your opportunity. I've trained
hundreds of men to be Radio Techni-
cians . MEN WITH NO PREVI-
OUS EXPERIENCE. My tested and
proved train -at-home method makes
learning easy. You learn Radio -Tele-
vision principles from illustrated
lessons. You get practical experience
building, testing, experimenting with
MANY KITS OF PARTS I send, All
equipment yours to keep.

Make EXTRA MONEY In
Spare Time

The day you enroll, I start sending SPE-
CIAL BOOKLETS that show you how to
make EXTRA MONEY fixing neighbors'
Radios in spare time. From here
it's a short step to your own
shop, or a good -pay Radio -Tele-
vision servicing Job. Or get into
Police, Aviation. Marine Radio,
Broadcasting. Radio Manufactur-

VETERANS

MY

INC

COLUDEURSES

TELEVISION
Cal Mala a-

May, 1919

lag or Public Address work. And think of
getting in on the ground floor of the boom-
ing Television Industry. Trained men are
already in demand . new stations are
going on the air, manufacturers are building
over 100,000 sets a month, more and more
homes are getting sets. The man who pre-
pares now will reap rich rewards,

See What N. R. I.
Can Do For You

Act now! Send for my DOUBLE FREE
OFFER. Coupon entitles you to actual
lesson. "GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH
RECEIVER SERVICING," absolutely free.
Over 80 pictures and diagrams! You also
get my 64 -page book, "HOW TO BE A
SUCCESS IN RADIO AND TELEVISION -
ELECTRONICS." Tells more about YOUR
opportunities, details of my Course, how

Quickly, easily sou can
get started. Send coupon
in envelope or paste on
penny J. E.
SMITH, President.
Dept. 9F,Rpostal.
National Radio Insti-
tute, Pioneer Home
Study Radio School,
Washington 9. D. C.

GoodiorBoth-FREE
MR. J. E. SMITH, President, Dept 9ER
National Radio Institute, Washington 9, D. C.

Mail me FREE Sample Lesson and 64 -page book. (No
salesman will call. Please write plainly.)

Age

Name
Address

I
.al

City Zone State
 Check if Veteran

I
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I can train you to pass your
FCC License Exams in a few
short weeks if you've had any
practical radio experience-
amateur, Army, Navy, radio
servicing, or other. My time -
proven plan can help put you,
too, on the road to success.

Let me send you FREE
the entire story

Just fill out the coupon and
mall it. I will send you, free
of charge, a copy of "How to
Pass FCC License Exams," plus
a sample FCC -type Exam, and
the amazing new booklet,
"Money Making FCC License
Information."

EDW. H. GUILFORD,
Vice President.

How to Pass
FCC

Commercial
Radio Operator

License
Exa FREE

Tells where to apply for and fake FCC examina-
tions, location of examining offices, scope of knowl-
edge required, approved way to prepare for FCC
examinations, positive method of checking your
knowledge before taking the examinations.

Get your FCC ticket in a FEW SHORT WEEKS
IT'S EASY IF YOU USE CIRE
SIMPLIFIED TRAINING AND
COACHING METHODS AT
HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME

Get your license easily and quickly and be ready for the
$3000 to $7500 jobs that are open to ticket holders. CIRE
training is the only planned course of coaching and training
that leads directly to an FCC license.
Your FCC ticket is recognized in all
radio fields as proof of your tech-
nical ability. Employers often give
preference to license holders, eventhough a license is not re-
quired

"ticket"
for h job. an

and jobFCC is
yours!

Look what
these students say

"1 now hold ticket Number 1-10-3787,
and holding the license has helped me to
obtain the type of Yob I've always dreamed of
having. Yea, thanks to CIRE, I am now working
for CAA as Radio Maintenance Technician, at a
far better salary than I've ever had before. I am
deeply grateful. "-Student No. 3319N12.

"I was issued license P-2-11188 on November 4.
The next day 1 was signed on board a tanker ea
Radio Operator -Purser. Besides radio operating.
I handle the payrolls, etc., which is all over -time
and brings my monthly pay up to between $400
and $c Vs '-Student No 2355N12.

Get This Amazing New Bookie

p<< THREE p
GetG

Don't Waste Valuable Time

MAIL COUPON TODAY!
Don't put off getting this valuable information. Good
jobs in radio need men like you. You can earn higher
income, have a bank account, enjoy vacations, and have
easier and better living. But you must have your FCC
License. Hurry! Fill out the coupon right now and mall
It. There is no obligation. You owe it to yourself to get
the full story NOW.

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS
Desk RN -5 4900 Euclid Bldg., Cleveland 3, Ohio

Address fo Desk No. fo Avoid Delay
APPROVED FOR VETERAN TRAINING UNDER THE

"G.I. BILL OF RIGHTS"

SAMPLE

FCC TYPE EXAM

fro
c

I 14:to

l411(
,4iOF,f4f, 

1. TELLS OF THOUSANDS OF BRAND-NEW, BETTER -PAYING
RADIO JOBS NOW OPEN TO FCC LICENSE HOLDERS.

2. TELLS HOW YOU WILL BENEFIT BY HOLDING AN FCC
COMMERCIAL LICENSE.

3. TELLS HOW YOU CAN GET YOUR FCC COMMERCIAL
RADIO OPERATOR LICENSE IN A FEW SHORT WEEKS

-EASILY AND QUICKLY, BY USING CIRE SIMPLI-
FIED TRAINING AND COACHING AT HOME IN
YOUR SPARE TIME.

4. TELLS OF HUNDREDS OF OUR SUCCESSFUL STU-
DENTS WHO NOW HAVE LICENSES AND NEW,
BETTER -PAYING JOBS.

5. TELLS HOW WE PREPARE YOU TO PASS
NOW THE NEW FCC COMMERCIAL LI-

CENSE EXAMINATIONS, WHICH IN-
CLUDE FM AND TELEVISION.

0. TELLS HOW WE GUARANTEE
TO TRAIN AND COACH YOU
UNTIL YOU GET YOUR LICENSE.

7. TELLS HOW WE HELP YOU
TO GET A BETTER -PAYING,

LICENSED JOB, WITH OUR FREE
AND EXCLUSIVE SERVICE, WHICH

PREPARES YOUR EMPLOYMENT APPLI
CATION FOR MAILING TO HUNDREDS

OF EMPLOYERS, INCLUDING FM, AM AND
TELEVISION BROADCAST STATIONS, RADIO

MANUFACTURERS, POLICE RADIO STATIONS,
AND RADIO.EOUIPPED TAXI, BUS AND PUBLIC

UTILITY COMPANIES.

CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF RADIO ELECTRONICS
Desk RN -5 4900 Euclid Bldg., Cleveland 3, Ohio

Address fo Desk No. to Avoid Delay

I want to know how 1 can get my FCC ticket in a few short weeks. Send
me your FREE booklet "How to Pass FCC License Examinations" (does not
cover exams for Amateur License) as well as a sample FCC -type exam
and the amazing new booklet "Money Making FCC License Information."

NAME

ADDRESS.

CITY ZONE STATE

Veterans check for enrollment information under G.I. Bill.
NO OBLIGATION-NO SALESMEN.

aJ

May, 1949 J



MODEL VR-11 "THREE -SIXTY" HYPEX
(above) 15 WATTS; 280 CPS CUT-OFF.

MODEL VR-241 "THREE -SIXTY" HYPEX
(at right) 25 WATTS, 140 CPS CUT-OFF.

Jensen

TWO new Hypexk Projectors-designed for 360-

degree sound dis?ersal-are now available. With
sound distributed horizontally in all directions, these new
models are intended fo- instal.ations where coverage of rela-
tively large areas and suspension from the ceiling are desired.
Like all Hypex Projectors, these radial units incorporate the
famous Hypex formulat which results in improved acoustic
performance.

By the addition of the two radials to the four previously
announced Hypex units illustrated below, the Hypex line
now includes a model for every "sound" need, indoors or out-
doors.

JENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Division of the Muter Company

6617 SOUTH ILARAMIE AVENUE, CHICAGO 38, ILLINOIS

MODEL VH-24 HYPEX
25 WATTS; 110 CPS CUT-OFF

MODEL VH-20 HYPEX
25 WATTS; 140 CPS CUT-OFF

Trade Mark Registered tPatent 2,338,262

Wr'te for Data Sheet 143
In Canada: COPPER WIRE PRODUCTS, ITD., 351 CARLAW AVENUE, TORONTO

MODEL VH-15 H11PEX
15 WATTS; 180 CPS CU --OFF

MODEL VH-91 HYPEX
15 WATTS; 300 CPS CUT-OFF

6 RADIO .11: TELEVISION NEWS



MODERN

CHICAGO

LABORATORIES

Train quickly, using
a wide variety of
commercial equip-
ment. D. T. l.'s new
laboratories are
among the finest of
their kind. Ample in-
structors ... every
major training ad-
vantage. Write for
details.

TELEVISION
RADIO -ELECTRONICS

Get the facts about our

GREATEST OFFER IN 17 YEARS
Here's your big chance to get started toward FASCINATING WORK
... GOOD MONEY ... o THRILLING FUTURE! Mail the coupon today.
See how YOU may prepare to tie in your future with a field that includes
one of America's fastest -growing new industries-Television. You'll
find out, too, about the many other thrilling opportunities in FM Radio
... Aviation and Broadcast Radio ... 2 -Way Taxi, Truck and Police
Radio . Industrial Electronics ... even the chance to start your own
profitable Television -Radio Sales and Service business. And to top it
all, you'll see that you don't need to know a thing about this subject at
present-that NOW you can get the very training and starting help you
need by means of our GREATEST OFFER IN 17 YEARS.

Se#td Am FREE usAtaisatcoft
See HOW-in your own home-DeForest's Training, Inc., now
brings you one of today's most complete combinations of major
home training aids. You (1) Learn -by -Reading from well -illus-
trated lessons. (2) Learn -by -Seeing from D.T.I.'s exclusive instruc-
tive Home Movies. (3) Set up your own HOME LABORATORY
where you Learn -by -Doing from 16 shipments of Radio -Electronic
parts which you use and KEEP to work over 300 instructive,
fascinating projects. This includes building the valuable 6 tube
"Superhet" RADIO, commercial -type OSCILLOSCOPE,
R -F SIGNAL GENERATOR, and Jewel -Bearing MULTI -
METER, pictured at the right.

You may use this test equipment to help you earn real
money-both in your spare time and later when
working full time in the field. Get complete facts.
Mail coupon today!

EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
When you complete your training, our
effective Employment Service is available
to you without extra cost-a grand aid to
help you get started.

6.TUBE RECEIVER

You also use HOME MOVIES

a D. T. I. Exclusive!
D. T. I., alone,

includes th e

s most effective training
aids ... MOVIES ..

important
fundamentals faster,

easier
use of todaYmarch,
to help you learn to see electrons

on the

at home.
What an advantage action"-- a remarkable

and other
fascinating "hidden

home training
advantage that

speeds your progress.

DeFOREST'S TRAINING, INC.
CHICAGO 14, ILLINOIS

Affiliated with the DeVry Corporation. Builders of Electronic and Movie Equipment

tNay, 19.19

I]

1

I]

MULTI
METER

R -F SIGNAL

GENERATOR

OSCILLO.

SCOPE

YOU BUILD and KEEP
THIS EQUIPMENT TO

WORK OVER 300
NOME EXPERIMENTS

MAIL THIS OPPORTUNITY COUPON NOW!

DeForest's Training, Inc.
2533 N. Ashland Ave., Dept. RN -FS
Chicago 14, Illinois

Il

1

Without obligation, send me complete facts showing how I may make my ,
start in Television -Radio -Electronics.

1 Name

1

Age I
1

sheet Apt

I City Zone State '
(
7



IN JUST

5 SECONDS!

FLEXITIP-
easily formed.

LONGER 8"
REACH

5 SECOND
HEATING-
no waiting,
saves power.

S OLDERLITE
porfghts

the work

BUILT-INTRANS-
FORMER
DUAL HEAT- - "
single heat 100
watts, dual heat
100/135 watts;
115 volts, 60
cycles.

Pull the trigger switch, make contact, and
you solder. Then release the trigger and off
goes the heat-automatically. No wasted
time. No wasted current. No need to unplug
the gun between jobs. The Weller Gun's
Flexitip heats only when in use-saves hours
and dollars. Your Weller Gun will pay for
itself in a few months.

Solderlite, extra length, and the easily
shaped Flexitip mean real soldering ease.
And because the transformer is built in-
not separate-the Weller Gun is a complete,
self-contained unit, compact, convenient.

For laboratory and maintenance work,
we recommend the efficient 8" model-
DX-8 with dual heat; or 4" types S-107
single heat and D-207 dual heat. Order from
your distributor or write for bulletin direct.

Be sure to get your copy -
SOL DERING TIPS, the new
Weller Handy Guide to eas-
ier,faster soldering -20 pages
fully illustrated. Price 10c at
your distributor's.

ELLER
WMANUFACTURING COMPANY

810 Packer Street Easton, Pa.

BY THE EDITOR

REANEDp101HRA
SERVICESVel-RdI

Citizens
es, Television,`"leu¡si FOM eu

ies

Utilities,to Get `v
IF YOU, OM were to pick up a news-

paper and read such a headline,
you would be shocked as never before.
You wouldn't believe that such a thing
could ever happen to your hobby in
a country of free speech and enter-
prise.

But it CAN happen unless you and
I are willing to pitch in and do some-
thing about it. Strong words? We
think not!

Let's quit kidding ourselves about
the future security of our hobby. We,
as hams, have always had a good "of-
fensive" team. We have helped our
country in times of stress, performed
yeoman service when disaster came
upon us and considered ourselves to be
quite alert and aggressive in matters
that are technical and communica-
tionswise.

A strong offense is f.b.-but suppose
the other teams have an equal or
better offense. Someone's going to
eventually lose his punch unless he is
blessed with a good "defense."

Building a Defense
Amateur radio's defense depends

upon its ability to train new hams and
to make replacements as the going
gets tougher. It needs the vitality of
youth, as well as the wisdom of the
coach, if it is to combat the increasing
pressure brought to bear by new radio,
television, and other services.

We have been told in Washington,
for example, that unless we hams oc-
cupy and make use of our higher fre-
quencies, they will be assigned to
services having greater interest and
need for their use.

If we believe that there is strength
in numbers, then let's increase our
strength by encouraging new hams to

join our team. It is the surest way to
bolster our defense-in fact the ONLY
way.

Too many of us hams are prone to
"let George do it." We received a very
discouraging report from a scout-
master in one of our larger cities, tell-
ing how he approached the members
of a ham club (about 200) for an in-
structor to teach an enthusiastic group
of 50 scouts and 12 of their dads, who
sincerely wanted to become hams. In
spite of the incentive provided by our
$10,000.00 contest, not one amateur
present even offered a suggestion-let
alone a volunteer to take over 62
prospects who were ready and eager to
start their course of instruction.

If this case is typical of the attitude
of the American amateur, we hams
had better look to our laurels and cor-
rect our thinking before it is too late!

Contest Extended to
March, 1950

Realization that many trainees and
their instructors will be away on vaca-
tions during the Summer months and
necessarily miss several weeks' study
for their licenses prompted us to ex-
tend the closing date of our $10,000.00
contest to midnight, March 1, 1950, and
to extend Club entries until midnight,
April 31, 1949.

In addition, we are adding an alter-
nate choice of U.S. Savings Bonds in-
stead of amateur equipment to the
winners, both individuals and clubs,
of our $10,000.00 contest.

There it is fellows-your opportu-
nity to build a strong "defense" and
a greater security for your hobby, as
well as to gain financial rewards for
your efforts. Are YOU going to pitch
in ? . . . . . . . . . O. R.

8 RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS



it's ALLIED for

hallicrafters I
hallicrafters
Model T-64

Television
Chassis

with exclusive

"DUAL-FOCUS"

feature

Tops for custom installations at low cost-a factory -built direct -
view chassis for 10 or 12 -inch tubes. With exclusive new Dual -
Focus switch -10" tube gives you choice of big 64 sq. in. tele-
scopic view for dramatic closeups, or large -56 sq. in. full -range
view. Either way, you get a sharp picture, with fine stability
and superb contrast. Features: 12 channel push-button tuning;
RF amplifier; 3 IF amplifiers; 2 video amplifiers; improved sync
circuits; AGC; static -free FM audio system. Complete with
power supply, speaker and 15 tubes, plus 3 rectifiers. Less picture
tube (you can use either 10" or 12" size). For 105-125 volts,
50-60 cycles AC. Shpg. wt., 60 lbs.
97-875. Hallicrafters T-64 Television Chassis. Only. .. $169.95

$33.99 down, $12.01 monthly for 12 months.
6-780. 10BP4 10" picture tube. Shpg. wt., 20 lbs. NET .. $34.00
7-211. 12LP4 12" picture tube. Shpg. wt., 25 lbs. NET.. . $60.00
97-885. Bracket to permit use of 12" tube with chassis. NET . $8.50

hallicrafters
S -40A and S-52
All -Wave Receivers
Popularly -priced Hallicraft-
ers communications receiv-
ers, packed with advanced
features. Cover 550 kc to 43
mc in 4 bands. Highlights in-
clude: full electrical band -
spread; inertia flywheel tun-
ing; calibrated main dial; au-

tomatic noise limiter; adjustable pitch BFO; standby switch; code -
phone switch; headphone jack; shock -mounted speakers; separate sensi-
tivity and volume controls; 3 -position tone control. All tubes included.
In handsome all -steel cabinet, 181/4"x9"x11". Shpg. wt., 32 lbs.
97-546. S -40A, for 105 -125 v., 50-60 cy. AC.
97-588. S-62, for 117 volts AC or DC.
YOUR NET PRICE, EITHER MODEL, ONLY

$19.90 down, $7.03 monthly for 12 months
$99.50

Send for
Your Copy

of the
180 -Page

ALLIED Catalog
Radio's Leading Buying Guide

EUEAYIAIpE IA DPW AAA EIETTAAAIr,

Get the Radio Buying Guide that's used by
thousands of expert servicemen, engineers,

amateurs, soundmen, builders andadvantageexpe a-
menters. Get every buying
ALLIED: widest selection of equipment at
moneysaving low prices-speedy,ex sert hi -
ment-personal attention-complete ti

faction on eves handy coupon
your

below!
Catalog today-

hallicrafters S-38

the Super -Value

Receiver
The all-star, all -wave
value that amazes even
the experts. Covers 4
full wave bands, contin-
uous range from 540 kc

to 32 mc. Features: full electrical bandspread; Noise Limiter;
Band Selector; BFO pitch; Voice -Code switch; Speaker -
headphones switch; Standby -receive switch; latest PM
speaker. In handsome furniture -steel cabinet; 12x7x8"
Complete with all tubes. For 105-125 v., 25-60 cy. AC. or
105-125 v. DC. Shpg. wt., 15 lbs.
97-564. Model S-38 Receiver. Only $39.95

ALLIED STOCKS ALL HALLICRAFTERS MODELS

Hallicrafters SX-42 (less speaker) $275.00
Hallicrafters SX-62 (less speaker) 269.50
Hallicrafters 5X-43 (less speaker) 189.50
Hallicrafters S-51 (complete) 149.50
Hallicrafters 5-53 (complete) 89.50
Hallicrafters HT -17 Transmitter 39.50
Hallicrafters HT -18 Oscillator 110.00

All Prices Net F.O.B. Chicago

Radio's Leading
Buying Guide...

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 1E9
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7, Illinois
 Send FREE 180 -page ALLIED Catalog
O Enter order for Hallicrafters Model

Eadosed $  Full Payment
 Part Payment (Bal. C.O.D.)

O Send ALLIED Easy Payment details and order blank

Name

Address

City Zone State

May. 19 19



QUO
The Name

that Makes NEWS

in TRANSFORMERS

TELEVISION

TRANSFORMERS
to fit today's leading

TV circuits

A complete catalog line, made by
CHICAGO-the largest single man-
ufacturer of original equipment TV
transformers. Included are power,
vertical blocking oscillator, and both
vertical and horizontal scanning out-
put transformers in a range of de-
signs that are exact duplicates of
units used in the leading TV sets.

POWER

TRANSFORMERS

A Complete Line
in 2 alternate

"Sealed in Steel"
Mountings

Exclusive features like these make
this the "Engineer's Line": Plate
and filament voltages to fit today's
most -used tubes; in two mountings
-with solder lugs or 10" leads; one
series for condenser input, another
for reactor input use; exactly match-
ing reactor for each power trans-
former. Get complete catalog now.

HIGH Q

CHOKES

for Dynamic
Noise Suppression

Circuits

Two efficient filter reactors, induc-
tance values .8 and 2.4 henrys respec-
tively, are designed for noise sup-
pression circuits, but can be used in
any tuned circuit requiring the given
inductances. Inductance values are
accurate within ±5% with up to
15 ma. d -c. Minimum Q of 20.
Mounted in identical drawn steel

,cases 11146" x 234" x 1746". Write for
descriptive sheet including diagram
of simplified dynamic circuit.

FULL FREQUENCY RANGE

AUDIO

TRANSFORMERS

within ± 1/2 db.
typical response
30 to 15,000 cycles

For uniformly low distortion, for
response curves that are truly flat
over the full frequency range, use
these CHICAGO input and output
units. Get the facts on the BO -6
(P -P 6L6's to 6/8 or 16/20 -ohm
speaker), the BO -7 (600/150 -ohm
line to 6/8 or 16/20 -ohm speaker),
and other CHICAGO full frequency
units-they're tops in transformers.

: ISOLATION

TRANSFORMERS

for safer,
more efficient
servicing

For isolating chassis ground from
line ground and eliminating the
shock hazard (important on "hot"
TV sets). Dual purpose: where line
is under/over voltage, sec. supplies
115 v.; with 115 -volt line, sec. sup-
plies 125/115/105 volts (high/low
volts help find doubtful tube, etc.) .

Three sizes: 50, 150, or 250 -VA. to
cover full range of servicing needs.

NOW-IN PHOTOF ACT!

CHICAGO Replacement Transformers for

AM, FM and Television RecSams

Photofad

ivers are

now listed in Howard W.

Folders for Servicemen.

MODULATION

TRANSFORMER

for
Ham and
Commercial
Transmitters

A Modulation Transformer ideally
suited for use in ham and commercial
speech transmitters. Will deliver 250
watts of Class B audio power from
P -P 203A's, 211's, 805's, 75TL's,
etc. to a Class C load with response
variations not exceeding ±1 db. over
the speech range, 200-3,500 cycles.
Primary impedances, 9000/6700
ohms; secondary impedances, 8000/
6000/4000 ohms. A matching driver
transformer is available.

REPLACEMENT

TRANSFORMERS

Premium
Quality
Yet They
Cost No More

The new CHICAGO Replacement
Line provides servicemen with a
wide range of standard ratings that
fit the most frequent power and
audio transformer requirements.
These units, backed by CHICAGO'S
20 years of manufacturing experi-
ence represent the finest quality at-
tainable through engineering inge-
nuity and precision manufacture-
yet they cost no more.

Write for complete CHICAGO Transformer Catalogs

DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION

3501 ADDISON STREET  CHICAGO 18, ILLINOIS
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by the greatest name in radio
 RCA and only RCA, can offer you this pre-
ferred line of related products for greater
sales volume throughout the year.

You benefit by handling RCA Tubes,
Batteries, TV Components, Speakers, Parts
and Accessories ... because you can get
them all from one dependable source of
supply ... because the RCA monogram on

íá"nWr

any product gives it immediate customer
acceptance. Also, you'll save time and give
greater customer satisfaction with the out-
standing new line of RCA Test Equipment
in your service shop.

See us at the
CHICAGO PARTS SHOW
Hotel Stevens, May 17-20

ALWAYS KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR RCA DISTRIBUTOR

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
HARRISON. N. J.

May, 1949 11
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1
Indoor Antenna (shown
at right) .vu.is5le
separately for 57 95

TV KITS
specidolliw,
MODEL 12A -TV KIT with

12'x" PICTURE TUBE
REMARKABLE VALUE!

Here's what you get:

 FAMOUS TRANSVISION
TELEVISION KIT, giving the
finest television money can buy.

 121/2 " DIRECT -VIEW PICTURE TUBE

 FREE ANTENNA: INDOOR or OUTDOOR type,
with lead-in wire. Either antenna gives ideal recep-

tion on all channels. Landlord's per-
mission NOT required for indoor type.

. NO INSTALLATION COST. You
can install assembred kit yourself in
about an hour.

200 Sq. In.
PICTURE

TV -FM KIT
MODEL 12C1

Has DuMont Inputuner
IMAGE IS EQUAL to that of a 20'
tube-even sharper and clearer-
visible from all angles.
EQUIVALENT OF $1007 SETS!
Price of the new Transvision 12CL
electromagnetic kit includes these
outstanding Features:
 12r/x" picture tube with special

fitted built-in All -Angle Lens
and color kit.

 DuMont TV -FM Inputuner
 Streamlined Cabinet and Roto -

Table

11
Includes Cafe-

$399
inet, Lens,
Table, Indoor
or Outdoor
Antenna, 63
it. of Lead -In Wire.

MODEL 12CL TV -FM KI7

TRANSVISION Model 15A TV KIT
This high -quality Transvision TV Kit has
a 15" picture tube. In all other respects
it is the same as the 12A shown above. f299

,
00

less cabinet'

J

Less
Cabinet`

*CHOICE of BEAUTIFUL CABINETS from $29
For example, a "Modular" Console Cabinet which can be easily
assembled in about an hour, costs $29.

ASSEMBLE Your Own CABINETS
Transvision's "MODULAR" Caoinets come in
knock -down, unpainted units, offering on un-
limited range of combinations, including even
a bar. Finish them off to suit your taste and need.

Corner piece, shown above ha, room for 'se,
Phono Record Storage, and open Book Case.
COMPLETE 584.00
For other units and prices, write for "Modular"
Catalog.

FREE:
162 PAGE
TV COURSE

with purchase of any
Transvision TV Kit . . . You
don't need this course to
assemble a Transvision Kit,
because the lob is easy
enough and our instruction
sheet is simple and clear.
BUT, if you want a good
introduction to television
fundamentals as a basis for
further study, the Tronsvisioe
Television Home -Study
Course is ideal. Remember,
you pay nothing extra for this
COurse.

Alf lronsvision Prices ore fair traded; subject to change without notice. Prices 5% higher west of the Miss'ssippi.

TRANSVISION, INC., Dept. RN, NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
For FREE 20 -page TV BOOKLET and CATALOG SHEETS, SEE YOUR TRANSVISION OUTLET!

NEW YORK, 14. Y.
TRANSVISION OF MANHATTAN

75 Church St.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.
TRANSVISION OF EEROOKLYN

485 Coney Island Ave.

LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
TRANSVISION OF LOt4O ISLAND

40-14 Greenpoint Ave_
Long Island City, N. Y

NEWARK, N. I.
TRANSVISION OF NEW JERSEY

601 Broad St.

PHILADELPHIA PA.
TRANSVISION OF PHILADELPHIA

235 North Broad St.

STNTRANSBVIOSIONO

OF NEW ENGLAND
1306 Boylston St.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
STAR RADIO

409 11th St., N. W.

TRANSVISIONGOOF' CHICAGO
1002 South Michigan Ave.

TRANSVISION
SYRACUSE,OF N.

RACUSE
517 Butternut St.

TRANSVISION
IA

OF FLORIDA
10 Northeast Third Ave.

DALLAS, TEX.
TRANSVISION OF TEXAS

700 Commerce St.

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
TRANSVISION OF CALIFORNIA

8574 Santa Monica Blvd.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
TRANSVISION OF CALIFORNIA

3471 California St.

CANADA
TRANSVISION OF CANADA

465 Church St.
Toronto, Ontario
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ELIMINATE the VARIABLES
in Television Installation
with the TRANSVISION
FIELD STRENGTH METER
Improves Installations!!

Saves 1/2 the Work!!
Has numerous features and advantages,
including-(1) Measures actual picture sig-
nal strength . . (2) Permits actual pic-
ture signal measurements without the use
of a complete television set ... (3) An-
tenna orientation can be done exactly ...
(4) Measures losses or gain of various
antenna and lead-in combinations ... (5)
Useful for checking receiver re -radiation
(local oscillator) . . (6) 12 CHANNEL
SELECTOR ... (7) Amplitudes of interfer-
ing signals can be checked ... (8) Weighs
only 5 lbs.... (9) Individually calibrated

. (10) Housed in attractive metal carry-
ing case . (11) Initial cost of this unit
is covered after only 3 or 4 installations
... (14)Operateson110V,60 Cycles, A.C.
Model FSM-1, with tubes.... Net $99.50

NEW LOW PRICE
TRANSVISION ALL -CHANNEL

TELEVISION BOOSTER
CONTINUOUS TUNING

To assure television reception in weak signal
areas, or areas which are out of range of
certain broadcasting stations, Transvision
engineers have designed this new booster.
It increases signal strength on all television
channels. Tunes all television channels con-
tinuously. Can be used with any type of
television receiver. Unusually high gain in
upper television channels.
Model B-1 List $32.50

May, 1949

TV INSTRUMENTS

DuMont TV -FM

INPUTUNER
The finest TV -FM Tuner on the
market today! Distributed exclu-
sively by Transvision.
 Covers all 12 channels, entire FM Range.
 Continuously tunes from 44 to 216 me

without a break. Requires no band
switching for tuning from channel to
channel.

 Complete with tubes and escutcheon.
Model IT -1 $59.95

TRANSVISION ALL -ANGLE
LENSES for ALL TV SETS

Give picture sizes up to 150 sq. in. Exclusive patented
feature makes image visible from wide angle. Lenses
come with adapter for installation on ANY 7' or 10'
picture tube, and with color kits. All -Angle Lens for
7' tubes (gives 75 sq. in. picture) $25.95
All -Angle Lens for 10' tubes (gives 150 sq. in.
picture) $37.50
For 141/2' tubes $49.50

GET INTO the TV BUSINESS
In a BIG WAY with the

TRANSVISION DEALER PLAN
WRITE FOR FOLDER D-1

TELEVISION and FM
SWEEP SIGNAL GENERATOR
Complete frequency coverage from 0-227 MC with no
band switching.... Sweep width from 0-12 MC com-
pletely variable. . . . Accurately calibrated built-in
marker generator.
OUTSTANDING FEATURES (1) Frequency range
from 0-227 MC ... (2) Dial calibrated in frequency

(3) Sweep width from 0-12 MC completely
variable . (4) Self-contained markers readable
directly on the dial to .5% or better. (No external
generator required to provide the marker signals)
... (5) Crystal controlled output makes possible any
crystal controlled frequency from 5-430 MC .

(6) Plenty of voltage output-permits stage -by -stage
alignment . . (7) Output impedance 5-125 ohms

(8) Directly calibrated markers, 40-30 MC for
trap, sound and video IF alignment . . . (9) RF for
alignment of traps for IF channels when a DC volt-
meter is used as the indicating medium ... (10) Un -
modulated RF signal to provide marker pips simul-
taneously with the main variable oscillator ... (11)
Markers can be controlled as to output strength in the
pip oscillator . . . (12) Power supply completely
shielded and Altered to prevent leakage ... (13) All
active tubes are the new modern miniature type ..
(14) Phasing control incorporated in the generator ..
(15) Operates on 110V, 60 Cycles, AC.
Model SG Net $99.50

REMOTE CONTROL UNIT KIT
OPERATES ANY TELEVISION SET from a DIS-
TANCE up to 50 feet.

Model TRCU Remote Control Unit Kit with
25 -ft. cable $69.00

Also available without cabinet. 65.00

IF YOU
OUTLET USE THIS COUPONA TRANSVISION

MAIL TO: TRANSVISION, INC., NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Please ship the following Transvision Products THROUGH YOUR NEAREST LOCAL OUTLET: - RN -5

I am enclosing 10% DEPOSIT in the amount of $ balance C.O.D.
 I want to get.into the Television Business. Send me details of your Dealer Plan.

Name City & Zone
(please print)

Address State ... .
.J
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MERIT out in front again

for sound equipment!
with

New OUTDOOR TYPE
Universal Line

TRANSFORMERS
To couple various line impedances to a
voice coil. Universal mounting bracket.

Features: Universal mounting (may be

bolted or clamped to speaker bracket(.
Weathersealed to withstand outdoor con-
ditions at moderate cost; Encased in one-
piece drawn metal can; Potted to resist

moisture absorption; Terminal board
mounted inside can.

Put the Merit Outdoor Type Transformers

in Your Stock Today

MERIT
OUTDOOR TYPE
UNIVERSAL LINE

TRANSFORMER
MOUNTING JO

Type
No.

List
Price

Ohms Impedance
Primary Sec.

6-4040 3 8.75 250-500-1000-1500-2000 4-8-16
6-4041 9.75 250-500-1000-1500-2000 4-8-16
A-4042 13.75 250-500-1000-1500-2000 4-8-16
A-4043 9.75 45-50 4-8

Type
'o. Watts

Mounting
Center Case

Dimensions
H W D

A-4040 8 23/4s3'/e 41/4 4,,t6 3º/n
A-4041 12 2%s3% 41/4 4'1n 3º/.
A-4042 25 23/03% 41A 4% 39/n
6-4043 12 23493% 41/4 47,{6 3946

NOW READY-Merit's new catalog No
4911 incorporating all TV Replace-
ments in the regular line. Be sure to
get your copy.
JOBBERS! See Merit's exhibit at the
1949 Radio Show, Stevens Hotel,
Chicago, Booth No. 150.

PRODUCTS OF MERIT

Sine le
FINE

RADIO
PARTS

EMI
COIL & TRANSFORMER CORP.

CLARK ST., CHICAGO 40, ILL.

* Presenting latest information on the Radio Industry.

By RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS'
WASHINGTON EDITOR

W iSIIINGTON, once again, has be-
come a technological arena with the
very -high and ultra -high TV bands as
the featured performers.

Since December, when the famous
propagation hearings were held and
the subsequent Ad Hoc committee was
formed to resolve the divergencies of
opinion, industry and government ex-
perts have been sparring and marking
time until all the possible variables in
the allocation problem could be evalu-
ated and a decision formulated. The
volumes of statistical information
which had to be studied made it diffi-
cult to arrive at an immediate satis-
factory conclusion, and as a result,
armchair specialists became busy and
began to arrive at diverse opinions,
which were far from complimentary
not only to the government bodies but
those from industry who were striving
to solve an extremely difficult situa-

which Mr.
and Mrs. Public.

Actually the committee has reached
a statistical approach, which involves
relating the median tropospheric fields
to the 4/3 earth's radius value up to
distances of about 90 miles. At larger
distances, where but few measure-
ments are available and where the
median value is in general below the
recorder noise level, a single curve
was developed which provided the best
fit to the measured levels of intensities
for one per -cent of the time, irrespec-
tive of the frequency and of the height
of the transmitting antenna. Meas-
ured ratios of the one per -cent and ten
per -cent levels, which showed system-
atic frequency effects, were applied to
the one per -cent curve to produce
curves of the levels exceeded for ten
per -cent of the time for a sequence of
frequencies. Families of curves for
several antenna heights and frequen-
cies, showing the continuous variation
with distance of the field intensities to
be expected for various percentages of
the time, were produced by a system
of smooth transition between the dis-
tance ranges involved in the foregoing
two approaches.

Now these data are being probed for
application to the present standards.
The information at this stage has been
conclusive enough for FCC Chairman
Wayne Coy to state, and most em-
phatically, that the existing very -high
channels will be available for a long,
long time, the freeze will be undoubt-

edly lifted during the first weeks of
the summer and some ultra -high sta-
tions will probably be operating in the
early months of next year. The ultra-
high stations, operating on the same
channels, are expected to be about 200
to 225 miles apart, Coy stated.

Senator Edwin C. Johnson of Colo-
rado, chairman of the Interstate Com-
merce Committee and father of the
50 -kilowatt AM bill now being debated
in Congress, entered the ultra -high
battle by writing a letter to FCC
Chairman Coy asking that the Com-
mission and the TV industry take
steps to protect the public against de-
preciation of their investments in tele-
vision receivers when the higher fre-
quencies come into use. As a result
of this correspondence, one manufac-
turer decided to enter the dispute and
indicate in advertisements, which ap-
peared nationally, that his equipment
could higher
without major alterations. Others in
the industry voiced the opinions that
present channels will not be obsoleted,
basing their remarks on FCC Chair-
man Coy's assurances, and, therefore,
the sets now being sold will continue
to receive all stations now on the air
or soon to be authorized. These manu-
facturers also emphasized that con-
version of most current receivers for
the ultra -highs would offer no particu-
larly difficult technical problems and
in most cases will not prove prohibi-
tively expensive, as several in Wash-
ington and industry indicated.

Two schools of thought did enter in-
to the experienced experts' probe as
to the immediate and future use of
the ultra -high bands. In one set of
views, expressed at the recent IRE
national meeting at the Hotel Com-
modore in New York City, David B.
Smith, vice president in charge of re-
search and engineering at Philco, said
that the ultra -highs are unlikely for
several years and when they do come
will not obsolete present TV receivers.
Smith based his conclusions on an in-
vestigation made by Joseph Fisher of
the Philco research division, who pre-
sented his report at the IRE meeting.
According to the Fisher tests, which
were made at sixty locations in the
area of Washington, at distances of
from one -and -a -half to twenty-three
miles from the NBC experimental
transmitter in the Wardman Park Ho-
tel operating in the 504 to 510 -mega -
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PERFECT MATCH
between Antenna and Receiver!

AT ALL TIMES

Shielded Lead -In line
for 72 -Ohm Input Impedance

Television Sets

HIGH QUALITY

Here's the finest lead-in available, at such low cost, for
television receivers of 72 -Ohm input impedance.

Intelin TV -59 offers a perfect match in impedance-
and keeps that characteristic continuously despite the ef-
fects of weather and abrasion. This highly desirable stability
-together with effective shielding-provide maximum sig-
nal-to-noise ratio ... clear and steady television reception.

Federal-America's leading manufacturer of solid di-
electric coaxial cables-gave Intelin TV -59 all of the im-
portant electrical and physical characteristics of its Intelin
RG-59/U-considered the ultimate in 72 -Ohm coax lines.
And through Federal engineering, manufacturing and test-
ing techniques Intelin TV -59 is now made available to you
at a considerable saving in price. For full information, write
to Department D-959.

AT LOW COST

from Federal-
America's Leading

Manufacturer of
1 Solid Dielectric

Coaxial Cables

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporal/o,,

KEEPING YEARS is I TAT's world-wide
research and engineering organization, of which the Federal
Telecommunication Laboratories, Nutley, N. J., is a unit.

SELENIUM and INTELIN DIVISION, 900 Passaic Ave., East Newark, New Jersey

In Canada: Federal Electric Manufacturing Company, Ltd., Montreal, P. O.
Export Distributors: - International Standard Electric Corp. 67 Broad St., N.Y.

i tay, 1 9 19
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PLUG IT IN... AND IT WORKS!

Completely wired
29 TUBE CHASSIS FOR 12'/2" TV TUBE

Factory engineered, aligned and
tested in accordance with most
modern electronic methods

WIRED CHASSIS WITH 121/2 CRT

$16950

$229.50
CHASSIS WIRED FOR 15 OPERATION (LESS CRT)

NOTHING ELSE TO
OR BUILD! This extraordinary
direct view chassis, with licensed
RCA circuits represents the utmost
in TV value ... The foundation of
a $900 retail value combination,
it features large 84 ' picture
screen, 29 tubes including 3 rec-
tifiers, 13 channel tuning, long
range reception, front focus con-
trol, high gain audio amplifier,
automatic frequency control, and
many other high -quality construc-
tion and operation advantages.

Comes with Schematics and full
instructions.

EVEN A LAYMAN CAN INSTALL IT.

Standard RMA Guarantee on tube and
chassis

$179.50

BUILD YOUR OWN
Television Combination
AT LOW FACTORY COST
with LEHIGH ACCESSORIES:

High Fidelity AM& FM Tuners
and Amplifiers, High Fidelity
Speakers, Dual Speed Auto-
matic Record Changers, and
Custom Designed Decorator -
Finish Genuine Walnut or
Mahogany Combination
Cabinets.

DESIRABLE TV CABINETS
ALSO AVAILABLE

Prices and Literature
on Request

BUY DIRECT FROM FACTORY AND SAVE!
Phone and Mail Orders filled on receipt of $25 deposit ... FOB N. Y.

Call in person at our factory showroom for
free demonstrations and instruction

LEHIGH TELEVISION COMPANY
601 West 26th Street, New York 1, N. Y. Dept. D

Telephone: ALgonquin 5-2046
Prices subject to change without notice.

cycle channel, power requirements in
the ultra -highs will have to be much
higher than on the lower channels to
achieve comparable coverage, proba-
bly four to five times more powerful.
It was also found that the shadowing
effect caused by obstructions such as
hills, buildings, and trees is much
greater in the higher bands, thus re-
quiring added height for the antenna
system. The report then went on to
reveal that at least three years or
longer would be required before trans-
mitters with the required high powers
could be built.

According to Fisher it was found
possible to receive satisfactory signals
on the ultra -highs with a simple three -
tube converter 'and a standard televi-
sion model. During the tests three
types of receiving antennas were used
and mounted on a station wagon.
These were a half -wave dipole, four -
element Yagi and eight -element array
with a screen reflector, each of which
at one time or another was extended
to a height of thirty-five feet. The an-
tennas were connected to the input of
the converter by means of a double
shielded 93 -ohm coaxial transmission
line. The converter used a tuned coax-
ial input circuit feeding into a 1N21C
crystal. The i.f. frequency of the con-
verter was 54 to 60 megacycles.

In addition to the 500 -megacycle
tests in Washington, propagation
measurements were made in the Phila-
delphia area, using a 20 -kilowatt, 3300 -
megacycle one -microsecond pulse
transmitter with a directional trans-
mitting antenna.

In a contrary opinion and IRE re-
port, Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith, direc-
tor of research for Du Mont, declared
that ultra -high transmitters could be
made available probably within a
year. Goldsmith did agree with Fisher
and Smith as to the successful use of
converters and the fact that obsoles-
cence of the present receivers would
not be a factor, when the ultra -highs
were authorized.

The implication that the ultra -highs
may not be too far in the offing was
also expressed in an. RCA engineering
report, which revealed the develop-
ment of a method of combining trans-
mitting tubes in groups or clusters,
which could materially increase the
power of television stations operating
anywhere from 300 to 3000 megacycles.
Describing the method at the IRE
meeting, G. H. Brown, W. C. Morrison,
W. L. Behrend and J. G. Reddick of
the RCA labs, said that two tubes, or
two complete transmitters, are teamed
through a special network called a
duplexer, which permits the combined
outputs of the tubes to be fed into the
same antenna, thereby doubling the
effective power output, without nar-
rowing the width of the band trans-
mitter. It was stated that a transmit-
ter with four output stages, combined
with three duplexers, had been built.
With the four stages operating at 850
megacycles, the final output of the
transmitter was found to be four
times the power obtained from a sin -

(Continued on page 152)
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CjtIiAt

CAPACITOR
N1ANUAII

FOR RADIO
SERVICING

PRICE
$loo

COMBINED WITH EDITIONS Nos. 1 to

1910

is, U.S. Pm. mt

1949

CORNE1.1.
world's leading manufacturer

of

CAP ACTT
ORS

ANTENNAS
TV

and FM

AUTO VIBRATORS'

POWER CONVERTERS

ELECTRIC
CORP.,

JePt.

CORNELL-pUBILI;Rl
LE`rse'

t eld

tt,1,t .,,

Stamps
a,,,r,tb,.

More than 30,000 Copies
Now in Circulation!

Got four bits burning a hole in your
pocket? Dig for it fast, brother,
and shoot it thisaway for the best
service book bargain you'll ever see
again. It's a big, fat -with -info vol-
ume that you need every day like
vitamins for quick, accurate ser-
vicing of radios with C -D capaci-
tors. We say you'll save 1,000 hours
per annum of hot -footing it around
for a whatsis that goes into a
thingama-circuit. You'll save lots
snore - on shoe leather, frazzled
nerves, yelping customers and cold
cash. So fill in the coupon and mail
it now for your copy of this last
edition of the C -D Capacitor Man-
ual for Radio Servicing.

LIMITED QUANTITY!

 complete tables on A !o Z radio bro'-.
with C -D replacrnent numbers

 simplified color coda of -wire lead;

 sharp schematics of bypass and
circuits

 full descriptions of C -D capaator
replacements

 352 pages, including memoranda-
pages, with a semi -stiff cover -pies-
through for hanging reference

Cornell-Dubilier Elect ric Corporation.
South Plainfield, New Jersey. Other
large plants in New Bedford, Worces-
ter, and Brookline, Mass.; Indian-
apolis, Ind., and Providence, R. I.

59uth Pla^ (.-..1)

Cosh lSOc Pc

May, 19-19 17



DUAL FOCUS Steals The Show

with TWO Pictures Instead of ONE

SWITCH CH FROM ONE

TO THE OTHER AT THE

FLIP OF A SWITCH

WHY YOU NEED BOTH PICTURES
For complete enjoyment of circular -picture
television, you need both the circular pic-
ture and the rectangular picture. The larger
picture is truly a joy to behold, but-it clips
off the sides of the normal picture. It works
like a telescope; it concentrates on a smaller
area and magnifies it. You see less, but
what you do see appears bigger and closer.
However, if reading material is flashed on
the screen, the circular view may not cover
the full width of the lines. Then, of course,
with Hallicrafters, you merely flip the
switch back to the rectangular picture.

the hallicrafters co
4401 W. Fifth Ave., Chicago 24, III.

T-64 chassis only

516995

Takes 10 or 12 in. tube. Slight
extra cost for 12 in. bracket.

:

.

.

HALLICRAFTERS

IS EXPANDED BOTH WAYS

In going from the rectangu-
lar to the circular picture,
both height and width are
blown up together to main-
tain normal proportions.
This avoids the excessive
distortion by vertical elon-
gation as seen on early
model sets with circular
pictures.

:

See the latest Hallicrafters equipment
in our Booth 153 at the Radio Parts

Show in Chicago May 17-20.

MANUFACTURERS OF PRECISION RADIO & TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
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E THREE YEARS $9.00

 TWO YEARS $7.00
E ONE YEAR $4.00
Canada, Mexico, South and Central

America same as U. S. A. All other

foreign $1.00 extra for each year.

NAME

ENTER MY SUBSCRIPTION

 Remittance enclosed

 I'll pay when billed

STREET

CITY

POSITION

COMPANY

LOCAL
ZONE

STATE

S-5-49

ENTER MY SUBSCRIPTION FOR RADIO -ELECTRONIC

E 3 YEARS$10.00
E 2 YEARS $9.00

1 YEAR $6.00

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

COMPANY

POSITION

EDITION OF
RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS

 Remittance Enclosed

O I'll pay when billed

LOCAL ZONE

CANADA, MEXICO. SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA SAME AS

U. S. A. ALL OTHER FOREIGN $1.00 EXTRA FOR EACH YEAR.
S-5-49
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Success Story of Bill Smith. . , OR YOU!

,.
Mails coupon to National Schools in
Los Angeles, and receives Free Lesson
and book of information about Radio,
Television and Electronics training.

«M.

/
Completes Course and receives Diploma

is now a qualified Radio, Television
and Electronics Technician.

At.

nr::aw Jr'

.,.

Enrolls ... studies in spare time. Finds
personal attention from instructors, in-
teresting material and practical equip-
ment, all increase his interest.

Applies for-and GETS-a good pay.
full time job in industry. Finds that
employers know National Schools and
like to hire their graduates.

Builds actual units as part of Course.
Earns money doing spare time repair
and installation work.

Or he opons own profitable Service
Shop, with valuable counsel and aid
from National Schools. Now for real
happiness and success!

;eta RADIO, TELEVISION

You Build This Superheterodyne
Receiver With Parts We Send

You receive complete standard equip-
ment, including latest type High -Mu
Tubes, for building various experi-
mental and test units. You progress
step by step until you build a com-
plete Superheterodyne Receiver. It is
yours to use and keep.

Professional Multitcster
Included!

This portable instrument (see
right) enables you to perform
many practical tests, make del-
icate adjustments and do serv-
ice work. Complete with test
leads.

You receive a series of special laboratory
experiment lessons to guide your practical ex-
ercises with your equipment. These lessons have
been prepared with a special technique of illus-
trating radio principles by numerous easy -to -
understand examples.
Both Resident and Home Study Courses Offered

and ELECTRONICS by
NATIONAL SCHOOLS omE ;°;°G

THIS PRACTICAL, TECHNICAL RESIDENT TRADE SCHOOL
TRAINS YOU AT HOME FOR BIG RADIO OPPORTUNITIES!
Never in history has such rapid prog-
ress been made as in the great Radio,
Television and Electronics Industry
today! This exciting, fast-moving de-
velopment means new and greater op-
portunities for the trained, skilled man
-for you-in Television and Radio
Broadcasting. Installing, Servicing; in
Frequency Modulation; in Applied
Electronics in many industries; in a
business of your own!
National Home Training is Practical

Your National Schools Course fully
covers basic, advanced and specialized
instruction in all phases, including
basic radio principles, receivers, am -

ION

planer systems, transmitters, televi-
sion, aviation radio, electronics. You
get complete instruction material, in-
cluding shop manual, tube manual, job
sheets, radio dictionary, special labo-
ratory experiment lessons, experimen-
tal equipment. You receive complete.
modern television lesson texts.

Your Home Study is supervised by
our staff of highly trained instructors
who daily teach our resident students
here. Let the Free
Books shown be-
low tell you moreabout National
Home Training.
Use coupon today!

NATIONAL SC
LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF.

HOOLS
E ST. 1905

APPROVED
FOR

VETERANS

FIND OUT NOW... MAIL COUPON TODAY
National Schools, Dept. S.RTNR (Mail in envelope
4000 South Figueroa Street or paste on
Los Angeles 37, California postcard)

Mail me FREE the book, "Your Future in Radio,
and a sample lesson of your course.

NAME_.___.._.._.__._..._.___..._.._

ADDRESS

CITY__.

[1 Check here if veteran of World War II -J
May, 1949 19



COMPARE CENTRALAB CERAMIC BC "HI-KAPS"

You BE
THE JUDGE!

'See for yourself why BC "Hi-Kap" Capacitors, feature
for feature ... are your best buy for QUALITY!

'See for yourself why BC "Hi-Kap" Capacitors, feature
for feature ... are your best buy for PRICE!

NEST DEPENDABIIITYNON
ENDOCTEyfIF -

CONVENNNT EEADS
SPACf SAVERS ..

_

:....'

ONSERVATIVfEY RATEDEfRPOWENPMSCTOR

4101>INSUEASfD
....... . . .

. ,.. ..

 SEE
THIS DISPLAY

AT YOUR

CENTRALAB

DISTRIBUTOR

SEE THESE

"HI-KAP" VALUES

AND PRICES II

PART

NUMBER
VALUE
(MFD)

LIST
PRICE*

D6-100 .00001 $1.25*
06-150 .000015 1.25*
D6-250 .000025 1.25*
06-400 .00004 1.25*
D6-500 .00005 1.25*
D6-101 .0001 1.25*
D6-151 .00015 1.25*
D6-201 .0002 1.25*
D6-251 .00025 1.25*
D6-301 .0003 1.25*
D6-401 .0004 1.25 *
D6-501 .0005 1.25*
06-751 .00075 1.25*
D6-102 .001 1.25*
D6-152 .0015 1.25*
D6-202 .002 1.25*
D6-252 .0025 1.25*
D6-502 .005 1.50*
D6-752 .0075 1.50*
D6-103 .01 1.50*

*Per Envelope of 5
Rating: 600 WVDC - 1000 V. flash tested. In-
dividually color coded, inspected and insulated.

20 RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS



Di' Never before has the dependability, perma-

nence and convenience of ceramic by- pass and

coupling capacitors been offered to Radio Service

Dealers at a favorable price!

"HI-KAP" FEATURES DESCRIPTION ADVANTAGES

1. Impervious to moisture
Ceramic -X is non -hygroscopic. Moisture
absorption is .007% or less.

No deterioration, no shorting. Longer life
even under the most adverse conditions.

2. Low mass weight Av. Wt. Dimensions Values

.029 oz. D-.315"
L-.540"

.00005-

.00025 mfd.

3. Smallsizethe044 oz. D-.315"
L-.830" .0005 mfd.

For unit size and weight, Centralab BC
"Hi-Kaps", made with Ceramic -X, are

only capacitors on the market which

.050 oz. D-.340" .000750- provide these voltage ratings.
L- 1" .005 mfd.

4. High capacity .082 oz.

Rating: 600 WVDC

D-.400"
L-1.305"

- 1000 VDC
.01 mfd.

Hash test.

5. Special insulation
Wax impregnated, lacquered, dipped in
special phenolic resin, cured and wax
impregnated.

Prevents any possibility of shorting to
adjacent leads, chassis or components.

6. Convenient side leads Heavy #22 gauge tinned copper.
Permit rapid, close -coupled connections.
No tricky bending or fitting required.

7. Low power factor
Initial-.6%. After 100 hours, 95%
humidity test - 3.0%.

More efficient circuit operation, fewer
failures.

8. High leakage resistance
Initial - 5000 megohms. After humidity
-500 megohms.

Long life, more efficient performance.

9. Maximum dependability One-piece construction. Leads soldered
directly to electrodes.

Will not short or become intermittent.

10. Factory tested
For your protection, all units 100% fac-
tory tested before packaging and shipping.

Your guarantee to your customers of re -
liable service and performance.

Dir See your Centralab Distributor for complete information on this

new line of ceramic by-pass and coupling capacitors, or write direct to

DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION INC., MILWAUKEE, WIS.
May. 1949
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2 SENSATIONAL

NEW INDOOR
ANTENNAS

*WARD
WARDS NEW TVI-49

Ward's portable TVI-49 will give excellent
reception on all channels -orients easily in
all directions. Chrome plated brass dipoles.
The TVI-49 is sturdily constructed and
weighted perfectly -it will not tip over -

List $6.95
t e

WARDS NEW TVI-43
The TVI-43 brings in all channels precisely
and brilliantly. Most attractive - chrome
plated brass telescopic dipoles, satin biege
brown finish -blends perfectly with the most
exacting interior. List $17.95

See any leading parts distributors or
write for catalog today. N

WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION
1523 E. 45TH ST., CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

DIVISION OF THE GABRIEL CO.
22

11
75,250

554
60

201
536

11,665
1,157

37

2,039
11,492

144
2,012

117
688
580

2,724
7

30,338

Paterson 1,864
29 Runnemede 13

Trenton 5,101
19 Newark -Trenton 2,155
42 Cities not stated 6,579

Other Cities 5,128
NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque 246
NEW YORK

Albany 11,933
Binghamton 53
Buffalo 8,687
Long Island 9,986
Middletown 153
Newburgh 34
New Rochelle 110
New York City 256,873
Poughkeepsie 813
Rochester 65
Schenectady 491
Syracuse 1.734
Tarrytown 33
Utica 66
Westchester 1,486
Other Cities 683
Cities not stated 729

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte 219
Other Cities 12

NORTH DAKOTA 1789OHIO
AkronCities not stated 541,1851GEORGIA Canton17
Cincinnati

Atlanta 4,455Cleveland9,462Other Cities 376
19,422

ILLINO'S Columbus 22
Dayton 1,763Chicago 72,345 Toledo 5,349Moline 26 Youngstown 142Peoria 365 Other Cities 843Rockford 82 OKLAHOMARock Island 20 Oklahoma City 18Sterling 37 Other Cities 10Tuscola 16 OREGONOther Cities 733 Portland 125INDIANA Other Cities 9Gary 2.261 PENNSYLVANIAFort Wayne 47 Allentown 2.147Hammond 214 Easton 46Indianapolis 423 Erie 303South Bend 1,429 Harrisburg 201Cities not stated 160 Hazeltine 103Other Cities 206 Lancaster 285IOWA Philadelphia 98,369Madison 42 Pittsburgh 5,652Other Cities 6 Pottsville 144KANSAS 9 Reading 1,449

KENTUCKY Sunbury 119Louisville 2,897 Williamsport 31Other Cities 57 Other Cities 838Cities not stated 165 RHODE ISLAND
LOUISIANA Providence 3,266New Orleans 3,970 Other Cities 1,115Other Cities 13 TENNESSEE
MAINE 14 Chattanooga 15
MARYLAND Knoxville 19Baltimore 27,885 Memphis 3,057Other Cities 375 Nashville 40
MASSACHUSETTS Other Cities 30Boston 29,095 TEXAS

Cambridge 3,797 Dallas 3,982Springfield 159 El Paso 163Taunton 48 Fort Worth 2,093Worcester 994 Houston 2,047Other Cities 265 Other Cities 249
321 Cities not stated 175

UTAH
25,942 Salt Lake City 977Grand Rapids 148 Cities not stated 24Pontiac 24 VERMONT 3Other Cities 222 VIRGINIA

Alexandria 15
6,223 Norfolk 288

13 Richmond 2,848
30 Other Cities 173

WASHINGTON
502 Seattle 4,450

15,849 Tacoma 47
76 Other Cities 72
31 WEST VIRGINIA

NEW HAMPSHIRE Clarksburg 41Manchester 309 Wheeling 97Other Cities 48 Other Cities 29
NEW JERSEY WISCONSIN

Atlantic City 1,109 Madison 96Camden 11 Milwaukee 12,859
Irvington 587 Other Cities 80Jersey City 286 AREAS NOT DETERMINED 29,037Newark 87,459
New Brunswick 21 TOTAL SHIPMENTS 964,206

(Editor's Nofe: The figures herein are presented through the courtesy of the
Radio Manufacturers' Association IRMAI. In view of the fact that not all
television set manufacturers are members of RMA, add approximately 10 per-cent fo all of the figures above. Admiral Radio Corporation for one, and all kit
manufacturers, do not belong fo RMA, and their production of sets accounts
for at least 10 per -cent additional.)

ALABAMA
Birmingham

ARKANSAS
Lit:le Rock
Other Cities

CALIFORNIA
Fresno
Los Angeles
Long Beach
Oak'and
Santa Barbara
San Diego
San Francisco
Other Cities

COLORADO
Denver

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport
Hartford
New Britain
New Haven
Waterbury
Other Cities
Cities not stated

DELAWARE
Wilmington
Other Cities

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
FLORIDA

Miami
Tampa

Cities not stated
MICHIGAN

Detroit

TELEVISION SET SHIPMENTS BY AREAS
Television
Broadcast
Service Area

Television
Accumulative Broadcast Accumulative

Service Area (1947 & 1948)(1947 & 1948)

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis -St. Paul
Other Cities

MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI

Kansas City
St. Louis
Other Cities

NEBRASKA

It 1114/ TRLF,VIIOr NEWS



HOWARD W. SAMS ft'te4ett4

the authoritative new book

e OLIVER READ Editor, RADIO & Television NEWS

"The Recording and Reproduction of SOUND"
The first complete reference book that gives

the right answers on all phases of Sound
Now you can own the book thousands have asked for-the book
they got a taste of in the representative chapters which ran in
RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS during 1948. Now brought up to
the minute-complete-the one -volume answer to the great de-
mand for a reliable, understandable, full discussion of the theory
and methods used in the recording and reproduction of Sound.
Absolutely essential to everyone interested in any or all phases
of Sound-for a complete, unbiased explanation that gives you
a thorough understanding of the entire subject.

Absolutely Invaluable References
A PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS:

Behavior of Sound Waves-History of Sound.
Basic Recording Methods: Film, Disc, Wire,Tape,

etc. Magnetic and Crystal cutters. Magnetic
recording methods on wire, tape and coated
materials. Magnetic tape recorders.

Microphones-Types and applications.
Pickups-Types and applications. Phono pickup

tracking error.
Stylii-Selection and use.
Microgroove and LP records.
The Decibel simplified.
Loudspeakers and enclosures. Dividing net-

works.
Amplifiers-complete analysis of types and

applications. Dynamic noise suppression.
Tone controls, equalizers, and attenuators.
Performance and testing of amplifiers.

PLUS HUNDREDS OF OTHER SUBJECTS-
A "MUST" FOR EVERYONE INTERESTED IN THE
RECORDING AND REPRODUCTION OF SOUND!

304 PAGES
180 ILLUSTRATIONS ONLY
6 x 9", CLOTH BINDING

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
INDIANAPOLIS 1, INDIANA

Have the Answers to Questions Like These
Do you know how to select the proper recorder for your
purposes? Do you know how to get the most out of your
recorder? Can you select the proper amplifier for a
given application? Want to know how to test amplifier
performance? Which to use-crystal or magnetic pick-
up? Do you know how to utilize inverse feedback, ex-
panders and compressors? The answers to these and
hundreds of other vital questions are given authori-
tatively by Oliver Read. His easy -to -understand treat-
ment takes the mystery out of the subject; his facts are
based largely on actual laboratory experience. No other
single volume brings you this vast wealth of reliable
information. This book belongs in your library!

PUBLICATION DATE: MAY 15

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

I

LCity Zone. .State

Autogra

fo Opres
hed

first the
Porchase50r

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
955 N. Rural St., Indianapolis 1, Ind.

 Send me Oliver Read's "Recording and
Reproduction of Sound." $5 per copy.

Check Enclosed  Ship C.O.D.

Name

Address

I

I

I
I
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TWO NEW TV TESTERS
SEE THEM AT OUR BOOTH
No.118. R.M.A. PARTS SHOW

CHICAGO MAY 17 TO 20

MODEL 665 MODEL 660

w. Get

VIDEOGENERATOR

COMPOSITE VIDEO GENERATOR

 INSTALLATION AND REPAIR WITHOUT STA-
TION TEST PATTERN OPERATION.

 PROVIDES COMPLETE COMPOSITE VIDEO SIG-
NAL.

 PROVIDES BOTH HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL
SYNC AND BLANKING PULSES -SAME AS TV
STATION OPERATION.

 PROVIDES DOT MODULATION FOR ADJUST-
MENT OF HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL LINEARITY
AND HOLD CIRCUITS -ADJUSTMENT OF DEFLEC-
TION YOKE AND FOCUS COILS.

TELEVISION OSCILLOSCOPE

 EXTRA SENSITIVE AMPLIFIERS. FIVE TIMES

AVERAGE SENSITIVITY.

 WIDE BAND AMPLIFIERS. 10 CYCLE TO 5 MEG-

ACYCLES.

 Z AXIS AMPLIFIER. PROVIDES AMPLE SIGNAL

FOR GRID MODULATION OF CATHODE RAY TUBE.

 WIDE RANGE SWEEP GENERATOR FOR TIME

BASE. UP TO 150,000 CYCLES.

The Model 665 Composite Video Generator and the Model 660 Television Oscilloscope provide a pair of testers whereby "Signal Tracing" in
television sync separation, sweep circuits, and video amplifiers can be made without frequency distortion. SEE THIS NEW TEST SYSTEM.

ANOTHER 1ST!

BY SUPREME INCORPORATED

2$ RADIO .% TELEVISION NEWS



You'll Satisfy More Customers With

Flat Cell "B" Batteries ...
The Only Radio Batteries Whose Cells Are

INTERLOCK tE
1001? WHAT IT MEANS Each cell holds
more power -producing chemicals with no waste space.

Triple sealing, under fixed pressure, insures against power leakage.

Up to 91% fewer soldered connections greatly reduce battery "hum"
or failure-give longer life.

We guarantee these ... the ONLY radio batteries with INTER-
LOCKED flat cells ... to give more listening hours, and clearer
reception under normal conditions.

IT'S

EXCLUSIVE

WITH

OLIN!

#t
1

SEEHOW IT'S DONE Note in the magnified view showing the enlarged cut-
away section how each cell is INTERLOCKED ... Patented U. S.
Pat. No. 2416576.

CNFCNTHE PR/NC/ALE Interlock your fingers.
Then even a strong man would have difficulty pulling your hands apart.
This is simple proof of the power of interlocking
... the same principle which is used to make
OLIN "B" flat cell batteries the strongest and ` (r-, 4'"°
therefore the longest lasting radio batteries .. .
the ONLY batteries that have triple -sealed,
equally -strong INTERLOCKED flat cells in-
stead of cells bound together with paper tapes
or the other type wrappings found in ordinary
batteries.

Available Only In The

WiNt:It.(51fl? and Lines
of OLIN INDUSTRIES, INC., Electrical Division, New Haven 4, Connecticut

FAST SHIPMENTS FROM FIVE STOCK WAREHOUSES
Houston, Texas East Alton, Illinois Chicago, Illinois

San Francisco, California Los Angeles, California
MR. RETAILER: Order From Your Wholesaler's Salesman Today To Be Ready For The Vacation Selling Season!

May, 1949
25



'
g5° C

RAM1p
Fp 45 o

D -450
p - 50
'I N U.5 A,,
72$44

Pyramid Type 85TM Capacitors
are now in volume production

for leading TV -receiver
manufacturers throughout the

' U.S.A. and Canada.

PYRAMID ELECTRIC COMPANY

155 Oxford Street
Paterson, N. J., U.S.A.

TELEGRAMS: WUX Paterson, N. .1.

CABLE ADDRESS: Pyramidusa

21:

HOFFMAN RADIO CORPORATION, dur-
ing a luncheon meeting held recently
in its main plant, honored Max Bal-
corn, president of the Radio Manufac-
turers Association. Some 32 members
of the West Coast Electronic Manu-
facturers Association were in attend-
ance.

Mr. Balcom, also vice-president of
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., was
welcomed by H. Leslie Hoffman, presi-
dent of Hoffman Radio. Principal
speaker at the luncheon, the RMA
head expressed confidence regarding
the growing future of the television
industry, with particular emphasis on
the West Coast TV picture. He
stressed the fact that television must
be sold for what it really is-a medium
of entertainment for bringing home
and family together. He also stated
that the East needs the cross -conti-
nent coaxial cable link as much as the
West, as it will make available out-
standing Western talent.

The meeting closed with a get-to-
gether of the Electronics group,
founded by Mr. Hoffman, its first
president.

* * *

JOHN HOLLISTER POTTS of New York
City, president of Radio Magazines,
Inc., died March 16, at the age of 56.

Mr. Potts was a descendant of John
Potts, founder of Pottstown, Pa. He
was born in Chicago and graduated
from the University of Chicago, with
a degree in electrical engineering.
During his career, he worked with the
Radio Corporation of America, the
Sperry Gyroscope Company, and other
firms in engineering capacities. He
also served John F. Rider Publishers,
Inc., and was technical editor of RADIO
NEWS. .

* * *

CHARLES K. HOOPER is the new ad-
visory engineer for the Electronics and

x-ray division of the
Westinghouse Elec-
tric Corporation,
Baltimore, Mary-
land.

A graduate of the
University of Maine,
Mr. Hooper has been
associated with
Westinghouse for

the past sixteen years, where he was
concerned with the design and applica-
tion of motors, generators, and other
forms of rotating electric power equip-
ment. More recently he has been en-
gaged in the application and design of
power supplies and controls for use in
the electronics industry.

* * *

REMINGTON RADIO CORPORATION,
White Plains, New York, has acquired

an additional 16,000 square feet of
space to further its plans to substan-
tially increase present production.

The space is located in White Plains,
in a building apart from the present
operations and will serve the company
by providing more room for the cabi-
net department. One section, how-
ever, will be turned over to assembly.

The Remington Radio Corporation
is the manufacturer of Rembrandt
Television receivers.

* * *
ROBERT D. ESSIG, a graduate of the
University of Michigan, is currently an

engineer in the
Broadcast Engineer-
ing Department of
the Collins Radio
Company.

Mr. Essig joined
the Collins organi-
zation in 1947 fol-
lowing a period
when he was an en-

gineer for the University of Michigan
Broadcasting Service. Prior to that
he had served as assistant technical
supervisor for the American Forces
Network of broadcast stations while
with the occupation forces in Ger-
many.

An associate member of the IRE,
Mr. Essig is also a member of the
Armed Forces Communications Asso-
ciation, and a 1st Lieutenant in the
Signal Corps Reserve.

JOHN B. WALT, who has been in sales
promotion work in the Chicago area
since 1937, has been appointed assist-
ant advertising manager of Admiral
Corporation, it was announced by the
advertising director, SEYMOUR MINTZ.
DORMAN D. ISRAEL, executive vice-
president of Emerson Radio c& Phono-
graph Corporation, was made a Fel-
low of the American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers, at a recent meeting
of the engineering organization. Fred-
erick Hart & Company, Inc., manu-
facturer of electronics equipment, has
acquired a new vice-president in the
election of JAMES F. BREHM to that
office. At a meeting held in February,
the board of directors of Lear, Incor-
porated, elected D. W. HAVEN as treas-
urer; at present, Mr. HAVEN is comp-
troller and will retain his duties in
that capacity. The appointment of
W. WESLEY BALLARD to the post of di-
rector of publicity and advertising,
communications division, has been an-
nounced by Motorola, Inc. The new
assistant advertising manager of the
Philco Corporation is EDWARD B. BAI-
LEY, who will serve as executive as-
sistant to JOHN F. GILLIGAN, adver-
tising manager. WILLIAM E. NEILL will
be the sales engineer of the television

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS



IN A RADIO SET

-o6
Sylvania's four tiny new
tubes hold the answer
The miniature radio set shown here is an
example of what can be done through the use
of Sylvania's new subminiature tubes.

These specially designed and engineered
T-3 subminiatures are battery -type receiving
tubes perfect for very small radios or
amplifiers. Short tube leads provided in
conventional pin arrangement permit these
tubes to be plugged into appropriate sub-
miniature sockets. They can be operated
over a wide range of battery voltages. Low
current requirements result in battery
economy.

Send for complete ratings and characteristics.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Advertising
Dept., R-1005,500 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N.Y.

Type 11T6

(diode
pentode)

Type 1E8
(converter)

Type lAC5 Type ,A)5
(output (RF pentode)

pentode)

SYLVANIA S ELECTRIC

Four new Syl-
vania subminia-
tures shown in
place in tiny ra-
dio set. Note size
in relation to
pencil.

RADIO TUBES; CATHODE RAY TUBES; ELECTRONIC DEVICES; FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTJRES, WIRING DEVICES, SIGN TUBING; LIGHT BULBS; PHOTOLAMPS

Dlay, 1414 2 7



NEW!
liar- CUSTOM BUILT
AM -FM ,2«.4114 CHASSIS

Here is exquisite high fidelity in chassis
form that will grace the finest cabinet.
The 513 De Luxe Tuner is easy to install in any

console cabinet, old or new and embodies the latest
engineering refinements for lasting high quality at a price

that defies competition.
The Espey 513 Tuner employs 10 tubes plus tuning indicator in a

super hetrodyne circuit and features a drift compensated circuit for
high frequency stability, tuned RF on AM and FM plus phono input
provision, and separate AM and FM antennas.

Model 514 De Luxe Power Supply -Audio
Amplifier is designed specifically to work in conjunction
with Model 513 Tuner, and is also used wherever a
high quality audio amplifier is required.

With an output of 25 watts, Model 514 features a parallel push
pull output circuit, self balance phase inverter system, extended
range high fidelity response, and inverse feedback circuit.

Write Dept. KD for your free catalog.

Makers of fine radios
since 7928.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY INC.
528 EAST 72nd STREET, NEW YORK 21, N. Y. TEL. Butterfield 8-2300

HI TRIODE 100THOSCILLATOR

Made by nationally known mfr. Can't reveal mfr's name, you know if.
Each tube is BRAND NEW. R.M.A. GUARANTEE, individually boxed.

$795 ak.<$1550
each 01

Please send check or M.O. with order.
Add postage.

If you are a user of this tube, believe me, this is a real buy. Put them away
for future use-it's like money in the bank! With our personal guarantee.

XTALS 500 KC STANDARDS McCONNELL'S 3834 Germantown Ave.,
2 pin mount, brand new. Price, each $1.50 Phila., Penna. RA5-6033

AMPLIFIER
MODULATOR

Please! Due to this terrific low
price, we cannot afford the ex-

tra handling. No C.O.D.'s.

F,
A M
MOA
OOK
uTE
sH

and microwave engineering depart-
ment of Raytheon Manufacturing
Company, Waltham, Mass., bringing
sixteen years' experience in radio
broadcasting and VHF radio commu-
nications to that capacity. Technical
Appliance Corporation, manufacturers
of Taco radio and TV antennas, has
announced that its new chief engineer
will be KENDRICK H. LIPPITT, formerly
associated with George C. Davis,
broadcast radio consultant in Wash-
ington, D. C.

*

RALPH Y. LITTLE, JR., is presently su-
pervisor of RCA's Theater Television

Engineering Group
and is now active in
the development of
theater TV equip-
ment by the direct
projection and in-
termediate film
processes and the
development of
equipment for mak-

ing television recordings on 16 mm.
film.

Mr. Little, a graduate of Pennsyl-
vania State College with a degree of
Electrical Engineering, joined RCA in
1933 and was assigned to the testing
of transmitter and television equip-
ment. He was transferred to the Tele-
vision Engineering staff in 1939, and
while with this group contributed to
the development of portable television
equipment.

s *

* * *

CHET JORDON and MAX LIEBMAN
have been appointed district sales
managers in the respective territo-
ries of lower Manhattan and Queens
County, New York, to handle the
Air King line of radio and television
receivers. WALTER T. MORELAND will
succeed WILLIAM E. SKINNER as Arvin
district manager for Texas and the
southwest territory, following Mr.
Skinner's appointment as manager of
Arvin Distributors, the company's new
factory branch operation in Chicago.
ROWLAND R. GUILDFORD is the new
assistant sales manager of the Allen
B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., televi-
sion receiver division, and will work
closely with VICTOR E. OLSON. sales
manager, in the direction of Du Mont
receiver sales policies. Garod Elec-
tronics Corporation announces the fol-
lowing territorial distributors for its
line of "Tele -Zoom" receivers: GEN-
ERAL DISTRIBUTORS, Wheeling. \Vest
Virginia; THE HARGIS COMPANY, Aus-
tin, Texas; MONITOR DISTRIBUTING
CO., East Providence, R. I.: SILK -

WORTH DISTRIBUTORS, INC., Ypsilanti,
Michigan; and W. E. TITUS WHOLE-
SALE CO., Oklahoma City 2, Oklahoma.
Recent Emerson Radio & Phonograph
Corporation appointments include
STANLEY M. ABRAMS as the new sales
manager of the television division,
HAROLD E. KARLSRUHER as head of the
home radio division, ARTHUR N.

GROSSBERG, assistant sales promotion
manager, and GERALD LIGHT as assist-
ant to the vice-president in charge of
sales.
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"Madame X" was the code name, during research and development,
for an entirely new system of recorded music ... perfected by RCA.

76e remaré,a6/e 6a4m(17a7 o/ 'í1!'odome X "

Now the identity of "Madame X,"
the unknown in a long search for
tone perfection, has been revealed.
From this quest emerges a complete-
ly integrated record -playing system
-records and automatic player-the
first to be entirely free of distortion
to the trained musical ear .. .

The research began 11 years ago at
RCA Laboratories. First, basic factors
were determined-minimum diameters,
at different speeds, of the groove spiral
in the record -beyond which distortion
would occur; size of stylus to be used;

desired length of playing time. From.
these came the mathematical answer to
the record's speed -45 turns a minute-
and to the record's size, only 67/8 inches
in diameter.

With this speed and size, engineers
could guarantee 5%a minutes of distortion -
free performance, and the finest quality rec-
ord in RCA Victor history!

The record itself is non -breakable
vinyl plastic, wafer-thin. Yet it plays as
long as a conventional 12 -inch record.
The new RCA Victor automatic record
changer accommodates up to 10 of the
new records -1 hour and 40 minutes of

playing time-and can be attached to
almost any radio, phonograph, or tele-
vision combination.

Not only records are free of surface noise
and distortion-the record player elimi-
nates faulty operation, noise, and cumber-
some size. Records are changed quickly,
quietly ... RCA Victor will continue to
supply 78 rpm instruments and records.

This far-reaching advance is one of
hundreds which have grown from RCA
research. Such leadership adds value
beyond price to any product or service
of RCA and RCA Victor.

RAO/O CORPORAT/O/V of AMER/CA
Gt/or/d Leader ir2 Radio - 7/eVision
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SEE YOUR
DISTRIBUTOR

HANDY, NEW ALL -PLASTIC CABINET WITH A SELECTED
ASSORTMENT OF 125 "LITTLE DEVIL" RESISTORS

Molded of solid plastic, this rugged compact cabinet-9'x 4%'x 5W-has 40
compartments factory packed with the "Little Devils" (from 10 ohms to 10
megohms) most frequently used. You find the right resistor... fast. Check in-
ventory at a glance. And pay nothing extra for it-only regular price of resistors.

SOLID -MOLDED

POTENTIOMETER *

RUGGED - RELIABLE

Built to last, this Type AB potentiometer has
a heat -treated, solid -molded resistance element
-not just a film. Unaffected by heat, cold and
moisture.Has a 2 -watt rating, good safety factor.

INDIVIDUALLY -MARKED
"LITTLE DEVIL"

COMPOSITION RESISTORS*

Both color coded and individually marked for quick, sure identifi-
cation, these sealed and insulated resistors are available in Standard
RMA values. %, 1, and 2 watts. Tot.±10% and ±5%.

* So that two exceptionally high -quality products will be universally
obtainable, Ohmite Manufacturing Company, in co-operation with
the Allen-Bradley Company, has arranged for the Type AB (Allen-
Bradley Type J) control and Little Devil Molded Composition Resis-
tors (Allen-Bradley Types EB, GB, and HB) to be available from
stock at Ohmite distributors.

O H M I T E MFG. CO. 4884 Flournoy St., Chicago 44, Iii. Write for Catalog 21

VeZ9Ittietta, HMIIT!
RHEOSTATS RESISTORS  TAP SWITCHES  CHOKES  ATTENUATORS
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What happens when you hear? What happens inside
your ear when sound waves come in from a telephone
conversation?

Bell Telephone Laboratories scientists have developed
special apparatus to help answer these questions, for the
telephone system is designed to meet the ear's requirements
for good listening.

In the test pictured above, the young lady sits before
loudspeakers in a soundproofed room with a small hollow
tube, reaching just inside the ear canal. Sounds differing
slightly in frequency and intensity come from a loud-
speaker. The subject seeks to tell one from another, record-
ing her judgment electrically by pressing a switch.

32

Meanwhile, the same sound waves pass down the hollow
tube to a condenser microphone, and a record is made of
the exact sound intensities she identified. Results help
reveal the sound levels you can hear clearly and without
strain-the sounds your telephone must be designed to carry.

Scientists at Bell Telephone Laboratories make hun-
dreds of tests in this manner. It's just one part of the work
which goes on year after year at the Laboratories to help
keep Bell System telephone service the finest on earth.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
Exploring and inventing, devising and perfecting, for con-
tinued improvements and economies in telephone service.

na,nIO TELEVISION NEWS
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Biggest news of the year:
General Electric's TV -service course!

Jampacked with profit possibilities for
you and other tube dealers to whom tele-

vision-the miracle market-offers peak rewards.

IT'S all here, in this book and those that follow-the
basic theory of television; how TV receivers operate;

the tubes and other components; how to install and repair
sets of various types to their owners' satisfaction and your
profit. Each lesson of the series is a clear, straightforward
explanation of some one phase of television ... plus a
searching list of questions for you to answer after study.

Mail your answers, and a reply will reach you soon
afterwards, grading you on your knowledge of the sub-
ject. This is an organized, hard-hitting correspondence
course. You'll work hard to learn-but the hours you
devote to General Electric's TV -service course will pay
off in the sale of tubes, parts, and service to owners with
real money to spend.

See your G -E tube distributor for the details! He's ready
now to start you along this thruway to profits. It's one
more step in General Electric's 1949 campaign to help
you help yourself to prosperity and an assured business
future. Electronics Department, General Electric Company,
Schenectady 5, New York.
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PH I LCO

RADIO "A"

BATTERIES
INCREASE THE LIFE OF YOUR FLASHLIGHT

NEW COUNTER DISPENSER

Turns stock fast! They sell on
sight, in this compact eye catch-
ing dispenser. Place it up front
and cash in on this big news in
flashlight batteries. Has testing
bulb. Fits in minimum space.
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Here, from Philco, is the

flashlight battery customers

will cheer for. It's shortproof

... and packed with 20%

more active material for

extra long life that keeps

buyers coming back for more.

SEE YOUR

PHI LCO

DISTRIBUTOR
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By
WALTER W. CARRUTHERS

Chief Eng.. Studio Div.,
Don Lee Broadcasting System

The "Electronic Drain" is one of t h e
many unique features of Mutual Don
Lee network broadcasting headquarters
in heart of Hollywood's radio center.

ANEW building has gone up in
Hollywood. ... the new home
for the West Coast operations

of the Mutual and Don Lee Broadcast-
ing Systems, one of the most com-
plete installations of its kind ever to
be erected. The growth of Mutual and
Don Lee required repeated expansion
of the program production and studio
facilities in use at the Hollywood head-
quarters. When the requirements be-
came clear, however, it was decided to
make a complete break with the past
and design a new network center from
the ground up, with new equipment
designed specifically to provide the
most efficient facilities for both exist-
ing and future needs. Description of
the three -million -dollar, block -square
building divides naturally into two
parts: studio complement and acoustic
design and program control equip-
ment.

The studio designing program
started in 1943 by Willet H. Brown,
vice-president and general manager of
the Don Lee Broadcasting System, and
Walter W. Carruthers, called for four
May, 1949

Shown above is Mutual Don Lee's new three -million -dollar broadcasting building.
Insert shows one of the four radio -television studios. Each studio is painted in
19 colors, running through the spectrum from a lemon -yellow to a deep blue-green.

auditorium sound stages-each 115
feet by 65 feet-four spacious dra-
matic studios and six smaller com-
mentary and announce booth type
studios. Each was studied individu-
ally for a particular type of radio pro-
gram and was built as a separate and
completely isolated cement structure.
Claude Beelman, architect, tied the
eight individual buildings into one
four-story structure with general and
executive offices, lounges, dressing and
conference rooms, and work areas for
the many network departments.

In contemplating the design of the
new Mutual Don Lee Broadcasting
Studios, several problems had to be
considered.

Since radio programs usually fall
into three general categories-musical
and variety, dramatic, and commen-
tary and announcement-each had a

specialized requirement which needed
consideration in studio design. To use
the space requirements of the musical
studios as an example, a certain room
size is demanded consistent with a cer-
tain type of music. Since we usually
hear orchestras in halls bearing cer-
tain relationships in size to that of
the orchestras, there is an emotional
satisfaction when this effect is repro-
duced. The quality of the reverbera-
tion of a large room is successfully
simulated at the present time only in
rooms of commensurate size. Another
way to think of this relationship is as
"space effect," an audible perspective
to the ear, as "depth" in a picture is
perspective to the eye.

In order to facilitate picturing an
actual orchestra, the direct sound
must reach the ear surrounded by the
indirect reflections or reverberation
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character of the natural surroundings.
Lack of this effect lessens our ability
to mentally orient an orchestra with
its component parts separated in
space, resulting in an underestimation
of the size of the orchestra and a di-
minished sense of the number of in-
struments playing each part.

Although the number of instruments
may be increased in a studio of insuffi-
cient volume, the impression of added
orchestral size is not proportional;
however, where the number of instru-
ments is small compared to the volume
normally associated with the group, it
is possible, with proper pickup, to cre-
ate the effect of numbers in excess of
those actually employed.

Much has been published on the
problem of optimum reverberation
characteristic for each type of studio.
In order to correlate objective data
with the subjective, or "sound," as in-
terpreted by management, producer,
artist, engineer, etc., first-hand infor-
mation was required.

In the growing art of broadcasting,
the optimum reverberation character-
istic for a given room size has been
controversial as with most things deal-
ing with the aesthetic. Programs
emanating from certain music halls
and studios seemed to score a una -

Engineer Doc Bennett works on the relays
behind the master control unit. The
board, which cost $300,000, is one of the
largest control systems in the country.

Earl Grant (left, standing). Don Lee En-
gineer; D. P. Lope, Technical Construc-
tion Superintendent for Western Elec-
tric; J. Garofalo, Western Electric Engi-
neer; and Walter Carruthers, Chief En-
gineer, Studio Division, Don Lee, make
sound measurements during construc-
tion of one of the large auditoriums.
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nimity of opinion as to sound excel-
lence. Equipment capable of produc-
ing tones and graphically recording
the time of sound decay was moved
into these favored places and the re-
sulting curves were compared. There
was an unmistakable similarity about
all of them. An average of these meas-
urements was taken as the optimum
reverberation characteristic. The stu-
dio which had a sound characteristic
closest to the selected standard was
chosen as the place to produce a series
of programs, so that a more careful
study could be made in listening tests.

Aside from the quantitative aspect,
other, more subtle, factors were con-
sidered, among them, the shape of
each studio. To minimize sound and
mechanical transmission, each studio
was basically designed within an iso-
lated 8 inch concrete enclosure dimen-
sioned to a ratio of 2:3:5. To mini-
mize standing modes, the inner walls
of wooden construction were angled to
avoid parallel surfaces. The ceiling
was angled with respect to the floor.
As a compromise between sound diffu-
sion and the retention of room char-
acter, the walls and ceiling were alter-
nately treated with different areas of
convex and flat surfaces. For acoustic
amplification, the auditorium stages

+.azi 110~201:1
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were shaped to form a gigantic orches-
tra shell.

In the sound treatment calculation
another acoustic factor considered
was the use of wood. All areas not
otherwise employed were used to ex-
pose wooden panels in an effort to gain
tonal enrichment by sympathetic vi-
bration. For producing aperiodic ir-
regularities in the reverberation decay
characteristic, the sound absorbent
materials were randomly placed yet
the architectural beauty and sym-
metry were preserved.

The next problem was to design an
auditorium which would conform to
the optimum sound characteristic. In
earlier building history, such an un-
dertaking would be difficult. Today,
with the science of acoustical engi-
neering, it is possible to calculate the
sound treatment for a given volume
enclosure so that the desired reverber-
ation characteristic can be obtained.
The audible spectrum was divided
into three regions-high, middle, and
low frequencies. Each group was
studied separately and given a differ-
ent type of treatment in an effort to
gain the desired results.

Low -frequency reverberation is usu-
ally excessive in rooms because ma-
terials normally found there do not
absorb the lower tones as rapidly as
higher tones. Through use of dia-
phragmatic areas, control can be exer-
cised in the dissipation of low fre-
quency sound. A "polycylindrical dif-
fuser" is a form which has been used
as a low -frequency reverberation con-
trol element. It is constructed with a
thin sheet of veneer wood bent over a
convex form. The wood is at a ten-
sion and by virtue of the ribs which
are spaced at random, many dia-
phragms are created which vibrate at
different frequencies. The multiplic-
ity effect in the vibrating diaphragms
causes an evenness in the attenuation
of the low frequency reverberation.

The absorption of middle frequency
sound is controlled by the amount of
exposed area of such common mate-
rials found in the auditorium as up-
holstered seats, carpeting, drapes and
wall treatment. Each material has a
different coefficient of absorption, and
all surfaces in the room must be taken
into account.

High frequencies are usually ab-
sorbed to a greater degree by the
same material affecting the mid -band
frequencies and to further exaggerate
the condition, sound travel through
the air acts as high frequency absorp-
tion. To help compensate for this
natural attenuation the convex sur-
face was painted with hard enamel so
that while it was acting as a low fre-
quency control it could be highly re-
flective in maintaining high frequency
persistence.

In the Don Lee studios the construc-
tion schedule was so arranged that
sound measurements could be made as
each type of material was added.
There was a two -fold purpose in this
procedure: (1) The acoustic measure -

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS



Custom-built speech input console. Mutual Don Lee's new Hol-
lywood headquarters include four large auditorium studios.
each 170,000 cubic feet in volume and seating 350 people. AU
of these four studios have Western Electric control consoles
located in the control booths which are at left of the stages.

ments gave a family of related curves,
each of which allowed a check on pre-
dictions as calculated for that stage
of the building program. If, at that
time, curve measures were indicated,
it was simple to make them while that
part of the construction crew was still
on the job. (2) From an academic
point of view the calculation of the
sound absorption coefficient of each
type of construction and material was
made possible which would greatly
facilitate the building program in the
future of information
being compiled and available. Fig. 1
shows a typical family of curves re-
sulting from measurements made dur-
ing the course of construction. Here,
for the first time, a building was con-
structed to the optimum reverberation
characteristic indicated by the curves
as they approach the dotted line rep-
resenting the optimum.

It has been the usual practice for
network centers to expand facilities on
an add -a -unit basis in which the new
would supplant the old as it became
obsolete. The new $3,000,000 Mutual
Don Lee Broadcasting System plant is
different in that with the move to the
new quarters there was a complete
break away from the old. There was
very little, if any, transfer of equip-
ment. Fortunately, the change had
been anticipated for sufficient time to
allow research and development with
the exacting standards and demands
imposed by modern AM, FM and tele-
vision broadcasting.

In considering the studio control
desk and master control room equip-
ment, the engineering and develop-
mental services of Western Electric
were called upon to pose problems and
needs and to share the vast experience
and engineering background acquired
through many years in the field of
telephone communication.

The present master control equip-
ment is the result of a vast amount
of collective study over a period of
years. In the early days of the net -
May, 1949

A close-up of the control panel shows the numerous meters
and controls necessary to serve the eleven studios and five
different network lines radiating from this network center.
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work, the switching was done by patch
cords in which the line from the origi-
nating studios was manually patched
into the telephone lines. The "patch -
up -bridging bus -system" of program
distribution proved inadequate as it
became common for a number of pro-
grams to stop and others to start at
the same time, and there grew a need
for a coordinating center in program
switching. Relays were substituted
for patch cords. A system of pre-set
selection followed, allowing the opera-
tor to anticipate forthcoming pro-
grams rather than act under the pres-
sure of time.

With the rapid advance in the D. L.
B. S, network activities, the installa-
tion became overloaded and obsolete.
In 1934 a master control switching
panel was set up using Western Elec-
tric locking 92 type keys to activate
the relays. One hundred and forty-
four program switching possibilities

were represented by 144 keys. There
were twelve incoming and twelve out-
going lines.

In 1940 a move to the Melrose Ave.
location gave rise to a larger and more
complex master control system. The
switching panel was expanded to a
17x20 board with 340 possible connec-
tions. For presetting, 92 type keys
were replaced with rotary switches at
the bottoms of the strips of green and
red lights. Above each strip was lo-
cated a volume indicator. It was then
only necessary to rotate the switch
until a green light stopped opposite the
desired switch to be made. Then by
push button a red light would be lit
opposite the green showing the switch
had been completed.

In 1948 a system was evolved which
was a far cry from the early days of
patch and cord switching. Western
Electric engineers were invited to sur -

(Continued on page 156)

Over-all view of master control panel. Built by Western Electric, this master
control in.:orporates a switching system for over 800 possible program combine.
tions and requires 821 relays, 49 amplifiers, 850 indicator lamps, 2500 iack.l.
and 13 volume indicators. This entire system can be controlled by only one man.
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How To Eliminate

By
M. C. ANDERSON Locate that baffling source of static

noise by means of these to -the -point suggestions.

T1ERE
is nothing mystifying about radio static to

most amateurs, and the average radio fan, up against
a static problem, would start a systematic check to

eliminate the noise. Put the radio in an automobile, how-
ever, and we have to contend with the ignition and other
units with which the radio man may not be familiar. Any-
one can improve auto radio reception and eliminate an-
noying static noises by a few simple tests which require
no special equipment whatsoever.

One way to eliminate noises, of course, is to remove the
radio from the noise source, provided the cause is external.
In autos, however, this is seldom possible, since mounting
space is at a premium. The radio must generally be mount-
ed right in the midst of a whole group of static -producing
units. In spite of this, it is usually a comparatively simple
matter to eliminate noise from the auto radio by checking
it at its source.

Location. Though the choice of mounting locations for
the auto radio is likely to be small, an attempt should be
made to locate the radio as far from the ignition coil as
possible. Generally speaking, a position at the extreme
upper -right side of the dash is best for most installations;
however, often some other location must be chosen be-
cause of interference with the heater or other equipment.
In any case, make certain that the radio is well grounded
to the dash through the mounting bolts by thoroughly
cleaning the metal before tightening down the nuts.

Ignition system. The ignition system is commonly
thought to be the worst static producer on the automobile,
probably because of the high voltages used to jump the

Poor ground connections on cables and rods which pass through
the firewall may be quickly located by shorting them to the wall.

spark gap. Actually, if the ignition system is in good con-
dition it may give much less static trouble than other
often unsuspected parts, such as the tires.

If the motor does not run evenly or shows other signs of
ignition system trouble, chances are that the system will
be a noise -producer. In this case, the system should be
thoroughly checked.

Ignition system noise, if present, is usually easy enough
to distinguish from other static noises. Tracking down
the source of the leak may not be so easy. Begin by check-
ing and regapping the spark plugs to the manufacturer's
specifications. Plugs which have worn over the specified
gap clearance will be likely to cause radio noise. Noise
suppressors may be mounted on top of the spark plugs if
subsequent tests indicate that they are necessary. These
should be mounted in a horizontal position, or parallel to
the head of the engine, as shown, if possible. Make cer-
tain that the suppressors are not near any wires, fuel or
oil lines, or the like, which might pick up radiation and
carry it to the radio. A good test to run on these suppres-
sors after installation is to check continuity from the dis-
tributor cap to the spark plug with a battery light. An
open circuit will cause arcing and radio static.

While the distributor is open, check the condition of the
breaker points. Burned or pitted points will cause radio
noise and should be replaced rather than filed. Point
clearance should also be checked and correctly set at this
time, or you may have your local garage do the job for
you on a distributor test machine. Check the condition of
the distributor rotor and distributor cap contact points.
They should be clean and bright. If the points are pitted
or burned, replace the rotor or distributor cap, or both.
The rotor point to distributor cap contact clearance is
also important and must not be excessive, or the resultant
arcing will be heard in the radio. A gap of over .005" is
likely to cause trouble here, and should be decreased
either by installing a new rotor, or building up the old
one by adding solder to the end of the electrode. Take
care, however, that the point is not lengthened enough to
strike the cap electrodes causing breakage. A suppressor
may be used at the center lead of the distributor also, and
should be placed here in preference to the cable outlet at
the ignition coil.

If all these check -points are carefully inspected and
cared for, and the ignition noise still persists in the radio,
it is likely that the static is being transmitted to the radio
by parts outside the ignition system. The choice may be
narrowed somewhat by disconnecting the antenna from
the set. If the noise persists, it is being transmitted
through the frame of the car, but if it subsides, it is being
picked up from the antenna. If the trouble lies in the
antenna, check the leadin for proper shielding and make
certain that the lead-in shield is well grounded. No part
of the antenna system itself must touch the car.

If the noise does not decrease when the antenna is dis-
38 RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS



connected, showing that it is being picked up from the
chassis, check the ground connections on the radio, engine,
and on all rods or lines passing through the dash. A file
is a handy tool to use when checking grounds, since the
teeth bite into the metal and give a good contact on
painted or greasy surfaces. Check the speedometer cable,
choke and throttle rods, oil lines, etc., by grounding them
to the dash with the file. If the noise decreases, ground
the offending part with a short length of copper braid
well -soldered to both the rod and the dash of the car. Do
this at the dash itself, using a length of braid just long
enough to allow free movement of the control. Wires
entirely outside of the ignition system sometimes pick up
and transmit ignition noises. Check to see if any low -
voltage wires (such as the generator leads) run through
the same housing with the ignition wiring. If so, remove
them and reroute the wires away from the ignition system.
In extreme cases, it may be necessary to slide a flexible
woven wire shielding over such wires to prevent radio in-
terference. Check all wiring connections, such as those at
the generator, ammeter, oil pressure gauge, etc., to make
certain that they are tight. When making these tests, the
radio should be tuned off -station for maximum sensitivity
and the volume turned full on. Then, any variation in the
noise level will he most apparent, since the static noise
will be at its peak.

Generator. Generator noise may usually be eliminated
by a condenser shunted across the cutout. Mount the con-
denser under one of the cutout mounting screws and
attach the lead to the generator side of the cutout.

Clean the commutator with fine sandpaper and see that
the brushes are making good contact. Brushes which have
worn short will give poor contact due to low spring ten-
sion and should be replaced to prevent arcing and radio
interference. Be sure to properly seat in the new brushes
by running a strip of fine sandpaper about the commuta-
tor, rough side out, and drawing it back and forth to cut
the brushes to the contour of the commutator.

In some cases, a second condenser may be necessary, con-
nected across the generator armature terminal to a good

on the generator housing.
Generator noise may be identified as a howl or whine in

the receiver which will begin when the motor is speeded
up sufficiently to operate the cutout and cause the am-
meter to register charge. This may be further verified by
speeding up the engine and then shutting it off. The noise,
if it is being caused by the generator, will persist, drop-
ping off as the generator loses speed and the engine finally
comes to a stop.

Tires. Considerable trouble has been experienced with
radio noise caused by static electricity generated by the
tires, and especially so in the case of synthetic rubber
tires. Tire noise is usually heard as an almost continuous
roar in the radio. The noise will be heard only when
the car is on the road and in motion, and the radio may
work perfectly while the car is standing still, even with
the engine running. (Continued on page 125)

T(1) It's important to check on the distributor point clearance ,

as well as the condition of the points themselves. (2) Spark
plug gaps. if incorrect, can increase radio static noise. (3) If

generator noise is heard in the radio, it may be necessary to seat
in the brushes with sandpaper. (4) Distributor rotor to electrode
clearance is important to good reception; watch for pitted contacts.

F Spark plug noise suppressors are of two types. The kind
that is mounted parallel to the engine head (arrow) reduces
the chances of transferring the noise to other wiring points.
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By
PETER G. SULZER, W3IIFW

Engineering Experiment Station,
The Pennsylvania State College

THE writer happens to be in a
very poor location for FM recep-
tion. There are no local stations,

and the antenna cannot be mounted
on a high tower because of building
restrictions. Measurement of the re-
ceiver sensitivity showed that it was
not all that it might be. This unhappy
situation led to a study of the limita-
tions of receiver sensitivity, which re-
sulted in the design of the preampli-
fier to be described.

At first glance it might appear that,
in the absence of atmospheric or man-
made noise, any number of amplifier
stages might be added ahead of a re-
ceiver to increase its sensitivity. How-
ever, this is not so for two reasons.
The first is that the amplifiers them-
selves contribute noise-tube noise.
The second, and much more funda-
mental reason, is that the antenna it-
self contributes some noise as a result
of thermal radiation from its sur-
roundings. Since the objects around
the antenna, including the earth and
sun, are hot, they radiate heat. Some
of this is picked up by the antenna,
and appears as a random voltage at its
terminals. It turns out that the mag-
nitude of the voltage depends upon the
resistance presented by the antenna.

By adding this pre -amplifier to your
present receiver, better reception is
obtained from remote FM stations.

In fact, the antenna can be replaced
by an equal resistance, and the same
noise voltage will be obtained, pro-
vided the resistance is maintained at
the same temperature as the objects
around the antenna. It is this noise
voltage, Johnson Noise, which places a
limit on the amount of amplification
that can be placed ahead of the re-
ceiver. Even if the amplifiers them-
selves were perfect, the receiver could
be made to overload on Johnson noise
alone with sufficient amplification.

Obviously, it is desirable to make
the receiver as sensitive as possible.
This involves, then, not only sufficient
amplification, but also low -noise am-
plifiers. The noisiness of an amplifier
is expressed in terms of "noise figure,"
which is the ratio of the total noise
output of the amplifier to the output
that would result from Johnson noise
alone. A perfectly noise -free ampli-
fier would then have a noise figure of
1. All amplifiers do contribute some
noise, and consequently have noise fig-
ures greater than 1.

Tubes contain many sources of noise.
The basic one, however, results from
the fact that electrons are discrete
charges of electricity. Therefore, every
time an electron passes the grid, a
small voltage is induced in it, which is
amplified and heard as noise. Another
source of noise is encountered in pen-
tode tubes, or in any tube with positive
grids which draw current. Since the

Fig. 1. Top view of the home -
built pre -amplifier. Although
designed specifically for the
FM band. this booster, with
modified coils, can be made
to cover TV and the 10. 6,
and 2- meter amateur bands.

current must divide between the posi-
tive grid and plate, this division takes
place in a random manner. The result
is, again, more noise. Other noise
sources, such as gas and hum, are not
important here because of the high
frequencies involved.

Preamplifier
It appears, then, that a triode tube,

which does not have a positive grid, is
best for the preamplifier. Unfortu-
nately, as is well known, neutraliza-
tion is required. Although the triode
could have been used as a grounded -
grid amplifier without neutralization,
it has been the writer's experience that
a better noise figure can be obtained
with the ordinary, neutralized connec-
tion. A fair amount of gain is required
to override the receiver noise. Calcu-
lations showed that, in this case, two
stages would be necessary for a band
width of 15 megacycles, which is re-
quired to cover most of the FM band.

Figs. 1 and 3 are photographs of the
preamplifier, which was constructed
on a narrow chassis -base to permit
placement inside an S-55 receiver.
Fig. 2 is the schematic diagram show-
ing two stages, with V. connected as
a triode for low noise and V, con-
nected as a pentode for high gain.

The coils, L,, L,, and L,, are slug -
tuned without any additional ca-
pacity, for maximum bandwidth. Load-
ing resistors R,, R,, and R. are used to
obtain still broader tuned circuits. The
second stage, V,, is a conventional pen-
tode amplifier, with link coupling to
the receiver. It will be noted in the
parts list that all bypassing is done
with button -type silver -mica conden-
sers. Although these condensers are
fairly expensive (even on surplus) it
was felt that they should be used be-
cause they permit very low -inductance
connections. It is possible that small,
tubular ceramicons might be substi-
tuted with only a small sacrifice in
performance.

The first stage, V,, has the screen -
grid and plate tied together to obtain
a triode connection. As mentioned
above, neutralization is necessary,
which is accomplished by means of L,.
This coil "tunes -out" the grid -to -plate
capacity, resulting in a high imped-
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ance, which prevents feedback and os-
cillation. The antenna is link -coupled,
the number of turns having been ad-
justed for optimum noise figure with a
300 -ohm feeder. A center -tap is
brought out so that the FM antenna
can also be used on the broadcast -band
without affecting its FM performance.

The power supply is novel in that
two filament transformers are used
"back to back" to obtain the required
voltages. Filament transformer T,,
which is connected to the a.c. line, pro-
vides heater voltage for the tubes, and
drives T,, which gives about 90 volts
a.c. for the rectifier plate supply. In
this way, it was possible to use two
very compact transformers and a sin-
gle selenium rectifier. The preampli-
fier could be operated with an a.c.-d.c.
power supply, eliminating the trans-
formers, but it was considered unde-
sirable in this case. It is possible that
the receiver itself could supply the
power, since the requirement is only
6.3 volts at 0.35 amperes and 75 volts
at 20 milliamperes.

Construction
Figs. 1 and 3 show the parts layout

used. This should be closely followed
for best results. It is necessary that
the three coils, L,, L,, and L,, be mount-
ed at one side of the chassis -base rath-
er than in the center, to decrease the
coupling between them. The selenium
rectifier can be mounted under the
chassis -base because the heat dissi-
pated is very small with a current of
only 20 milliamperes.

When wiring, C, and C2 should be re-
turned to one of the screws mounting
the socket of V,. C. should be returned
to the other screw on the same socket.
In the same manner, C. and C. should
be returned to one of the screws
mounting the socket of 172.

The tuning coils L,, L:,, and L. were
wound on surplus slug -tuned forms.
If these are not available, National
XR-50 forms will do very well. When
mounting L2, the neutralizing coil, it
should be placed at right -angles to L.
and L,,.

Adjustment
After the wiring is finished, the grid

of V, should be grounded to prevent
oscillation, and the power should be
turned on. The plate supply should be
approximately 75 volts, while the drops
across R, and R, should be about 1
volt, indicating cathode currents of 10
milliamperes in each tube.

If everything is satisfactory, the link
of L, can be connected to the receiver
through a short piece of twisted -pair.
If long leads are necessary, 300 -ohm
twin -lead should be used. With the re-
ceiver set at 100 megacycles, a very
noticeable peak should occur in the
noise as L. is tuned through its range.
Both L. and L, should be set for maxi-
mum noise output at the middle of the
FM band.

It is next necessary to neutralize V,.
This can be accomplished by un -
grounding the grid, and disconnecting
R. at the connection C, -R,. If a signal
generator is available, it should be
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BC

FM

R,-4700 ohm, 1/2 y. res.
R2, R Rs -100 ohm, 1/2 y. res.
Rs, Re -2700 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R7-470 ohm, 1 w. res.
R-1 megohm, 1/2 w. res.
C C2, C3, C., C,, C8-500 µµtd. button mica

cond.
C,, C;-dual 20 ofd., 450 v. electrolytic cond.
L,-5 turns #24 en., 1/2" diam. by ;%," long;

two -turn center -tapped link

TO
RECEIVER

L,-28 t. #24 en., 5/16" diam. by 3/q" long
L,-3 1. #24 en., 1/2" diam. by 3/4" long
L,-6 turns #24 en., 1/2" diam. by 3/4" long

2 -turn link
RFC, -35 1. #28 en. r.f. choke wound on R,
RFC2-35 t. #28 en. r.f. choke wound on Rs
T,, T2-filament trans., 6.3 v. @ 1 amp.
Rect.-75 ma. selenium rectifier
V V, -6.4K5 tube

Fig. 2. Complete schematic diagram of the sell -contained two -tube FM booster.

connected to the antenna terminals
and tuned to the receiver frequency. If
not, the antenna should be connected,
and a strong station near the center of
the band tuned in. It is necessary to
vary the inductance of L. to check for
neutralization. This can best be ac-
complished by means of a tuning stick,
which has a copper slug on one end
and a piece of powdered iron on the
other. As one end or the other of the
tuning stick is inserted in L2, a sudden
dip will be noted in the receiver out-
put. The dip is the desired condition,
since there is then no coupling from
grid to plate, or vice -versa. If it is
necessary to insert the copper slug to
obtain a dip, the inductance is too
high, and the coil should be spread out,
or should have turns removed. The re -

Fig. 3. Under -chassis view of pre -amplifier

verse applies, of course, if the iron slug
produces a dip. When the proper ad-
justment is obtained, a dip will be ob-
tained without the insertion of either
slug, and inserting either slug will
make the signal stronger. At this
point the coil should be coated with
coil dope.

The antenna can then be connected,
and plate voltage can be restored to
V, by reconnecting R,. L, should then
be tuned for maximum noise at the
band center. The FM receiver can then
be tuned through the entire band.
There should be no sharp peaks of
noise at any one frequency, since these
would indicate regeneration or oscilla-
tion. If there are, the adjustment of
L2 can be checked.

(Continued on page 131)

shows relative placement of components.
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A Novel Plate -Dip

OSCILLATOR
Ity E. J. SCHULTZ, W2MUU

Plate dip oscillator being used to
adjust a two -meter converter to fre-
quency before the power is applied.

This instrument van be used to measure resonant
frequency of circuits. as a signal generator, and
as a field strength meter. harmonic checker, etc.

MOST amateurs and experi-
menters are familiar with the
versatile instrument known

as the grid dip meter. In short, a grid
dip meter is an oscillator with a meter
connected in its grid return indicating
oscillator grid current. The current is
relative to the strength of oscillation
and if the oscillator circuit is loaded,
the meter will register a decrease pro-
portionate to the load. The meter,
therefore, can indicate the resonant
frequency of a tuned circuit by cou-
pling the oscillator to the circuit in
question and varying the frequency
of the grid dip meter until a pro-
nounced dip occurs. Conversely a trap
or other tuned tank to be adjusted to
a given frequency can be set by leav-
ing the instrument frequency constant
and tuning the  unknown circuit to
resonance as indicated by the grid dip.

The instrument herein described
performs in essentially the same man-
ner, with the exception that the dip-
ping meter is placed in the plate cir-
cuit instead of the grid. In the con-
ventional oscillator circuit normally
employed in instruments of this type,
the plate current increases with load
and the change is relatively small as
compared with the grid. However, the
oscillator diagrammed in Fig. 1 is un-

conventional to say the least, the plate
current vastly decreasing with small
loading. Using a 6J6 twin triode, the
oscillator is the negative resistance
type of excellent stability. It is a war -
born device which, in circuitry, is simi-
lar to a multivibrator. The particular
circuit was chosen as it eliminates the
need for coils with feedback windings
and taps or a clumsy split -stator con-
denser as used in a Colpitts oscillator.
Furthermore, the oscillator output is
nearly constant over its useful range,
only falling off slightly at the low fre-
quency end of the highest band. Con-
tinuous coverage from 3 to 160 mega-
cycles is obtained in 7 ranges with use-
ful bandspread as each range covers
slightly less than 2 to 1. Seven plug-
in coils are used to change frequency.
A reduction in the amount necessary
for coverage of the range could be
achieved by employing a larger tuning
condenser with an attendant loss in
bandspread.

The instrument was built in two
parts, the oscillator and its components
in one box and a power supply and
compartment for the coils in the other.
It was considered desirable to connect
the units together with a cable from
the oscillator terminated in a terminal
strip on the power supply, as it might

be necessary to operate from battery
power in the field.

The oscillator is built around a Ham-
martund Mc -50-S condenser, the tube
socket being mounted on a bracket on
the rear of the condenser for short
connections. Any similar condenser
may be used, but the double bearing
type is preferable and straightline fre-
quency construction, while not essen-
tial, is highly desirable for uniform
dial calibration.

The Y4" poly coil forms employed
were mounted on strips of polystyrene
provided with pins from discarded
octal tubes, spaced ", so as to plug
into a crystal socket. If the regular
miniature coil forms with prongs are
available, they are to be preferred, as
they eliminate the need for making
the previously mentioned polystyrene
strip plugs.

A double -pole switch, labeled "det.-
osc." in the schematic, removes plate
voltage from one of the triodes and
simultaneously increases the cathode
bias, making the input triode a plate
detector. The plate detector is a much
more sensitive device than a diode as
is provided by the usual grid dip meter
in a non -oscillating condition, and the
instrument can be used as a tuned
vacuum tube voltmeter because the
plate current will increase sharply
when the instrument is loosely coupled
to an r.f. source and tuned to reso-
nance. A jack is provided for ear-
phones (any type except crystal ear-
phones may be used) and the instru-
ment serves as a phone monitor in the
detector position of the switch and as
a c.w. monitor with the switch set to
oscillate. A dry cell is connected across
the meter and, in conjunction with a
potentiometer, provides a variable
bucking voltage to enable zero or full
scale adjustment without varying the
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instrument's sensitivity which would
occur if a variable shunt across the
meter was used. In "ose." position the
potentiometer is adjusted to give full
scale reading, resonance of an ex-
ternal circuit is indicated by a dip.
When used as a detector the meter is
set to zero and the current increases
when the instrument is resonated with
an r.f. source. The potentiometer is
equipped with a switch to remove the
bucking voltage from the meter when
the instrument is not in use. The one -
mil. meter employed in the model
proved inadequate as the dip obtained
when a resonant circuit was ap-
proached drove the meter off -scale in
a negative direction. A shunt was
therefore employed to slightly desensi-
tize the instrument. If a 2- or 3 -mil.
meter is used, the shunt will not be
necessary. An NE -51 neon bulb mounted
on the oscillator serves the dual func-
tion of a pilot light and a voltage regu-
lator maintaining the voltage fairly
constant at about 105 volts.

These tubes vary widely, however,
in their operating voltage, and it
might be better to use a VR-150 in
its stead. The filament transformer
is used in the conventional way, while
the output transformer is connected
backwards. The secondary tap, giving
sufficient output voltage across the
primary to cause the neon tube to ig-
nite, is selected by experiment. Very
probably the proper tap will be the
4, the 8, or the 15.

The primary of the output trans-
former connected between ground and
a selenium rectifier with an R -C filter
completes the power supply. The two
boxes housing the oscillator and the
power supply are identical with the
exception that a piece of polystyrene
was used on the end of the oscillator
housing instead of aluminum and one
side of the power supply was cut and
fitted with miniature 10 cent hinges,
forming a door, and providing access
to the coil compartment. The boxes
measuring 3" x 4" x 51/2" were both
made from 3164 aluminum and were
bent without the aid of a brake by
using pieces of angle iron in a vise.
Commercially available metal boxes
can, of course, be used, but the ones
available hereabouts are not wide
enough to take a 2" meter on the side.

Li

6)6

2

R

N

C

1-* 1'

RS + 52

MI

3 O Ri* R6

OSC.

SI

DET.

NI

R,-390 ohm, f/ w. res.
R2-1500 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R,-27,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R,-39 ohm, 1/ w. res,
Rs -100 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R0-500 ohm pot.
C C0-500 µµtd. mica cond.
C2-50 wild. var. air cond. (see text)
C0-10 µµtd. mica cond.
C,-5000 µµfd. ceramic cond.
l,-Closed circuit jack
S1-D.p.d.t- slide sw.

sw.
M,-1 ma. d.c. meter
N,-NE-51 neon lamp

VI

Lt -3-5 mc. 70 1. #30 en. closewound; 5-9
mc.-39 t. #28 d.s.b. closewound; 9-16 mc.
-18 t. #28 d.s.b. closewound; 16-29.7 mc.
-10 s. #26 d.s.b. closewound for 6 t. at
bottom, remainder covers 3/4"; 29-52 mc.-
5 t. #26 d.s.b. closewound for 3 t. at bot-
tom, remainder covers 3/4"; 50-89 mc.-3 t.
#26 d.s.b. spaced to occupy 1/s"; 88-165
mc. 1/16" brass. 7/16" wide, bent to horse-
shoe shape, t/2" radius, 1" long. All coils,
except that for 88-165 mc., are wound on
3/4" polystyrene forms 11/2" long. Wind-
ings start 1/4" from bottom end.

1-Penlight battery

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the novel plate dip oscillator unit.

However, by using one of the new
miniature 1" meters or by changing
the layout, they could, no doubt, be
employed.

The dial pointer is made of a piece
of 1/16" Plexiglas screwed to a conven-
tional bakelite finger grip knob drilled
and tapped for the purpose. The dial
is made of a small piece of double -
weight Bristol board purchased from
the local art supply shop. It has a
semi -gloss surface and readily accepts
ink without preparation or blotting.
Calibration was made by drilling
small, evenly -spaced holes in the
pointer and inserting a needle through
the holes at appropriate points on the
dial scale, later inking the points in.
The dial scale is fastened to the instru-
ment with rubber cement or Duco.

Calibration can be made, of course,
using a number of methods, the meth-
od selected depending upon the equip-
ment available and accuracy required
by the individual's requirements. Cal-
ibration adequate for general purposes
can be made using communications

IAV
52 15 OPTIONAL FOR MODULATION

63V
2

R,-2500 ohm, 1 w. res.
C C2-20/20 Aid., 250 v. elec. cond.
S S.,-S.p.s.t. toggle sw.

trans. 6.3 v. @ 1.2 amps.
T2-Output trans., p.p. plates 5000 ohms to

universal sec. (4, 8, 15, 250 and 500
ohms) (Stancor #A3800)

1-75 ma. seleniurn rectifier

Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of power supply
used in conjunction with plate dip oscil-
lator. The center taps on the second-
aries of both transformers are not used.

receivers for the low ranges and ab-
sorption meters or Lecher wires on the
high bands. The instrument's accu-
racy is dependent on the accuracy of
the calibration source and the care of
the calibrator. For greatest accuracy

(Continued on page 130)

(Left) Side view of instrument showing dial detail, layout of meter, switch, neon bulb, and jack. The penlight cell indi-

cates comparative size. (Center) End view showing polystyrene endpiece. (Right) Over-all view of power supply unit. A
separate coil compartment, shown with the door open, is incorporated. A three -wire cable supplies power to the instrument.
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DIRECTORY OF TELEVISION RECEIVER MANUFACTURERS

Admiral Corporation
3800 W. Cortland St.
Chicago 47, III.
Airadio, Inc.
Melrose Ave. & Barry PI.
Stamford, Conn.

Air King Products Co., Inc.
170 53rd St.
Brooklyn 32, N. Y.
Andrea Radio Corp.
27-01 Bridge Plaza N.
Long Island City I, N. Y.
Ansley Radio & Television, Inc.
41 St. joes Ave.
Trenton. N. J.
Approved Electronic Instrument Corp.
142 Liberty St.
New York 6, N. Y.
Arcturus Radio & Television Corp.
19 Nesbitt St.
Newark, N. J.
Atlas Coil Winder, Inc.
392 State St.
Stamford, Conn.
Atlas Radio & Television, Inc.
26 Journal Square
Jersey City 6, N. J.
Audar, Inc.
Walnut & Maple Sts.
Argos, Ind.

Automatic Radio Mfg. Co.
122 Brookline Ave.
Boston IS, Mass.
Bace Television Corp.
Green & Leuning Sts.
S. Hackensack, N. J.
Bell Radio Co.
125 E. 46th St.
New York 17, N. Y.
Bell Television, Inc.
147 West 42nd St.
New York 18, N. Y.
Belmont Radio Corp.
5921 W. Dickens Ave.
Chicago 39, III.
Bendix Radio
Division of Bendix Aviation Corp.
Baltimore 4, Md.
Bowen & Co., Inc.
4712 Bethesda Ave.
Bethesda, Md.
Bowers Radio & Television Co.
44 S. 6th St.
Reading, Pa.

Brite-Ray Television Co.
7 Clinton St.
Brooklyn. N. Y.
Brunswick Radio & Television, Div.

Radio & Television, Inc.
244 Madison Ave.
New York 16, N. Y.
Cage Projects, Inc.
393 Grove St.
Upper Montclair. N. J.
Certified Television Laboratories
5507 13th Ave.
Brooklyn 19. N. Y.
Cleervue Television Corp.
81 Willoughby St.
Brooklyn I, N. V.
Colonial Radio Corp.
254 Rano St.
Buffalo 7. N. V.
Colonial Television Corp.
780 E. 137th St.
Bronx 54, N. V.
Columbia Radio & Television Co.
85 Tompkins St.
Staten Island 4, N. Y.
Columbia Television Co.
601 E. Tremont Ave.
New York 57, N. Y.
Cornell Television, Inc.
385 Flatbush Ave.. Ext.
Brooklyn 1, N. Y.
Coronet Radio & Television Corp.
500 W. 52nd St.
New York 19. N. Y.
Cortley Television Co.
15 W. 27th St.
New York I, N. Y.
Cosmo Electronics Corp.
675 Hudson St.
New York 14, N. Y.
Crosley Div., AVCO Mfg. Corp.
1329 Arlington St.
Cincinnati 25, Ohio
DeWald Radio Mfg. Corp.
35-15 37th Ave.
Long Island City, 'N. Y.

Du Mont Laboratories Inc., Allen B.
2 Main Ave. 515 Madison Ave.
Passaic, N. J. New York, N. Y.
Duval Radio & Television Corp.
423 Grove St.
Jersey City 2, N. J.
Electronic Creations Co., Inc.
367 Greenwich St.
New York 13. N. Y.
Electro Technical Industries
1432 N. Broad St.
Philadelphia 21, Pa.

Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.
III Eighth Ave.
New York II, N. Y.
Espey Mfg. Co.
528 E. 72nd St.
New York 21, N. Y.
Fada Radio & Electric Co.
525 Main St.
Belleville, N. J.

Farnsworth Television & Radio Corp.
3700 S. Pontiac St.
Fort Wayne I, Ind.

Federal Telephone & Radio Corp.
100 Kingsland Rd.
Clifton, N. J.
Federal Television Corp.
210 E. 9th St.
New York 3, N. Y.
Fisher Radio Corp.
41 E. 47th St.
New York 17, N. V.
Fiske Products, Inc.
12 Maple Ave.
Mt. Kisco, N. Y.
Freed Radio Corp.
200 Hudson St.
New York 13, N. Y.
Garod Electronics Corp.
70 Washington St.
Brooklyn I, N. Y.
General Electric Co.
Electronics Park
Syracuse I. N. Y.
Gilfillan Bros., Inc.
1815 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles 6, California

Globe Electronics, Inc.
225 W. 17th St.
New York II, N. Y.
Gott Radio Mfg. Co.
6517 West Blvd.
Inglewood, Calif.

The Hallicrafters Co.
4401 W. Sth Ave.
Chicago 24. Ill.
Hoffman Radio Corp.
3761 S. Hill St.
Los Angeles 7, Calif.

Hollywood Electronics
7460 Melrose Ave.
Los Angeles. Calif.

Howard Radio Co.
1735 Belmont Ave.
Chicago 13, III.
Industrial Television, Inc.
359 Lexington Ave.
Clifton. N. J.
International Television Corp.
745 5th Ave.
New \'ork 22. N. Y.
Jamaica Radio Television Mfg. Co.
148-18 Jamaica Ave.
Jamaica 2. N. Y.
Jewel Radio Corp.
58.3 Ave. of Americas
New York II, N. Y.
Kinsey Radio Mfg. Co.
5807 Oak St.
Omaha 6. Nebr.

LaMagna Mfg. Co., Inc.
51 Clinton Pl.
E. Rutherford, N
Lytle & Canon
4721 N. Kedzie
Chicago 25, III.

Magnavision Co.
3605 Kingsbridge Ave.
Bronx 63, N. Y.
Magnavision, Inc.
1546 2nd Ave.
New York 28, N. V.
The Magnavox Co.
2131 Beuter Road
Fort Wayne 4. Ind.
Maguire Industries, Inc.
936 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 11, Ill.

J -

Majestic Radio & Television Corp.
900 N. State St.
Elgin, Ill.
Major Television Co.
2500 David Stott Building
Detroit 16, Michigan
Mars Television, Inc.
29.05 40th Road
Long Island City 1. N. Y.
Midwest Radio & Television Corp.
909 Broadway
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
Motorola, Inc.
4545 Augusta Blvd.
Chicago 51, Ill.
MP Concert Installations
Fairfield 10, Conn.

Multiple Television Mfg. Co.
987 Hegeman Ave.
Brooklyn 8. N. V.
Nalpak Products, Inc.
352 E. 32nd St.
New York 16, N. Y.
National Co., Inc.
61 Sherman St.
Malden 48, Mass.

National Polytronics, Inc.
2430 Atlantic Ave.
Brooklyn. N. Y.
New England Television Co.
544 E. 6th St.
New York 9, N. Y.
Niclsen Television Corp.
Newtown Ave. at Crawford Rd.
Norwalk. Conn.
Nobell Mfg. Co.
517 W. 47th St.
New York 19, N. Y.
Noblitt-Sparks Industries, Inc.
Columbus, Indiana
North American Philips Co., Inc.
100 E. 42nd St.
New York 17. N. Y.
Olympic Radio & Television, Inc.
3401-19 38th Ave.
Long Island City, New York
Orthon Corp.
196 Albion Ave.
Paterson 2, N. J.
Packard -Bell Co.
3443 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles 5, Calif.
Philco Corp.
Tioga & C Sts.
Philadelphia 34, Pa.
Philharmonic Radio Corp.
119 W. 57th St.
New York 19, N. Y.
Pilot Radio Corp.
37.06 36th St.
Long Island City I. N. Y.
Pioneer Television Co., Inc.
282 W. 25th St.
New York I, N. Y.
Radio Corp. of America
RCA Victor Div.
Camden. N. J.
Radio Craftsmen, Inc.
1341 S. Michigan Blvd.
Chicago. Ill.

Regal Electronics Corp.
603 W. 130 St.
New York 27, N. Y.
Remington Radio Corp.
80 Main St.
White Plains, N. Y.
Remler Co., Ltd.
2101 Bryant St.
San Francisco 10, Calif.
RGH Mfg. Corp.
365 Canal St.
New York 13. N. Y.
Royal Television & Radio Corp.
81 Willoughby St.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Scott Radio Laboratories
4541 Ravenswood Ave.
Chicago 40. Illinois

Sentinel Radio Corp.
2100 Dempster St.
Evanston, Ill.
Shevers, Inc., Harold
33 West 46th St.
New York 19, N. Y.
Sightmaster Corp.

385 North Ave. 210 Sth Ave.
New Rochelle, N. Y. New York I, N. Y.
Slate & Co.
2553 Webster Ave.
Bronx 58. N. Y.

Smucker & Co., Inc., A. F.
338 E. 23rd St.
New York 10, N. Y.

Sonora Radio & Television Corp.
325 N. Hoyne Ave.
Chicago 12. Ill.

Sparks Withington Co., The
2400 E. Michigan Ave.
Jackson, Michigan

Standard Radio & Television
209 Main St.
Fort Lee, N. J.

Starrett Television Mfg. Corp.
601 W. 26th St.
New York, N. Y.
Stewart -Warner Corp.
1826 Diversey Parkway
Chicago 14, III.

Stromberg-Carlson Co.
I00 Carlson Rd.
Rochester 3, N. V.
Symphonic Radio & Television Corp.
230 S. Spring St.
Los Angeles 12, California

Tech -Master Products Co.
123 Ptince St.
New York 12, N. Y.
Telecraft Corp.
2 W. 15th St.
New York I1, N. Y.
Tele King Television Corp.
601 W. 26th St.
New York 1, N. Y.

Telequip Radio Co.
1901 S. Washtenaw Ave.
Chicago 8, III.

Telesonic Corp. of America
212 Concord St. 2 Prince St.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Tele -Tone Radio Corp.
540 W. 58th St.
New York 19, N. Y.
Television Assembly Co.
540 Bushwick Ave.
Brooklyn 6, N. Y.
Television Development Labs., Inc
252 W. 64th St.
New York 23, N. Y.
Television Industries
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Television Laboratories, Inc.
542 N. Parkside Ave.
Chicago 44, III.

Televista Corp. of America
114 E. 16th St.
New York 3, N. Y.
Televue Corp. of America
339 Laurel Ave.
Lakewood. N. J.
Telicor Corp.
351 Madison Ave.
New York 21, N. Y.
Telindustries Inc.
4921 Exposition Bldg.
Los Angeles. Calif.

Templetone Radio Mfg. Corp.
New London. Conn.
Tradio, Inc.
1001 First Ave.
Asbury Park, N. J.
Transvision, Inc.
460 North Ave.
New Rochelle. N. Y.
U. S. Television Mfg. Corp.
3 W. 61st St.
New York 23, N. Y.

Universal Television Co., Inc
147 Montague St.
Brooklyn 2, N. Y.
Video Corporation of America
229 W. 28th St.
New York 1. N. Y.
Vid -craft Corp.
New York- N. Y.
Watterson Radio Mfg. Corp.
2700 Swiss Ave.
Dallas I. Texas
Wells -Gardner & Co.
2701 N. Kildare Ave.
Chicago 39, Ill.
Westinghouse Electric Corp.
1354 Susquehanna Ave.
Sunbury. Pa.

Wilcox Gay Corp.
Charlotte. Michigan

Zenith Radio Corp.
6001 Dickens Ave.
Chicago 39. III.
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Current developments in projection TV makes possible
large images from relatively compact television sets.

THE desire for relatively large
television pictures is a natural
one. One immediate advantage

is the ability to view the screen for
long consecutive periods without fa-
tigue. Secondly, a greater number of
persons can more comfortably view
a large area than say a 7- or 10 -inch
screen. This is particularly desirable
in sets installed in public places, such
as auditoriums, taverns, theaters, and
retail establishments.

Large images can be obtained in
two ways: by using cathode-ray tubes
having large viewing surfaces, or by
projection. In the first method, prac-
tical considerations limit the screen
to diameters of 20 inches. A tube
having a diameter of 20 inches pos-
sesses a large physical volume, is awk-
ward to manipulate, and expensive.
May, 1949

RCA's Model 648 PTB large -
screen television receiver
which gives a 15"x20" picture.

By M. S. KAY

Difficulties with these tubes are
encountered at all points. In manu-
facture, the machines required for
evacuating and sealing must be con-
siderable in size. This either results
in a limited production or a large capi-
tal investment. The large bulk of the
tube increases the storage and trans-
portation costs to an amount far
beyond a proportionate value for a
smaller tube. Finally, in the home,
the cabinet, which is no minor item in
the final pricing of the set, must like-
wise be large. Because of these diffi-
culties, tubes with screens greater
than 20 inches have not been com-
mercially attempted. Sets using view-
ing tubes with 12, 15, or 20 -inch
screens are readily available, however.

The other approach to large screen
television is by projection and to date

two general systems have been em-
ployed. In one method, the image is
formed on the screen of a small cath-
ode-ray tube and then enlarged, using
several projection lenses similar to
those employed in motion -picture
equipment. The chief disadvantage of
this method is its low efficiency. Spe-
cially treated lenses, having a large
aperture and good transmission of
light, deliver to the viewing screen
only about 6 per -cent of the light
available on the screen of the cath-
ode-ray tube. Consequently, even with
intense images developed on the cath-
ode-ray screen, the final image is
bound to be dim and difficult to see.

As an illustration, consider the 5 -
inch projection tube, with its image
of 3" x 4". The total area here is 12
square inches. If the image is en-
larged to fill a screen 15 x 20 inches,
the total area becomes 300 square
inches, and the light which was orig-
inally concentrated in an area of 12
square inches is now spread out to
cover an area of 300 square inches.
The brightness is thereby reduced by
the ratio of 300/12 or 25 to 1. This is,
of course, assuming 100 per -cent
transmission. If now we take into ac -
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Fig. 1. Original Schmidt optical system
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Fig. 2. The Schmidt system as adapted
by G.E. and RCA for their television sets.
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Fig. 4. (A) A non -directional screen will
produce equal illumination at all equi-
distant points throughout a hemisphere.
(B) A trapezoid. (C and D) The directional
characteristics of Philco viewing screen.

Fig. 5. To produce a trapezoidal image
on the CRT face, the magnets are attached
to the tube as indicated in the drawing.

count that the over-all efficiency is
only 6 per -cent, then the brightness
is decreased by a factor of approxi-
mately 400 to 1 rather than 25 to 1.

Increasing the brightness of the im-
age developed on the tube screen
would be one partial solution to this
problem, but the cost involved can
readily place the equipment in the
same expensive class as large cathode-

ray tubes. A second approach to the
problem, and one which appears to
have greater possibilities, is to in-
crease the efficiency of the lens system.

The first attempt in this direction
was tried with the same lenses men-
tioned above and several difficulties
were immediately encountered. In or-
der to capture as much light as possi-
ble being emitted from the screen, the

Fig. 6. The visual effect of improper adjustment of the fixed magnets of Fig. 5.

projection lens should be as large as
possible. However, as the lens be-
comes larger, the number of distor-
tions or "aberrations" multiply. (There
are principally six aberrations that
must be corrected; namely, chromatic
aberration, spherical aberration, coma,
astigmatism, curvature of field, and
distortion.) To correct for these aber-
rations in a fairly satisfactory man-
ner, we require several lens elements,
say possibly three. However, in a wide
angle system, more than three lens
elements should be used. As more ele-
ments are added, the cost of the sys-
tem rises. The greater the number of
lenses in a system, the greater the to-
tal loss of light at the intersecting sur-
faces and the lower the over-all effi-
ciency. Finally, with large lenses, the
elimination of some aberrations is ac-
companied by a greater accentuation
in others.

This was the impasse that faced
television engineers until the adapta-
tion of the Schmidt reflective optical
system to television. Schmidt, an in-
strument maker at the Hamburg
Germany Observatory, invented his
optical system in 1931. The system,
originally designed for astronomical
telescopes, was built around a large
spherical reflecting surface or mirror.
See Fig. 1. Use of this type of re-
flecting surface offered several imme-
diate advantages:

1. Mirrors are completely free of
chromatic aberrations.

2. Under comparable designs of fo-
cal distance and diameter, a spherical
mirror has one -
eighth that of a single lens. The need
for correction is still present, but the
problem is now considerably simpli-
fied.

3. By placing a small aperture or
opening at the center of curvature of
a spherical mirror, all of the mono-
chromatic aberrations (except spheri-
cal aberration) are eliminated.

We are thus left with essentially two
problems to solve. One is spherical
aberration and the other is curvature
of the field. The latter is quite simply
resolved by curving the screen of the
projection tube to suit the curvature
of the mirror. To eliminate spherical
aberration, a special correcting lens is
employed. The correcting lens intro-
duces into the beam an amount of
spherical aberration which is equal to
that introduced by the mirror, but is
opposite in sign. As a result, the two
neutralize each other, effectively re-
moving the last great defect of the
spherical mirror. With this lens in
place, we have an optical system pos-
sessing an efficiency of 25 per -cent
with magnification of 5. Compare this
to the meager 6 per -cent obtainable
using a refractive lens system.

For use in television receivers, there
are several modifications of the orig-
inal Schmidt lens system as designed
for astronomical use. In RCA and G.E.
projection receivers, the optical mir-
ror is mounted at the bottom of the
cabinet with its axis vertical, project -
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ing the image straight up and onto a
flat mirror inclined at 45 degrees to
the beam of light and throwing the
image on a translucent screen. See
Fig. 2. The throw or distance between
the correcting lens and the viewing
screen will depend upon the diameter
of the correcting lens and the spheri-
cal mirror. To increase the size of the
projected image, the distance or throw
must increase, necessitating large cab-
inets, a larger mirror, and a larger
correcting lens. Eventually the op-
tical system becomes awkward and
bulky. A compromise is thus necessary
between the size of the final image and
the cost and size of the set. For each
different throw or magnification, we
require a different correcting lens.
This, it will be noted, differs from a
refractive lens system where the size
of the projected image can be in-
creased merely by changing the posi-
tion of the lenses and the screen.

In Philco projection television re-
ceivers the arrangement of the optical
system components is slightly differ-
ent as shown in Fig. 3. The distance
between the corrector lens and the
screen is 331/z inches and variations of
plus or minus 10 per -cent are permis-
sible without leading to any serious
deterioration of image quality. Each
of the reflecting plane mirrors in all
these optical systems are front -sur-
faced mirrors to prevent ghosts which
would occur from reflections at the
surface of the glass of a rear -surfaced
mirror.

The translucent screen upon which
the final image is projected has, in it-
self, directional properties which con-
centrate the incoming beam in certain
desired directions. If the screen was
a perfect diffuser of light, it would
produce illumination which was equal-
ly visible all over the room. Graph-
ically this could be shown as indicated
in Fig. 4A. At all points throughout a
hemisphere, whose center coincides
with the screen, equal illumination
would be received from the screen.
Since many of the extreme angles of
this hemisphere are never (or very
seldom) used for viewing, due to fore-
shortening, it is advantageous to con-
centrate the light that would normally
go to these points toward those angles
that are most used for viewing. To
achieve this, the translucent screen is
made directional in the vertical and
horizontal directions. Not only does
this cause the final image to be
brighter than it would be using the
perfect diffuser screen, but it also pre-
sents the added advantage of greatly
reducing the susceptibility of the
screen to any stray light from lamps
located in the viewing room.

In the Philco projection receiver,
the screen is designed to have a view-
ing sector which extends 60° horizon-
tally and 20° vertically. See Fig. 4B.
To achieve this directivity, the screen
contains a large number of vertical
grooves, random shaped. These ver-
tical grooves are responsible for the
horizontal directivity of the screen. To
achieve the 20° vertical directivity,
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Fig. 7. The entire assembly, including the special power supply.
as used in the North American Philips projection television system.

the screen surface is made concave.
See Fig. 3. The screen, in addition to
its directional properties, also posses-
ses a great many minute or lenticular
elements, each of which redistributes
or diffuses the light reaching it uni-
formly throughout the desired sector.
The over-all brightness of this screen
is about 50 foot -lamberts.

Since the optical system is mounted
at an angle and projects on the screen
at an angle, a rectangular image pro-
jected from the face of the picture
tube would appear on the screen as a
trapezoid (the image would have slop-
ing sides with the top larger than
the bottom). See Fig. 4 . On the
other hand, by projecting a trapezoidal
image from the tube, we obtain a rec-
tangular image on the screen. This
latter method is the one used in the
Philco system.

Formation of the trapezoid pattern
is achieved by applying a magnetic
field at right angles to the electron
beam. To produce this magnetic field,
two oppositely polarized permanent
magnets are mounted opposite each
other on the end of the projection
tube. See Fig. 5. An iron pole piece,
curved to fit the sides of the tube, is
attached to each magnet and is used
to produce a strong field for deflecting
the electron beam upward near the
tube face. The oppositely polarized
ends of the magnets farthest from the
tube face cause a lesser and downward
deflection of the beam before it is
deflected upward. The result is the
same as that which would be produced
if the face of the tube were tilted in-
ward; the distance the beam travels to
the bottom of the image is reduced and
the distance to the top is increased.
This creates, the desired trapezoidal
pattern. The magnets are adjusted
for the proper keystoning pattern by
moving them toward (parallel to the

(Continued on page 150)

Fig. 8. The various components of the op-
tical unit of the Philips projection set.

*
Fig. 9. The ""optical barrel"' in Philco and
RCA receivers. The points lettered A through
H are physical positioning adjustments
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A. EDELMAN

A real sales promoter-the "electric eye" incorporated in
novel gadgets will attract the Interest of potential customers.

MOST of our collective electri-
cally -disposed brains are so
engrossed with radio, record-

ings, television, and other forms of
communications electronics that we
tend to overlook the amazingly varied
jobs handled by the workaday electric
eye relay, or photorelay. I would like
to tell you about some of those jobs,
and how my friend Xavier made them
his source of income.

When I first met Xavier he was a
thin, thoughtful, seedy -looking solder-
ing -iron mechanic not long out of the
Army and its unfailing three squares
daily. He entered my office to borrow
a photorelay, a man with small re-
sources, a wife in prospect, and big
ideas. Now, months later, he has in-
vited me to bring you readers along
on a visit in the neighborhood, to see
how he has applied the electric eye to
good use in advertising.

Following Xavier's instructions, we
arrive at the Roebuck Hum depart-
ment store at dusk, just in time to see
their big neon signs light up, more or
less at the same time. Xavier has
told me how he placed photorelays in
some of the upper story windows,
pointed towards the sky; and how,
when the sky darkens sufficiently,
these relays turn the signs on. Each
photorelay operates one or two neon
signs.

I remember vividly the trouble he
had with the first of these units; he
30

had placed it right near the sign it
was to control, but inside the window.
When it became dark that first day,
the sign went on, and its light reached
into the phototube, so that the photo -
tube promptly turned off the sign.
This went on quite merrily, until the
contactor overheated, and someone
called the store electrician. After
that, the electrician had to be pacified
with the gift of one of our photorelay
kits for his high school age son. The
sign control was adjusted by making
sure that the sign could not shine into
the phototube, and also by putting in
a time -delay circuit so that it would
take ten or fifteen seconds to turn the
sign either on or off. That was to fool
the clerks who started showing their
friends how they could turn the sign
on by placing their hands over the
electric eye light entrance. By per-
mission, I am passing along the cir-
cuit details to you, on the chance you
may want to use it sometime. It's all
in the diagram of Fig. 1 and the ex-
planation below the diagram.

Well, now we are at the store, and
there are the show -windows with all
their displays. Xavier asked me to
watch out for the second window, and
to walk by after it was cleared of peo-
ple, so that we could see just what
happens. We do that, and notice the
spotlight shining at us, and the photo -
tube box near it picking up the light
reflected from our clothes. Xavier ex-

plained to me sometime back how a
disturbance to the amount of reflected
light entering the phototube was am-
plified as an a.c. signal, and how this
caused a relay to operate. This cir-
cuit, with its voltage regulators, high
gain amplifier, bandpass filter, resist-
ance -capacity coupling, and time -delay
arrangements, is too complicated to
explain here, so I won't try. But it
certainly does work fine, because as
we pass by, the window seems to come
to life. A fast -flashing lamp some-
where in the window dazzles, and can-
not be ignored; it is almost hypnotic.
We go to the window, of course, and
are able to see how Xavier laid out
all of the electrical stuff without tak-
ing any room away from the pajamas
and blankets. Judging by the crowds
that follow us, a lot of people are
going to know all about those pajamas
soon.

That fast -flashing lamp, by the way,
is another piece of photorelay work,
and is something like the sign control
that didn't work correctly, which I
just described. The photorelay con-
trols the big lamp, and when the lamp
goes on, the light from it reaches into
the phototube, and causes the relay in
there to turn the lamp off. When the
lamp is off, the darkness at the photo-
tube causes it to switch on again. The
effect is better when the lamp does
not switch on and off too fast, and so
the phototube is adjusted to require
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the maximum amount of light that the
lamp can give it. This means that the
lamp has to come up to full bright-
ness each time, before it can switch
off. Also, a slow carbon lamp is used
to shine into the phototube, while the
main light in the window is obtained
from tungsten lamps. That slows the
relay operation down some more. As

for the photorelay itself, almost all of
the circuits in my new book * will do,
because the circuit is not a bit critical,
as long as no part of it, like the relay
contacts, has been overloaded.

We enter the doorway of the store.
There is a "bong" to announce us, and
a salesman smiles us officiously into
the furniture department. That was
the door signal Xavier fussed with for
days. You might suppose a simple
beam of light across the entranceway
was an easy job; but it so happens that
the sun and daylight enter those big
show windows strongly part of the
day, so that the phototube was never
sure to be darkened by the shadow of
a person entering, to cut off a weak
little beam of light across the en-
trance. Xavier fixed that, after he
found out what the difficulty was, by
protecting the phototube against day-
light as much as he could, and then by
using a resistance -capacity coupled
circuit to make sure that different
amounts of daylight that got in any-
way would not change the bias on his
amplifier tubes. His circuit is so good
that it is all covered in Fig. 3.

We get rid of the salesman fast
merely by telling him that we are not
buying anything today, and start
walking down a long aisle lined with
furniture. A showcase up ahead sud-
denly lights up like a Christmas tree,
and a display near it begins to turn
around and around. That's because
Xavier ambushed us again with an
electric eye, and now we can't help
but see the new clocks and radios.
This time it's the same circuit as the
door signal electric eye, except that
instead of a chime tone, the relay
started off a timing motor, which had
to make one full turn before it could
stop. While it turned, the lights were
on in the showcase, and the display
motor turned around and around.

We don't stay long here, and after
we leave, the display goes to sleep
again, saving wear, tear, and elec-
tricity. The boss of this store must
be a real pennypincher to have Xavier
work it out that way.

Now we are at phonograph records,
and there is a crowd of people around
a sign that says "Talk over the Light
Beam-Free." There are two reflec-
tors, one at each end of the space, and
a man at one end is talking to a lady
at the other, using telephones. The
small boy in the middle is up to some-
thing-he lifts that umbrella into the
light beam and annoys the talkers by
cutting them off. Perhaps we should
tell Xavier to raise the reflectors; but
then, maybe not, because after all, the

 Edelman, A.; "Electric Eye Circuits and Re-
lays in Theory and Practice." Photobell Com-
pany, 1113 Nassau, New York 7, N. Y.
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Fig. 1. This photoelectric sign lighting control circuit is one that you will use in several
different forms so it is well worth the time and effort to build it soundly. A 6 -volt trans-

former is used for heating the 6V6 amplifier tube cathode, and a 117Z6 dual rectifier for
furnishing both a plus -to -ground and a minus -to -ground voltage for the grid circuit of the
6V6. A phototube, an amplifier tube with a relay in its cathode circuit, a time delay tube
(another 117Z6), and a contactor complete the circuit.

The two voltages for the grid circuit are well filtered, and furnish enough voltage to
bias the phototube so that it will work sensitively. If you do not have a Type 1P24
phototube, then any vacuum -type, such as the 929, will do. Be sure not to use electrolytic

condensers for filtering the grid circuit voltages; the impedances here are high and when

the electrolytics change their leakage, as they do continuously, the voltages will be dis-

turbed. The phototube and the 10 megohm resistor divide the voltages obtained from

the 117Z6 and, when the phototube is dark, takes most of the voltage for itself. This

raises the grid of the 6V6 and the cathode has to follow the grid, so the relay gets the
voltage. By putting the relay in the cathode circuit, instead of in the plate circuit, there

is a high negative feedback, no amplification of voltage, but lots of current amplifica-

tion and stability of adjustment.
You might have noticed that raw a.c. is used on the plate of the 6V6. This doesn't

matter because nothing happens when the plate is negative. The tube merely operates
during about half of each a.c. cycle, which is just as good as operating all the time, and
there is less work for you in building it.

When the relay operates and stays in an operating condition for awhile, it heats up
the 117Z6 time delay tube, which is just a rectifier, and this slowly pulls over the contac-
tor to turn on the lights. In the same way, when the relay releases the next morning,
the 117Z6 lets go after a delay and slowly opens the contactor.

Be sure to adjust the relay so that it has a fairly wide margin between "operate"
current and "release" current, as this prevents any chattering of the relay contacts. Also

be sure that the lamps or signs that are on the relay contacts do not shine into the photo -

tube, unless you want to build a slow oscillator.

people are laughing, having fun, and
buying records.

That light -beam job is just like a
crystal microphone preamplifier. The
phototube is in series with a 5 megohm
resistor, and with a 90 volt battery,
and the resistor is coupled through a
condenser into a standard audio am-
plifier. The output is coupled to a
V4 watt neon lamp through a trans-

former, and with some d.c. bias to
make sure that the lamp doesn't ex-
tinguish. It's not a bit difficult, if you
fuss with it a little, and don't try
to put the reflectors too far apart.
The quality of the voice will not be
very good, of course, unless you know
about frequency range, and pick over
the circuit with your oscillograph to

(Continued on page 148)

hig. 2. In this photoelectric smoke measuring circuit the 6 -volt transformer supplies the
heating current for the 615 cathode heater, and also for a small lamp which is focused on
the 929 phototube with a lens. Half of the 117Z6 furnishes a minus -to -ground d.c. voltage
for exciting the phototube, and for furnishing negative grid bias for the 6J5. The sen-
sitivity adjustment makes it possible to set the indicator at a low value, near zero, when

there is no smoke, and have the indicator go to the top with a certain amount of smoke.

The circuit can be made more sensitive by using more than 10 megohms, or less sen-

sitive by using less ohmage. The 50 µfd. condenser across the milliammeter isn't abso-
lutely necessary, and if you haven't a unit with low leakage, then it is best to do without

it. The leakage will not permit the circuit to remain in the same adjustment all the time

because it will shunt away some of the d.c. that should pass through the milliammeter.
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Mac's RADIO
SERVICE SHOP

1! .14/111 T. FILIE

BARNEY

was busy at the service
bench putting a new volume
control in an a.c.-d.c. midget,

while behind him the boss -man himself
was making some adjustments on a
TV console. The bright May -morning
sunshine flooding through the big plate
glass windows of the front room
seemed to dim the usual brilliance of
the fluorescent -lighted service depart-
ment.

What Mac was really doing was ad-
justing the ion -trap on the neck of the
10BP4 picture tube, and to do this he
was making use of his latest "inven-
tion." This invention-which Barney
had solemnly dubbed the Refiectomag-
novisor-was nothing more than one
of those swivel -mounted, reversible
shaving mirrors with a plain mirror
on one side and a magnifying mirror
on the other, mounted on a folding
music stand. The mirror was mounted
in place of the original music rack, so
it could be adjusted to any height and
turned and tilted through any, angle.
This portable device permitted Mac to
stand behind a TV set and to see a
reflection of the pattern on the face
of the tube while making the adjust-
ments usually controlled from the rear
of the set. He could have his choice
of a wide-angle, undistorted view of
the whole tube face or a highly-mag-
nified reflection of a particular portion
of that screen-a selection that came
in very handy when working with the
linearity, drive, and focus controls.

As Mac decided that he had the trap
at the exact spot and in the best pos-
sible position on the neck of the tube
for maximum brilliance of the raster,
Miss Perkins brought in the morning
mail and thumped it down on top of
the receiver.

"For once," she remarked acidly,
52
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Mac and the Morning Mail

"you actually have a first-class letter
or so in that mess."

Miss Perkins had a very low opinion
of the flood of catalogs, circulars, tech-
nical bulletins, and advertising post-
cards that made up the bulk of the ra-
dio shop mail. Mac sat down on the
end of the service bench and began to
gouge open the envelopes with the long
slender blade of a dialknob screw-
driver.

"Hey, Red," he said as he waved the
first letter about, "do you remember
my telling you about those 35Z5's,
35Z3's, etc., that develop a funny con-
dition so that the smallest jar will
cause them to make a noise? Well, I
wrote to this tube manufacturer and
asked if he could tell me why they did
this. He said to send him some sam-
ples of the noisy tubes, and I did. In
this letter he says that an inspection
reveals that under certain conditions
some of these tubes develop a condi-
tion wherein they actually generate
r.f. pulses when they are jarred ever
so slightly. These pulses are picked up
by the antenna and are amplified by
the set. He remarks-as we found
out, too-that the noise is worse in
those sets in which a built-in loop is
quite near the rectifier. He suggests
that putting a shield around the recti-
fier tube will help reduce the noise."

"Do we start shielding those noisy
tubes or do we continue to replace
them as we have been doing?" Barney
wanted to know.

"I think that in most cases we will
continue replacing the tubes," Mac said
after a little reflection. "A 35Z5 usu-
ally has a short life anyway, and if we
cut off its ventilation by putting a
shield around it, the set would prob-
ably be back in a few days with a
burned -out rectifier; then we would

have to put in the new tube that we
might just as well have put in in the
first place."

Having made this decision, Mac laid
aside the letter and butchered open
another envelope with his screwdriver.
"Well, well," he muttered as he
glanced over the page, "we seem to
have hit the jackpot today. This letter
takes up another of our problems. I
have always wondered exactly what
happens to those electrolytic condens-
ers that become noisy without devel-
oping either an open or a shorted con-
dition. You know-the ones that make
a static -like noise until you bridge a
good condenser across them; and then
the noise stops, only to start up again
a few minutes later.

"Well, I saved up a few of these that
we had taken out of sets and sent them
in to this condenser manufacturer.
Some were his; others were of com-
petitive makes. This letter says that
the chief engineer of the company in-
spected the condensers and found that
in every case there were very small
variations in the contact resistance of
the leads. In certain critical circuits,
these variations would cause noise. He
goes on to say that these variable re-
sistances, tiny though they were, have
now been eliminated in their own prod-
ucts."

"What do you suppose he means by
'certain critical circuits ?' " Barney
wanted to know.

"I think he means circuits in which
an abrupt change of voltage, even
though it is slight, would produce a
sort of r.f. pulse. We know that the
noise is of an r.f. nature, for when one
of these noisy sets is playing on the
bench, you can pick up the noise on
other sets operating nearby; moreover,
when the volume control is turned
down so that an r.f. signal cannot be
detected and fed through into the au-
dio amplifier, the noise disappears.
Possibly the little abrupt changes of
voltage due to the variations in the
contact resistance pulse -modulates the
oscillator in the set and produces a
noise in much the same way that a
keyed oscillator or r.f. amplifier pro-
duces key clicks."

Barney nodded sagely in agreement
with this and went on with his work
while Mac continued reading still a
third letter.

"Hey, Mac," Barney suddenly inter-
rupted, "what's the idea of this coil of
insulated wire wrapped around this .2
µfd. condenser ? The circuit diagram
shows the coil and condenser in series
between the 'B -minus' point and the
chassis, and then there's a quarter-
meg resistor across the whole works."

"What does it look like ?" Mac asked
quizzically.

"It looks like a series -tuned circuit,"
Barney said cautiously.

"And by a happy coincidence, that's
exactly what it is!" Mac said.

"Well, come on!" Barney said impa-
tiently. "Tell me more! What's a
tuned circuit doing in that out-of-the-
way place? Why use it instead of the
usual condenser -and -resistor combina -

(Continued on page 158)
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When a news story breaks in Oklahoma, WRY is on the spot with
instant coverage-thanks to a complete and unique

studio which travels to the story locale.

COMPLETE communication fa-
cilities for use in emergencies,
and as a showpiece for more nor-

mal remote broadcasts are housed in
the custombuilt "broadcasting station
on wheels" now roaming the plains of
Oklahoma for WKY, the NBC affiliate
in Oklahoma City.

A study of special events program-
ming in Oklahoma by P. A. Sugg, sta-
tion manager, revealed the need of
more versatile facilities for such work.
As a result, a new and completely
equipped remote studio was created.
The 29 passenger bus was custom-
built by Flexible Company at their
Loudonville, Ohio plant, following spe-
cifications carefully detailed by the
WKY engineering department.

Immediately behind the driver are
seats for announcers, engineers, and
others on special assignment. The
center section contains the control
room where all equipment a studio
requires is shock mounted, enabling
the unit to operate while in motion.

Included in the control room are
four AM -FM cue and talkback receiv-
ers, a 150 watt AM transmitter and
two turntables with recorders adjust-
able to bus position, plus record stor-
age and seating space.

The back third of the unit is a ma-
roon and gray appointed studio, sound
treated and large enough to accommo-
date nine people. There are two Pull-
man -type tables for broadcasting, four
microphone outlets and seats for five
across the back.

The luggage compartment contains
a 2 kw. gasoline power plant, a 50 w.
public address system, a Bell telephone
transmitter and receiver and an FM
police receiver.

Sound power phones are used for
communication within the unit and a
Bell highway telephone provides com-
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munication with established circuits
throughout the state of Oklahoma.

This equipment has already proved
its value. For example, the remote
studio was parked on the campus of
the University of Oklahoma, 20 miles
south of Oklahoma. City recently,
where a program was scheduled for
that afternoon. Word of a disastrous
fire at Woodward, 150 miles northwest
of Oklahoma City, was relayed to the
vehicle by the Bell highway telephone.
Plans were quickly changed, the re-
mote studio pulled out for Woodward,
further instructions were given by
telephone as the vehicle sped along
the highways, and in less than three
hours an eye -witness broadcast was on
the air from Woodward.

A railed platform atop the remote

studio provides an unobstructed view
for on -the -scene broadcasts. AM -FM
transmitting and receiving antennas
are also located along the top of the
vehicle.

Power outlets, microphone and tele-
phone line inputs were installed out-
side the unit, along the body frame
supports.

Accessories such as fog lights, siren,
spotlights and public address speakers
add the final touch.

Jack Lovell, chief engineer, Gene
Lyons, field supervisor, Ed Callahan,
engineering supervisor, and Bob Hay-
ward, engineer, worked steadily for
nearly two months making the instal-
lations that make the remote studio
one of the finest in America.

View of mobile control room showing transcription tables, console, highway -type
telephone. sound power phone, speakers, AM and FM receivers, and AM transmitter.
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Fig. 1. Front view of a completely portable transmitter -receiver
which provides either phone or c.w. operation in the lower bands.

By E. CAMPAINF., W3KWP and M. F. dUDRINS, W3AC

A standard briefcase or the glove compartment of
a ear will readily hold this tiny ham "station."

BRIEFCASE ham portable, port-
able mobile, vacation portable
-call it what you will but this

little combination transmitter -receiver
represents the ultimate in compact-
ness for two-way communication on
both phone and c.w. for the low fre-
quencies.

The urge to build some type of bat-
tery -operated equipment was fulfilled
when surplus gear began to flood the
market. The vital parts used in the
construction of the rig are all from
surplus items-parts that might have
otherwise been discarded. Fig. 6 is a
front view of the complete station in-
cluding headphones, microphone, key,
loading coil, and antenna. Fig. 5 is the
rear view of the unit showing the

meter, key jack, and modulator-c.w.
switch.

Portability Without a Truck
This equipment is really portable

and readily fits a standard briefcase or
the glove compartment of the average
car. Fig. 1 is a front view of the cab-
inet. The ruler clearly indicates that
the over-all height of the unit is
scarcely three inches!

Many articles have been written
about the so-called "vest pocket"
transmitter but usually a bushel bas-
ket is required to hold the rest of the
paraphernalia that normally goes to
make up the complete station, i.e., the
receiver, antenna, batteries, etc. The
auxiliary equipment used with this

Fig. 2. Top view of the transmitter -receiver unit showing the
location of the coils, battery, and other top -chassis parts.

station includes a throw -out antenna,
which when folded is less than 16
inches long and when jointed ten feet,
six inches; an antenna loading coil,
headphones, a key, a microphone, and
a plug-in meter. Everything else is
housed inside the case-even the bat-
teries.

The Circuit
Fig. 4 shows the circuit as it finally

evolved. It is a compromise between
the ultimate in compactness and effi-
ciency yet it provides absolute mini-
mum "A" and "B" battery drain. Al-
ternatives could have provided an r.f.
stage ahead of the detector and a
Pierce oscillator power amplifier
transmitter but both "A" and "B" cur-
rent drain would have been doubled.

Receiver Details
The receiver is conventional and

uses a 1T4 amplifier tube as a regen-
erative detector impedance -coupled to
the 1S4 audio. Bias for the 1S4 ampli-
fier tube is provided by three penlight
cells which are cemented to the under -

Fig. 3. Under chassis view of portable. Note that although the
set is compact there is no undue crowding of the components.
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side of the chassis. Since no current
is drawn by these batteries their life
can be considered that of shelf -life bat-
teries. When using phone the 1T4 de-
tector becomes the speech amplifier by
switching the microphone into its grid
circuit, and the 1S4 audio tube choke -
modulates the screen grid of the 1S4
oscillator tube. The output trans-
former was salvaged from a surplus
BC 453A. It serves as an output trans-
former when receiving, while the pri-
mary alone is used as the modulation
choke. Because the headphones re-
main in the circuit at all times, com-
plete monitoring of voice transmissions
is possible.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the 140 µµEd.
bandset condenser, C.,, is mounted on
the left side of the front panel, the
gain control, R,, is in the upper left-
hand corner, and to the right of gain
control is the regeneration control, R,.
The plug-in coils, L, ,L,, which can be
changed with the shield in place, and
the antenna series condenser, C,, are
mounted on a piece of lucite, bent into
an angle and bolted to the chassis, as
shown in Fig. 2. The 1T4 detector ap-
pears directly behind the regeneration
control in Fig. 2 and farther back is
the 1S4 audio tube. The output trans-
former, T,, is mounted to the right and
is in the center of the chassis. Visible
through the lucite angle bracket used
to mount the antenna jack, J,, is the
bandspread tuning condenser, C,. A
vertical aluminum shield, bolted to the
chassis and the front panel, separate
the receiver and the transmitter.

The Transmitter
The transmitter is nothing more

than a 1S4 crystal oscillator with a
small feedback condenser to help some
of your sluggish crystals perk up and
take notice. The plate circuit is me-
tered by a 0-25 ma. meter, through a
closed-circuit jack, J6. The assumption
that a simple pi -coupler will load any
length of wire or anything from a wet
string to a bed spring proved to be un-
tenable. Designed to load the throw -
out surplus antenna, this pi -coupler in
conjunction with a loading coil can't
miss, and no one can deny the reliabil-
ity of the low impedance link when
working the rig on the home antenna.

(Continued on page 120)
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J5 METER RFC2

C9

174

1S4 2-6V3

\liepR6
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á

536

RFC Ito

CII

V2Ti(----1 11

CIO

R1, R6-47,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R_.-250,000 ohm, Y2 w. res.
R5-250,000 ohm pot.
R,-25,000 ohm pot.
R6-30,000 ohm, 1 w. res.
C1-30 µµtd. midget var. cond.
C,, Cs -100 Md. mica cond.
Co, C15-140 µµfd. midget var. cond.
C4-35 µµfd. midget var. cond.
C6-.002 pfd. mica cond.
C7-.005 µfd. paper cond.
Cs -8 µid. 150 v. dry elec. cond.
Co-Feedback cond. (see text)
C10-.01 µid. mica cond.
C-.001 µid. mica cond.
C,2-450 µµfd. postage stamp var. padding

cond.
RFC RFC. -2.5 mh. r.f. choke
S,-S.p.d.t. toggle sw.
S2a,b, S,a.6-Dpp.d.t. toggle sw.
S,-On gain control
Ss-S.p.s.t. toggle sw.
I J2, Js-Single circuit jack
I,. J6-Closed circuit jack
T1-Output 6' mod. trans., 7500 ohm plate

load to 300 ohm sec. (unit from a surplus
BC 453A, 454A, or 4554 transmitter was
used)

CH, -60 hy. subminiature choke
B,-Three series -connected penlite cells

PHONES
.za-, I

ANT J3

KEY

A NT.

//£37

At IA- ek 8_
2-XX30 45 v. "B" batteries
1-1.5 y. flashlight cell and mounting clip
1-0-25 ma. meter
L,-3500.4000 kc.-35 t. #24 en.; 7000-

7300 kc.-15 t. #24 en. tapped at 9 1. from
gnd. end

Ls -3500-4000 kc.-20 t. #32 cotton; 7000-
7300 kc.-18 t. #32 en.

Ls -3500-4000 kc.-72 t. #32 en.; 7000-7300
kc.-60 t. #32 en. both on bakelite body of
standard phone plug connected to single cir-
cuit jack to "receive" antenna.

L, -3500-4000 kc.-45 t. #24 en.; 7000-
7300 kc.-21 t. #24 en.

 All coils closewound on 3/4e dia. forms
(Amphenol 24-6H)

Xtal-Crystal for each operating frequency
desired

1-1 T4 tube
2-1 S4 tubes
Additional parts needed
1-Button feedthrough insulator for aux.

antenna
1-Crystal socket
3 -7 -pin miniature tube sockets
1-Crystal microphone
1-Surplus throw -out antenna (AN 131 A with

PL 55 plug mounting)
1-Terminal strip
3-Single circuit plugs

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram and parts list for the portable transmitter -receiver.

Fig. 5. Back view of unit showing plug-in milliammeter in place
and the operating key inserted in the proper circuit jack. J,.

Fig. 6. Front view of unit with all of the operating accessories.
headphones, mike, key, and throw -out antenna, assembled.
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A Dual -Purpose

Frequency Meter

V. F. O.

By
G. L. COUNTRYMAN.

W3Ha, WIRVIK
Commander, USN, Electronics Officer

Boston Naval Shipyard

Complete construction details for a "ham"
unit that can be used either as a r.f.o. to drive
a transmitter or as a frequency meter for both
receiver and transmitter frequency measurements.

TIE
basic unit to be described is

similar to a v.f.o. designed by
Don Mix about two years ago

and written ' up in the 1948 ARRL
Handbook. The main differences are
the substitution of a mixer tube for
one isolation stage, minor changes in
the electron coupled oscillator compo-
nents, and some refinements such as
the inclusion of a dial that will read
direct to 2500 divisions.

Provision is made for coaxial con-
nection to the transmitter when the
unit is used as a v.f.o., and for r.f. in-
put and headphone output for the di-
rect checking of a transmitter fre-
quency or for monitor uses.

The v.f.o. output is adequate to
drive an 807 tube either as a straight
amplifier or as a frequency multiplier.
No provision has been made for key-
ing the unit so one or more of the fol-
lowing stages must be keyed, prefer-
ably in the cathode. A convenient
switch in the center tap of the high
voltage winding on the transformer
cuts the v.f.o. on or off as desired.

Referring to the photographs, the
dial on the 3" x 4" x 5" ECO box can
be read directly to 2500 dial divisions
in 180 degrees rotation. These dials
sell new for around $7.00 but are in-
cluded with BC375E tuning units
which currently retail on the surplus
market for around $1.25. The dial
56

shown was removed from one of the
used surplus tuning units.

The left hand switch is in the a.c.
line and the right hand switch is in
the center tap of the high voltage
winding of the power transformer. Be-
tween the switches is a 6.3 volt pilot
light connected to the filament wind-
ing of the power transformer. The
bulb is removable from the front of
the chassis. A two -terminal strip
(Millen No. 37302) is on the rear of
the chassis for attaching the a.c. line
cord, and on the right hand side of the
chassis are the phone jack, the coaxial
output terminal, and a binding post
mounted on insulated grommets for
coupling r.f. input, if necessary, in
connection with the use of the unit as
a frequency meter. A two or three-
foot length of wire attached to this
binding post provides sufficient input
for checking even a low power trans-
mitter, and insures adequate head-
phone volume.

Behind the ECO box are, left to
right, the 6F6 isolation stage, the 6L7
mixer tube and an octal base plug-in
20-20 µfd. filter condenser obtained at
surplus for 35 cents. The 6SK7 ECO
tube is mounted on top of the ECO
box where its heat will not affect the
frequency or stability of the oscillator.
Behind the filter condenser is the
VR105 regulator tube and at the rear,

Over-all view of completed
unit. The v.f.o. output is ade-
quate to drive an 807 tube
either as a straight amplifier
or as a frequency multiplier.

the rectifier tube. On the rectifier
tube socket, pins 3 and 4, pins 5 and 6,
and pins 2 and 7 are connected to-
gether. This arrangement permits
the use of any of the octal base recti-
fier tubes. The power transformer oc-
cupies the left hand rear corner of the
chassis.

The ECO
The ECO itself is contained in a

Parmetal 3" x 4" x 5" utility box and
the wiring diagram is self-explana-
tory. The coil, L,, was picked up at
surplus for a dime. It is marked
"L-205" and is about 11/2" long. Two
threaded holes in one end permit fas-
tening to the side of the ECO box. The
coil consists of 24% turns of No. 20
tinned copper wire, wound on a
threaded ceramic form 3/4" in diam-
eter with the individual windings
spaced approximately the diameter of
the wire and is tapped 3% turns from
one end.

The tuning condenser, C,, is mounted
on the rear of the box and an insu-
lated shaft is coupled to the rear ex-
tension of the condenser shaft then, in
turn, coupled to the dial. Incidental-
ly, the dial must be mounted first, and
the holes laid out with great care, as
the dial will just exactly fit within the
three-inch dimension of the box. As
the panel from which the surplus dial
was removed is thicker than the side
of the ECO box, it is necessary to use
washers with the three screws which
secure the dial. After the dial is in-
stalled, the hole on the opposite side
of the box for the condenser mounting
may be made, being careful to locate
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it so that the condenser shaft and the
dial coupling will be perfectly cen-
tered. If that is not done, the dial
will bind and not turn free. Care must
also be exercised not to damage or
even scratch the worm gear in the
dial, as any defect will cause the dial
to bind at that point and not operate
smoothly.

Considerable experimenting was
done with the various fixed capacities
and the proper temperature coefficients
required to insure continuous stable
operation. The arrangement finally
adopted has no appreciable frequency
drift thirty seconds after the filaments
are turned on, and no changes in cali-
bration have been noted over a period
of several months, checking against an
accurate frequency meter with an ac-
curacy of .003%. The ECO is consid-
erably more stable than the Navy
type LM or its Army equivalent BC221,
which maintain an accuracy of .01%
For this reason, no additional variable
compensating condenser was found
necessary, although it had originally
been planned to add a small capacity
trimmer condenser across the main
tuning condenser for screwdriver ad-
justment from the side of the ECO
box. Due to the excellent stability
which was obtained, it was also con-
sidered unnecessary to incorporate a
100 kc. crystal and associated circuit
in the unit.

The range from 3500 to 4000 kc. is
well centered, covering from 230 to
2126 on the dial. This represents 996
direct reading dial divisions for the
80 -meter band which anyone will
agree should be sufficient. Harmonics
for either v.f.o. or frequency fneasur-
ing purposes are usable to at least 30
megacycles, but have not been checked
above that point.

One of the tests used in connection
with temperature compensation was
to fasten a lighted cigarette to a
wooden dowel and hold the hot end of
the cigarette adjacent to various
components within the ECO box, after
zero beating the ECO output with an-
other frequency meter, or the station
receiver. With the component values
as given, it was impossible to obtain
any perceptible frequency drift after
allowing the ECO to warm up for
thirty seconds. Coupling the v.f.o. to
the transmitter does not affect the
frequency, and in fact direct shorting
of the coaxial output terminal makes
no change in the pitch of the note that
can be detected by ear. Apparently
one isolation stage is entirely ade-
quate.

The ECO section should be wired
except for C:,, a 6SK7 tube inserted in
the socket and 6.3 filament volts placed
between the filament lead and the
box. Next a 45 volt "B" battery or
other high -voltage source should be
connected between the HV lead and
the box (ground). This procedure is
necessary for determining the con-
denser to be used for C, as described
below, and the signal may be picked
up on the station receiver as precise
calibration is unnecessary.

cu ,

bK7e
(s

b

7Vf VI V2 V3
.G.

R,, R.. R0-50,000 ohm,1/2
R; 1 megohm, 4/Z w. res.
R4-220 ohm, 2 w. res.
R.-100,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R7-2000 ohm, 25 w. (5000 ohm with slider)

res.
C1-80 wild. midget var. cond. (Hammarlund

MC75M
C2-150 µµjd. zero temp. coef. ceramic cond.

(CRL 8!4Z)

blc)
e

RJ7

e
CB

as
Oil

w. res.

R6

C,,-20 mad. zero temp. cod). ce-
ramic cond. (CRL-See text)

C5-80 wild. neg. temp. coe/. ce-
° ramie cond.

C, Cs, Cln, C11, C14-.01 µtd. 400
v. cond.

C. C7. Co. C,2-100 µµfd. mica
cond.

Cy, --.05 ¡dd. 400 v. cond.
C13, C,6-20/20 µfd., 350 v. dual

elec. cond. (Sprague-See text)
J,-Chassis connector
J.,-Single circuit jack

CHI -16 hy. 50 ma. filter choke (Stancor
CI003)

RFC, -2.5 mhy. choke
RFC2-30 or 40 mhy. r.f. choke

bat handle sw.
T,-275-0-275 v. @ 50 ma., 5 v. @ 2 amp..

6.3 v. @ 2.5 amp. (Thordarson T22R30)
L.,-(See text)
V, -65K7 tube
V_. -6F6 tube
V, -6L7 tube
V4 --5Y3 tube
V., VR105 tube

o

Fig. 1. Complete schematic diagram of dual-purpose frequency meter-v.f.o.

The wiring diagram shows C3 as
20 µµfd. The CRL ceramic tube zero
temperature coefficient condensers are
supposed to have a capacity tolerance
of -± .5 µµfd. in the low values and
± 21/2 per -cent in the higher values.
Actually one marked 175 µµfd. was
closer to 195 µµfd. For centering the
band, since no trimmer condenser is
used, it is necessary to determine the
condenser to be used for C3 experi-
mentally before the ECO box is put
in place on the chassis. In one case,
a condenser marked 20 µµfd. centered

(Continued on page 118)

Fig. 2. Mechanical de-
tails of the ECO box
and chassis assembly.

BOX

REMOVABLE TOP

8/32 MACHINE SCREW MILLEN FEED'THRUHOT FILAMENT AND
ÁtlY2 B+ LEAD THRU HER a
/iir/////HHH////////////////////////i/////' %////%/////dHH//k0?fYH/r/7H////

/U///.=A,f,/////H//////////////////////////////i.WIZ MO,H,4YH/////O/i

"ICHASSIS TOP
RUBBER GROMMET

R.F. OUTPUT LEAD
THROUGH HERE

Top view of the home -built unit. Although it does not appear so in
the photograph, the 3x4x5 inch ECO box is centered on the chassis.
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Cono pilad by KENNETH R. BOORD

WE ARE pleased to dedicate
the May ISW Department to
radio in the new Dominion of

Pakistan.
At present, Radio Pakistan has

transmitters operating in four of its
principal cities-Karachi (national
capital), Dacca, Lahore, and Pesha-
war.

In Karachi there are two m.w. sta-
tions-one of low power and one of
fairly high output. The low -powered
transmitter operates on 1,452 kcs.,
power unknown; the high-powered one
is on 825 kcs. with 10 kw. Presently
inactive is 850 kcs. which serves as an
alternate for 825 kcs. Karachi's short-
wave outlet is listed officially on 6.075
with a power of 250 watts. It radiates
the network programs of Radio Pakis-
tan originating in Karachi. The al-
ternate short-wave channel is 6.120
(inactive) .

Dacca's m.w. outlet is on 1,167 kcs.
with 5 kw. power. The present s.w.
channel in use is 15.270 with 7.5. kw.
power; alternate s.w. frequencies of
11.890, 4.950, and 3.460 are now inac-
tive. The Dacca short-wave station
relays the 1,167 m.w. transmitter as
well as a few network programs direct
from Karachi (chiefly the English
news) .

Lahore is operating currently on
m.w. only, on 1,086 kcs., 5 kw.; it re -

SHORT -WAVE

lays network programs from Karachi
as well as originating regional pro-
grams from its own studios.

Peshawar, like Karachi, has one
low -power and one high -power m.w.
transmitter, on 1,500 kcs. and 629 kcs.,
with 250 watts and 10 kw., respective-
ly; relays network programs and also
originates its own regional broadcasts.

In addition, Radio Pakistan has a
number of m.w. and s.w. stations un-
der construction. These include:

KARACHI-A 7.5 kw. station is un-
der construction with assignment to
3.450 and 4.935; a 20- and a 100 -kw.
transmitter are "reported" to be un-
der construction, but no frequency as-
signments have been announced.

PESHAWAR-A 7.5 kw. transmit-
ter is under construction for assign-
ment to 3.320 and 4.790.

LAHORE-A 7.5 kw. job is under
construction for assignment to 3.355
and 4.818.

MULTAN-A 7.5 kw. station is un-
der construction for assignment to
3.385 and 4.910; a 5 kw. transmitter,
to be assigned to 600 kcs.

Other m.w. outlets, either projected

(Note: Unless otherwise indicated, all time is
expressed in American EST; add 5 hours for
GCT. "News" refers to newscasts in the English
language. In order to avoid confusion, the 24
hour clock has been used in designating the times
of broadcasts. The hours from midnight until
noon are shown as 0000 to 1200 while from 1
p.m. to midnight are shown as 1300 to 2400.)

This attractive and well-equipped Listening Post is that of Jack F. Gardener.
Jacksonville, Florida. Jack is American representative of the ISW Club, London.

or under construction, include Hyde-
rabad (Sind), 910 kcs., 5 kw.; Bannu,
950 kcs., 1 kw.; Quetta, 1,040 kcs., 10
kw.; Gutrat, 1,055 kcs., 1 kw.; Sialkot,
1,195 kcs., 1 kw.; Sylhet, 1,200 kcs., 1
kw.; Jessore, 1,250 kcs., 1 kw.; Bhawal-
pur, 580 kcs., 1 kw.; Lyallpur, 675 kcs.,
1 kw.; Montgomery, 715 kcs., 1 kw.;
Sukkur, 780 kcs., 1 kw.; Chittagong,
795 kcs., 5 kw., and Sheikheura, 825
kcs., 1 kw.

Owner of all the stations is the Pak-
istan Government with headquarters
in Karachi, Sind.

Incidentally, in Lahore, Karachi, and
Peshawar the dominant language is
Urdu, while for Dacca it is chiefly
Bengali.

The most commonly -heard short-
wave outlet from Pakistan is Radio
Pakistan, Dacca, on 15.270, which first
started operations on 11.890. It moved
to 15.270 on February 13, presumably
to escape severe QRM from the "Voice
of America in Manila" on 11.890.

Dacca's schedule appears to be daily
at 2030-2200, 0100-0130, 0140-0230,
0600-1130; news has been heard at
2130, 0730, 1030. Since the day the
transmitter moved from 11.890 to
15.270, I have found the 19-m. chan-
nel best here in West Virginia around
0730 when news is presented. I have
heard location and frequency an-
nounced at 0745 just preceding "to-
night's announcements" (in English).
The station usually can be heard here
also at 2130 with the news, but in the
evening it is much weaker and often
has CWQRM. Mornings it is in the
clear and normally is quite readable
to around 1030 news time when a pow-
erful carrier causes interference. (I
believe the QRM is caused by the car-
rier of WCBN, New York City, during
its "warm-up" period at 1030-1115.
During that time, Radio Pakistan,
Dacca, is partly readable here.)

An Indian correspondent tells me
that the s.w. transmitter at Dacca was
constructed in seven weeks by three
engineers and four assistants.

I have not yet received current
schedules of other Pakistan stations
but I believe they are similar to that
of Dacca.

Pearce, England, has received a let-
ter from Radio Pakistan in Karachi,
stating that its transmitter there is
still working on 6.070 (officially listed
6.075), and that the transmissions
heard late in 1948 on 6.210 were not
from Radio Pakistan.

(Continued on page 140)
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Build Your Own 10.7 mc.

DISCRIMINATOR

TRANSFORMER

BY
JOSEPH C. 1111'11.%I OW 1/'Z

Asst. Prof., Elec. Eng.,
Catholic University of America

"Learn by doing- it is not a difficult task
to build your own discriminator transformer.

SINCE frequency modulated sig-
nals are time axis modulations
which are in quadrature with

amplitude modulations, customary
types of demodulators used in ampli-
tude -modulated receivers cannot be
used for separating the intelligence
from the modulated carrier current.
In the high -frequency and intermedi-
ate -frequency networks of an FM re-
ceiver, the circuits are very similar to
those employed in the customary su-
perheterodyne type of AM receivers,
with the principal exception that the
networks must accommodate a broad-
er frequency spectrum. (See "New
Band FM Receiver," p. 51, RADIO NEWS,
April, 1948.) But the second detector
in an FM receiver functions much dif-
ferently from the detector in an AM
receiver, it being a special circuit,
called a discriminator, that must
change the frequency modulation into
a variable amplitude signal. It is the
most important part of the FM re-
ceiver and should be designed and built
with much care. It is worthy to note
that not only does the discriminator
circuit perform its primary function
of demodulating the FM signal, but
eliminates certain types of static.
When a certain abrupt interference
enters the i.f. stages of the receiver, a
series of spectrum amplitudes of simi-
lar polarity, acting simultaneously and
symmetrically with respect to the mid -
frequency, is produced. Since inputs
to a discriminator, consisting of equal
simultaneous positive voltages dis-
placed from the mid -frequency, pro-
duce zero output voltage, the inter -
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ference is virtually eliminated in the
audio stages of the receiver.

The basic type of discriminator is
the balanced discriminator circuit
shown in Fig. 2. The 6SH7 tube is the
last limiter stage of the receiver and
produces a voltage drop across the in-
ductance L, which is the primary of
the double -tuned transformer L, -L,.
This transformer is tuned to the i.f.
frequency of the receiver, F°. The sec-
ondary of the transformer is center -
tapped and the output is supplied
through two diode rectifiers to the re-
sistive loads R. and Re. The voltage
drops across these two load resistors
are in opposition, and if the signal sup-
plied to the discriminator is equally
divided between the two diodes, the

Fig. 1. Parts required
to construct discriminator
transformer. Photograph
shows the fixed and tun-
ing condensers, coil form.
shield can, and the
completed assembly.

voltage drop across "a" -"c" will be
zero.

The resultant voltages E, and E,,
applied to the two diodes, have two
components: one supplied through the
condenser C8, and the other inductive-
ly through the transformer L, -L,. If
the input signal is exactly at the i.f.
frequency, these two components are
displaced by 90° and the resultant
voltages E, and E, have the same
magnitude, thus causing a zero volt-
age drop across "a" -"c." However,
should the frequency of the incoming
signal deviate in one way or another
from the resonant frequency of the
discriminator transformer, the dis-
placement angle between the two com-
ponent voltages will in one case in-
crease and in the other decrease, thus
causing a difference in the magni-
tudes of the resultant voltages sup-
plied to the diodes. This in turn will
cause different voltage drops to occur

(Continued on page 143)

Fig. 2. Wiring diagram of the discriminator transformer and Its associated circuit.

r
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6SH7

DISCRIMINATOR TRANSFORMER

R1,125, Re -100,000 ohm, 1 w. res.
R-47,000 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
R,, R4-10,000 ohm, '/2 re. res.
C C9-.O1 slid. mica cond.
C2, C,-1-5 µµtd. var. air cond.
Cs -30 Algid. mica cond.

C4-40 µµ)d. mica cond.
Ce, Cc --100 µµtd. mica cond.
Cs -50 µµtd. mica cond.
L L, --See text
RFC, -2.5 mhy. r.f. choke
V,-6SH7 V. -6H6
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The Tubeless

GRID -DIP

Adapter

By DOUGLAS II. CARPENTER
Chief Eng., McMurdo Silver Co., Inc.

This norcl unit converts any signal generator or tpst
oscillator to a direct -reading resonance indicator.

THE complex problems encoun-
tered by the modern service
technician are far removed from

those he was required to solve even a
few years ago. There has been a grad-
ual transition in servicing technique
that identifies itself with the addition
of several new and radically different
instruments in every progressive radio
shop. The new fields of FM and tele-
vision impose problems that have no
counterpart in the average service-
man's experience. The conglomera-
tion of separate instruments required
to perform all necessary measure-
ments on present-day equipment rep-
resents a considerable initial invest-
ment, and is time-consuming from the
standpoint that several are needed to
analyze even a "run of the mill" serv-
ice job. Although the unit to be de-
scribed is designed primarily for the
service technician, it has wide appli-
cation in laboratory, production -test-
ing, and amateur work.

One technique has always been en-
dorsed by technical authorities, and
the application of this principle has
been followed to the present day. This
principle is that of using the signal
itself as the medium of determining
circuit function. With the advent of
high frequency transmission (FM and
TV), such a method is no longer prac-
tical. Measuring apparatus invariably
adds undesired elements to the circuit
under test. When dealing with an

amplifier that may be detuned by 2
µµfd., the foregoing statement is cer-
tainly justified.

Means, therefore, must be devised
to circumvent this inadequacy and
allow quick, sure checking of this spe-
cialized apparatus. The method to
be described is ideal, as it allows
measurements without direct mechan-
ical coupling. It permits measurement
of all but oscillator frequencies, with-
out the circuit's being energized. It
makes possible laboratory caliber com-
parisons in a simple direct -reading
form, eliminating tedious, time-con-
suming figuration. Every practical
frequency range is covered, the only
limitation being that of the coupling
signal source.

As the heading denotes, the instru-
ment under discussion is primarily a
resonance indicator of markedly ad-
vanced design. Because of the unit's
broad application, it is believed that
this article should prove of value to
every reader, whether engineer, tech-
nician, serviceman, or amateur.

Over a period of time, several au-
thors have described and advocated
the use of a grid -dip meter. Essen-
tially, the grid -dip meter is nothing
more than an oscillator whose grid
current can be changed by coupling an
external load to the oscillating tank
circuit. The amount of loading de-
pends on the degree of coupling and
the Q of the external circuit. If we

Fig. 1. Over-all view of
grid -dip adapter unit.
Close-up view of probe
assembly is also shown.

had an i.f. transformer that was tunedto 455 kc., for example, we could
check its actual resonance by coupling
the grid -dip meter coil field close to
this transformer. As the grid -dip
oscillator was tuned to the exact fre-
quency of the specimen under test, a
pronounced dip would be observed.
This is clearly accounted for by the
loading effect of the external circuit
upon an oscillator, which is inherent-
ly a source of extremely poor regula-
tion. By utilizing several coils, it is
possible to cover a certain frequency
range and determine the resonant
frequencies of all tuned circuits,
whether they are energized or not.
Band -switching is impossible, because
or the `physical size of the unit. As
the higher frequencies are employed,
full-scale deflections are difficult to
attain, because of the ratio of oscilla-
tor efficiency. The physical size of the
calibrated dial must be small because
of the necessary miniature size of the
total unit.

It is this author's opinion that the
very valuable grid -dip oscillator never
achieved popularity throughout the
service profession because of several
shortcomings listed above, and also
because of its necessary physical size.
There is no other single instrument
that can perform as many diversified
measurements as the grid -dip meter,
nor is there a combination of instru-
ments that can perform such measure-
ments as quickly.

The Model 915 "Tubeless Grid -Dip
Adapter," in conjunction with a sig-
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nal generator, duplicates all of the
functions of the old grid -dip meter,
and does this without undesired com-
plications. The sensitivity is much
higher than that of the grid -dip type,
thereby allowing greatly expanded
utility. It also permits measurement
without oscillator detuning.

As the title indicates, this unit is
an adapter and is intended to be used
with any signal generator or test
oscillator. The output of the genera-
tor is connected to the adapter by
attachment to a screw terminal lo-
cated in the instrument back plate.
If the generator is on and one of the
three coils is plugged into the test
probe, a full scale meter reading will
be *observed. The degree of meter de-
flection is controlled by the output
attenuator of the generator itself. The
three coils provided cover the con-
tinuous range of 100 kc. through
300 mc. The only frequency limitation
is that of the companion generator.
Since there is usually a large second,
third, and fourth harmonic content in
the output of any generator on its
highest frequency range, the useful-
ness is proportionally extended.

We have described a little compan-
ion unit that multiplies the value of
any standard signal generator that
the serviceman now has. At this point,
it might be appropriate to outline a
typical application.

A timely example might be that of
an over-all check of a television re-
ceiver. With the generator connected
to the adapter, plug in the probe coil
covering the receiver i.f. range. Switch
the generator to the proper range. Ad-
just the generator output for a com-
fortable meter deflection. Place the
probe close to the last i.f. coil, and
tune the generator until a pronounced
dip is observed. Tuning the generator
either side of the point of greatest dip
will allow direct reading of the i.f.
selectivity response. This is directly
read from the generator dial. In this
case, and in all operations, the tol-
erance, or frequency accuracy, is that
of the generator, which is an extreme
advantage over former types. The
probe is now moved, by the same
method, successively to each i.f. trans-
former, and similar evaluations are
made. The r.f. section now can be
checked by the same system. During
these operations, the television set
does not have to be turned on. If it
should appear necessary to check the
oscillator, the set is turned on and a
headset plugged into the jack pro-
vided on the unit. When the signal
generator is tuned to the same or a
submultiple frequency of the TV oscil-
lator, a loud squeal will be heard in
the phones. Simultaneously, the meter
will kick downward. For r.f. measure-
ment, the proper coil must, of course,
be used. Generators having restricted
fundamental ranges but usable har-
monics work just as well as more ex-
pensive types for this application.

It would be impossible to describe
all applications of this test unit in the

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

0
MI

clL-- --J
R,-270 ohm, 1/2 w. res.
C,-.005 µfd., 400 r. cond.
C5--.002 silver mica cond.
Mr -0-1 d.c. milliammeter
X-Germanium diode -1N34 or 1N218

2

RI
- t

L -100 kc. to 7 mc. 150 t. #30 cc.
5 mc. to 40 mc. 17 5. #22 en.
35 mc. to 300 mc. 21/ t. #22 en.

* All coils wound on 1/t inch diam. plug-in
forms.

Fig. 2. Complete schematic diagram. Unit covers 100 kc. through 300 mc.
A closed circuit jack is inserted at point (X) if audio indications are desired.

allotted space. Under the following
basic classifications have been item-
ized several of the more important
functions that this instrument is ca-
pable of performing.

Resonance Indicator
This function is about the most im-

portant from an over-all use stand-
point. The circuit under measurement
does not have to be energized for this
type of checking. The adapter unit is
utilized as a grid -dip meter, and is
coupled to the companion signal gen-
erator. Coupling the appropriate
probe coil, inductively, to the circuit
or specimen under test will permit
direct reading resonance indications.
Such indication is, of course, the pro-
nounced meter dip as the generator is
tuned through the proper frequency.
Under this heading would be such
measurements as i.f., r.f. alignment,
and general checking. Transmitter
tuning would be another application.
In design work, all tuned circuits can
be carefully evaluated and preset.
Production checking of coils and tuned
circuits in sub -assemblies is also made
much faster. Antenna resonance may
be quickly determined. Relative Q
of individual components by compari-
son is also possible. The photograph
below shows a technician using the

unit in conjunction with a standard
signal generator to make a quick
check of a television i.f. strip. Since
this adapter will respond only to the
proper resonance point, no misleading
effects can exist.

Energized Detector
A phone jack is provided so that

both audio and visual indications are
possible when using the test instru-
ment as an energized detector. The
external circuit to be tested may be
an oscillator of any type, operating in
the aforementioned range of 100 kc.
to 300 mc. With the unit connected
to the signal generator, plug a head-
set in the jack provided. When the
signal generator is tuned to the funda-
mental or harmonic frequency of the
oscillator, a loud squeal will be heard
in the phones. Such a measurement is
valuable, as it allows pin
racy when zero beat is reached. To
determine where the oscillator should
be working, the dip method previously
described may be employed prior to
this check. Oscillator tracking, out-
put, etc., may be easily analyzed. The
probe coil, in this case, may be very
loosely coupled to the circuit under
test. A complete TV oscillator section
may be very quickly set by this meth -

(Continued on page 112)

Serviceman illustrates how the grid -dip adapter unit is used in conjunction with

a signal generator to check resonant frequency of a television tuned circuit.
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By ROBERT H. HAWKINS
Instructor, Purdue University

Build this low-cost receiver and make DX-ing a
pleasure. It covers 5.5 to 18 megacycle band.

A MINIATURE short-wave re-
ceiver that would give fine per-
formance was the objective

when this unit was designed, and it
has more than fulfilled all expecta-
tions.

The use of a separate receiver for
covering the 5.5 to 18 megacycle band
of frequencies was prompted by the
need of really great sensitivity and
selectivity to cover the 20 -meter ama-
teur band. Most two -band home re-
ceivers will cover this band of frequen-
cies, but without the sensitivity found
in this regenerative receiver. Regener-
ation was chosen to give the extreme
sensitivity desired, and a stage of tuned
radio frequency amplification ahead of
the regenerative detector gives excel-
lent selectivity. No electrical band-
spread arrangement is employed on
this unit and hence the entire 20 -meter
amateur band is covered in about 4
dial divisions. However, this receiver
has a vernier dial and little trouble
has been experienced in separating the
many amateur stations on this band.
A 6C4 triode audio amplifier drives
the 6AK6 power amplifier to give
plenty of gain for loudspeaker opera-
tion on most stations. The audio quali-
ty is good and the BBC Symphony from
London has been received with excel-
lent quality. It is a fortunate fact that
the higher -frequency bands are rela-
tively static -free; thus one of the ad-
vantages of frequency modulation,
02

freedom from static, is approximated
in this receiver. For extremely weak
signals, a phone jack is supplied, but
the author has found little need for it.
Amateur stations as far distant as Je-
rusalem, Palestine, have been received
with amazing clarity.

The small size of the receiver makes
it an attractive addition to any home.
Miniature tubes are used throughout
giving excellent performance and
filling the small space requirement.
Referring to Fig. 1, a photograph
of the receiver, the loudspeaker can
be seen at the left end of the front
panel with the phone jack below it.
The bar knob farthest left is the audio
gain control with the regeneration con-
trol at its right. The vernier -type dial
for main tuning is mounted in the cen-
ter of the panel. The r.f. stage is gang-
tuned with the regenerative detector
to make for ease of tuning. It was
expected that some difficulty would be
encountered in trying to make such a
combination track over the entire
range of frequencies when this unit
was first constructed. However, a
slight revamping of the number .of
turns added to the oscillator coil has
made for good tracking. The oscillator
coil used was a standard Stanwyck
S-231 and 12 turns of #22 enameled
wire were added as shown in the de-
tail drawing (Fig. 5). Two solder ter-
minals are added between those al-
ready on the coil to give a total of five

Fig. 1. The completed receiver.
The small size of the unit can
be realized by comparison with
the over-all size of the line cord.

terminals-plate, "B plus," grid, oscil-
lator tap, and ground. It is suggested
that a coating of wax be added after
the new winding and terminals are
completed. The antenna coil (Stan-
wyck S-410) is used with no changes
and is so placed as to give extremely
short leads. The 6AU6 r.f. amplifier
not only increases the selectivity of the
receiver, but prevents any excessive
radiation from the antenna.

To begin construction of this re-
ceiver, it is suggested that the follow-
ing steps be followed. First, study the
photographs and circuit diagram until
thoroughly familiar with the use and
placement of each part. Looking at
Fig. 4, the top view of the receiver, let
us identify the components. The power
transformer is at the upper -left corner
of the chassis with the 6X4 rectifier
tube and electrolytic filter condenser
directly behind it. The two -gang main
tuning condenser is in the center of the
chassis with the filter choke behind it.
Starting at the antenna binding post
and working towards the front panel,
we find the antenna coil, 6AU6 r.f. am-
plifier, oscillator coil, 6AU6 regenera-
tive detector, in that order. Starting
at the panel in the next row, we find
the 6C4 audio amplifier, 6AK6 power
amplifier, and audio output trans-
former. The output leads of the trans-
former are connected to a Jones termi-
nal strip and thence to the voice coil
of the loudspeaker. The parts list
should be checked against the photo-
graphs to make certain that no parts
are omitted or misplaced. Second, lay
out a full-size template of the chassis
and front panel and then fasten with
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"Scotch" tape to chassis and panel for
center punching and drilling. Leave
the templates on the parts while drill-
ing as it prevents errors in hole sizes
which could ruin the chassis. As long
as the templates are correct, then the
chassis and panel will be correctly
drilled. Third, mount all parts before
attempting any wiring and make cer-
tain that the tube sockets are mounted
so as to give the shortest possible
leads. The antenna and oscillator coils
should also be mounted to give short
leads without any crossovers inside the
shield can. A suggestion that will ease
the job of wiring is that of removing
the 0.5 megohm potentiometer and
switch until the regenerative detector
is wired. After the wiring on that par-
ticular tube socket is completed, the
potentiometer can be placed in posi-
tion.

The wiring job on the receiver can
be simplified by duplicating the wiring
shown in the bottom view photograph
of the receiver. In Fig. 3, the bottom
view, a paper condenser can be seen
mounted on the outside of the left end
of the chassis. This condenser is C,,
which connects to the phone jack. Start
with the leads coming out of the sec-
ondary of the power transformer and
commence wiring the power supply. It
will be noted that several insulated
solder terminals are placed in the
chassis to make for ease of connecting
the different circuits. Solder the 6.3
volt filament leads to pins 3 and 4 of
every tube, then place all the paper
condensers in their proper positions.
The resistors and mica condensers are
placed in position last, but of course,
follow the suggestion of wiring the
regenerative detector completely be-
fore placing the 0.5 megohm regenera-
tion control in its proper place on the
chassis.

In selecting parts for the receiver,
remember that a good deal of effort
will be spent in constructing it, and a
faulty component can cause all sorts
of difficulties. Using quality compo-
nents will be a good insurance of long
life and good operation. The main
tuning dial used in the original unit
was removed from a war surplus tun-
ing unit TU -5B and was slightly re-
vamped. A National Velvet -Vernier
dial will fill the bill exactly for this
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S V. NOT USED

R,-68 ohm 1/2 w. res.
R2-150,000 ohm 1/2 w. res.
R11-10,000 ohm 1/2 w. res.
R5-1 megohm 1/2 W. res.
R5-25,000 ohm 1/2 w. res.
R8, R7-220,000 ohm 1/2 w. res.
R-100,000 ohm pot. (with S,)
R0-3000 ohm 1/2 w. res.

R,,-100,000 ohm 1/2 w. res.
R11-500,000 ohm pot.
R,-600 ohm 1/2 w. res.
C12, C,b-365 wild. 2 -gang var. cond.
Co. C3, C5-.0025 µfd. mica cond.
C3-100 µµtd. mica cond.
C1,-250 µµtd. mica cond.
C7-.005 µfd., 400 v. cond.
C6-.006 µfd.. 400 v. cond.
Co, C10-10 µfd., 25 v. clec. cond.

VS
664

CHI

C,,-.02 µfd. 400 v. cond.
C,2, C,;,-15/15 µfd. 450 y. dual elec. cond.
C,8-.5 µfd. 400 v. cond.
L L.,-5.5-18 mc. antenna coil (Stanwyck

S-410)
L3, L3-5.5-18 mc. oscillator coil (Stanwyck

5-231, see text)
I,-Open circuit phone jack
CH, -8 hy., 85 ma. filter choke
T,-Output transformer, 10,000 ohm to v.c.
To-Power transformer, 315-0-315 v. @ 70

ma., 5 v. @ 3 amps., 6.3 v. @ 3.5 amps.
(Stancor P-6120)

S,-S.p.s.t. sw. mounted on R
Speaker -3" PM (was used)
V,. V_, -6A06 tube
V3 -6C4 tube
V,-6AK6 tube V5 -6X4 tube

Fig. 2. Complete schematic diagram of the a.c. operated regenerative receiver.

receiver if one is available; however,
the entire tuning unit mentioned above
can be purchased on war surplus for
about $3.00. The crackle finish shown
on the front panel was sprayed on in
two coats and baked in an oven. It
might be suggested that those having
some woodworking experience could
easily build a cabinet that would har-
monize with period furniture.

Alignment and test of the receiver
can be completed in a short time using
a standard signal generator and an
output meter. Simply inject a signal
of 5.5 megacycles into the antenna
binding post and adjust the perme-
ability -tuned antenna coil and oscilla-

Fig. 3. Bottom view of receiver showing under -chassis compo-
nents. An exact duplication of parts layout is not necessary.

tor coil until maximum signal is in-
dicated at the speaker terminals by
the output meter. Then set the signal
generator at 18 megacycles, tune the
receiver to the high -frequency end of
the dial and make any minor adjust-
ments necessary to again give maxi-
mum signal indication.

The original unit locates the 20 -
meter amateur band at about 70 on
the 0-100 dial scale. Regeneration con-
trol is smooth and the gain control is
usually set about half way towards
maximum position. A few pointers on
how to tune a regenerative receiver
may be in order. After the set has

(Continued on page 106)

Fig. 4. Top view of receiver showing correct placement of
components. Vernier dial used was a revamped surplus unit.
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By
MILTON S. }LIVER

Part 14. A complete analysis of the design and
operation of lnterearrier TV sound systems.

TO THIS point we have been study-
ing what might conveniently be
called the conventional television

receiver. In this receiver, shown in
Fig. 1, the audio and video signals,
after passage through a mixer, are re-
duced to their i.f. values. At some
point after the mixer and before the
video second detector, the sound i.f.
signal is removed from the video i.f.
system and fed to a separate set of i.f.
amplifiers which are peaked to the
sound i.f. value. After two or three
i.f. stages, the audio signal is fed to
an FM detector where it is converted
to audio frequencies. This is then fol-
lowed by one or more stages of audio
amplification after which the signal is

powerful enough to drive a loud-
speaker. Once the two signals have
been separated, every precaution is
taken in the video system to prevent
any sound voltage from reaching the
video detector and the subsequent
cathode-ray tube. Usually these pre-
cautions consist of one or more trap
circuits distributed throughout the
video system following the point of
signal separation.

While this system will operate suc-
cessfully when properly designed, it
does possess several disadvantages
when cost becomes an important de-
sign factor. Thus, one of the most im-
portant stages in the television re-
ceiver, the local oscillator, is also one

Present-day television receivers that are de-
signed around an Intercarrier sound system.
There are many other TV receivers on the
market today that employ the same system.

of its weakest points. We know that
the sound i.f. value is the difference
between the frequency of the local os-
cillator and the frequency -modulated
sound carrier. If the frequency of the
local oscillator should drift, either dur-
ing the warm-up period when the set
is first turned on, or during the oper-
ation of the receiver, then the differ-
ence frequency produced as a result of
the mixing in the mixer will change,
too. Thus, consider the case of a tele-
vision receiver tuned to channel 3 and
designed for a sound i.f. of 21.25 mc.
On channel 3, the audio carrier fre-
quency is 65.75 mc. and since the os-
cillator frequency is above this by an
amount equal to the sound i.f., the
oscillator frequency will be 65.75 mc.
plus 21.25 mc., or 87.00 mc. The sound
carrier is frequency -modulated, and
the modulation shifts the audio car-
rier frequency plus and minus 25 kc.
In other words, the total audio signal
for channel 3 can be expressed as
65.75 mc. plus or minus 25 kc.

In the sound i.f. system (including
the input discriminator coil), the band
pass is about 200-300 kc., although gen-
erally the discriminator response is
linear only for about 150 kc. If the
local oscillator should drift by as lit-
tle as 75 kc., it is possible for the
sound i.f. signal to shift to a non-linear
portion of the discriminator character-
istic, thereby causing audio distortion.
Now, a drift in frequency of 75 kc.,
with the oscillator functioning at 87
mc., represents a change of less than
.09%; at 200 mc., the same frequency
drift represents a change of .03%. Us-
ing ordinary components, combined
with the station selector rotary
switches, it can hardly be expected
that the local oscillator will not drift
more than this during warm-up and
even during subsequent operation. It
is due to this very situation that oscil-
lators are provided with fine-tuning
controls which, extended to the front
panel, permit the observer to correct
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for oscillator drift. While such con-
trols remedy the drifting temporarily,
it is annoying to have to use this con-
trol several times during each set
operation. Furthermore, the oscillator
frequency is extremely sensitive to
tube capacitance and it is not uncom-
mon to find that the oscillator fre-
quency is altered sufficiently by a tube
change to require a complete realign-
ment of the oscillator circuit. Finally,
in time, the resistive and capacitive
components themselves will change
sufficiently in value, even without a
tube change, to also require a com-
plete realignment.

The local oscillator is the source of
other annoyances. Any inadequate fil-
tering of the 'B+" voltage used by the
local oscillator will cause the oscilla-
tor frequency to vary at a 60 -cycle or
120 -cycle rate. This results in phase
and frequency modulation of the local
oscillator, which passes through the
sound i.f. system and FM detector and
appears as an audible hum. The only
remedy for this is complete filtering
of the power supply. We also obtain
phase and frequency modulation when
acoustic feedback from the speaker
causes oscillator coils, condensers, and
tube elements to vibrate. Vibrations
of the cores in permeability or slug -
tuned coils or the plates in a con-
denser can be a difficult annoyance to
eliminate.

Solutions to all of the foregoing
problems are not unknown, but they
usually involve sufficient additional ex-
pense to make them unattractive in to-
day's competitive market. Manufac-
turers are constantly on the alert for
methods of decreasing the cost of tele-
vision receivers and the recently de-
vised Intercarrier television sound
system appears to offer economic ad-
vantages, as well as the elimination
of the effects of oscillator drift.

(Hash. Principles of Inlerrarrier
System

In sets employing the Intercarrier
system, the sequence of stages fol-
lows the form shown in Fig. 2. A quick
comparison of this illustration with
that of Fig. 1 reveals that separation
of the audio and video signals does
not occur until both signals have
passed through the video second detec-
tor and the video -frequency amplifiers.
Thus, at first glance, every precaution
which was previously taken to insure
that the sound voltage did not reach
the cathode-ray tube is now seemingly
ignored. Another fact which appears
contrary to previous principles is the
passage of the FM signal through the
AM video detector where the possibil-
ity of slope detection exists. We thus
appear to have here an unworkable
combination used as the basis for the
Intercarrier system.

From the block diagram, Fig. 2, it is
seen that the audio and video signals
are received by the r.f. stages of the
receiver, lowered in frequency at the
mixer by beating with the local oscil-
lator voltage, and then both passed

R.E
AMP

MIXER

ISOUND LE
AMP

OSCILLATOR

VIDEO I.F.
AMP

EM.
DETECTOR

VIDEO
DETECTOR

AUDIO
AMP

VIDEO
AMP

SPEAKER

TO SYNC.
SYSTEM

C.R.T.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of a conventional television receiver.
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I.F AMP'S

OSCILLATOR

VIDEO
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VIDEO
AMP.

< SPEAKER

TO SYNC.
SYSTEM

C.R.T.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of an Intercarrier TV receiver.

Fig. 3. The solid line represents the de-
sired i.f. response of conventional TV re-
ceivers. The dotted line shows the mod-
ification required for sets operating on
the Intercarrier system. With this change
the response becomes more symmetrical.

together through a common video i.f.

system.
The carrier i.f. values after passage

through the mixer are the same as
they would be using the conventional
system of Fig. 1. The intermediate fre-
quencies assigned to each carrier are
functions only of the local oscillator
setting and to this point in the receiver
both systems are identical. The first
departure appears in the i.f. system.
The video i.f. response characteristic
for a conventional receiver is indicated
by the solid line in Fig. 3. To adapt

Fig. 4. When two signals beat to-
gether, the resultant voltage will con-
tain a beat frequency equal to the fre-
quency difference of the two signals.

Fig. 5. The i.f. response curve rec-
ommended for television receivers
employing the Intercarrier system.

Fig. 6. A series resonant trap connected from plate to ground is used to re-
move the 4.5 mc. voltage from the video system and feed it to the audio system.
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this response for the Intercarrier sound system, it must be
widened to include the sound i.f. signal, as indicated by
the dotted line. However, instead of providing the sound
carrier with as much amplification as the video signal re-
ceives, we provide it with considerably less amplification,
and it is specifically because the sound carrier receives
this lesser amount of amplification that the system is able
to function. This is important, for if the level of the sound
carrier is not kept considerably below the level of the video
signal, the latter signal becomes completely unusable.

To understand why the sound carrier level must be
considerably below the video signal level, let us look
ahead in Fig. 2 to the video detector. The video and sound
i.f. signals reach this point in the Intercarrier system after
passage through the i.f. system. Now, a detector (such as
used ordinarily for the video second detector) operates
basically in the same manner as the previous mixer. In
both, a mixing process occurs. Thus, in the mixer stage
(which has long been known as the first detector), the
local oscillator voltage beats with the incoming signal or
signals to produce the i.f. signal. At the video second
detector, a beating or mixing takes place between the
video and sound i.f. carriers with the result that a 4.5 mc.
beat note is produced. In this case we could consider the
video carrier as being equivalent to the local oscillator
and the audio carrier as the incoming signal. The result
of the mixing is a 4.5 mc. beat note. In addition to the beat
note, we also obtain all of the 0-4 mc. video frequencies
from the video carrier.

The reason for keeping the level of the sound carrier
low can now be given. Consider the two carriers shown
in Fig. 4, A and B. Assume the larger one to be the video
carrier and the smaller one to be the audio carrier. If
these two signals are mixed together,, a ripple will be
produced in the resultant wave, Fig. 4C, which will have
a frequency equal to the difference between the carrier
frequencies. In this case this is 4.5 mc. As long as the
amplitudes of the two carriers differ considerably, the
amplitude of the 4.5 mc. beat note will remain small and
unaffected by any amplitude modulation contained in the
video carrier. Here is one of the pivotal points in the
Intercarrier television sound system. By maintaining the
sound carrier small in comparison to the video signal, we
obtain a 4.5 mc. beat note which contains only the fre-
quency modulation of the original sound r.f. carrier and
practically none of the video modulation.

The sound carrier is continually shifting back and forth
between the limits of plus and minus 25 kc. In the mixing
process in the video second detector this frequency modu-
lation is inparted by the sound i.f. carrier to the 4.5 mc.
beat note. The 4.5 mc. signal represents the difference
between the video and sound i.f. carriers. The frequency
of the video carrier is fixed, but the frequency of the sound
carrier continually shifts back and forth. This changes
the value of the beat note. Thus, while we speak of 4.5 mc.
as the beat note, we actually mean a beat note with a
center frequency of 4.5 mc., but which shifts back and
forth about this value to the limits of plus and minus 25 kc.
This frequency shifting, remember, represents the sound
intelligence of the television broadcast.

Now let us see how the foregoing is employed to make
the Intercarrier television sound system workable. When
the video carrier (with its amplitude modulation) and the
audio carrier are received at the receiver, they have sub-
stantially the same amplitude. (The FCC regulations
state that the power of the sound carrier be 50 to 150 per-
cent of the power of the video carrier when transmitting
synchronizing pulses. However, most stations transmit
equal sound and maximum amplitude video carriers.)
After passage through the mixer stage, the two signals
are converted to their i.f. values and are ready to pass
through the i.f. system. If we are to keep the degree of
amplitude modulation of the beat note signal to a mini-
mum, it is desirable to keep the level of the sound carrier
at least 26 db. below the peak video carrier level at the

(Continued on page 100)

Fig. 7. A portion of the Tele -Tone 7 -inch television
receiver, which operates on the Intercarrier principle.
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NEW HAM CONTEST
* Closing date extended to March 1, 1950

* Choice of U.S. Savings Bonds or Amateur Radio Equipment

IN ANSWER to many requests and in recognition of the
fact that much valuable training time is lost during

the vacation period, the judges have decided to advance
the closing date of the contest to March 1, 1950. Original
closing date was December 31, 1949.

The issuing of new licenses and call letters by the FCC
following the successful passing of the amateur radio
license examinations sometimes takes as long as six
weeks. The new closing date, therefore, will allow suffi-
cient time for this processing to all those passing their
exams prior to January 1, 1950, or even later. The two
months following should find all new licensees, trained
during the contest period, in possession of their coveted
tickets. The contestant (trainer) will then have sufficient
time to send us the dates and call letters shown on the new
licenses of those trained during the contest period.

Contestants will, on or before March 1, 1950, send us the
call letters and issuance dates of licenses of the new hams
trained by themselves during the contest. These will
be checked by the judges from the FCC lists sent to the

publishers of the Radio Amateur Callbook as of March 1,
1950.

U. S. Savings Bonds, if preferred by winners, will be
awarded instead of equipment.

Don't underestimate your chance to win. Early entries
are mostly from small towns and cities. Hams in our large
metropolitan centers are getting off to a slow start.
There's plenty of opportunity and time to "hit the jack-
pot!"

We know that we are all going to win additional pres-
tige and security for our hobby.

That's worth much more than we hams can buy at any
price.

How about you OM? Can Amateur Radio count on you
to do your share?

Send in your entry NOW! Don't wait. Remember the
new ham can give credit only to one individual or club
as his trainer. It's to your advantage as a contestant to
list your trainee on your entry blank promptly and send
it in.

Remember "Amateur Radio Needs New Blood"
May, 1949 67



THE proper location and orienta-
tion of the TV receiving antenna
has always been a major problem

to the installation men and service or-
ganizations engaged in this type of
work. Placing the receiver itself in a
room location pleasing to the critical
housewife, running the transmission
line to the roof, and instructing the
customer in the proper operation of
the controls is a relatively simple and
straightforward procedure, but get-
ting the antenna in the best roof spot
and orienting it for the maximum in-
put to the receiver, with a minimum
of "ghosts," has been a job requiring
good judgment, much tinkering, and
a lot of luck.

It has been almost impossible for
one man, working alone, to effect the
best . compromise, unless possessed
with infinite patience, lots of time, and
energy enough to repeatedly run back
and forth from the roof to the re-
ceiver, to actually see on the screen
the result of a few feet movement or
a few degrees rotation of the antenna.
Although TV engineers and service-
men have been known to get their
necks out pretty far, no one yet has
achieved the ostrich -like length nec-
essary to stand on the roof, rotate the
antenna, and at the same time, watch
the TV screen image.

In order to do a good job in a mini-
mum amount of time, standard pro -
68

A TV ANTENNA

ORIENTATION
By FRED MARCO

Consulting Engineer

This novel yet simple test instrument

permits a serriee technician to install

a 7'1' antenna without additional help.

Service techni-
cian orientating
an antenna us-
ing this easy -to -
build instrument.

cedure among the better installation
houses has been to send two men on a
job, one of whom stays at the receiver
and relays instructions to the roof
man, by intercommunicating phones
or by sheer lung power. While this
method undoubtedly works to a rea-
sonable degree, it is wasteful of man-
power and time and also leaves a good
deal to the judgment of the downstairs
operator.

Now, if the man on the roof could
see for himself the result of his ad-
justments, the maximum effect could
be achieved in the minimum time, with
complete assurance of peak perform-
ance. Since it would be a bit awkward
to carry the receiver itself up to the
roof, the logical method is the use of
an indication device, small, light in
weight, easy to read, and low in cost,
which can be connected to the receiver
and carried to the roof, and which
visually interprets the quantity that
mainly interests us, the brightness of
the received image.

The instrument to be described does
exactly this and is known as the Simp-
son TV Antenna Compass.

How To Use It.
Actual use of the equipment is sim-

ple and straightforward. On a new
installation, the receiver is first con-
nected, turned on, and allowed to
warm up thoroughly. Meanwhile the

transmission line is installed and the
antenna set up temporarily in what
appears a likely roof location, and
oriented approximately to the direc-
tion of the transmitting station. Now,
returning to the receiver, the two test
clips associated with the junction box
are connected to the set. One of these
clips is conventional and furnishes the
ground return, being merely connected
to the chassis at a convenient point.
The other clip, the "high" side, is of
a special alligator type, having a
needle point associated with the jaws
in such a manner that the point
pierces the insulation of any wire to
which it may be attached, thus fur-
nishing contact without the necessity
of scraping insulation or finding an
exposed terminal. This "high" clip
must be attached to the modulated
electrode of the picture tube, which
in most receivers is the control grid.
Some receiver designs put the control
grid at ground (r.f.), and drive the
cathode. In these cases the "high"
clip should be connected to the cath-
ode. The proper lead is readily appar-
ent to the serviceman by inspection
of the wiring diagram of the particu-
lar receiver being used. See Fig. lA
and Fig. 1B. Since all TV receivers
must allow the base of the picture
tube to float, the socket is wired to the
chassis with flexible, insulated leads,
and, therefore, this connection can al-
ways be easily made. It may not even
be necessary to remove the metallic
safety screen on the back of the re-
ceiver, since this high lead is usually
long enough and has enough slack to
be fished through the ventilation
holes in the back, thus allowing the
inch or so necessary for connection.

Now, with the two clips of the probe
properly connected, the meter is
plugged into the short extension fit-
ting on the other end of the probe, and
a station tuned in. If the receiver has
a fine tuning control, this should be
adjusted in the conventional manner,
and then the contrast (video gain) con-
trol, adjusted for approximately half -
scale meter reading. The meter itself
has a "Hi -Lo" switch to reduce its sen-
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LOCATION -AND-
INDICATOR
sitivity if necessary, and this should
be in the "Hi" position during these
preliminary adjustments. The chan-
nel selected should be that of the sta-
tion expected to be weakest and most
critical at the receiving location. It
will be noted that the meter reading
will vary with the setting of the gain
control and also will vary somewhat
with the fine tuning control. Also, if
the receiver is still "drifting," due to
warm-up, the meter reading will also
drift slightly. Therefore, all antenna
adjustments must be made with the
receiver operating at constant gain
and tuning, in order to be relative and
capable of later duplication, if desired.
Leaving the probe connected, the me-
ter itself is disconnected, and a length
of ordinary two -wire extension cord,
long enough to reach to the antenna,
is substituted. Proceeding to the roof,
with the meter and the other end of
the extension cord, the meter is again
plugged in, and will read the same as
it did at the receiver. Since the fit-
tings on the probe and meter are
standard 115 volt household plug and
socket, any ordinary extension cord
can be used for this purpose, since the
lead carries only a small amount of
current at low d.c. potential. There
is no a.c. or r.f. in the extension line
and, therefore, it need not be special.
No precautions need be observed other
than to keep the cord a few feet away
from the antenna lead-in.

With the meter on the roof, the an-
tenna can be moved a few feet in dif-
ferent directions and rotated for maxi-
mum scale indication, with complete
assurance that this maximum also co-
incides with the maximum input to
the receiver and, therefore, maximum
screen image brightness. It's just as
simple as that!

If the original temporary situation
of the antenna turns out to have been
a poor one, the meter may actually go
off -scale when a "hot" spot is found.
By snapping the "Hi -Lo" switch to the
"Lo" position, thus reducing the sen-
sitivity of the meter, a trip to the re-
ceiver to reduce the gain is avoided.
It is surprising how quickly and ac-
curately the best antenna position and
orientation can be found, taking. all
guess -work and personal judgment out
of the argument. The actual adjust-
ment of the antenna takes only a few
moments.

With this optimum adjustment of
the antenna for what was assumed to
be the weakest station, it will be gen-
erally found that all other stations,
when tuned in at the receiver, will
give an even higher scale reading on
the instrument, when returning to the
receiver and re -checking. If this is

found not to be the case, due to er-
roneous choice of the test channel, the
procedure can be repeated, although
this is seldom necessary. By compar-
ing maximum meter readings between
various stations, a relative idea of
their input to the receiver may be
had, although this is not necessarily a
direct indication of their field strength,
since the antenna itself (and the re-
ceiver), may be working more effec-
tively on one channel than on another.
A ready means of comparing various
antenna designs is also available by

the use of this instrument, since an
actual meter -reading comparison can
be made, rather than trusting to per-
sonal opinion.

All of the above assumes a constant
transmitted signal from the station
and a constant gain in the receiver it-
self. Therefore, it is important that
any actual quantitative work be done
only while a test pattern is being re-
ceived, since varying picture content
will naturally give varying meter
readings. (The meter reading is pro-
portional to the picture modulation
and not to the video carrier.) Also,
changing the setting of the gain con-
trol or abnormal drifting of the re-
ceiver will give non -comparable indi-
cations. The reasons for this are quite
obvious.

It should also be mentioned that if
the receiver has automatic gain con-
trol (a.g.c.) in the video channel, this

(Continued on page 136)

Fig. 1. (A) Illustrating where the "high" clip terminal of test probe is connected
in a typical grid drive TV receiver, such as the Crosley 9-408. (B) "High" clip.
terminal connection in a typical cathode drive TV receiver, such as the Admiral
19A series. (C) Distortion of symmetry due to off -axis reflection. (D) Off -axis
reflection. (E) Complete wiring diagram of the television antenna compass.
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The peaking of r.f. and oscillator sections
in a TV receiver can be done on the
bench, using this easy -to -build test unit.

The TV antenna compass and probe as-
sembly. This is all the equipment neces-
sary to orientate your TV antenna.
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TS" ghosts are usually considered
the result of signal reflections-
but there are other factors that can
bring about identical ,ghost images.

Typical ghost as
seen on kinescope
screen. This can
be caused by mul-
ti -path reception,
line mismatch, or
improper receiver
adjustment.

Elimination

of Reflections
on Video Lines

C. .%. Hha-EIt and It. 1:. MIDILET1N
Tube Dept., Radio Corporation of America

TELEVISION "ghosts" may a-ise
from several causes. One type
of ghost is caused by reception

of two or more signals from the same
transmitting station. The desired sig-
nal travels, in most cases, by direct
line -of -sight, while the undesired sig-
nal is reflected and delayed along its
course. Reflection can take place from
buildings, cliffs, suspension bridges, or
other large structures, man-made or
natural. The reflected signal is de-
layed with respect to the line -of -sight
signal because it travels a longer path,
and thereby causes a displaced or
ghost image on the television screen.

A second type of ghost is caused by
a mismatch of the television line to
the receiver input circuit. When the
impedances of the line and the receiver
input circuit differ, not all of the
available signal energy is delivered to
the receiver. Instead, a portion of the
incoming energy is reflected from the
receiver back up the line to the anten-
na. This diverted energy is usually

re -reflected from the antenna termi-
nals back down the line to the re-
ceiver, where it causes a displaced
secondary image or ghost. When the
mismatch between the receiver and the
line is very bad, several ghosts can be
observed because the signal "bounces"
back and forth several times along the
transmission line between the antenna
and the receiver.

A third type of ghost can result
from impaired receiver operation
when the video intermediate -fre-
quency amplifier or video amplifier is
improperly adjusted. This type of
ghost, however, is infrequent.

The first type can be minimized or
eliminated, in many cases, by suitable
orientation and positioning of a direc-
tional antenna. In poor receiving lo-
cations, however, it may be impossible
to attenuate this type of ghost signal
to a level where it is unobjectionable.
No other method as yet is commercial-
ly available which can eliminate
ghosts in such situations.

This article is primarily concerned
with the elimination of the second
type of ghost: that caused by a mis-
match between the transmission line
and the receiver input circuit. It
should be observed that while a line
can be practically matched to a re-
ceiver for operation on all television
channels, it is not possible to match a
line to an antenna over a wide band of
frequencies. Hence, a match is sought
only at the receiver input terminals.
Fortunately, a match at this point suf-
fices for satisfactory, ghost -free recep-
tion.

Mismatch arises in practice from
several situations. In the case of older
installations, consideration may not
have been given to matching require-
ments, and a line may have been used
which has a widely different imped-
ance from the impedance of the re-
ceiver input circuit. When an old tel-
evision receiver is traded in on a new
receiver, the customer usually fails to
consider possible differences in re-
ceiver input systems. In some cases,
coaxial lines are installed on the as-
sumption that they will help minimize
severe noise pickup at street level;
but, since coaxial lines have a consid-
erably lower characteristic impedance
than that of many standard receivers,
a mismatch may be encountered. In
other cases, the line is selected to
"match" the antenna impedance in-
stead of the receiver impedance. This
selection, however, is based upon in-
correct conceptions and frequently
leads to reflections along the line.
Determination of Source of Ghost

When ghosts are observed on the
kinescope screen, it becomes necessary
at the outset to distinguish between
displaced images caused by multi -path
reception, and those caused by line
mismatch. These two types of ghosts
can frequently be distinguished by
switching the television receiver from
one station to another. If ghosts are
observed on one channel, but not on
the other channels, multi -path recep-
tion is indicated.

If a reflecting surface is so situated
that multi -path reception could be ex-
pected from all stations, the switching
test will be inconclusive. In such a
case, or if only one television station
can be received at the time, the chart
shown in Fig. 1 usually suffices to dis-
tinguish between ghosts caused by
multi -path reception and those caused
by line mismatch.

The chart is further useful because
the switching test may be inconclusive
even if more than one station is avail-
able. To obtain a mismatch ghost, a
mismatch condition must exist at both
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antenna and receiver. Usually, in one
channel, the antenna will practically
match the line, although a mismatch
exists in all other channels. Accord-
ingly, a switching test might lead to
the erroneous conclusion that a multi -
path ghost is present, when, as a mat-
ter of fact, line reflection is taking
place. Reference to the chart, how-
ever, will answer the question conclu-
sively.

The displacement of a ghost image
on a kinescope screen depends on the
horizontal sweep width and upon the
time delay between desired and un-
desired signals. This time delay has a
definite relation to line length in the
case of mismatch reflection, and a def-
inite relation to path -length difference
in the case of multi -path reception. In
the case of line mismatch, the dura-
tion of the delay also depends upon
the type of line used.

Because a multi -path ghost is con-
siderably more displaced than a mis-
match ghost (unless an unusually long
line is used), differentiation is possible
upon this basis. Furthermore, when a
mismatch ghost is present, its dis-
placement on the kinescope screen will
check closely with the value found
from Fig. 1 with respect to horizontal
sweep width, type of line, and line
length.

To use this chart, adjust the hori-
zontal sweep width to correspond with
the nearest value given in Fig. 1;
measure the amount of displacement
(leading edge of main image to lead-
ing edge of first ghost); and determine
or estimate the length of the antenna
transmission line. Find the displace-
ment (D) on the vertical axis of Fig. 1
and the line length (L) on the horizon-
tal axis. If the intersection of these
two coordinates is approximately on
the diagonal for the sweep width and
type of transmission line used, then
one may reasonably assume that the
ghost is caused by a mismatch.

Let us take the following example:
A displacement of 0.15 inch is ob-
served on a 10BP4 10 -inch kinescope;
the sweep width is 8 inches; approxi-
mately 325 feet of RG-58/U coaxial
cable connects the receiver to the an-
tenna. Since L and D nearly inter-
sect on the RG-58/U line for a
10 -inch tube, the conclusion is drawn
that the ghost is caused by mismatch.
If the line is short and displacement
of the ghost image is very small, it
may not be possible to measure this
displacement on the screen. The effect
in this case is that of "fuzziness" or
loss of definition and detail.

:Mulching 1'onsid:er::liuna
Representative impedances for both

receiver and line are shown in Table
1. It is evident that mismatch difficul-
ties may arise from installation of un-
suitable lines, changing receivers, or
mixing balanced and unbalanced sys-
tems. Television receivers have either
balanced or unbalanced input systems,
as diagrammed in Fig. 3. The unbal-
anced input system requires a coaxial
line for proper operation; the balanced

(A)

TYPE OF LINE
Twin Lead

Coaxial RG-8/U, RG-58/U
Coaxial RG-11/U

Twisted Pair

CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE
300, 150, 75 ohms

53 ohms
75 ohms

Large Variation

'B)

Receiver
Input Circuit
Impedance Type of Input

Admiral 300 ohms Balanced
Andrea V112 72 ohms Unbalanced
Belmont 300 ohms Balanced
Bendix 300 ohms Balanced
Consolidated 72 ohms Balanced
Crosley 9-408 300 ohms Balanced
Crosley 9-407 M 72 ohms Unbalanced
Du Mont 72 ohms Unbalanced
Emerson 300 ohms Balanced
Fads 300 ohms Balanced
Farnsworth 300 ohms Balanced
Garod 300 ohms Balanced
G -E 802 300 ohms Unbalanced
G -E 810 300 ohms Balanced
Hallicrafters 300 ohms Balanced
Industrial TV, Inc. 72 ohms Unbalanced
Magnavox 300 ohms Balanced
Motorola 300 ohms Balanced
National 300 ohms Balanced
Philco 300 ohms Balanced
Pilot TV37 300 ohms Balanced
RCA 300 ohms Balanced
Scott 72-75 ohms Unbalanced
Stewart -Warner 300 ohms Balanced
Stromberg-Carlson 72 ohms Unbalanced
Tele -Tone 300 ohms Balanced
U. S. TV Mfg. Co. 100 ohms Balanced
Westinghouse 300 ohms Balanced

Table 1. (A) Characteristic impedance of several types of television trans-
mission lines. (B) Characteristics of television receiver input circuits.

input requires a twin line (shielded or
unshielded). A pair of coaxial lines,
or a shielded balanced line provides a
shielded balanced input. A twin -lead

line provides an unshielded and bal-
anced input.

Receivers with balanced input sys-
tems should be operated from bal-

Fig. 1. Chart may be used to determine whether ghost images appearing on
television screens are caused by multi -path reception or by line mismatch.
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LENGTH OF TRANSMISSION LINE (L) -FEET

500
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RECEIVER
IMPEDANCE OHMS)

72

100

150

300

LINE IMPEDANCE (OHMS)

53 75 106 150 300

R1 = 36 RI = 62 RI = 110 R1 = 270
R2 = 100 R2 = 130 R2 = 100 R2 = 82
R1 = 68 R1 = 47 R1 = 91 R1 = 240
R2 = 75 R2 = 150 R2 = 180 R2 = 130
R1 = 120 RI = 100 RI = 82 R1 = 220
R2 = 68 R2 = 100 R2 = 200 R2 = 220
R1 = 270 R1 = 270 R1 = 240 R1 = 220
R2 = 56 R2 = 82 R2 = 130 R2 = 220

All resistance values are in ohms.
(Pad resistances given in nearest five per -cent RMA preferred values.)
Example: A 300 -ohm twin line is to be matched to a 75 -ohm balanced

receiver.
From table, RI = 270 ohms, R2 = 82 ohms, 1/2R1 = 133 ohms.
Pad arrangement is obtained from Fig. 2A.

135

30015 LINE
135

B2
7511

RECEIVER

Table 2. Various pad arrangements required when antenna -receiver mismatch occurs.

TO ANTENNA

To
RECEIVER

(LOW IMPEDANCE)

LBALANCED LINE BALANCED LINE
(HIGH IMPEDANCE) (LOW IMPEDANCE)

TO ANTENNA

(A)

TO
RECEIVER

(HIGH IMPEDANCE)

(B)

TO ANTENNA

hI

4

(UNBALANCED LINE
!WOW IMPEDANCE)

UNBALANCED LINE(
(HIGH IMPEDANCE)-4

RI!
(C) (D)

TO RECEIVER
(HIGH IMPEDANCE)

TO ANTENNA
A

I

I

TO RECEIVER
FLOW IMPEDANCE)

Fig. 2. Pad arrangements for balanced and unbalanced systems.

Fig. 3. Conventional balanced input
circuit (A) and unbalanced circuit (B).

anced lines; receivers with unbalanced
inputs operated from
anced (single coaxial) lines. If line -
balance converters to operate over the
TV band are not conveniently avail-
able, it will be necessary to make use
of expediénts when a balanced re-
ceiver is operated from an unbalanced
line, or an unbalanced receiver is oper-
ated from a balanced line. These ex-
pedients are discussed in more detail
at a later point.

Padding the Line
When a mismatch ghost exists, it

can be eliminated by matching the
line impedance to the impedance of
the receiver input circuit. Matching
is accomplished by the insertion of a
suitable carbon resistor pad between

Fig. 4. (A) An unbalanced line matched to a balanced receiver input cir-
cuit. (B) A balanced line matched to an unbalanced receiver input circuit.

TO ANTENNA

(A)

17511 LINE

RECEIVER INPUT CIRCUIT

(B)

RECEIVER INPUT CIRCUIT

72

the line and the receiver input termi-
nals. At television frequencies, both
the line impedance and the receiver
impedance are resistive for all prac-
tical purposes. Accordingly, simple
resistive pads serve the purpose and
maintain a practical match over all
television channels. An unavoidable
power loss, however, is the price which
must be paid for ghost -free reception.
when pads are used. If this insertion
loss cannot be tolerated because of
low signal level, the only remaining
solution is to install a new transmis-
sion line which has the same charac-
teristic impedance as the receiver. In
many cases, however, the insertion
loss of the pad can be tolerated.

To obtain proper impedance rela-
tions with minimum insertion loss, L -
type pads are recommended. In the
case of receivers with balanced input
circuits, half the total series resist-
ance (see Fig. 2) is placed in each side
of the line. For receivers with unbal-
anced input circuits the total series re-
sistance is placed in the "hot" side of
the line.

The question is sometimes asked
why both series and shunt resistors
are used to make up a pad. The an-
swer is that two conditions are to be
met : the line should "see" its own im-
pedance when looking into the pad -
plus -receiver, and the receiver should
"see" its own impedance when looking
into the pad -plus -line. The reason for
the first condition has been explained
above. If the receiver does not "see"
its own impedance, the input circuit
may be disturbed with corresponding
impairment of performance.

When a pad is designed, reference
should be made to Fig. 2 to determine
the required circuit. The series re-
sistance is placed in the high -imped-
ance side of the system. In addition,
the total series resistance is placed in
the "hot" side of an unbalanced line,
but in a balanced line, half the total
series resistance is placed in each side.
The shunt resistance is placed across
the low -impedance side of the system.

Next, the values of R, and R, are de-
termined. If the impedances of both
the line and receiver are known, the
resistance values can be found from
Table 2. If the impedances are un-
known, the values may be found by ex-
periment. To determine the values of
R, and R, experimentally, two (or
three) potentiometers having at least
300 ohms of resistance are hooked up
into the required pad circuit. Only
carbon -type potentiometers should be
used because wirewound elements
have excessive inductance.  The set-
tings of the potentiometers are varied
until the ghost disappears. Adjust-
ment of the contrast control may be
required to maintain satisfactory pic-
ture brightness. The values of poten-
tiometer resistance are then measured
with an ohmmeter, and the nearest
values of small fixed carbon resistors
are made up into a pad and perma-
nently installed.

Inspection of Table 2 shows that
(Continued on page 98)
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AS YOU CAN READILY IMAGINE, these little fellows are tough to
make - and make right-because they are so darned tiny. A heck of a

lot of experience is a must.
Hytron has it. First to telescope standard glass tubes to Bantam GT

size. First to originate the subminiature. First to make even submini-

atures tinier. First to build the smallest subminiature used in the war-

time proximity fuse.

With this background in making 'em small, Hytron manufactured
millions of wartime miniatures like the 6AK5, 9001, 9002. Quite natur-

ally, it began to originate miniatures zoo. Some of the more famous:

6AR5, OB2, 2E30. Hytron also originated the first and only Reference

Guide (now in its third edition) for all miniatures, regardless of make.

Yes, when you buy Hytron miniatures, you buy the most valuable
advantage any manufacturer can offer you. Experience.

SPECIALISTS IN RADIO RECEIVING TUBES SINCE 1921

MAIN O F F ICE: SAL E M, MASSACHUSETTS
'Stas. III I.. 73



THE ONLY BOOKS
of THEIR KIND

1$1111 tall!
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SURPLUS

RADIO

CONVERSION

MANUAL
IN TWO

VOLUMES

Here is a set of reference data which has become
standard for the most commonly used items of
surplus electronic equipment. All conversions are
practical and yield a useful item of equipment; all
have been proven by testing on several units.
Listed below are the many worthwhile items in-
cluded in these helpful, unusual reference books.

VOLUME I
BC -221 Frequency Meter
BC -342 Receiver
BC312 Receiver
BC -348 Receiver
BC -412 Oscilloscope as a test scope or as a

television receiver
BC -645 420 -Mc. Transmitter/Receiver
BC -453A Series Receivers
BC -457A Series Transmitters
SCR -522 144 -Mc. Transmitter/Receiver
TBY Transceiver with Xtal Control
PE -103A Dynamotor
BC -1068A V -h -f Receiver
Electronics Surplus Index
Cross Index of VT -Number tubes

VOLUME 11
ARC -5 and BC -454 Rcvrs for 28 -Mc.
ARC -5 and BC -457 Tx for 28 -Mc. Mobile
ART -13 and ATC Transmitter
Surplus Beam Rotating Mechanisms
SeleniumRectifler Power Units

Tuner from BC -946B Rcvr
ARC -5 V -h -f Transmitter
GO -9 and TBW Transmitters
9 -Watt Amplifier from AM -26
TA -12B and TA -12C Transmitters
AVT-I12A Transmitter for Aircraft
BC -375 and BC -191 Transmitters
Model LM Frequency Meter
Primary Power Requirements Chart
ARB Receiver Diagram Only

52.50
FOR EITHER VOLUME AT YOUR
DEALER-On mail orders from us,
$2.60 postpaid.

$3.50

ANTENNA MANUAL
The only practical, comprehensive book on
antennas. 300 pages of down-to-earth help
on antenna, feed line, radiation and propa-
gation for all frequencies up to 1000 Mc.
including FM and TV. Plain language; no
need to brush up on math. A necessity for
everyone interested in transmission or
reception.

AT YOUR DEALER - On mail orders from us,
$3.60 postpaid. Add tax in Cal. Foreign, $3.75

$

RADIO HANDBOOK
11th Edition

Radio's outstanding practical text, with 1M greatest
array of radio equipment.All tested in ourown shop
in actual use. Transmitters - all bands, powers up
to 1 kw.; antennas and Ones; arrays; conversions

o

ve s of
surplus; boom-tetrode amplifiers; FM; new v -f -é s;
extensive tube tables. BIGGER THAN EVER BEFORE!

e00AT YOUR DEALER-On mail orders from us,

$3.25 postpaid. Add tax in Cal. Foreign, $3.50

$3.00

WORLD'S RADIO TUBES
(Radio Tube Vade Mecum)

The only book of its kind in the world. 12 languages
with mare then 10,000 tubes listed. The mess com-
plete set of tube data in existence. Many carefully
prepared charts. Tube characteristic data of U.S.,

British, French, Czech, German, Swiss, Australian,
Italian, Russian, Japanese, Scandinavian and all
other available types... all in one book!

AT YOUR DEALER - On mail orders from us,
$3.10 postpaid. Add tax in Cal. Foreign, $3.25

EM DATA

for Surplus Tubes
Useful efficieey-modulation (CM) information on
twenty popular war surplus transmitting tubes.

THE reasonable price of surplus
high -power tubes and high -volt-
age power supply parts has res-

urrected a certain amount of amateur
interest in efficiency -modulated final
amplifiers. Efficiency -modulated stages
allow a lot of r.f. power to be modu-
lated with a small amount of audio.
The three EM systems of interest to
the ham are the class B linear r.f.
amplifier, class C grid -modulated am-
plifier, and cathode -modulated ampli-
fier.

The efficiency of class B linear
amplifiers and of class C grid -modu-
lated stages is about 30%; that of
cathode -modulated amplifiers about
55%. This means that the class B
linear and the class C grid -modulated
finals will give about 300 watts output
with the legal input of 1 kw., while
the cathode -modulated final will give
about 550 watts output for 1 kw. in-
put. So far, so good. That's all right,
we say, because surplus tubes and
equipment are cheap and we make a
big saving on modulation equipment.
Furthermore, the decibels difference
between a 550 watt cathode -modu-
lated carrier and a 750 watt plate -
modulated carrier hardly is worth the
higher cost of plate modulation. But
the picture is not as rosy as it appears
at first glance-and plate dissipation

of the tube is the fly in the ointment.
Plate dissipation puts a limit on the

maximum amount of power we can
put into the EM final. We cannot
just dump 1000 watts into a tube.rateds
to take that much input, and then
take out 300 watts of r.f. unless the
plate dissipation rating is high enough
to "take" the remaining 700 watts
difference. In the case of a cathode -
modulated final running at 1 kw. in-
put, the plate must dissipate the 445
watts difference!

There is a certain maximum amount
of power which any tube will handle
safely in an efficiency -modulated am-
plifier without exceeding the plate
dissipation. And we should not ex-
ceed that input value. What we can
do with a surplus tube in an EM final
depends, therefore, upon the plate
dissipation of the tube.

For the convenience of the reader,
the accompanying table has been pre-
pared to show the highest EM input
power and corresponding output power
for 20 of the most suitable surplus.
tubes. No tube has been included in
this list if its dissipation figure is
lower than 100 watts. The wattages
in the table are for single tubes.
Twice as much input and output can
be expected with two tubes in push-
pull or parallel. - -

Highest EM input power and corresponding output power for twenty popular tubes.

TUBE
TYPE

CLASS C GRID MOD.
or

CLASS B LINEAR

Input Output

CATHODE MOD.

Input Output

100TH 150 50 333 183
VT127A 150 50 333 183
204A 375 125 555 305
211 150 50 333 183
250TH1
250TL ( 375 125 555 305
304TH1
304TL ( 450 150 666 366
450TH 675 225 1000 555
527 450 150 666 366
805 187 6.2.2 278 154
806 337 112 500 275
810 225 75 334 184
813 150 50 333 183
822 300 100 445 245
833A 675 225 1000 555
838 150 50 333 183
845 150 50 333 183
852 150 50 333 183
860 150 50 333 183

l..d.c-tt.9h..L Q /2 CL 1
+

1302 KENWOOD ROAD, SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
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FN E RT

$1475
CABINET EXTRA

A truly fine FM Tuner with the coils ready
wound, all alignment completed - all char
is necessary is wiring and it's ready to play
- uses super regenerative circuit - 110 V.
60 cycle transformer operated - two gang
tuning condenser - slide rule calibrated
dial - two tubes -complete instructions
including pictorial enable even beginners
to build successfully. Shipping Wt.4pounds.

Beautiful mahogany cabinet for FM
Tuner (shown above) extra . $3.75

Check the features and you will realize that this Heathkit as all
the features

most
you

want.

Speed - simplicity - beauty -protectionqualitymodern

type of tester - measures each element - beautiful Bad -Good scale, high

meter - the best of parts - rugged oversize 110 V. 60 cycle power transformer -

finest of Mallory switches - Centralab controls - quality wood cabinetfast
action

complete

set of sockets for all type tubes including,
blank spare for future types - gear

driven roller chart uses brass gears to quickly
locate and set up any type tube. Simplified

switching cuts necessary time to minimum and saves valuable service
time. Short and

ement of tube elements, the Heathkit

flexible) swi
chingearrangementteeasily'handlesg it. Order your Heathkit Tube Checker

today. See for yourself that Heath again saves you 4 aantter bus
retains

it
all the quality -

this tube checker will pay for itself to a few weeks -
Complete with detail instructions - all Farts - cabinet - roller chart - ready

to wire up and operate.

SHIPPING WT. 18 LBS.

%tet« ec i& 
BATTERY ELIMINATOR KIT
Now a bench 6 Volt power supply kit
for all auto radio testing. Supplies 5 -
7t/ Volts at 10 Amperes continuous or
15 Amperes intermittent. A well filtered
rugged power supply uses heavy duty
selenium rectifier, choke input filter
with 4,000 MFD of electrolytic filter.
0-15 Volt meter indicates output. Out-
put variable in eight steps. Excellent for
demonstrating auto radios. Ideal for
servicing - can be lowered to find
sticky vibrators or stepped up to equiva-
lent of generator overload - easily con-
structed in less than two hours. Com-
plete in every respect.

itotlú.cg ELSE TO B U Y

'Yea, s eat`rált TOOL K I T
Now a complete tool
kit to assemble your
Heathkit. Co.psists of
Kreuter diagonal cut-
ters and pointed nose
assembly pliers, Xce-
lite screwdriver. 60
Watt 110 V. solder-
ing iron and supply
of solder. Shipping
Wt., 2 lbs. Complete
kit. _ $5.95

RI Crystal Test Probe Kil

No. 309. Kit to assem-
ble. RF probe extends
VTVM range to 100
MC. Complete with
IN34 crystal. Shipping
weight, 1 lb. $6.50

10,000 V N.V. Test Puke Kit

No. 310. Extends
range of any 11 meg-
ohm VTVM to 3,000
and 10,000 Volt ranges.
A necessity for tele-

vision. Ship. wt., 1 lb.
$4.50

Nuc, 1919

ELSE TAO BUY

TUBE CHECKER KIT Oftiff $295
lea a' ed

1. Measures each element individually.
2. Has gear driven roller chart.
3. Has lever switching for speed.
4. Complete range of filament voltages.
5. Checks every tube element.
6. Uses latest type lever switches.
7. Uses beautiful

shatterproof full view meter.

8. Large size 11"x14"x4" complete.

SHIPPING
WT. 15 LBS.

$34:°
SHIPPING WT. 12 L8S.

7~ 419 ELSE TO 8 U Y

Item earkka
BATTERY OPERATED VACUUM TUBE

VOLTMETER KIT
The famous Heathkit VTVM now in
battery operated type. Use it anywhere
- carry it out for work on auto
radios - aircraft - boats - any
place where 110 V. house current is
not available - instant warmup -
turn the switch and it's ready to
operate. Same quality features, six
linear D.C. ranges 0 -3V. -10V. -30V. -
100V. -300V. -1000V. High voltage
extended to 10,000 Volts with probe
listed below. Large 200 microampere
meter with shatterproof plastic face.
Ohmmeter measures from 1/10 ohm
to one billion ohms with internal
battery. 11 megohm input resistance
on DC. AC is copper oxide rectifier
type with ranges as above except no
3 Volt range. Complete with all parts,
cabinet, 2 color panel, tubes, batteries,
test prods and detailed instruction
manual.

ORDER BLANK
HEATH COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR,

MICHIGAN

SHIP V I A
-Parcel Post
_Express
_Freight
_Best Way

FROM

Quan
DESCRIPTION

Price Total

Enclosed ind C Check ... fl Money Order for Please Ship C.O.D.. . Postage Enclosed fo lbs.

... BENTON HARBOR 15, MICHIGAN
75



1949 MODEL
e,,ilddecr VACUUM TUBE

VOLTMETER KIT
9eatuned

New 200 ua Meter.
24 Ranges.

New Accessory H.V. Probe makes
Heathkit a kilovoltmeter. (Extra)

New Accessory RF Probe extends range
to 100 megacycles. (Extra)

A new Model V-2 Heathkit VTVM with
new 200 microampere meter, four ad-
ditional ranges - full scale linear ranges
on both AC and DC of 0.3 V., 10 V.,
30 V., 100 V. 300 V. and 1,000 V.
Accessory probe listed elsewhere in ad
extends voltage range to 3,000 and 10,000
volts D.C. New model has greater sen-
sitivity, stability and accuracy - still the
highest quality features - shatterproof
plastic full view meter face-automatic
meter protection, push pull electronic
voltmeter circuit, linear scales - db.
scale - ohmmeter measures 1/10 ohm

$2450 isolated DC test prod for dynamic meas -
to 1 billion ohms with internal battery -

urements - 11 megohm input resistance
on DC - AC uses electronic rectification
with 6H6 tube. All these features and
still the amazing price of only $24.50.

Comes complete with cabinet - panel - three tubes - new Mallory
switches - test prods and leads, 1% ceramic divider resistors and all
other parts. Complete instruction manual for assembly and use. Better
start your laboratory wi,h this precision instrument. Ship. Wt., 8 lbs.

'eatiU t 5" OSCILLOSCOPE KIT
9~w:ea

 Instant switching to plates or amplifier
from front panel.

 Sweep generator supplying variable
sweep 15 cycles to 30,000 cycles.

 All controls on front panel.
 Cased electrostaticly shielded 110 V.

60 cycle power transformer.
 AC test voltage on front panel.
 External synchronization post on front

panel.
 Deflection sensitivity .65 V. per inch

full gain.
 Frequency response ± 20% from 50

cycles to 50 Kc.
 Input impedance 1 Megohm and 50 MMF.
The Heathkit 5" Oscilloscope fulfills every
servicing need. The husky cased power trans-
former supplies 1100 Volts negative and
350 Volts positive. Tubes supplied are two
6SJ7 amplifiers, 884 sweep generator, two
5Y3 rectifiers, and 5BP1 CR tube. Grey
crackle aluminum cabinet and beautiful grey
and maroon panel. Chassis especially de-
signed for easy assembly.

An oscilloscope provides endless sources
of experimentation in radio, electronics,
medicine and scientific research.

Detailed instructions make assembly fun
and instructive. Shipping Wt., 24 lbs.
Express only.

$3950
nom,,,

ELSE TO BUY

hew qleadizie SIGNAL TRACER AND

UNIVERSAL TEST SPEAKER KIT

$19 .°
itdeffiK9 ELSE TO BUY

The popular Heathkit signal tracer has now
been combined with a universal test speaker
at no increase in price. The same high
quality tracer follows signal from antenna
to speaker - locates intermittents - de-
fective parts quicker - saves valuable serv-
ice time - gives greater income per service
hour. Works equally well on broadcast -
FM or TV receivers. The test speaker has
assortment of switching ranges to match
push pull or single output impedance. Also
tests microphones, pickups - PA systems
- comes complete - cabinet - 110 V. 60
cycle power transformer - tubes, test probe,
all parts and detailed instructions for as-
sembly and use. Shipping Wt., 8 lbs.

featl:ket
RF SIGNAL

GENERATOR KIT

$195?
ELSE TO BUY

Every shop needs a good signal generator. The Heathkit fulfills every
servicing need, fundamentals from 150 Kc. to 30 megacycles with
strong harmonics over 100 megacycles covering the new television
and FM bands. 110 V. 60 cycle transformer operated power supply.

400 cycle audio available for modulation or audio testing. Uses
6SN7 as RF oscillator and audio amplifier. Complete kit has every
part necessary and detailed blueprints and instructions enable the
builder to assemble it in a few hours. Large easy to read calibration.
Convenient size 9" x 6" z 43/4". Shipping Wt., 41 lbs.

... BENTON HARBOR 15,

see ELECTRONIC SWITCH KIT
DOUBLES THE UTILITY OF ANY SCOPE
An electronic switch used with any
oscilloscope provides two separately
controllable traces on the screen. Each
trace is controlled independently and
the position of the traces may be
varied. The input and output traces
of an amplifier may be observed one
beside the other or one directly over
the other illustrating perfectly any
change occurring in the amplifier. Dis-
tortion - phase shift and other de-
fects show up instantly, 110 Volt 60
cycle transformer operated. Uses 5
tubes (1 6X5, 2 6SN7's, 2 6SJ7's).
Has individual gain controls, position-
ing control, and coarse and fine sweep-
ing rate controls. The cabinet and
panel match all other Heathkits. Every
part supplied including detailed in-
structions for assembly and use. Ship-
ping Wt., 11 lbs.

$3450
WeatT 3 -TUBE ALL WAVE

RADIO KIT
An ideal way to learn radio. This kit is complete
ready to assemble, with tuba and all other parts.
Operates from 110 V. AC. Simple, clear detailed
instructions make this a good radio training course.
Covers regular broadcasts and short wave bands.
Plug-in coils. Regenerative circuit. Operates loud
speaker. Shipping Wt., 3 lbs.
HS30 Headphones per sec $1.00
21/2" Permanent Magnet Loudspaker.... 1.95
Mahogany Cabinet 2.95

COM PAL %1 11MiffMICHIGAN
RADIO a4 TELEVISION NEWS
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TELEVISION ALIGNMENT
GENERATOR KIT

Everything you want in a television alignment generator. A wide band sweep generator
covering all FM and TV frequencies - a marker indicator - AM modulation for RF
alignment -variable calibrated sweep width 0-30 Mc. - mechanical driven inductive
sweep. Husky 110 V. 60 cycle power transformer operated - step type output attenuator
with 10,000 to 1 range - high output on all ranges - band switching for each range -
vernier driven main calibrated dial with over 45 inches of calibrations - vernier driven
calibrated incicator marker tuning. Large grey crackle cabinet 16-1/8" x 10-5/8"x 7.3/16".
Phase control for single trace adjustment. Uses four high frequency triodes plus 5Y3 rectifier
-- split stator tuning condensers for greater efficiency and accuracy at high frequencies -
this Heathkit is complete and adequate for every alignment need and is supplied with
every part - cabinet - calibrated panel - all coils and condensers wound, calibrated
and adjusted. Tubes, transformer, test leads - every part with instruction manual for
assembly and use. Actually three instruments in one -
TV sweep generator - TV AM generator and TV marker
indicator. Al..o covers FM band. Deliveries start early in
March Order early.

SINE AND SQUARE WAVE
AUDIO GENERATOR KIT

$3450
Itoritug

ELSE TO BUY

Experimenters and servicemen working with a
square wave for the first time invariably wonder
why it was not introduced before. The charac-
teristics of an amplifier can be determined in
seconds compared to several hours of tedious
plotting using older methods. Stage by stage.
amplifier te.ting is as easy as signal tracing.
The low distortion (less than 1%) and linear
output ( ± one db.) make this Heathkit equal
or superior to factory built equipment selling for
three or four times its price. The circuit is the
popular RC tuning circuit using a four gang
variable condenser. Three ranges 20-200, 200.
2,000, 2,000-20,000 cycles are provided by
selector switch. Either sine or square waves
instantly available at slide switch. All com-
ponents are- of highest quality, cased 110 V.
60 cycle power transformer, Mallory F.P. filter
condensers, 5 tubes, calibrated 2 color panel,
grey crackle aluminum cabinet. The detailed
instructions make assembly an interesting and
instructive Few hours. Shipping \\'t.. 13 Ihs.

INA
sir 11- eb

$395?

3.546.5111111.

110 V. A.C. MILITARY RECEIVER

POWER SUPPLY KIT

$5.95

Ideal way to convert
military sets. 110 V. 60
cy. transformer operated.
Supplies 24 volts for
filament - no wiring
changes inside radio.
Also supplies 250 V.
D.C. plate voltage at
50.60 MA. Connections
direct to dynamotor in-
put. Complete with all
parts and detailed in-
structions. Ship. Wt.,
6 pounds.

110 V. A.C. TRANSMITTER

POWER SUPPLY KIT
For BC645, 223,
522, 274N's, etc.
Ideal for powering
military transmitters.
Supplies 500 to 600
volts at 150 to 200
MA plate, 6.3 C.T. at
4 Amps., 6.3 at 4
Amps., and 12 V. at
4 Amps. Can be com-
bined to supply 3-6-
9-12 or 24 volts at 4 amperes. Kit sup-
plied complete with husky 110 V. 60
cycle power transformer, 5U4 rectifier,
oil filled condensers, cased choke, punched
chassis, and all other parts, including
detailed instructions. Complete - nothing
else to buy. Shipping Wr., 22 lbs.

$14.50

... BENTON HARBOR 15,

s'lt
CONDENSER CHECKER KIT

$1950

ELSE TO BUY

7eatwted
 Bridge type circuit  Power factor scale
 Magic eye indicator  Measures resistance
 110 V transformer  Measures leakage

operated  Checks paper -mica-
 All scales on panel electrolytics
Checks all types of condensers, paper -mica -
electrolytic -ceramic over a range of .00001 MFD
to 1000 MFD. All on readable scales that are
read direct from the panel. NO CHARTS OR
MULTIPLIERS NECESSARY. A condenser
checker anyone can read without a college
education. A leakage test and polarizing voltage
for 20 to 500 volts provided. Measures power
factor of electrolytics between 0% and 50%.
110 V. 60 cycle transformer operated complete
with rectifier and magic eye tubes, cabinet, cali-
brated panel, test leads and all other parts.
Clear derailed instructions for assembly and
use. Why guess at the quality and capacity of
a condenser when you can know for less than a
twenty dollar bill. Shipping Wt., 7 lbs.

MICHIGAN
NI:cv. 1919 77



BC 746 TUNING UNIT
NO. 257. Plug in transmitter
tuning unit from army Walkie
Talkie. Contains antenna and
tank coils, tuning condenser,
transmitting and receiving crys-
tals. Ideal transmitter founda-
tion. Shipping Wgt.
1 lb. Each $1 .00
(Same as above except trans-
mitter crystal in 80 meter ama-
teur band $2.50 each)

h_ _ _ _ _ ad NO. 258. Makes excellent contact
microphone for musical instru-
ment or vibration pick-up. Ship-
ping Wgt. 1 lb. $1.00 each
Extension cord with switch for
above $ .50 eachr________,

BC 731 CONTROL BOX I
with Weston Model 476 AC Voltmeter
NO. 208. Excellent buy in motor control
box. Size 8"x10"x51/2".Contains Wes-
ton 0-150V. AC 31/2" voltmeter, motor
starting switch, 28 fuses all 30 Amp
110V. and 8 fuse holders. Fuses and
holders alone worth the price.

$7 95Shipping Weight 18 lbs. 7

ORDER NOW . ALL QUANTITIES LIMITED

MIIRI

I POWER TRANSFORMER Stecia4t
NO. 226. Primary 117V. 60 cycle. I
Secondaries supply 746 V.CT at 220
MA, 6.3V. at 4.5 A., and 5V. at 4A.
Will handle 13 tube radio receivers.
Supply is limited, order early. Ship-
ping Weight 11 lbs. each.
$3.95 . . 3 for $9.95

T32 TABLE MICROPHONE
NO. 210. One of the Army's best.
Built by Kellogg, ideal for factory
call system, public address, amateur
use. Brand new in original cartons.

$2.95Add postage for 5 lbs. L 7
MINIATURE ELECTRIC MOTOR

NO. 211. Tiny Delco motor only 1" x
11/4"x2" 10,000 RPM. Operates from 6
to 24 V. Excellent

tfor 1 lb.
for mod- $2.95 Iels. Add postageAN ________,

r OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
I NO. 227. Push pull 6V6's to 6 - 8 ohm I

voice coil excellent
I characteristics, 3 for $1.95

$1.00

HOW TO ORDER e WEIGHT SHOWN. NO OR

* * #

NO. 213. An ideal dynamotor for
mobile operation in taxicabs, police
cars, sound systems and amateur sta-
tions. Supplies above voltage from 12
Volts or 500V. at 350 MA from 6
Volts. Complete with starting relay,
and fuses. New. Our Dynamotor A.
Shipping Weight 72 lbs._ 1~11_

PE1OIC BC645 POWER SUPPLY
NO. 273. Complete power supply
for BC 645. Operates from 12 or
24 Volts. Supplies both AC and DC
required. Shipping
Wgt. 13 lbs. Each

DM 35 12 VOLT DYNAMOTOR
NO. 274. New input 12 Volt at 18.7
Amperes. Supplies 675V at 275 MA
or 1/2 above voltage from 6 volts. Ex-
cellent for auto use. Ship-
ping Wgt. 11 lbs. Each $7.50

$3.95

HOME WORKSHOP GRINDER KIT 1

NO. 230. Easily assembled 110V
AC or DC ball bearing fully en-
closed motor from Army surplus
dynamotor. Purchaser to make
simple changes and shaft exten.
sions, detailed instructions and all
parts supplied. Motor approxi-

1 mutely 5,000 R.P.M. Ideal for
tool -post grinder, flexible shaft $3.95 I RCA SATURABLE REACTOR TRANSFORMER

1
tool, model drill press, saw. Ship. 7 NO. 246. New RCA No. CKV30531 ACping Weight 6 lbs. I current 750 MA DC current 2 Amperes.h Rated 1.75 henries. Ship -

1 ping wgt. 4 lbs. Each $1.00
COLLINS AUTOTUNE CONTROL HEAD

NO. 278. Brand new controls used
on the ART/13, 100 Watt, Trans-
mitter. Types 7, 8, 10, and 11 avail-
able. Get o spare while available
as new cost is over 522.00 each.
Shipping Wgt. 3 lbs. Price any type
(mention when
ordering). Each

300 MA SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
NO. 209. Rated 300 MA at 36
Volts, complete with mounting
brackets. Shipping
Wgt. 1 Ib. 3 FOR $1.00

1N90 FEED

$4.50

THROUGH INSULATOR
NO. 276. Heavy duty feed
through, 2" diameter 4' long,
complete with brass hard-
ware and gasket. Shipping

2 FOR
lbs. $1 .00

1N86 STRAIN INSULATOR
NO. 277. Husky army type 11/4"
diameter, 51/4" long. Brown
porcelain. Shipping $1 .00Wgt. 4 lbs. 4 FOR

G.E. BC 306 ANTENNA

TUNING UNIT
NO. 231. Matches any aerial to 150
Watt transmitter, used on BC 375. Brand
new. Add postage

9.$25for 20 lbs. L 7

T30 THROAT MICROPHONE

I METER SPECIAL
NO. 237. Brand new DeJur Model
312 0-800 M.A. D.C. Square 3" 0-10
M.A. basic meter with built in
shunt. Probably the best buy ever
offered in a surplus meter.t

12.6V POWER TRANSFORMER Shipping Weight 1 lb. X2.95
NO. 247. New cased 110 V 60 cy. 1` 111MPower Transformer. Supplies 440V Ct. HEARING AID HEADPHONESat 60 MA, 6.3V at 2A. and 12.6V at
1 Amp. Excellent for military sets.
Shipping Wght.
6 lbs. Each.

RCA INPUT TRANSFORMER
NO. 248. Heavy duty RCA No CKV 111111111.-

30529. Input has primaries 600 to 200
Iand 25 ohms secondary 250,000 ohms

C.T. Shipping Wgt.
12 lbs. Each

mamma _____zieW
G. E.1.000 VOLT 350 MA

DYNAMOTOR I
1

$1.951
NO. 216. The Army's best - eliminate flat
ears and outside noise. Complete with
transformer for conversion from low to
high impedance. With cord and plug
complete.
Add postage for 1 lb.

NO. 236. Control box for 274N
transmitters. Contains proper cw-

FEDERAL POWER TRANSFORMER I voice switch, 4 channel switch,
NO. 252. New cased 110V 60 cy. power switch, mike jack and tele-

graph key.
at 50 MA and 6.3 V at 2.1 Amps. A
Power Transformer. Supplies 480V CT

I Add postage for 2 lbs. $1.95
beautiful transformer. Ship-
ping Wgt. 4 lbs. Each $1 .50

MILITARY POWER TRANSFORMERS
NO. 229. Convert your military re-
ceivers without rewiring the filament. 's
"A" type supplies 500 VCT at 50 MA,

,....m

5V. at 2A. and 24V. at 1/2 A. "B"
type supplies 500 VCT at 50 MA, 5V.
at 2A. and 12V. at 1 Amp. State
whether A or B type desired. $ 2.95Shipping Weight 4 lbs. L 7

WALKIE TALKIE TRANSFORMER
No. 744. Carbon microphone input
transformer and output to head-
phone transformer, all in one case, I
excellent for building your own.
Shipping Wt. 1 lb. 4 for $1.00

LOW PASS FILTER UNIT
No. 637. 3000 cycle cutoff consists
of 3 inductances and 4 capacitors
in network, 500 ohms in and out.
Excellent for clipping all frequen-
cies above 3000 cycles. Drawn steel
case, shipping Wt. 5 lbs. $2.50\al-------__./
FM PUSH BUTTON TUNER
NO. 224. Brand new ten push but-
ton tuning assembly from Army FM
receiver. Contains 4 gang 100 MMF
silver plated tuning conden- 2
ser. Add postage for 10 lbs..' .50 EACH

BC 451 CONTROL BOX

$1.00

100 MA FILTER CHOKE
No. 641. Heavy 1.5 henry choke in
drawn steel case, 50 ohm resist-
ance, conservatively rated at 100
MA. Shipping Wt. 1 lb. 50c

FILAMENT TRANSFORMER
No. 922. 220V. 60 cy. primary sup-
plies 12.6V. at 3.5 Amps, 15.6V at
1 Amp. Supplies 6.3 at 3.5 Amps
and 7.8V. at 1. Amp from 110V.
Shipping Wt. 8 lbs. $1.50

PANEL METER
Burlington 0-300 VAC Meter

No. 290. Model 32XA 31/2" round
AC Voltmeter 0-300 VAC full scale.
Scale also calibrated 0-600V. Bakelite
case. A beautiful meter in original
carton. Shipping Wt. $3.95

DRIVER TRANSFORMER
No. 651. Couples 3000 ohm plate
to push pull parallel grids hermeti-
cally sealed. Ship. Wt. 1 lb. $1.00

OUTPUT and. MODULATION TRANSFORMER
No. 745. Companion transformer
to above driver. A push pull output,
3000 ohms to 3.2 ohm voice coil, or
to 1250 ohms at 80 MA. A high
quality cased unit. Shipping Wt.
2 pounds. $1.00

GIVE PART NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION . . . ADD POSTAGE FOR
DER5 UNDER $2.00... WE WILL SHIP C.O.D.

/lie HEALTH COMPANY
... BENTON HARBOR IS, MICHIGAN
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JUST PUS[/SHED!
TENTATIVE PROGRAM OF EVENTS

1949 RADIO PARTS AND
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT SHOWS, INC.

SUNDAY, MAY 15th
9:00 a.m. Exhibition Hall open for erection of displays

Sales meetings should be held on this day and prior days

MONDAY, MAY 16th-"ASSOCIATIONS' MEETING DAY"
9:00 a.m. Exhibition Hall open for erection of displays

10:00 a.m. National Electronic Distributors Association-General Meeting

10:30 a.m. "The Representatives" of Radio Parts Mfrs., Inc.-General Meeting
12:00 Noon "Canadian Luncheon"-Radio Parts Sales Managers Ass'n. of Canada
12:30 p.m. "The Representatives" of Radio Parts Mfrs., Inc.-Luncheon

2:00 p.m. Sales Managers Club, Eastern Division, Ass'n. of Electronic Parts &
Equipment Mfrs., and West Coast Electronic Mfrs. Ass'n.-Joint
Meeting

2:30 p.m. "The Representatives" of Radio Parts Mfrs., Inc.-Delegates Meeting

3:30 p.m. Radio Parts & Electronic Equipment Shows, Inc.-Annual Meeting of
Member -Exhibitors and General Members

6:30 p.m. "Old Timers" Cocktail Party

TUESDAY, MAY 17th-"NEDA DAY" (Exclusive)
10:00 a.m. Exhibition Hall opens for exhibiting manufacturers, booth attendants

sales representatives and members of Nat'l. Electronic Distributors
Ass'n.

10:00 a.m. Display rooms on fifth and sixth floors open to all distributors, manu-
facturers and sales representatives

6:00 p.m. Exhibition Hall and Display rooms close

WEDNESDAY, MAY 18th

10:00 a.m. Display rooms on fifth and sixth floors open to all distributors, manu-
facturers and sales representatives

10:00 a.m. Exhibition Hall opens
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Attendance confined to exhibiting manufacturers, their

booth attendants, sales representatives and members of
NEDA

1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Attendance confined to exhibiting manufacturers, their
booth attendants, sales representatives and all distributors

3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Attendance confined to exhibiting manufacturers, their
booth attendants, sales representatives, all distributors,
industrial manufacturers, government agencies, their
purchasing agents and engineers

6:00 p.m. Exhibition Hall and Display rooms close

THURSDAY, MAY 19th

10:00 a.m. Display rooms on fifth and sixth floors open to all distributors, manu-
facturers and sales representatives

10:00 a.m. Exhibition Hall opens
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Attendance confined to exhibiting manufacturers, their

booth attendants, sales representatives and members of
NEDA

1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Attendance confined to exhibiting manufacturers, their
booth attendants, sales representatives and all distributors

3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Attendance confined to exhibiting manufacturers, their
booth attendants, sales representatives, all distributors,
industrial manufacturers, government agencies, their
purchasing agents and engineers

6:00 p.m. Exhibition Hall and Display rooms close
7:00 p.m. Dinner-RMA's "Silver Anniversary" Banquet, Grand Ballroom,

Stevens

FRIDAY, MAY 20th
10:00 a.m. Display rooms on fifth and sixth floors open to all distributors, manu-

facturers and sales representatives
10:00 a.m. Exhibition Hall opens
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. Attendance confined to exhibiting manufacturers, their

booth attendants, sales representatives and members of
NEDA

1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. Attendance confined to exhibiting manufacturers, their
booth attendants, sales representatives and all distributors

3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Attendance confined to exhibiting manufacturers, their
booth attendants, sales representatives, all distributors,
industrial manufacturers, government agencies, their
purchasing agents and engineers

6:00 p.m. Exhibition Hall and Display rooms close
1949 Radio Parts & Electronic Equipment Conference & Show ends

Name

Address

Complete, practical
data on

MAGNETIC
RECORDING

I

Í.I

k- Mug: oidi

All about the the-
ory, types, and
makes of record-
ers, their applica-
tions and perform-
ance measurement
1. Short History of

Magnetic Re-
cording

2. Acoustic Factors
3. Magnetism
4. Theory of Mag-

netic Recording

5. Components of a
Magnetic Re-
cording System

6. Magnetic Re-
cording Equip-
ment

7. Applications of
Magnetic Re-
cording

8. Instrumentation
and Magnetic
Recording Mea-
surements

9. The Magnetic
Phonograph

10. Helpful Glossary
of Magnetic Re-
cording Terms

BY S. J. BEGUN
Chief Engineer, The Brush

Development Co.
300 pages, 6x9, 130 illus.,

$5.00

Here at last is the "low
I"wn" on one of the fastest

growing electronic developments
in all of its design, engineering,
and experimental phases. MAG-
NETIC RECORDING ac-
quaints you with every detail of
modern equipment, brings you
the latest information on appli-
cations ranging from home en-
tertainment to movies, broad-
casting, professional and ama-
teur radio and special uses such
as military speed scrambling.

IT PAYS TO STUDY THE

NEW DEVELOPMENTS!
Acoustic and rommetic 'actors

are carefully explained. A -C and
D -C biasing methods, distortion
factors, reproducing heads, drive
mechanisms and the various re-
cording media and methods of re-
cording, reproducing, and erasing
are discussed in detail. Particu-
larly valuable are a complete out-
line of recording devices and how
they are used; a helpful study of
instruments for determining re-
cording performance; and a clear
discussion of magnetic versus other
recording methods. More than 130
diagrams and illustrations make
things easily understandable. Use
coupon for 10 days' free trial.

Cash in on a know how of
FREQUENCY

MODULATION
FUNDAMENTALS - APPARATUS

-SERVICING
BY NATHAN MARCHAND

448 pages, 6x9, over 300 il-
lustrations, Prise $3.00

FM in high-fidelity reception
-in all kinds of mobile com-
munication systems-and now
in television-is a must subject
for every opportunity -minded
serviceman. This book covers it
fully - theory and circuits;
transmitters, receivers, anten-
nas; testing and servicing. "Will
undoubtedly become a bible
with every service man."-
SERVICE Magazine.

It takes more
than ordinary
radio training
to handle FM!
This big book
shows you how!

10 DAYS' TRIAL
Dept. RN -59, Murray Hill Books, Inc.,
2.32 Madison Avenue, New York lb. N. Y.

vend me books checked below for 10 days' exami -'
nation on approval. In 10 days, I will either pay for
the books plus a few cents postage or return them g
postpaid. (Postage paid on cash orders; same return 
privilege. Books sent on approval in U. S. only.)

 Begun, MAGNETIC RECORDING. $5.00'
(Outside U.B. $5.50 postpaid.)

 Marchand, FREQUENCY MODULATION
$5.00 (Outside U.B. 85.50 postpaid.)

I

''city, Zone. State
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--,,Jadvancement

a great step forward

Truly R. Projectors
pTIAS 

in Performance
are top

non resonant
sturdy compact

uniform response
storm proof demountable

featuring the new "ALNICO V -PLUS"

super power

driver units
with Atlas -Super
Efficient Alnico

V -Plus
Magnetic Circuit

New "Alnico V -Plus" magnetic circuit
completely shielded construction.

Cross section illustration indicating the
advantages of "Alnico V -Plus" super
efficient magnetic assembly over the
old type external ring magnets of con-
ventional alloy, shaded portions of
sketch indicate magnetic material "Al-
nico V -Plus" offers an energy content
per unit volume three times as great
as any magnet used before!

Traditional ATLAS Quality and Fidel-
ity to Precision are incorporated in
all these new developments.

ATLAS Sound Corporation
1447 -39th St., Bkn. 18, N. Y.

DO YOU KNOW?
By DAVID SCOTT

54. What may be the result of vari-
ations in the velocity of the elec-
tron stream?

A. Variations in the velocity of
the electron stream will cause de-
focusing. Since electrostatic deflec-
tion depends on the square of the
electron velocity, whereas magnetic
deflection depends only on the first
power, this source of defocusing is
more serious when electrostatic de-
flection is used.
55. What may be the result of the
ion spot ?

A. The result is a dark spot in
the center of the reproduced pic-
ture.
56. In what type of deflection is the
ion spot most troublesome?

A. In magnetic deflection the
ion spot is quite apparent and even-
tually this continual bombardment
of heavy ions on one spot will burn
that portion of the screen. This is
due to the fact that in magnetic de-
flection the deflection is inversely
proportional to the square root of
the mass of the particles. Since the
ions have a mass of 1800 to 500,-
000 times that of the electron mass
there is a correspondingly smaller
deflection and they cluster in the
center.
57. Define a saw -tooth waveform.

A. A saw -tooth waveform is one
in which the deflection voltage or
current increases linearly with time
and decreases rapidly to its initial
value.
58. What is the keystone effect?

A. In the iconoscope there is a
30 degree angle of the beam to the
plate. Due to the difference in dis-
tance resulting from this angle from
the top to the bottom of the plate by
the scanning beam, an unequal am-
plitude of scanning results giving
rise to a pattern keystone in shape.
59. Draw a simple schematic dia-
gram illustrating and explaining
methods of producing saw -tooth
waves of voltage.

A. All methods used in television
to produce saw -tooth waves are

I
GAS TUBE

based on the slow charge of a con-
denser followed by its rapid dis-
charge. A simple circuit for achiev-
ing this, though not used practical-
ly, is as follows: A tube with two
electrodes immersed in gas at low

pressure is connected across the
terminals of a condenser. As the
voltage across the condenser in-
creases, the gas tube remains non-
conducting until a critical voltage
is reached. Then the gas tube sud-
denly becomes conductive and dis-
charges the condenser resulting in
a saw -tooth wave. In order to exer-
cise some control over the tube ac-
tion a three element tube, gassy or
hard, is used. The control grid is
used to carry a synchronizing im-
pulse which discharges the tube at
a fixed rate.
60. Draw a simple schematic dia-
gram illustrating and explaining
methods of producing saw -tooth
waves of current.

A. Saw -tooth waves from a con-
denser alone cannot be used to pro-

vide saw -tooth waves of current
necessary in magnetic deflection.
This is because the deflecting coils
possess inductance and resistance.
Hence, a current passing through
them becomes distorted. Therefore
a pre -distorted voltage must be ap-
plied to the coils to produce a saw -
tooth wave of current. This "pre -
distortion" is accomplished by plac-
ing a resistor in series with the con-
denser as shown in the diagram.
61. What are some of the necessary
design qualities of voltage wave-
form amplifiers ?

A. Voltage waveform amplifiers
must be flat up to ten times the
scanning frequency, i.e., 60x10=600
c.p.s in the vertical amplifier and
15,750x10=157,500 c.p.s. in the hori-
zontal amplifier. The angular phase
displacement of the sine wave com-
ponents must be proportional to the
frequency, and both deflecting
plates must be symmetrically dis-
posed with respect to the second
anode to keep the field between the
plates as uniform as possible.
62. What are the three important
types of impulse generators?

A. Three important types of im-
pulse generators are:

1. Dynatron
2. Multivibrator
3. Blocking oscillator.

(To be continued)
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YOUR DOLLAR BUYS MORE AT McGEE RADIO COMPANY
"COMPLETE AUDIO AMPLIFIER KIT AS LOW AS $6.95"

12 -WATT AMP.
KIT, $10.95

Gain for V.R. Pick -Up
KIT MODEL TM -12. 12 watt
amplifier kit. Ideal for high

quality record plyer as well s public ad-
dress recording amplifier. Matched com-
ponent parts, ready punched chassis pan.
One control fades from phono to micro-
phone. Gain enough for crystal or dy-
namic microphone, 100 mil power trans -
firmer, for 11(1 volt AC 60 cycle operation.
Priced complete with tubes: 2-6V6, 6SN7,
6S1,7 and rectifier. Diagrams and photos
furnished. Weight 8 1hs. Kit TM -12. Net
$10.95.

8 -Watt AC Amplifier Kit $8.95
WITH PUSH PULL 6A95

A complete Kit of parts to build a 8 Watt
Power transformer type Audio Amplifier for
110 Volt AC operation. Inputs for mike
and phono pickup either crystal orvariable
reluctance type. Variable tone and fader
control. Output transformer matches 6 to
8 Ohm speaker. Ready punched chassis

appearancein to Model TM -12
shown above. Price includes easy to follow
diagram and tubes, 2-6ÁQ5, 2-12AX7,
and 5Y3. This amplifier will make a fine
audio system. Remember this is not any
ordinary AC -DC Amp, but an AC Jib with

75 Mill Power Transformer. Kit Model
TM -8, weight 10 lbs. Net $8.95. Crystal
Mike & Desk Stand $4.95 extra. 12 Inch
Alnico V PM Speaker $4.95 extra.

5 -WATT AMP. KIT $6.95
PUSH PULL 5085

A complete Kit of Parts to
build a 5 Watt Audio Am-

plifier. for 110 Volt AC -DC operation. In-
puts for mike and any phono pickup crystal

ariable luctance. Output transformer
matches 4 to 6 Ohm voice coil. Has tone
and fader controls. This is a complete Kit
with ready punched chassis and eary to fol-
low diagram. Everything furnished includ-
ing tubes 2-12A-'7. 2 -SOBS. plus
Selenium Rectifier. Offered at the usual
price Of a single output type Amp, Kit
Model TM -4. weight 6 lbs. Nat $6.95.
12 nach PM

Mike
Speaker 54.95and

desk ná $4ra.93 extra.

GAROD DELUXE
5 -Tube Rif $12.95

This is our latest and
finest AC -DC radio kit.
Receives Broadcast, 540
to 1650 KC. Has full
length illuminated slide

rule dial. Choice of Ivory or Walnut Alas.
tic cabinet. Full high efficiency 2 gang
superhet circuit. with loop antenna. Ready

chassis,punchedi5nek ncrvthng furnished, including
Eve

tubes. 12SÁ7, 14A7, 12SQ7, 35Z3 and
50L6. Diagram photos and instructions
are furnished. Shipping weight 9 Ibs, Kit
model XA-49. Net 512.95.

WALNUT ARM CHAIR
CABINET $29.95

WILL HOUSE CRP.15 KIT.Beautifully made walnut
armchair cabinet. Outside
dimensions 24" high.
16i/ deep and 27" wide.
Ample room for radio re-
ceiver 14" long, 9" high,
and 10" deep. Will hold

a [hanger in, to 14" square. Will accom-
modate .speaker up to 12". Has record al-
bum storage compartment. Hinged lid cov-
ers changer compartment. Cabinet AR -15.
Net price 529.95. (Crescent DeLuxe changer
914.95 extra. Armchair cabinet in blonde
finish. Net price $34.95.
A few items of war surplus are still avail-
able.Brand new 458 5.3 to 7.1 MC trns.
Used BC 458 transmitters with tubes 2.95
New BC 733
Used

i
modulators6lcalize rec. with

with stubes 6.95
ARC -4 frond. rec. 144MC used with

tubes and dynamotor. . .. ..12.95
20(1 KC crystal calibrator- for Collinsaot,tnne less tubes and crystal.. 1.00
Its , :le Marker Beacon Rec. tubes. 2.95

R.C.A.
COIN

RADIOS

'3495
Brand New RCA 6 -Tube Coin Operated Ra-
dio. The popular model of which thousands
are now in use. 25c Coin Slot set for 1

hour play. Sample order $39.95. Lots of
10 $33.95. Phone Victor 0045 for quantity
prices-

PHILCO MIKE SCOOP
Philco Mike same as Electrovoice 630 Dy-
namic High Z. 20 Ft. Cable. Regular.

$336.50.6.59.
Scoop price, $14.65. 3 for

Philco Mike same as Electrovoice VI Ve-
locity. High Z, 20 Ft. of Cable. $40.00 list.
Price, 514.95. 3 for $41.95.
Philco Mike same as Electrovoice 726 Car -
dyne Dynamic High Z, 20 Ft. Cab 1 e.
$59.50 list. Scoop price, $24.95.

RADIO TUBE SCOOP!
Service men attention. Here is a chance
to buy the best tubes money can buy. 6
GT types. Designed to replace either
metals or at. New internal construction
makes metal tubes obsolete. All 1949
dated by a maker whose name you will
know -
125A7 69v 100 for $59.00
12SK7 895 1110 for 59.00
12SQ7 59e 100 for 55.00
35L6 69e 100 for 59.00
0I6 69c 100 for $9.00

0 for 42.50
All are MFGRS type bulk0 1packed 100 to
n carton.

McGEE RADIO
li:tv- IlI1!1

20 -WATT AMP.
KIT $15.95

HAS-P.P.6L6
A contp late Kit of
parts to build a highquality 20 Watt Audio Amplifier with full
135 Mill Power Transformer for 110 Volt
AC operation. Inputs for mike and either

Tonevariablelor
and fader controls. Has heavy deity

Universal Output Transformer to match any
speaker. 4-8-16-250 and 500 ohms.
Ready punched chassis. Easy to follow
diagram. Furnished with Tubes, 2-6L6,
2-7147, 5V4 or 7Z4. Kit Model TM20.
weight 20 lbs. Net $15.95. Crystal Mike
& Desk Stand $4.95 extra. Speaker rec-
ommended Model CR -13X $12.95 extra.

SUPER DELUXE
30 -WATT AMP. KIT

5
A complete1

Kit
of parts 111/699

to build a full 30 Watt
chassis

blic Addresscover.Ip 160[ Mill Trans.
former, for 110 Volt AC operation. Inputs
for two mikes and Crystal or Variable Re-
luctance Phono Pick up. Tone Control. Has
heavy duty output transformer to match any
speaker. 4-8-16-250 and 500 Ohms.
Inverse Feed Back. Everything furnished
including easy to follow diagram and tubes
2-6SJ7, 2-7N7, 2-6L6. 5V4. This makes
a ready saleable amplifier of commercial

Ñ tl' $19 93. M With HIFI Output 2Trans.
$5.00 Extra.

"COMPLETE RADIO
DELUXE 5 -TUBE 4,7 -7 -

AC -DC KIT

LEADER '//
OUR 19IT95

Made front petrels Components
A full size _-tube sperhet radio kit housed
in a 13 -inch wood cabinet with full plastic
front. Lighted slide rule dial. Incorporates
a standard 2 gang superhet circuit. Loop
antenna, ready Punched chassis, etc. This is
another one of our line production radio
kits. Every part is furnished including
tubes. 12BA6, 12BF8, 12AT6, 50B5 and
35W4. Diagrams, photos end instructions
are included. 5" dynamic speaker. Receives
broadcast 550 to 1650 he. Weight 9 lbs.

Kit Model TF-CC. Net $9.95.

4 -TUBE T.R.F. KIT

BARGAIN $695
SPECIAL

4 tube ACDC. TRF radio kit, Ideal for stu-
dents and beginners. Every part furnished
to build this kit, including tubes, diagram
and photos. Has Alnico PM speaker and

tubes. 12SK7, 12507, SOBS and 35W4.
Plastic cabinet with airplane dial. Receives
broadcast 550 to 1600 KC, This is the

lest type of radio to build. Kit Model
easiest Weight 6 lbs. Net $6.95.

McGee's Theatre Quality
AMPLIFIER KIT $34.95

Our sales and engineering department,
realizing that notevery-

one can Rord a $100.00 audio amplifier, has designed a Theatre

quality 15 watt True -Fidelity Amplifier kit. Response essen-
tinily fiat, from 20 to 17,000 cycles. It contains every part,
tubes and ready punched chassis. Has input for a crystal or

dynamic microphone and gain and tone compensation for the new

G.E. Variable Reluctance pickup, as ell as the conventional
crystal pickups. A 4 step tone switch for tone equalization,
This kit has a 34 watt Merit high fidelity, wax impregnated out-

tof heavytreated[ metal, readyh
4, 8, 16

n punched: approximately
d 500 ohm taps. T he

:55111
s

Isinches- Te quality of all carte 1s second to none. Priced corn-

Rlete with tubes s follows: 12AX7, 3-654, 2-8A05.

and

Y3- This Is the best amplifier kit we know how to PProduce and

we have made thousands, Kit Model ME -15R. Wt. 10 lbs.

Net Price $34.85.
Altec 15" Coaxial Speaker Model 603B. $63.00 Extra, (Pictured above Amp.1.

Kit Model ME -34R, Similar to Model ME -1511 except has push-pull 6L6 in Output.
Giving up to 34 Watts of Audio. Weight 25 lbs.

GAROD PERSONAL RADIO KIT $14.95
Size 6'/2 2 31/4 x 4'/s -Weight 31/2 Lbs.

Simple Assembly and Wiring Instructions
This kit Is ready for immediate delivery. The same nationally
known factory that manufactures tens of thousands of this radio. Is
line producing thin [radio kit for us. Every part, from the cabinet
down to the last resistor, is matched. The chassis is ready

(punched; all you do is mount parts and wires. This radio kit

will assemble Into a beautiful personal radio for you, Just the same
as It does for the factory. We furnish you a diagram, photograph of the completed
chassis and full assembly Instructions so that those with a minimum knowledge of radio
may wire this kit. The beautiful case is made of metal with plastic hinged lid and

i -on back. The Incite face of the receiver has an inlaid gold design. The circuit is

e
the conventional two gang superhet type, with A.V.C. Receives the broadcast band 540

to 1650 KC. Uses miniature tubes: 1R5 converter, 1S5 detector A.V.C., 1T4 amplifier
and 3S4 power amplifier. Alnico V PM speaker. The loop antenna is built in the lid.
Radio comes on automatically when lid opecs. Operates on self-contained batteries.
Priced complete with tubes and 67t/a volt "B" battery and flash cell (Not AC -DC). Roth -

mg lse t, bay.
514.95Model X45. Prise Include Postage for 6 lbs.

Scoop Model X-45 Personal Portable Kit Wired and Tested With Batteries. Net $17.95.

BUILD
THIS 8 -TUBE HI FIDELITY

RADIO AND AMPLIFIER
5 -INCH SLIDE RULE DIAL RECEIVES

BROADCAST and 19 to 49 METERS  PUSH PULL
OUTPUT TUBES  BASS BOOST TONE CONTROL

 EVERYTHING FURNISHED CHASSIS SIZE

91/a x II x 8" HIGH  BEST RADIO KIT VALUE
IN THE WORLD 8 -Tube Kit

Here is something new in radio. A real 15 watt power amplifier with bass and treble
controls, Has extra gain stage for crystal or dynamic mikes. And on the same chassis,
 standard superhet radio r furnish all parts, knobs, escutcheon plate and
tubes: 6SA7, 6SK7, 6sR7, BSN7, 6SJ7. two 6V8 and 5Y3. No cabinet. Extra care in
designing the power supply section assures low hum level, making this unit ideal for
recording as well as P.A. use. We furnish everything as well as schematic diagram

K R
and photos of the completed chassis. Weight 26 lbs. .99 95
PR -24. adioAmp. Kit with 12" P.M. speaker. With tubes Net L

CPR -1S- Exactly the same kit as the PRK-24 kit, except It Is furnished with a 12"Cinaudagraph wide3795range speaker, (Has built-in high frequency tweeter.) $.
This is ourfinest kit Net .7 .7 í-1

BUILD A RADIO WITH MATCHED "DETROLA" PARTS

6 -TUBE 2 -BAND KIT $16.95
A complete kit of parts, tubes and ready punched chassis to
build a fine 6 tube power transformer type radio chassis- (No
cabinet,) We furnish every piece as well as a printed diagram
and photograph. Chassis size 14x71/ax7. Receives standard
broadcast and 6 to 18 MC foreign short wave. 3 gang tuning
condenser used on both bands. 90 mil power transformer.
6v6 output tube. Heavy duty 8 Inch speaker. This kit is made
up of parts intended for use In a high quality Detrole radio.
Has full lighted slide rule dial. Everything goes together Just
like a factory built radio. Priced complete with 6 tubes. Kit
model 6 -AC. Weight 16 lbs. net $16.95.

Kit model CD -5. Jame basic design as the above model 6 -AC except it is an 8 tube
AC DC circuit with push pull 25L6 tubes in the audio. Weight 15 lbs. Priced com-
plete with tubes net 516.95.
If desire. we will sell Just the chassis
coilsis band switch for the model 6 -AC
rial. Diagram furnished- Stock No, B-14.

COILS, IF'S-LOOPS
Universal slug tuned RF or ant coil fir
broadcast band 5 for $1.49
3 or 4 wire 456 oec. coil 15e

Matched sets of 4561F coils, per set 98e

Either input or outputs 49c
Small Medium or large loops 39c

Matched set. 2 gang cond. loop
ant. ose. coil and 2 IF special... 1.29

Pee Wee 456 IF input or output,., 39c

COMPANY

pan, arid Ant
it Youe

rule
supply all IF ilmamate- Md.95Weight 7 lbs.

otherNet
O .7 t7

8 -TUBE WIRE RECORDER
REC. CHASSIS $35.95

Model 814 Chassis made for silvertone, 8
tubes. 1280. 14Q7, 14A7, 7C7 2-50A5,
2-35Y4. 5 inch slide rule dial- Chassis
size 11x6x51/2 " 2 gang cond. receives
standard broadcast. Tone control. Power
trans. is mounted onsmall separate chassis
to keep hum out of wirerecordings. Input
on chassis for mike and phono pick up.
Built in ose, circuit for use with any wire
recording mechanism- This chassis is from
the famous silvetone radio wire reorder.
Price includes chassis, tubes and 10 inch
speaker. Weight 25 lbs. Model 814.
net $34.95.

Order from This Ad. With Full Remit -
tan. Include Postage or May Re Sent

Expo Collect.

KITS FROM $6.95"
RECORD PLAYER

KITS
$9.95 AND UP

Capitol Portable Case

Deluxe Portable Record Player Kit housed
in the attractive Capitol case. Includes all
parts follow
Heavya Dutya oSpeaker.18RPMdiagram.I Phono
Motor. All necessary parts to build a 70L7

type Amplifier,
t$9.95.Weight

14 tbs. Model
CK-1, Ne

Portable Player Kit for L.P. $19.95
Complete Record Player with wired 4-T
AC -DC Amplifier. Component parts shipped
separately. 4x6" PM Speaker. Brown leath-
erette Capitol portable case with chrome
trim case. Dual speed phono motor 331/3
ad 78 RPM, 2 Pickup Arms, LP & Stand-
ard. Only a few minutes required for as-
sembly. A fine player to own. Stork No.
LP-CCB. Net 519.95. Weight 17 lbs.
Model CC8, same as above only for regu-
lar 78 RPM records only. Weight 18 Ibs-
Net $14.95.

AC -PORTABLE PLAYER $19.95
Super deluxe record player wit pueh-
pull 7C5 A C type amplifier d 6 Inch
tp

era[, ACa sy s
This player should for $35.00. Stock
No. DL -3. Net $19.95.
Offered with Stewart -Warner automatic
changer. Stock No. ARO.4. Net $27.95.

4 -TUBE PHONO AMP. $7.95
4 Tube Phono Amplifier with 6", 31/2 Oa.
Alnico V PM Speaker. 4 Tubes: 2-35Z5,
Voltage double. 12SQ7, and 35L6. Tone
and Volume Controls. Small thin chassis.
Made for a IS 1 mall order house, Plenty
of power. Offered at less than production
cost. Stock No. 5R-4. Weight 7 itas.
Net $7.95.

CHILDREN'S PLAYER KIT $1.95
New. children's electronic
player. Offered in kit form.
Includes all material neces-
sary. Attractive red plywood
cabinet, self-starting ph ono
motor and crystal pick-up,
456" PM speaker and parts to build 70L7
amplifier. Diagram included. Weight 3
lbs. Stock Ni,. Id -1. Net Price $7.95.

1948 MODEL -MIKE -BROAD-
CASTER KIT -ONLY $6.95

4 -TUBES
Broadcasts 800 to 1500
KC from either a Phono.
graph pick-up or a crys-
tal or dynamic mike,
Makes any radio receiver

P.A.a system, record
player or recording am-
plifier. Broadcast qual-
ity- Has fader control from mike to record.
simulating a regular broadcast station. This
is a powerful model: sing 2-35B5, 12517
and 35W4. Priced with tubes and wiring
diagram. Works on 110 volba AC -DC Crystal
mike and desk stand $4.95 extra. Com-
plete Kit Model DE -4 truly a deluxe mike.
Phono oscillator. Weight 4 lb..

lit 1

Ji

$59.50 VALUE
MUSICAL AMP.

$ 24.95
8 watt Mtimeal Amplifier. 4
tube AC transformer type.
Proper gain for all instrument
pickups. Housed in leather-

ette case with built -In 8" speaker. Gain
and tone controls- Made by a large manu-
facturer, to sell for 559.50. Stock No.
XR-3. Weight 25 lbs. Net Price $24.95.

SCOOP SALE ON
RADIO CHASSIS; li

TUBES, 3 -WAY
$14.95

Chassis Model 819-A. A deluxe broadcast
3 -way: 110 volt, AC or DC or battery pack
radio chassis. complete with 6 tubes. 6V
slide rule dial and 6" PM speaker. Size
125657 inches. Made b

mall
y, a No. 1 ma

Has
nu-

facturer RFfor astage: giving higher sensitivity and
selectivity- A $25.00 value for only $14.95.

5 -TUBE BATTERY CHASSIS $10.95
Chsis Model 801. A broadcast 5 tube
straight battery operated chassis. Requires
11/2 volt A and 90 volts B. Similar in
appearance to the model 819 pictured
above. Size 12x51/2x7", 6 Inch slide rule
dial, 3 tuned stages RF stage. Tubes
1LG5, ILC8, ILC5. 1LB4, 1LD5. Made for
silvertone. Price includes chassis, tubes
a 261 inch I'M speaker. Model 801, weight

6 -TUBE AC -DC CHASSIS $10.95
Model 808. A broadcast 6 tube AC -DC re-
1eiver made for silvertone. Size 51/2551.tyx

0"- 5 inch slide rule dial. 2 gang tun-
ing cond. Tone control. 6 inch speaker.
Similar to picture above. Ideal for utility

Tubes 7B7, 14Q7, 7B7, 7C6. 50Á5
and 35Y4. Chassis tubes and speaker
weight 13 lbs. Scoop price $10.95,

5 -TUBE AC -DC CHASSIS $9.95
5 -Tube AC -DC chassis similar to the 6 tube
et above. With tubes and 5 inch speaker.

Receives standard broadcast. Weight 10
Iba. Net $9.95,
Chassis Model 825- A 9 tube transformer
type AC chassis made for silvertone. Be.
c ives broadcast and FM, 88 to 108 MC.
Size 11x8118". 10 Inch ,speaker. A rugced

with
-

g 7117, 7C8. 7C7, 7C5, 7Z4, 7N7, í7W7,
7A6. Al, ideal chassis to place those old
model chassis. Weight 30 lbs. Chassis,
tune. and .peaks[, m.vle( 42'1. net 534.95.

SEND 25°o DEPOSIT - BALANCE C.O.D.
1225 McGEE ST., KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
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34 WATT "HIGH FIDELITY" OUTPUT TRANSFORMER $695
15 INCH SUPER HEAVY DUTY $9A 95

COAXIAL P. M. SPEAKER et. -

BASS

12 INCH COAXIAL P. M. MODEL CN-12X $10.95
Dealgned by one of America'. finest speaker builders. Made for FM high fidelity radios.record players and P. A. systems. This speaker is incorporated in radios selling In the$500.00 bracket. It has an especially designed 12" 4.64 oz. Alnico V magnet PM for thelow range and a coaxial built-in 3^ Alnico V tweeter. The high pass filter Is concealedunder the pot cover. Just hook to any 8 ohm output transformer twill hook in place ofany home radio speaker, as most speakers have an 8 ohm voice coil)- Only 2 wires toconnect, will handle 18 watts peak. Frequency response, 50 to 17.000 CPS. This co-axial PM speaker should sell for $35.00. Why buy an ordinary speaker, when we offeryou the speaker of the future; for only 610.957
Stock No. CN-12X. Weight 8 tbs. $10.95. 2 for $20.95

DELUXE 12 INCH COAXIAL MODEL CR -13X 512.95A regular $37.50 list speaker. The same basic design as the model CN-12X, describedabove, but furnished with 6.8 os. magnet in the 12" woofer. Frequency response. 40 to17,000 CPS. Has more mellow tone than CN-12X. Weight 9 lbs.Model CR -13X 512.95, 2 for $24.95
REFLEX r

SPEAKER BAFFLE

$24.95
cubic foot Utility Basegenes Speaker Baffle. Size

32x22.16. Heavy construe.

lines. Ce latex lining
with

non-rattles rep-production. Finish is an attractive brownwrinkle paint. Chrome front trim. Spec-ify when ordering whether for use with e
12^or 15" speaker. Weight 40 lbs. ThisIs an ideal baffle for our deluxe Coaxialmodel CN-13X. Baffle Stock No. NA -12.Net $24.95. CN-13X 12" Coaxial PMS peaker and NA -12 Baffle both for $34.95.

You will be pleased with the fine tone of
this combination.

15" Theatre Twin
Speaker $26.95

Our sound laboratory has
assembled this fine .peaker
combination. A super heavy
duty 15" Cinaudaggrraph Al-
nico V PM and a University

Laboratories trumpet type high frequency
tweeter. Ready cut plywood baffle and cutto fit grill cloth are furnished. All you dois bolt the speaker to the baffle and con.nect In the 4 Mfd. high pass filter. Thiscombination will take 35 Watts of audio
and frequency response 40 to 10.0O cps.A speaker combination of theatre quality.Stock No. BW-3L. Net Price $26.95

5 NATIONALLY KNOWN 12"
I.M. SPEAKERS ONLY $22.50

Nationally known 12" 6.8Alnico V PM with 1^ 8 ohm
voice coil. Will take 15 watts.
Grey finish. Our leading 12^
speaker.
Stock No. CH -12. Net $4.95.5 for $22.5012" 12 05. Mag. Will Take 20

Watts
Super heavy duty 12" $ 8.95

21/2oz. Alnlro V magnet PM with W." with
8 ohm voice coil. This speaker is equal
S magnet. Will

5 watt peak. IdSttooc
60 oz. of k No. CH -13-38.95;

two or $17.00

McGEE HAS THE SPEAKERS
Following speakers listed are latest produc-
tion No -Factory throwouts made by thelargest factory ho furnish the original
equipment to America's biggest Radio Fec.
tory. Every speaker guaranteed.3^ PM I Os. Alnico 5 Magnet $0.994" PM I Os. Alnico 5 Magnet .994" PM 1 Os. Alnico S Magnet 1.195" PM 1 Oz. Alnico 5 Magnet .995" PM 11/2 Os. Alnico 5 Magnet 1.19

, Suare 1.498" PM 2.1 Oz. Aln. 5 M R. Square 1.98
6" PM 3.16 Os. Aln. 5 Meg.. Square 2.49
:11" PPM 15AM aMa

gnRoeu659" PM

1.69
1.49

6x9^ 7 Oz. Alnico Alnico 5 Magnet. 2.98
7" PM 3.16 Oz. Alnico 5 Magnet 2.988" PM 3.16 Oz. Alnico 5 Magnet 2.9810" PM 4.64 Os. Alnico 5 Magnet 3.98
Hof Buys In PM's -With Trans
4" PM 1 Oz. Ala. 5 2500 Ohm Trans.51.49
4^ PM 1 Oz. Aln. 5 IOM Ohm Trans. 1.49
5" PM 1 Oz. Á1n. 5 2500 Ohm Trans. 1.69 " PM I Oz. Aln. S 10M Ohm Trans. 1.69
oh TraneM

ln1 Oz. A. 5 2500 Ohm
1.896" PM 1.5 Oz. Aln. 5 7000 OhmTrans. 1.996" PM 1.5 Oz. Aln. 5 2500 O h m

Trans. 1.996" PM 2.15 Oz. Ala. 5 7000 Ohm
Trans. 2.496" PM 3.16 05. Ale. 5 10M OhmTrans. 2.98

Hof Buys In Field Spkrs. With Trans.
5" 460 Ohm with 2500 Ohm Trans 51.985" 450 Ohm with 7000 Ohm Trans 1.988" 1500 Ohm with 7000 Ohm Trans 2.298" 450 Ohm with 7000 Ohm Trans 2.988^ 1000 Ohm. Less Trans. 2.4910" 1000 Ohm. Less Trans. 3.9812" 450 Ohm RCA. less Trans 4.9812" 1000 Ohm Magnavox. Less Trns. 4.98
Famous Mag Speakers
6" Auto Speaker -4 Ohm $2.497" Auto Speaker -4 Ohm 2.988^ Auto Speaker -4 Ohm 2.985" 8 Oz. Alnico 3 PM 1.798" 12 Oz. Alnico 3 PM 2.9810" 21 Oz. Alnico 3 PM 4.9812^ 21 Oz. Alnico 3 PM 5.98
Save Up To 50% On Cinauda-

graph Field Coil Speakers
Regular Dealers Stock of field type Cis-audagraph Replacement speakers. Brandnew, individually cartoned. Don't pass upthis value.
3^ 450 Ohm Field Cinaudagraoh....$1.79
4^ 4 Ohm Field (Auto) Cinaudagraph 1.79
5^ 450 Ohm

Ohm Field (Auto) ClnCinaudgraph....
s dagraph 1.79796" 450 Ohm Field Cinaudagraph.... 1.99

6^ 1000 Ohm Field Cinaudagrauh... 1.99
8" 1000 Ohm Field Cinaudagraph. .. 2.49

HOT ITEM -AUTO SPEAKERS
MAGNAVOX UTAH6" Square 4 OHM $1.49Rou OHM 1.49(131:CaO" Auto nd Sp4eaker 4 OHM 1.987" Motola-Philco 2.498" Motolo-Philco 2.49

BRAND NEW 1949 PRODUCTION

15
INCH PERMANENT MAGNET

SCOOP OF ALL TIMES
NEW MOLDED CONE

Pre -War or Post -War, you never bought a speaker like thisfor such  scoop price. Made by a nationally known builderof fine speakers. A full 15^ 121 Alnico V magnetspeaker of juke box quality. Has standard 8 ohm voice coll.Will take up to 18 tts average or 25"Otto peak. Here Is a speaker that will
bring out those low notes. latest 1948
production; not line through -outs. Every
speaker is guaranteed new and perfect.
We may not be able to continue this of.
fer for long, so place your order now
Stock No. 15 -KR. INCLUDE POSTAGEWt. 11 lbs. A $35.00 value for only

95
15" DELUXE 50 WATT P.M. SPEAKER $16.95

"IT WOOFS AS IT TWEETS"
The King Coax. A 21.5 oz. 15 inch Alnico V PMspeaker with a built-in high frequency tweeter.Will respond to from 40 to 12,000 cycles. This iea ruggedly built speaker with a curvelenier onepiece molded cone. Built-in high pass filter. Justhook to any 8 ohm output. Built by the maker of
our ever popular 12 Inch coax model CR -13X. Thisspeaker has a retail list of over $60.00. We offeryou our 5-15X 15 inch coax for only $24.95.Weight 22 lbs.

Model 15 -LS. 15^ 211/.1 oz. Alelcn V Magnet PM Speaker. Will, take 35 watts withease. Thousands of dollars were spent in building the fine tools to produce thisspeaker. The 8 ohm voice coil is Il/z" in diameter and has been heat treated and,,dastic coated. Constructed to eliminate loose voice coils. Tres end rappping. Made
I(B lbs.now t Pricel 616.95n 2spe' Kars. Truly the King of juke box apealcere.

Wei 95
50 WATT 12 INCH SUPER HEAVY DUTY P.M. $14.95Model A-50-12^, 50 watt super heavy duty permanent magnet speaker. Has 11/2"li ohm treated voice coil and one piece molded cone. Heavy half Inch machined pot,.with bolt secured 21 os. Alnico V magnet. Frame is of heavy construction with metallot cover. Finished in silver-grey enamel. This speaker is the best value possibletoday. Efficiency is two to three times that of ordinary speaker. Especially recommended for all public address systems and high quality home audio systems. Will han-dle 35 watts with ease, and 50 atts peak or short lengths of time. Its retail value Is50.00. But, by our large purchase, we are able to offer it to you for only 514.95.Do not confuse this speaker with surplus merchandise. This is the latest production.Model A -SO. Weight 15 lbs. Net $14.95, 2 for $29.00e--s,--s,...mi......mi. W MN---

100 RADIO TUBES $2995250.000 Tubes for fast sale. Tremendous value. Tubes up to $3.00 list. 100 Cartonedand branded Hyvac Miniature Tubes for $29.95. Over a million sold. Guaranteed fullreplacement. 34c Each in smaller quantities.
1 R5 12BÁ6 12AX7174 12 B E6 19T81U5 36W4 12AU6
3A4 5085 12BF8155 36B6 117Z33V4 12AT7 6A6G304 12AU7 6BH6354 12BA7 6X4

6BJ6
6BA6
68E6
6AT6
6C4
6AL6
6A06

6AU7
6AJ5
6SU7
6Áa6
12AT6

34c each
100 for $29.95

Popular GT Tubes, individually cartoned and branded Hyvaes. $35.00 per hundred.35e Each in smaller quantities.
6V6 6X5 6S K7 125F7 125N765 N7 65D7 6507 6J5 1213F7 39c each6 C 5 5Y3 251-6 65J7 65176P5 6K7 7017 125J7 3525 100 for $35.0012A8 5Y3 1134 65F5658 6K6 12 K8 8012S8 65A7 12Á6 i HYVAC 6AK5 AND 6J6 59c EACH f
STANDARD BRAND G.T. TUBES and ÑCARTONED 49c12AH7 6J6 65J7 12BE8 /S6 TN7 6A3 oE627 6K7 65K7 12H6. 786 3626 GT 483 3826 9001 6SL7 12.15 CT78 9002 66G7 TH776 9003 65117 7C73S4 1626 7E6 125G76U4G 65147 7E7 125H75Y3G 1407 65R7 125J7SAC? 14B6 6V6 GT 125A735Y4 65C7 6X6 GT 125L714A7 6SF7 6A87 125C76C5 6507 12AT6 1T4

6146 65H7 12BA6 1 R6

7A7 35W4 2061 390 R SOBS 2626 896L7 2525 6B4 65577Z4 2626 6C4 7A612507 6D6 78 12F57125R7 6C6 7Y4 7V760L6 6J7 1407 6Y612SK7 77 14 R7 3026L6 GT 7C6 3685 3235L6 GT 724 12BD6 33TF7 6K5 GT 6F6 GT 1J8
NAME BRAND 11/2 VOLT LOCTALS, ETC.11115 11 05 1 L H4 1 LC6 1 LAS 11841 LC5 1LG5 3LF4 1LE3 1LA4 - 69c 'of., 16.501A7 1H5 1A5 1N5 306 176

69c 10 for105 1P5 105 1G4 1G6 117Z6024 69c Each too for $59.50
35A5 50Á5 69c Each.

106
1135
1E6
1F6
1B4
1 H6
12C8
3V4
6V4

$6.50
6L6 METAL 99c

1

NEW WIRE

RECORDER
$75.00 LIST MECHANISM

s2295
1

BRAND NEW. ADAPT ANY RADIO OR AMP TO RECORD ON WIRE 1Brand new Wire Recorder. Play back mechanism. Same as those used n the majesticradio wire recorder. This unit has 78 RPM Turntable for recording on ire from a phonerecord. Records up to 1 Hour on standard Webster Recording Wire. This wire recordingmechanism is offered to you at fraction of the regular net. Space required 9.13.31,M.below board. Each unit is furnished with Oscillator Coil and a diagram to show how to 1wire a 3 -Tube Ose. (We furnish special Ose, coil not small parts for Oscillators and howto adapt the wire recorder to any radio or amplifier. Ready punched for crystal phono pick
IDs. NetMajestic Wire record head with Ose. Coll and diagram. Stock No. X93. weight 1595.
Crystal Pickup Arm for Playing 78 RPM record 52.95 extra. Webster Recording Wire. I15 Min. 51.30, 30 Min. $1.95, 1 Hr. $3.25. Bullet Stand Shure Crystal Mike $4.95.
MAJESTIC RADIO CHASSIS AND WIRE RECORDER $49.951Majestic Broadcast 5 -Tube AC -DC Radio Chassis with slide rule dial, 6" Speaker withseparate 2 -Tube Recorder sc-amplifier and itching arrangement to record from radiostations, mike, or play and record 78 RPM phone recorders. This is the whole majesticWire Recording radio completely built, less cabinet. A terrific value, only 200 to sell.'This la the most radio wire recording merchandise we have ever offered for the money.You get Majestic Chanute, Wire recording and play back mechanism, X -tai Mike, 15 Min. ,Spool Wire, Crystal Pickup. Al] wiring is done. Just plug unit together and follow In-structions. Weight 30 lbs. Stock No. MAJ-R7. Net $49.95.

McGEE RADIO COMPANY
82

Order from This Ad. With Full Remit-
tance Include Postage or May Be Sent

Express Collect

1

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
HIGH FIDELITY

20-20,000 C.P.S.
SCOOP PRICE

$695 EACH

Why pay $20.00 orquality$30.00 for an out-put.
outputtransformer. Designed to

SupremeS and  fidelity
push-pull plates (2-8L8. 2-6V6. or2-8AQ5) class AB, to 4-8-15-250 and500 ohm; with 1017 feedback IndioHoused In compound filled case: 37/2x41x3". Actual net weight, 6 lbs. If you wanthe best quality from your audio system,

order this transformer. Response essential-
ly fiat from 20 to 20,000 cycles. We havetried several high fidelity outputs In ourlab and find this to be the best value.
Even though your amplifier only puts out
10 or 15 watts. this 34 watt job is whatyou should have. Connecting instruction.
weightare

furnished.
lbs. Nett price $6.

A-403, shipping
95

Our Leader Magnetic Tape Recorder
$250 List -Net 5149.50

Magnetic tape recorder ofnationally knownmanufac-
turer, complete ready to op-erate. Ras AC transformer
type amplifier for recording
and playback. Housed In anattractive leatherette case, with micro-phone. Makes a 30 minute recording from

standard magnetic tape. Made to sell for$250.00 (let. MCGee'e scoop price 5149.50.Circular sent on request.

GENERAL ELECTRIC AND
WEBSTER VARIABLE

RELUCTANCE
N e w Webster car-
tridge with remov-able permanent
needle. Response is
second to none. Of-
fered with pream-plifier (8sc7) ready
wired and tested.
A scoop at $5.95 complete.
Webster MI-VR cartridge only. net..$4.41New General Electric V. R. cartridgeNo. RPX-040, with removable needle.Net . $5.55General Electric V. R. cartridge RPX-041,for micro -groove records. Net .55.85Our 6ac7 type preamplifier with eitherPRX-040 or PRX-041 cartridge. Net $7.95

HALLICRAFTERS S-56 $59.50

11 -TUBE FM AM 8 - TUBE FM : AMMODEL MODEL5-56 . 559.50 5.59 ..539.95
Hallicrafter 5-58, 11 Tube AM/FM Chassis(AFC on FM.) A regular $110.00 NetChassis. New factory Cartoned with tubes.Only a few seta left. Weight 25 lbs.Net $59.50.
500 Ohm to Voice Coll Speaker matching
Transformer 52.50.
Hallicrafter 8-59, 8 Tube AM/FM Receiver
Chassis. Has push-pull OK8 Audio. A realvalue while our 100 Chassis last. Weight16 lbs. With tubes. Net $39.95.500 Ohm to Voice Coll Speaker matching
Transformer $2.50.
Sppeeaker recommended for S56 A S -59 -

, 5.15X o[ A-50, advertised on thispage.

Tape Recorder Mechanism $59.50
Brush Magnetic taperecorder-playbackmechanism as used on the famous Br shrecorder. Furnished with a diagram of atape recorder. Weight 20 lbs. 30 minutespools of Scotch recording tape $2.50.

TELEVISION
CHASSIS

SCOOP $5,92
Farnsworth Television Chassis ModelGVZBO partially built up Chassis Size12x17. Has 17 Tube sockets and over150 small parts (Resister and CeramicCondensers) no coils or Transformers ortuning unit. Sweep and sync circuits areall partially wired up. This T.V. Chassisla Ideal for the student and experimenter.
Learn T.V. by building your own set usingthis chassis to start from. Furnished with 1948 regular $3.00 Supreme Publica-
tion. Television Manual, which has a com-plete schematic of this chassis es well as

pages of service information.
If you want to play with Television here Is
 chance to get started.
Farnsworth GVZ60 partially built up Chatt-els and 48 Supreme T.V. Manual all for
$5.95. o lude 82

postage for 10 lbs. GV28OChassi

SEND 25% DEPOSIT -BALANCE C.O.D.
1225 McGEE ST., KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
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N.U. POPULAR SIZES IN ELECTROLYTICS-25c UP e VOLUME CONTROLS 24c UP

SC TT AT CT T

:SALE! NATIONAL UNION
ORDER $100.00 WORTH OF N.U. COND.-TAKE 10°e OFF

100.000 FOR SALE AT OVER 1/2 SAVING. PLENTY OF EACH SIZE.
We bought the entire stock of National Union Electrolytics, Tubular By-passes. and Say -A -Shaft Volume Control..Stock up now while pickings are good. All National Union Condensers offered by us are late 1948 production by aNumber One builder of Electrolytics. Guaranteed by us for a period of one year. You must be satisfied with themerchandise we ship you. Order 81110.00 worth of these N. U. Condensers and take IOre off of price.

TYPE "AT" N.U. TUBULAR ELEC. ALUMINUM WITH SEALED ENDS
National Union Type AT Electrolytics. Housed in sealed metal tubes In spun -end cardboard
S every wi leads n Standard pckage of 10 condensers. Save over half. This isyourry day needOne-year guarantee.
AT 10 MFD.
AT 25 MFD.
AT 50 MFD.
AT10O MFD.

AT " MFD.
AT 10 MFD.
AT 25 hIFD.
AT 50 MFD.
AT100 MFD.

AT 4 MF'D.
AT 8 MFD.
AT 12 MFD.
AT 16 MFD.
AT 20 MFD.
AT 24 MFD.
AT 30 MFD.
AT 40 MFD.
AT 50 MFD.
AT 80 MFD.

AT 8 MFD.
AT 16 MFD.
AT 20 MFD.
AT 24 MFD.
AT 30 MFD.
AT 40 MFD.

25 Volt 11/16x13/4"
25 Volt 11/16x13/s"
25 Volt 11/16x13%25 Volt 11/16x13/4"

50 Volt
50 Volt
50 Volt
50 Volt
50 Volt

150 Volt
150 Volt
150 Volt
150 Volt
150 Volt
150 Volt
150 Volt
150 Volt
150 Volt
150 Volt

250 Volt
250 Volt
250 Volt
250 Volt
250 Volt
250 Volt

11 /16x13,8"
11/16513/4"
11/16.15/a"
11/16513/4"
11 /16x13/4"

11 /16x13/4"
I1 /16x13/4II/16.134"
11 /16x13/4"
11/16513/4"
13/16515/a"
13/16x13/4"
13/16513/4»13/l6xla4("
15 /16521/a"

11/16513/4"
13/16x13/4"
13/16513.4"
13/16x13/4"
15 /165100"
15/16.13/4"

1Sc
20e
20e
25c

10c
150
20c
20c
25c

IOe
15e
20c
25c

25e
30e
300

35e

25e
250
250
300
300

AT 4 MFD.
AT 8 MFD.
AT10 MFD.
ATI2 MFD.
AT16 MFD.
AT20 MFD.
AT3O MFD.
AT4O MFD.

AT16 MFD.

450 Volt 13/16513/4" 20c450 Volt 13/18x13/ " 30e450 Volt 13 /13/413/ " 30e450 Volt 15 /16521/2" 35c450 Volt 15 /16x21/ " 400450 Volt 15/16x21/4" 40c450 Volt 1-1 /16x21/4" 50e450 Volt 1-1/16525/4" 500
525 Volt 1-1/16.23/4" 450

DUAL SECTION COMMON NEO.
AT 8.8 MFD.
AT16-16 MFD.
AT20.20 MFD.
AT3O.30 MFD.
AT40.20 MFD.
AT40-40 MFD.
AT50.30 MFD.
AT50.50 MFD.
AT80-40 MFD.

150 Volt 13/16513/4" 20c150 Volt 13/16x13/4" 25c
150 Volt 13 /1651a/s. 300150 Volt 15/16521/s" 35cISO Volt 15/16x21/4" 35c150 Volt 15/16x21/4" 40c
150 Volt 15/18X21/4" 50e150 Volt 15/16521/4" 550150 Volt 1-1/16521/." 60c

AT 4-4 MFD. 450 Volt 15/16521/s" 25cAT 8.8 MFD. 450 Volt 15/16521/4" 40cATIO.10 MFD. 450 Volt 15/16521/4" 40cAT 8.16 MFD. 450 Volt 1-1/16523/4" 45c
ATI6.16 MFD. 450 Volt 1.1 /16525/." 50c
AT2O.20 MFD. 450 Volt I -1/16x2544" 60c

TYPE '"CT" ELECTROLYTICS
DUAL TUBULAR BANKS

Notional Union Type CT Cardboard tubular
with wax seal and mounting strap. Flex.lble leads. Individually cartoned in greenN.U. boxes. A red hot value at over 1/
saving. One-year guarantee.
CT16.16 MFD. 150 Volt 3/4523/4"CT2O.20 MFD. 150 Volt 7/nx23/4"CT3O-30 MFD. 150 Volt
CT40-20 MFD. 150 Volt x23/8"CT40-40 MFD. 150 Volt x234CT50.30 MFD. 150 Volt 525/."
CT80-40 MFD. 150 Volt x23,'4"

DUAL SECTION 4- EADS10-16 MED. 150 Volt 2%"20.20 AMFG. ISO Volt 1.23/5..

25e
30e

35c
40e
500
60c

30e
350

N.U. 600 -VOLT TUB. BY-PASSES
National Union attractive green paper 600
Volt Tubular Condensers. Super sealed. wax
filled, rigid tinned leads. Save 2,/ on these.All 1 -year guarantee. Order 100 assorted,you pick sise. for $6.95.
T.001 MFD. 800 Volt 3/851-3/16" SeT.002 MFD. 800 Volt 3/8x1.3/16" 5cT.006 MFD. 600 Volt 3/8x1.3/16" SeT.03 MFD. 600 Volt 7 /18x1-5 /8" 8eT.04 MFD. 600 Volt 1/251-5/8" 65T.1 MFD. 600 Volt 5/8x1-3/4" ReT.25 MFD. 600 Volt 3 /4x2" 10cT.50 MFD. 600 Volt 1x2" 150

N.U. THREAD MOUNT ALUMINUM
CAN TYPE SC

National Union 'TI pe SC-SCN-SCS Upright
Aluminum Can Condensers. With pal nut
mounting. Flexible insulated leads. Indi-
vidually cartoned in green N.U. boxes. Saveover half un this. One-year guarantee.
SC 4 MFD.
SC 8 MFD.
SCI2 MFD.
SC18 MFD.
SC20 MFD.
SC30 MFD.
SC40 MFD.
SC 8 MFD.
8C16 MFD.

450 Volt
450 Volt
450 Volt
450 Volt
450 Volt
450 Volt
450 Volt
525 Volt
525 Volt

SY4x3l"
ry$44x33/s
3/tx31/4"
Ws 53 1/s 

aayy x33/s" 25e
5/4x31/4"

350
40c
450

500
500

3/4x31/4" 80e
SC 4 MFD. 800 Volt 3/40(31//qq
SC 8 MFD. 600 Volt 3/4x33/4"
SC12 MFD. 600 Volt
$C18 MFD. 600 Volt 5%4x31/4"

SCN-DUAL-COMMON NEG.
SCN 8.8 MFD. 450 Volt 13/4s31/4"
SCN 8.16 MFD. 450 Volt 13/4x31/4"
SCNI6.16 MFD. 450 Volt 13/453 "
SCN20.20 MFD. 450 Volt 13/4z:31/4"

SCS DUAL FOUR LEADS
SCS 8.8 MFD. 450 Volt 13/4x31/4"SCS 8.16 MFD. 450 Volt 1 x31/4"
SCS16.16 MFD. 450 Volt 1 531/4"
SCS2O-20 MFD. 450 Volt 13/4531/s"

350
600
70c
eOc

50c
55c

70e

500
SSe
60c
70c

NATIONAL UNION ALUMINUM CAN "TWIST TAB" TYPE TTNational Union Type TT Electroly lie Condensers. Aluminum can F.I'. type Twist Tab
Each
mounting commonsuppliednive

with IndedbakeÍjte
ainsulatingIndividually cartoned in green N.U. laxes.

Save over half on ese. All sizes and one-year pinte and I metal grounding plate.
arantee.TT 100 MFD. 25 Volt 1x2-1 /I6" 190 TT 40.40 MFD. 150 VoltTT 250 MFD. 25 Volt 152-1/16" 190 25 MFD. 25 Volt 1x2.9/16" 40cTT 10 MFD. 450 Volt 152-1/16" 250 TT 20.20-40 MFD. 150 Volt 1x2.9/16" 5OcTT 20 MFD. 450 Volt 152-1 /16" 30e TT 40.40.20 MFD. 150 Volt 1x2.9/16" 60cTT 30 MFD. 450 Volt 1531/4" 400 TT 40.40-40 MFD. 150 Volt 1x31,4," 60eTT 40 MFD. 450 Volt 1x31/g" 50e TT 50.50 MFD. 150 VoltTT 80 MFD. 450 Volt 13/453" 600 25 MFD. 25 Volt 1x2-9/16" 50cTT 20-20 MFD. 150 Volt 152-1 /16" 300 TT 80-40 MFD. 150 VoltTT 40.20 MFD. 150 Volt 1.2-1/16" 35e 25 MFD. 25 Volt 1x33/4" 600TT 40-40 MFD. 150 Volt 102-1 /16" 400 TT 10.10 MFD. 450 VoltTT 50-30 MFD. 150 Volt 152-1/16" 450 20 MFD. 25 Volt 1x33/4" 50cTT 50-50 MFD. 150 Volt 152-1/16" 50e TT 10.10-10 MFD. 450 Volt 1x33/4" 60cTT 80-40 MFD. 150 Volt 1533/4" 600 TT 16.16-16 MFD. 450 Volt 13/4 .3" 650TT 10-10 MFD. 450 Volt 152-196"/1 40c TT 20.20-20 MFD. 450 Volt 13/x3" 65eTT 16-16 MFD. 450 Volt 45e TT I0-10-10 MFD 450 VoltTT 211-211 MFD. 450 Volt 1 x33 a" 500 20 MFD- 25 Volt 13/.52" 700TT 411.40 MFG. 4511 Volt 13/5x.1" 60c TT 10-10-10-1): MFD. .150V I:Iwx'_" 70cME - -

CRYSTAL CARTRIDGES

Astatie MLP-1 $1.39, 10 for $12.50
Astatie MLI'-1 Cartridge with permanent

needle. This model used On many
belai equipped changers. Priced at

owe cost f needle. $1.39; 10 for
$12.50.
Astatic MI.P-2. saute as MI.Pl, only later
model with OT needle. Nu surface noise.
Sale price. $1.95.
Astatie NJ -Nylon cartridge with rma-
ent, but changeable needle, $3.29.

Astatie QT 3-M cartridge 93th silentneedle response to 10.000 CPS. Reg.$8.40 List. Scoop price. $3.29.
Shure TN305 or T0305 Cartridges with
needle. $2.49.
Astatie I.rM Cartridge with needle. Scoop
price. $2.49.
Plastic arm with 3 V. cartridge. $1.95.Complete arm with 3t/ V. cartridge.
$2.29.
Complete arm with IV. cartridge. $2.29.
L.P. micro -groove arm with need 1 e.
$3.95.
Webster M1 Variable Reluctance Cart-idge. Swell size with replaceable needle,
$4.41.r~ - - - - - - ~ - - -

CRESCENT DELUXE
CHANGER ONLY

$14.95

m

al t Deluxe 78 RPM Auto-
matic Changer with shore cartridge. Shuts
off on last record. Base size 111/45131/2".Deep maroon finish. Weight 11 lbs.Scoop price....... ... .... $14.95Aero 78 RPM Automatic Changer with Q.T.
Cartridge and needle. Base size
Two for Scoop price $12.95. $24.95
VIM -800 78 RPM Automatic Changer. Base
size 131/2x14". A wonderful buy at$12.95. Two for $24.95Farnsworth 78 RPM 2 -Post Automatic
Changer with new variable reluctance

95
VM.400 78 RPM Automatic Changtridge.

Net
er. In-termixes 10" and 12" records. Space re-quired 121/4x13". A Scoop at only 519.95

LTrriplP os 78 RPM Seeburg Automaticeer Super conetruction. Intermixes10" and 12" record.. Base size 141/ x14".
Popular Detroit. Changer 12.95General Instrument 78 RPM Automatic
Changer. A fine small changer. Base size
103/2"512". Net $14.95Leatherette made to fit bases for any of
the above changers 51.95 each.

WEBSTER DUAL -SPEED
World famous Webster Chicago model 256
dual speed automatic record canger forthe regular 78RPM records or the new
with. needled mounted in standam fw or kfipof the wrist change. Base size 14x14".

eiafaÑ famous tilt -o -mat[. model.lbs. $153Webster model 24(1 dual speed automatic
changer is a fine changer at a lower priceand also requires less space. Weight 15lbs. Net $28.36

WE HAVE 'EM, $1.39 AND UP
EVERY XTAL GUARANTEED
3 Cartridges -95% Off Your Need

$1.79 Each, 10 for $15.00
Astatie L-40 or equal, with rest clip. re-
places the following: 1.41, L-75. Webster
C-5. E-9. F-3. N-3, N5, or N7. $1.79each: 10 for $15.00.
Astatie L-70 or equal, with rest clip. Re-
places the following: L22. L-26, L-27.
L-71, L-76 or Shure, P-88, P-89, W-40,
W-59 or Webster, 1X6, 1X2, N-4. E-4.
etc. $1.79 each; 10 for $15.00.
Astatie L-72 or equal, with rest clip. Re-
places the following: L24, L-46. Shure
P-89 and Webster- NIOP5 a 3 Volt Out -
but that will drive single tale record
players and put extra power In any play -The most universal crystal built.$1.79 each: 10 for $15.00.
CALTRON Y.R. CARTRIDGE. $2.95
Caltron Variable Reluctance Standardsize cartridge as sed in broadcast sta-tions. Has permanent needle. A $15.110cartridge for only $2.95.
GE Variable Reluctance Cartridge RPN-
040 with replaceable needle $5.85.
GE RI'N-041 I Mill Micro -Groove 55.85.... - - - - - M - - _ .

UNIVERSAL OUTPUTS. 75c
4 Watt Single Plate Univer-

sal to VC 59c4 Watt P.C P. Plate Univer-
sal 75e8 Watt P. P. Plate Univer-
sal to VC

.
950

12 att P. P. Plate Univer-
sal to VC ... .. $1.25

100 Assorted l/4, 1/a, and
1 Watt Resistors. All ina- ulated d ended. Low
Ohm to i0 Meg. 100 for
$1.49.

ICF UNIVERSAL AC -DC LINE C01tfr 2.008 Foot G. E. E. lC AC Cord.Cords for 2.0081/z Foot G. E. Plastic AC Cords
10 for 1.5050 Mill AC-DCChokes .39Small Plastic able Cable. Per Ft

Heldon Mike Cable, best quality. Sc Per Ft.
SELDOM 100 WATT IRON, $1.95

Radio Servicing, Standard 100 Watt
Soldering Iron. $4.00 Value Net, $1.95

G.I. RM-4, $5.95
General Industries RM.4heavy duty phone motor
with T.T. 78 RPM
Scoop price $5.95Deluxe quality 78 RPMphone motor with T.T. $2.95Dual speed phon° motor 331/!.4 or 78 Reg.$11.00 list,

$1.2955
Scoop -Replacement horn, motor fits 9002eof all changers. A scoop at only $1.29 ea.

WEBSTER "56," $19.95
Brand new Webster 58 Record Changers
with Crystal Cartridge of Norman output
Voltage. These are new changers but havebeen ` emoved from n radios to be re-placed with dual speed regu-lar A Rular $26.66 dealers net item offered for

1 $19.95.
Webster 50 Changer with Caltron V.R.Cartridge. ,Use sailie preamp as G. E.1

elm- 7.0 t =Ill at 522.95.

NU 5M -A
NU IOM -B
NU 25M -A
NU 50M -B
NU 100M -B
NU 250M -TX
NIT 500M -TX

100 N.U. SAV-ASHAFT $2995
National Union Say -A -Shaft Volume Controls. A regular $1.25 Hat item
all individually cartoned with instructions. Every size Control I. equipped
with an off -on switch which may be used by pulling small tab. TheseControls are handy as most of you radio service men know. For replace-
ment merely saw off old Volume Control Shaft and drive into the Na-tional Union SvAShaft coupling. Pick the sizes you want at thesedollar saving prices or just order one hundred, as we assort them for
only $29.95.
5,000 OHM

10,000 OHM
25,000 OHM
50.000 OHM

100,000 OHM
250,000 OHM Tapped
500.000 OHM Tapped

240
24e
240
290
29c
290
39e

NU 1 MEG-TX 1 MEG OHM Tapped 39e
NU 2 MEG-TX 2 MEG OHM Tapped 39e
NU 500M -CB 500 MEG 39c
100 National Union Controls $29.95. As-sorted as follows: 25 of the 1st 3 Types.25 of the 2nd 3 Types, and 50 of the last4 Types.

Mc GEE RADIO COMPANY

SAVE 1/2 ON THESE "NAME BRAND" COND.
CAN TYPES -TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS

ELECTROLYTICS
UPRIGHT

ALUMINUM CANS
Save halt on these genuine aluminum can
upright screw mounting. Fresh Stock Oneyear guarantee.
RS213 8 mfd. 450V. 1 x2%" $0.49RS215 12 mfd. 450V. 1 x2%" .54ItS223 30 mfd. 450V, 1%x3" .59
RS262 8x8 mrd. 450V. 11%x3%" .59

r-

4'
All latest production 600 volt tubulars
Branded by their makers as type T.P.
Buy 100 assorted for only $6.95-8 cents
each In smaller quantities. .04, .06, .02,
.004, .006, .008.
16011 volt rated for the
buffers. .002, .02, .04,
for $1.29.

Nationally
Famous

600 Volt Tubular*

tough job or auto
.05, 15c each; 10

Solar Wet Electrolytics
Genuine solar Screw Mounting Wet Elec-
trolytics. Latest 1948 production. Use So-
lar wets when you want a filter for those
Laugh jobs.
8 mfd. 500 Volt wet. Solar $0.87

16 mfd. 500 Volt wet. Solar 1.23
20 mfd. 500 Volt wet. Solar 1.328 nifd. 600 Volt wet. Solar 1.32
15 mfd. 600 Volt wet. Solar 1.80

PHILCO
Dynamic Mike

Regular $26.50 list Philco HighImp Dynamic Mike and Cable.Same as Electrovoice Model 605.
Net $9.95.
33X Crystal Mike with 20 Ft. of
Cable. Net $10.95.

33D High Frequency Dynamic Mike with
20 Ft. of Cable. Net $12.95.
Crystal Recording Mike with Desk Stand
$4.95.

95

STANDARD 4 -PRONG VIB., $1.29
Standard Auto replacement heavy duty
regular aiz,. $1.29 each, l0 for $11.95.

Every Vibrator G teed
Best Values in U. S

Replacement sync vibrator unit $0.99Standard 5 prong sync vibrator 1.496 prong, reversible sync vibrator 1.997 prong reversible sync vibrator 1.997 prong, 2 volt G.E. vibrator 1.994 prong, off -set Delco vibrator 1.495 prong sync vibrator 1.494 prong vibrator for Ford 1.49

Orde Pram This Ad -
With Fall Remittance Include Postage

or May a Sent Exp Collect

& BYPASSES
ELECTR OLYTICS

EVERY DAY
REPLACEMENTS

Type T('S Aluminum tubes with paper
insulating tubes. Separate sections with
lugs. Buy a good supply of these at over
half off, Fresh stock. One year guar-
antee.
TCS45 20x20 mfd. 150V. 1x2%"..$0.39
'FCS47 30x30 mfd. 150V. lx2%".. .44
TCS48 40x40 mfd. 150V. 1x20,6".. .49
TCS52 10x30 mfd. 250V. 1x2%".. .29
TCS55 20x20 mfd. 250V. 1x2%".. .34
TCS71 8x8 mfd. 450V. 1x246".... .49
TCS74 15015 mfd. 450V. 1x236".. .59

Type TCD Dual with Common Neg. and
3" Leads.
TCD55 20x20 mfd. 250V. 1x2" $0.34
TCD52 10x10 mrd. 250V, lx2" .29
TCD65 20x20 mfd. 350V. 1x3" .34

ST, 2N. 3S, 4S. Cardboard Tubes, Mal-
lory Ituilt, with metal tabs for vertically
or under chassis mounting. Fresh Stock.
One year guarantee.
8T595 8 mfd. 450V. %tat/2" $0.29
ST597 16 mfd. 450V. lx23/4" .39
ST590 20 mfd. 450V. 1x23/4" .44
ST599 30 mfd. 450V. 1x3%" .49
2N509 20x20 mfd. 150V. 7/4x2%"
2N518 808 mfd. 450V, 112%" .49
28556 30x30 mfd. 150V. 1x2%" ,44
3N533 30x30 mfd. 150V, 20x25V .54
35579 8x8 mfd. 450V. 20x25V.

1ttx2v/a" .54
35584 8x1 xxO mfd. 450V,

.69
45718 800 turd. 450V. 10x10"

25V. 1%x2%" .59

15P.M.

fi Lb.
Map.
Jensen

A 15 PM. A fine 15
Inch Permanent
Magnet Speaker.
Heralded by some
connoisseurs of One
musical reproduction

as the world's finest speaker. Brand new
original cartons. 6 Pound Alnico 3 Mag-
net. 11/2 Inch S Ohm Voice Coil_ One
piece molded cone made by Jensen. A
regular $55.00 list price for only $26.95.
Tun for $50.00. \V,ight 22 Ihs.

SEND 25% DEPOSIT -BALANCE SENT C.O.D.
1225 McGEE ST.. KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

May, 1949 83



NOW...
ONE MAN

ALONE

CAN ORIENT A TV
ANTENNA QUICKER

and BETTER!

with the New

SIMPSON
TVa~a

Simpson Model 351 is a ruggedly
built pocket size meter which connects to the
.video input of the cathode ray tube in a tele-
vision receiver. By an extension cord it is
carried to the antenna site. With a test pat-
tern tuned in on the area's weakest station,
the antenna is simply rotated for maximum
deflection of the TV Antenna Compass! Iden-
tifies ghosts, too. Much more accurate than
the old-fashioned method-and one man does
it in one-third the time two men used to
take! Dealer's net price only $16.35. Your
Parts Jobber has them NOW.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY
5400.11 WEST KINZIE STREET

CHICAGO 44, ILLINOIS
Ito Canada:

Bach -Simpson Ltd., London, Ontario

8I

EYESTRAIN A New

Video Hazard
Ely W. S. tiTH WART

TV Ed., "International Photographer"

TV manufacturers must help eliminate this eery
real threat lo television's entertainment role.

AMOUNTING number of tele-
vision fans are finding that
their favorite entertainment

medium is causing them considerable
grief in the form of eyestrain.

One factor contributing to this situ-
ation is the viewing of television
screens in totally darkened rooms.
This practice puts a severe strain on
even normal eyes. Many optometrists
recently have pointed out that alter-
nate shifting of the eyes between a
relatively bright television screen and
an adjacent area of total darkness
places an abnormal load upon the
light accommodating mechanism of
the eye.

One of the foremost reasons for
dark room television viewing is the
poor judgment used in cabinet design
by many of the television manufac-
turers.

Too many TV cabinets employ high-
ly reflective materials to mask the
television screen.

Materials such as highly polished
wood and brass, chrome and plastic
trim and excessively large areas of
polished plate glass surrounding the
picture area provide sources of in-
tense specular reflections from even
subdued room lights or window light.

Some television cabinet designs are
so poor that distracting specular re-
flections from the picture tube light
itself are bounced into the observers'
eyes from the picture area masking
material. The latter situation is espe-
cially bad when the picture frame has
an inside bevel.

Thus, the predominating tendency
of television set owners to view their
TV in total darkness is encouraged
by the fallacies of picture -masking
techniques on the part of the televi-
sion manufacturers.

It may not be true, but the evidence
seems to point to a professional, obsti-
nate, and incongruous jealousy be-
tween the radio -television and motion
picture industries.

The motion picture industry and al-
lied photographic and visual arts pro-
fessions have spent upwards of fifty
years in the study of picture viewing.

The gamut from pure scientific re-
search to empirically derived formu-
las, painstakingly developed over an
extended period, has determined

physiological and psychological medi-
ans and standards of practice which
are difficult to refute with respect to
picture viewing.

These decades of study have indi-
cated that a dark, matte surface
surrounding pictures of the transmit-
ted -light type provides the optimum
viewing condition.

It is difficult to comprehend upon
what premise the TV manufacturers,
relatively inexperienced in the visual
aspects of communication, proceed to
decorate picture -area borders with
shining gingerbread of brass, chrome,
and glittering plastic.

Some specular reflection is unavoid-
able due to the smooth glass surfaces
of the cathode-ray tube face and the
shatter -proof protective glass plate
covering the picture area.

Thus, since the necessary materials
involved in the actual presentation of
the picture to the viewer are inher-
ently reflective it seems to be ex-
tremely poor practice to aggravate
the dilemma by masking the picture
area with additional highly reflective
materials.

In view of the fact that many of
the spurious reflections from ambient
light sources can be eliminated by
obvious cabinet design treatments, it
seems that some effort should be made
in the direction of excluding the built-
in reflections from the polished sur-
faces of the cathode-ray tube face and
its protective glass plate.

A variation on one of the coated -
lens techniques, as applied to plane
glass surfaces, might lead to a solution
of the problem. Another solution
might be found in some type of very
light etching of the glass surfaces in-
volved to reduce the unwanted re-
flections without intolerable loss of
contrast range and definition.

Many suitable materials, from both
a decorative and utilitarian stand-
point, could be given matte finishes
to offer practically non -reflective sur-
faces for masking the picture area of
the television receiver.

The gain in consumer viewing com-
fort would constitute a definite contri-
bution to the television art and at the
same time eliminate a point of sales
resistance which may eventually as-
sume major proportions. ---

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS



Get Your Free

TABOGR M
Crammed wi h
Bargains Yo 'II

Never Again S e:

Write Now or
Phone WO 2.1230

***SPECIALS***
For Your Mobile Rig!
CITIZEN'S BAND ANTENNA

Threaded Coax
Terminal HIFreq
Insul 811v PI Cont
12" / 30cm AT1 /
APN2, AT5/ARR1
w/waterpf g a e k,3 for 31
BILSangEe.

For MO-
mtg-BRAND

NEW!PL259 for above..........350
CORD CD -277 6 PLUG PL -114

For Revrs BC -312-314.342-344
Fits Socket 10-4 BRAND 98$1.NEW O'Seas Pkgd .70

MUELLER TEST CLIP INSULATORS
Red & Black Pro. -20% Off Lots of 10
No. 13/Clip 11, No. 26/Clip 24.í1A.... Pair. 72s 24A.. ...Pair 26c
No.
21A

23/Clipair 21, No.
45C 47/Clip Pair 5 12e

494

ROTARY SWITCHES
Hvy Dty 111v PI Con-
tacts f.owLosslnsul, In-
dexing.
6 Deck 5 Pea 12-5pos

sw ea. deck equiv. DP5T) top&botspring cont. V shaft $1.494 Deck 7 Poe, Sekt, 8ekt&ON/OFFekt
Write For Completaft e Listin '

 $1y

5C456 Modulator As le
Less Tubes & Dyn ....98c
8C457 Xmtr As Is Less

Tubes $3.498C455 Revr 6-9 1 Mc,
Less Tubes & Dyn As
Is $4.95

POWER PACKS
Medium Power Kits

For Your Rig -110V 60
CyC.

25OVDC/60Ma,Fil 6.3V/4Ma USN500
VCT Xfmr HermSld HlVins Rect.Tube,
Electlytics,Choke,Data .$2.98
350VDC/125Ma,Flls 2x6.3V/2A,5V//2A
&115V/100Ma 1501 Wndg FED Tel/VSN
700VCT Xfmr HlVins H'Sld YYV3GT
rect.Eleggctlytics,Choke,Data

...$4.49Kits -110V 60 eye
XmXrf 11 p DDlyKit

00VCT/200Ma
Fil8.3V/4A 5V/3A,Rect TubeRK60,
Choke,0i1 Cndsr, Data $9.982400VDC HiV (2 Xfmrs) Plus 2x866A
recta&ackts &2x2mfd 2000Vrndarsl 2Hy
300ma Cod HlVins Choke $21.95

Sare Money with
PHOTOFLASH!

Replaces $2000 Worth of
Flash Bulbs

Write for complete data!
B ASIC PHOTOFLASH KIT - Complete
Pwr Supply Inel cndsrs,tuhes,xfmr,circ
diag,all tretns & PHOTOFLASH lamp
&reflector for 11 5 V AC. Only $29.95
STUDIO KIT -Famed Air Corps 1169
Set for 115VAC or battery w/2 lamps&
roils. A terrific buy at 353.95

PHOTOFLASH CONDENSERS -FILM
7mf/2500VDC/21.9 Watt.Sees,ea.$2.75

Five (109.5 Watt -Secs) for...12.50
18mt/600VAC/2800VDC Intermit. 6.95
15mf/330VAC/2000VDC intermit. 4.50
25mf/330VAC/2000VDC intermit. 7.95
16mmPAN5081m GSAP 54 rolls. 5.49

Xtal Diodes, Thermistors,
Varistor

1N34. $1.15; 2 for $2.20; 10for ......... $10.49
1N21,21A,22,23A, ea. $1.00.

1N23B.
for.ea.$2.75; l Ofor25.00

192113,1927 ...ea. 1.75; l Ofor 14.98
D168391 Therm Comp. $2 3for 5.00
D170396 HFpwr meas.90e 3for 2.50
IC Bulb Time Delay..900 3for 2.50
VARISTOR CW20259 Type 38C. 2.95
A 8 C

_ D COAXIAL
PLUGS &
SOCKETSIi11 I4'

A. 831R/S0239 Recept..350; 10/53.25
5. 831SPN/PL259A ..400; 10/ 3.75
Ai5 above 831R/SPN..700; 10/ 6.75C. AN3102.88-19 Plug..35c; 10/ 3.00
831H/M360 HOOD 11e; 10 for 1.00
D. M359 ANGLE adaptor,25c 10/ 1.98
10H702/46Q5335 Skt,.280 10/ 2.00
10H628/46RR5Y PLUG..25c 10/ 2.00
E. UG9U PLUG $1.08 10/10.00
E . 91.MC4M MIKE Amph35e 10/ 3.00
F. UG22U Panel Jack .11.45 10/12.50
VG 21/U PLUG $1.65 10/15.00
PL172 for SCR522Dyn..690 10/ 6.00
JONES 201 HF Pl&3kt..490 10/ 4.00

FUSES -HOLDERS
350; 1/s../s.1/2A.5e; 100/53.98
31.10: 1,1V....2,3,4,15,20 Amp.

Ea. 30; 100/$2.49
3A0 115.6161 10,20 Amp.

Ea. 7e; 100/55.95
4A5: BUSS1 OA.. 7e; 100/$5.95
4A0: 1/a. Vs A ..7c;100/$5.98

4AG: 3,5,10,15 Amp. 5e; 100/$3.96
4AG Blo-8151 3,10.15.20 Amp.Ea. 9e; 100/ 7.98
SAO: BUSS,Littelfuee5A.4e; 100/ 3.00
546: 35,80 Amp...Ea. 5e; 100/ 3.98
7AG: 0.2 A Littelfuse...90; 100/ 7.98
BAG: 1/32,2/10 A...Ea.Bo; 100/ 6.98

Non -Renewable Cartridge Fuses
Ferrule Mtd Fuses

Sim Amperes Each 1OFor
11/2"x13/32" 0.8,1,3,4,
die. 250 Volts 6,10,15 5e, 35c2"x9/18" die. 2,2.5,3,5,6
250 Volta 10,12,20 25 7c, 500
5"x13/16' 11/4,2,5,8
dia. 600 Volts Fusetrons 20e, $1.49
3"x13/32" 1 1 GE &

dig.."x 04 3o is BUssÁ g HVASS& 15e,
1.25

4d/a.
2500 Volts Littelfuse 250, 1.96
Non -Renewable. Ea. 10 For

35A BUSS ACL Fusetron..35e, 52.49
65, 100A Eagle Knife-Blade.35e, 2.49
IA BUSS Window -Plug ... 5c, .35
40A,80A Littelfuse 1235 or

BUSS HBR 80A 4c. .35
Telephone Grasshopper Fuses

90 volts W.E. 350/3A 90, .75
Renew 3A MonarchF-23/25OV25c. 2.00
RenCw 6A

LittelfuseG.E. 3024C/5000V25e,2.001//sA 2.00
HOLDER 1075 Littelfuse 200, 1.76

4CoeM e
2.50HOLDERWritemplte Fuse & Holder Lis

AMPLIFIER KITS -10 Watta HIFI
HIGH FIDELITY -Self -Balancing, Cath-
ode Follower circuit with perfect linear
response, phase Inverter, 2.2A3/6B4G

leas output
Xfmr. GT. Data, $14.95

SUPER HIGH-FIDELITY KIT -Incorporates ALL -ELEC-
TRONIC stage for use with GE/Pickering, etc. var. re-
luctance magnetic & xtal pickups & mike, PLUS
ELECTRONIC BASS & HI-FREQ TONE BOOST TUBE
CKT, Self -balancing cath foil, phase inv. 2A3/6B4GPP,
4 other stages, lees outpt,Xmfr............ .............. $24L.95.717
RCA AUDIO AMP CHASSIS for above kite. 9 Amphe-

1 sckts incl 6 octal. 3 lnpts. cutout for pwr xfmr &
choke. Marked for 2mic, vol, tone, fuse, 7 tube.,
spkr. Complete with 3 FP triple sect elactrolytics.

HI Dicey Xtal Frequency Standards
81.95Kc .$1.98100Kc ,. 5.98200Kc ., 3.98
5001Cc .,12.98

10001(c, usable
BC221..32.95

4700Kc.. .985000Kc.. 3.98

CRYSTALS - Mtd htr Ovens HI
Accccyy Stablllty 5010, 5025,
SOSSKc, ea. $14.98

FT243 Mid-Wr Com
plete Listing of Frequenciesite Availabforle,-

11/4 Meter Butterfly Cndsr
30 mmf w/RP tank A choke.

6PECIAL, 76e; 2 for $1.25

1A4 ..$ 1.26
1A7GT .55
1B3/8016 .98
1821/471 2.95
1)323 ... 4.90
1B24 ... 4.89
1927 ... 4.98
106 .... 1.26
1D5GP .. 1.25
11.N5 . .75
1N5GT .. .69

1P52A4GT
1.008

2E122/G1.559 .73
2C22/7193 .18
2C28 ... .592C40 ... 1.49
2C43/464A 6.98
2C44 ... 1.69
2C46/

2C438.. 6.98
2D21 ... 1.20
2E25/HY85 2.48
2321 .... 11.982J31 .... 9.95
2333 .... 14.50
2334 .... 18.95
2348 .... 45.002350 .... 45.002K29 ... 6.982X2 .... .49
3A5 1.20
3B7/1291 .95
3624 ... 1.29
3C23 2.48
3D6 /1 299 .85
3E29/8290 3.85
3JP12 2.95
4027/201 2.49
4J47 ... . 45.00
5.129 . 17.98
.5R4GY .. 1.25
5T4 .. 1.15
5U4G ... .89
5W4 .87
5Y313T .. .38

8ÁH7/1853 .84

6AC7 ..$ 0.69
CAOS .. .67
6AG7 .. 1.05
65H6 .. .98
6AJ5 . .. .98
8AK5 .. .87
GALS .. .79
6AS6 .. 1.79
CATO .. .49
6980 .. 1.08
BBAB .. .59
613E8 .. .59
8C4 . .. .27
6C6 . .71
6C5G .... 1.68
BES .71
6F6/1613 .69

635 GT... .56636 ..... .89
6K5GT.. .86
6K6GT .. .696K70 ... .64

.86

.89
6L7 .75

OPIO
6N7

.94
//1633 .85

..
8SA7GT.. .49

6SH7 ... .69

6SL7QT . .94
6SN7GT . .69
6U5/6G5. .81

6V6GT . .69
BXSGT . .58

T6Z77G . . 1.23
7A4 .70
7C4/1203Á .49
77HP 71201

75
7L7 .... .86
7V7 . .. 1.04
9-3 Ballast .5910...... .67
10.4B Bel .59

SNOOPERSCOPE INFRARED
Image -Converter
Tube HlSensitiv-
ity simplified de-
sign 2" die. Wil.
l e m l t e screen.
350 lines/inch.
Complete data &
Tube.

$8.98
2 for $14.96

866A Combination Tubes Sock -
872A

etsCombination
Tubes Sock-$

6.98

eta Xmfr -
12.95

VIBRAPACKS
6VDC in `25V/110ma

PEChgr157Sp r Bat&
p/o SCR

593 & Spkr. . 5.98
12VDC trt 190V/

out ut . 3.49
PP/18AR lnpt 12.

13V out 24VDC 6.95
DYN 6V1n/240Vout/lOOma or 12&

24Vin/.,OOV/SOma; PM New USN.$
DYN 28Vin/540VOut/250ma UsedLN
DYN 12&24V1n/275V/11OmaP'Mag
PE94A,SemeAbove plus Fltrs&Start
V'Reg SOLA In92/138V, Out 115V/

26.V'Reg

1AG.E. 577.O3cyc/.78KVA
lES.00

80%PF/95.130 line volts, 113/
115/117VoutUsed $54,BrandNEW. 79.00

V'Reg SOLA In 105-125V6Ocyc,
Out 115V,/80Watt NEW ....... 16.95

V'Reg RAYTHEON In 95-130V60
eye. it svisowatte

V'Reg EL 115/220Vin, l 5Vout/
10.85

350Watts Cont Hvy Dty 39.95

Outstanding Values, All Types
10Y ....5 0.60
12A8 . .23
12AH7GT. .87
12C8 .. .39
12SA7GT. .64
12807 .. .69
12837 .. .64
12SL7GT. .86
13.4 Ballast .59
20-4 Ballast .59
24G/3C24 .69
25Z5 ... .53
28D7 ... .39
37 .78
41 .58
45VT

/52 . .45

88/624 . 1.72
205B/VT2 1.98

. .89
215A . . .25

250TH . 19.49
250TL . 14.95
304TH . 5.95
304TL . 1.98
327A . . 4.90
350 .. . 1.89
371B . . .85
380A . . .79
3S8Á .40
446 /2C40 .75
450TH 18.98
527 4.75
534/VTI27A 2.45
705A/8021 2.25
710A/8011 2.75
722A/287A 9.95

723AB 7.49
503 7.95

807 1.15
813 6.95

SPECIALS! Popular HemsA)
5M1d 600VDC oil cond & brackets 690 @ 2 for $0.98

B) JACK telephone W.E. type 30c IRp 4 for 1.00
C) 2Mfd330VAC/1000WVDC 4ºe@-3 for 1.00

MICA CONDENSERS
Fig. Mfd WVDC Each Fig. Mid WVDC Each
E .000038 600 50.20 D .006 600 $0.25
D .0001 600 .20 E .0062 1200 .40
E .0001 600 .20 E .0068 1200 .45
D .00025 600 .20 D .008 600 .25
D .0003 600 .20 E .01
E .0004 2500 .35 D .01
E .00047 2500 .35 D .O1
E .0005 1200 .35 E .01
E .00055 600 .30 E .01

E .00085
2500
600 .20 E .015

D .001 500 .20 E .015
D .001 750 .20 E .02
E .0012 600 .20 E .02
E .002 2500 .75 D .02
E .003 600 .25 D .026
D .003 2500 .70 D .03
E .0038 2500 .75 E .03
D .0039 2500 .85 E .03
E .0043 2500 .95 E .033
D .005 600 .30 E .033
E .005 800 .30 D .043
E .005 2500 .95 E .05
E .005 3000 1.25 D .05
E 0051 1200 .35
F) G.E. Interlock Safety Switch 59c@ 2 for .98
G) BARRIER STRIPS --Jones, Burke G.E., etc. All

types & aloes -Specify. Write for prices.
H) TUBE CLAMP Birtcher, 5 for 1.00
I) COUNTER, Veeder Root, 85c@@ 2 for 1.49
J1 JACK Phone Plug PL88, 18e @ 7 for 1.00
K) JACK Phone Plug PL55. 180 (@5 7 for 1.00
L) JACK Phone Plug 3 Con PL55. 20<@ 6 for 1.00

HI Volt Vacuum Cond
A) S0mmf/7500V ..33.29, 2 for $1.98
S0mmf/20KV Jennings . 6.95

VACUUM TUBE CARTONS
Miniature Type, 100 for $0.95
O T 0 100for $1.19: o

100 1.70

DEPT.SRN, SIX CHURCH

600
1200
1200
2500
1200
2500
600
350
600
600
500
600
600

1200
600

1200
600
600
600

.30

.60

.60
1.25
.65

1.30
.33
.45
.45
.65
.98
.98

1.45
.98

1.90
1.65
1.90
1.90

814 ..5 2.98 9001 ...8 0.39
816 .. 1.10 9003 ... .49826

.61
832 .. 2.45 CIA A.... 9.95
836 .. 1.12 C8A .... 12.95
851 .. 16.95 C63 4.95
880 .. 1.97 CKI005 .. .35
861 .. 11.90 CRD72 .. 1.85
865 1.00 FG17 ... 2.98
872A .. 2.45 FG27A 9.90
885 .. .7S GL434 .. 7.95'
905 .. 4.89 GL534/
930 .. .89 1921.. 1.95
u31Á .. 3.95 RF200/
954 .. .33 460 11.96
955 .. .40 0Y115/145 .89
957 .33 HY615 .35
1294 /1R4 1.04 L62A Ballast .59
1614 1.50 P322/CE1C 1.49
1619 .. .39 P323/868. 1.85
1625 .. .39 ROSA .98
1626 .. .45 REL36/834 .98
1629 .58 VR90 . . .74
1841 /RK60 .75 VR92 . . .23
2050 ... .67 VR105 . .74
2051 .. .56 VRI50 .90
0653UX .. .69 WL468 6.98
8012A .. 1.49 WL531 9.95
8013A .. 3.95 WL632 8.98
8020 3.49
Tubes Gtd Use Open Fil i Breakage

3111P1CATHODE RAY TUBES
5 1.49

3CP1/1808P1 2.79
3EP1/1808P1 3.49
5BP1/5GPI 1.95
56P4 ,

3.95
5CP1 2.98

12.95
5FP5/1812P5 6.49
55FP7/1812P7, $1.49; 2 for 2.75

6.49
9 P7/9MP7 13.989.959LP17, 32.69; 2 for 4.98
12DP7G.E.MagnDefl TV&

data. $14.93 2for$27.50;
10 for . ... .130.00

CR Tubes Gtd Only Shpg Via R'Exp

SELSYNS
2.1101 with DATA
24V or 110V 60
eye AC Used Test -

$1.49TWOfor..
HIPwr. Var. Ant. Netwk. 1001A

1 KW HF RF
1.5 - 7 Me's
ConvertibleRlFregs AG O L DMINE" of
BRAND NEW
PARTS M e -
t e r , Dials.
Ribbon Coll,
CtC.

Dmgdoil Form.Write
Data $8.95

PRECISION RESISTORS
We ship types in stock.
0.116 to 95000 ohms.30e; 10/5 2.50
100.000 to 950,000 ohms, Ea.40e; 10 for.. ............ 3.50
lOOK to 900K ohms...400' 10/ 3.50
Any Size above. Each..7e;

10 for .... 7.50
1 MEGOHM/MFC1O5/1/2% ac-

curacy JAN -R29 $1.98; 6 for 10.0
30 /20 Watts/

25 KV31.96;8 for 10.0
50 MEGOHMS/IRC MVE8/25W/

40KV/w/mtg $1.98; 6 for 10.00
20 MEGOHMS/Type2 JAN -R29/

1/2% acey 29.95
RCA UNIV

OUTPT XFMR
c1y0e Watts -100 to 10.000

ottedMatches

Spkrw/Volice Cols
f 3 to 4 or 15 ohms to

s

ANY Tube or Line bet

6&á0240n $1.89
HICaln Dyn
Mike Xfmr

UTC/SuperElec 3wdg 600CT&
4000ohms tapped 250&150
ohms. Fully Shielded .
Herm 814S far.. .56e; 10 for.. 54.50

THAT'S
A
BUY

ST. NEW YORK 6, N.Y., U.S.A.. CORNER CHURCH LIBERTY

Just Recd-RM29A Cootrel
Unit -Complete.
Self -ContainedIncl Ringer
Circuit. 3 -Posi-tion locking
t y p e selectorIrpovides 3

e of traffic:onitor
or

rect Radio Con-
trol or as a Tele- $8.95Phone. BRAND NEW. t5 J
Pair (two) for $15.85

84 Year FLASHER
Indispensable for Car
r Boat. Neon Bulb

Flashes Brilliantly in
Dark. Works four (4)
yeg w without

servic-
ing ..$1.98

SIREN TYPE
FOG HORN

USN, NEW.
Operates 24
VACDC. Will
work on 3
Volts. AD-
JUST ABLE
for Photocell
or BURGLARAlarms,

SPECIAL $2.98
BELL 115VACDC Holtaer Ca-
bot, New Adjustable 51.28

Xfmrs-115V/60 eye input
7500 or 15000V'Dou-

bler/35ma $15.95
10800VCT or 21000V

DBLR/95ma 19.95
TV Xfmr 2500V/lOma,

2.5V/1.75A, 6.3V/6A 8.95
10V/8A/I2KV 8.95
500VCT/6Oma,6.3V/4A 1.49
5V/115Amp. 12.95
1200VCT/30Oma 6.95
2.5V/10A/10KV 4.49
2.5V/2A HlVins 790;

10/56.98 100/ 59.00
12.6V/1.5A Herm Csd

51.49: 2/ 2.79
6.3V/3Á .89Isolation Xmfr 115 to

115 Volts/150 Watt. 2.98
RELAYS -Famous Makes

CLARE A -12280/115V.
GOcy/3SPDT&3SPNC $2.98

CLARE Octal based 115
VAC/DPNC&SPNO .. 3.98

S'DUNN 32AXXI0 Reset
&o' load 1 Oma& 1 15 V AC 4.98

S'DUNN 17AXX109/115
VAC/SPNO/6to3OA ets 1.98

LEACH 115VAC/DPDT/
10Amp Contacts 1.98

A Bradley 702/110VAC/
3PSTD 'bk 25 Amp.. 3.98

Potter&B 115VAC/DPNO/
BAcontacta 1.79

KIT SILVER & MICA
CONDSRS 50for 52.00

KIT SILVER MICA CON-
DSRS .30for 1.50

KIT CONTROLS 50.2
meg POTS....10for 2.00

KIT RESISTORS Vyya&l
W/5oto2me 1O01cr 2.50

KIT VITREOUS WW
RESISTORS .. 2015, 1.00KIT SOCKETS ASSTD
(8-7-5-4P) 2S/5r 2.49

KIT POWER RHEOS.
25&SOWett .. .Cfor 3.49

KIT ROTARY SWITCH.
ES ASSTD ...6for 1.75

IT G&P Tube Caps ga.
1.49
1.00

KIT IRON CORE SLUG
& SCREW ..SOfor 1.00

KIT ELASTIC STOP
NUTS ASST SOfor 1.00

KIT LUGS LARGE RA-
DIO Elee Type 100/or 1.00

KIT LUG SMALL RA-
DIO TYPE ...300/or 1.00

KIT KNOBS ASSTDwith Insert 2sfor 1.25
KIT SPAGHETTI Sleev-
KIT CERAMICON7-

1.00
CON-

DSRS ASSTD.. í510r 1.00
KIT FUSES ASSTD

BUSS & LF..300for 1.98
berGROMMETd5 Aost 10ÓÍór 1.00
KIT RESISTORS 2W

Asstd . 100for 3.50

small HF . .SOfor

STS

3.49
2.50
1.95
9.95
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Complete MATCHED High

Y.'..-F,:. _....__ --._ .',j_Aír:

RCA 25 -WATT SYSTEM, UNEXCELLED VALUE
This complete, ready -to -operate, matched sound
system surpasses any sound system you could
buy at this sensational low price.
AMPLIFIER: High gain, wide range, low -dis-
tortion, 25 -watt amplifier with inverse feedback.
2 high impedance microphone inputs-high and
low impedance phono inputs-speech music switch
and tone control-complete with tubes.
MICROPHONE: De luxe dynamic high im.

RCA HIGH QUALITY COMPLETE
SOUND SYSTEM WITH 4 SPEAKERS
An ideal sound system for gen-
eral applications-uses same 25 -
watt amplifier and microphone
described in system P -525-12W
-with 4 high efficiency 6 -inch
PM speakers with multi -tap

pedance microphone-modern, rugged, light-
weight, with 15 -ft. cable and matching base.
SPEAKER: 12 -inch PM speaker with 6.8 ounce
Alnico V magnet and multi -tap line matching
transformer.
BAFFLE: Attractively styled, sloping front,
walnut finish, wood baffle.
EXTRA SPEAKERS AND BAFFLES: Avail-
able at comparably low prices.

line matching transformers and
beautiful molded fibre, sloping
front ¡baffles. Compare this
unparalleled System P-525--6F4

equipment $11950*
value.

Suggested list price.

RCA DE LUXE MUSIC REPRODUCING SYSTEM
This system using the 25 -watt amplifier
described in System P -525-12W and a
handsome modern console reproducer
may be used with the sensational new
RCA 45 rpm Record Player-or other
turntable-or FM tuner to provide a
superb music reproducing system. Con-
sole Cabinet is 22" wide, 25" high, 12"

deep available in blonde or walnut
finish. The new RCA 45 rpm record
player (pictured above) using the new
7 -inch distortion
free records is ideal
for use with any
of these sound
systems. Less Record Player

System P25 IOC

$1 39.50*
Suggested list price.

All prices shown are suggested
list prices subject to normal dealer
discounts
*Prices do not apply outside the
continental U.S.A.

System

P -525-12W

Suggested list pries.

Ask Your nearest

RCA SOUND PRODUCTS

DISTRIBUTOR for
sound FREE Catalog
PrOdncts

84 pages of sound products-microphones,
amplifiers, speakers, recorders, portable
P.A. and other profitable items.

RADIO i& TELEVISION NEWS86



Quality Sound Systems by RCA
1 ñeae°'

For and Matched
Sound Systems and Accessories

ALABAMA
Nelson Radio & Supply Co.

451 St. Louis Street, Mobile
Radio Service Company

1907 5th Ave., North, Birmingham

ARIZONA
Culver's

231 N.:First-Avenue, Phoenix

CALIFORNIA
Jack C. Arbuckle

2330 Kern Street, Fresno
Jack C. Arbuckle

523 E. 19th Street, Bakersfield
C. O. Davey Company

90 Tehama Street, San Francisco
Foster -Barker Company

408 W. 4th Street, Santa Ana
Otto K. Olesen Company

1534 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood 28
San Diego Theatre Supply

1030 Twentieth Street, San Diego

COLORADO
McCormick Radio & Sound

614 Road Avenue, Grand Junction
Niles Phonograph & Radio Co.

505-07 14th Street, Denver

CONNECTICUT
Radio & Appliance Distributors, Inc.

673 Connecticut Blvd., East Hartford

FLORIDA

Hill Sound Systems
1609 Alton Road, Miami Beach

Poague Radio & Sound Company
1603 Grand Central Avenue, Tampa

Southern Hardware & Bicycle Co.
2336 Liberty Street, Jacksonville

GEORGIA
Yancey Co., Inc.

340 W. Peachtree St., N. W., Atlanta

ILLINOIS
Edward H. Gordon

LeClair Hotel, Moline
Klaus Radio & Electric Co.

707 Main Street, Peoria
RCA Victor Distributing Corp.

1257 S. Wabash, Chicago 5

INDIANA
Commercial Sound & Radio Co.

528 E. Colfax Avenue, South Bend 17

MAKE THE RCA SOUND PRODUCTS

INDIANA Cont'd.
Ohio Valley Sound Service

11 N. W. Riverside Drive, Evansville
Van Sickle Radio Supply Co.

34 W. Ohio Street, Indianapolis

IOWA
Radio Trade Supply Co.

1224 Grand Avenue, Des Moines
Radio Trade Supply

434 W. 2nd Street, Ottumwa

KENTUCKY
Ewald Distributing Co., Inc.

309 S. 9th Street, Louisville

LOUISIANA
Electrical Supply Co.

201 Magazine Street, New Orleans 8

MAINE
Henry D. Burrage

494 Four Street, Portland

MARYLAND
The Electronics Co.

502 E. North Avenue, Baltimore

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston, Massachusetts-To be announced

Write: RCA Sound Products Section
Camden, N. J.

MICHIGAN
RCA Victor Distributing Corp.

7400 Intervale Avenue, Detroit 7

MINNESOTA
Lew Bonn Co.

1211 LaSalle Avenue, Minneapolis
Lew Bonn Co.

228 E. Superior Street, Duluth

MISSOURI
Interstate Supply Co.

10th & Walnut Streets, St. Louis 2
RCA Victor Distributing Corp.

2113-15 Broadway, Kansas City 8

MONTANA
Northwestern Auto Supply Co.

420 Broadway, Billings

NEBRASKA
Sound Engineering Co.

2755 Farnam Street, Omaha 2

NEW JERSEY

Commercial Radio -Sound Corp.
North Jersey Sales & Service
1060 Broad Street, Newark 2

NEW YORK
Commercial Radio -Sound Corp.

570 Lexington Avenue, New York 22
Commercial Radio -Sound Corp.

50 State Street, Albany

DISTRIBUTOR IN YOUR AREA Your Sound Headquarter:
NEW YORK Conf'd.

F. M. Sound Equipment Corp.
1 36 Delaware Avenue, Buffalo 2

Morris Distributing Co.
412 S. Clinton Street, Syracuse 2

Morris Distributing Co.
195 Water Street, Binghamton

NORTH CAROLINA
Freck Radio & Supply Co.

38-40 Baltimore Avenue, Asheville
Southeastern Radio Supply Co.

411.415 Hillsboro Street, Raleigh
Southern Rodio Corp.

1201 W. Morehead Street, Charlotte

NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo, North Dakota-To be announced

Write: RCA Sound Products Section
Camden, New Jersey

OHIO
Gustav -Hirsch Organization

310 W. Broad Street, Columbus
Music Systems, Inc.

2600 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland 15
Music Systems, Inc.

1312 Jackson Avenue, Toledo 2
Midwest Sound Equipment Division

(Gustav -Hirsch Organization)
1638 Central Parkway, Cincinnati

Youngstown, Ohio
Write: Hamburg Brothers
305 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

OKLAHOMA
Atomic Sound Engineering Co.

312 N. W. Second St., Oklahoma City
Ridley's, Inc.

214 E. 10th Street, Tulsa

OREGON
Harper-Meggee, Inc.

1506 N. W. Irving Street, Portland 8

PENNSYLVANIA
Hamburg Brothers

305 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh 22
Erie, Pennsylvania

Write: Hamburg Brothers
305 Penn Avenue, Pittsburgh 22

Raymond Rosen Engineering Products, Inc.
32nd and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Write: Raymond Rosen
Engineering Products, Inc.
32nd and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia

SOUTH CAROLINA
Radio Laboratories

215 King Street, Charleston 5

SOUTH DAKOTA
Warren Radio Supply

1 1 5 S. Indiana Ave., Box 478, Sioux Falls

If you are interested in qualifying as a distributor or dealer,
please write to RCA Victor Division, Sound Products Group, Camden, N.J.

TENNESSEE
Curie Radio Supply & Sound Service

825 Cherry Street, Chattanooga
Hahn Electronics Supply Corp.

350 E. Scott Street, Knoxville
McGregor's, Inc.

1071 Union Avenue, Memphis 3
Radio & Appliance Corp.

4 Cummins Station, Nashville

TEXAS
Carver Sound & Equipment Co.

1408 5. Akard Street, Dallas 1
Midland Specialty Co.

425 W. San Antonio Street, El Paso
R. & R. Supply Co.

704 Main Street, Box 329, Lubbock
Sound Sales & Engineering Co.

1614 Fannin Street, Houston
Southwest Radio -Sound Equip. Co.

635 5. Flores Street, San Antonio
Western Sound Equipment Co.

1601 N. Ballinger St., Ft. Worth
UTAH

Western Sound & Equipment Co.
142 E. First St., South, Salt Lake City

VIRGINIA
L C. Hartman

P. O. Box 329, Roanoke
Radio Supply Co.

711 Granby Street, Norfolk
Radio Supply Co.

3302 W. Broad Street, Richmond 21
WASHINGTON

Harper-Meggee, Inc.
960 Republican Street, Seattle 9

Harper-Meggee, Inc.
N. 734 Division Street, Spokane 8

WEST VIRGINIA
Crichton Engineering Co.

203 Payne Building, Charleston 25
Hamburg Brothers

1407 Main Street, Wheeling
WISCONSIN

Taylor Electric Co.
112 N. Broadway, Milwaukee

WASHINGTON, D. C.
American Amplifier & Television Corp.

1 111 Nineteenth Street, N. W.

Visit the
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AUTOMATIC RESONATOR
Lewis E. Babcock & Co., 62 Bass-

wood Ave., Providence 8, Rhode Island,
has announced a small, inexpensive
automatic resonating device, designed

to tune to resonance in succession, any
desired number of grid and plate tank
circuits. The unit will resonate the
antenna tuning circuit, the final plate
tank, and all the tuned circuits back
to the first exciter stage plate tank in
any transmitter.

The device can be incorporated in
a transmitter by merely adding the
motors, and running the connections
from it to the resonator unit. The sys-
tem is non -critical as to operating
frequency and uses no special tuned
circuits of its own, no selsyns, and im-
poses no limitations on the efficiency
of the equipment with which it is
employed.

Further information can be obtained
by writing Lewis E. Babcock & Co., at
the Rhode Island address.

INSULATED CHOKES
Especially engineered for television

and FM receiver requirements, the
new line of fully insulated chokes an-
nounced by International Resistance
Company are said to be relatively in-
expensive. The firm believes the addi-
tional savings over so-called more
conventional types are made possible
because of the molded phenolic hous-
ing, which not only provides complete
protection against high humidity, but

reduces assembly loss by affording
protection from abrasion and physical
damage.

These new chokes come in two sizes,
Types CLA and CL -1. There is a wide
range of size and characteristic com-
binations available. Resistance is low
enough to enable their use as filament

chokes for moderately high -power
tubes.

Samples for testing as well as com-
prehensive catalogue data may be ob-
tained by writing International Re-
sistance Company, 491 N. Broad
Street, Philadelphia 8, Penn.

ASTATIC CRYSTAL CARTRIDGE
The LQD crystal cartridge produced

by the Astatic Corporation, Conneaut,
Ohio, uses two separate, independent
needles, one with one -mil tip radius to
play the new long-playing records, the
other with three -mil tip radius for
standard recordings.

These double -needle, turnover type
pickup cartridges use the Astatic "Q"
and "Q-33" needles available for some
time. A gentle pry with a penknife or
small screwdriver lifts either of these
special needles from its snap -in posi-
tion in the cartridge, without remov-
ing the cartridge from the tone arm.
Gentle pressure with the tip of a knife
blade clicks the new needle into place.
Removing or replacing one needle does
not disturb the other.

Top reproduction quality also is
claimed for the LQD, with excellent
frequency response, particularly at
low frequencies. A relatively high

vertical and lateral compliance of the
Q needle design is said to provide ap-
preciable reduction in needle talk.

The LQD cartridge has a stamped
aluminum housing. The output volt-
ages are 1.2 at 1000 cycles with 78
r.p.m. audio -tone test record; .75 with
33% r.p.m. Columbia 281 test record;
and .5 with 33% r.p.m. Columbia 103
test record. Recommended needle
pressures are 15 grams for 78 r.p.m.
and six to eight grams 33% r.p.m.

Write to Astatic Corporation, at
Conneaut, Ohio, for more complete in-
formation.

STREAMLINED MULTITESTER
A new, streamlined version of the

Model 447 manufactured by Radio
City Products Co., 152 W. 25th St.,
New York, N. Y., has been announced,
with no increase in price scheduled for
the improved unit.

This Model 447A Multitester is
lighter in weight because of a mag-
nesium panel and a new battery ar-
rangement. The panel is attractively

finished in hammertone grey with
white markings to correspond to the
other instruments in the line. The
ohmmeter circuit has been simplified
so as to have the same over-all cover-
age with only one unit cell and an im-
proved battery holder.

Provision is made for extending the
ohmmeter range to 10 megohms by us-
ing an external battery, and a gold-
plated copper oxide rectifier with ex-

cellent current density characteristics
gives improved performance for the
measurement of a.c. and output volt-
ages.

NEW MINIATURE CABINET LINE
Recent additions to the regular line

of Bud sheet metal products include
cabinets, boxes, amplifier foundations,
and aluminum chassis for equipment
using miniature tubes.

Bud Radio, Inc., now offers over 200
different sheet metal housings fabri-
cated from steel and aluminum for
radio and electronic equipment. Most
of these are available for immediate
delivery.

Estimates and manufacturing de-
tails are furnished upon receipt of
engineering drawings. For complete
information write to Bud Radio, Inc.,
2118 East 55th Street, Cleveland, Ohio.

"THE MEGALIGNER"
A marking device which covers the

frequency range of 19 to 49 mc., in-
cluding all present and proposed i.f.
bands, has been introduced by the Kay
Electric Company, Pine Brook, N. J.

This new instrument, designated
"The Megaligner," has a self-con-

tained power supply and provides a
tunable c.w. signal which may be used
as a signal source or with "The Mega -

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS



GREAT BUY!
RU -16 receiver with 3 plug-
in coil drawers. Great for
hi-fi tuner, monitoring. etc.
3 stages TRF, BFO. Used.
Price with tubes, plug and
simple cony. diag. $5.95 ea.
Brand new receiver with 5
plug-in coil drawers, shock
mt. base, plug and cony.
diag. $16.95.
RU -16-17 Receiver Control

Box with plug. NEW. $2.50 ea.
Power Supply Kit for above Receiver. All parts and
diag. included. $9.45.
RU -16-17 Tube Kit. 2-77's, 3-78's, 1-1642
tubes. ORIG. CARTONS. ONLY $2.85 ea.

LIMITED QUANTITY ITEMS
BC -342 Receiver. Used, but in good cond. Tested
before shipping. $79.50 ea.
ARN-SA 11 tube Glide Path Superhet. NEW. 332 to
335 me. Complete with tubes. Sealed cartons. Tubes
alone worth the price of only $10.95 ea.
Telescopic Whip Antennas. BRAND NEW. Extends
to 7' in nine sections. Complete with mtg. base.
Sealed Cartons. Price $1.75 ea.
Push Button Tuning Unit. A Mechanical tuning
mechanism which is adaptable to any tuner. 10
Chrome Plated Push Buttons operate tuning con-
denser. A Real Buy at $1.95 ea.
Desk type Telephone Mike. Mfgd. by Strom. Carlson
and Kellogg. With p. to t. aw. ONLY $2.95.
COMBINATION OFFER. This month only. 70 ma.
Power Xfmr., 70 ma. Choke, Dual 8mfd. 450v.
Filter, 5Y3GT tube and socket. 275v. @ 70ma.,
6.3v. @ 3a. output. All items NEW. Only $4.95
for lot.
SCOOP! Here's a BUY. 10" P.M. Speaker with
good sized Alnico 5 magnet. Large 1" voice coil.
Sturdy construction throughout. Handles 10 watts.
Reg. Price $11.50. Your cost $4.60 ea.
WHIP ANTENNA. 4 Sect. Chromed brass. Extends
to 233/4". For UHF Ant., Beams, etc. 8-32 mtg.
ONLY 90e ea.

CONDENSER
TESTER

 One of our best sellers! Use-
ful, versatile laboratory item, in
kit form. Simple, and easy to
build in lesa than an hour.
Checks condenser leakage and
continuity up to 8 -mega. Will
test any paper, electrolytic,
mica or oil condenser from 50-uuf. to 50-mfd. Self-
contained power supply and neon bulb indicator
with socket and bezel. Drilled Metal Cabinet. Com-
plete instructions and diagrams included with each
kit. ONLY $4.85.

REAL BARGAIN!
HS -16 Headphones with standard
long cord (6 ft.) and adjustable
headband. Unquestionably the best

11/ buy in surplus phones ever sold.
Tested before shipping. Limited
quantity. $1.35 ea. POSTPAID in
U.S.A. and Canada.

POWER SUPPLY FOR
ANY 274-N RECEIVER

Here it is -at last! Just plug it into
the rear of your 274-N RECEIVER

. any model! Complete kit, and
black metal case, with ALL parts
and diagrams. Simple and easy to
build in a jiffy. Delivers 24 volts
plus B voltage. No wiring changes
to be made. Designed especially for
the 274-N receiver. All necessary

parts for conversion of rest of receiver also Included.
ONLY $7.95. TUNING KNOB for 274-N Receiver,
59c ea.

SIGMA HERMETICALLY SEALED
7000 OHM SPDT RELAYS!

Operates on 1 ma. current change.
This relay requires no maintenance as
all moving parts and contacts are in
a VACUUM! Contact ratings, 1 amp.
Used in photoelectric equipment, re-
mote control, receivers, etc. Heavy
wire lead connections. Spade bolt
mtg. Govt. cost many times our low
price of only $1.95 ea. 10 for $17.00.

KURMAN #1901 SPDT SENSITIVE RELAY
1700 ohm fast acting coil closes on 2 ma. 2 amp.
5/32" ally. cont. Mtd. on thick Mycalex base
23/4"x 3/e". BRAND NEW. $1.50 ea, or 10 for
$12.50.

SC -221 Frequency Meter. Range
125KC to 20.000 KC. We have been
fortunate to purchase another small
lot of BC -221 Frequency Meters. In
keeping with our policy of good mer-
chandise, these units are all In ex-
cellent operating condition and eachh
unit is checked before shipment. Per-
fect condition inside. Only minor
scratches on outside of cases prohibit
us from calling these units brand
new. Get yours NOW as we know

notwill last long! Complete
with tubes, original calibration chart
and crystal $59.95 ea.

sC221 Power Supply Kit. Includes chassis, transformer.
rectifier, all parts and diagram $5.85 ea.
9C-221 Modulation Kit. Converts any BC -221 for
modulation. All parts and diagram included. ONLY 51.50
9C-221 Set Spare Tube.. ONLY $1.29.

VHF SURPLUS TUBES
FILAMENTS TESTED
BEFORE SHIPMENT!
ALL BRAND NEW!

RCA 8012 VHF Triode. TANTALUM
plate and Tantalum grid! 35 watts
output. 40 watts Plate Dissipation.
Used as ose. or amp. at full ratings
up to 500 MEG! C.T. 6.3v. Filament
reduces filament lead inductance. All
Brand NEW! Reg. price, $14.50. A
large quantity purchase allows us to
reduce the price of this tube to only

$1.50 ea. or 4 for $5.00.
826 UHF Triode. Full ratings (86 watts output) up
to 250 mc! Get real power on 2 meters with a pair
of these tubes. BRAND NEW! Get yours NOW 75e
ea. or 4 for $2.40.

WE717A PENTODE. Hams know this tube's
ability to "soup up" any receiver. Has
transconductance of 4,000 and is inter-
changeable with 6SK7. Low loss base and
ultra -short leads. Functions better at high
frequencies. ALL BRAND NEW! Orig. coat
$3.75 ea. Your price 98c ea. or 4 for
$3.25.

829 Twin Beam Tetrode. Ideal for UHF. Brand new
in orig. cartons. $2.80 ea. or 4 for $10.80.
829B Twin Beam Tetrode. This well known tube is
ideal for application at VHF. Full output (87 watts)
up to 200 MEG! BRAND NEW! $3.95 ea. or 4 for
$13.50.
832 Twin Beam Tetrode. NEW. $2.50 ea. or 4 for
$8.80.
832A Twin Beam Tetrode. 26 watts output up to
200 MEG! BRAND NEW! ONLY $3.95 ea.
807 Beam Tetrode. One of the most popular tubes
for r.f. application. Brand new, $1.12 ea. or 4 for
$3.95.
810 Power Triode. This tube is a real powerhouse!
575 watts output up to 30 mcl Carbon anode. Grid
outside of envelope for max. h.f. efficiency. BRAND
NEW! Only $5.95 ea. or 4 for $21.95.
815 Twin Beam Tetrode. Full ratings (56 watts
output) up to 125 mc! Requires only .18 watt grid
driving power for full output. Brand new. Only
$2.50 ea. or 4 for $9.20.
836 H.V. Rectifier tube. Similar characteristics to
866. Interchangeable. Don't miss this BUY! 2 for
$1.10.
872 Rectifiers. New. $1.75 ea. or 2 for $3.25.
SU4G and SZ3 tubes. New 39c ea.
6AB7, SAC? tubes. New 79e ea.
6L6G Nat'l Adv. Brand. NEW. Don't miss these at
79e ea. or 4 for $3.00.
CK-1005 Rectifier. Cut off pin #6 and you have an
OZ4. Several different experimental circuits inc.
with each order. Price 3 for $1.00 Postpaid.

1j31
NEED 866 TUBES?

Then you'll be interested in our large ship-
ment of NEW 836 tubes, just received.
Same base connections and very similar
ratings to 866. Hi -vacuum eliminate hash
trouble. Navy used them extensively in

various equip. because of this reason. Internal
voltage drop similar to 866. Characteristics:
Fil. 2.5v. @ 5a. Plate curr. 500ma. (ay.) for
2 tubes. Inv. Peak v. per tube, 5,000v. OUR
PRICE IS THE SCOOP OF THE YEAR! 2 for
$1.10. Be sure to get yours while quantity lasts.

5 -VOLT, 60 -AMP. XFMR.
110v. 60 cyc. pri. Ideal for 304TL, VT -127A. eta.
NEW. Mfgd. by Kenyon. Limited quan. $5.95.

21/2 -VOLT, 10 -AMP. XFMR
110v. 60 cyc. pri. 13,000 v. ins. For 836 and 866
rectifiers. NEW. Mfgd. by Kenyon. BUY. $4.95 ea.

COLLINS MODULATION XFMR
Handles 2,000 watts audio power. BRAND NEW.
Pri. imped. 12,000 ohms. Sec. 4,000 ohms. Freq.
resp. ± 1 db. to 5,000 c.p.s. Sec. carries de of
mod. amp. 101/2 x131/2 x11 t/2". Wt. 166 lbs. boxed.
Orig. boxes. $59.50 ea.

COAX FITTINGS
UG/21U Straight plug. 25c ea.
CPA 49470 Chassis recept. for UG/21U. 25c ea.
UG/29U Straight Union. Fits UG/21U. 15c ea.
UG/27U Rt. angle adaptor plug. 30c ºa.
British type snap -on coax. plug and socket combina-
tion 10H/701 plug and 10H/528 recept. Set 25c ea.
83-1 SPN/PL-259A Stnd. Coax. Cable plug. 49c ea.
83-1R/50-239 Chassis recept. for above 79c ea.

RM-53 REMOTE CONTROL BOX
Two way telephone conversation can be routed over
a transmitter and receiver output transferred to a
telephone line with this handy remote control box.
ONLY $2.50 ea.

R-1/ARR-1 Homing
Receiver

Read excellent article in
Jan. RADIO NEWS how to
convert this receiver to high
freq. converter to use with
your present receiver. Beau-
tifully built, compact, easy
to convert. Like new cond.
with 4 acorn tubes and plug.
ONLY $9.95 ea.

AMERTRAN TRANSTAT
VOLTAGE REGULATOR

Here's a real value!
Spiral screw type
brush adjustment with
handwheel. Extremely
heavy brushes. 2.17
max. amps. Voltage
range 103-126 volts.
115v. 60 cycle fixed

winding. Useful for pre-
cise voltage adjustments. All

units exc. cond. ONLY $4.95 ea.

DESK HANDSET HANGER
Designed to fit all type
handsets equipped with but-
terfly switch such as TS -9,
11, 13, etc. Circuit opening
switch operates when hand-
set is returned into place.
Switch contact ratings f
110v. Handsomely finished
in Black Crackle. ONLY
$5.95 ea. Limited Qsan.

HANDSET HANGER
Accommodates all makes and models
(W. E. Kellogg, American, etc.) hand-
sets such as TS -9, 11, 13, etc. Fastens
to side of desk or on telephone or radio
equipment. Felt facing protects handset.
Black crackle finish only. $1.95 ea.

TS -10 SOUND
POWERED HANDSETS

These are what you have been waiting
for! All BRAND NEW. Made by WE.
RCA and Automatic Elect. Requires n
batteries or transformers, of course!
Useful for TV antenna installations. In
ter -comma. line communication. etc.
"No battery" feature makes It possible
to provide communictons in plants
where explosive chemicals are used.
Clip a TS -10 on each end of a tine and
you have ommunication In a jiffy. Air-
mail or wire your orders as quan-
tity Is limited. Price $16.95 per pair.
Replacement WE Receiver Units for T5.10
ONLY $4.95 ea.

Bench-,

RM-29A TELEPHONE
These famous tele-
phones now avail-
able in limited
quantity. Contains
magneto ringer
system for calling.
Uses standard bat-
teries available
anywhere. Onlywo wire line
needed to connect.
Units may be Par-
alleled on same
line. Lines up to
several miles can

be used. Ideal for
Communication.
Orientation of TV
Antennas, Farms,

Factories, etc. One RM-29A Telephone with battery
and one TS -13 Handset, all BRAND NEW. PRICE
$12.95 ea.

,1,l .Y $9.95 ea.

EE -89A TREPEATTERE

Here's a
L BUY.RE p

transmission
d extends

talking range
of EE -8 and
RM29-A tele-2hs. Onlyre lines
used. Simpl

tele-
graph and 20
cycle ringing
possible overlines equipped

with one or more
repeat-

ers.
these peat-

F¿ybrid coil al-
lows transmission in
both directions. Sup-

plied low -drain 3Q5 tube.
2v. and

90v. Featherweight phone
applied. simplifies gain set-

ting. BRAND NEW. Com-
plete with instruction manual.

Limited quantity,

Brand new
ELECTRIC

PAINT SPRAYER
Just plug 1t into any 110v.
AC outlet and pray! No
compressor or other bulky
proved emodellee

hhadeds Thin
ulded

hakelite head with trigger -
control and n o z z l e adj.
Sprays lacquer, enamel, var-
nish,Psh, disinfectants, insecti-
rides, light oils, etc. Per-
fect for all radio and house-
hold uses. Ordinary Mason
Jars can be used. Burgos.
Vibro -sprayer with lnetrue-
tions, extra orifices and jar,
ONLY $12.9$ POSTPAID in
U.S.A. and Canada.

* 4 -HOUR MAIL-ORDER SERVICE. WE SHIP ANYWHERE.
20% DEPOSIT MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS, BALANCE C.O.D.

OFFENBACH & REIMUS CO.
372 ELLIS ST. SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 'PHONE-ORdway 3-8551

May, 19111
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On the Warpath against
capacitor troubles...

The SANGAMO

TYPE 30

Molded Tubular
This molded capacitor is used exten-
sively by television manufacturers.
They find it easier to tie into their pro-
duction lines because the especially
designed, flexible leads are trouble -
free ... they resist breakage and they
can't pull out! There is no wax to run
when heat is applied. The thermo-
setting plastic case is molded with
less heat...less pressure...the ele-
ment is not distorted in fabrication.
This means greater dependability-
no "hot spots." Try this stable, rug-
ged, long-lived paper-tubular-you'll
like it!

7~4 aservtswece

0111110111110111.0
SCAVf

TYPE MT

Dry Electrolytic
The Chieftain is tiny, but durable!
Meticulous care in manufacture pro-
tects against source contamination
and assures corrosion -free elements.
These capacitors have heavy insulat-
ing sleeves that are wax impregnated
-not dipped. Positive electrodes are
formed of rugged, etched -foil alumi-
num plate which insures longer life,
greater dependability.

Small in size. with bare copper leads,
the Chieftain is easy to mount-ideal
for replacements-anywhere! Bulle-
tin 825 gives complete information.

* ft

See your Jobber-if he can't sup-
ply you, write us direct.

PAPER MICA SIL'ERELECTROLYTIC
CAPACITORS

daEdoorrauae

5IInGrImo ELECTRIC tOIIIPNIIV-
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS

IN CANADA: SANGAMO COMPANY LIMITED, LEASIDE, ONTARIO /899 - \gAq

AMSCO'S MAY SPECIALS
67 LEFT

LESS
TUBES

$795

PHOTO -CELL AMPLIFIER
110V. 60 cy.
Drawer type.
Has mililam-
meter on front
panel. Com-plete with
tubes - 8V8.
6J7, 45, 80 and
VÁ105.

$995
PARABOLIC REFLECTORS

15' spun aluminum. Alzak tin. for 1.200 $3s00
Mc. UP Per pair ,P

Arm1oS4. kl'ZSza.4(_1t.:8 Write Today

AMERICAN SALES CO.
1811 W. 47th St. Chicago 9, III.

W7 GET YOUR COPY NOW: n

by G. A. Briggs
Here's the WHY

Send Onlr and HOW of good
reproduction ex-
plained in simple,
non -technical lan-
guage. Saves monaey,

aids pitfalls for
layman and enthu
s' st. A remarkable
book highly praisedby authorities.

British industries Corp., Dept. N
315 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y.

Sweep" to produce a tunable "birdie"
type marker on an oscilloscope dis-
play. In addition, when used with
"The Mega -Sweep," a tunable "pip"
type marker may be connected di-
rectly to the vertical amplifier of the
display oscilloscope, if desired, which
does not overload the receiver or dis-
appear in traps.

The two markers have independent
amplitude controls, and the accuracy
of the instrument is 5 per -cent of full
scale. "The Megaligner" is priced at
$150.00, F.O.B. Factory.

MOBILE DX CONVERTER
The Gonset Company recently an-

nounced that it has in production a
compact short-wave converter to per-
mit reception on an ordinary auto
radio.

The converter derives power from
the set and uses the regular auto

antenna; normal or short-wave recep-
tion can be obtained if desired. By
means of a bandswitch, it covers all
frequencies between 3 and 30 mega-
cycles, and short-wave signals can be
brought in from all over the world
with good volume. The work of con-
necting the Converter is simple and
takes but a few minutes.

Further details on this Model 3-30
may be obtained by writing to the
Gonset Company, 72 E. Tujunga Ave.,
Burbank, Calif.

FIXED -FREQUENCY TUNERS
Of the three fixed -frequency FM

tuners recently announced by Brown-
ing Laboratories, Inc., Winchester,
Mass., Model RP -25 combines most of
the features of the others and, besides,
permits turning the audio "on" or
"off" as required.

In common with the Browning Model
RP -23, it is crystal controlled and

adapted to relay reception, storecast-
ing installations, or monitoring pur-
poses. As in the Model RP -24, it also
contains relay circuits that operate
on tones of from 15 to 20 kilocycles
received from the transmitter and
which select in sequence two preset
audio volume levels that may be man -

90 RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS



has a
new meaning

now!

Stylus Replacement Often

WHEN the big attraction hit town they hung
the "Standing Room Only" sign-it meant

overflow business.
It still means that, but the big attraction now

drawing overflow business for distributors and
dealers is the G -E Variable Reluctance Cartridge
with the Replaceable Stylus.

Why? Because record fans who
records best wanted the finest
reproduction possible. The G -E
Variable Reluctance Cartridge
gave them just that. To secure peak
performance they often replaced
the cartridge when the stylus was
only slightly worn.

Now, with the Replaceable
Stylus, cartridge replacement is
no longer necessary. In four easy
steps the cartridge can be re-
moved from the tone arm, the
stylus changed and listening
pleasure increased.

Economy is the big feature but
this redesigned cartridge has
many other advantages. Smaller
in size, it can be adapted to many

know their

GENERAI l', EIECIRIC

rat rt! rum rM tetutA tI,Irratl

VARIABLE RELUCTANCE CARTRI/8E

REVLACEABtE SITLUS

The counter sized dispensing unit
for greater sales -7V long, 5',"
wide, V." high at the back.

GENERAL
May, 1111A

more tone arms. Higher lateral compliance pro-
vides more faithful tracking, hence better fidelity.
Frequent stylus replacement reduces record wear
and adds hours of top listening pleasure. Needle
talk and needle scratch are negligible, giving
cleaner, finer reproduction.

Best of all, the cartridge is available for either
the new LP records with 1 mil stylus or for con-

ventional records with the 3 mil
stylus.

Now for the Big Extra to step
up sales! A neat dispensing unit for
the counter with two cartridges
and six stylii recessed in a gold-

flocked panel to catch the eye. The
entire unit is finished in an attrac-
tive blue and has a compartment
in the rear for additional stock.
It is a silent salesman that keeps
selling. See your distributor right
away for details.

For complete information on
Variable Reluctance Cartridges
and Replaceable Stylii write to:
General Electric Company, Elec-
tronics Park, Syracuse, New York.

ELECTRIC
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SPRAGUE
PHENOLIC -MOLDED

TELECAP*
TUBULARS

THE MOST
TRULY

DEPENDABLE
PAPER

TUBULAR
CAPACITORS

EVER OFFERED
TO THE

SERVICE
PROFESSION

Extra Dependability at
No Extra Cost

 Withstand Heat and Humid-
ity, Shock and Vibration

 High Insulation Resistance
 High Dielectric Strength
 Unequalled for Sizzling

AC -DC Midgets, or "Hot"
TV and Auto Sets.

See Your Jcbber Today !

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO..
North Adams, Mass.

' Trademark
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ually adjusted from zero to full output.
Model RP -25's two relay operations

are controlled by transmitted tones of
different frequency and are, therefore,
Independent. As in the RP -24, the re-
lay circuits are preset to operate at
15, 17%, or 20 kilocycles, as specified
by the customer.

All of the models are rack panel
style, finished in black leatherette,
and can be supplied with steel cabinet
if desired.

For further information, address the
company at 742-750 Main Street, Win-
chester, Mass.

NEW TELEVISION CAPACITORS
Distributors of the Sprague Products

Company, North Adams, Mass., have
been supplied with complete lines of
the company's television replacement
electrolytic capacitors, engineered
especially for the tougher applications.

These new type TVA and TVL
"Twistlock" electrolytics are designed
to stand up under the extremely high
temperatures, high ripple currents,
and high surge voltages encountered
in television receivers.

Complete descriptions of these ca-
pacitors is given in the Sprague bul-
letin M-429, available upon a postcard
request, and the listing includes 93
separate ratings comprising the units
most needed by teleservicemen. Ad-
dress inquiries to Sprague Products
Company, North Adams, Mass.

PRE -ALIGNED KIT
Believing that pre -alignment of the

vital channels is the only satisfactory
method of kit assembly, the Philmore
Manufacturing Company, Inc., has de-
signed its TV kit with tuner, video,
and sound channels completely wired
and fully aligned.

Among the features Philmore has
provided are complete 12 -channel tun-

ing, daylight viewing, built-in extra
power for video up to 16 inches, PM
speaker with choke, and the mounting
of all components to the chassis. A
licensee of RCA, the company reports
also that the kit circuit is very similar
to the well-known RCA 630TS and
830TS.

Also available are the Philmore cus-
tombuilt television receivers, supplied

without cabinets, completely wired and
assembled ready to play. These can
be installed in any piece of furniture,
and the customer has a choice of any
picture size from 10 to 16 inches.

For further details, write the Phil -
more Manufacturing Company, Inc.,
113 University Place, New York 3,
N. Y.

DIRECT -VIEW TV KITS
From now on, the direct -view tele-

vision receivers made by the Television
Assembly Co., 540 Bushwick Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., will be delivered with
all of the major components mounted.

These changes were announced the
first part of April by the Snaider Tele-
vision Corporation, which operates
Television Assembly Co., as well as
Television Industries Co., as subsidi-
aries.

This innovation by Television As-
sembly Co., which makes television.
kits for direct -view tubes from 10" up

BLUEGRASS BUYS
from

RADIO EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Dept. LD, 480 SKAIN AVE., LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

Standard type variable condensers, size 11/4 x 1% x 1%, 1/2" shaft. Lots of uses.
120 mmfd-19c . 140 mmfd-24c . . . 170 mmfd-34c. One of each value
69e. Buy several for your parts box!
24V Transformers-Tappéd at 4V. Primary 110V-60 cy. Rated 4 amp. Just the
thing for operating your surplus equipment and a real low price. Only $2.49.

Some real bargains in slightly used Genuine Stancor transformers, etc. Used for
Army School demonstration and training but clean and good as new. Order
before our stock is exhausted and save. Look at the list price-then at our
price.
Stancor A-3808 Modulation Transformer. Primary 3,800/3,300 C.T. Sec. 10,000/
7,500/5,000/4,500. List $13.25.

Our Price Is $2.95
Stancor C-1721 Choke. 8.5 Hy at 200 Mil. 3000 V. Ins. List $6.30.

Our Price Is $1.69
Stancor A-4404 Driver. P.P. Plates 3,000 to 5,000 to P.P. Grid. List $7.30.

Our Price Is $1.89
Stancor P-1325 Power Transformer. Pri. 115V-60Cy. Sec. 700V 100 Mil. C.T.,
2.5V-4 amp. C.T., 5V-3 Amp., 6.3V-4 Amp. C.T. List $8.00.

Our Price Is $2.69

RADIO .1i TELEVISION NEWS



Buy Surplus & Standard Equipment

with money -back guarantee at

EXTRA TUNING UNITS
$2.50 each, FOB, Kingman,

Ariz., or Arlington, Va.
Types in stock: TU 5-7-6-9-10-26.

Typical components: 2 vernier dials; 1 tar.
cap., 20-135 mmf.: 1 var. cap., 20-156
mmf.: 1 var. cap., 8-26 mmf.-eeutral-
Icing: 1 .00003-2000V cap., CD -Mica:
3 .00009-3000V cap., CD -Mica; 2 .0004-
5000V cap., CD -mica: 3 .0001-3000V
cap.. CD -Mica: 2 4 -position ceramic
band switches; 2 RF chokes: 1 tank coil
-ceramic form with tapped ant. coupling
coil; 1 tank coil -ceramic form; 1 para-
sitic suppressor; 2 ceramic flea. cou-
plings: plus banana jacks, stand-off
insulators.

APN-4 RCVR-'SCOPE
POWER SUPPLY

4 switch -selected screw -driver
tuned RF channels ; IF freq.
Ice, band -width 45-60 kc; RF
freq. 16 2000 kc. Tubes: (2)
2Y2, (3) 6B4, (4) 6SK7, (1) ea.
5U4. 6SU7. 6SA7, 6H6, VR150.
Makes fixed tuner for med. freq.
police calls or PA system. Has
power supply for 5" scope, with
400 cycle trans. Electronic -con-
trolled low v. supply; delivers 260
vdc. 150 mils reg. to .01%. Power
supply alone worth 95$8.more than price_ v 7.7

BC 1206, LAZY Q FIVER
SIRRECEPTIONNGLE AL .9.95

The littlest BIG BUY ever of.
fered I A BC -1206 Setchell Carl-
son receiver will take the place
of BC -453 (Lazy Q Fiver). We
think it's even better. Here's
why: Smaller - 4" x 4" x 6rys";
weighs only 3 lb. 14 oz. Less

t drain, .75 amps at 24 v.
DC. IF freq. 135 kc. A conven-
tional superhet circuit is em-
ployed and is arranged so that
AVC will prevent overloading on
strong signals.

Buy it for conversion! Buy it to cannibalize!
Buy it to get on the air! It's the war -proved, versatile

Complete with
 tuning unit (TU -6)
 antenna loading unit
 dynamotor
 set of plugs

all tubes
 wiring diagram and

conversion data free

BC -3 75-E
Quantity Limited

19.95
FOB KINGMAN, ARIZ.

Complete conversion diagram included. Xmtr. designed to
operate from 200 kc to 12 me (less BC band). Equipped with
antenna tuning unit BC-306-A-variometer and tap switch.
Dynamotor (PE -73-C) complete with relay, fuses and filter.

The Famous PUTT -PUTT

Gasoline Generator (HRU-28)

28-32 $7450Volts D.C.
ONLY

Single cylinder, 2 -cycle gasoline
engine with generator that is
rated at 2,000 watts direct cur-
rent, 70 amps. Has unlimited
use around a farm; useful as
field day power supply. More
literature upon request.

DUAL POWER SUPPLY
SAVE YOUR

BATTERY
Both for $8.95 each

Use our dual dynamotors by wir-
ing them in series and use one on
receivers and both in transmitter.
High voltage output 600 volts at
48 watts. Low voltage 300 volts
at 24 watts.

R & M RADIO COMPANY
2701 WILSON BLVD. DEPT. RN -59 ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA

INTER et,-

COM .
Factory

Close -Out!

Brand New and Priced
for Quick Clearance!

Limited
Quantity $14.9s

(List price $34.95)
Price includes master station, one
remote, and 50' of wire. Rig it up
as a "baby-sitter" with pick-up at
baby's crib. Useful in office, or for
instant contact with basement, ga-
rage, attic, kitchen. Simple to install
-just plug it in to 110 v. AC or DC
s cket.

TRANSFORMERS
For converting SCR -274-N to 115

Volts AC.
No. 1 Power Transformer. Pri-115v
60 cycle; sec -500 CT .06 Amp. 24v
-'6i amp.

Price only $3.90

No. 2 Filament Transformer. Pri-
115v 60 cycle; Sec. 1-14v 7% amp.:
sec. 2 14v 7% amp. Series 28v 7%
amp. Parallel 14v 15 amp.
l'rice only $4.50

No. 3 Filament %MFR. P7-1147.55:
60 cycle; Sec. 24v 2 amps.
Price only $2.25

 Speakers -Brand New
Permanent Magnet

4" $ 1.60
5" _ -. _...--_--.-- 1.85
12" Jensen in Metal Case_. 14.50
10% discount, purchase of 2 or more

 Heavy Duty
Transmitting Chokes
8 HY-500 MA -5000 V INS.

Price each _ .... $8.95

Condensers -Fixed
.05 Mfd. 600 Volts._ - $0.15
10 Mfd. 350 Volta.- _.. .69
15 Mfd. 150 Volts-- .60
16 x 16 460 Volta 1 20
20 250 Volta__.___ .69
40 150 Volts .75
50 150 Volts_._._. .69
150 25 Volts - .54
200 10 Volts .45
i x 8 Can. Electrolytic .. 1.50

Tubes (New. in Original Cartons).
For the SCR -274-N Command Set &
Others.
12A6 69c OD8- VF150_75c
12SR7 - 69c 12SA7 69c
12K8 _.. -__69c 77 ___59c
12SK7 ....._____69e 78 _____59c
12SF7 - 69e 89 - 59c
1625 -____ 89c 38322 $1.19
1626 79c 12J5-GT 69c
1629 89c

ALL EQUIPMENT F.O.B.

 SAVE C.O.D. CHARGES and speed your order by remitting
In full or 25% deposit. Please don't send money for
postage, we ship "transportation charges collect." These
prices supersede all previous prices. Write month for
BARGAIN BULLETIN.
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Spark Plugs are minia-
ture broadcasting sta-
tions, send signals that
interfere with radio
reception, distort tele-
vision. The New Auto-
Lite "Resistor" Spark
Plug reduces this in-
terference.'

AUTO»LITE

SPARK PLUG
Here's How It
Works to End

Interference
The "Resistor" acts
to dampen the spark
plug radio signal to
an acceptable level'
while still delivering
the full high voltage
discharge required to
ignite the fuel.

Auto-Lite Ignition Engineers, working
with leading automotive manufacturers,
have developed the new Auto-Lite "Re-
sistor" Spark Plug with this built-in
resistor that reduces spark plug inter-
ference.* Remember, the "Resistor" also
helps deliver smoother idling, improved
economy, longer electrode life. Dealers
are being supplied as rapidly as pos-
sible. Write for Booklet M-1186
for full information.

THE ELECTRIC AUTO-LITE COMPANY
Toronto, Ontario Toledo 1, Ohio

Under 35mv/m from 540 k.c. to 150 m.c. at 50 ft.

Tune In "Suspense." Thursdays. 9:00 P. M., E. T., CBS

04

to 20" as well as a projection television
receiver with a 520" screen, will leave
only 13 tubes to be wired. The change
involves the pre -wired i.f. picture and
sound strip, named the "Vivideo"
feature, and the front ends.

NEW PHONOMOTOR UNITS
Many customers will find the new

Alliance Dual -Speed 331/3-45 r.p.m.
phonomotor unit very economical for
the new LP records.

This unit, together with a new
single -play 45 r.p.m. record player, in-
tended expressly for the newer rec-
ords, will be made available in in-
dividual boxes to the radio -phonograph
distributors. Although the Dual -Speed
player assembly is primarily intended
as a single player, the mechanism,
consisting of motor and turntable, can
also be adapted to changers.

The Alliance Manufacturing Com-
pany, Alliance, Ohio, started mass pro-
duction of both models around March
1, and it expects a large volume of
business from many consumers who
will want to replace older -style players
with the new assemblies.

MINIATURE LAMPS
Packaged in the familiar red, black,

and white colors, a well-rounded line
of miniature lamps has been an-

nounced by the RCA Tube Depart-
' ment, Camden, New Jersey.

These were planned to give the radio
service dealer a wide assortment of
lamps to take care of everyday re-
placement needs, and to fill practically
every radio panel and flashlight need.

The line includes sixteen different
types for radio panel and miscellane-
ous replacement use, and eight types
for flashlight replacement purposes,
and is available from RCA tube and
parts distributors.

FIELD STRENGTH METER
The Transvision Model FSM-1 field

strength méter which has been de-
signed to facilitate television installa-
tions consists of a compact, high -gain
receiver with a calibrated meter to in-
dicate signal level. Each unit is in-
dividually calibrated. The instrument
comes complete with self-contained
power supply for operation at 120
volts, 60 cycles.

This compact, portable service in-
strument includes among other fea-
tures a 13 channel selector. It meas-
ures actual picture signal strength be-
sides losses or gain of various antenna
and lead-in combinations. It is useful

for checking receiver reradiation; am-
plitudes of interfering signals can also
be checked.

For further information write to

Transvision, Inc., New Rochelle, New
York.

ALL -RECORD PHONOGRAPH
Arthur Ansley Manufacturing Com-

pany of Doylestown, Pennsylvania,
announces the production of a port-
able phonograph that will play all
types of records, both 331/3 and 45
r.p.m., as well as the standard 78
r.p.m. discs.

The unit is housed in a compact, lug-
gage -type case 131/a by 16 by 71/4

inches. It features a turntable with
two spindle diameters, one for the
standard and Columbia long-playing
records, and one for the new RCA
types.

INDOOR ANTENNA
The TVI-43 indoor antenna made

available by the Ward Products Corp-
oration is said to bring in all stations
in metropolitan multi -station areas,
precisely and brilliantly.

It is an attractive item, blending
with most interiors, with chrome
plated brass telescopic dipoles, and
satin beige finish. Engineered and
weighted so that it will not tip over,
it will extend to a full 7 feet 9 inches,
but can be stored without difficulty.

Further information on the TVI-43
will be supplied by the company, a
division of the Gabriel Co. Address
Ward Products Corporation, 1523 East
45th St., Cleveland 3, Ohio.--

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS
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NOW RADIO TUBESSAME WEEK DELIVERY!

41'. -
YOUR CHOICE 1¢

LARGEST TUBE STOCK IN THE COUNTRY AT ROCK BOTTOM

PRICES. Cartoned and Guaranteed ... 39c ea. in smallerquantities.4 £ ea.

in lots of 100 or more

aatsmovin0
alters FREErw th eclh 100 tubes.

7Y4
7Z4
7B6
7E6
7C4
14X7
1B4
1C4
1L4
1P5
1R5
154
1S5
1T4
1U4
iV
2A3
2A5
2A7
2B7
3A4
3Q4
3S4
5U4G
5V4
5X4G

5Y3GT
5Y4G
5Z3
6A7
6AC5GT
6A3
6A8GT
6AJ5
6AQ6
6AT6
6B6
6B7
6BA6
6BE6
6C4
6C5GT
6C6
6C8G
6D6
6F5G
6F6GT
6F8G
6G6
6H6GT
6J5GT
6J7GT

6K6GT
6K7GT
6P5GT
6Q7
6Q6GT
6R7
6SA7GT
6SC7GT
6SD7GT
6SF5GT
65F7
6SG7GT
65H7
6SJ7GT
65K7GT
6SL7GT
6SQ7GT
6SR7GT
6U7GT
6V6GT
6X4
6X5GT
6Y6G
10
12A8GT
12A6

12A7
12AT6
12AU6
12C8
12BA6
1213E6
12F5
12H6
12J5GT
12J7GT
12K7GT
12K8G
12Q7GT
125A7GT
12SH7GT
12SG7
12SJ7GT
12SK7GT
12SN7GT
12SQ7GT
125 R7
12SR7GT
20
2050
2051
24A

in lots of 100 or more
Popular GT Miniature and Loctal Tubes. All individually car -
toned and guaranteed best quality. Available at this low price
and may be assorted. THE FIRST REAL SCOOP FOR THE
SERVICE DEALER.

25L6GT
25Z5
25Z6GT
26
27
30
31
32L7GT
35
35/51
3585
35C5
35L6GT
35W4
35Z5GT
37
37A
38
39
39/44
40
41
42
43
44
46

47
50
50B5
50L6GT
56
57
58
70L7GT
71A
75
76
78
81
83
84/624
75
112A
89
117Z3
182B
183
482B
483

TELEVISION and FM TUBES
SPECIAL in 100 lots assorted

54e ea. In smaller
each C quantities.

1B3
2C34
2EZ4
4A6G
6J6
GAGS
6AK5

GALS
6AQS
6AU6
66136
66G6G
6BH6
66J6

658GT
6SN7GT
6557
6T8
6W7G
6Z7G
12AU7

12AT7
12AX7
126A7
1258
19T8

CRITICAL TUBES
Sensational Low Price 54c

each
in 100 lots assorted. 59c ea. in smaller quantities.
OZ4 1LC6 7A4 7Q7
1AD5 1LH4 7A7 757
1A5GT 1LN5 7E5
1A7GT
1G4GT
1HSGT
1J6G
1LA6

1N5GT
1Q5GT
2V3G
3LF4
GUS

7F7
7G7
7H7
7J7
7N7

7W7
7X7
117L7GT
117P7GT
117Z6GT
35Z4GT

IMPORTANT -100 lot prices also apply to mixed assortments of 341/2c and 49c and 54c tubes. IF YOU WISH, tear out this page and send It
In. Just write in quantities desired. Please print name and address plainly.

5 TUBE Super
AC -DC KIT I

Packed complete in- I

eluding tubes, plastic
cabinet, all parts and
the easiest, best in -1

structions ever printed. Students, hobbyists,I
experimenters, hams -build your

radio, each.. .. 95
Quantity prices upon request.

PM SPEAKERS I BY-PASS CONDENSERS
Nationally advertised brands -

5'G Alnico STMaLast
quality I'C each Lots

(assorted)10 $5.95
Lots of 10, ea. 95c I

4' Lots of 10, ea. 95c .001 mfd, 600V.-
' Lots of 10, ea. 95c I ea. 7c

2' Lots of 10. ea. 95c I .002 ea. 7cIndividual price. ... ea. 99c
6' Lots of 10, ea. 51.49 I .005 ea. 7c

Individual price ea. 1.59 .01 ea. 7e
ea. 7c
ea. 8c
ea. 9c

S. with output trans- 1.02
former ea. 3.65 05

10' ea. 4.25 I .1
12' ea. 4.95 I

FILTER CONDENSERS
Highest Quality Standard
Brands, All Fresh Stock Electro-
lytic.
60-60 mfd, 150V ea. 47c

(Small size, low price, use in
place of 60-40, 50-30, 50-50,
40-40, 30-30, etc.)

STOCK UP AT THESE PRICES

20-20 mfd, 150V ea. 39c
30-30 mfd, 150V ea. 47c
40-40 mfd, 150V ea. 49c
50 -SO mfd, 150V ea. 49c
20 mfd, 150V ea. 25c
40 mfd, 150V ea. 29c

8 mfd, 450V ea. 24e
8-8 mfd, 450V ea. 43c
10-10 mfd, 450V ea. 43c
20-20 mfd, 450V ea. 39c
25 mfd, 25V ea. 17c
100 mfd, 25V ea. 17c

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS For: 50L6, SOBS, 50A5, 5006,
32L7, 70L7, 26A7 6W6,

2807, 70A7, 1.276, 6A5, 6B4, 256 6, 7C5,
2A3, 6A3, 6Y6, 25B6, 25L6,
6L6 each ..119d

For: 6V6, 6F6, 3Q5, 42, 41, 43, 45, 50, 71A,
12AS, 25A6, 25A7, 6N7, 6A6, 25N6,
2565, 117L7, 117M7, 117N7,
117P7, 35AS, 6AHS, 6AL6..ea. 49

IF TRANSFORMERS
Standard replacement.Each 45/
Standard replacement. J
Midget 45C
VOLUME CONTROLS

500,000 ohms with switch and
long shaft -best brands

f:ea. 35
2 MEG. with switch and 151
long shaft ea.

MISCELLANEOUS BUYS!
Crystal Cartridge

Standard replacement crystal
cartridge ea. $1.49

6 -Ft. Line Cords
Good rubber with plug 10 for 1.25

Push -Back Wire
100 -ft, rolls per roll 49e
4 -Prong Vibrators ea. $1.25

Selenium Rectifiers
Standard 100 mil ea. 69c

UNIVERSAL OUTPUT TRANSFORMER SPECIAL -Up to 12 watts to almost any speaker ... 99c ea.

All Merchandise is Brand New and nationally advertised brands. -Minimum order $5.00; all shipments F.O.B. Chicago ... ORDER TODAYI
20% additional on small orders outside continental United States. Low Price Catalog sent with first order.

May, 1919

CLEAR -VAC C O 5036
CHICAGO

SRAVENOIL

AVE.S

"Clear heads order from CLEAR -VAC"

95



ANNIVERSARY SALE
Prices Effective Until June 1s Only

A FEW "SPECIAL" SPECIALS
2' Simpson Meter 0-20 Ma (Amp Scale) $1.49
3' Westinghouse Meter 0-20 Ma 2.75
6.3 V 10 Amp. Trans. Prl. 110/220 V 60 Cy Cased 1.49
6 MFD 600 V DC -1 MFD 2000 V DC Oil.... .69
10 MFD 600 V DC -2 MFD 1500 V DC 011.. .89
6 Henry 80 Ma 220 Ohm Chokes.. 2 for .79
Triple 1 MFD 1200 V DC O11 Cond .49

SURPLUS METERS BRAND NEW
2' 0-5 Ma 51.95 2' 0-250 Volts DC. $1.95
2' 0-3 Volts DC 1.95 3' 0-80 Ma DC.... 2.952' 150150 Micro- 3' 0-100 Ma DC... 2.95

am 3.25 3' 0-75 Amps
5

.2' 0 Amps DC 1.95 3' 0-1 Ma DC-30AC. 2.9
2' 0-1 Ma Basic 2.75 3' 0-15 Ma DC.... 2.95
2' 0-200 Microamp 4.50 3' 0-200 Ma DC... 3.75
2' 0-500 Ma 1.95 3' 0-2 Ma DC 3.75
2' 040 Volta DC... 1.95 3' 0.150 Volts AC 3.95

2' 0-1 Amp RF.... 1.95

CHOKE BARGAINS
20 HY 36 Ma 50.49 6 HY 300 Ma $3.396 HY 50 Ma...3 for .89 4.3 HY 620 Ma... 6.49
8 HY 160 Ma..... .99 .07 HY 7 Amps 4.25
1.5 HY 250 Ma. 2for 39 7 HY 800Ma 14.50
14 HY 250 Ma (10 HY 350 Ma) 3.69
Swing Choke 1.6/12 HY 1 Amp/100 Ma 19.95

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
1105

Volt 16 Amp..
60 $2.75 M2.5VFullyt

CT Amp. S4.75
2.6 Volt 10 Amp... 3.49 6.3 Volt 1.2 Amp .695 V CT 3 Amp.... 1.49

MULTIPLE SECONDARIES
S HMV CT 21A. 7.5V 6A 7.5V 6A 54.95
10V CT 13A, 7.5V 2.5) 4.95

6.8V 21 Amp, 6.3V 2A. 2.5V 2A 3.95
5 Volt 4A 6.3V 3A. 2.45
2.5V CT 20A, 2.5V CT 20A 6.95
2.5V CT 10A, 10V 3A, 5V 3A, 5V 3A 3.95

OIL CONDENSERS
5MFD 150 V AC. 50.45 4MFD 1000 V DC 50.891
20MFD 330V AC.. 1.75 15MFD 1000V DC 2.85
1 MFD 600V DC.. .25 6MFD 1500V DC 2.75
2MFD 600V DC... .35 2MFD 2000V DC 2.15
4MFD 600V DC... .55 4MFD 2000V DC 3.55
3/3 MFD 600V DC. .59 6M FD 2000V DC 3.95
2 MFD 1000V DC. .69 2MFD 4000V DC 4.95

ADJUSTABLE RESISTORS (slider)
25 Watt: 1 5 50 ohms $0.19
50 Watt: 80, 100, 500 ohms .29
75 Watt: 40 80 100, 150, 200 ohms .35
1150 Watt: 50. 1100 ohms.

180 ohms
.47

Deduct 10% quantltles of 10 any type

PLATE TRANSFORMERS -Fully Cased
110 Volt 60 Cy Prl.-Continuous Duty

820 V. CT 775 MA S 5.95
2370 V CT 250 Ma, 225V Bias Winding 11.50
1120 V CT 600 Ma 5V 6A 5V 6A 6.3V 3A 8.95
3000V CT 600 MA Dual 31r1 24.50
3000/2500V CT 1.5 Amp Dual Prl 37.59
UTC Type PA Output 5000 ohm plate to 500 ohm
and 8 ohm 10 Watt 80-10,000 CPS w 1DB 92.49
RECTIFIER TRANS. Prl. 110/220V 60Cy Sec.
0-70-75Cats 3 amps Plus 35-37V (Fri. In Series)
Fully
ADVANCE ANTENNA RELAY -110V 60 Cy
coil -ceramic insulation. -
DPDT 51.95 3 PDT 52.50

DUNCO RELAY -6 Volt AC Coil
DPST 51.39 DPDT 51.69

33 WATT WIRE WOUND RESISTOR
Ohms: 100 -1500 -4K -5K -10K -15K -40K ..Each 50.19
7 for .99

SCOPE TRANSFORMERS
Prl. 110V 6OCy-Hermetically Sealed

2500V 12 Ma $3.95
2300V 4 Ma, 2.6 Volta 10 2 Amp 4.95
1050V 20 Ma, 20V 4.5A, 2.5V 5A 4.75
4500V @ 4 Ma 8.50

SOLA CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANS.
Prl. 95r125 Volts 60 Cy Sec 110V

30 VA 510.95 120 VA 517.95

HERE'S VALUE
.004 1000 VDC Micas 10 for 50.99
.01 600 VDC Micas 10 for .99

ederal Anti -cap Switch DPDT .79
JAN 6C4 Tubes 4 for .99
25 MFD 25 VDC Electrolytics. 7 for .99
10K and 15K Potentiometers 7 for .99
S4 Med Potentiometers 5 for .99
1000 MFD 25 VDC Electrolyttoa 3 for .99
50 MFD 50 VDC Eleotrolyties 8 for .99
50,000 ohm 1 Precision Resist 6 for .99
Butterfly Cond. 2-11 MMF Ball B'nge 3 for .99
Hammarlund MC250S-250MMF Var 2 for .99
ART 13 RF Vacuum Switch 1.69
15 Meg. 1% Carbon Resist 5 for .99
IRC 2 Meg 34 of 1% Meter Multip 1.99
.02 2500 VDC Mica Cap.. .99
Power Rheostat 8 ohms 150 watts .99
If net rated 25% with order, Balance COD

Minimum S3.00 Prices FOBNEW YORK

PEAK ELECTRONICS CO.
188 Washington St., New York 7, N. Y.

ASSIGNMENTS OF BOOTH SPACE IN THE
1949 RADIO PARTS & ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

CONFERENCE & SHOW

MEMBER -EXHIBITORS COMPANY NAME BOOTH NO.
COMPANY NAME BOOTH NO. HERMON HOSMER SCOTT, INC

WALTER L. SCHOTT CO
64

120ADVANCE ELECTRIC & RELAY CO..... 29 SHUR-ANTENNA-MOUNT 102AEROVOX CORPORATION 86 SHURE BROTHERS 124
AIRCRAFT -MARINE PRODUCTS 23 M0MURDO SILVER CO. 41/ LL ANCE MANUFACTURING CO 145 SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO 139ALPHA WIRE CORP 95 MARK SIMPSON MFG. COMPANY 46
ALTEC LANSING CORP 107 SNAIDER TELEVISION CORP 157
AMERICAN CONDENSER CO 155 SNC MANUFACTURING CO. 59AMERICAN MICROPHONE CO.
AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORP

113
109 SNYBOLA ELECTRIC CO CNG CO ' . 174

AMERICAN RADIO HARDWARE CO.... 14 SPIRLING PRODUCTS CO 25
AMERICAN TELEVISION & RADIO CO.. 82 SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO 89AMPEREX ELECTRONIC CORP. 91 STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORP 88AMPERITE COMPANY 55 STAR PRODUCTS 34
ASTATIC CORPORATION 141 STEPHENS MFG. COMPANY 4
ATLAS SOUND CORP. 96 STROMBERG-CARLSON 100AUDAK COMPANY 118 SUPREME, INC 118AUDIO DEVICES, INC 24 SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODS 65BARKER & WILLIAMSON 123 TALK -A -PHONE CO 17
BELDEN MANUFACTURING CO
BELL SOUND SYSTEMS

90
40 TTECHNICALELEX INC

APPLIANCE CORP 1181

BLILEY ELECTRIC COMPANY 7 THORARDSON ELECTRIC MFG. DIV....110
DAVID BOGEN CO 44 TRICRAFT PRODUCTS CO. 147BRITISH INDUSTRIES CORP 47 TRIMM INC 146
BRUSH DEVELOPMENT CO 41A TRIPLETTT ELECTRICAL INSTR. 121BUD RADIO, INC 69 TUNG SOL LAMP WORKS 68
BURGESS BATTERY CO. 12 THE TURNER COMPANY 18BURLINGTON INSTRUMENT CO 22 UNGAR ELECTRIC TOOLS 101
BUSSMAN MANUFACTURING CO. 106 UNITED TRANSFORMER 92
CAMBURN, INC. 8 UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS 151CARTER MOTOR CO. 37 VACO PRODUCTS CO 80CENTRALAB DIVISION 39 V -M CORPORATION 42
CHICAGO TRANSFORMER DIV 160 WALDOM ELECTRONICS 73
CINAUDAGRAPH SPEAKERS DIV. 9 WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO. 11
CINCH MANUFACTURING CO 97 WARD PRODUCTS CORP 105
CLAROSTAT MANUFACTURING CO..... 51 WEBSTER-CHICAGO CORP 93
COLUMBIA WIRE & SUPPLY CO 130 WEBSTER ELECTRIC CO 138
CONDENSER PRODUCTS CO 144 WELLER MANUFACTURING CO .135
CONSOLIDATED WIRE & ASSOC. COS 134
CONTINENTAL CARBON COMPANY 148
CONTINENTAL ELECTRIC CO 27
CORNISH WIRE COMPANY 48
CRESCENT INDUSTRIES 78
CRONAME, INC. 84
DRAKE ELECTRIC WORKS 149
DUOTONE COMPANY 122
EAGLE ELECTRONICS 158
ECKSTEIN RADIO & TELEVISION CO 26
EITEL-MoCULLOUGH, INC 158
ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRON CO. 129
ELECTRO PRODUCTS LABORATORIES 67
ELECTRO -VOICE, INC 81
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO. 133
ELECTROVOX CO. 50
ELLAR WOODCRAFT. 33
ERIE RESISTOR CORP 142
ESPEY MANUFACTURING CO 85
FREED TRANSFORMER CORP 108
GEE -LAR PRODUCTS CO 46
GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO 127
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 75
GENERAL INDUSTRIES CO 70
GENERAL TRANSFORMER CORP 62
GIRARD-HOPKINS 71
GUARDIAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO. 155
HALLDORSON COMPANY 1b
HALLICRAFTERS COMPANY 153
HARDWICK, HINDLE CO 54
HEXACON ELECTRIC COMPANY 28
HICKOK ELECTRICAL INS. CO 8
INDIANA STEEL PRODUCTS CO 83
INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER CORP 79
INSULINE CORP. OF AMERICA 2
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO 115
JACKSON ELECTRICAL INS. CO 98
J -B -T INSTRUMENTS 66
J. F. D. MANUFACTURING CO., INC 117
JENSEN INDUSTRIES 52
JENSEN MANUFACTURING CO 36
E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY 35
KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUP. CO 137
KENYON TRANSFORMER CO 5
KESTER SOLDER COMPANY 3
LA POINTE PLASCOMOLD CORP 20
LEACH RELAY COMPANY 63
LECTRON INC. 54
LENZ ELECTRIC MFG. CO 104
P. R. MALLORY & CO. 68
MARKEL ELECTRIC 88A
MERIT COIL & TRANSFORMER CORP 150
JAMES MILLEN MANUFACTURING CO 140
NATIONAL COMPANY 61
NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORP 10
NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO 80
OHMITE MANUFACURING CO 162
OPERADIO MANUFACTURING CO. 87
PAR -METAL PRODUCTS CORP. 186

PERMO INCLWARE
CO 138

PERMOFLUX CORPORATION - 43
PHALO PLASTICS CORP 30
PHILMORE MFG. COMPANY 21
POTTER & BRUMFIELD 13
PRECISION APPARATUS CO 94
PREMAX PRODUCTS DIVISION 18
PRESTO RECORDING CORP 169
PYRAMID ELECTRIC CO 1CONO 176RELECTRICCO
RAD-EL-CO MANUFACTURING CO 87A
RADIART CORP 82
RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO. 119
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA -136A
RADIO CRAFTSMEN 112
RADIO MERCHANDISE SALES 31
RAULAND-BORG CORP 143
RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING CO 99
RECORDISC CORPORATION 103
RECOTON CORPORATION 49
REK-O-KUT COMPANY 72
JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER 114
HOWARD W. SAMS & CO 131
SANGAM O' ELECTRIC CO 154

Convention will be held at the Stevens Ho

WESTON ELECTICAL INSTRUMENT 124
WILCOX GAY CORPORATION 77~CHARGER CORPORATION. 126
WIRT COMPANY 47
WORKSHOP ASSOCIATES 56

DISPLAY ROOMS
COMPANY NAME DISPLAY ROOM NO.
AIRCRAFT -MARINE PROD 504A
AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORP 550A -551A
ATLAS SOUND CORP 513
BELDEN MFG. CO 501A
BELL SOUND SYSTEMS 524A
DAVID BOGEN COMPANY 542A & 544ABRITISH INDUSTRIES 601A -602A
BRUSH DEVELOPMENT 610-811
CENTRALAB DIVISION 610A -611A
CHICAGO TRANSFORMER DIV . 557A & 561A
CRESCENT INDUSTRIES 512A
CRONAME INC 501
EAGLE ELECTRONICS 523
ELLAR WOODCRAFT CORP 560A
ELECTRO -VOICE, INC 658-659
JOHN E. FAST & CO 521A
GENERAL CEMENT MFG. CO 612
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO 500
GENERAL TRANSFORMER 603
E. J. GUTHMAN 656-657
THE HALLICRAFTERS CO 604A & 605A
HERMON HOSMER SCOTT, INC 609
HICKOK ELEC. INS. CO 526A
INDIAN STEEL PRODUCTS 509
INSULINE CORP. OF AMERICA 509A
J. F. D. MANUFACTURING CO 521
JENSEN MANUFACURING CO 505 & 560
RESTER SOLDER CO 602
MARKEL ELECTRIC 516
THE MUTER COMPANY 512
NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS 522
OPERADIO MFG. CO 519A -520A
PERMOFLUX CORPORATION 607A
PHILMORE MFG. CO 532A
PRESTO RECORDING 557
GUAM-NICHOLS 533A
RACON ELECTRIC CO ... 530A
RADIO CITY PRODUCTS 620A
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA 656A-657A
'RAULAND-BORG CORP 515A & 528A

4
ÁNGAMO ELECTRIC CO. 556A
WALTER L. SCHOTT 617
SHURE BROTHERS 517A
SIMPSON ELECTRIC CO. 553A
MARK SIMPSON MFG. CO 605-607
SPIRLING PRODUCTS 612A
STACKPOLE CARBON CO 618-619
STAR PRODUCTS CO 535A -536A
STEPHENS MFG. CO 639A -640A
STROMBERG CARLSON 505A -507A
TALK -A -PHONE CO 618A -619A
THORDARSON ELEC. MFG. CO 653-855
TRIPLETT ELEC. INS. CO 513A
TUNG SOL LAMP WORKS 537A
UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS 639-640
V -M CORPORATION 507
WELLER MFG. CO 614A -615A
WILCOX-GAY CORP. 502
WINCHESTER CORP 520
WORKSHOP ASSOCIATES 600-801

TRADE PRESS ROW
COMPANY NAME BOOTH NO.
RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS A
RADIO SERVICE DEALER B
JOBBER NEWS C
SERVICE MAGAZINE D
RADIO & TELEVISION WEEKLY E
RADCRAFT PUBLICATIONS F
CALDWELL CLEMENTS G
RADIO & TELEVISION JOURNAL H
UNITED CATALOG PUBLISHERS... I

tel in Chicago, May 16 through May 20.
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! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE-We believe units offered for sale by mail ordershould be sold 1

only on a "Money -Back -If -Not -Satisfied" basis. We carefully check the design, calibration and value II

' of all items advertised by us and unhesitatingly offer all merchandise subject to a return for credit or
` refund. You, the customer, are the sole judge as to value of the item or items you have purchased. J

Mai
us*

BUILD YOUR OWN OSCILLOSCOPE and V. T.V. M. and SAVE!!

5" OSCILLOSCOPE KIT
Indispensable for AM, FM, and TELE-
VISION. Horizontal sweep circuit 15
to 30,000 cycles. All controls on front
panel. Linear sweep with 884 gat tri-
ode. Graph screen for measuring
peak to peak voltage. Frequency re-
sponse of horizontal and vertical am-
plifiers from 50 cycles to 50 Kc. Input
impedance I megohm and 50 mmfd.
Etched panel for long life. Tube
complement: 2-65J7, 2-5Y3, 1-884,
I-SBPI. Provision for external syn-

chronization, test voltage and intensity
modulation. Deflection sensitivity: .30
volts per inch full gain. Detailed
instructions and pictorial diagrams
Included. Operates
from 105/130 V.A.C. $3995
50/60 cy. Nothing
else to buy!

VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER KIT

THE MOST USEFUL TOOL ON
THE RADIO BENCH!

D.C. end A.C. ranges 0-5, 10, 100,

500 and 1000 volts. Ohm -meter
ranges from .2 ohms to 1,000 meg-
ohms in steps of Rxl, RxlO, Rx1000,
Rx10,000 and Rxl megohm. Db scale
from 20 to + 55. Db in 5 ranges.
Diode A.C. rectifier. Large rugged
41/2" meter with all A.C. and D.C.
readings on one simple scale. 1%
accuracy. Complete t 95
tubes end test prods.
Nothing else to buy!

THE NEW MODEL 670

SUPER METER
SUPER METER. A Combination
VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER plus
CAPACITY REACTANCE, INDUC-
TANCE and DECIBEL MEASURE-
MENTS.
D.C. VOLTS: 0 to 7.5/15/75/150/750/
1500/7500. A.C. VOLTS: O to 15/30/
150/300/1500/3000 Volts. OUTPUT
VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300/1500/3000.
D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 1.5/15/150 ma.;
0 to 1.5 Amps. RESISTANCE: 0 to 500/
100,000 ohms, 0 to Is Megohms. CA-
PACITY: .1101 to .2 ytfd.. .1 to 4 Mfd.
(Quality test for electrolytles.) REACT-
ANCE: 700 to 27.000 ohms; 13,000
Ohms to 3 Megohms.
INDUCTANCE: 1.75 to TO Henries: 19
to 0,000 henries.
DECIBELS: -10 to +18. +10 to +99.
+30 to +5R.
The model 670 comes housed In a rug-
ged, crackle -finished steel
cabinet complete with test
leads and operating in-
structions. Size 51'1" x `V Net
71/4" x 9".

40

THE NEW MODEL 777

20,000 OHMS PER VOLT!!

TUBE & SET TESTER
Tube Tester Specifications:
* Tests all tubes including New Miniatures, etc. Also Pilot Lights.
* Tests by the well -established emission method for tube quality, di-
rectly read on the scale of the meter. * New type line voltage.

V.O.M. Specifications:
D.C. VOLTS: (at 20,000 Ohms

Per Volt), 0 to 7.5/15/75/150/
750/1,500 Volts.

A.C. VOLTS: (At 10.000 Ohms
Per Volt), 0 to 15/30/150/300/
1,500/3,000 Volts.

D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 1.5/15/
15)1 Ma. 0 to 1.5 Amperes.

RESISTANCE: 0 to 5.000/
50,000/500.000 Ohms. 0 to 50
Megohms.
Model 777 operates on 90-120
volt, e0 cycle. AC. Neuaed in
beautiful hand -rubbed cabinet.
Complete with test l.ed u. tube.,
charts and detailed
operating instruc-
tions. 95Sise 13"
121/2.. x 6". NET

20% DEPOSIT REQUIRED

The New Model 770-An Accurate Pocket -Size

VOLT -OHM MILLIAMMETER
(Sensitivity: 1000 ohms per volt)

Features:
Compact measures 3%" x 574 x 21".
Uses latest design 2% accurate 1 MII.
D'Arsonval type meter. Same zero ad-
justment holds for both resistance ranges.
It is not necessary to readjust when
switching from one resistance range to
another. This Is an important timesav-
ing feature never before included In a

V.O.M. In this price range. Housed in
round -cornered, molded case. Beautiful
black etched panel. Depressed letters
filled with permanent white, insures long
life even with constant use.
Specifications: 6 A.C. VOLTAGE RANGES:
0-15/30/150/300/15000/3000 volts.

D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 0-T%/15/75/
150/750/1500 volts.
4 DC. CURRENT RANGES: 0-1%/15/150
Ma. 0-1 Amps.
2 RESISTANCE RANGES: 0-500 ohms. 0-1
Megolun.
The Model770 comes com-
plete withithself-contained bat-
teries, test leads and all op-
erating

NR
Instructions.

The Model 88-A COMBINATION

SIGNAL GENERATOR
AND

SIGNAL TRACER

ON ALL C.O.D. ORDERS

Signal Generator Specifications:
*Frequency Range: 150 Kilo-
cycles to 50 Megacycles. °The
R.F. Signal Frequency is kept
completely constant at all out-
put levels. Modulation is ac-
complished by Grid -blocking ac-
tion which is equally effective
for alignment of amplitude and
frequency modulation as well as
for television receivers. R.F. ob-
tainable separately or modu-
lated by the Audio Frequency.
Signal Tracer Specifications:
Uses the new Sylvania 1534 Ger-
manium crystal Diode which com-
bined with a resistance -capacity net-
work provides a frequency range of 300
cycles to 51) Megacycles,
The Model 88 comes
complete with all test
leads and operating In- L8NET

ttructions. ONLY
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GENERAL ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTING CO. NEW YORK 71,"ARK
PN. Y

May, 1919
97



RANGES at 20,000 ohms per volt DC,
1000 ohms per volt AC VOLTS:

AC & DC -2.5, 10, 50, 250, 1,000, 5,000

DC CURRENT:
10, 100, 500, MA -10 AMP -100 MICRO AMP

OHMS:
0-2,000 (12 center), 0-200,000 (1200 center),

0-20 MEGOHMS (120,000 ohms center)

DECIBELS:
(5 ranges) -10 to +52 DB

SIMPSON
ELECTRIC
COMPANY

5211í0 5218 W. KINZIE ST., CHICAGO 44. ILL.
N CANADA: BACH-SIMPSON, LTD., LONDON, ONT.
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Ghost Elimination
(Continued from page 72)

each potentiometer must be adjusted
to some particular value to obtain a
proper match. That is, one potentiom-
eter cannot be changed to compensate
for the incorrect adjustment of an-
other potentiometer.

Unless the relative magnitudes of
receiver and line impedances are
known, it is quite possible that the
potentiometer pad will be tried the
"wrong way" on the first trial, and no
match will be found. In this case, the
pad should be reversed and a match
sought with the new connections.

If it is found impossible to eliminate
the ghost with the variable pad, a de-
fective transmission line is indicated.
For example, there may be a break or
short in one side of the line. Such de-
fects can usually be detected by a vi-
sual or ohmmeter check.

Balanced Input. Unbalanced Line
When it is desired to operate a re-

ceiver with balanced input circuit
from an unbalanced line, the input cir-
cuit may be arranged as shown in Fig.
4A. As an example, a 300 -ohm bal-
anced input circuit is shown in combi-
nation with a 75 -ohm unbalanced line.
One half of the input circuit is
shunted with a 150 -ohm resistor load.
This 150 -ohm dummy load provides
correct loading for the unenergized
half of the input. The other half of
the input circuit is energized from the
line through a pad designed to match
75 ohms to 150 ohms. The values for
both resistances in this pad (as found
in Fig. 4A) are 100 ohms.

Unbalanced Input. Balanced Line
When it is desired to operate a re-

ceiver with an unbalanced input cir-
cuit from a balanced line, it is possible
to use the arrangement shown in Fig.
4B. In this diagram, a 300 -ohm bal-
anced line is shown properly matched
to a 75 -ohm receiver. It will be ob-

served that a 75 -ohm dummy load is
provided to maintain line balance to
ground, thus preserving the antenna
and line characteristics.

The receiver and dummy load to-
gether present a 150 -ohm resistance to
the 300 -ohm line. Consequently, a pad
which utilizes two 110 -ohm resistors
and one 220 -ohm resistor is required
to match the 300 -ohm line to the input
system. The pad indicated in Table 2
for matching a 300 -ohm impedance to
a 150 -ohm impedance is comprised of
two 220 -ohm resistors. Because the
line is balanced, however, the 220 -ohm
series resistance is split into two 110 -
ohm sections, with one section in each
side of the line.

It should be noted that the noise-
rejection feature claimed for a bal-
anced line is lost in the circuit of Fig.
4B, because the receiver is energized
from only one side of the line. More-
over, the matching losses are doubled
when a dummy load is used. Thus, in
the circuits given in Fig. 4A and Fig.
4B, the operating losses are about 12
db. This figure, however, is only about
6 db. more than the power loss encoun-
tered if a pad were not used. In
strong -signal areas, satisfactory ghost-
free reception can be obtained with
these matching systems. In weak -sig-
nal areas, however, it may be neces-
sary to forego these expedients and re-
place the transmission line with a line
having characteristics which match
the receiver.

It is interesting to compare the
power loss due to mismatch with the
power loss caused by the insertion of
a matching pad. Such a comparison
is given in Table 3. It can be seen
from this tabulation that the power
loss due to the addition of the pad for
ghost -free reception is between 4 and
6 db. Except in critical areas of low
signal strength, this loss is not trou-
blesome. In critical areas, however,
it is apparent that replacing the trans-
mission line with one that matches the
receiver may not only result in ghost-
free reception, but in a signal increase
of as much as 13 db. 30

Table 3. Power losses in typical unmatched and matched systems.

RECEIVER
IMPEDANCE (OHMS)

LINE IMPEDANCE (OHMS)

53 75 105 150 300
72 Lp = 5

Lm = 0.3
Lp = 6
Lm = 0.6

Lp = 8
Lm = 2.1

Lp = 12
Lm = 6.9

Lo = 4.7 Lo = 5.4 Lo = 5.9 Lo = 5.1
100 Lp = 7

Lm = 1.7
Lp = 5
Lm = 0.4

Lp = 6
Lm = 0.7

Lp = 10
Lm = 4.5

Lo = 5.3 Lo = 4.6 Lo = 5.3 Lo = 5.5
150 Lp = 10

Lm = 4
Lp = 8
Lm = 1.9

Lp = 5
Lm = 0.5

Lp = 8
Lm = 1.9

Lo = 6 Lo = 6.1 Lo = 4.5 Lo = 6.1
300 Lp = 13

Lm = 9
Lp = 11
Lm = 6.5

Lp = 10
Lm = 4

Lp = 8
Lm = 1.9

Lo = 4 Lo = 4.5 Lo = 6 Lo = 6.1

Lp Power loss due to insertion of pads in db.
Lo, Loss due to mismatch in db.
Lo Additional operating loss under matched (ghost -free) conditions in db.
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UPRIGHT CAPACITORS
Fig. Mfd. Voltage Terminals Mfrs. Price

I 600VDC 2 Aer 35c, 3 for $1.00
.25 400VDC 2 39c, 3 for 1.10

.5 600VDC 2 Solar 35c, 3 for 1.00
I 600VDC 2 Micamold 39c, 3 for 1.10

2x.5 600VDC 3 Solar 49c, 3 for 1.45
3x.1 600VDC 3 Gudeman 55c, 2 for 1.05

.25 400VDC 2 Aerovox 39c, 3 for 1.10
.5 600VDC 2 Solar 35e, 3 for 1.00
.5 600VDC 2 Aerovox 35c, 3 for 1.00

I 400VDC 2 CD. 35c, 3 for 1.00
.1 400VDC 2 Aero 40c, 2 for .75
.4 600VDC 2 Gudeman 39c, 3 for 1.10
.1 600VDC 2 Aero 45c, 2 for .85

2x.1 600VDC 2 Aero 50c, 2 for .95
1.75 400VDC 2 CD. 35c, 3 for 1.00
3x.1 600VDC 3 Tobe 55c, 2 for 1.05
2x.5 600VDC 3 Gudeman 49c, 2 for .95

.1 600VDC 2 Aer 45c, 2 for .85

.1 600VDC 2 Gudeman 45c. 2 for .85
I 500VDC 2 G.E. Pyr 45e, 2 for .85
I 500VDC 2 G.E. Pyr 45c, 2 for .85

.1 600VDC 2 G.E. Pyr 45c. 2 for .85
Send for Lists of other values.

1111 AND
FILAMENT

TRANSFORMERS
Conservatively Rated

115V 60cy Input Equip.
Fil. Trans: 2.5vct/6.5A 1780 RMS $3.25
Fil. Trans: 2.5v/3A, 7v/7A, 23600 Test 24.00
Fil. Trans: 6.3v/2Act, 6.3vct/2A 2.45
Fil. Trans: 5v/6A 2.25
Fil. Trans: 6.3vct/.6A, 5v/2A 1.85
Fil. Trans: 5087; 6.3vct/ IA, 6.3vct/7A 2.75
Fil. Trans: 5103; 6.3v/IA, 6.3v/IA 2.35
Fil, Trans: 5123; 6.3vct/5A. 6.3v/IA 2.25
Fil, Trans: 5127; 6.3vct/3.2A, 6.3vct/IA 2.25
Fil. Trans: 7470674: 8.Iv/1.5A 2.95
Fil. Trans: GE34V541: 2.5v/1.75A, 6.5v/8A, 5v/3A,

6.5/v.6A 3.95
Plate Trans: U10885: 1620vct/400MA 11.95
Comb. Trans: U8965: 78v/600MA 6.3v Fil. 4.00
Plate Trans: 15.3410: 800vot/4OMA, 760vct/500MA 6.95
Plate Trans: 15-3415: 690v/450MA 4.95
Comb. Trans: 5111: 300v/42MA, 300v/42MA, 55v/

I25MA, 45v/35MA 4.50
Telv. Trans: 5102: 1080vct/55MA, 6.3v/l.2A, 6.3v/

1.2A 5.95
Comb. Trans: CS5608 880vct/15OMA, 5v/3A, 6.3v/

6.25A 4.50
Comb. Trans: KS8931: 585vct/86MA. 5v/3A. 6.3v/6A 4.25
Comb. Trans: 5055: 525vct/75MA, 5v/2A, 6.3v/l.8A,

10v/2A 4.45
Plate Trans: 68G699: 300vct, 300vct/150MA 2.25
Auto Trans: 341436; 90v. 80, 70v. I Amp 2.95

Send for List of Many Others Available
CHOKES

Chokes 03Hy, 2A $1.25 8.5Hy, I25MA $1.50
Chokes 25Hy, 65MA. . 1.00 6Hy, 150MA 1.50
Chokes Dual 7Hy, 75MA:

IIHy 60MA . 1.65 7Hy, 140MA, 1.60
Chokes Dual 2Hy. IOOMA .75 Dual 2.5Hv, 130MA 1.25
Chokes .116Hy, 150MA.. 4.25 01 Hy, 2.5A 1.45
Chokes .35Hy, 350MA... 7.25 Dual 5Hy. 330MA 1.00
Chokes 5Hy, 40MA .55 2Hy, 200MA .. .. 75
Chokes Dual 12OHy,

I7MA 2.45 3OHy. 20MA, .85
Chokes; 5Hy, 200MA 1.45 2.IHy, 200MA 1.20

Send for List of Others Available

CRYPTOGRAPH
Orig. Teletype w/std.
Keyboard. DC Motor,
110vdc. Type 5BY,
36A1, 1/30 H.P., 1725
RPM. Slightly used,
excel. cond.
Price $110.00

POWER EQUIPMENT
Step down transformer: Pri: 440, 220 110 volts a.c. 60

cycles, 3 KVA. Sec. 115 v. 2500 volt insulation Size
12"x12"x7" $40.00

PLATE TRANSFORMER. Pri: 117 v. 60 cy. Sec 17,000
v. @ 144 ma. with choke. Oil immersed. Size- 26"x
29"x13" Amertran $120.00

Fil. Trans. UX6899 Fri: 115 v. 60 cy. Sec: Two 5V
5.5A windings 29 KV Test $24.50

Voltage Reg. Transtat "Amertram" type PH 2KVA load.
Input 90/130 v. 50/60 cycle output 115 v $40.00

KS 8767: Fil. Xfmr. Pri: 115 v. 60 cy. Sec: 2 wdgs 5v.
at 5 amp each. 15.000 v. ins $15.00

MICROWAVE TEST EQUIPMENT
THERMISTOR BRIDGE: Power meter 1-203-A. 10 cm.

mfg W.E. Complete with meter, interpolation chart,
portable carrying case $72.50

Bell Labs. Dual Mount mixer -beacon assemblies. 2 com-
plete mixer -beacon mounts on gold-plated waveguide
section $50.60

Slotted Line, Bell Labs. 11/e"x5/I6" guid., gold plated..
$150.00

TS -238 GP. 10 cm. Echo box with resonance indicator
and micrometer adjust cavity. 2700 to 2900 Mcs cali-
brated $85.00

TS 108 -AP dummy load 65.00
W. E. 1 138. Signal generator, 2700 to 2900 Mc range.

Lighthouse tube oscillator with attenuator & output
meter. 115 VAC input, reg. Pwr. supply. With cir-
cuit diagram $50.00

3 cm. waveineter: 9200 to 11,000 me transmission type
with square flanges 015.00

3 cm. stabilizer cavity, trap mission type $20.00
3 cm. Wavemeter, Micromete head mounted on X -Band

guide. Freq. range approx. 7900 to 10,000 Mc $75.00

NabEQUIPMENT
nMPANV

WRITE FOR BLUE FLYER

PRECISION RESISTORS
1.01 ohms 82 800 7500 35000
3 120 920 8500 40000
5 125 1000 10000 50000
5.05 128 1100 12000 55000

10 150 1450 17000 57000
10.1 200 1900 17300 75000
18 250 2230 20000 Write
43.5 300 4300 25000 for
50 430 5000 30000 List of
75 468 7000 33300 Others
Above Sizes, Each 300 10 for $2.50

84000 150000 220000 We Ship
100000 170000 250000 Types
120000 200000 500000 In Stock
Above Sizes. Each 40c 10 for $3.50
1.000,000 ohms Precision Resis. @ .75

932 PHOTOTUBE
A gas photo tube having SI response, Sensitive
to red & near infrared radiation. Can be used
with incandescent light sources.
Anode Supply Volt. (DC or AC) 90 Volts
Cathode Current 3 Amp.
Ambient Temp. 100° C.
Sensitive at 8000 Antis.-.. .0065 µAmp/µWatt
Luminous Sens, at Ocys..... .65 µAmp/Lumen
Price $1.25

TRANSTAT
(AMERTRAN)

INPUT: 0.115v, 50-60 cy.
Max, OUTPUT: 115v. 100'
Amp, All units NEW.
Guaranteed.
Price $95

TYPEWRITER DESK WELLS
Mounted on Steel Panel for
standard Rack Mtg. l01/z" H
x 19" W x Ve" TH. Well 22"
W. 20" D. Full working
space. Grey crackle finish.
New. Price Each $8.95

LEAR POWER
UNITS

24 vdc drive, 90:1 gear
ratio. High power. Origi-
nally designed for landing
gear retraction. Bicych
type sprocket for multi-
purpose drive. Large
quantity available..$0.95

UNIVERSAL OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER

Amertran Silcor. PR : 20.000/16,000/5000
4000 ohms. Sect. 500/15/7.5/5/3.75/1.25
ohms. 30 db. contin. Flat to 17.000 CY.

$4.75

CROSS POINTER INDICATOR
Dual 0-200 microamp. movement in 3"
case. Each movement brought out u,
6 -term receptacle at rear. Originally used
in ILS equipment. New $3.95

FREQ. MULT. UNIT ART -13
Xintr Assy 2 to 18 Mc Doubling
Package set up, for two 1625
tubes, no coils. Complete Assy
w/ckf Dir, less tubes.
Price $9.95

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

Mfg. Raytheon: Navy
CRP -301407: Pri: 92-138
v- 15 amps, 57 to 63 cy,
I phase. Sec: 115 v. 7.15
amp, .82 KVA. .96 PF.
Contains the following
components:

REGULATOR TRANSFORMER: Raytheon UX-9545.
Pri: 92.138 v. 60 cy, I PH. Sec: 200/580 v. 5.5/5.26
amps, 4000 v. rms test.
FILTER REACTOR: 156 hy. 5 amps, 4000 v. test. Ray-
theon IIX 9547.
TRANSFORMER: Pri: 186 v. 5 amps; Sec: 115 v. 7.2
amps. Size 12"x20"x29". Net Wt. approx. 250 Lbs.
Entire unit enclosed in grey metal cabinet with mounting
facilities. New, as shown $99.50

CARBON PILE VOLTAGE REGULATORS
Type "A" Coil current .105 to .115 amp. 80 volts. Leland
Electric $2.95
Type "C" Input: 22-30 v, coil, 30 amps. Output: 19 v.
5.7 amps. Spec, #VR9000.2c. Leland Electric $2.95
-35X0458: 22v, .1 to 3 amps, for K-148 Gunsight. Web-

ster $2.95

±3%
±20%

±5i
±3%

2.00
D-170908: 0.152 mfd, 300 v, 400 cy, -50 to plus 85

D-164 60: 2.04 mfd, @ 200 vdc, 0 to plus 55 deg C. 2.50
0-168344: 2.16 mfd @ 200 vdc, 0 to plus 55 deg C. 3.00
D .161555:.5 mfd @ 400 vdc, -50 to plus 85 deg C 3.00
D-166602: 16 mfd @ 400 vdc, temp comp 50 to 85

dog C 12.51
D-161270: I mfd @ 200 vdc, temp comp -40 to

plus 65 deg C 12.50

3" OSCILLOSCOPE KIT
BC929-Indicator using 9 Tubes,
3BPI, 6SN7, 6H6, 6B6G, 6X5.
2X2. (Now 400 cy), easily cony,
to 60 cy, IISv. NEW w/Tubes
and cony. diag. $24.95

5" OSCILLOSCOPE KIT

BC704-Less pwr supply. Use 8
Tubes, 5BPI, 6AC7, 6H6. Incl.
wood case & schem. diag. $32.50

MIN. ORDER I COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT CO.
F.O.B. N.Y.C. 131 Liberty St., New York. N. Y. Dept N-5 Att. Mr. C. Rosen Digby 9-4124

.114.,T:511511'11
BATHTUB CAPACITORS

Fig. Mid. Voltage Terminals
D 3X.1 600VDC 3
E 3X.1 400VDC 3

C 2X.1 6000VDC 3
E .025 600VDC 2
A 400VDC 2
C 2.1 600VDC 2
E 2X.25 600VDC 3

D
.5
.1 1600VDC 2

2

E 3X.I 600VDC 3
E .5 200VDC 2
C ,05 600VDC 2
E .5 600VDC 2
C .5 120VDC 2
E .1 600VDC 1

E 4 50VDC 2
E I 400VDC I

D I 600VDC 2
C 3X.1 600VDC 3
E 2X.25 400VDC 3
D .5 600VDC 2
D 2X.1 600VDC 3
D .5 600VDC I

E 2X.1 200VDC 2
C .5 400VDC I

A 1.02
C .5
C .5
E 4
E

IOOVDC 2
1500VDC 2
600VDC 2
200VDC 2

50VDC 2
20 50VDC 2 0 25c

Write for Lists of Other Values

Price
@ 330 4 for
@ 33c 4 for
@ 20c 5 for
@ 290 3 for
@ 18e 5 for
@ 40c 2 for
@ 25e 4 for

29c 3 for
45e 3 for

@ 25c 4 for
@ 35c 3 for
(0 20e 5 for
@ 21c 5 for
@ 25c 4 for
@ 18^. 5 for
@@200 5for

25c 4 for
@ 25c 4 for
@ 30e 3 for

33c 4 for
27c 4 for

@ 25c 4 for
00 29e 3 for
@ 20e 3 for
@ 20c 5 for

20c S for
15c 7 for

@ 45e 2 for
@ 25c 4 for

200 5 for
30c 3 for

4 for

$1.25
1.29
.95
.85
.85
.75
.95
.85

1.30
.95

1.00
.95

1.00
.95
.85
.95
.95
.95
.75

1.29
1.05
.95
.85
.95
.95
.95

1.00
.85
.95
.95
.85
.95

CERAMICON CONDENSERS
$7.50 per 100

3 mmf +5% 60 mmf
5 mmf ±5% 67 mmf
4 mmf ±5 mmf 115 mmf
8.5 mmf ±5 mmf 120 mmf
II mmf +5% 240 mmf
15mmf ±2.5mmf 250 mmf -
50 mmf -20% 1000 mmf +5%

Silver -Mica Button Capacitors
(Standard Brand) $9.50 per 100

185 mmi 2.5 mmf
175 mmf 2.5 mmf
500 mmf 10%

ig. Mfd. Voltage
.01 1200WVDC
.00025 2500TVDC
.00004 2500WVDC
.000047 2500WVDC
.01 500WVDC
.002 3000WVDC
.01 2000WVDC
.00003 2000WVDC
.00009 3000WVDC
.00082 3000WVDC
.002 3000WVDC
.005 5000 W V DC
.004 6000WVDC
.0006 3000W3000WVDC
.0008 3000WVDC
.0016 3000WVDC
.000090 3000WVDC
.08 1500 W V D C
.03 2000WVDC
.045 2000WVDC
.00015 20000WVDC
.0001 20000WVDC
.002 15000 W V DC
.006 2500WVDC
.00027 2500WVDC

Mfd.
Aer $
Spra
Micamold
Micamold
Micamold
CD
CD
Sang
Spra
Sang
CD
CD
Sang
Spra
Spra
Sang
Sang
Sang

HIGH
VOLTAGE

MICAS

.65
40

10.00
Sang 12.00
Sang 12.00
Sang 24.00
Sang 24.00
Sang 19.00
Sang 1.45
Micamold .35

Price
.50; 2 for $ .95
.29, 2 for .55
.39 2 for .75
.39 2 for .75

.25 2 for .45
1.05 2 for 2.00
1.50 2 for 2.90
.49 2 for .95
.75 2 for 1.45

1.00 2 for 1.95
1.00 2 for 1.95
1.65 2 for 3.25
1.50 2 for 2.95
1.00 2 for 1.95
.95 2 for 1.85

2 for 1.25
2 for .75
2 for 19.50
2 for 23.50
2 for 23.50
2 for 47.50
2 for 47.50
2 for 37.50
2 for 2.85
2 for .65

PRECISION CAPACITORS
D-163707: 0.4 mid @ 1500 vdc, -50 to plus 85 deg

D-163035: 0.1 mfd @ 600 vdc. 0 to plus 65 deg$ 4.50
C

$3.00 I All merchandise guaranteed. Mail orders promptly tilled. All prices F.O.B. New York City. Send
Money Order or Check. Only shipping charges sent C.O.D. Rated Concerns send P.O.

$3.00
MIN. ORDER
F.O.B. N.Y.C.
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LOOK at these

BIG VALUES!
True Fidelity AM -FM Phono Amp

You'll enjoy every minute of listening pleasure with this
high -quality low-cost amplifier. Plenty of big -set features
at a price you can afford. Big room volume with hum -free
output rated at 10 watts undistorted to any 6-8 ohm
speaker. Input is dual purpose 6SC7 phase -inverter shock -
mounted to reduce possible microphonics: push-pull 6V6
output; 5Y3GT rectifier. Input jacks for both high and
medium impedances. Complete, compact unit measures
only 9 54'x5'x5"; metal chassis finished in attractive brown
wrvolume namel.

front
Wide -range tone and

$171volume controls on front panel. Com-
Ilete with tubes and line cord, ready for
mmediate operation on 115 -volt, 60-

cycle line.ow Greatestprice value ever offered at completethis l

SEEBURG Model L Record Changer
Finest 2 -post record changer on market. Will play 12'
and 10" or 10' and 12" records. Base size 14' square. Auto-
matic shut-off after last record. Best Astatic Cartridge
and Permanent Needle. $17.95A big bargain for only

Dual Speed RECORD CHANGERS
This changer has the finest dual -speed mechanism made.
Plays troth new LP and older standard records and
CHANGES THEM TOO? Adjustable cartridge with
finest permanent needles. Base measures$29.25
12"x13'. Priced right at if

7f33Deluxe model of above on 14" square base .91
WRITE FOR COMPLETE DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER

ON THE ABOVE CHANGERS!

SPEAKER VALUES!
8' Magnavox, 21 oz , Alnico 3 magnet $3.95
12' Magnavox, 21 oz., Alnico 3 magnet 5.95

for use with above amplifier

Save $26.30 on
this SEEBURG

RECORD CHANGER
Model DS -101 handles 10 -inch or 12 -
inch records. Smooth, quiet action.
Lightweight pickup arm with Astatic
Q -type cartridge and permanent nee-
dle -the right combination for high-
fidelity reproduction. Handsome formed walnut -finish
wood base 1255'x14 ya'. Complete with shielded cable
and plug for connection to radio or amplifier, and line
cord and plug for 110-V CO -cycle operation. Regular $44.23

SAVE MONEY on PARTS KITS!
1 loo asstd. mica condensers; ppigtail $

and lug types..000005 to .01 ... i. 5
Z90 aastd. push -on knobs for knurled

§1.29shafts. Red, green, walnut, ivory.... 1 .7

3 25 asstd. 5, 10 and 20 watt vitreous
enameled resistors. Values up tti ;1.CA
25,000 ohms. No two alike {1.7

4 100 aaatd. H-1-2 watt carbon re-
populs. All RMA colorwded. Moat á,.49
popular values

ORDER BY KIT NUMBER!

STROMBERG-CARLSON FM -ANTENNA
Folded Dipole Aerial for both FM and TV.
Complete with 80 ft. of 300 -ohm line. $4tiJ
Covers both FM banda. Mounts any- EA.
where, vertically or horizontally. Seamless, heat -treated,
all aluminum.

ORDER FROM THIS AD!
Select what you need from the big values listed here
-and send your order nowt Quantities are limited.
Send 25% deposit with order. We ship C.O.D. for
balance, all advertised items F.O.B. Chicago. When
remitting in full, include sufficient postage -over-
ages refunded. GET YOUR NAME ON OUR MAIL-
ING LIST. We carry complete stock PA equipment
-BOGAN, MASCO Amplifiers -Shure, Turner
Mikes -University Speakers. etc.
Write for complete Bat.

7"

NATION WIDEPRADIO
(The Street

ply House)

CHICAGO 6,5722 ILLINOIS

Television Receivers
(Continued from page 66)

second detector. This means that the
amplitude of the sound carrier should
be reduced to about 5 per -cent of the
maximum picture carrier amplitude.
In order to achieve this, the i.f. sys-
tem through which both signals pass
is designed to have the response char-
acteristic shown in Fig. 5. At the fre-
quency of the sound i.f. carrier, the
response curve is 26 db. down from
the video carrier frequency point.

After passage through the i.f. sys-
tem, the signals are fed to the video
detector, where the i.f. frequencies are
removed, leaving only the video fre-
quencies, which extend from 0 to 4.0
mc. and the 4.5 mc. beat note that is
produced when the two carriers beat
against each other.

At the output of the video second de-
tector, the complete signal, including
the 4.5 mc. voltage, is usually passed
through the video -frequency ampli-
fiers. The sound signal, it must be
remembered, was reduced consider-
ably in the i.f. system and thus re-
quires a corresponding increase in am-
plification following the video second
detector in order to bring it back to a
usable value. Even after passage
through the video -frequency ampli-
fiers, its average level seldom exceeds
one or two volts. Thus, what is done
is to transfer this voltage out of the
video system into an audio i.f. ampli-
fier, tuned to 4.5 mc., and after one
stage of amplification, apply it to an
FM detector for conversion into audio
frequencies. Thereafter, one or two
audio amplifiers bring the signal to the
desired strength for normal operation
of a loudspeaker.

We might pause and note here that
the actual number of stages devoted
exclusively to the sound signal is less
in the Intercarrier system than in con-
ventionally designed sets. This usually
means a savings of two to three stages.

One way to remove the 4.5 mc. volt-
age from the video system is to em-
ploy a series resonant trap, connected
from the plate of the final video -fre-
quency amplifier to ground. See Fig. 6.
The voltage developed across the coil
is amplified by a 6BA6 4.5 mc. ampli-
fier and then made available to the
FM detector. Through the use of a
series resonant circuit, essentially all
of the 4.5 mc. voltage is removed from
the video path and thereby does not
reach the cathode-ray tube. The 6BA6
operates as a limiter and serves to
present a fairly constant output when
widely varying signals are applied to
its input. This is desirable, especially
if some form of tuning control is pro-
vided, otherwise the set user might
attempt to tune for loudest sound,
which would seriously distort the pic-
ture.

We are now in a position to appre-
ciate fully the reasons for the reduc-
tion in sound carrier prior to the video
second detector. First, if the video and

100 Il.tIiO .% TELEVISION NEWS

-ATTENTION1
MOBILE HAMS
THE OUTSTANDING MOBILE SIG-
NALS USE MOTOROLA MOBILE
EQUIPMENT -BACKED BY YEARS
OF COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
EXPERIENCE -THE WORLD'S LARG-
EST PRODUCER OF 2 -WAY MOBILE
EQUIPMENT.

A mobile transmitter with a double
feature FM or AM at a flip of the
switch, the MOTOROLA FMT-30-
DMS (27-30mc.) operation, 30 watts
r.f. output complete with control
head, microphone, cables and mount-
ing hardware ready to in-sl3oe00
stall

MOTOROLA P-69-13-ARS receiver
with special noise limiter for use
with any converter having 1500-3000
k.c. output, i.f. frequency locked by
crystal controlled oscillator for sta-
bility, designed for near trunk
mounting complete with control head,
cables and mounting hard-

$VO 00ware ready to install
For further information write to:

MOTOROLA INC.
Amateur Sales Dept. R&TN-Ma

1327 W. Washington Blvd.
Chicago 7, Illinois

Attention Harry Harrington W9LLX
Telephone Taylor 9.2200 Ext. 161

-TUBES
Type

1 O $ .55

211 .85

250TH 21.30

30411 1.10
450TH 22.75

450TL 36.50

803 4.50
805 3.80

807 1.14

808 2.80

810 5.50

836 .95

861 27.50
Subject to prior sale

FRENCH -VAN BREEMS, INC.
405 Lexington Avenue

New York 17, New York
Oregon 9-3650



audio carriers are comparable in
strength when they reach the video
second detector, the resultant 4.5 mc.
beat note will contain a considerable
amount of amplitude modulation. Also,
the amount of this amplitude modula-
tion will vary as the modulation of
the video carrier changes. Since no
FM detector now in practical use is
able to completely remove or ignore
amplitude modulation in an FM signal,
the audio output will be distorted to
an extent dependent upon the amount
of amplitude modulation present in
the signal. Even the use of a limiter
prior to the detector does not alto-
gether alleviate this trouble. With the
amplitude of the sound carrier equal
to abuut 5 per -cent of the video car-
rier, the 4.5 mc. beat note amplitude
remains substantially constant as the
level of the video carrier varies be-
tween 15 to 100 per -cent of its peak
value.

Another consideration in conjunc-
tion with the use of comparable audio
and video carriers is the manner in
which the audio voltage can affect the
picture. The sound carrier, it is
known, is frequency modulated and
one way to convert an FM signal into
an audio voltage is by means of slope
detection. Now, if the sound signal
receives 26 db. less amplification than
the video signal in the i.f. system, it
will be quite small and even if 30 per-
cent of this signal suffers slope detec-
tion at the video second detector, the
interference from this source will be
approximately 33 db. below the video
signal and generally unnoticeable.
However, if the audio signal is large
at the detector, then even 10 per -cent
slope detection will produce enough
audio voltage to develop horizontal
bars across the screen. It will prob-
ably be found that with a large audio
signal, more than 10 per -cent slope
detection occurs, further aggravating
the situation.

If the 4.5 mc. signal itself reaches
the control grid of the cathode-ray
tube, a fine line pattern will appear on
the screen. This will occur if the audio
signal is strong at the video detector
output and does not receive the proper
amount of attenuation. However, if
the audio signal is reduced by the 26
db. specified above, then its effect,
after the shunting effect of the series
resonant pick -off circuit, will be so
small as to be negligible.

Thus, we see from the foregoing
why it is mandatory for the video car -

Fig. 8. The i.f. response curve of the Tele -
Tone 7" receiver diagrammed in Fig. 7.

New Headset from TELEX...

ao FhhSSIhIE

II ¡II MIS
Here's a really new headset: TELEX TWINSET! Sweaty, tiresome

"ear -cups" are gone forever! Signal may be piped directly into
the ear so that nothing touches the ear at all! Matched in -phase
magnetic receivers banish listening fatigue-listen for hours

in complete comfort with this high-fidelity, 1.6 ounce headset.

An all purpose headset, the unique TELEX TWINSET, is de-

signed for your hearing comfort and exacting headset demands.
Obtainable from your favorite parts jobber, or, write Dept. 10,

Telex Inc., Telex Park, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

SPECIFICATIONS:
Sensitivity -101 decibels above Tenite plastic and bright
.000204 dynes per sq. cm. for 10 nickel construction, with head-
microwatts input band of Z -Nickel steel wire en -

Impedances -1000 ohms and 64 cased in plastic. Single 5 -foot
ohms cord plugs into either receiver.
Construction-Weight: 1.6 oz. Sealed, rustproof diaphragms.

Special Cord with built in miniature Volume Control also available

ELECTRO -ACOUSTIC DIVISION

TE LEA PARK
Minneapolis, Abe,.

TELEX, Telex Park, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Manufacturers of Telex Monoset* Telex Pillow Speaker Telex Precision Hearing Aids

11ay, I1119



TYPE "O"
Type "O" Series -shown
at right is the 03-11 Plug,
with three 30 -amp. con-
tacts, Ste certain quality
types, notably Western
Electric.

TYPE "P"
Type "P" Series -P3 -CG -12S
Plug shown at right, is
standard with most
broadcast stations
and used with RCA
and other equip-
ment... 7 inter-
changeable inserts.

TYPE "XL"
Type "XL" Series -XL -3-11
Plug shown at right, is
standard on certain
RCA, Electro -
Voice and
Turner mi-
crophones.
Two inserts:
XL -3, XL -4.

Used on many types of sound and
communication equipment in addi-
tion to microphone, Cannon Plugs are
recognized by engineers, sound men
and hams as the quality fittings in the
field. Over a period of years various
improvements have been made in
insulating materials, shell design, ma-
terial and clamp construction.
Available through many parta jobbers in the
U. S. A... In Louisville: Peerless Electronic
Equipment Co. In Flint: Shand Radio Special-
ties. In Syracuse: Morris Dist. Co. In Toledo:
Warren Radio. In Norfolk: Radio Supply Co.

Bulletin P0-248 covers all the engineering
data on the abov 3 series; RJC-2 the prices;
CED-8 Sheet listsejobbers. For copies address
Department E-228.

I SINCE 1915

VlE W-iJS
Jeveirwaí¿ Aaity

CANNON
ELECTRIC

3209 HUMBOLDT ST., LOS ANGELES 31, CALIF.
N CANADA -CANNON ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

rier to be considerably stronger than
the audio carrier, at the video detec-
tor, if the Intercarrier system is to
function properly. It also explains
why the presence of the sound signal,
even as far as the last video -frequency
amplifier, does not materially affect
the image on the screen.

In receivers employing the conven-
tional system, it has recently become
common practice to insert a 4.5 mc.
trap in the grid or plate circuits of the
first video -frequency amplifier follow-
ing the video second detector. This is
done to prevent any 4.5 mc. voltage,
which may be generated in the video
detector from reaching the cathode-
ray tube. In the mass production of
many television receivers, the sound
carrier may not receive the full at-
tenuation required to suppress it com-
pletely. Hence this additional precau-
tion.

To see how the Intercarrier system
is applied commercially, let us analyze
a receiver operating on this principle.
Tele -Tone Television Receivers
The Tele -Tone 7" receiver diagram

is shown in Fig. 7. The front end of
the receiver contains a 6AU6 r.f. am-
plifier, a 6AG5 mixer, and a 6J6 push-
pull oscillator. Examining this section
of the receiver briefly, we find that the
antenna signal is fed between the grid
and cathode of the r.f. amplifier in a
balanced arrangement, against ground,
so as to properly terminate a 300 -ohm
transmission line. The input circuit
is untuned, the input coil, L,, serving
as part of a high-pass filter designed
to permit all the television signal fre-
quencies to pass but to attenuate ex-
traneous signals at the i.f. frequency.
For strong local signals, an attenua-
tor pad is provided (not shown) to
prevent overloading of the amplifiers
with resultant distortion to the image
and sound.

The plate circuit of the r.f. stage is
tuned by what is, electrically speak-
ing, a single tapped inductance. Me-
chanically, this coil takes the form of
several individual coils which are cut
in or out of the plate circuit by the
rotary 12 -position band switch.

The 6J6 oscillator is a push-pull ar-
rangement with the coil for channel 2
(the present first channel) permanent-
ly in the circuit. For the remaining
channels, 3-13, a second coil is placed
in parallel with this coil, reducing the
oscillator frequency to the proper
value. Each coil is tuned by brass
slugs accessible from the front panel.
The output from the r.f. amplifier and
the oscillator are condenser fed to the
grid of the 6AG5 mixer tube. Addi-
tional transfer of energy by means of
a single turn of link coupling is pro-
vided between the r.f. amplifier and
the mixer for the upper channels.

The oscillator, in this receiver, oper-
ates above the incoming audio and
video carriers on all channels. In In-
tercarrier sets this need not be true
as we will see in a later set. The
video carrier i.f. is 37.3 mc. and the
sound carrier i.f. is 32.8 mc.

Canadian Surplus Values
BENDIX TRANSMITTER TA -12

Four separate E.C.O. with matching out-
put channels 100 WATTS . .

Brand new with tubes $45.00
Power Supply Modulator MP -2811A in-

put 24 V.DC to Dynamotor $10.50
Remote Control MT51-C $ 4.50
Antenna Loading Unit MT53-C $ 5.00

HOOK-UP WIRE-ass't colors
18 It&S Flameseal flexible Lacquered

Braid on 1000 ft. Spools $8.75/M
_20 B&S Flameseal flexible Lacquered

Braid in 1000 ft. Skeins $5.50/II
=22 B&S Flameseal flexible Lacquered

Braid in 1000 ft. Skeins $4.30/11

METERS
0-5 Mills D.C. 214" Square-

SAMGAMO-WESTON $1.95
0-5 Stills D.C. 21,x" Round -

STARK $2.50
0-5 Mills D.C. 2%" Round -

SPARTON $2.50
0-5 Stills D.C. 214" Round -

SIMPSON $4.00
0-5 Amps R.F. 2%" Round -

SPARTON $3.50
0-300 Mills D.C. 3" Round -

BENDIX-MT-31-C $3.50
0-300 Mills D.C. 2%" Round -

SPARTON $3.50
0-2.5 Amps R.F. 21/4" Square-

WESTON $1.95

CO -AXIAL CABLE
ItG8U-52 UHMS. l'er ft. 8c

TUBES! TUBES!
ALL BRAND NEW

2X2 S .40 6V6 51.10
3BX 8.75 12C8 .65
5Y4G .75 12SK7 .65
6AG5 .99 12SN7G .60
6R8 1.30 EF50 . .40
6C5 .75 VR150 .65
6F6 .99 304TH 7.25
6H6 .50 807 .99
6J5 .50 813 . 7.50
6K6G .60 816. .99
6E7 .65 878A 2.50
6K7G .65 884 1.50
6K8 .95 E1148 .40
611.7 .95 1616 . 1.25
6N7 .95 1619 . .50
6R7 .80 7193 .30
6SH7 .30 9002 .50
6SK7 . .80 9003 .50

CERAMICONS 20c ea.
5-10-30-35-1000 MMFD

NEGATIVE TEMP. COEF. 20c ea.
4-20-80-200 MMFD

MICA, postage stamp . . . assortment
of 50, new $2.50

MICA, transmitting ... assorted
values, ea. S .25

CERAMIC AIR TRIMMERS . . . as-
sorted values, ea. $ .25

TERMS: Prices F.O.B. Montreal. 15%
discount on orders over $10.00. Send 25%

deposit with order, balance C.O.D.

THE RADIO CENTRE
62 Craig St. W. Montreal. Canada

Mailing address, P.O. Ron 6, Station H. Montreal

GEIGER COUNTERS
MONITOR YOUR AREA FOR RADIOACTIVITY
Read cumulative register once a day to warn against
foreign radioactivity or local contamination. Alsocheck relationship of cosmic radiation to sunspotsand radio and natural electrical disturbances.

MODEL I: LABORATORY OR STATION
INSTRUMENT

110 V AC quantitative Instrument with precision 4%
plateaSWARTHMOREu Beta counter and register

$
125.00FOB

ABLEMODE LFOB 12:

5.5 POUND PORT- $ 100.00
SELF QUENCHING GEIGER TUBES

Gamma 515: Beta 530: 3mg cm= $40
COSMIC COUNTERS

112 Cornell Ave. Swarthmore, Pa.
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Surplus CLEARANCE Sale!
DYNAMOTOR D-2

5 RPM -Turning barbecue spits.
Thousand Other Uses Around the

D-2 Converts to 110 V AC in ten
minutes, diagram included, con-
tains integral gear box having
four IV drive shafts turning si-
multaneously at the following
speeds:
4000 RPM -Grinders, buffer.,
flexible shaft tools, etc.
150 RPM -Wrapping fishing
rods, slow speed tools.
25 RPM-Dev. tray rocker for
photo darkroom. 7 9 5

Adv. Disp. Beams. A
Work Shop. ONLY

DYNAMOTOR D-1
D-1 Converts to 110 V AC in ten minutes, diagram in- $4,95
eluded, has shaft with squirrel cage blower, also gear re- `f'
ducer with 2 shafts and pulleys at the other end. 1001 uses. NEW

BC -727 INDICATOR BOX
With two red jewel pilot light A
assemblies. It's a steal! Each 29C

HEADSETS!
H5-23 High Impedance, HS -33 Low Impedance,
Army Air Force Type, cord and plug.Used 98C

New $1.59

MIKE ADAPTER
M-299 for SCR -522 permits use of carbon mike
in place of magnetic. New Each $1.50

BC -733 D
A 10 -tube superhet receiver for lateral blind
landing guidance (CAA type certificate) TO -
1045. Excellent condition 108-110 MC. Tube
complement: 1-12SQ7; 2-125R7; 1-12A6;
1-12AH7GT; 2-12SG7; 3 -717A -tubes alone
worth more than this low price. $5.95
SCHEMATIC FURNISHED Each

AN/CRW-2 V.H.F. RECEIVER
6 tubes: 3-65L7, 1-65N7, 1-65G7, 1-635.
Dynamotor, plug-in coils and sensitive relays.
This was one of the Army's "Secret" V.H.F.
remote control receivers. Operating at about
110 MC. A thousand and one uses.
bike new in a metal case. Each $5.95
COMPLETE BEAM ROTATOR ASSEMBLY

LP -21A AND I -82A
A large 5' Indicator I -82A, brand new and an
LP -21 loop (removed from aircraft). A complete
perfect beam rotator system with indicator.
Iimpedance-containsis low
.elsyn transmitter, etc. $7.95
Loop alone.... $5.95 Indicator alone....$4.25

WAFER SWITCHES
10 assorted, rotary, gang. Removed$ 1.00from equipment. ALL 10 for

LIP MIKE & CORD SET
MC -419 lip mike with cord CD -318 or CD -508,
with PL -68, JK-48 and switch.

New $1.59
HOOK-UP WIRE

Approx. 400 ft. assorted gauges and col- 9óCors -about 2 to 4 ft. length.
CORD CD -605

A two foot cord with a PL -55 plug; with low
to high impedance transformer for
your headset. 39c

CORD CD -370 & 307
A ten foot and six foot head set extension cord
with PL -55 plug on one end and a jack
on the other. NEW. Six foot 59C

Ten foot 790

ANTENNA LOADING UNIT
MC 432 contains 2 pole, 5 position rotary switch
with silver ceramic variable condensers, and coils
for matching VHF transmitter to AN 109 an-
tenna with 50 ohm line. Useful $ 1 .39parts. New Each

TOGGLE SWITCH
S.P.D.T. luminous tip bat handle. $ 1.00NEW. 4 for

SLIDE SWITCH
S.P.D.T. designed for portables, $ 1.00
etc. 10 for Y
MINIMUM ORDER 52.00. ALL PRICES FOB

RM-29 PORTABLE
FIELD TELEPHONE

An ideal portable field tele-
phone. Complete in a rugged steel
case for years of wear. Ringer
circuit and TS -13 handset. No
leather case to deteriorate. Com-
pact 5'x6'19' -also used as re-
mote control on SCR -284. Simple
two wire operation. 15 miles dis-
tance and upwards. Can be used
for television installation, inter-
com system, construction com-
panies outside and inside work,
etc. Light weight, 13 lbs. Excel-
lent condition.

SPECIAL LOW PRICE EACH.. $9.95 2 for $18.95

AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
Play 10' or 12' records. Special purchase Stew-
art -Warner Strobosonic.Each only $16.95

WALKIE TALKIE
BC -222. Operates over considerable distance.
28-52 MC. Complete with battery -ready to use.
Excellent condition.

Each $34.95
TRACEOMETER HICKOK

Ideal for the radio service man. Design for accu-
rate general testing (signal generating, signal
tracing, etc.). Good condiEach $79.95

RELAYS
24 V.{ S P S T.

D.P.S.T 4 for $ 1 .00

Each $1.50
RU -18 AND RU -19

Receiver transmitter with all parts, spares and
coils
Excellent $59.95Excellent Condition.

CHICAGO. 20% Deposit required on all COD orders. Prices subject to change without notice.

TUBES
1625...3 for $1.10 5BP1 Scope tubes
6V6 ® .49 5BP4 Scope tubes ®

35Z5 .59

52.50
3.45

BC -1206
Beacon Receiver 200 to 400 K.C.'s 28V plate and
filament. Easily converted to broadcast band by
adjusting of slug and tuned coils.Esoh $7.45

T-17 D MIKE
The desirable single button carbon mike. With
press the button to talk switch, 4' cord and
PL -68 plug, mike cover. 49.2$Features non -echo effect. New L 9

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
Fully shielded Pri. 100 V. Sec. (#1 winding 10.2 V

® 5 A. C. T.: #2 winding 10.2 V ®10 A. C. T.)

Secondary winding can be connected in series to
supply 25 V. with a line Voltage
of 115 Volts -60 Cye. New Each $3.75

CD -604 CORD
With 8000 Ohm xfmr for 145-30 Headset. 59C

30 FT. CABLE
CO -213 7 Conductor cable with outside 9 8 Cshield. Length of 30 ft.

INVERTERS
PE 109 D

12 V. Input for radio compass 115 V.-400 cycle

Each
output. Used, good condition. $29.50

PE 218
Input 25-28 VDC-92 amp. output 115 V. 350-
500 cycles. 1500 Volt amp. Used, $23.95
Good Condition.

PE 206
Input 28 VDC-38 amps. Output 80 V. 800
cycles, 500 Volt amps. $8.95

MAST SECTION
MS -51 Mast section. New 50c

BC 456.
MODULATOR UNITEach $7.95

ANTENNA RELAY UNIT
BC 442 010 RF Amp. Meter, change -over unit
with mounting FT -229, for use with Command
Set Transmitter.
Brand New. Each $1.95
SCR 610 F. M.
TRANSCEIVER. Each $47.95

BC -433G
15 -tube superhet radio compass receiver 200 to
1750 Kc; CW-tone-voice. Like $24.95
new. Similar to R5/ARN7. Only

GIBSON GIRL
Emergency transmitter balloon,
kit, generator, case, etc. New $15.95

BC 457 TRANSMITTER
4-5.3 MC. Can be converted to 80 $9.95
meters with slight modification. Ea. 7 7

BC 459
40 meter Command transmitter. $ 1 4.9 5Used, excellent condition.
B C 458 TRANSMITTER.5-7

MC. $9.95
PULSE AND SWEEP
GENERATOR. Each $72.95

MALLORY SWITCH
ti Pole 3 position single deck wafer
switch. Each 39c
METE

2R FREQUENCY $79.95
TU 10B

Tuning unit for BC -375 ... a terrific parts value
with a metal case. Brand New. See page 24 Nov.
Radio Craft for conversion to
10 meter final. Only $2.95

BC -306
Antenna loading unit for BC -375. Excellent con-
dition. Another parts value.

PLUGS and CONNECTORS
YOUR CHOICE for only /I

9Ceach `
For the SCR -522 PLQ-167, PL -172
For the BC -348 PLQ-103
For the BC -733 PLQ-254
For 269-F Radio Compass Inverter, PL -3108-22-4 S

For the SCR -274-N
...PL -147, 148, 151, 152, 153, 154A, 156, 258

For the BC -375 PL -59 -PL -61 -PL -64
For the ART -13 U -8U, U -10U, U -16U
For the ARC -1 U -15U, U -16U
MC -203A coupling Coax Fittings -

PL -259A (83-1 SP)-UG-21U-UG-22U
PL -164 M-359 U -11/U
AN -3108-28-19P
AN -3108-12S tCombination Male and
AN -3100-12S-33 J Female
PL -63 SO -44 PL -62
PL -56 SO -86

NESCORP ELECTRONICS Division of NATIONAL EQUIPMENT & SUPPLY CO., INC.

2635 W. Grand Ave., Dept. R Phone EVerglade 4-5870 Chicago 12, Illinois

May, 19-19
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VEEBX~d.

%le Se#t44tiouta1 N E W

YAGI Array
HIGH GAIN AT LOW COST
Here is an antenna which is the most sensa-
tional single channel performer yet to be
manufactured. VEE.D.X engineers have attained
astonishing results in producing on array
combining every desirable characteristic neces
sary for optimum performance.
 Four element beam cut especially for each

particular channel.

High forward gain and sharply directional.
Steppedup driven element affords an ex-
cellent match to 300 ohm transmission line.

List Price as low as $1495

NEW ?/r~de
All Angle Mount

Here is a rugged, low cost antenna mount
which keeps installation costs to a minimum
and yet affords you,all the advantages of a
high cost installation.

Particularly suited for mounting on side of
house near a window for manual rotation
of antenna.

 Swivel joint facilitates raising and lowering
of antenna.

 Accommodates all popular size masts op to
1-3/8" O.D.

LaPO1NTE-PLASCOMOLD CORP., Unionville, Conn.,
3

Gentlemen: Send me new literature and prices on the
complete line of VEE-DX television accessories.

Neme

Company

Street

City... ............_........._.._............._Zone..................State.......... ....__...._._

The i.f. system contains 3 stages,
two of which employ transformer
coupling and the third impedance
coupling. Each i.f. transformer has
only one adjustment, a powdered iron
slug accessible from the top of the
chassis. The i.f. string is stagger -
tuned to two frequencies, 34.8 mc. and
36.9 mc., resulting in the over-all re-
sponse characteristic shown in Fig. 8.
The curve is fairly flat-topped and the
amplification accorded the sound car-
rier is 20 db. less than that received
by the video carrier frequency. (The
previous 26 db. figure specified would
be a more desirable value. However,
in commercial sets values from 18 to
26 db. will be found. With the smaller
figure we obtain a larger sound volt-
age at the pick -off point and this can
be used to advantage in designing the
audio system. On the other hand,
there are the pitfalls previously de-
scribed when the sound carrier level
approaches closer to the video signal
amplitude.)

The video second detector is an
AM half -wave rectifier, incorporating
high -frequency compensation in order
to maintain the circuit response for
the high video frequencies and the 4.5
mc. beat frequency. The signals are
amplified by one stage of video fre-
quency amplification after which the
sound carrier is tapped off the plate of
the video amplifier by a 4.5 mc. trap
and fed through a 4.5 mc. sound i.f.
amplifier to a ratio detector, and then
to the sound amplifier, audio output,
and speaker. The coupling network be-
tween the plate of the video amplifier
and the cathode-ray tube will pass
most of the video frequencies but at-
tenuate any of the 4.5 mc. voltage that
may attempt to pass through. From
the output circuit of this same video
amplifier, a portion of the signal is

also fed to a sync separator and d.c.
restorer tube. Sync systems in Inter -
carrier television receivers are simi-
lar to the sync networks in conven-
tional television receivers. The use of
an Intercarrier sound system does not
affect this portion of a television re-
ceiver.

A word about the 4.5 mc. take -off
trap in the plate circuit of V., the
video amplifier. At first glance the
trap appears to be a parallel resonant
circuit. However, the 2.2 µµfd. conden-
ser, in conjunction with the coil and 68
µµfd. condenser across the coil, form
a series resonant circuit at 4.5 mc. The
68 µµfd. condenser neutralizes enough
of the inductance of the coil to which
it is connected so that what inductance
remains can resonate with the 2.2
µµfd. series condenser at 4.5 mc. The
operation here is identical with the
series resonant traps used in the video
i.f. systems of some conventional tele-
vision receivers. This was previously
described in detail.

The Tele -Tone receiver uses an a.g.c.
circuit controlling the r.f. and the first
two i.f. stages. The a.g.c. voltage is
developed by a separate diode section
of the 6AL5; the other section of this
tube is the video detector. It is im-
portant to remember, when aligning
the i.f. system, that the sound carrier
marker appears at a point which is
roughly 20 db. down from the level
of the video carrier. Furthermore, the
video carrier should be 50 per -cent
down (i.e. 6 db.) from the maximum
amplitude of the response charac-
teristic. Other receivers employing a
similar circuit design are the Sentinel
models 400 -TV and 450-TVM receivers,
the National model NC-TV7 receiver,
and the Hallicrafters models T-54 and
T-505.

(To be continued)

The radio service business is booming in the Tanganyika Territory as this picture
will prove. H. S. Shari of Moshi sent along this photo showing a friend of his catch-
ing up on his repair work on a Sunday. Because of a power failure that Sunday he
had to do his soldering with a non -electric iron. The test equipment is British -made.
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NEW LOW PRICES!
ALL BRAND NEW

STANDARD BRAND

MINIMUM ORDER $5.00
QUANTITY PRICES ON REQUEST

Type
IB22
1B23
IB24
IB2SA
1B26
1B27
1629
1632
IBM
IB40

...

Price
$ 4.95

9.50
4.95
4.95
4.95
4.95

.89
4.95
4.95
4.95

Type
35T
45SPEC
75TL
100TH
100TS
114A
1146
120
121C
205B

Price
$ 4.95

.49
3.95

12.95
3.00

.69
1.25
5.95
2.65
4.50

Type
872A
874
878
884
885
891
892
902P1
904
905

Price
8 2.95

2.49
2.49
1.49
.98

110.00
110.00

7.95
9.95

11.95

Type
RX120
SD809
T20
T55
T200
T7.20 -

TZ40
Ul'50
V700
VR75

Price
$10.00

4.95
1.50
3.95

10.95
1.50
2.95
5.95
6.95

Type
5T4
51.146
5V46
5W4
5W4GT
5X4G
5Y3GT
5Y4G
5Z3
SZ4

Price
$ 1.28

.60

.96
1.06
.66
.72
.42
.60
.72

1.06

Type
6SH7
6SJ7
6SJ7GT
6SK7
6SK7GT
6SL7GT
6SN7GT
6S07
6S07GT
6S117

Price
S 0.39

.66

.66

.66

.66

.96

.88

.60

.60

.72

Type Prlcr
12SR7GT.... $0.31
12X3 .91
1223 .81
14A7/12B7 .81
14AF7/XXD .81
14B6 .81
14138 .81
1465 .81
1467 .81
14E6 .7:

1B56 4.95 211 913 7.95 VR78
.98
.75 6A3 1.28 6SR7GT .72 14E7 .8

1621 1.29 215A
.98

3.00 920 2.95 VR90 .75 6A6 1.06 6SS7 .66 14F7 .8

IP23 1.95 2176 7.30 923 .98 VR91 1.49 6A7 .80 6ST7 .88 14F8 1.0

1S21 1.96 218 49.50 925 1.40 VRIOS .98 6A8 .80 6SV7 .88 14H7 .8

2API 3.95 221A 2.95 929 1.25 VR150 .75 6A8GT .80 6T7G 1.24 1427 1.0

264 1.18 2310 1.49 930 1.10 VTI27A 3.00 6AB5/6N5.. .88 6U5/6G5 .72 14N7 1.0

2621 .98 249(' 3.49 931A 4.95 VU111 1.19 6A B7/1853 1.06 6U6GT .72 1407 .8

2622' .39 250R 7.95 954 .75 WL460 14.95 6ACSGT 1.16 6U7G .72 14R7 .8

2626A .28 250TH 19.50 955 .75 WL468 14.95 6AC7/1852... 1.16 6V6 1.28 1457 1.0

2634 .59 250TL 19.50 956 .75 WI.532A 4.95 6A1:16 .88 6V6GT .80 14W7 1.0

2640 1.96 252A 4.95 957 .75 WL562 150.00 6A076 1.28 6W7G .88 14X7 1.0

2C43 7.50 254 19.95 958A .75 WL616 105.00 6A F6 1.25 6X4 .60 14X4 .8

2C44 1.75 259A . 4.95 959 2.95 Z225 1.95 6AG5 1.06 6XSGT .60 19 1.2

2C46 3.69 274A,'B 1.25 991 .75 Z6120 6.95 6AG7 1.28 6Y6G .96 19T8 1.5

2021 1.18 282A B 9.95 1608 4.95 7.P477/120P8 14.95 6AH6 1.56 6Y7G .88 22 1.2

2E22 1.50 304TH 6.95 1611 .98 0A2 1.65 6AJ5 .99 6Z7G 1.28 24A .8

2E24 4.95 30414 1.49 1613 .75 0A3/VR75... 6AK5 1.56 6ZYSG .88 25A6 1.0

2E25 4.25 307A 4.95 1614 1.75 OA4G
.98

1.06 6A K6 .96 7A4 XXI..... .72 25A6G 1.0

2E26 3.95 316A .69 1616 1.39 OB2 2.05 6AL5 .80 7A5 .72 25AC5GT.... 1.1

2E30 2.49 322A 8.95 1619 .75 OB3/VR90... 6ALYGT 1.06 7A6 .72 25L6GT .6

2J21A 12.39 327A 4.95 1620 4.95 063/VR105...
.75

6A05 .80 7A7 .72 25Y5 1.1

2J26 8.95 331A 5.95 1621 1.98 0D3/VR150..
.98 6A06 .72 7A8 .72 2525 .6

2231 10.95 338A 4.93 1622 1.75 0Y4
.75

6AQ7GT .88 7AD7 1.06 25266T .6

2J32 13.95 350A/B 2.95 1624 1.75 0Z4
.88

6AR5 .66 7AF7 .72 26 .7.

2J33 24.95 354C /12 19.95 1625 .49 0246
.88

6AS7G 4.95 7AG7 .88 27 .6,

2J34... 24.95 368AS 4.93 1626 .49 01A
.88

6AT6 .60 7AH7 .88 281)7 .3'

2J37 17.95 371A, B 1628 4.95 IA3
.50

6AU6 .80 7B4 .72 30 .3'

2338 13.95 393A
.89

7.95 1629 .69 IA4
.72

1.28 6AV6 .60 7B5 .72 31 .3'

2249 24.95 394A 4.50 1631 1.50 IA4P 1.56 6B4G 1.28 7B6 .72 32 1.2'

2JB51 4.95 417A 24.95 1634 .79 IA5GT 6B5 1.56 7B7 .72 32L7GT 1.2'

2J54B 17.95 434A 7.95 1635 1.10 lA6
.72

1.28 6B6G .88 7B8 .72 33 .3'

21(25 24.95 446A/B 1.95 1636 5.95 IA7GT 6B7 1.28 7C4/1203A... .39 34 .3'

21(28 24.95 450TH 24.95 1638 .98 IB3GT
.80

1.49 6B8 1.28 7C5 .72 35/51 .8

21(33 34.95 464A 7.50 1641 .79 104 1.56 6B8G 1.28 766 .72 35A5 .7

3API 4.95 527 12.95 1642 .98 1B5/25S 1.28 6BA6 .80 767 .72 35135 .8

3B22 4.95 531 24.50 1644 1.49 IB7GT 1.06 613E6 .72 7E5,'1201 1.66 35L6GT .6

3B23 4.95 575A 14.95 1851 1.25 IC5GT 6BG6G 1.92 7E6 .72 35W4 .4

3B24 1.98 701A 4.95 1852 1.06 106
.88

1.28 6BH6 .80 7E7 .88 35Y4 .7

3B26 1.89 703A 4.95 1853 1.06 1C7G 1.28 6BJ6 .80 7F7 .88 35Z3 .7

3B27 3.95 705A 2.95 1960 .95 11)5GP 1,55 664 .39 7F8 1.06 35Z4GT .6

3B28 5.95 706CY 18.95 2050 1.19 11)76 1.28 6C5 .66 767/1232..., 1.06 35Z5GT ,5

3BP1. 3.95 707A/B 24,95 2051 .98 11)86T 1.56 6C5GT .66 7H7 .80 36

3622 . 18.95 708A 7.95 5514 4.95 IE5GT 6C6 .80 737 1.06 37 .3

3623 4.95 710A 2.95 5516 5.95 IE7G 1.56 6C7 1.28 71(7 1.06 38 .3

3624 .69 713A 1.65 5562 10.00 1F4 1.06 6C:86 1.28 7L7 .88 39/44 .3

3630 1.50 714AY 6.95 7193 .39 IFSG 1.06 61)6 .66 7N7 .88 41 .6

3CPI 3.00 715A/B 9.95 8003 5.95 IF6 1.56 6D8G 1.28 7Q7 .72 42 .6

3021A 1.50 715C 24.95 8005 4.95 IF7G 1.56 6E5 .85 7R7 .88 43 .6

30P1 3.95 717A 8011 2.95 IG4GT 1.06 6E6 1.06 7S7 1.06 45 .6

3EP1 3.95 720DY
.99

34.95 8012A 4.95 1G6GT 1.06 6F5 .66 7V7 1.06 45Z3 .6

3E29 4.95 721A/B - 4.35 8013A 2.95 1H46 6F5GT .66 7W7 1.06 45Z5GT .7

3FP7 3.95 723AB 7.95 8014A 24.95 3H5GT
.88

6F6 .80 7X7, XXFM.. 1.06 46 1.0

3J31 49.5,0 724A/B 4.95 -8016 1.49 IH66
.66

1.28 6F6GT .66 7Y4 .72 .9

4-65A
4-125A

14.50
27.50

725A
726A

9.95
23.50

8020
8025

3.95
7.95

11166T
IJ6GT

1.28
1.28

6F7
6F86

1.06
1.28

7Z4
10

.72
.69

4479
50

.8
1.5

4-250A 37.50 750TL 49.50 C5B 12.95 1L4 6G6G 1.06 12A .60 50A5 .8

4AI 1.98 800 2.25 C6J 12.95 1LA4
.80

1.06 6H6 .60 12A6 .39 50B5 .6

4APIO 6.95 801A CEQ72 1.95 ILA6 1.06 6H6GT .60 12A6GT .39 5OL6GT .6

4824 4.95 802
.98

3.75 CK1005 .39 ILB4 1.06 635 .54 12A7 1.28 33Y6GT
4C35 19.95 803 8.95 61C1006 .69 lLCS 1.06 6J5GT .54 12A8GT .80 1.0.7

4E27 12.95 804 12.95 61(1090 4.95 1L66 1.06 6J6 1.16 12AH7GT.... .88 56 .7

4J26 110.00 805 S.95 EF50 iL05 1.06 6J7 .80 12AL5 .80 57 .8

5API 4.95 807 1.25 ELI('
.79

4.95 11.E3 1.06 6J7GT .80 12AT6 .60 58 8
SAP4 5.95 808 1.89 EL3C 4.95 14G5 1.06 6J8G 1.28 12AT7 1.16 59 1.0

SBPI 2.95 809 2.93 F123A 12.95 14134 1.06 6K5GT .96 I2AU6 .80 70L7GT 1.5

513P4 4.95 810 7.95 F660 150.00 1LN5 1.06 6K6GT .60 12AU7 .96 71A .8

SCP1 3.95 811 2.45 F617 3.25 IN5GT 6147 .66 12BA6 .72 75 .6

5CP7 13.95 812 2.95 FG27A 9.95 IPSGT
.80

1.06 6K7GT .66 12BE6 .72 76 .6

5021 29.95 812H 6.90 FG33 8.95 IQ5GT 1.06 6K8 .96 1268 .69 77 .6

5FP7 3.95 813 8.95 FG67 12.95 1R4 1.06 6K8GT .96 12FSGT .72 78 .6

SGPI 9.95 814 3.95 F681A 6.95 105 6L56 1.06 12H6 .39 79 .8

5HP4 9.95 815 2.95 F6105 19.95 154
.80

6L6 1.42 12J5GT .39 80 .4

5JP2 11.95 816 1.19 F6172A 32.50 1S5
.96

6L6G 1.16 12J7G 81 1.5

5LP/ 11.95 826 .69 F6235 59.50 1T4
.72
.80 6L6GA 1.16 12J7GT

.80
82 1.0

5LP5 14.95 828 6.95 FG238B 160.00 1T5GT 1.06 6L7 .96 12K7GT
.80

83 1.0
5NPI 2.95 829A/B 7.95 GL146 11.00 IU4 .80 61.76 1.16 121(8

.66
83V 1.21

6AF6G
6C21

.88
24.95

829B/3E29...
830

4.95
2.95

GL502A
61.530

1.98
49.50

1U5
IV

.72 6N6G
6N7

1.56
.96 121C8GT

.88

.96 84/bZ4 .7

61)4 1.29 830B 5.25 GL559 5.35 2A3
.88

1.28 6N7GT .96 12Q7GT .72 85 .8

6F4 5.95 832/A 4.95 GL697 150.00 2A4G 1.28 6P5GT .96 12SA7 .66 89 .7

634 6.50 833A 34.50 HF100 3.95 2A5 6Q66 1.06 12SA7GT.... .66 89Y .3

7BP7 4.95 834 5.95 HF210 17.95 2A6
.88

1.06 6Q7 12SC7 .72 117L7GT.... 1.5

7EP4 17.95 836 1.15 HY65 2.49 2A7 1.06 6Q7GT
.80

12SFS .80 Il7M7GT.... 1.5
9AP4 24.95 837 2.50 HY69 2.49 207 .88 6R7

.72
1.06 12SF5GT.... 117N7GT.... 1.5

9GP7 15.00 838 3.95 H1(75 1.25 2V3G 1.98 6R7GT 1.06 12SF7
.80

117P7GT.... 1.5
9JP1
10Y

7.95 841
843

.69 HY615
HYEI148

1.25 2X2A
3A4

1.25 6S7 1.28 I2SF7GT....
.80
.80 11723 .6

IOSPEC
.69

845/W
.69

4.95 KU610
.48

9.95 3A5
.39

1.49 6S7G 1.28 12567 .72 117Z4GT.... 1.1

10BP4 '
.69

34.95 849A 60.00 ML101 150.00 3A8GT 1.98 6S8GT 1.06 I2SH7 .39 117Z6GT .... .9

10CP4 39.50 84911 60.00 1(E1.36 .98 3B7 6SA7 .66 12SJ7 .66 F34 -1000 1.2

120P7 14.95 851 75.00 RK25 2.95 306
.36

6SA7GT I2SJ7GT.... .66 UXl2O 1.3

120P8 14.95 860 3.00 RK33 .98 3LF4
.36

1.28 6SB7Y
.66

12SK7 .66 UX200 1.2

12FP7 14.95 861 49.95 RK34 .59 3Q4 6SC7
.98

12SK7GT.... 9001 .8
12GP7
12HP7

14.95
14.95 864 .69 RK39

RKS9
1.755.953056T

.88

.96 6SD7GT...
.72
.49 12SL7GT....

.66

.88 9002 .3

15E 1.50 565 2.98 RK60 3S4 .80 6SF5 .66 I2SN7GT.... .80 9023 .6'

15R 1.50 866A .99 RK65
.79

24.95 3V4 .80 6SF5GT..... .72 12SQ7 .60 9004 .4

2304 .49 868 1.95 1(1(72 1.95 5AZ4 .50 6SF7 .80 12SQ7GT.... .60 9005 .9

24G .98 869B 75.00 RK73 3.95 5R4GY 1.15 6SG7 .80 125R7 .39 9006 .4

(ALL TUBE TYPES IN STOCK NOW -SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE -PR CES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE)

20% DEPOSIT
WITH ORDERS
UNLESS RATED

NIAGARA RADIO SUPPLY CORP.
160-N GREENWICH STREET NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

Phone
Dlgby 9-1132-3-4
All Prices F.O.B.

N. Y. C.
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LARGEST SURPLUS STOCK
in the COUNTRY

at the LOWEST PRICES!

BRAND NEW TUBES
304 TL ea. $ .90

Four for 3.00
5 IIPI ea. 1.95
5 1:1'4 ea. 2.95

SMASH VALUES IN COMMAND EQUIPMENT
11C-453 EXC. $12.95
lt('-454 EXC. $3.95 NFW 4.95
111'-455 F\C. 7.95
BC -456 NF W 2.95
RC -457 NSW 6.95
IIC-458 NF W 7.95
11C-459 P:\C, 9.95
RC -696 FNC. 14.95

CONDENSER
2 MFD, 4000V, Pyranol $2.95 ea.

4 for 510.00

VHF TRANSCEIVER
Ideal substitute for SCR -522. freq. range 140-144 mc.
crystal controlled. 10 watt,. The receiver section has
two individual RF sections, feeding a common 3 stage
lOme IF amplifier. Both RF sections may be oper-
ated simultaneously, or either one individually. The
receiver unit has 13 tubes. The transmitter is of
otraight forward design. Transmitter unit has 7
tubes, one 1x832 as final modulated by a pair of 6L6
and push-pull. Complete unit in ease with tubes,
crystals and diagram less dynamotor.
EXCELLENT CONDITION $14.95
New Phantom Antenna for above unit, S lampe in
parallel with sockets, complete for 95c

APN-1 RADIO ALTIMETER
Complete 420 me tran<,titter-receive- unit.
complete with all plugs, indicators. BRAND $34.50
NF:R'. Fo it t'hicago only
ALTIMETER TRANSCEIVER RT-7/APN-1
Frequency 418-402 sic. FM with 14 tithes including
3- 128.77, 4- 12'4117, 2- 12111!, 1-VR150,

955. _ p004, 24v Dynamotor, used
in hocking condition

R-89/ARN-5A
Glide path receiver.Crystal control of local acil-
Iator. 332-335MC. complete with relays. 7-6A.I5.12SR7. 2-12SN7. 1-28117 and 3stain: 64117 KC.
6522 KC. 6547 KC. 90 eye. hand pass and 1511 , ,
hand pass filters- excellent for making an intermo tn-
lation checker. Beautiful cabinet and chassis as foun-
dation for many interesting experimental an
ctruetlon proieets. Broad pass band on 20.7 $é.45

oo-

MC. IFs ideal for television. Schematic
furnished. Used, excellent. Only

New

RC -733-D
New 59.95Used 3.95
POWER YOUR RIG FROM AC
R534 RECTIFIER. Makes a ground semtr of BC-191.the 12v version of BC -375-E. Convert BC375E t,12v by changing heater link switches and relay o,-ctionn, power it with RA34. Input 105-12S e2111.250 V 60 eye. Outputs: for lates. 1000v ill -tcred de t 350 : for lay and mike, 12v filter,,)de at 2.4 A: for heaters. 12v ac at 14.25
A. ith technical manual. Used. excellent

$

condition. FOB Los Angeles only
dWith meters and adjustable $85.00

hi -voltage output V

EE -8 ARMY FIELD TELEPHONE
Sturdy, highest quality telephone at lees than prigsof a better -class tit.. With ringer. Re-quires only two flashlight batteries for eachphone and two wires between each phone.
Excellent condition. Used. Each

$7.95

112 95
b1295

9.15

$7.95

BC -659 TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER UNIT
Fri transmitterreceiver. r

$y
cietal rmtr,oiled. 6.95ono channel,. freq. range 7-:10.11 ,n, 1:1tube, 2 o.i., Is. NEW.

2_

BC-620 TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER UNIT
F\I transmitter -receiver. crystal controlled, two chan-nels. freq. range 20-27.9 mc. 13 tubes, dual meterfor testing filament and plate circuits.
Used. good . $9.95

MOBILE INSTALLATION KIT
for BC -659 or BC -620

Consists of TS -13, MP -48: 4 section whip antennatsulators, 2 maintenance manuals. NEW $12.95

BC -604 20-28 FM TRANSMITTER
For 11 and 15 meters: can be operated on 10 metersby use of proper slats: 10 channel pushbutton xtalcontrolled with all tubes, meter, schematic. case androvers: less crystals.
Used, excellent, with dynamotor $10.95F.11.11. Chicago Only

BC -684 27.0-38.9 FM TRANSMITTER
sa a pe bpve except for freq. range. NewFOB Chicago onlyx $24.95

SPECIAL!
WESTINGHOUSE TRANSMITTER RC -122Freq. range 325 to 8011 K(': in portable fieldcase: 3meters plus excellent par ts ,lens tubes, -An ExcellentBuy -BRAND NEW $7.95 ea,

All shipmenta FOB Chicago or Los Angeles unless
mpum10 order oaeeeptedª$5.00, Caired lifornia and Illinoisresidents, please add regular sales tax to your re -

ARROW SALES, INC., DEPT. N
Main Office: 1712-14 S. Michigan Ave.

Chicago 5, Illinois
North Side Branch: 1802 N. Humboldt Blvd.

Chicago, Illinois
West Coast Branch: 1260 S. Alvarado

Los Angeles, Calif.

1

Regenerative Receiver
(Continued from page 63)

warmed up, turn the audio gain con-
trol to about the half -way position and
then commence turning the regenera-
tion control towards maximum posi-
tion until a rushing noise or squeal is
heard on the loudspeaker. The squeal
would indicate that the set was tuned
to exactly the same frequency as the
carrier of some station. A slight de-
crease in regeneration control will re-
move the squeal and allow the station
to be heard. Slight adjustment of the

12 TURNS ADDED TO
ORIGINAL WINDING FOR
PLATE COIL.

Fig. 5. Mechanical details of oscilla-
tor coil. Twelve turns are added, as
shown above, to a Stanwyck S-231 coil.

main tuning dial may be in order to
get best reception. For reception of
C.W. or Morse code signals, it will be
necessary to set the regeneration con-
trol higher so that the squeal or chirp-
ing noise of the C.W. may be heard
at all times. A little experience in ad-
justing this unit will allow the recep-
tion of many foreign broadcast stations
and local and foreign amateurs. 30

' My, My. It does show a swinging choke!"

One of the most useful instruments ever devised,
for radio servicemen! Checks opens, shorts, faulty
resistors or condensers, serves as output meter,
continuity check, Substitutes II different values of
capacitance, resistance, with set in operation. In.
dispensable for TV servicing -

9gkportable, compact, lightweight, d.9 a
now Only , , , net

PHAS-TROL
$395NET

Phases Antenna to
Television Receiver
Gives Sharper Clearer Pictures
Improves many Indoor Antenna
Installations

Literature on both of these
1949 "Best Sellers" available on request to

MANUFACTURING CO.

256 EAST 98th ST. BROOKLYN 12, N. Y.

Sensational NEW 1949

MIDWEST
RADIOS..;,.

SEPARATE CHASSIS OR
COMPLETE CONSOLES AVAILABLE

SYMPHONY GRANDAM -FM RADIO -PHONOGRAPH

II

Buy Direct From

FACTORY
and SAVE

SEND THIS

COUPON

TODAY

A magnificent musical instrument that offers
the new Dual -Speed Phonograph which plays
and changes. automatically. both the new LP
(long playing) records as well as Standard rec-
ords. Uses the powerful Series 16 AMFM
Radio Chassis. Offers Flash-O-Matie Volume
and Band Indication. TELEVISION Audio
Switch -Over; Giant l414' Panasonic Speaker,
Color -Ray Tuning, No -Drift FM. Other beau-
tiful console and table models available with
Series 16. 12 or 8 chassis.

...also the NEW
MIDWEST TELEVISION

with BIG 75 Square Inch Picture
Write for FREE Folder
 Is Moot .M Eddins he.. P,iw) ,. Caga - I, /axed.

MIDWEST RADIO L TELEVISION CORP.
Dept.1371t,909 Broadway, Cincinnati 2, Ohio

Please send RADIO Catalog
 Please send TELEVISION Folder

HAMS

ADDRESS

CITo _ZONE STA71

,

J
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Te
BOOKS

"RADAR PRIMER" by J. L. Hor-
nung. Published by McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc., New York. 213 pages.
Price $3.50.

Although most persons probably
think of radar only in terms of a mili-
tary "weapon," in reality this warborn
device is today filling many highly im-
portant civilian roles.

It is for this new segment of the
population whose work deals with the
various phases of radar that this book
has been written. While the author
has carefully adhered to the "primer"
type of presentation and has avoided
the use of technical terminology wher-
ever possible, he doesn't "talk down"
to his readers.

The book is divided into eight chap-
ters which cover the fundamentals of
radar, determining distance and di-
rection, "electrons paint a picture,"
the basic parts of a radar set, radar
at work, long distance navigation, mi-
crowaves and pulses, and the history
of radar.

Airline employees and shipping line
personnel will find this book of par-
ticular value because of the special
emphasis placed on radar applications
in these fields.

* * *

"THE RECORDING AND REPRO-
DUCTION OF SOUND-- by Oliver
Read. Published by Howard W. Sams
cf Co., 2924 E. Washington St., Indian-
apolis, Ind. 304 pages. Price $5.00.

The author has analyzed and ap-
praised the host of circuits, equipment,
accessories, and philosophies that have
been developed about this extensive
subject. An avid enthusiast on high
fidelity recording and reproduction and
a critical experimenter in all phases
of the art, Mr. Read presents his mate-
rial with the authority born of prac-
tical experience in his own laboratory,
with all types of record -playback equip-
ment. Noted for his easy -to -read style
in rendering technical information, his
presentation of all phases of this sub-
ject is accomplished with unusual clar-
ity. Evolving his subject from a com-
plete history of sound and the behavior
of sound waves, the author fully covers
all basic media for making recordings
with a detached analysis of their re-
spective merits. Auxiliary equipment
is fully covered and amply illustrated
in the text.

The handbook provides excellent
coverage of acoustical systems for the
reproduction of sound and a complete
analysis of the various types of am-
plifiers, together with their individual
applications.

w

"COYNE ELECTRICAL TROUBLE
SHOOTING MANUAL" by The
Coyne Staff. Published by Coyne
Electrical Radio School, Chicago. 626
pages. Price $6.95.

May, 1949

LTHIS!
...in the IMPROVED

CARDIOID DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE

It Means: Better Performance!
Finer Quality! Greater Value!

Recessed Impedance Selector
Dual -Type External Shock Mount

Non-metallic Acoustalloy Diaphragm
Built-in Cannon XL -3 Connector

E -V Mechanophase* Cardioid
High Output Level

-50 db, Model 731 -53 db, Model 726

Smooth Wide Range Response
30-12,000 cps, Model 731
40-10,000 cps, Model 726

Enclosed Magnetic Assembly
With or Without "On -Off" Switch

Wider Stand Mounting Stud
Highest Purity Cast Case
Satin Chromium Finish

Model 731. Broadcast Cardyne II
List Price $80.00

Model 726. Cardyne I. With MC -3
connector and without external
shock mount. List Price $59.50

Try the Cardyne now! Send for Bulletin No.139

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., BUCHANAN, MICH.
Export: 13 East 40th St., New York 16, U.S.A.

Cables: Arlab

NO FINER CHOICE THAN

Yokc
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Jobbers: Write for Information

NEW

TELEKITS

10-B $99.50
7-B $59.50

Sparkling new Telekit 10-B has 52-inc., screen. Brand
new compact lay -out has video tube mounted on
chassis. Big illustrated easy -to -follow instruction book
guides you step by step through easy assembly. No
special knowledge of television is required. All you
need is a soldering iron, pliers, and screw driver.
Telekit 10-B, $99.50. Tube kit, including 10BP4 and
all other tubes, $59.30. 10-B Telekit cabinet $24.50.
Telekit Guarantee includes free factory service.

Write for catalog listing 10-B and 7-B Telekits.
New 7-B Telekit for 7 -inch tube, $59.50. Tube kit,
including 7JP4, $42.08. 7-B cabinet, $24.50.

Note simple clean lay -out for easy assembly of
new Telekit 10-B. Features 2 sound I. F. stages, a
new pre -built, pre -aligned tuner that includes a stage
of R. F. for distance reception. Easy -to -adjust hori-
zontal lock circuits. Beautiful new model cabinets for
7-B and 10-B are heavily constructed of hand
rubbed walnut.

13

CHANNEL
TUNER

$19.95

NEW 13 CHANNEL TUNER is a small compact unit
with stage of R.F. Made to conform with Telekit or
any other TV set having video I.F. of 25.75 Mc.
Complete with tubes, pre -wired, pre -aligned; only
three connections to make. See your jobber, or write
to us for information. Your cost, $19.95.

Write for catalog of Telekit antennas, boosters,
television kits, tuners, television parts and tubes.

TELE I(FT
ELECTRO -TECHNICAL INDUSTRIES
1432 NORTH BROAD STREET PHILADELPHIA 7, PA.

Almost the entire 626 pages of this
manual are devoted to wiring dia-
grams of equipment which the average
industrial technician is likely to en-
counter in his work. The manual is
divided into six main sections dealing
with basic electricity, transformers,
motors, controls, generators and con-
verters, and electronics. These sec-
tions are further divided into divisions
and applications.

According to the plan worked out by
the authors, an electrician confronted
by the problem of repairing a two-step
magnetic controller for a d.c. motor
would first consult the "subject mat-
ter" section of the "subject and appli-
cation guide." After determining that
the work falls into the "controls" clas-
sification, the user then breaks down
the subject still further by selecting
the subject "d.c. motors" under the
main "control" classification. Th e
"d.c. motors" category is subdivided
and the user would select "magnetic,
multi -step" as the application perti-
nent to the problem at hand.

Men whose daily work involves the
repair, maintenance, and installation
of all types of industrial electronic
equipment will find this manual a help
in cutting servicing time. 30

Beginning Amateur
(Continued from page 45)

doesn't even read it. Instead, he gives
the application form back to the ap-
plicant and tells him to have it no-
tarized. (One or more notaries can
always be found in or near a Federal
building.) All the papers are then for-

warded to Washington for grading.
Notification of passing takes the form
of the actual amateur license, with
call letters marked on it. Failure
brings only a form letter of regret.
The usual wait for a license is about a
month; for the less welcome notice, a
couple of weeks. You cannot ask for
specific call letters; you have to take
what comes along.

The brand-new ham is eligible only
for licenses of the Class B and Class
C type. These involve the identical
examination, but the difference lies in
the manner of giving it. If you live
within 125 miles of an FCC office or
a point at which amateur tests are
held periodically, you must appear in
person and be checked by an FCC en-
gineer, as described. If you live more
than 125 miles from an examining
point, you can obtain all the papers by
mail from the nearest FCC office. You
must arrange with a licensed operator
to give you a code test and to certify
that you answered the written part of
the examination in his presence, with-
out assistance. The government puts
you on your honor in this deal! If you
move into an area served by an FCC
office less than 125 miles away, you
must appear for an official re-exam-
ination within four months.

Class B and C licenses permit the
holders to operate c. w. on any ama-
teur band and phone above 27,160 kilo-
cycles. The Class A license allows, in
addition, the privilege of working
phone in the so-called "20- and 75 -
meter" bands. Only hams with a mini-
mum of one year's experience can
apply for this license, which boasts a
much stiffer examination than the

FCC offices where complete information on obtaining amateur licenses may be obtained.

RADIO DISTRICTS
Radio

district
Address of the inspector in charge

Federal Comm. Comm.

Territory within district

States, etc. Counties

Seventh Floor Customhouse, Bos- Connecticut All counties.
ton 9, Mass.. Maine Do.

Massachusetts...., Do.
New Hampshire Do.
Rhode Island Do.
Vermont Do.

2 748 Federal Bldg., 641 Washington
St., New York 14. N. Y.

New Jersey Bergen, Essex, Hudson, Ilunterdon, Mercer,
Middlesex, Monmouth, Morris, Passaic, Somer-
set, Sussex, Union and Warren.

New York Albany, Bronx, Columbia, Delaware, Dutchess,
Green, Kings, Nassau, New York, Orange,
Putnam, Queens, Rensselaer, Richmond, Rock-
land, Schenectady, Suffolk, Sullivan, Ulster and
Westchester.

3 Room 1200, New United States Delaware. Newcastle.
Customhouse, 2d and Chestnut
Sta., Philadelphia 6, Pa.

New Jersey Atlantic, Burlington, Camden, Cape May, Cum-
berland, Gloucester, Ocean, and Salem.

Pennsylvania Adams, Berko, Bucks, Carbon, Chester, Cumber-
land, Dauphin, Delaware, Lancaster, Lebanon,
Lehigh, Monroe, Montgomery, Northampton,
Perry, Philadelphia, Schuylkill, and York.

4 508 Old Town Rank Bldg.. (lay St. Delaware Kent and Sussex.
and Falaway, italtimore 2, Md. District of Columbia All.

Maryland All counties.
Virginia Arlington, Clark, Fairfax. Fauquier, Frederick,

Loudoun, Page, Prince William, Rappahan-
nock, Shenandoah, and Warren.

5 Room 402, Nev' Post Office Bldg.,
Norfolk 10, Va

North Carolina
Virginia

All except district 6.
Do.

e 411 Federal Annex, Atlanta 3, Ga. Alabama All except district 11.
Georgia All counties.
North Carolina Ashe, Avery, Buncombe. Burke, Caldwell.

Cherokee, Clay, Cleveland, Graham, Haywood,
Henderson, Jackson, McDowell, 54 aeon,
Madison, Mitchell, Polk, Rutherford, Swain,
Transylvania, Watauga, and Yancey.

South Carolina All counties.
Tennessee Do.

Suboffice, Past Office Box 77, 214-
218 Post Office Bldg., Savannah,
Ga. (Continued on page 110)
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ANNOUNCING !
Greater Values Than Ever Before in Our

New Larger Store at 189 Greenwich St.,

N. Y. 7. (Come in and Browse Around)
Formerly 63 Dey St.

TWO -SPEED PLANETARY DRIVE
Auxiliary Speed Reducer fits on
Condenser Shaft back of panel or
on dial knob shafts. Ratios 5 to 1

and 1 to 1. Fits any 'h inch round
shaft.

37c Each -Two for 97c

PERMALLOY SHIELDS
for CATHODE RAY TUBES

3' Shield
5' Shield

$1.47
1.97

TRANSMITTING KEY
General purpose transmitting key on a heavy
die cast base, all mounted on a swinging bracket
thigh clamp. 3' pure silver contacts. Key can
be easily removed from clamp Adjustable
bearings. Supplied with 5 -foot cable and PL-55

phone plug. 57CBrand new -each

JEFFERSON TRANSFORMER

Step down (or up) power circuit transformer double
wound 230V input 50-60 cycle, to 115V output,
500 KV $1Brand New L 7

LM -7 FREQ. METER

193 to 20,000 Kc modulated, complete with tubes
and crystals, less power supply. Navy type, used,

good condition. $79.47less calibration book

OIL CONDENSERS
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS

All Ratings D. C.
2x.lmfd. 600v $0.37 Lufd. 2000v $0.97

.25mfd. 600v .37 2mfd. 2000v 1.77

.5mfd. 600v .37 4mfd. 2000v 3.77

lmfd. 600v .37 15mfd. 2000v 4.97

2mfd. 600v .37 4mfd. 2500v 3.97

4mfd. 600v .57 2mfd. 2500v 2.47

8mfd. 600v 1.07 1mfd. 2500v 1.27

10m1d. 600v 1.17 25mfd. 2500v 1.47

3x.lmfd. 1000v .47 5mfd. 2500v 1.77

.25mfd. 1000v .47 .05m f d. 3000v 1.97

lmfd. 1000v .57 1mfd. 3000v 2.27

2mfd. 1000v .67 .25mfd. 3000v 2.67

4mfd. 1000v .87 lmfd. 3000v 3.47

8mfd. 1000v 1.97 12mfd. 3000v 6.97

10mfd. 1000v 2.07 2mfd. 4(00v 5.97

ISmfd. 1000v 2.27 lmfd. 5000v 4.97

20mfd. 1000v 2.97 .l mid. 7000v 2.97

24mfd. 1500v 6.97 3mfd. 4000v 6.97

.Imfd. 1750v .87 2mfd. 3000v 3.47

lmfd. 2000v .97 2x.lmfd. 7000v 3.27

.25mfd. 2000v 1.07 .02mfd. 12000v 9.97

.5mfd. 2000v 1.17 .02mfd. 20000v 11.97

HIGH CAPACITY CONDENSERS

10,000 mfd.-25 W V DC 56.97

2x3500 mfd.-25 WVDC 3.47

2500 mfd.-3 VDC .37

3000 mfd.-25 WVDC 2.47

2x1250 mfd.-10 VDC 1.27

1000 mfd.-15 W VDC .97

200 mfd.-35 VDC .57

100 mfd.-50 WVDC .47

4x10 mfd.-400 VDC .87

9000 mfd.-18 WVDC 1.97

4000 mfd.-25 WVDC 2.97

4000 mfd.-30 WVDC 3.27

PHONE DIGBY 9-0347

RADIO TUBES
NOW AVAILABLE

1000 KC Crystal $2.97

NEW! STANDARD BRANDS! Socket .07

11524 84.87
11526 3.97
11'29 3.47
1N21 .67
1N23 .77
1N34 1.37
1P24 .87
2AP1 2.87
2C21 .27
2C22 .17
2C26 .27
2C34 .27
2C40 .97
2C44 .67
2C40 5.87
21)21.. 1.07
2221 9.87
2222 9.87
2226. 9.87
2231. 12.87
2J32. 14.87
2J36. 24.87
2J38... 14.57
2239. 18.47
2240. 18.47
2J48.. 14.97
2249... 26.97
2254B.. 18.97
2255.. 18.97
2K25 23.97
2K28 8.97
2V3G .87
2X2 .37
3AP1 2.97
3BP1 1.37
3B22 .57
3B24 1.87
31126 .87
3CP1 2.67
3C21 3.97
3022... 17.97
3C23... 2.47
3030 .47
3C31 1.47
3DP1 1.47
3D21A 1.47
3E29 5.97
41324... 2.27
4E27 12.97
5AP4 3.97
5BP1 1.27
513P4 2.47
5('Pl 1.97
51)21.. 18.97
5FP7 1.37
5JP1 9.97
SJP2 9.97
5229... 14.97
5230... 18.97
51.P1 13.97
5NP1 8.97
5R4GY 1.07
5T4 .97
5Z3 .47
5Z4 .77
6A137 .77
6AC7 .67
OAKS .87
6AL5 .67
60'4 .27
636 .87
6Q50 1.97
7EP4 17.97
10Y .27
12A6 .17
121)P7 12.87
12GP7 12.87
15E 2.47
15R .97
24G .57
28137 .37
45 Spec .37
75TL 2.47
100TH 9.97
211 .47
227A 2.97
249C 1.77
250R 7.97
250TH 19.47
250TL 19.47
304TL .97
304TH 2.47
316A .47
327A 2.97
35013 1.47
368AS 1.97
37113 .97
450TH 29.87
530 4.97
531 2.97
559 .97
575A 12.97
703A 1.97
705A 1.67
706CY 18.97
715B 7.97
715C 18.97
717A .97
721A 1.57
723A/B 12.87
724A/13 1.77

725A 87.97
726A 4.57
F00 1.87
001A .47
002 2.97
003 4.87
805 3.97
007 1.07
008 1.57
809 1.67
810 4.97
811 1.97
812 2.37
813 5.87
814 267
815 2.47
816 1.07
826 .47
829B 3.47
832A... 3.47
833A... . 29.97
836 .97
837 1.57
83 .67
841 2.47
843 .37

845W 3.87
851 14.97
860 2.27
861 9.97
864 .47
865 .67
866A .97
8662R 1.07
869I3 18.97
872A 1.47
874 .67
876 .37
878 1.17
884 .97
885 .87
902P1.. 4.97
905 1.87
923 .87
954 .17
955 .37
956 .37

957
.27

58 .27
1611 .97
1613 .57
1616 1.37
16,19 .27
1624 .77
1625 .27
1626 .27
1629 .27
1630 1.87
1636 3.97
1638 .47
1641 .37
1654 1.97
1851 .87
2050 .67
2051 .47
0005 2.47
0011 .87
0012 1.47
8013 1.27
80]6 1.37
8020 1.47
8025 3.57
9001 .37
9002 .37
9003 .47
9004 .27
9005 .57
9006 .27
CK 1005 .27
CK1090 1.27
EF50 .47
F123A 9.97
F127A 17.97
F128A 39.47
F660- 39.47
FGS1A. 3.97
FG105 7.47
FG238B 29.47
GL146 7.97
G1.697 29.47
In 615 .37
ML100 19.97
M L101 39.47
M L502. 39.47
111,72 1.37
RK73 1.67
VR75 .97
VR78 .37
VR90 .67
VR105 .67
VR150 .67
VR127A 2.37
VU111 .37
OZ4 .67
1A5GT .47
IA7GT .57
1H5GT .57
1N5GT .57
1LA4 .97
1LA6 .87
11.64 .97

1 LC6.. . 80.87
1LD5 .87
II.F.3 .97
1LH4 .77
1LN5 .67
1 Q5GT. .97
IRS .67
1S4 .67
185 .57
IT4 .57
3Q4 .57
3Q5 .67
5U4 .47
5Y3 .37
6A7 .57
6AFGT .57
6AG5. . .87
6AG7 .97
BB4G .97
6B6G 1.47
6C6 .47
6136 .47
6F5GT. .47
6F6GT .47
6F6 .57
6H6 .37
6J5GT. .47
6J7GT. .67
6K6GT .47
61.6G. . .97
61.6 1.17
6L7 7
6Q7GT .57
6SA7GT .47
6SC7 .57
6SF5GT .57
6SH7 .47
68J7GT .47
6SK7GT. .47
6SL7GT. .57
6SN7GT. .57
6SQ7GT. .47
6V6GT .67
6X5GT .57
7A8 .67
7B77C5

.57

.57

7C6 .67
7F6 .67
7Y4 .67
12A8GT .57
12AT6 .47
12AU6 .67
12A136. .57
12BE6 .47
12J5GT
12J7GT .47
12Q7GT .57
12SA7GT .57
12SF7GT .57
12SJ7GT .47
12SK7GT .57
12SQ7GT .57
I2SR7GT .47
14A7 .57
14136 .67
14Q7 .57
24A .67
251.00T .57
25Z5 .47
25Z6GT .47
26 .47
27 .47
30 Spec .27

32L7GT. .97
35/51 .57
35A5 .67
35L6GT .57
35W4 .47
35Y4 .57
35Z3 .67
35Z5GT .37
36 .77
41 .47
42 .47
43 .57
45 .57
47 .77
50A5 .87
50B5 .57
50L6GT .57
50Y6GT .57
56 .47
59 .97
70L7GT 1.07
71A .57
75 .57
76 .47
77 .47
78 .47
80 .47
81 1.57
82 .87
83 .87

83V .87
84/6Z4 .67
89 .67
117L7GT 1.17
117P7GT 1.17
117Z3.. . .57
117Z6GT .87

RF VACUUM SWITCH
GE -1521

9200 volts peak, 8 amps. Used as antenna switch in

Collins Art 13.

Brand New $2.47

TRANSFORMER -115 V. 60 Cy.
HI -VOLTAGE INSULATION

2500v ® 15 ma $4.97

2150v ® 15 ma 3.97

1800v ® 10 ma.; 6.3v ® 2A; 2.5v ® 2A 4.97

1750v ® 4 ma; 6.3v ® 3A 4.27

1600v ® 4 ma.; 700v CT ® 150 ma.; 6.3v
® 9A 6.47

525-0-525v ® 60 ma.; 925v ® 10 ma.; 2x5v
® 3A; 6.3v ® 3.6A; 6.3v ® 2A; 6.3v ®lA 697

515-0-515v ® 175 ma.; 5v ® 3A; 2.5v ® 5A. 4.97

500-0-500v ® 25 ma.; 262-0-262v ® 55 ma.;
6.3v ® lA; 2x5v ® 2A 4.47

500-0-500v ® 100 ma.; 5v CT ® 3A 3.97

450-0-450v ® 300 ma.; 140-0-140v ® 100
ma., 36v ® lA, 6.3v ® 5A, 5v ® 3A,
110/220 Dual Pri. 7.97

425-0-425v ® 75 ma.; 5v ® 3A; 6.3v ®
1.5A 2.97

400-315-0-100-315v ® 200 ma.; 2.5v ® 2A;
5v ® 3A; 6.3v ® 9A; 6.3v; 9A 5.97

900-01100v ® 200 ma.; 5v ® 3A 3.97

350-0-350v ® 150 ma.; 5v ® 3A; 6.3v ®
6A; 78v ® lA 3.97

385-0-385-550v ® 200 ma.; 2 S ® 2A; 5v
® 3A; 3x6.3v ® 6A-PRI. 110/220 6.27

340-0-340v ® 300 ma.; 1540v ® 5 ma 4.97

335-0-335v ® 60 ma.; 5v ® 3A; 6.3v ® 2A;
0-13-17-21-23v ® 70 ma.-PRI. 110/220 . 3.97

325-0-325v ® 120 ma.; 10v ® 5A; 5v ® 7A. 2.27

300-0-300v ® 65 ma.; 2x5v ® 2A; 6.3v ®
2SA; 6.3v ® lA 3.47

150-0-150v ® 80 ma.; 150v ® 40 ma.; 6.3v
® 3.5A; 6.3v ® lA 1.97

150v ® 55A; 150v ® 2.13A; 5v ® 5A 3.97

120-0-120v ® 50 ma .97

80-0-80v ® 225 ma.; 5v ® 2A; 5v ® 4A 3.97

24v ® 6A 3.47

3x10.3v ® 7A; CT 7.97

12.6v CT ® 10A; llv CT ® 6.5A 6.97
6.3v ® 12A; 6.3v ® 2A; 115v ® lA 3.47

6.3v ® 10A; 6.3v ® IA 2.97

6.3v ® IA; 23,,Iv ® 2A 2.47
6.3v ®21y¢A;6.3v ®2A;214v ® 2A 4.97

6.3v ® IA $0.97 8v CT lA .97

.6v ® 15 amps RMS 1.97

6.3v CT ® 3A; 5v CT ® 4A 3.97

FILTER CHOKES

HI -VOLTAGE INSULATION

8 by ® 300 ma...83.97
25 by ® 160 ma.. 3.47
12 by ® 150 ma.. 3.27
25 by ® 65 ma... 1.37
.05 by @ 15 amps 7.97
1 by ® 5 amps... 6.97
4 h ® 600 ma... 5.97
200 by ® 10 ma.. 3.47
600 by ® 3 ma... 3.47
325 hy ® 3 ma... 3.47

1 hy Ga 800 ma.. 814.97
10 by ® 250 ma. 2.47
10 by ® 200 ma. 1.97
10/20 ® 85 ma.. 1.57
15 by ® 125 ma. 1.47
15 by ® 100 ma. 1.37
3hy ®50ma... .27
30 by Dual ® 20

ma 1.47
8/30 by ® 250 ma 3.47

All Tubes guar-
anteed, except
for open Ma -
merits, shorts
and broken
glass, for which

e check before
shipment.
Please specify
how to ship.

RADIO HAM SHACK Inc.
189 GREENWICH STREET . NEW YORK, N. Y.
May. 19-19

All Prices Subject to
Change Without Notice

All merchandise guaranteed. Mail
orders promptly filled. All prices
F.O.B. New York City. Send
money order or check. Shipping
charges sent C.O.D. Minimum
order $5.00. 2O% Deposit required
with all orders.
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NOW!
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NOW!
A

SALE

eeryorsyer

record-plirec area,

in your
LIST PRICE $7,50

SELL NEW

TITONE
PICKUP

to every customer!
Here's a way to quick profit
from every player owner who
visits your shop! Have your
salesmen "plug" it on every
service call! First basic pick-
up advance in over 10 years
-the original piezoelectric
ceramic pickup, made by
SONOTONE,famousmakers
of hearing aids and minia-
ture tubes!

SELLS ITSELF IN A 2 -TO -5 -
MINUTE CALL! Fits all tone
arms. Let all your customers
hear TITONE. They'll say
"SOLD!" because-

TRANSCRIPTION TONE
QUALITY! Full frequency to
10,000 cycles! Real high fideli-
ty! Bell -like supertone makes
even old players thrilling!

SURE-FIRE IN HUMID CLI-
MATES! Utterly unaffected
by climate, moisture, fungus!
Booms sales, wins back cus-
tomers.

DOUBLES RECORD LIFE
AND PLEASURE! Gives "or-
dinary" records sparkling
quality-revives worn favo-
rites. Will play down to 1/2 nor-
mal pressure. NO "needle
talk"!

 RUGGED! PERMANENT! No
crystals, magnets, filaments
to fail! No pre -amplifiers. Ce-
ramic TITONE performs per-
fectly for years!

NO TONE LIKE

TITONE
CALL YOUR JOBBER-

or write now to
SONOTONE, Box T-2 Elmsford, N. Y.

RADIO DISTRICTS (Continued from page 108)
Radio

district
Address of the inspector m charge

Federal Comm. Comm.

Territory within district

States. etc. Counties
7 Post Office Box 150, 312 Federal Florida All except district 8.

Bldg., Miami 1, Fla.
Suboffice, 409-410 Post Office

Bldg., Tampa 2, Fla.
8 400 Audubon Bldg., New Orleans Alabama Baldwin and Mobile.

16, La Arkansas All counties.
Florida Escambia.
Louisiana AB counties.
Mississippi Do.
Texas City of Texarkana only.

9 404 Post Office Bldg., Galveston,
Tex

Texas Arkansas, Brazoria, Brooks. Calhoun, Cameron,
Chambers, Fort Bend, Galveston, Goliad,
Harris, Hidalgo, Jackson, Jefferson, Jim Wells,
Kenedy, Kleberg, Matagorda, Nueces, Refugio,
San Patricio, Victoria, Wharton, and Willsey.10 Post Office Box 5238, 500 U. S. New Mexico All counties.

Terminal Annex, Dallas 2, Tex. Oklahoma Do.
Texas All except district 9 and the city of Texarkana.

11 539 U. S. Post 'Office and Court- Arizona All counties
house Bldg., Temple and Spring
Sts.. Los Angeles 12, Calif.

California Imperial, Inyo, Kern, Los Angeles, Orange,
Riverside, San Bernardino, San Diego, San Luis
Obispo, Santa Barbara, and Ventura.

Suboffice, 307.U. S. Customhouse
and Courthouse Bldg., Union
and "F" Ste., San Diego 1, Calif.

Nevada Clarke.

12 328 Customhouse, San Francisco California All except district 11.
26, Calif. Nevada All except Clarke.

13 805 Terminal Sales Bldg., Port- Idaho All except district 14.
land 5, Oree Oregon Al counties.

Washington Wahkiakum, Cowlitz, Clark. Skamania, and
Klickiatt.

14 808 Federal Office Bldg., Seattle 4,
Wash

Idaho Benewah, Bonner, Boundary, Clearwater, Idaho,
Kootenai, Latah, Lewis, Nez Perce, Shoshone.

Montana All counties.
Washington All except district 13.

15 504 Customhouse, Denver 2, Colo. Colorado All counties.
Utah Do.
Wyoming Do.

16 208 Uptown Post Office and Fed- Minnesota Do.
eral Courts Bldg., 5th and Wash-
ington Sts., St. Paul 2, Minn.....

Michigan Alger, Baraga, Chippewa, Delta, Dickinson,
Gogebic, Houghton, Iron, Keweenaw, Luce,
Mackinac, Marquette, Menominee. Ontonagon,
and Schoolcraft.

North Dakota All counties.
South Dakota Do.
Wisconsin All except district 18.

17 809 U. S. Court House, Kansas Iowa Do.
City 6, Mo Kansas All counties.

Missouri Do.
Nebraska Do.

18 246 U. S. Court House, Chicago 4,
Ill

Illinois
Indiana

Do.
Do.

Iowa Allamakee, Buchanan, Cedar, Clayton, Clinton,
Delaware, Des Moines, Dubuque, Fayette,
Henry, Jackson, Johnson, Jones, Lee, Linn,
Louisa, Muscatine, Scott, Washington, and
Winneshiek.

Wisconsin Columbia, Crawford, Dane, Dodge, Grant, Green,
Iowa, Jefferson, Kenosha, Lafayette, Milwau-
kee, Ozaukee, Racine, Richland, Rock, Sauk,
Wa:worth, Washington, and Waukesha.

19 1029 New Federal Bldg., Detroit Kentucky All counties.
26, Mich Michigan All except district 16.

Ohio All counties.
West Virginia Do.

Suboffice, 541 Old Post Office
Bldg., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

20 328 Federal Bldg., Buffalo 3, N. Y. New York All except district 2.
Pennsylvania All except district 3

21 609 Stangenwald Bldg., Honolulu Territory of Hawaii
1, Territory of Hawaii Guam

Midway
Wake
American Samoa

22 Poet Office Box 2987, 322-323 Puerto Rico
Federal Bldg., San Juan 13,
Puerto Rico.

Virgin Islands

23 Post Office Box 1421, 7-8 Shattuck Alaska
Bldg., Juneau, Alaska.

others. Also, you must appear in per-
son for the Class A test, regardless
of where you live.

One of the things not generally
known about the licensing procedure
is that an applicant can take the test
in person at any FCC office giving it,
regardless of where he lives. For in-
stance, your permanent home might
be Illinois, but you are attending
school in New Haven. If you should
happen to be in Boston or New York or
Washington during a school vacation
period, you can march into the FCC
offices there and take your exam.
These three big offices hold "open
house" Monday through Friday, from
about 9 a. m. to 5 p. m. At other
offices the tests are given less fre-
quently; two or three times a week at

some, once a year at others. It pays
to inquire beforehand.

And talking of paying. Never in
the history of government control of
radio, dating back to 1912, has there
been a fee attached to the ham ticket.
You do have to pay out a quarter to
the notary public, but that's a private
matter.

The FCC has twenty-three district
offices, whose locations are given in the
accompanying table. When you think
you're ready for the ham test, write,
phone or visit the one nearest you and
ask about the license schedule. If you
write, type or print your name and ad-
dress clearly. Then practice the code
some more, brush up on the theory,
put an extra quarter in your shoe, and
get going! (To be continued)

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS



New 1949 Diagram Manual Added to Supreme Publications

NEW MANUAL COVERS ALL POPULAR 1949 SETS

Us3 this new manual to repair quickly all modern 1949
radio receivers. In this big, single volume, you have clearly
printed, large schematic diagrams, needed alignment data,
replacement parts lists, voltage values, and information on
stage gain, location of trimmers, and dial stringing for
almost all recently released sets. A worthy companion to the
8 previous volumes used by over 123,000 shrewd radio service-
men. Like the previous volumes illus-
trated above, it sells at a give-away
price and gives you a whole year of
radic diagrams for a couple of dollars
total cost - nothing else to buy the
rest of the year, nothing else to pay.
Giant size: 81/2 x 11 inches. Includes
complete index. Manual style binding.
Available at your jobber, $250
or send coupon, price only...

Models Made by:
R.C.A., Zenith, Philco,
Sears, Fada, Emerson,
Belmont, Detrola Radio,
Majestic, United Motors,
Westinghouse, Admiral,
Arvin, Stewart -Warner,
Delco, stromberg-Carl-
son, Western Auto,
Wards, Sparton, Crosley,
Motorola, Gamble, C.E.,
and many others.

RADIO SERVICING COURSE -BOOK
Here is your practical radio course of 22

easy -to -follow lessons. Review fundamentals,
learn new servicing tricks, all about signal
tracing, use of oscilloscope, recording, test
equipment P.A., and T -V. Just like a $100
correspondence course. Covers every topic of
radio servicing. With self testing ques-
tions and index. Large size: 81 x 11 in.
Order by mail or see course -manual at $250
your radio jobber, price only

most- often -Needed

1948

Television

New 1948
T -V Manual
New, giant volume

of television factorydata covers every
popular make. Givesdescription of cir-
cuits, pages of test
patterns, responsecurves, alignmentfacts, oscilloscopewaveforms, voltage
charts, service hints,many diagrams in
the form of double -spread blueprints,test points, every-
thing to bring you up
to date and make youexpert in all T -V
repairs. Large, sturdy
81,¢"x11" manual
style binding,
flexible covers.$
price only

F.M. and Television Manual (1947)
Manual of instructions for trouble -shooting, repairing, and

alignment of all popular 1947 F.bl. and Television sets. Covers
every popular make; includes AM -FM combinations, F.M. tun-
ers, and all types of T -V receivers. This is the material you
need to adjust and flx any modern F.M. and T-V set. Data
on 192 large pages, 83x11". Sturdy, manual style bind-
ing At your jobber or by mail; your price, only

Supreme Publications
Available at the Better Radio Jobbers Everywhere

May, 1949

AMAZING BARGAIN IN SERVICE DATA
Here is your low-priced, money -saving source

of radio diagrams and service information for all
popular sets. Above is a photograph of these
giant -size manuals - available to servicemen at
only $2 for most volumes. Let these easy -to -use
manuals guide you to quick fault-finding and
simplified repair of any radio. Eliminate guess-
work, cut hour -wasting jobs to pleasant moments.
For 16 years, radiomen expected and received
remarkable values in Supreme Publications serv-
ice manuals. Yes, these manuals are still only $2 each, and
only $2.50 for the new 1949 manual and the extra large 1926-
38 volume. Biggest bargain in service manuals. Only a
publisher who sold over a million manuals can offer such
values based on tremendous volume -sales. Sold by all radio
jobbers. No -risk examination granted to servicemen.

FIND ALL RADIO FAULTS DOUBLE-QUICK
You can speed-up and simplify radio repairs with Supreme

Publications manuals. Service all radios faster, better, easier,
save time and money, use these most -often -needed diagram
manuals to get ahead, earn more per hour. These manuals
cover every popular radio of all makes, from old timers to

new 1949 sets. Clearly printed circuits, parts lists, alignment
data, and helpful service the facts you need to be
more expert in radio servicing. Save hours each day, every
day, begin to earn more by making repairs in minutes instead
of hours. Let these inexpensive manuals give you needed
diagrams for 80% of all sets. These manuals pay for them-
selves with time saved on a couple of jobs, after that you
use them FREE. There are nine volumes in all as illustrated
above. Each manual is 81/2 x 11 inches, sturdy manual style
binding, average manual has 194 pages of diagrams and
practical service data. Use coupon below to order on trial.

SENSATIONAL LOW PRICES
Be money ahead with SUPREME

manuals. For the amazing bargain
price (only $2 for most volumes)
you can be certain of having in your
shop and on the job, needed dia-
grams and other essential repair
data on 4 out of 5 sets you will ever
service. There is no need to spend
large sums for bulky, space -wasting
manuals of other publishers, or to
buy additional drawings every few
weeks; be wise, use SUPREME
Manuals to get the most in dia-
grams for the smallest cost. Check
manuals wanted below.

Compiled by
M.N. Heitman.
radio engineer.
teacher. author
& serviceman.

Giant page size is 81/2sI I inches

NO -RISK TRIAL ORDER COUPON
SUPREME PUBLICATIONS, 3727 W.13th Sf.,Chicago 23, ILL.
Ship the following manuals: (Satisfaction guaranteed or money back)

0 1949 Manual. only $2.50
1948 \ PRICED

 1947
 1946
 1942

1941

 1940
1939

AT ONLY

1$2
EACH

 1926.1938 Manual $2.50

Name:

 Radio Servicing Course -Book $2.50

 New 1948 Television Servicing Manual 3.00

 1947 F.M. and Television Manual 2.00

o I am enclosing $ send postfree.

 Send C.D.D. I am enclosing $ deposit.

Address:

1 1 1



yu CagMlarth these
,H42W/6P/CSI ¡dues.

ELECTRIC MOTOR SCOOP!

115 -volt 60 -cycles
Get this motor and make the
handiest tool on your work-
bench! Attach a flexible shaft
and you're all set for grinding,
Banding and buffing operations.
Great for model -makers, 1/20
h.p. motor turns at 2900 RPM-
does the job in half the time!
r/." shaft, 54" long, 334"x2%"x
3%" high; weighs only 3%, lbs.
May he used for many motor
applications.

$3.95
THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS

Brand New Throat Microphone 19c
Lever Action Switch with Knob (3 -pos. 2-SP3P

and 1 -SPOT; spring return) 29c
8" PM Speaker, 501.13 Transformer $3.95
Brand New BC -366 Jack Box 190
6 -volt AC -DC Motor; 1/2" shaft; app. 3" long,

2%" dia. Used, sold as is 98c

PLATE LOAD
RELAY

31A -50868
51.5 -50866
\I.t-50865
?tA i,nS71

6000 -ohm coil, SPST nor-
mally open contacts. Ex-
tra sensitive and used for
many applications. 11/2"

$ l .19 high 11/" wide, on IN,"
mtg. ctrs. $

s 19MA -1903 ....

METAL CAN

ELECTROLYTICS
30-20 mfd, 450 VDC 39c
15/15 mfd. 450/350 VDC 39c
30-15/15/40 mfd, 450/350/25 VDC 39c
20-20 mfd, 450V 39c

Silver Mica Button Condensers

$7.50 per 100 (all one type)
MA -3536 (GI 20 mmf MA -3505 (C) 360 mmfMA -3501 (D) 30 mint MA -3509 (A) 500 mmfMA -3531 (F) 55 mmf MA -3506 (B) 500 mndMA -3503 (Al 75 mmf MA -3510 (C) 500 mmfMA -3532 (n) 75 mmf MA -3502 (D) 500 mmf
MA -3504 (A) 200 mmf MA -3507 (E) 500 mmfMA -3519 (F) 250 mod MA -3518 (A) 2000 mmf

No. 18 2 -conductor Wire & Drum
Used for running 110 -volt AC lines, extension speak-
ers, etc. Full 175 feet of highest quality wire with
tough, weather -resistant insulation. Complete with
handy drum for spooling wire for storage- $2.39Limited quantity

BRAND NEW
METERS

Dejur 510 meter for
all-around ham and test
applications. 10 ma DC
basic movement. 3%" di-
ameter flange; VI body,
11/2" deep. Stock up on
these while they last.
MA -2036

each 1.95

ORDER FROM THIS AD!
Send 25% deposit with order. Pay balance plus post-
age on delivery. Get your name on Mid -America's
select mailing list and get first crack at latest, great-
est values In radio parts, electronic equipment, tubes,
etc. Send orders to Desk E-59. Minimum order $2.50.

MID -AMERICA CO. Inc.
WI 2412 S. Michigan Avenue

Chicago 16, III.

Grid Dip Adapter
(Continued from page 61)

od, without the use of additional
equipment.

We have made reference to the
probe and probe coils throughout the
preceding text. The photograph of
Fig. 1 shows the internal construction
of this unit, component placement,
and the socket mounting layer con-
struction. The whole unit is mounted
inside the small convenient tubular
can. This permits measurement in the
tightest places without any difficulty.

Energy Indira/or
Another important application of

915 is that of a non -oscillating de-
tector. In this case, the back plate
terminals are shorted across, to pro-
vide a d.c. return for the rectifier.
Under this heading may be listed the
important functions of absorption -type
frequency meter, field strength meter,
and monitor, to mention only a few.
The coupling in this case is the same
as previously mentioned. The meter
will read upward as we are taking
energy from the specimen circuit.
With an external calibration chart, it
is possible to use this instrument as a
db. meter for receiver or fixed line
work. This, again, represents just a
few of the many different applica-
tions that may be performed when
using it in the de -energized condition.

Measurement of Capacitance
and Inductance

The value of any capacitance, with-
in practical limits, may be quickly de-
termined. Model 915 is again con-
nected to the companion signal gen-
erator, as in the dip application. To
m a k e capacitance measurements
properly, it is necessary to have a
good high -value, variable condenser
with an associated calibration scale.
This scale should indicate the actual
capacitance change vs. degrees rota-
tion. In parallel with the condenser
should be an air -wound coil. Deter-
mine first the resonance of this com-
bination circuit with the variable
condenser at maximum setting. Leave
915 loosely coupled to the circuit coil
and shunt the specimen condenser
across the variable condenser. Retune
the variable condenser until reso-
nance is again indicated by the 915
meter. The value of the unknown con-
denser is the difference between the
two readings on the calibrated scale.
For example, if the circuit was reso-
nant at some frequency with a maxi-
mum setting of 500 µµfd., and could
be re -resonated (after the specimen
had been added) at a setting of 430
µµfd., the unknown value would be
70 µµfd. A similar method may be
utilized to determine, by a series addi-
tive system, the exact value of induc-
tors. These units may be constructed
if desired. The value of either type
of measurement is directly related to
the tolerance of the calibration scale.

sBETTERooER ' lik,,t
with

Soldetron
Tr. SIark Reg.. Pat. Pend.

For LIGHT or HEAVY WORK
Heats Rapidly from Cold Start

 LIGHTWEIGHT.
 FINGERTIP CONTROL.

No Fatigue.

Though it weighs only
3 ors. "Soldetron" can
do the job of a 200 watt
iron.
 Ideal for precision

work in "hard -to -
reach" places.

 Interchangeable tip -
heads; no cleaning or
filing.

 Retains heat with
switch off up to I
minute.

 COOL GRIP bakelite
handle, cork covering.
Comfortable.

Operates on 110-V. A.C., 50-60
cycles, through transformer supplied

with iron, or 6-8 volt A.C. or D.C. without
transformer (from an automobile battery).
Price: with transformer and 1 tiphead, $13.95'
5% higher west of Miss.; fair traded.

Ask your distributer, or write to:

TRANSVISION, INC.
Dept. RN. NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

In Calif: 8572 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 46

You can become a Radio and
Television Technician nowl

weekillwill be created in the television
industry during thenext Ave years ac-cording to estimates of industry lead-

er..Now
you can ete ppractical.technical trainingget insthe IMSOElahora-torlea.

This special course Prepares you forany of the following careers:
Television Serv- Broadcast Radio -operator

Pollee, Taxi -Caband Railroad
Transmitter
Operator

Police. Taxi -Cab
and Railroad
Receiver Serv-
iceman

teman
Radio Serviceman
Radio and Tele-

vision Retailer
Supervisor in Ra-

dio and Tele-
vision Assem-
bl

Radio and Tele-
vision Tester

OTHER COURSES AVAI
SERVICE Heating a n d6 to 12 Months Air Cosa i- Electricity toning Welding PROFESSIONAL Refrigeration, 3 Years Heating  Electrical En -
TECHNICIAN Sineering1 to 2 Years Bachelor of Electrotechnics Science D e -

Radio and
Television Major in Elec-

 Electronics t o ies or Refrigeration Powerr-MILWAUPI££
SCHOLL of ENGINEERING

Founded in 1903 by
OOsase `erwwt s

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING,
N. Broadway usd

E. St t519 t.Milwaukee. Wi

Without obligation send me free booklet "Career
Building" and more details on course in Radio
and Television or course.
Name .

Address

City

Age

State
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A separate associated unit is available
to perform these measurements exact-
ly. This unit is Model 917, and con-
sists of a capacitance and inductance
standard. Both standards are accu-
rately calibrated and completely vari-
able throughout all practical ranges.

The preceding discussion has out-
lined some of the application merits
of a new and very unique instrument.
To the engineer, technician, and pro-
duction worker, it represents a quick
solution to many design and testing
problems. To the serviceman, it is a
means of aligning and checking all
receivers rapidly. The amateur reader
has probably realized that his v.f.o.

is the signal generator described, and
may be used as a coupling source for
transmitter alignment, parasitic and
oscillator checking, etc. It is our
opinion that once -you have used an
instrument of this type, you will find
it indispensable. -L-

TISA PLANS CAMPAIGN
AT a special meeting of the Television

Installation and Service Association
(TISA) of Chicago, a program was
drawn up which is designed to promote
the betterment of the professional
serviceman.

Specific goals outlined were the estab-
lishment of adequate technical stand-
ards, installation and service rates, ad-
vanced training of personnel, owner
education, and better relations with
the industry.

The officers of the TISA, Frank J.
Moch, president; Irving Kaluzna, vice-
president; Fred Levine, secretary; and
Philip Bann, treasurer, hope to hear
from other units regarding mutual
problems. Questions should be ad-
dressed to the association offices at
3125 West 59th Street, Chicago 29,
Illinois.

VISUAL CODE COURSE

RECENTLY,
Mr. Otto IL Luther of

New Preston, Connecticut, designed
a rather novel system for learning the
Morse code alphabet. This method en-
ables the student to associate the code
symbols with the already familiar ap-
pearance of the letter, by means of
superimposing the dots and dashes on
the letters themselves in an amusing
and colorful way.

For instance, the letter "I" is repre-
sented by a diagram of two bulls eyes
with large red -dot centers. Under this
appears the memory key word "EYES."
Obviously, two dots stand for the letter
"I," and you don't easily forget it.

According to Mr. Luther, a commer-
cial artist, who sells it, this color chart
system will shorten code learning time
drastically, and it is not unusual for a
student to master it in an hour. --

5inÉmeR
IS FIRST AGAIN !

NEW! TUBELESS GRID DIP ADAPTER

THIS OUTSTANDING ELECTRONIC INVENTION brings to

the engineer, serviceman and amateur a single accurate means

of determining circuit function. The utility of any signal

generator, test oscillator or v.f.o. is expanded many times.
Allows direct measurement of all tuned circuits: r.f., i.f., etc.,

simply and quickly without the receiver being turned on.
Checks all oscillators: antenna systems: transmitters: trap
circuits: without mechanical coupling. Determines the value

of all coils and condensers. Requires no power supply or tubes:

two simple connections permit quick attachment to any signal

generator you are using. Covers the continuous frequency

range from 100 kc. through 300 mc. by use of the three cali-
brated plug-in coils provided. Equipped with a phone jack
for easy aural identification of oscillator frequencies. Model 915

has no equal as a field strength monitor or $

3 4 9 5
N

grid dip oscillator. Handsomely styled, corn- E

plete with compact probe and plug-in coils, T

MODEL 906 FM -AM SIG-
NAL GENERATOR This
advanced type signal
generator stands out
as today's greatest
electronic value. Continuous coverage
from 90 kc. through 210 mc. Accuracy
±1%0. Less than E/2 microvolt includ-
ing strays to over 1 volt metered out-
put. AM modulation adjustable from
0-100%. FM sweep from 0-1200 kc.
Complete with all accessories $116.50
at a low net price of only ll

MODEL 911 TV -FM SWEEP

GENERATOR Here is an
all -in -one TV serv-
ice center. Continu-
ous range of 2 thru
226 mc. Output from 0-1/2 volt. 1 and
5 mc. precision crystal markers insure
pin -point setting of TV i.f. band
width, and trap circuits. Phased 60
cycle sine and 120 cycle saw -tooth
voltages for direct scope control.

UU

Sweep from 0-10 mc. An 78.50outstanding buy at only

Look to McMURDO SILVER for the NEWEST in FM -TV Service Equipment

SEE US AT BOOTH 41 AT THE CHICAGO SHOW

Send for Catalog
See these and other
McMurdo Silver
LCETI instruments of
your favorite jobber.

OVER 37 YEARS OF RADIO ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENT

7/"~-.57i~
EXECUTIVE OFFICES. 1 7 4 0 MAIN ST HARTFORD 3. CONN

FACTORY OFFICE 1
2 4 9 MAIN ST.. HARTFORD 3, CONN
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WHERE TO BUY IT . . .

WHOLESALE RADIO
of Baltimore

NEW LOW PRICED T.V. KIT
Philmore Model U -30-A

Circuit Design of
R.C.A. 630 T.S.

Now only

159
Less picture tube

and cabinet r
With Philmore's Famous Step -by -Step InstructionsComplete with 29 tubes and all mounting hardware.Factory pre -mired and aligned front end. All socketsare assembled to chassis.
Cabinet for R.C.A. 630 T.S. 133.75

UNBEATABLE METER BUY!
An Accurate Pocket Size

VOLT OHM MILLIAMMETER
SUPERIOR Model 770

(Sensitivity -1000 ohms per volt)Complete with self-
contained batteries,
test leads and all
operating instruc-
tions.

COMPACT
Measures ara"x 51" e 21/2"

S139U

6 A.C. VOLTAGE RANGES:
0.15/30/150/300/1500 3000 Volts
6 D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES:
0-7.5 15 75/150/750/1500 Volta
4 D.C. CURRENT RANGES:
0-I.515/150 ma. 0-1.5 amps.
2 RESISTANCE RANGES:
0-500 ohms 0.1 megohm

G.E. GERMANIUM DIODE IN48
 Welded Contact  Self Healing

 Molded Plastic Case

Eliminates hum. 10,000 hrs. aver-
35age life. Shown in actual size. $Write today for complete specifica-

tions.

JFD

$8.10
each

In lots
of six
or more

Super Beam, All Channel

T.V. & FM

/ANTENNA
$865

Matches input of nearly all T.V.sets. Unidirectional pattern over
both bands eliminates "Ghosts"
caused by multi path signals.
Complete with 5 ft. mast and
mounting bracket less lead-in. Or-
der model TAf50.
STACKING BARS, set of 2...98c

300 OHM TWIN LEAD
$1.95-100 ft. $13.75-1000 ft.

ALLIANCE "Tenna-Rotor"
A perfect rotator for Television or

Amateur Antenna. Order model ATR.

$3995

With Remote.List Control Box
Flat. rubber covered, 4 conductor connecting cablefor Alliance motor net 4o per ft.

OIL FILLED
CONDENSER

10 MFD 95C600 V.

WRITE DEPT. QR 76 TODAY FOR OUR
FREE MONTHLY "FYI" BULLETIN

Phone Mulberry 2134

WHOLESALE
RADIO PARTS CO., Inc.

311 W. Baltimore St.
BALTIMORE 1, MD.
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Readers are asked to write directly to the manufacturer for the literature.By mentioning RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS, the issue and page, andenclosing the proper amount, when indicated, delay will he prevented.

CONVERTER CATALOGUE
The complete line of Carter con-

verters is presented in a new cata-
logue which is designed to furnish
complete information in great detail
to those who buy, sell, use, or service
the company's products. The litera-
ture is presented in a convenient form,
best suited to the needs of engineering
and purchasing departments.

The bulletin consists of 16 illus-
trated pages on the entire range of
available input and output voltages,
including the recently perfected de-
signs to be used in conjunction with
television operations, as well as those
for recording, sound projection, and
mobile communications applications.

Also included is a Carter Selector
Chart, augmented to include new tele-
vision and recording equipment for
which these converters are adapted.
The chart shows at a glance the cor-
rect converter required to operate
each popular make and model. A com-
plete list of sales representatives is
also supplied, and a convenient index
is included.

Inquiries for the "Converter Catalog
No. 349" should be addressed to Carter
Motor Company, 2644 N. Maplewood
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

TV ANTENNA BOOKLET
An eight -page catalogue recently

put out by the Workshop Associates,
Inc., 66 Needham Street, Newton
Highlands 61, Mass., amply illustrates
the company's line of television anten-
nas, mounts, etc.

Sections are devoted to the Work-
shop high -gain antennas, masts, and
mounts, as well as high -gain arrays,
transmission line, connectors, trans-
formers, and typical antenna arrange-
ments. Complete specifications are
given for the products, together with
prices. Television reception problems
are covered, and the suggestions
should be welcomed by the servicemen
who must experience them.

This catalogue, Number 49, is ob-
tainable free of charge by writing to
the Workshop Associates, Inc., in Mas-
sachusetts.

STANDARD TERMINOLOGY
Recent scientific developments in

ultrasonics, recordings, underwater
sound, acoustical instruments, and
shock and vibrations are reflected in
the Proposed American Standard
Acoustical Terminology, being pub-
lished for a period of trial study be-
fore its final approval. The American
Standards Association has made every
effort to keep the definitions consist-
ent with those in standards relating to
neighboring fields, and each term is as
completely defined as possible.

The committee working on the ter-
minology took into consideration such
recent developments as the wide-
spread use of the term "supersonic"
for speeds higher than the velocity of
sound following its use in this sense
during the war. As a result, the term
"ultrasonic" has been defined as indi-
cating sounds having frequencies be-
yond the upper pitch limit. Studies of
underwater sound phenomena also
showed the need for a broader defini-
tion of "reverberation" as the types
of reflections from boundaries under
water differ from those received in a
room.

Workers in theoretical and applied
acoustics and all others interested are
invited to send comments on the pro-
posed terms to the committee in
charge not later than September 30,
1949. Address Messrs. E. Dietze or C.
F. Wiesbusch, Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, Inc., Murray Hill, N. Jersey.
Copies of the standard, Z24A,. can be
obtained from the American Stand-
ards Association, 70 East 45th Street,
New York 17, N. Y., at $1.00 each.

BROADCAST MICROPHONES
Electro -Voice, Inc., Buchanan, Michi-

gan, has developed two new ultra -
wide -range, high-fidelity microphones
(Models 645 and 650) designed for the
FM and AM broadcast services and
has released a new bulletin, Number
144, giving all necessary data on these
models.

The bulletin explains the various
performance and construction fea-
tures, with detailed specifications, and
is illustrated with photographs and
sketches.

A copy may be obtained by writing
to the company at Buchanan, Michi-
gan.

SOLDERING TECHNIQUES
The 28 -page technical manual en-

titled "Solder and Soldering Tech-
nique," published by the Kester Solder
Company, contains an analysis of the
properties and application of soft sol-
der alloys and soldering fluxes.

Contents include the general na-
ture of soldering, its application, the
melting points and properties of sol-
der and solder alloys, and informa-
tion on how to utilize the company's
technical and industrial service.

Write the Kester Solder Company,
Technical Department, 4201 Wright -
wood Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois, for
free copies of this manual.

GAUGE HANDBOOK
A combination catalogue, price list,

textbook, and reference manual has
been announced by The Sheffield Cor-
poration of Dayton 1, Ohio. It is an

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS



HALLICRAFTERS TV
Model 509

The latest addition to the Hallicrafters TV
line. Push button tuning on all 12 channels.
Dual Focus for larger round pictures with
56 sq. in. rectangular picture or 64 sq. in. full
circle picture for dramatic close ups-all at
a flick of a front panelswitch. Mahogany
veneer cabinet. Trans-
parent safety shield.
19 tubes plus 3 recti-
fiers.
Complete with ALL TUBES. Shpg. Wt. 105 lbs.

S 6950

a.0
RADIO CO.

Walter Ashe SCORES AGAIN!!!
offers AMAZING BARGAINS on

hallicrafters TELEVI51ON

MADE POSSIBLE BY "SURPRISE"
TRADE - IN ALLOWANCES ON
YOUR USED TEST AND COM-

MUNICATION EQUIPMENT
Right on the eve of an exciting new
season of summer sports events,
Walter Ashe makes it possible for
you to own Hallicrafters TV equip-
ment at tremendous savings! So
don't delay. Get your trade-in deal
working today. Phone, wire, write or
use the handy coupon.

Model T-64 Chassis unit
only of Model 509. Corn-
pletely wired and tested,
but less picture tube. Only

$169sá

THE HOUSE OF "SURPRISE" TRADE-INS

1125 PINE ST.* ST. LOUIS 1, MO.

All Prices F.O.B.
St. Louis

Phone: CHestnut 1125
'Surprise" Trade- Ins

available on used,
factory -built equip-
ment toward pur-
chase of any item in
our complete Halli-
crafters line. Latest
Ha.11icrafter's catalog
free

For GREATER Earnings .

'

1

I

I

I

Here's Television at a price,
with all the big set features1.
Static

channel push button treception

$14950
free FM sound reception

and 23 sq. in. screen. 18 tubes
plus 4 rectifiers. Shpg. Wt. 50
lbs.

Formerly sold for 5199.50

Now ONLY

sssssf a,
Walter Ash. Radio Co.
Bill Dubord, WO QDF, Mgr., Amateur Div.,
1125 Pine St., St. Louis 1, Missouri
 Rush bigger -than -ever "Surprise" trade-in allowance on
my__ for Hallicrafters TV

(describe used equipment)

(show model of new equipment desired)
Mail me my copy of latest Hallicrafters Catalog.

NAME
ADDRESS _.._
CITY ZONE STATE

I

I

LEARN RADIO -ELECTRONICS

This fast-growing science of RADIO, TELEVISION, RADAR \1

and ELECTRONICS, offers tremendous opportunities, and in no industry is
RADIO -ELECTRONICS more important than in aviation. A skilled technician /
who knows the modern application of electronic devices, as used in the aircraft /

industry, is always in demand . .. not only in aviation, but in many other
industries. Many large organizations call on Spartan regularly for graduates.
Often, students are hired months before graduation.

Don't confuse the RADIO -ELECTRONICS course offered by /
SPARTAN with other courses, offered anywhere! As a graduate from this I

famous school you will know the application to industrial control devices; /
to the search for petroleum; and the important uses of radar, television /
and other electronic equipment.

SPARTAN offers two complete and thorough courses.
You will work on the most modern and complete equipment. You will /

build equipment. You may join the SPARTAN "Ham" Club. Either /
course prepares you for Federal Communication Commission license /
tests - first class radio telephone, second class radio telegraph, or class /
"B" radio amateur.

BIG CATALOG-fftee.
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

AGE

STATE
L ept. RN -59

C. I. APPROVED-Write TODAY for Complete Information

1

SPARTAN'S 21 years of teaching civilian and
army personnel is your assurance of receiving the

best possible training in the least possible time.
You'll not need MORE than Spartan training-you

cannot afford to take LESS.

SPARTAN
SCHOOL OF RADIO AND ELECTRONICS

SCHOOL of AERONAUTICS COLLEGE of ENGINEERING
MAXWELL W. BALFOUR, DIRECTOR ADDRESS DEPT. RN 59

TULSA, OKLAHOMA
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Visit ATR Booth 82 Radio Parts t
Show-May 16th, Chicago

STANDARD AND
HEAVY DUTY

g INVERTERS 1
d

1

For Inverting D. C. to A. C.
Specially Designed for operating A. C.

Radios, Television Sets, Amplifiers,

Address Systems, and Radio Test
Equipment from D. C. Voltages in
Vehicles, Ships, Trains, Planes and in

D. C. Districts.

 fZ'Z fZ tZfZfZf
NEW

VIBRATOR

GUIDE
I.

AUTO RADIO VIBRATORS
A Complete Liam of Vibrators ..

Designed for Use in Standard Vibrator-Oper
Mod Auto Radio Receivers. Built with Pre-
bision Construction, featuring Ceramic Stack
Spacers for Longer Lasting Life.

NEW DESIGNS
V NEW MODELS y NEW LITERATURE

"A" Battey Eliminator, Dc -Ac 4
Inverters. Auto Radio Vibrators.

See ,.0 fuMes es ewes

AMERICAN TELEVISION 8 RADIO CO

QuaCCty Productl Settee 1,751
SAINT PAUL I, MINNESOTA -U. 5. A.

illustrated bulletin of factual infor-
mation for the buyers and users of
precision gauges and includes prices,
complete specifications, diagrams, and
tables.

This 116 -page catalogue is among
the first to present information and
prices on gauges conforming to the
new, unified screw thread system re-
cently agreed upon by the English
speaking countries using the inch as a
standard of measurement.

Sheffield representatives throughout
the United States and Canada have
been given a supply to distribute to
their customers, and copies may be
had free of charge by any user of
gauges by writing to The Sheffield
Corporation, Dayton 1, Ohio, on busi-
ness stationery.

BI -MONTHLY "TECHNI-TALK"
The Tube Division of the General

Electric Company has announced a
new magazine called "Techni-Talk,"
which is designed to keep servicemen
and dealers abreast of the latest de-
velopments in radio and television and
to assist them with technical problems
encountered in the field.

This bi-monthly illustrated publica-
tion features in the first issue (Feb-
ruary -March) the beginning of a group
of articles on the installation and
servicing of television receivers. This
issue also carried an article on the
volt-ohm-milliammeter, the first of a
series to help the serviceman get the
most out of a minimum of test equip-
ment.

"Techni-Talk" is distributed to the
dealer or serviceman without cost but
is obtainable only through General
Electric or Ken-Rad distributors and
not direct from the company.

PRINTED CIRCUITS
"Here is the Story," a booklet issued

by Microcircuits Company, describes
briefly their printed circuits and lists
a number of branches of electronics
in which these have been utilized.

The catalogue also illustrates the
Microcircuits Company line of con-
ducting, resistance, and magnetic
paints, and the uses to which the
paints may be put by repairmen, ama-
teurs, engineers, designers, teachers,
operators, and students. Also given
are the order numbers, current prices,
and pertinent technical data on each
product.

The bulletin may be obtained with-
out charge by writing to Microcircuits
Company, New Buffalo, Michigan.

SERVICING YEARBOOK
Philco Corporation has published a

yearbook containing servicing infor-
mation on its 1946 and 1947 home ra-
dios and radio phonographs. This
book, available to dealers and inde-
pendent servicemen, provides in one
volume information previously con-
tained in separate radio manuals, to-
gether with many additions.

The yearbook explains the Philco
trouble -shooting procedure, showing
alignment procedures, base views,
schematic diagrams, circuit descrip-

BUY IN BULK! SAVE IN BULK!
Now You Can Have Approximately

200 LBS. OF COSTLY

RADIO PARTS
Special Gov't

Surplus Ass'tm't
FOR ONLY

SEND ONLY $5 DEPOSIT!
We ship C.O.D. (Balance $20 Freight Col-
lect) subject to your inspection and approval
at freight station. If not delighted, have
agent return to us collect and we will refund
your deposit immediately. Your only cost
will have been freight one way.

The parts in this assortment undoubtedly
cost the government many hundreds of
dollars. We have passed this tremendous
saving on to schools, colleges and other
institutions. Now it's FIRST COME FIRST
SERVED! ... so act FAST.

HOW DO WE DO IT?
We buy carloads of these items. Inventory-
ing, itemizing and grouping only multiplies
cost to you. So we divide them into choice
assortments we know you want and make
this sensational offer. Order Now!
This offer good East of the Mississippi only.

ABELL DISTRIBUTING Co., Dept, N-5
5 E. Biddle Street Baltimore 1, Md.

INTERESTED IN TELEVISION?
INTERESTED IN SURPLUS BUYS?
WRITE FOR OUR LATEST CATALOG!

Radiosonde Transmitters
AN/AMA-1D

An excellent value for
the amateur experimenter.
This is the unit which is
sent into the sky by balloon
and automatically transmits

back information as to the changing tempera-
ture, hum dity, barometric pressure, etc.

Consists of the following:
1-Miniature Battery Transmitter complete

with a 3A5 tube.
1-Miniature sensitive relay-SPDT. 100 ohm

coil operates from 3 Volt battery.
1-Temperature sensitive resistance element.
1-Humidity sensitive strip.
1-Barometer coupled to a selector switch.
1-Pressure, temperature, humidity chart

The entire unit is encased in the original
packing and is brand new.
While they last-only $4.95

Television Transformer. Pri. 115 Volts Till

Cycles. Sec. 2500 Volts Ca3 2 ma. 6.3 Volts Cd
.6A. 2.5 Volts (dl 1.75A PRICE $3.85

Magnet Wire on small spools -!a lb. in sizes
No. 22 through No. 44.. Price per spool 25c

Radio Noise Filter
Model NFRD-If it doesn't work, send it

back!!
We absolutely guarantee that our Model NFRD
will eliminate all line noises when properly con-
nected to radios, television sets, short wave
sets, motors, electric shavers, refrigerators,
vibrators, oil burners, transmitters, and all
other sources of interference. This unit will
carry up to 12 amperes or 1% KW of power
and may be used right at the source of inter-
ference or at the radio. Small size only 3' x

x 7%'. Very low price only.. each $1.95

Write for Latest Catalog R-5 listing Thousands
of Relays, Resistors, Condensers, Switches, Etc.

EDLIE ELECTRONICS, INC.
Telephone Digby 9-3143

154 Greenwich Street New York 6, N. Y.
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tions, drive -cord drawings, and other
servicing helps on the home radios,
combinations, and portables. Con-
veniently indexed for handy quick ref-
erence, it is priced at $2.75.

Also released is another handbook
containing complete service and re-
placement parts information for the
Philco Universal model auto radios
and custombuilt models for Stude-
baker, Chrysler, and Packard. The
price of this manual is $1.50. Address
Philco Corporation, Tioga and "C"
Streets, Philadelphia 34, Pa.

NEW RELAY BULLETIN
The fifteen basic models of general

purpose appliance, motor -starting, and
telephone -type relays manufactured
by the Potter & Brumfield Sales Co.
are illustrated and described in their
1949 catalogue Number 149. From
these 15 basic models, approximately
7,000 different specifications have been
developed for the electronic industry.

The company announces that the
booklet will be sent free of charge to
firms requesting it on company letter-
head. Address the Potter & Brumfield
Sales Co., 549 West Washington Bou-
levard, Chicago 6, Ill.

AUTO SPEAKER DATA
The Permo flux Corporation, 4900

West Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill., an-
nounces that its new chart, No. J-28,
is available to those who write to
them requesting a copy.

This company, one of the pioneer
manufacturers of permanent magnet
dynamic transducers, has accumulated
a good deal of information on replace-
ment speakers for practically all auto
radio sets now in existence, and incor-
porated it into this chart. Any service-
man should find it helpful. Ask for
Auto Speaker Chart, No. J-28. --

SPEED-UP OF BELL
TV NETWORK

ADDITIONAL channels on the Bell
System's television network be-

tween Philadelphia and Chicago will
be available more than a month ahead
of schedule, according to an announce-
ment of the American Telephone &
Telegraph Company.

Under this program, the present pair
of circuits (which transmits television
programs in opposite directions) will
be supplemented by the three west-
bound and one east -bound channels
being made available. After the instal-
lation, scheduled for around the first
of May, two of the west -bound chan-
nels will operate on a twenty -four-hour
schedule, while the third will be avail-
able only after 6:00 p.m.

Between Monday and Friday, the
single east -hound channel will be avail-
able only after 6:00 p.m. This circuit,
however, will be placed in operation for
television transmission at any time on
Saturdays and Sundays, making it pos-
sible to bring week-end Midwest sports
events to the East.

Occasional important television pro-
grams will also be accepted, on advance
notice, for transmission southward be-
tween New York and Boston. These, in
recent months, have been arranged to
carry only north -bound programs. -M --

May, 1949

7.5 MMF
25 MMF
50 MMF

100 MMF
140 MMF

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
AND SPECIALIZED ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

VACUUM CAPACITORS
Standard Brands

12 Mmfd 20 Kv. $4.95
50 Mmfd 20 Kv. 4.95
50 Mmfd 32 Kv. 5.95

SILVER CERAMIC TRIMMERS

820-Z 5-20 Mmfd Zero Temp 24c
822-N 5-20 Mmfd Neg. 300 24c
822 -AZ 4.5-25 Mmfd Zero Temp 24c
823 -AN 20-125 Mmfd Neg. 650 33c

FENWAL THERMOSWITCH
Normally closed. Opens with temp. rise.
Adjustable from -40° to+400° f each $1.25

FULL WAVE BRIDGE TYPES

Input
0-18VAC
Type f
111-250
B1-500
B1-1
B1 -1X5
B1 -3X5
Bl-5
B1-10
B1-15
B 1-20
B 1-30
111-40
B1-50
B1-60

Output
0-13°VDC

Current
250 MA. $

Price98

500 MA. 1.95
1 AMP. 2.49

1.5 AMP. 2.95
3.5 AMP. 3.95

5 AMP. 5.95
10 AMP. 9.95
15 AMP. 13.95
20 AMP. 15.95
30 AMP. 24.95
40 AMP. 27.95
50 AMP. 32.95
60 AMP. 36.95

THREE PHASE BRIDGE TYPES
Input

0-I26VAC
Type !
3137-4
3B7-6
3B7-15

Output
0-130*VDC

Current Price
4 AMP. $32.95
6 AMP. 48.90

15 AMP. 70.00
Input Output

0-234VAC 0-250*VDC
Type f Current Price
31113-4 4 AMP. $56.00
31113-6 6 AMP. 81.50
31313-1.5 15 AMP. 120.00 i

"A" ELIMINATOR KIT #KC 1-10

,s1 -:;z4.>

A well -engineered 6 Volt D. C. power unit; for auto -
radio and similar service work. Previously In the
high-priced range. Now, In kit form, with all essen-
tial components to easily construct, and at a low,
low price. This kit is designed to operate from a
115 A.C. 50/60 cycle source, and delivers 6 V. D.C.,
wofell tenitered at

ampperes. Coht mpleee with ~pHth -
peak

fled instructions 7

FULL WAVE BRIDGE TYPES
Input

0-54VAC
Output

0-40*VDC
Type f Current Price
1t3-150
113-250
113-600
113-5
113-10

0-72InputVAC

150 MA.
250 MA.
600 MA.

5 AMP.
10 AMP.

$1.25
1.95
3.25

13.95
24.95

0Ou54tpput-° V DC
Type f Current Price
114-600 600 MA. $3.95
114-3 3 AMP. 14.95
134-5 6 AMP. 17.95
114-10 10 AMP. 32.95

Input Output
0-115VAC 0-110*VDC
Type ! Current Price
B6-150 150 MA. $1.95
136-250 250 MA. 2.95
136-3 3 AMP. 18.95
136-5 5 AMP. 24.95
136-10 10 AMP. 36.95

11!2'np Output
3 0-0-180*VDC

Type! Current Price
1113-5 5 AMP. $54.95
1113-10 10 AMP. 69.95

FULL WAVE BRIDGE TYPES

Input Output
0-36VAC 0-26°VDC
Type / Current Price
B2-150 150 MA. $ .98
B2-220 220 MA. 1.25
B2-300 300 MA. 1.50

B2-450 450 MA. 1.95
B2-600 600 MA. 2.95
112-1 1 AMP. 3.95
B2-2 2 AMP. 4.95
B2-3 3 AMP. 6.95
B2-5 5 AMP. 9.95
B2-10 10 AMP. 15.95
B2-20 20 AMP. 27.95
B2-30 30 AMP. 36:95

\

CENTER TAPPED TYPES

Input Output
12-0-12VAC 0-85VDC
Type f Current Price
C1-10 10 AMP. $7.95
C1-20 20 AMP. 12.95
C1-30 30 AMP. 17.95
C1-40 40 AMP. 21.95
C1-50 50 AMP. 25.95
('I -SO 80 AMP. 34.95
11-120 120 AMP. 44.95

*Select Proper Capacitor From List Shown Below, to Obtain Higher D.C. Voltages Than Indicated

RECTIFIER MOUNTING BRACKETS

For Types El through 136, and Type Cl
For Types B13
For Types 313

$ .35 per set
.80 per set

1.20 per set

RECTIFIER TRANSFORMERS
All Primaries II5VAC 50/60

Cycles
Type ! Volts Amps. Price
XF15-12 15 12 $3.95
TXF36-2 36 2 3.95
TXF36-5 36 5 4.95
TXF36-10 36 10 7.95
TXF36-15 36 15 11.95
TXF36-20 36 20 17.95

All TXF Types are Tapped
to Deliver 32, 34, 36 Volts.

RECTIFIER CHOKES

Type f Amps. Price
HY2 .03 Hy 2 $2.25
HY3 .03 Hy 3 2.95
HY5 .02 Hy 6 3.25
HY8X5 .02 Hy 8.6 7.95
HY10 .02 Hy 10 9.95
HY12 .02 Hy 12 12.95
HY15 .015 Hy 15 13.95

VARIABLE AIR TRIMMERS
Standard Brands -Screw Driver AdJ.

Lote Lots
of 10 of 100
$2.90 $27.00
3.10 29.00
3.30 31.00
4.10 39.00
4.90 47.00

RECTIFIER CAPACITORS

CF -13 6000 MFD 10VDC $2.49
CF -14 3000 MFD 12VDC 1.69
CF -15 6000 MFD 12VDC 2.95
CF -1 1000 MFD 15VDC .98
CF -2 2000 MFD 15VDC 1.69
CF -3 1000 MFD 25VDC 1.69
CF -4 2X3500 MFD 25VDC 3.45
CF -5 1500 MFD 30VDC 2.49
CF -6 4000 MFD 30VDC 3.25
CF -7 3000 MFD 35VDC 3.25
CF -8 100 MFD 50VDC .98
CF -19 500 MFD 50VDC 1.95
CF -16 2000 MFD 50VDC 3.25
CF -9 200 MFD 150VDC 1.69
CF -10 500 MFD 150VDC 3.25
CF -11 100 MFD 350VDC 2.25
CF -12 125 MFD 350VDC 2.49

METERS
0-15 MA.D.C. Weston f506 2 Rd $2.95
0-60 A.D.C. West. w./shunt. 214 Rd., aircraft

type 3.25
0-120 A.D.C. West. w./shunt, 214 Rd., aircraft

type 4.95
0-30 V.D.C. West. 2$4. Rd., aircraft type 2.95
0-300 V.D.C. 234 Rd. Bakelite Case .. 2.95

To avoid shipping errors, kindly order by type y. AN prices subject to change without notice.

ATTENTION ! ! !

INDUSTRIALS, EXPORTERS, SCHOOLS, GOV'T
AGENCIES, LABORATORIES

Our engineering staff is at your service to facili-
tate the application of rectifiers to your specific
requirements.
Write for quantity discounts on company letterhead.

Minimum order $3.00. No C.O.D.'s under
$25.00. 25% deposit on C.O.D. Add 10%
for Prepaid Parcel Post and Handling.
Terms: Net 10 days to rated concerns only

Orders Promptly Filled from Our Stocks
All Prices F.O.B. our NYC Warehouse

-N- OPAD-GREEN COMPANY -S-
71 Warren St. Phone: BEekman 3-7385 New York 7, N. Y.
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Hot Radio Values
At Sun Radio

2-6 MC PB RECEIVERS
6 Tubes (3-1 T4, 1-1 R5, 1-155,
1-3541 2-6 MC in 4 bands. Sold
as pictured including 4' speaker
and Schematic. Easily converted to
broadcast with instructions furn-
ished. Has RF Stage and audio
output stage to
dual speaker. $
Used but guaran- {
teed operative. .95

GRAB BAG ... only $7.95
$50 Value Over 8 lbs. The greatest value
your dollar ever bought. Resistors, Condensers,
Sockets, Ballast Tubes, Rheostats, Pots, Knobs
Transformers.

POWER TRANS. - 650V-CT-70MA,
6.3V -3A, 5V -2A., Also 115V Isolation
windingonsecondary,PRI-115V-60CY S 1.25

POWER TRANS. -745 VCT-145 MA,
5V -3A, 6.3VSA-PRI-115V-60CY.... 4.95

Base for Record Changer -with 3 tube
AMP & 5' SPKR, mounted 7.95

BASE ONLY -Lees AMP & SPKR 2.95

WESTON-2-Range D.C. Milliammeter
-0-150-1500 MA Laboratory Stand-
ard -with Leather carrying case
Brand New -Value ... $125.00 ONLY

COILS-3-oircuit with Vario coupler -
BC Band

OSCILLOSCOPE -2 inch -Waterman
-Reg. $66.50 ONLY

24.95

0.75

44.50

TWEETER -Atlas HF-1-In Cabinet
with Crossover Network. Reg. List
Price 3100.00 ONLY 39.95

12GP7-Cathode Ray Tube-Electro-
tatio 14.00

REINER-451 Laboratory VTVM. Reg.
$150.00 ONLY 100.00

VO-M-GE-Unlmeter UM3-2000
OHMS per volt. Reg. 528.50... ONLY 19.95

VO-M GE UnlmeterYMW-1A-20,000
per volt. Reg. á39.50 ONLY 29.50

AUDIO OSCILLATOR-YG-A 4 -Reg.
549.50. .. ONLY 29.50

WESTERN ELECTRIC-3B24A Tubes 1.95

TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
-16'-Dual Speed Famous make.
Reg. $125.00 ONLY 99.50

TRANSCRIPTION ARM R M.C.-
16' Broadcast Type -Magnetic with
Equalizer. Reg. Price 5136.50..ONLY 99.50

GE-YYWI-HI-voltage multiplier for
20,000 OHM per volt meters to 10 KV .. 9.95

JACKSON-multitester No. 642-20,000
OHMS per volt. Reg. á59.95 ONLY 39.95

GONSET-20 meter converter. Reg.
139.95 .. ONLY 29.95

GONSET 6 meter converter. Reg 339.95
ONLY 29.95

TERMS Al ordersF$30.00 orsesss, cash with
order. Above $30.00, 25 per cent with order, balance
C. O. D. Foreign orders cash witn orders, plus ex-
change rate.

VUN RADIO
938 FSTREET. N. W. WASH 4 D C

Frequency Meter-V.F.O.
(Continued from page 57)

the band perfectly, but when another
condenser, also marked 20 µµfd., was
substituted it was necessary to paral-
lel it with a condenser marked 10
µµfd. to bring the band where it was
desired. It is suggested that for C3.
three CRL CC2OZ condensers in values
of 2 µµfd., 5 µµfd., 10 µµfd. and one
CRL CC25Z 20 µµfd. condenser be pur-
chased and by cut and try methods,
using the condensers in parallel, ad-
just the band exactly where it is de-
sired. Of course, if a 15 or 25 µµfd.
variable air trimmer condenser is
used, the band can be centered after
the unit is assembled. The disadvan-
tage in the use of a trimmer adjust-
able from the outside is that there is
always the possibility that it may be
inadvertently changed.

The chassis is aluminum, 10" x 6" x
2", with welded corners, and a shallow
tray also with welded corners and 1/2"
deep was made in which the chassis
just fits. This provides complete
shielding. The tray is fastened to the
chassis with six 6/32 screws, the
chassis being threaded to receive
them. Four rubber feet fastened to
the bottom of the tray assist in elim-
inating vibration and possible scratch-
ing of your desk top.

Two holes are drilled in the remov-
able bottom of the ECO box, both 1/4"
in diameter. The r.f. output lead from
the ECO passes through one hole in
which a Millen feed -through has been
inserted. The positive high voltage
lead and the hot filament lead go
through the other hole. A rubber
grommet is inserted in the matching
hole in the chassis top through which
these voltage leads pass. The four
screw holes in the box are tapped to
take 8/32 bolts. The box is then as-
sembled on the chassis by inverting it
and securing with 8/32 bolts passed
upward through the chassis and the

Under -chassis view of home -built,

box top as shown in Fig. 2. The rub-
ber grommets provide additional shock
mounting.

All wiring in the ECO box is made
self-supporting and extremely/ rigid.
Ceramic pillar stand-offs 91 " high are
used to support the r.f. output and
high voltage leads. Every nut in the
entire unit has been lock-washered.
This all adds up to increased stability.
Under the chassis a small piece of
aluminum was bent and placed as a
shield between the 6F6 isolation stage
and the 6L7 mixer tube as shown in
the photographs. It was found better
to use grid 3 (terminal 5) of the 6L7
to receive the output from the 6F6
isolation stage, and use grid 1 (cap)
for r.f. input, than to reverse these
grids.

As originally mentioned, this unit
may be used both for transmitter fre-
quency control and as an accurate
heterodyne frequency meter for use
with either your transmitter or your
receiver. With a short pickup wire at-
tached to the binding post and either
headphones or a small PM speaker
plugged into the phone jack it makes
an excellent monitor for keying or
note checking. It also functions as a
monitor for your phone transmitter
as due to the large band spread, zero -
beating the carrier poses no problem.

At W1RBK, the transmitter with
which this unit is used as a v.f.o. nor-
mally uses a 6L6 crystal oscillator in
the usual series fed tetrode circuit. A
coaxial terminal is connected in paral-
lel with the crystal socket and a length
of RG12/U connects the two units to-
gether when v.f.o. rather than crystal
operation is desired. Obviously it is
necessary to remove the crystal when
using v.f.o., and to detach the RG12/U
cable when using crystal control.

Some amateurs may have built up
a Don Mix v.f.o. and later replaced
it with a commercial model. In that
case, the v.f.o. may be easily modified
for use as a heterodyne frequency
meter and thus retain its utility in the
ham shack.

dual-purpose frequency meter-v.f.o.
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NEW
.Rau and High -Fidelity

1825 Phono Amplifier
TOPS FOR CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS

U/L

LISTED

EXCLUSIVE!
Detachable
Remote
Preamplifier

Preamplifier is de-
tachable; mounts in
any position to meet
mechanical require-
ments of any custom
installation. Com-
pact; only 2%/ex2%x
11". Unlimited flexi-
bility for custom-
built installations.

4- 1 DB, 40 TO 20,000 CPS
25 WATTS OUTPUT (5% harmonic distortion )

AVAILABLE AT YOUR REGULAR SUPPLIER, OR WRITE FOR DETAILS

Electronooring is our business

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

INTER-

COMMUNICATION

RAULAND-IORG CORPORATION  3523-0 ADDISON ST., CHICAGO 1$, ILL.

YOU CAN PUT
ALL YOUR EGGS
IN THE QUAM
BASKET...

IN spite of the old adage,
you'll find it pays to

specify Quam Adjust -A -Cone
Speakers for all your replace-
ment jobs.

The Quam Line is com-
plete, there's a speaker for
every standard receiver.
Quam Speakers are listed in
the Radio Industry Red Book
for your convenience.

MAIL THIS
COUPON FOR

FREE CATALOG

Quam Speakers are built
by a reliable organizatior
that has been manufacturing
quality speakers for over a
quarter century.

Customer Good Will is
important in your business-
you can be sure of building
it when you install Quam
Speakers. Their fine per-
formance and trouble -free
service reflect to your credit!

It pays to replace with
Quam!

QUAM-NICHOLS CO.
522 E. 33rd Place
Chicago 16, Illinois
Please send QUAM Catalog,

Name

Address

City State

AMPHENOL
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Amphenol 114-005

engineered electrically

and mechanically in the

Amphenol Antenna De-

velopment Laboratories.

1

Streamlined and scientifically engineered
for best reception and optimum gain, the
Amphenol 114-005 Television Antenna in-
corporates two broadbanded folded di-
poles and  a low band reflector, with a
common transmission line. Top perform-
ance is provided over all channels in both
the high and low bands.

The radiation patterns as diagrammed
are substantially unidirectional and main-
tain high front -to -back and front -to -side
ratios over both bands.

The 114-005 is ideal for use with rotators.

MORE SIGNAL STRENGTH
BRIGHTER PICTURES

Standard Amphenol TV Antenna in stacked
array (Model 114-301 or 114-302) provides
additional high -gain for fringe areas. Each
bay of the antenna may also be individu-
ally oriented in areas requiring reception
from different directions.

Amphenol Engineering News, containing
latest developments in electronics, will
be sent to you on your -request.

AMERICAN PHENOLIC CORPORATION
1830 SO.'54TH AVENUE CHICAGO 50, ILLINOIS
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There's A ; \wtlrervtr,.  
SPEAKER 1

for Every Purpose

CHOOSE FROM

83 ' 1

?DIFFERENT MODELS

e

From dainty dictaphone to television cinaxial ... Cinaudugraph
Speakers do the job better, longer, and more economically.

MICROPHONE TYPES
P2A1 2'
P2C1 2'

.68 -oz. Alnico V 3.2 ohm VC
1.47 -oz. A nico V 3.2 ohm VC

(45 ohm VC available on special order)

TELEVISION SPEAKERS
F46B60 4"x6" 60 ohm field 3.2 ohm VC $ 5.00 Lis'
F46B100 4'x6" 100 ohm field 3.2 ohm VC 5.00 LislF5B60 5' 60 ohm field 3.2 ohm VC 4.55 Lisl
P8JHF1 8' 6.8 ox. Alnico V 8 ohm VC 13.50 List
P12JHF1 12' 6.8 oz. Alnico V 8 ohm VC 17.00 List
CIN-12A 12' Cinaxial with 3' H.F. speaker, 8 ohm input 27.50 List
CIN-15B 15' Cinaxial with S' H.F. speaker, 8 ohm input 47.50 List
CIN-15C 15' Cinaxial with 5' H.F. speaker, 8 ohm input 62.50 List

World's Finest,
Most Complete Line

$3.65 List
4.25 List

FREE
Illustrated Cinauda-
graph Catalog.
WRITE TO: Dept.
150P, CINAUDA-
GRAPH SPEAKERS,
1401 Fairfax Traffic -
way, Kansas City,
Kansas.

DIVISION OF AIREON MFG. CORP.
SALES OFFICE end FACTORY 1401 FAIRFAX TRAFFICWAY KANSAS CITY, KANSAS

CANADIAN OFFICE: Charles W. Pointon, Queen at Bay St., Toronto, Ont.
EXPORT OFFICE: 13 E. 40th St., New York, N. Y. Cable ARLAB

CONTACT
GIVES WIDE ANGLE VIEW

DE LUXE
WITH ADJUSTABLE BRACKET

FLOOR STAND
FOR e3 AND -4 LENS

Ápr,
ENLARGING LENS

OPTI-GEM inc.
manufacturer of precision optical elements... this lens is
developed by an optical manufacturer wha made lenses

and prisms to exacting government specifications

Opti-Gem lenses are low-priced and top quality.
They come in a full range of sizes from $9.95 for
the 3'" Pilot, to $37.95 for the 16" picture tube.
All sizes are available in clear, blue and smoke.

OPTI-GEM lenses retail for
1 for the 7" screen from 511.95

2 for the 10" screen from 16.95
* 3 for the l0".,!2" screen from 24.95
A4 for the 10"12''o16" screen -from 37.95

OPTI-GEM filters control glare
7" $1.00 list 12" 2.98 list

10" 1.98 list 15" 3.50 list

Sold through leading stores
Distributor territories still available Write or phone for nearest dealer

OPTI - GEM inc.
LENSES AND FILTERS FOR ALL SIZE TELEVISION SCREENS

320 EAST 39th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y. MUrray Hill 3-1126

Briefcase Portable
(Continued from page 55)

Figs. 1 and 2 show the panel and
chassis layouts respectively. The 140
µµfd. oscillator tuning condenser, C,3,
is mounted on the front panel just to
the right of the aluminum shield. Di-
rectly behind C is the 1.5 volt flash-
light cell supported in a spring clip
which affords easy replacement of the
"A" source without removing the case.
The antenna loading condenser, C,s,
hidden in the top view by C (Fig. 2),
can be seen mounted on the front panel
in Fig. 1. Referring again to Fig. 2,
the auxiliary antenna feedthrough in-
sulator is just to the right of C,,. Di-
rectly behind the feedthrough is the
oscillator tube followed by the oscil-
lator final tank coil. The two XX30
45 volt "B" batteries, which neatly fill
the remaining chassis space, are bolted
in place by an aluminum strap.

Referring to the bottom view, Fig. 3,
along the front panel from left to
right are the microphone jack, J,, S,
which switches the microphone into
the grid circuit of the 1T4, and the
d.p.d.t. switch S.e, S,b. S,B changes the
"A" battery from the receiver to the
transmitter while S,a is the antenna
changeover switch. Next in line is the
headphone jack J,, the "B" negative
switch S,, and the crystal socket.

RFC, is located just back of the mi-
crophone jack and Si. To the right of
the 1T4 socket, CH,, the impedance
choke, is mounted by the same screws
which hold the output transformer, T,,
on top of the chassis. To the right is
RFC, and C,0, the screen grid bypass
condenser. Next is the final tank coil
socket and directly in front is the 1S4
oscillator tube socket. Below the crys-
tal socket is the feedback condenser,
CO, a fixed neutralizing condenser,
which was salvaged from an SCR -274 N
command transmitter. The plates are
squeezed together to increase the ca-
pacity to the required value. To the
left of the "C" penlite cells is the block-
ing condenser, C,,. From the left to
right, along the back drop of the chas-
sis, can be seen the 8 µfd. electrolytic,
Cs, which is the feedback bypassing
condenser, mounted on the terminal
strip. The 1S4 audio tube socket is
directly in front of C,. Next is the
closed-circuit meter jack, J and the
key jack, J.. Ss,, S,,, the modulator-
c.w. changeover switch is mounted
near the right hand end of the chassis.

Housing the unit was solved by sal-
vaging the cabinet shield and base
plate from the BC 456 modulator unit.
This housing measures 3 x 41/4 x 9%
inches over-all. The chassis was cut
from the modulator base plate.

The unit is assembled by attaching
the chassis to the panel with washers
and nuts on the front panel switches.
The cabinet is fastened with the screws
and square rivet -head nuts originally
used in the salvaged unit.

Adjustment and operation is by
means of the front panel controls
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shown in Fig. 6 and the switch on the
back of the case shown in Fig. 5.

To adjust the receiver the filaments
are lightéd by turning the gain con-
trol switch clockwise. The plate volt-
age is then switched on and the regen-
eration control is advanced until a hiss
is heard in the headphones. If no hiss
is heard, there is probably insufficient
feedback from the tickler coil, L,.
Some 1T4 tubes oscillate with difficulty
and L. may require more turns. The
oscillator tube should oscillate with
approximately 30 volts on the screen
grid. The receiver is set in the band
by adjusting the bandset condenser,
C,, and securing a beat note in the
home receiver. Receiver tuning is then
performed with the bandspread con-
denser, C,.

Adjusting the transmitter for c.w.
operation is simple. Plug in the throw -
out antenna and its loading coil, the
meter, crystal, and key. Throw the
"receive -send" changeover switch to
the "send" position. With the key
closed rotate the antenna tuning con-
denser to resonance as indicated by
minimum dip on the meter. The an-
tenna loading condenser is then turned
clockwise with a screwdriver to the
maximum increase in plate current.
For best keying characteristics this.in-
crease, with the throw -out antenna,
will be about 8 to 10 milliamperes.
Check for resonance by readjusting
the oscillator tuning condenser.

For phone operation, change the
crystal to the desired phone frequency.
Plug in the microphone and throw
switch S:, and SRb to the "send" posi-
tion. Remove the key to furnish plate
voltage to the oscillator. Switch S,,
and Sib is thrown to the "modulation"
position and is left this way.

The regeneration control is fully ad-
vanced and the gain control then con-
trols the modulation percentage. Fur-
ther transmitter adjustments are the
same as those described for c.w. op-
eration.

The range of phone operation in
open terrain, using the throw -out an-
tenna, is about 5 miles, but c.w. sta-
tions hundreds of miles distant have
been worked with a center -fed doublet
home antenna.

SUPPORT MINIATURES
WHEN the new miniature tubes
VV are removed from the radio while

tests or repairs are being made, some
means of protecting these small tubes
is needed.

A block of wood may have a number
of holes -about three -fourths inch in
diameter -drilled as shown to accom-
modate these tubes. The block shown
is about 14 inches in length, 3% inches
wide, and 2 inches thick. The holes are
around one inch in depth. . . 11.1..

THE BEST IN ELECTRONIC SURPLUS -
AMAZING "SNOOPERSCOPE" TUBE

An Infra -Red Image Converter Tube made in Britain that
enabled combat men to see in the dark and through camou-
flage. Type CHI -143. No scanning or amplifiers necessary!
1'ses only infra -red light source and simple high -voltage
supply which can be easily built from toy ignition trans-
former and rectifier tube. An optical system for long-range
work or where magnification of image is desired, can be
made from toy telescope. Shows image in greenish -white

color on IN," screen. Has wonderful possibilities for darkroom work, fog pene-
tration devices, night photography, etc. With technical data and diagrams. ill
NEW, individually boxed tubes. Q'0.0O
PRICE, EACH ``llllfrf o

TWO, FOR $15.00

BAUSCH & LOMB SNOOPERSCOPE LENS UNIT

fla
This lens unit will absolutely give clearer, sharper images
when placed in front of the Infra -Red Tube described above.
Increases range and permits use of less infra -red light. If
you have had trouble in getting desired results from the tube,
this leas unit is guaranteed to be the answer. Speed F 2.1, f.l.
3.5 inches. Originally designed for 1P25 tube, but works even
better with above British tube. With construction details for
making infra -red Image receiver. 12A0
PRICE, EACH L

FREQUENCY
METER

TS-69/AP
Frequency range 350 me
to 3,000 mc. Ideal for
labs, schools, or for hams
experimenting with eqpt.
for civilian phone band.
Black -crackle finished
metal case, dim.: 6"x6"x
22", contains variable
length coax resonating
cavity with crystal recti-
fiers and 0-200 microam-
meter, Veeder-Root count-
er and calibration charts
insure extreme precision.
Telescopic antenna, and
coax line probe, with
metal carrying case for
entire equipment. With
instruction sheet. NEW
equipment.

COMPLETE. EACH
$42.50

32 VDC to 110 AC CONVERTER
Mid. by Kato Engineering, for marine or farm
installation. Rotary type, compact and rug-
gedly built for continuous duty. Rubber shock
mounting on filler case, with complete input
and output filtering. Output -HO volts, (10
cycles AC, .225 KVA, but, will operate effi-
ciently on loads up to 300 watts. NEW units
only.
PRICE, EACH $39.95
Quantities, 10 or more, Each $32.00

EXTRA SPECIALS!!
1100 Lbs. No. 18 DCC Magnet Wire, per lb.
lot price) 371/2e

1,600 mfd. 15W.V.D.C., approx. 10,000, lot
price. Each 20c
Adlake Time Delay Relays, type 902-72-1,
220V. 50/60 cycles, normally open.
EACH $4.95
Same as above, but type 1040.65-4 110
Volts. Each $3.45
General Electric Model 5AM78AB47 (Ampli-
dyne) Motor Generator set. Motor 3HP,
440V, 3 phase. Output 250V. 2120 at 3
amps. and 60V. DC at 12.5 amps. Excellent
amplification. EACH $80.00

RADIO TRANSMITTERS,
MODULATORS, AND

POWER SUPPLIES

Immediate Delivery from Stock

2.5 KW Press Wireless, Model 2.5 consisting
of 2 sections. one -the 2.5 KW P.A. with
power supply, second section containing ex-
citer -driver stages with crystal -controlled
oscillator (with oven for constant tempera-
ture control). Emission Al. Freq. range 2
to 23 mc. Operates from 220 V.A.C. Ex-
cellent condition. WRITE FOR PRI('E.
2 KW Power Amplifier, Press Wireless, as
described above power amplifier section and
power supply only. When used with above
complete installation provides additional, in-
stant changeover frequency of operation.
Also, ideal as a spare PA and power supply
for above. WRITE FOR PRI('E.
NORTHERN RADIO -Ship to Shore trans-
mitter -receivers, 5 channels, crystal con-
trolled, 65W. output, 1(10 V. at V. DC 1.5 to
5.6 Mes. With tubes. Each $250.00
HALSTEAD MODEL 1OLFA Transmitters -
A3. 25W. output 200-400 KC. 110 V. 60 C.
operation. Condition N 2. EA('H $100.00
BC -319-A Transmitter, CW only 300 watts
output. Freq. range 4.0 to 13.4 mc. Operates
from 110-220 volts, 60 cycles AC. Excellent
condition. Less tubes. PRICE EACH $300.00
LINK FM Transmitter Receiver. 70-100 mc.
Model 1498 DC. 50 watts output, wall style
cabinet containing transmitter, receiver and
14 V.D.C. power supply. handset. Dim.: 34"
x21"x11". NEW CONDITION. Compete with
tubes, crystals, special telescopic antenna,
instruction book. PRICE EACH $600.00
RADIO TRANSMITTER RC -339, CW only. 1

KW output. Freq. range 4.0 to 26.5 mes.
Six crystal positions also M.O. four interme-
diate stages and two 833s final. Operates on
220 volts 50/60 cycles. Reconditioned. Com-
plete with power supply and one set operatin_
tubes. PRICE $2100.011
MODEL SVC1001./110 TRANSMITTER. Out-
put. Al 150 -watts, A2 -A3-50 W. Mfd. by
Phillips. Freq. 2 to 20 mes., with 6 pretuned
channels. Operates from 90-260 volts 50/60
cv. A.C. COMPLETE, with tubes $450.00
BC -1100 (RC 263), 75W, Al, 50W, A2, 4
channel dial selection of channel. 1.5-10 mes.
110-260V 25-60c. AC., with remote control.
New. EACH $575.00
Supreme ship -to -shore transmitter receiver
110W output, 9 channel, 2-3 mes., crystal
controlled, for 110V. 60e. A.C. Condition N-2.
Complete with tubes and microphone.
EACH $600.00

NOTICE: Prices quoted above do not include
crating or packing. Price for packing will be
quoted upon specification as to whether export
or domestic packing is desired.

OC TO AC MOTOR GENEKA'IORS. All
types, 115 and 230 V. DC and 0.5 EVA
to 7.5 KVA output: prominent makes.
ALL NEW. WRITE FOR LOW PRICES.

All Material Subject to Prior Sale.
Minimum Order $5.00, 25% Deposit -Balance C.O.D., F.O.B. New York City.

TELEMARINE COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
PHONE-LOngacre 4-4490 280 NINTH AVE., N. Y. 1, N. Y.
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FOUND!
the "MISSING LINK" to

GOOD TV ANTENNA
INSTALLATIONS

1

MAST CLAMP
LEAD-IN SUPPORTS

Made with POLYETHYLENE
(the ultra -low loss insulation material)

Now you can make any old or new TV
installation last longer, look neater, per-
form better with the unique JFD Mast -
Clamp Lead -In Supports. These new
Screw Eye Insulators are JFD-engineered
to anchor lead-ins firmly in place and
assure better TV/FM reception.

TL100.350
I" Clamp with 31/2" Screw
Eye for Twin Lead. rr
Standard Ctn. 100 C

List

RGI00.350
I" Clamp with 31/2" Screw
Eye for Coaxial el e
Cable. C
Standard Ctn. 100 List

DTL100-350
I" Clamp with 31/2" Screw
Eye for two Twin Leads.

35c List
Standard Ctn. 50

DBR18TL3
31/2" Screw Eye with wood -
screw thread, for two Twin
Leads. _28c List

Standard Ctn. 50

Mast Clamps are made in all sizes for all
applications, individually designed to fit
masts from 1/2" to 2" O.D. Screw Eyes
range from 31/2" to 12" in length.

Visit JFD Booth 117
of Chicago Radio Trade Show

£JFD MANUFACTURING CO. (pc.

6111 16th Ave. Brooklyn 4, N. Y.

WRITE TODAY
for Valuable 4 -page Bulletin #DBR

© Copyright 1949 by JFD Mfg. Co. Inc.

FIRST In Television Antennas and Accessories

All rights reserved. No part of above work may be
reproduced in any form except by written permission

of the manufacturer.

How to Prepare Your

Article For Publication
Important rules to follow when submitting
that manuscript-the editors will like it.

By
C. C. ERHAR.DT. W211NJ

HOW many of you have felt im-
pelled to submit a write-up on
your favorite brain child only

to let it slide with the thought-"Aw
heck, they wouldn't publish any of the
messy stuff I write." Well, brother,
maybe they wouldn't; but on the other
hand, maybe they would if you went
about it properly.

As in any other field of endeavor,
there are certain rules which must be
observed in order to obtain satisfac-
tory results. It is the purpose of this
article to outline those rules and to
make some suggestions for the aid of
the embryo writer.

The important point to consider be-
fore doing any writing is this: Is your
idea of genuine interest to the radio
public? Does it contain fresh, unique
features ? If, for example, you were
considering sending in a constructional
article on "How To Build A Super -
Duper Receiver," it would be a good
idea to look through your back issues
and make sure that the reader hasn't
already been deluged with super-duper
receivers. However, if you feel that
you have something that is really good
then it's up to you to make it into first
class material for publication.

For the purpose of discussion, an ar-
ticle may be considered as consisting
of three parts : 1. Manuscript. 2. Pho-
tographs. 3. Diagrams and sketches.
Let's take them in that order.

A manuscript, of course, is the text
or written portion of an article. Let
me emphasize one thing right now.
Don't ever submit a manuscript writ-
ten in longhand! Whether it means
hiring a public stenographer or swip-
ing Cousin Effie's portable, make sure
that your completed manuscript is
typewritten.

Don't try to write in too flowery a
style. Short, simple sentences are usu-
ally best. Avoid use of overworked
phrases such as "due to the fact." It's
much easier to say "because." An-
other dilly that crops up in radio ar-
ticles and makes editors pull out their
hair is-"the circuit is conventional in
most respects." If your circuit is con-
ventional don't say anything. Try to
avoid having too many of your para-
graphs begin with the word "the."
This is a habit most beginning writers
fall into as it is the easiest way to
open a paragraph.

Remember, you are not competing
for the Pulitzer Prize. Don't worry
too much about spelling or grammati-
cal structure. If they are too atrocious
the editorial staff will fix 'em up.
What they are mostly interested in is
the message you are trying to convey.

When typing your final version of
the text be sure to use double spacing
and use only one side of the paper.
Paragraphs should be separated by at
least three spaces. Leave wide mar-
gins all around-about two inches on
top and at least an inch and a half on
the other three sides. This will allow
the editor sufficient room to make no-
tations and changes directly on your
copy. Number each page and put your
name and address in the upper right-
hand corner. When you are finished,
make up a title page. This consists of
a first page bearing nothing but the
title of the article, your name, a one
or two -sentence inkling of what the
story is about, and the total number
of words in the text. Don't get lazy
and forget that total, and space the
wording on the page so it is reasonab-
ly attractive. The more work you can
save the editor, the more favorable his
response to your article is apt to be.

Although some types of writing,
such as this one, can get along very
nicely without photographs, in con-
structional and descriptive types of
articles they are very important. Pho-
tographs can make or break an ar-
ticle. Many an excellent piece of work
has been relegated to the waste paper
basket because of the poor quality of
the photographs. Some types of pho-
tos, such as an outdoor shot of an an-
tenna, can be achieved quite satisfac-
torily by an amateur photographer.
However, for fine detail jobs, such as
the underside view of a chassis, it is
best to have the work done by an in-
dustrial photographer specializing in
this sort of thing. They will retouch
the pictures for you, masking out
blemishes and highlighting fine detail
with the result that you get a really
excellent photograph. Do not write
on the backs of photographs; use
gummed labels for your captions. Your
name and address should also be in-
cluded.

If your article is of the type that de-
scribes apparatus or equipment of a
commercial nature, don't overlook the
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FREQUENCY METERS
LM frequency meter, excellent condition,

less manual $29.50
LM 2 frequency meter, excellent condition,

with manual 49.50
LM 7 frequency meter, excellent condition

with manual 79.50
LM 1:: frequency meter. excellent condition

with manual 79.50
MINE DETECTOR -SCR -625-A Used for locat-
ing metal, underground pipes, gold, etc
NEW with manuals $74.50
USED -excellent condition 45.00

BC -348 RECEIVER, 24 volt input. Brand
nesv $115.00

FT -107 FEDERAL TRANSMITTER. 29" x
19" x 72". Brand new with 12" desk.
Uses 4-6LIt's and 2-813 tubes 197.50

BC -375E TRANSMITTER. New -complete
with tubes, 7 tuning units, antenna tun-
ing unit, dynamotor and plugs 57.50

TORPEDO CAMERA ASSESSOR, Mark II
-maufactured by Abrams Instrument
Company for U.S. Navy. Contains ve-
locity triangle assembly, 10 x magni-
fier, computer, target travel templates,
and viewing box. All parts are in 4 t _"
x 147'," x 16" finished wooden instru-
ment case. New $7.95

10 x -double lense magnifier. Precision
type 2.95

Viewing box -4" x 91/2" x 17/s" with
lights and flashed opal glass cover -
110 A.C. 2.95

Wooden Instrument Case with velocity tri-
angle and templates 3.95

FL -8 Range Filter. New $1.50
Antenna Relay Unit - RE-2/ARC-5 Weston

Antenna Current Indicator Meter, Relay,
Vacuum Condenser. Excellent condition 2.95

Handy -Talkie Crystal and coil sets -3885
K.C. to 5500 K.C.- Specify frequency -
2 Crystals and 2 Coils per set. NEW...set 2.25
I-82-Selsyn compass indicator, 5" 660

degree dial $2.95
Plugs will fit 1-82, I-81 .70

I-81-Selsyn compass indicator- NEW. 3.25
WESTON Electrical Tachometer meter Model

545 for use with Model 724 Magneto.
Speed 0-2000 R.P.M., Ratio 2:1., NEW. .$19.50

WESTON Tachometer Generator, Model 724,
Type C. Good Used 18.50

1st, 2nd or 3rd I.F. Transformer from SCR
522, 12,000 kc.-Iron Core Tuning, can
be tuned to television I.F. freq. by remov-
ing padder cond. 355 ea. 3 for 1.00

APN-1 ALTIMETER INDICATOR - Basic
movement 0-1 ma., 5 ma. shunt, 270°
scale. An excellent basic movement for
constructing your own meters. NEW. $1.95

METER RECTIFIER, full wave midget
Selenium, 10 volts, 30 ma. NEW .29

MAY SPECIALS
6" P.M. COMPARTMENT SPEAKER, 21 watts,

50-8,000 ohms. Waterproof. Used Excel-
lent $8.95

SCR 522 EQUIPMENT
NEW TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER Com-

plete with tubes, PE -94C Dynamotor,
AN -104A Antenna. BC -602B Control
Box, set of plugs $59.50

PLUGS -Set for SCR 522 4.00
BC -6318 -Jack Box .79
BC -629B -Jack Box .79
PE -94C -Dynamotor for SCR 522. NEW

$4.95. USED 2.95
AN -104 Antenna STEEL. NEW $1.95.

COPPER 2.95
BC -602 -Control Box. NEW 1.00

HS -23 Headset -Brand New with ear pads. .52.95
HS -30 Headset -Complete with matching

transformer, 6 ft. cord, and PL 55 Plug
BRAND NEW 1.95

HS -30 Headset. NEW .95
Extension cord, CD -307A -New with PL 55

and JK 26 .49
Headset Adapter MC -3851) -High to low Im-

pedance .35
Dynamic Headset and Mike-P.O. Mark II

NEW 1.95
T-17 HAND MIKE. NEW $1.50. USED .75
T-32 DESK MIKE. NEW $3.50. USED 1.95

IDEAL MOBILE POWER SUPPLY
PE 237 -Heavy duty vibrator power

supply, 6, 12, or 24 v. input. 525 v.,
95 ma.; 105 v., 42 ma.; 6.5 v., 2
amp.; 6 v., 500 ma.; 1.3 v., 450 ma.;
small supply 100 v., 17 a.; 1.35-
450 ma. with tubes, shock mounted
BRAND NEW $29.50

BC -1306 SMALL COMPACT TRANSMITTER -
3800 -6500 kc., 2E22, leas cover. Can be
used with PE 237, GN 58. NEW $9.95

EE -8 TELEPHONE FIELD SETS with hand-
set & ringer. Good used $9.00 ea.. .516.00 pr.
400 CYCLE INVERTERS -ALL BRAND NEW

General Electric, 5D21NH3A Input 27 v., 35
amps, Output 115 v. 485VA, single phase. $12.50

General Electric, PE -218D Input 27 v., 100
amps, Output 115 v. 1500VA, single phase 20.00

PHOTOCON SALES
1060-2 North Allen Avenue Pasadena 7, Calif.

TERMS: f.o.b. Pasadena, unless postpaid.
25% on all C.O.D. orders.

Californians add 21/2 % sales tax.

TUBE SPECIALS
1A5 .. $0.55 W L- 316A. $0.79
5U4G.. .55 530. 519.50 707B.. 9.50
6A6 .. .89 VR150 .90 726A.. 7.50
6B8G.. 1.05
6K7G. . .60

E1148 .90
VT-

127A 2.95
801 ..
803 ..

.85
3.95

6K8G.. .90 2X2.. .75 807 .. 1.25
6L6G. . .90 5BP1. 1.95 837 .. 1.50
6SL7GT .89 5BP4, 2.50 872A.. 1.00
6SN7.. .55
6X5GT. .55
12A6.. .25
1F.76.. 1.25
3B24.. .89
212E Amperes

5CP1. 2.50
30 . .79
75TL. 2.50

249C. 1.75
304TL .89
891 Amperes

1616.. 1.00
1625.. .35
1630.. 2.95
849 ..39.50
6 amp.

NEW 29.00 NEW 100.00 Tungar 2.95

GIBSON GIRL, SCR 5786 Transmitter
for sending distress signals from
boats. Transmitter complete with bal-
loon, hydrogen generator, kite and in-
stallation manuals. NEW. Export
packed $19.50
NEW. Domestic packed 17.50

Transmitter only, tubes 5.95

BC 348 -MOUNTING BASE, Postpaid 52.50
BC 348 -OUTLET PLUG, Postpaid . .80
BC 348 -MOUNTING BASE and OUTLET

PLUG, Postpaid 3.00
BC 357 J -BEACON RECEIVER, 76 mc.,tubes. NEW.... ..... .. $ 3.45
MN 26C -RADIO COMPASS RECEIVER,

tubes 150-1500 kc. 17.50
BC 464 -TARGET RECEIVER. 5 channel re-

mote control, battery case and ant. 68-
73MC. NEW 14.95

INTERPHONE AMPLIFIER -BC 709; Ideal
for Aircraft, booster for telephones, etc.
NEW 4.50

PE -206A -New 800 cycle Inverter $5.95 I

CRANK for 274N Receivers $0.60
CD -501A CABLE for PE 103A-BC664A..$1.95
FRAME MOUNTING BC654A-103A..... 4.95
RM-29 REMOTE CONTROL UNIT, RINGER

NEW 8.75
BC 375 TRANSMITTER ONLY, used, less

tubes $9.50
INTERPHONE AMPLIFIER-CMX501 28A, 12

v., 6 watts output P.O. TCS equipment
with tubes and dynamotor. NEW 8.50

TRANS 0RMER: 5 v. at 190 amperes;
115 v., 60 cycle input. USED.. $12.95

200-0-200 at 50 ma.; 6.3 v., 3 amps
output, 115 volt, 60 cycle input
NEW 2.50

100 watt Class B modulation transformer
P.O. BC 375. NEW 2.95

PEERLESS HQ -20 line matching trans-
former, 50/125/200/500 ohms. NEW 1.50

THE FINEST PRODUCTS OF

Sr"'
AMPLIFIERS

ADC AMPLIFIER -TYPE 71

I. B Watt (69.3V rms across 6000hms).
2. ± %2db 40-15,000 cps.
3. Measured response (1 KC =0).

8 Watts 1/2 db 40 cps. Flat (c 20 KC.

20db Down 1/4 db II cps. Flat Cg TO KC.

40db Down 1/2db 20 cps. Flat Ct 20 KC.

4. Input for full power output -Zero VU.
5. Man. Noise level-77db below full
output.
6. Gain Control Range -35 db.
7. Distortion measurement at 8 Watts:
Av. tubes, 1%; picked tubes, .76%.
8. Apparent source impedance (looking
back into amplifier) 500 Ohms for
600 Ohm load.

FOR DEPENDABLE Amplifiers, Trans-
formers or components of all descriptions
used in radio or television look to ADC.

JACKS

PLUGS

it

PATCH CORDS

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

QUALITY PLUS SERIES
1. f1/2db 30.15,000 cps, all .types.
2. Low transmission loss.
3. Excellent longitudinal balance.
4. Top or bottom mounting.
5. Silver plated terminals.
6. High permeability mu -metal shielding.
7. Highest grade insulation materials.

INDUSTRIAL SERIES
1, Dependable at lower cost.
2. t11/2db from 50 to 10,000 cps.
3. Minimum insertion loss.
4. Same construction, insulation. and
impregnation as Quality Plus series.

Our catalog carries complete details SPECIFICATIONS engineered and quo -
on all available products. If you don't tations made for research laboratory and
have your ADC catalog, Write TODAY! product design to fit your needs.

6141 DEVELOPMENT CO
ae<iet-aA2 ee

2845 13th AVE. SOUTH  MINNEAPOLIS 7, MINN.
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6UILD150MiLE N/7OM[h..14-

..--4* ABSOLUTELY NO KNOWLEDGE/\.; OF RADIO NECESSARY
You Need No Additional Parts

the PROGRESSIVE RADIO KIT is the Only Complete
Kit -Operates on 110-120 Volts AC/DC

Contains everything you need. Instruction book.metal chassis, tubes, condensers, resistors and all
other necessary radio parts. The 36 -page Instruction
Book written by expert radio instructors and en-
gineers teaches you to build radios in a professional
manner. The circuits are designed to provide excel-
lent performance. Altogether. fifteen circuits are
constructed. including II receivers, I audio ampli-
fier and 3 transmitters.

SPECIAL OFFER
Electrical and Radio Tester sent absolutely FREE

with each Progressive Radio Kit. Plus FREE Mem-
bership in the Progressive Radio Club. Entitles you
to free expert advice and consultation service with
licensed radio technicians. ORDER YOUR KITNOW!

BUILD
SAVE ! !

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER
a professional piece of test
FM and TV. FREE: Book
Techniques.

KITS ! !

LEARN ! !
KIT $23.95

equipment you need for
on Advanced Servicing

5" OSCILLOSCOPE KIT 539.95an absolute ust" for today's radioman. FREE:Rook on Cathode Ray Oscilloscope.
VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER KIT $14.95simple to construct, inexpensive but accurate814.95. FREE: Book on Elementary Radio Servic-ing.
SIGNAL TRACER KIT $21.95an Invaluable aid in trouhleshooting FREE: Booon Radio Test Instruments.
HIGH FIDELITY HUMLESS AMPLIFIER

KIT $16.00attractive aluminum chassis: complete with fivetubes and two selenium rectifiers. FREE: Bookon Amplifiers.
ECONOMY AMPLIFIER KIT $FR$ .9simple to build: complete with five tubes :Book on Amplifiers. '

7" TELEVISION KIT $59.50complete tube kit ........ ...........$39.58FREE: Television Servicing Notes.
10" TELEVISION KIT $99.50complete tube kit...........  ........ $57.30

FREE: Television Servicing Notes.
10" TELEVISION SUB -ASSEMBLY

KIT 5229.50sub assemblies factory -wired; complete with tubes:
FREE: Television Servicing Notes.

12" TELEVISION SUB -ASSEMBLY
KIT $259.50sub assemblies factory -wired; complete with tubes;
FREE: Television Servicing Notes.

15" TELEVISION SUB -ASSEMBLY
sub assemblies facto

IT w 60
FREE: Television Servicing

factory -wired; with Lubec:

5 TUBE AC -DC SUPERHET KIT $14.25complete with tubes and cabinet. FREE: Book onBuilding Receivers.
6 TUBE ACDC 2 -BAND SUPERHET

KIT $1 7.45complete with tubes and cabinet. FREE: Book onAmateur Radio Building.
7 -TUBE AC -DC FM RECEIVER KIT $29.95comp/etc with tubes and cabinet. FREE: Tele-vision and FM Servicing Notes.
4 TUBE SUPERHET PORTABLE KIT $I2.95complete with tubes and cabinet: less batteries.FREE: Book on Unusual Radio Circuits.
LP REPpCORD PLAYER KIT

Dp

$20.95
comamp

liner. tubes
lete with motor.

^peaker'ccabi'net.erFREE: Bookneedle,on
Radio Questions a d Answers.

AUTOMATIC
Car Radio Model M-00 (Universal Mountingl..$ 27.97
Car Radio Model M -92-C :Built-in Batterycharger) 34.97Bike Radio (anti-t^eft feature) 17.47Tom Thumb "Buddy" Portable i3 -way pluscharger) 27.97VIM'7" Table Model Television Receiver 149.65

RMS
All -Channel Video Booster (excellent for fringe

areas) $22.75All -Channel Television and FM Antenna (2folded dipoles. 2 reflectors) 15.00
EICO

V.T.V.M. .... ..$49.955" Oscilloscope .. 89.95
Multimeter 17.95

RADIO CRAFTSMAN
FM/AM Tuner

Model RC 8...$110.00
Amvt leer Model

RC 2 39.00
ESPEY

FM/AM Chassis Model 781 (11 tube receiver)..$84.00
FM/AM Chassis Model 511 (14 tube receiver).. 98.00

Lo4g00 laying Dual Speed Record Changer Model
$33.90

FEILER
Pocket Stethoscope Model TS 5. .. .$28.95Cathode Ray Stethoscope Model T97 (lessphones and probe:n

. 89.95Stethoscope Probe 'et. ,. it') RC4 tube: 8.25
H. H. SCOTT

Dynamic Noise Sunpresanr Tyne 110 A $49.50
FERRETT

FM -TV Sweep Generator 20 MC sweep width). $164.95

All Merchandise Shipped F.O.B. New York
Deduct 2% if full payment accompanies order.25% deposit required on COD orders.
Write for further information concerning the above

merchandise. Send for our Free catalog.

PROGRESSIVE ELECTRONICS CO.
Dept. RN -2I, 497 Union Avenue

BROOKLYN II, NEW YORK

possibility of securing your photo-
graphs from the manufacturer. Most
manufacturers are glad to cooperate
in this respect because of the free pub-
licity they receive.

Liberal use should be made of dia-
grams and sketches if your writing re-
quires them. Although the point you
are trying to bring out might be quite
clear to you, remember that the read-
er is not a mind reader. Anything that
requires further clarification should
be illustrated by photograph, sketch,
or both. It is a good idea to have
someone read over your manuscript to
see whether everything is understand-
able to them. Diagrams, of course,
should have all components clearly
numbered, followed by a list of the
parts, the "Parts List." Diagrams and
sketches may be made in pencil as
they will have to be redrawn by the
staff artist. A transparent drawing
ruler will come in very handy for this
purpose. Get the kind shaped like a
triangle with circular cutouts. They
are swell for tube symbols, etc.

After you have gone over the com-
pleted article several times and are
satisfied that it is as nearly perfect as
you can make it, you are now ready to
submit it for publication. Now, I bet
you were going to fold up those nice
typewritten sheets and put them in an
ordinary envelope for mailing. . Don't
do it! In editorial work, everything
must be kept flat. Put your sheets in
a large brown envelope with stiff
cardboard on both sides to prevent
bending. If photographs are included,
use an envelope of sufficient size to in-
clude the whole works. A couple of
pieces of "Scotch" tape around the
outer edges of the cardboard will hold
everything intact. Gummed address
stickers are very convenient to use on
these envelopes. They may be ob-
tained for a few cents at any station-
ery store. If you want to have your
material back in the event of a reject,
include a self-addressed envelope with
sufficient postage.

Be sure to send everything by first
class mail. Good luck to you!

Editors note: Not all publications pay for
manuscripts accepted, especially those af-
filiated with societies or fraternal organiza-
tions. The publishers of RADIO AND TELE-
VISION NEWS, however, pay upon acceptance
for all material of a non -publicity charac-
ter at better than average rates.

PAGE. FINDER
By MELVIN W. DOAN

I IEN working on a radio bench with
a paper -bound book, it is always a

problem to me to keep the book opened
to the proper page, or read the book
after the transformers, etc. which were
put on the book to keep it open were in
place.

I made a small flat stick, about 12x
%x% inches, slotted at each end. I I ben

inserted a stout rubber band across the
stick. By slipping the book under the
band the pages can be read easily. Pages
can be turned by raising the rubber
band slightly. -

FOR THAT "FRINGE" AREA

A Better Picture
and a

Good Profit, Too!
with

CHAMPION
Television Towers

Guyed Towers
45', 65', 85'

Self -Supporting
Towers

40', 53', 67', 80'
Make Your

Television Sales
Stick

Use Champion
Steel Towers

Strong -and Easy
to Erect

Sold Through
Dealers and Jobbers
Write for Literature

In answering please
state whether you are
a jobber, dealer, ham,
serviceman or in com-

munications.

Look us up at the
Stevens Hotel during
Parts Jobber Show.

Norman M. Sewell,
Inc.

Susquehanna Ave.
at Derstine

LANSDALE, PA.

YOU'LL SAVE

MANY DOLLARS

WITH THIS

BIG 180 PAGE

TELEVISION, ELECTRONIC PARTS,
HIGH FIDELITY RADIO, HAM GEAR,
PUBLIC ADDRESS EQUIPMENT,
PARTS AND WORKSHOP TOOLS
A penny postcard will bring you the 1949
Lafayette -Concord catalog. It's a bargain
guide that means big savings to you. There are
pages and pages of the finest equipment at
amazing low prices. Use it to order everything
you need, and pocket the difference. Helps you
save both time and money. You'll like shop-
ping from this mammoth book of bargains.

Write for your copy today. It's free!

LAFAYETTE-CONCORD
World a largest
radio .s )t pply
r)!/)i)I I:,) ti) u

LAFAYETTE-CONCORD, Dept. RE -9

100 Sixth Avenue, New York 13
901 West Jackson Blvd., Chicago 7
265 Peachtree Street, Atlanta 3

Please rush free catalog No. 89

Name

City tene........Siale

RUSH THIS COUPON FOR FREE CATALOG
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Auto Radio Static
(Continued from page 39)

Usually tire noise will be eliminated
by a slight application of the brakes
while driving, allowing the static
electricity to pass off the wheels to the
frame of the car. Wheel noise will
change with the weather and road sur-
face, being most persistent in dry
weather and on hard -surfaced roads.
Most wheel noise is caused from static
electricity built up on the front tires
by friction with the road surface and
continuously discharging. The remedy
is simply to provide a good ground
path for the static discharge. The
front wheels are not attached to the
axle, but run on bearings which are
greased, thereby providing an ex-
tremely poor ground at times. A coil
spring inserted between the axle end
and the hub cap will provide a con-
stant ground and eliminate any dis-
charge.

Since the rear wheels are usually
well-grounded to the rear axle and
drive shaft, static troubles here are in-
frequent. Need for noise suppressors
here may be checked by disengaging
the clutch while on the highway. If the
noise increases, spring static grounds
should be installed on the rear wheels
also. While testing for tire noise, have
the radio tuned between stations and
the volume full on for maximum sen-
sitivity.

Wheel noise may be further identi-
by kicking the

while driving and shutting off the en-
gine. If the noise is caused by wheel
static it will be heard continuously in
the speaker. Antennas which mount
under the car tend to pick up tire noise
more easily than those which mount
on the side or top of the body.

Tire noise may be further reduced
by grounding the tire to the rim of the
wheel by driving a round -head wood
screw into the bead to make contact
between the bead wire and the wheel
rim. A conductive powder, now on the
market, will also be found helpful in
keeping down tire noise. Dust it in-
side the tire and on the. inner tube be-
fore assembly. 

Miscellaneous. On some installations
it will be necessary to install condens-
ers across the oil pressure gauge, igni-
tion switch (at the battery terminal),
starter switch, starter motor and pos-
sibly other electrical parts.

Not all of these anti -static precau-
tions will be necessary on each indi-
vidual automobile; however, it is diffi-
cult to say just what steps will be nec-
essary in any individual case. Cars of
the same year and model will often re-
act in the same way, and a quick in-
spection of the radio installation in a
car similar to yours may be of help in
running down the source of interfer-
ence.

When properly installed, a modern
car radio should give as clear and
noise -free reception as the set in your
living -room. -o-
May, 1949

Choice of 626 Tubular Resistor Values

IN STOCK
Hundreds of other Stock Types, sizes and values!

Always Available for Quick Needs
More Ward Leonard Wire Wound Resistors have
been produced and used over more years than
any other make. Among these are the great
number of Vitrohm stock units always quickly
available to you ... for a wide variety of
needs. So remember ... for result -engineered
quality-for time -proved performance-for
prompt delivery ... choose Vitrohm resistors
right from stock, at your W-L Distributor.

Radio and Electronic Distributor. Division
WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.

53-N West Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, U.S.A.

Send naw .WARD LEONARDStock Unit
Catalog D-130 RESISTORS  RHEOSTATS  RELAYS  CONTROL DEVICES

WHERE BASIC DESIGNS ARE RESULT-ENGINEERED FOR YOU

TUNING UNITS from BC315

T.U.-5.6-1.8.9I0.26
with Covers used in

VERY GOOD CONDITION

We Have Hundreds of Surplus Radio Items
"Send Us Your Inquiries"

Do Not Include Postage. We Will Send Postage Collect

AT-49"ApR4 RADAR ANT.
New radar dome type antenna
with mounting base and con-
nection in original carton.

Control Box from SCR -522
BC -602-A

69
each
New

7201 E. Marginal Way "STERnUf
8. WASH.

-- 1 -/
. r: .,

® Q s e`

Phone: LAnder 8100
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HAS THE
TOPS

COLLINS 32V-1 TRANSMITTER

Desk Transmitter, 150 watts cw., 120 watts
phone. Band switching, gang tuning. Built-in
Collins VFO covers 10, 11, 15, 20, 40 and
80 meter bands. Completely self-contained
with built-in power supply. Shipping weight
133 lbs. $475.00
NEW 1949 TECHMASTER TV KIT

Exactly the same as the RCA
6301S chassis, complete kit of
parts, including pre -wired and aligned RCA front
end, punched chassis, with all major components and
sockets mounted, as shown, all RCA tubes including
kine, complete manual with service notes, all RCA.
New, simplified point-to-point instructions. (Free circuit
and parts list on request.) 198.50Shag. Wt. 85 lbs
Kit as above but less 10BP4 tube $168.50

Shipping Weight 55 lbs.
12 -inch kine tube
15 -inch kine tube 89.50

Available from stock.

FM TRANSLATOR
General Electric Model XFM-1

Post-war version
of the old G.E. J.F.M-90 Translator
which was used and enjoyed by tens of
thousands of discriminating radio listeners.
Covers 88-108 me range, dial 12 inches
long, uses guillotine tuning for highest
efficiency, high stability. Designed for ex-
port, has power inputs for 110 to 250
volts, 50/60 cy. In attractive natural walnut
cabinet -103/4" high x 153/4" wide x 11%"
deep, complete with 8 tubes. Tropic -proof
construction. Quantity limited.

Special Price $49.50
NOTE: All prices are Net, F.O.B. N.Y.C.
and are subject to change without notice.

69.75

Telephone: _ LUxemburg 2-1500

103 West 43rd St., New York 18, N.Y.

BETTER TELEVISION PROMOTION!
PPIN regard to your article on TV

promotion in the January issue
of RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS, there is
one important point that was not
brought out, namely, the sound.

"In Los Angeles, and I believe in
other parts of the country, a radio
shop, or furniture store will have a
very nice, expensive, well -engineered
television set in the window, correctly
operating; but it is behind the glass
window of the store itself, so that the
speaker, or speakers of the set that
have been matched to the unit cannot
be heard by the crowd outside. In
place of the correct speaker system,
they will have probably a 4, 5, or 6 -
inch speaker in a metal case stuck on
the wall outside the window, and this
in most cases is so badly mismatched,
all you can hear is 'very poor audio.'

"Good audio, along with a clear pic-
ture are two of the best selling points
that television has. I believe that poor
audio has been one of the biggest set-
backs that television promotion has to
overcome. This not a gripe, but just
a hint for better TV promotion."

A. N. Swiggett
897 West Vernon Avenue
Los Angeles 37, California

A good suggestion that will undoubt-
edly be seriously considered by many
dealers.

* * *

BRITISH "CLAM UP" ON SCHEMATICS
PPI FEEL that I must write and let

you know how much I enjoy
reading my one and only copy of RADIO
NEWS, dated January 1947.

"I've searched our bookstalls for
other copies, but apparently I'm al-
ways too late, or just unfortunate;
they're just unprocurable.

"The bold manner in which you pub-
lish the manufacturers' technical cir-
cuits simply stuns me, because our ra-
dio manufacturers are like clams with
their circuits, nor have we a radio
magazine anything like your RADIO
NEWS.

"During the war, I had the great
pleasure of working with the U. S.
Signal Corps in Northern Ireland,
South England, France, and Burma-
a fine bunch of fellows I'll probably
never meet again; they were the abso-
lute tops on their jobs.

"Should this meet the eye of any of
those fellows who spent a few months
in Lisburn, N. I., teaching us their
speedy and snappy methods of commu-
nication, I shall certainly be glad to
hear from them. They taught the 55th
Signals something, believe you me.
Such pleasant memories, although the
days were hard, are too difficult to for-

get. Well, here's hoping I catch up
to another RADIO NEWS. More power
to your elbow!"

Ernest Chadwick
(Ex/Sgt. Sig. Corps)
26 Smollett St.
Bootle, Liverpool 20, England

It is indeed gratifying to find appre-
ciation of this sort, but it is regret-
table that it must flourish in the midst
of such scarcity.

* *

NEWS FROM THE NORTH WOODS
PPI HAVE just received the Feb-

ruary issue of your magazine
and enjoy it very much. Each issue
is looked forward to with so much en-
thusiasm that it has become an event
of importance each month.

"It is in regard to the contest for
amateur radio you are sponsoring that
I am writing this letter. This contest
is open only to licensed hams who al-
ready have the necessary equipment,
and who, for the most part, are resid-
ing in thickly populated areas. The
publishers, unfortunately, like all oth-
ers who are promoting amateur radio,
have given no thought to the large
numbers of would-be amateurs who,
like myself, live in the remote and un-
settled wilds of our North American
continent.

"Do you not agree that the further-
ance of amateur radio would be serv-
ing at its best in these remote districts
and thereby provide a complete un-
broken link in the country, rather
than continue to have them congre-
gate in groups in the larger centers?

"There are numerous draw -backs to
the prospective amateur in places like
mine (there are thousands of them).
The main one is a lack of electrical
power. Battery power is, for the most
part, out of the question, due to the
need for recharging, and the long dis-
tances to the nearest facilities for this.
The expense of lighting plants and ra-
dio equipment is another. It is not
easy to purchase any article when
every penny must be seriously ac-
counted for.

"I do not want you to take this
letter as criticism, as it is intended
merely to bring to your attention a
class of people who are always barred
by circumstances from most events of
importance.

"I am very interested in radio and
have been planning an amateur sta-
tion in this district for some time now,
but am held back by the same circum-
stances listed above.

"The town of Quesnel, where I live,
is located in the northern part of Brit-
ish Columbia and is now gripped in
the middle of a severe winter. I live
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attaches to your automobile radio

extremely compact.
bandspread dial.

$39.95 net

FOR
TELEVISION TESTING

AND SERVICING

Advanced
practical
engineering

gives you

NET PRICE a12750
Combines the two essential instruments
needed in television testing-alignment-

service. A complete oscilloscope and a complete
sweep generator that can be used independently. Tee

Vee 90 combines two units for compactness and portability-meticulously
engineered in advanced design and construction. Oscilloscope also has its own
variable linear sweep. Sinusoidal sweep with phasing control for use with
internal RF sweep generator when testing band pass characteristics. Synchroni-
zation provision for either internal positive, external or line frequency. External
jack provided for trace blanking. Requires 10 volts of negative pulse to blank
a normal intensity level trace. Independent sweep generator has a center fre-
quency range of 1.5 to 45 megacycles giving a choice of any IF frequency
desired. The band width can be varied continuously from 0.5 KC to 7 MC.
Attenuation of RF is continuously variable from 0 to 500 millivolts and the output
is applied through low loss coaxial cable. Traveling detector probe is included
for observing signal at any point of the RF circuit under test. 105-130 volts 50-60
cycles. Weight 25 lbs. Size 14 x 18 x 121/2 inches. Finished in attractive hammer -
tone grey. Supplied complete with tubes, probe, coaxial output cable and
operating instructions ready to operate.

Huy it at Your Local Jobber-Write for Catalogue 2N

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO., INC.

152 WEST 25th ST NEW YORK 1. N. Y.

OUTSTANDING VALUES NOW AVAILABLE
RA 233 DUAL -SPEED

RECORD PLAYER
The finest in record

reproduction. Com-
plete in attractive
carrying case. Fea-
turing ASIATIC LP
playing arm with
micro -groove pick-
up. Standard play-
ing arm with L70
cartridge. Two -

speed, silent running motor. 33Y, RPM and 78
RPM. 3 -tube amplifier. 5" PM speaker.

ONLY $22.95

SUPER 25 WATT HI-FI
AMPLIFIER KIT

Including all parts, schematic and layout dia-
grams, enabling you to easily build this fine,

deluxe amplifier.

FEATURES:

 Ready punched chassis
 Multi -impedance output transformer 2-4-8-16-

500 ohms for use with any PM speaker
 2 mike inputs, 1 phono input
 Push pull phase inverter driver for low hum

and distortion
 Separate bass and treble control
 110-120 vo't AC operation, on fuse UL ap-

proved line cord
 6 tubes: 2-6SJ7, 6SC7, 2-6L6G, 5Y3
 Attractive, well -constructed steel chassis and

cover. Baked hammerloid finish
 Indirect lighted panel

Nowhere can an amplifier of comparable fea-
tures be had for twice the price. This amplifier,
designed from the famous Clark Amplifier, will
fill 90% of all sound uses.

$22.95 COMPLETE
WITH TUBES

CROWE HEADS for AUTOMOBILE RADIOS -1940 thru 1949
Under 1940-Universal Underdash

Mounting Dials. Dealers' Price $4.41
Tuning Units 706-T1 up thru 720-T1.

Dealers' Price 2.03
Tuning Units with switch 706-T2 up thru

720-T2. Dealers' Price 2.80
Volume control units 700-V1. Dealers'

Price .88

Volume control units with switch. 700-V2
Dealer's Price $2.12

Cable kits to fit Delco-Arvin-Philco.
Dealers' Price 2.09

Motorola Cables. Dealers' Price 2.80

When ordering, specify Make, and Model of
car and make and model of radio.

Complete dial kit consists of "Head, Tuning Unit,
and Volume Control Unit."
We carry a complete line of all auto radio
equipment and accessories.

6" Square type Auto Speaker. 4 ohm
field. Replacement for all auto radios
Each $1.95
Lots of 10 16.50

WRITE FOR OUR LATEST CATALOG

Ra o Parts Company, 614 RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO 6, ILL.
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TELEVISION
SERVICING at a

TRACE YOU CAN PAY

R.S.E. 3 inch
TELEVISION SCOPE

Features:
WIDE BAND VER-

TICAL RESPONSE

FLAT TO 750kc
DOWN 3db
AT lmc

VOLTAGE GAIN

OF 20 AT 5mc AR -3

The R.S.E., AR -3 Scope has been built by
Armstrong to our rigid specifications. It's a
complete unit that embodies standard hori-
zontal amplifier and sweep circuits with
normal sensitivity.

The case is 8" high x 5" wide x 14e long,
attractively finished in "hammered" opal-
escent blue enamel. Operates on
standard 110 volts - 60 cycles
-40 watts. Tubes, 3BPI-6AC7 t
-6SJ7-6X5-5Y3-884. In- v4995
structions included. Complete
specifications upon request. Saris- F. O. B.
faction or your money back. DETROIT

PUSHBACK

WIRE

PRICE

CO
BELOW MILL PRICES!
2,000,000 feet-tinned copper-all
1st. class, double cotton serve, waxed
finish. Available 1,000 foot rolls.
22 gauge (6 colors) $3.98 roll
20 gauge (6 colors) 4.98 roll
18 gauge (brown only) 6.49 roll

Matched
Pair

69c $3.95

o
Demand This

Sed of Quality

MIDGET I. F.

TRANSFORMERS
Original At discounts

List $2.10 up to 86%
400-500 Kc range
11/4" square, 3" high
hi -gain iron core.

INPUT-A826
OUTPUT-A827

Specify Type
Egg Crate

Dozen of 100

$29.00

ORDER INSTRUCTIONS
Minimum order-$2.00. 25% de-
posit with order required for al
C.O.D. shipments. Be sure to include
sufficient postage-excess will be
refunded. Orders received without

postage will be shipped
express collect. All price;
F.O.B. Detroit.

KHVIV SUPPLY &
ENGINEERING CO., Inc.
89 SELDEN AVE. DETROIT 1, MICH.

some distance from this town, but just
the same, I went in expressly to get
the current issue of RADIO & TELEVISION
NEWS. I might add that it was 32 de-
grees below zero. I wonder if any of
your large city hams would walk 14
miles in like weather for their copies?

"Thanking you for a good maga-
zine." J.H.S.

Fourteen miles in 32 degrees sub-
zero temperature for a copy of RADIO
& TELEVISION NEWS. That is a record!
It's obvious that lots of our big city
hams do not realize the little effort
they expend in keeping up their hobby.

* * *

HERE'S A LIKELY RECRUIT
eei-D like to help someone win that

$1500 ham station. I'm not an
amateur, but I want to be one, and
I'm writing to you for help.

"When in the Army, I began taking
the National Radio Institute course
and had about a third of it completed
when I was discharged. I cashed my
war bonds for a Hallicrafters SX-28A
and began learning code. Later I en-
tered Purdue to study electrical engi-
neering, but had an accident in which
I broke my neck, and I've been para-
lyzed from the chest down since.

"I've been in the hospital since. I
tried to go on with my radio, but gave
up because I could no longer hold tools
or equipment. Then all of a sudden,
I asked myself why couldn't I go on
and get my license anyway? Of course,
a lot of the fun comes from building

and experimenting, but I could buy a
transmitter and learn the theory well
enough to pass the test. I started the
NRI course all over again and bought
a Hallicrafters SX-42. (Now I hope
I can sell the SX-28A to pay for it.)

"Well, that's my story. I probably
can't take more than 6 or 8 w.p.m.
now, but when I saw the contest an-
nouncement I decided to write in the
hope that you could tell me how I can
get a little help with my theory. No
matter how many times I read them
over, I still don't understand certain
things.

"I'll be very glad to have somebody
help me qualify for that priceless
ticket, so that at the same time I could
help him get some of those prizes."

Charles Apon
Ward 84, Vaughan Hospital
Hines, Illinois

Enthusiasm like this would certainly
help the cause of ham radio, and there
must be an interested, already estab-
lished amateur able to devote some
spare time to helping Charles over the
hurdles.

* * *

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS CERTAINLY
GETS AROUND

"`I READ your February issue of
RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS with

much interest. This is the first Ameri-
can radio magazine I have seen and
read.

"While it is at the moment not pos-
sible to buy this fine magazine in Ger-
many, I would like to ask your read -

ARE YOU RECTIFIER -WISE?
WIN A VALUABLE PRIZE

With your Circuit Designs Using Federal's
Miniature Selenium Rectifiers

T
T- r..

CONTEST DETAILS
1. All entries must be original circuits.
2. All entries become the property of Federal Telephone and

Radio Corporation.
3. Federal engineers will judge entries on basis of novel and

useful applications and select winning circuits.
4. Five winners will be selected from the entries received

during each month of the contest. A grand prize will be
awarded to the outstanding entry of the contest.

5. All entries for this month's judging must be received by
May 31. Next month's entries must be received by
June 30. Final month's entries must be received by
July 31. Contest closes July 31.

6. Winners will be announced.

Here is your opportunity to convert your circuit
ingenuity into a useful and valuable prize. Federal,
the originator of the Miniature Selenium Rectifier, is

interested in your ideas on the use of this revolutionary
circuit element.

A multitude of circuits have been built around the out-
standing characteristics of Federal's complete line of
Miniature Selenium Rectifiers-audio amplifiers, home
radios, television receivers, 'ham' transmitters, FM
adapters, phonograph amplifiers and many other
electrical and electronic circuits. They all capitalize
on the long life, high current capacity, instantaneous
starting and great efficiency of these rectifiers. This
compact, lightweight television power supply is
typical.

These are but a few applications. The uses of these
Miniature Rectifiers ore almost unlimited. Get your
idea down on paper and send it in today. It may be
a prize winner)

FIVE MONTHLY PRIZES AND A GRAND PRIZE
The five monthly winners will each re-
ceive, FREE, a Federal FTR-1342-AS

INSelenium Rectifier Power Supply -
Battery Charger. This compact unit,
with its 6 -volt, 6 -ampere DC output,
has many uses in home and shop. It
comes equipped with a handy
under -dash mounting socket for
automobile battery charging.

The grand prize, o Federal FIR -
3246 -11S Radio Service Power Sup-
ply, is invaluable os a source of
heavy duty, filtered DC power. Its
6 -volt, 10 -ampere DC output will
handle auto radio testing and many
other test and permanent power
requirements. List price $74.50.

MAIL YOUR ENTRY TO: MINIATURE RECTIFIER CONTEST

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
SELENIUM INTELIN DIV.  900 PASSAIC AVENUE EAST NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
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ers if any of them would be willing to
exchange their American magazines
for German publications. I would also
be very happy to exchange questions
pertaining to all phases of radio. We
could correspond in English or Ger-
man.

"I do hope you can help me. I send
my thanks to you, and congratulations
on such a fine magazine."

Gebhard Auerswald, Engineer
282 Bahnhofstrasse
Lispenhausen b/Bebra
U. S. Zone, Germany

Here is a chance for some of you
hams and radio enthusiasts to corre-
spond with someone who really knows
European radio. Undoubtedly, a lot
of good would be realized by such an
exchange of information. How about
dropping Engineer Auerswald a line
and comparing notes on your respec-
tive problems? -
HAM CLUB FIELD DAY

IIE radio ham clubs of Arizona are
- sponsoring a statewide Field Day

contest in which amateur stations out-
side of the State of Arizona and in the
United States are invited to participate.
A certificate of award will be presented
to stations outside of Arizona submit-
ting the highest score in their call areas.

Two points will be counted for each
Arizona station contacted between 2
p.m. and 12 midnight, MST, on May
14, and 7 a.m. and 3 p.m., MST, on
May 15 using either c.w. or phone. The
same station may be worked for full
credit on different bands, and the total
score is multiplied by the number of
Arizona Field Day stations worked.
Arizona stations operating at home
locations count two points also, but
may not be used as multipliers.

To enter the contest, watch for W7
stations calling "CQ Arizona" or call
"CQ Arizona." Scores should be mailed
not later than June 1, 1949, to SCM
Gladden Elliott, 39 North Melwood,
Tucson, Arizona. -30-

HAM RADIO GOES
SCIENTIFIC

DR. PAUL H. KIRKPATRICK, Stan-
ford University x-ray expert now on

sabbatical leave and spending a semes-
ter at Bowdoin College as visiting pro-
fessor of physics, is making use of
short-wave radio to supervise research
work at Stanford on the x-ray micro-
scope he invented.

Albert V. Baez, Stanford research as-
sistant in physics, who is continuing
the development work in Dr. Kirkpat-
rick's absence, speaks from amateur
station WIKJU; operated by Melvin
Goodwin at his home at 875 La Pera
Avenue, Palo Alto. Dr. Kirkpatrick
speaks from the home of Murray Litch-
field, operating radio station W6WLL
from a house close to the Bowdoin
campus.

The hour-long, cross-country con-
fabs are held every Monday at 2:00 p.m.
(CST), or 5:00 (EST). Melvin Goodwin,
who suggested the ingenious confer-
ences, says the contacts have been very
successful and that reception on the
10 -meter bands has been so clear that
not a word has been missed.

,r on guild'em
in

NE
EVENING

but

HIGH -PRECISION
VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER

Model 221-K

$239s
Tops in workbench
versatility. 15 dif-
ferent ranges! AC
and DC ranges:
0 /5 /10 /100 /500
/1000 volts. Elec-
tronic ohmmeter
ranges from .2
ohms to 1000 meg-
ohms in 5 steps. New features include
Zero Center for TV discriminator
alignment. DC input impedance is 26
megohms. Exceptionally accurate, big
41/2' meter cannot burn out. Double
triode balanced bridge circuit assures
stable, guaranteed performance. Sturdy
portable steel case with etched, rub -
proof panel. 110-130 V. AC 50-60 cycle.
Size 9 7/16' x 6' x 5'.

FACTORY -WIRED VTVM
Model 221. Same, but completely wired,
calibrated, and tested. $49,95

THEYLASTA LIFETIME!

ECOINSTRUMENTKITS

Pocket VOLT -OHM
MILLIAMETER

5" 'SCOPE
Model 400-K

3995
Quality throughout!
Laboratory precision
scope, for FM, AM,& TV servicing. De-flection sensitivity:
.30 volts per inch fullgain. Linear sweepwith 884 gas triode.

Horizontal sµ.
circuit, 15 to 30.000cycles, Frequency
response of, horizontal

is
from 50 to 50.000 c ando

nal
synchronization, cycles. Provision for

ientensity
modulation. Complete with and intensity884, and SBPI CR tube. Graph 6Sree

meas-
uring peak to voltages. screen nY1Ito 130 volts peak OpAllerates

controlson 110
on

front of Aso a
3 -color

cycles.handsome
3 -panel. Size: 8?6" Y 17" x 13" high. Shpg.40 lbs. As with all EICOPictorial and Schematic diagrams

wt.
FACTORY- easy-to

BUILT [.rams included.Model 400. The same OSCILLOSCOPE
strunte'nt, but fullyhigh-quality, lifr_!,n_,assembled,

and tested...ed, in.
569.95

Model 511-K. A
"MUST" FOR
EVERY SERV-
ICEMAN! This
small, handy in-

strument is used by every
Radio -TV repairman a thousand

times a day. New, improved circuit employs
Germanium crystal rectifier. Large, 3" me-
ter, attractive etched panel. Ranges: DC -
0/5/50/250/2500 volts. AC -0/10/100/500/
1000 volts. DC Ma. -0/1/10. DC Amps -
0/1/10. Ohmeter-0/300/100,000 ohms/0/1
melt. DB meter: -8 to+55 dh. A PERFECT
KIT FOR THE BEGINNER BECAUSE
IT'S SO EASY TO ASSEMBLE.

WIRED AND TESTED
Model 511. Factory -built, ready to use. For
sturdy, life-long service $17.95

PENCIL -TYPE
HIGH FREQUENCY RF PROBE KITS
Germanium crystal probes for visual RF
signal tracing and measurements to over
200 megacycles. t/." O.D., 61/2" long.
Model P -75K. Can be used with EICO
Models 221, 113A, or any VTVM! 1 53.75
Model P-76K. For Model 400 scope.
Models P75 or P76. Same as above but
factory wired and tested. Each... $7.50

EASY -TO -FOLLOW SCHEMATIC
& PICTORIAL DIAGRAMS/--
come complete with every'.-
EICO Instrument Kit. -

\AA

Each kit fully guaranteed
to operate perfectly when
assembled according to
our instructions!

I

L
SCHOOLS: Special Discounts
To Quantity Users.ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT CO., INC.

276 Newport Street, Brooklyn 12, N. Y.

COMPLETE Radio Engineering
Course. Bachelor of Science De-
gree. Courses also in Civil, Else- - -
trical, Mechanical, Chemical, Aeronautical Engineering,
Business Administration. Accounting, Secretarial, Sci-
ence. Graduates successful. 66th year. Enter June.
Sept., Jan., March. Write for catalog.

TRI-STATE COLLEGE Angolao11Indiana

ONLY FILMGRAPH
= Records Interviews, Conferences, Dictation, Tele- =

phone Conversations, AUTOMATICALLY, CONTIN-
UOUSLY and PERMANENTLY at less than 3 per hour. E.

812 Broadway, N. Y. 3; Dept. -RN-S

n>

COMES COMPLETE WITH ,4
4

EDGERTON
FLASH TUBES
& REFLECTORS

EASY TO
CONVERT INTO
A 2 -WAY PHOTO
FLASH UNIT
OPERATES ON 110V. AC & 12V. BATTERY
Brand new at a fraction of original cost. Contains
finest component parts available. All necessary
parts and complete instructions included. After
conversion, works on 110V AC or
12V battery by a flick of a switch.
WRITE FOR MORE DETAILED IN-
FORMATION. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
CINEX, INC., 165 W. 46th St., N. Y. 19, N. Y., Dept. rcrr-í

$68.
COMPLETE
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With New Unidirectional
Phased Array, All Elements
Driven or Parasitic Arrays
Every desirable feature has been

incorporated in the new JOHNSON
Rotomatic plus the new JOHNSON
Phased Array, a symmetrical unidi-
rectional beam employing driven ele-
ments, which is easy to tune-per-
forms beautifully.

Dual Band Operation
Deluxe Models of the parasitic or

phased arrays are available for two
band operation, employing two sep-
arate sets of elements but only one
transmission line.

New JOHNSON
Parasitic Array

When you see it you will realize
it's in a class by itself! New, unique
design allows an infinite variety of
element lengths and spacing. Perfect
impedance matching on two bands-
any impedance from 50 to 600 ohms
-coaxial or open wire line.

New Rotator and Direction
Indicator

The new Rotomatic Rotator was
designed for those who want the very
finest. The heavy duty drive unit will
take rain, sleet and high winds in its
stride-will turn on the coldest morn-
ings. Rotation is instantly reversible,
3600 at 1 1/4 RPM. Motor control and
antenna relay switch are contained
in the selsyn indicator case.

The elements, rotator, direction in-
dicator, etc. may all be purchased
separately.

Write for folder fully describing
the "NEW JOHNSON ROTOMATIC"
or see it at your jobber.

E. F. JOHNSON CO. WASECA, MINN.

Plate Dip Unit
(Continued from page 43)

in measurements, the search coil
should be coupled as loosely as possible
to the circuit under test.

A further word about the dial. After
marking the calibration points with
India ink, the dial was treated with an
oil coloring. The oil colors were pur-
chased from a photograph shop in the
form of a beginner's hand coloring set
for about a dollar. The little kit con-
tains 8 shades in an amount suitable
for coloring literally hundreds of dials
and perhaps some pictures, too. The
colors are applied with a tiny wad of
cotton around the end of a toothpick
and no talent is required to make a
very presentable dial with a different
color for each band. If you are not
satisfied at first, you can remove a
part or the whole thing with a solution
included in the kit and start over
again. After several days, the whole
dial can be given several coats of lac-
quer and the job is made permanent.
To identify coils with the proper dial
calibration, a dot of color is put on the
inside of the coil forms. This type of
coloring system is, of course, adapt-
able to the commercial home -cali-
brated dials made by Bud, Millen, and
National.

To try and mention all the possible
uses of an instrument such as this
plate dip meter is a gargantuan task
as the applications are limited only
by the ingenuity of the user. How-
ever, a few of the primary functions
can be here summarized: The reso-
nant frequency of circuits can be
measured or adjusted to desired range
without requiring any energy in the
circuit itself, hence a transmitter can
be tuned without the power turned on
and a trap can be similarly adjusted.
Antenna resonance can be found by
coupling the search coil to the end of
the antenna or the feed system.

As a signal generator, set the dial
to the frequency desired and align
your equipment. If modulation is a
must, connect a switch in the negative
return of the filter condenser; this will
cause the oscillator to be modulated
at the supply frequency.

In the non -oscillating condition, the
meter will read upward when reso-

Interior view of unit. Note short, heavy lead
from tuning condenser to coil socket, and
bracket mounting of tube socket on con-
denser. Control is "full scale -zero adjust."
A penlight cell provides bucking current.

STAR DRYVIN

STAR STAZIN

STAR SPRINGIN

STAR TAMPIN

Easier
Jlnknna

sa//u7kns
Star Expansion Bolts make it

easy to fasten TV equipment

to brick, stone, concrete or

any other type of masonry.

* Help you to position antenna

masts, cables and lines in the

best possible manner ...assure

greater satisfaction; reduce

service calls. There's a Star

fastening for every masonry

job. See your jobber or write

for details.

*STAR EXPANSION
BOLT CO. INC.

147 Cedar Street, New York 6, N. Y.

SENSATIONAL ! NEW !
SOUND POWERED

TELEPHONE HANDSET
 No Batteries Needed
 No Power Supply Needed
HIGH FIDELITY SPEECH

TRANSMISSION
Ideal for emergency or con-
venience applications. Oper-
ates up to 25 miles with No.
16 twisted wire; up to 15

 miles with No. 19: And no
auxiliary power is needed.
Also operates over single wire
with ground return. As many
as 12 handsets can be oper-
ated in communications sys-
tems for group conversation.
Explosion proof. No fire haz-
ard. No spark is generated.Guaranteed one year by
Wheeler Insulated Wire Co.GI (Div. of Sperry Co.). Ship-'/ /A ping weight 3 pounds. lmme-' Orate delivery. $9.95Order Now

GIBSON GIRL SALE!
NYLON PARACHUTE Bright yellow. Supports 40
pounds. With Nylon shrouds.. . $4.95
4' DIAMETER PURE RUBBER BALLOON Vacuum
packed with Hydrogen generator, inflation tube
and instructions $3.49
BOX KITE-LARGE 17" x 17" x 36" Dural tub-
ing, feather weight. Snaps together in a jiffy.
Adjustable for wind. Instructions included $2.95
ANTENNA WIRE 300' spool. Use in conjunction
with kite or balloon for super antenna Hightensile strength $1.95
WATERPROOF SIGNAL LAMP With cord Will
float in water with no injury. Spare lamp in-
cluded .. .. ... $1.00
FAMOUS GIBSON GIRL XMITTER 500 kc. CW or
modulated signals. Automatic keyer. Self powered
hand generator. Water proof case. Made with
latest design practices. Good ideas, good parts.
Power supply furnished. Can be us,d for emer-
gency field station by simple conversion. Manual
included $8.95
THE WHOLE WORKS! A $28.00 VALUE With two
balloons and two spools of wire (Bag included at
no charge) Only $18.95

ABELL DISTRIBUTING CO., Dept. N6
5 E. Biddle St. Baltimore 2, Md.
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nated to an r.f. source and can be used
as a sensitive field strength meter, an
absorption frequency meter, a har-
monic checker, a parasitic hunter, a
sensitive neutralizing indicator, and,
of course, a phone monitor.

Still other applications of this handy
gadget can be found and once a "build -
it -yourself" ham or experimenter has
one, he won't part with it for love or
money.

FM Booster
(Continued from page 41)

It was found that the use of the pre-
amplifier resulted in a great improve-
ment in receiver sensitivity. Stations
that were barely audible in the back-
ground noise were brought up to a
point where very little noise was no-
ticed, while the total number of sta-
tions logged was more than doubled.

As a most convincing demonstration
of the performance of the preampli-
fier, the antenna can be replaced with
a 300 -ohm, 1/z watt carbon resistor. A
certain amount of noise, which ap-
pears as a smooth, rushing sound, will
be noticed at the receiver output. If
the thermal energy of the resistor is
increased by raising its temperature,
the Johnson noise will appear as an in-
crease in the receiver output. If a
lighted match is held under the resis-
tor for a few seconds, the noise may
increase to a point where it is practi-
cally deafening. Before you build the
preamplifier, make this test with the
receiver alone!

Other Applications
Although the booster described was

intended particularly for the FM band,
it can be used on the 10, 6, and 2 -meter
amateur bands merely by changing L,,
L,, L;,, and L,. Also, with suitable coils
it should perform well ahead of a tele-
vision receiver. The band width is suf-
ficient to cover two adjacent channels.
In making these changes, it will be
necessary to determine coils L,, L2, L,,
and L. experimentally.

"Do you have that headachy.
run-down feeling? If so ... !"

Our 26th Year

Me Monte of RADIO
Obtained Transmitters. LAT TRANSFORMERS
Forcur at ut C Voltage Ratings are

input Filter. Values
TYPO Sec. Rms. Sec.Tubes

Sec.

it for Y15
V. cyiller. Using

No. Volts DC Sec. Dimensions

P S7 660-66 V

P 1175_1175

P 58
l085Ó_, 0 1 5000,

250 4% 3 4%
P 59 900_9 500 400 750 4%31,

3
P 67 1405Ó_,q 600750

225 4% 3I2 511200
68 2, 1000 300 53/4

00-1800
15001

300 5a/ e 4 19.84
For dual operation 2499ratings. o

with simultaneous6/e 4tb
t Has tbuse\4, 4.1 40 -volt bibs tap,f both sec

SUPERIOR POWERSTATS
Smooth, efficient voltage control. 0 to 135V.
output from 115V. AC line.

Type 20 (illustrated 3 amps $12.50
116 for table mtg 7.5 amps 23.00

116U for panel mtg 7.5 amps. 19.00
1126 15 amps._ 46.00
1156 45 amps 118.00

Also available for 230 volt input. Write
for descriptive literature.
4A.i¡lío::ei v.OIL FILLED

CONDENSERS
1.78 Mfd (it 200VAC 29c4 Mfd (r 500VDC

_ 29c1 Mfd (a' 600VDC
29c2 Mfd (L 600VDC
39c7.5 Mfd (a 330VAC
69c10 Mfd (' 330VAC
98c2 Mfd (ra 1000VDC 59c.05 Mfd (7 2500VDC
95c1 Mfd rr 5000VDC

$2 952x.1 Mfti (i 7000VDC$52.00

..18.

s

Price
Each

$ 6.76

8.23

7.94

.
is"

QUALITY -PRICE
DEPENDABILITY

:\.1.aá e:II:4. V:ri OA:Q. .
J SCOPE & TELEVISION

TRANSFORMERS & CHOKES
2500V. RMS Gi 5 Ma D.C.-6.3V. (Le 3 amps
tapped at 2.5V. ( 3 amps; 2.5V. Q 2 amps;
Type P-3171
1700V. RMS 2 Ma D.C.-6.3V. amps
tapped at 2.5V. Q. 2 amps? 2.5V. (S 2

$5.14amps;
Type P-3170 .._.... _. -

2 Hys (i' 250 Ma D.C. 50 ohms
type C-2991. _..

2 Hys to 200 Ma D.C. 50 ohms
type C-2974. _..

VERTICAL BLOCKING OSC. turns ratio pri.
to sec. 1:4.2

Unshielded type A-3000 $1.1878

Shielded type A-4000
HORIZONTAL BLOCKING OSC. turns ratio

pri. to sec. 2:1 1.32Unshielded type A-3002 - "$1.32
Shielded type A-4002 - -

-
VERTICAL OUTPUT turns ratio pri. to

sec. 10:1
Unshielded. type A-3035 $3.09

STEEL CHASSIS
_Black

Crackle
18 Ga

13,17x3 j6 Go $1.94
13x I7.4

16 Go... -
2.35....---- 2.70

':LEE
hickCNES 

Q :%i¡1i
PU

.... $2.12
a2.2s

1Ve
co ._._.... $2.25

o
3r1sr fcPOphe line of

uP 10

Ib,v1 om.

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS $2.79

Type 940 2.5VCT (l 10 Amps. 7500V Ins -

$2.067
n 3 Amps. 2500V Ins $2.06

Type 0401 5. VCT (, 6 Amps. 2500V Ins - $5.29Type 941 5 VCT s. 2500V Ins --- - ,$.21
Type 943 5 VCT (ic 20 AmPs. 2500V Ins -

- _§1.91
Type 946 6.3VCT á4 3 Amps. 2500V Ins --_ .$2.79

9

Type 947 6.3VCT C1 0 Amp

Type 948 6.3VCT (it 10 AmPs. 2500V Ins 2.35

960 7.SVCT @ .4 Amps. 2500V
Ins _.... -... $4.12

Type 8 AmPs. 2500V Ins ..,.1
Type 143 VCT (°

10 AmPs. 3000V Ins -
$4.99.99

Type 146
Dual

VCT L Amps.2500V Ins $3,38
Type 961 Du VCT

3( Amp 500V Ins
Type 041 5

¡ 3.6 Amps.6.3VCT (.

`¡

i
".

GRID DIP METER
LYSCO

"DIPMASTER"
3Mc to I5OMc freq.range; calibrated dial,
band switching (no coilsto plug-in). Complete
power supply and
tubes.A.really good buy
( $33.50 r,..

<,ti,`
¡.1 ',¡/¡3'i7 . .

4
....:. .

.
TRANSFORMER SPECIAL

870 volt CT n.250Ma with bias tap

5 volts .'' 3 amps
21/2 volts CT (J 10 amps

292 volts Q 3 amps ,' $5.88
6.3 volts C 1.5 amps 1\

115V. 60 cycle primary 'v 

$1.62

_$1.92

v
' n HASS S-

HeaYy Duty
7 x 7 x 2 94c7 x 9 x 2 _._.51.065 x 10 x 3 __.. $1.007 x 11 x 2 51.157x 13x2......_.51.23

10 x 17 x 3 ..... ._ 51.88

CHOKES

SMOOTHING SWINGING
TYPE Hy TYPE Hy

C-80 10 C-87 4-16

C-81 10 C-88 4-16

C-83 10 C-89 4-16 250
C-90 3-14 300

C-83
All above 3000 Volts Insulation

PRICE EACH
MA Price
150 $3.09

200 53.82
55.29
$5.59

RAYTHEON VOLTAGE STABILIZERS
Positive Stabilization -±1/2%

Input 95-130 volts, 60 cycles single phase; out-
put 115 volts stabilized to -.1-1/2%. Output 6.0 or
7.5 volts stabilized ± 1/2%.

Output Net
Catalog Cap. wgl. Net

No. Watts lbs. Price
VR-6110 15 4 $15.00
VR-6101 30 5 $17.00
VR-6111 30 5 $17.00
VR-6112 60 8 $24.00
VR-6113 120 14 $31.00
VR-6114 250 25 $48.00
VR-6115 S00 45 $75.00
VR-6116 1000 92 $125.00

ISOLANTITE Sockets
for 832's or

829 s Sockets for octal
ISOLANTITE . 08c

tubes other
STEATITE Sockets

for 813 °°d ° 73c
large 7 pin tubes

10 for 33c

3C24 Triode
Each 39c.` .¡.1e\% .> .!i111

 \.

OIL FILLED
BATHTUBS

19c Each 5Peciol
All $10.00 Per 100.
sisesb 05 Mfd in following
Mfd, 3,,.7 Mfd,..0Mx 3

Mfd
ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS

All 117 Volts to 117 Volts 60 Cy.
P-96, 40 watts 53.60 P-98, 100 watts $9.30
P-97, 80 watts $5.10 P-99, 250 watts $17.70

t rated 25% with order, balance C.O. D. All pricesi F. O. B. our warehouse New York. No order under $2.00
We ship to eny pan of the globe.

LEEDS RADIO CO.
75 Vesey Street Dept. RN 5
COrtlandt 7-2612 New York City 7

1

STANDARD CARTONS
NO BULK -NO GYPS

Write
203 W. 4th STREET

50-
10-10%

1SISCOUNTD

S SS WRITE TODAYUgE `t l FOR YOUR PREFERRED
CUSTOMER ORDER BLANK

11111S1 POSTPAID ANYWHERE IN U.S.A.
GUARANTEED ONE YEAR

CENTRAL ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CO., INC.
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY
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AT WARREN
DISTRIBUTORS
3089 WASHINGTON ST.
BOSTON 19, MASSACHUSETTS

Jon

DE WALD HIGH DEFINITION

TELEVISION

No.
CT -104

$39995
List

121/2' Screen

Direct View
model with
complete
channel cov-
erage. Excel-

lent performance even in fringe
areas. Beautifully designed console cabinet of
fine walnut or mahogany veneer takes minimum
floor space. 22 tubes (including 2 rectifiers and
damper). Range 44-88, 174-216 MC. Size:
38 Y2"x20"x21 ".

No.
CT -102
10' Screen

$29995
List

High Definition Table Model
with 10" screen. Thrilling performance. 22
tubes (including 2 rectifiers and damper). Tun-
ing range 44-88, 174-216 MC. Beaútifully
designed hand -rubbed cabinet in mahogany
or walnut veneer. Dimensions: 20"x14"x20".
ALSO AVAILABLE: DeWald No CT -101 with
16' tube providing 145 square inches of pic-
ture. A masterpiece of performance.

List $49995

GENUINE POLARIZED FILTER LENSES
Individually packed

$ 6.30 Our price $2.29 each
10'....List, 10.00 Our price 3.98 each

DEALERS: USE COUPON

MAIL TODAY
Warren Distributors
3089 Washington St.
Boston 19, Mass.

FOR BIG NEW
TELEVISION
CATALOG

& NET PRICES

Please rush me your BIG NEW CATALOG illustrating out-
standing values in TELEVISION, RADIOS AND SUPPLIES.

Name

Firm

Address

City State

NEW TV RECEIVERS

on the Market
ALL -MIRROR TV SET

The all -mirror television receiver,
named the Pandora 15, produced by
Sightmaster Corp., 20 E. 35th St., New
York, N. Y., has safety glass mirror
for sides, and the exclusive feature of
"Sightmirror" on the viewing side.

This 15 -inch glass tube set is listed at
$675.00.

The Sightmirror principle is aimed
at providing an attractive front on the
receiver when it is not in use. The
mirror eliminates the unattractive
dead space, and when the set is in use,
the television picture comes through
as a soft filtered picture. So that no
knobs are necessary, it is tuned in by
a remote control unit that can be op-
erated from an armchair.

This new model will be distributed
nation-wide through the organization
sales system.

FOUR-WAY TV COMBINATION

The Sparton Radio -Television Divi-
sion of The Sparks-Withington Com-
pany, Jackson, Michigan, recently in-
troduced among its new line of tele-
vision models a TV console in mahog-
any finish, priced at $399.95, east of
the Rockies.

This new console, Model 4916, has a

ten -inch screen with 54 -inch picture,
automatic brightness control, 28 -tube
chassis, and a choice of mirror -view
or direct -view screen. In common with

the other models, this console has a
dual-purpose, single -arm, two -speed
record changer, for playing standard
records at 78 r.p.m. and long playing
records at 331/3 r.p.m. automatically.

In the first of a number of showings,
these combinations were unveiled to
Sparton dealers of the Detroit area
and it was hoped to bring them to all
major television markets soon.

17 -TUBE LOW-PRICED TV SETS
Model 807, part of the new line of

table television receivers coming from
General Electric's Electronics Park,
Syracuse, N. Y., is mounted in a com-
pact blond oak cabinet, at the list
price (eastern) of $289.95. It uses a
simplified circuit design, necessitating
only 17 tubes and three rectifiers in
addition to the 10 -inch picture tube.

Three table models, 805, 806, and
807 comprise this new line, along with
Model 809, a contemporary console in

mahogany finish. All of the sets, with
the exception of 805, listing at $239.95,
will have "Daylight" television tubes,
said to produce pictures 80 per -cent
brighter than other tubes operating
under the same conditions.

All of these new receivers are pre -
tuned to the 12 television broadcast
channels and are equipped with the
G -E automatic clarifier, a stabiliza-
tion circuit intended to reduce the in-
terference caused by passing automo-
biles or unfiltered electrical appli-
ances.

"GUEST TELEVISION" SYSTEM
The system designed and manufac-

tured by Industrial Television, Inc.,
359 Lexington Avenue, Clifton, N. J.,
was scheduled to be installed in the
Louden - Knickerbocker Hall sanita-
rium in Amityville, New York, accord-
ing to a recent announcement.

This so-called "guest television" sys-
tem incorporates many features nec-
essary in an institution of this type.
All of the tuning will be done at the
central control unit. The individual
picture units use a 15 -inch picture tube
and have absolutely no operating con -
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crols. Shatterproof plexiglass covers
the picture tube.

The receivers are to be installed in
the recreation rooms of the various
sanitarium buildings with provision to
expand the system to the sanitarium
theater.

VIDEO LARGE -SCREEN TV
One of the new features of the Video

Corporation of America line of low-
priced receivers is the inclusion of a
circuit, the "plakron compensator,"

which produces a high-fidelity picture
in much the same way that a tone con-
trol increases the tonal range in a
radio receiver.

One of these models, priced at
$459.00, is a new 135 square inch, di-
rect -view table receiver, scheduled for
dealer delivery. Others include a 91
square inch table model at $359.00 and
a 91 square inch consolette at $379.00.
In addition, there is a 135 square inch
console with sliding door and hidden
controls that turn the receiver into a
handsome furniture piece, priced at
$499.00.

According to the manufacturer,
Video Corporation of America, 229
West 28th Street, New York City, par-
ticular attention was paid to the de-
velopment of these models, to make
them trouble free in performance. All
heat producing components that tend
to deteriorate parts have been elim-
inated.

CROSLEY TV -AM -FM CONSOLE
The Crosley so-called "complete -en-

tertainment" television - radio - phono-
graph consoles include the blond oak
Model 9-414B, in the functional lines

and smart finish of the modern motif,
at $529.95.

The new line provides Crosley spec-
tator television reception with the 10 -
inch direct -view picture tube, both

ANNOUNCING

A STRIKING NEW
MICROPHONE BY TURNER

THE TURNER MODEL 25X -25D
CRYSTAL OR DYNAMIC

New ... all new from its precision en-
gineered crystal and dynamic circuits to
its specially designed case. The Turner
25X -25D combines quality performance,
convenience, and style with world famous
Turner dependability. Features include
Alnico V magnets, high quality moisture
sealed crystals, smooth, wide range re-
sponse to voice and music pickups, 90'
tilting head for semi- or non -directional operation, 20 ft. removable quick -
change cable set, mechanical -shock proof interior mounting, and high
quality construction throughout. Finished in attractive two-tone umber
gray with chrome plated grill.

The new Turner 25X -25D may be mounted on desk stand as illustrated
or used with any standard floor stand. It is recommended for call system,
public address, recording, amateur communications and general-purpose
sound work.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL 25X CRYSTAL

Response: Substantially flat from

50 to 9,000 c.p.s.

Level: 52 db below I volt/dyne/sq.cm.

MODEL 25D DYNAMIC

Response: Substantially flat from 50 to
10,000 c.p.s. Level: 54 db below I volt/
dyne/sq. cm. at high impedance. 30, 200,

and S00 ohms-wired for balanced line.

High impedance-wired single ended.

THE TURNER COMPANY
900 17th Street N.E. Cedar Rapids, Iowa

TURNER

Licensed under U. S. patents of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company, and Western Electric
Company, Incorporated. Crystals licensed under patents of the Brush Development Company.

PEN-OSCIL-LITE
Extremely convenient teat oscillator for all radio
servicing; alignment  Small as a pen  Self
powered  Range from 700 cycles audio to over
600 megacycles u.h.L  Output from zero to 125
v. Low in cost  Used by Signal Corps
 Write for information.
GENERAL TEST EQUIPMENT

38 Argyle Buffalo 9, N. Y.

"HEATHKITS ARE THE BEST KITS"

Write For Catalog

%HEATH COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR 15, MICHIGAN

RADIO ENGINEERING
TELEVISION

ELECTRONICS
Thorough training In all phases of radio and elec-
tronics, open to high school and junior college d-

trni°xcav ily. rpsliáiadtraining exclusively. Yaenabroresand
courses. Enrollments limited. Approved veteran
training.
VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

Dept. RD Valparaiso. Ind.
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frequency modulation and standard
broadcast reception, and an automatic
phonograph with two -speed player and
the Crosley jewel -tone system. In ad-
dition, there are record library storage
spaces on either side of the record
playing compartment. The consoles
have full-length panel doors which can
be closed to put them in complete har-
mony with the room settings when the
instrument., are not in use.

The Crosley Division, Avco Manu-
facturing Corporation, 1329 Arlington
St., Cincinnati 3, Ohio, will be happy
to supply further information on these
sets.

NEW FREED-EISEMANN TV MODELS
All of the television receivers manu-

factured by the Freed Radio Corpora-
tion, 200 Hudson Street, New York 13,
N. Y., use the 16 -inch metal tube. In
a recent demonstration, a specially -
invited group of retailers from the
East saw four new consoles, which
marked Freed Radio Corporation's en-
trance into the television market.

These Freed-Eisemann models are
housed in period design cabinets with
a high eye level, permitting strain -free
viewing from any part of the room,
without a disorderly rearrangement of
furniture directly in front of the re-
ceiver.

According to Arthur Freed, presi-
dent of Freed Radio Corporation, the
company's entire engineering and pro-
duction efforts would be devoted to
television models with the 16 -inch

metal tube. The consoles are avail-
able in Sheraton, Chinese Chippendale,
Regency, and Chippendale styles, and
the retail prices range from $625 to
$1295.

LIFE-SIZE TV
A new life-size television projection

system, featuring an optical barrel
which is suspended from a convenient
ceiling mounting, has been announced
by the RCA Engineering Products De-
partment, Camden, New Jersey.

The system is especially adaptable

for use in night clubs, hospitals, tav-
erns, clubs, hotels, industrial plant
recreation, and lunch rooms. The ceil-
ing mounting lends itself to built-in
applications in harmony with a room's

decorations, and the space -saving as-
pect of the installation is also a major
feature.

The optical barrel is connected to
the control console by a 40 -foot cable.
In use, the barrel is focused on a
screen up to 6 by 8 feet in size, of
either the front or rear -projection
type.

The system (TLS -87) has a 30 -watt
amplifier, with microphone and pho-
nograph inputs provided so that the
unit can be used as a public address
system when television programs are
not on the air.

FIRST UST CONSOLETTE
The first 15 -inch television -radio

consolette to be produced by United
States Television Mfg. Corp., 3 West
61st Street, New York 23, N. Y., fea-
tures a Zetka 15 -inch glass viewing
tube with a flat face to provide more
picture space. The tube has an ion
trap which is designed to eliminate
ion stain, an eye disturber which
sometimes occurs in tubes without this
feature.

A full consolette, this model does not
require the use of any supporting fur-
niture, and has, besides large -screen
television, FM radio reception. It is
priced at $625, which the manufac-
turer feels is comparable to 16 -inch
metal -tube table models at the $500
level, since these do not have FM ra-
dio, and the consumer must have a
supporting table.

A producer of television sets since

RADID
TELEVISION NEWS

 An ingenious, custom-built storage
file-made of high quality Kraft
fibre board - printed and con-
structed to look like a Buckram
bound book.

 Free date label stickers - sup-
plied in strips for your conven-
ience in typing.

 Convenient Reference Index form, printed
on back (for recording location of selected
articles, wiring diagrams, etc.)

 Magazine copies are inserted vertically between
spring -like flaps which prevent issues from lean-
ing and curling. As copies are added, flaps fold
over to sides; hold magazines Emily.

a

MU M/5 COUPON TODAY

I
I
I
I
I
I

NAME I

ADDRESS

' CITY__

Walter Ashe Radio Co. R-49-5 b
Bill Dubord, WO QDF. Mgr., Amateur Div.,
1125 Pine St., St. Louis 1, Missouri

Rush my order for ._ .__.__sets Radio & Television News
Library ti 50c per set of 2 (holds 12 issues) plus
15c for pkg. & pstg.

 Remittance for $ -_ is enclosed.
 Send my Free copy of your Big, New 1949

Radio, Electronics & Television.
Catalog of

FREE!
Big, new 1999 Catalog

of Radio, Electronics

and Television. The

treasure chest of val-

ues. Order your copy
today!

A brand new, grand new way to
preserve every treasured issue
of your favorite radio and tele-
vision publication.

NOW AVAILABLE

FOR

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

(use coupon below)

per set of 2
Holds 12 complete issues (6 in each)

I'lus 15c to cover pkg. & pstg. anywhere In U. S.)

RADIO CO.
1125 PINE ST.* ST. LOUIS 1, MO.
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pre-war days, United States Television
Mfg. Corp. will distribute its models
on a national scale. Other UST models
range from 10 -inch table models to
large -screen projection TV sets for
public places.

THEATER TELEVISION
Television on a life-size 6 by 8 foot

screen is a major attraction at Walter
Reade's New Majestic Theater in
Perth Amboy, New Jersey. The thea-
ter reopened recently upon the com-
pletion of a $150,000 remodeling pro-
gram that included installation of the
video lounge.

This special 40 by 25 foot lounge was
installed as an additional patron serv-
ice. There is no charge for admission
to it-the patron may see both the
theater's screen attraction and the
television while in the theater.

The set used is the new RCA TLS -86,
housed in a portable wheeled cabinet.
From a spot 14 feet away from the
center of the screen, it throws a pic-
ture 6 by 8 feet in size. It replaces a
20 -inch tube television set installed
nearly two years ago and at that time
the largest available.

According to Walter Reade execu-
tives, the present television picture is
the largest ever presented publicly in
New Jersey, and the biggest direct
video pictures ever unveiled for regu-
lar daily viewing.

HOFFMAN 16" COMBINATION
The Hoffman. Radio Corporation,

3761 S. Hill St., Los Angeles, Califor-
nia, announces that a new combination
radio -phonograph and television re-
ceiver has been released, which fea-
tures the new 16" metal tube.

In cabinet style, the set, Model 902,
is a twin of the company's Model 900,
but the new combination's 16" metal
tube presents a particularly clear,

crisp, and bright image to the viewer,
according to the manufacturer. This
is especially true when used in con-
junction with the Easy -Vision Lens.

Other features of the Model 902
include a 12" acoustically treated
speaker, plus such regular Hoffman
TV features as an automatic picture
synchronizer which locks the picture
in focus electrically. It is housed in a
blond oak cabinet, 37 by 40 by 21
inches.

BUILD YOUR OWN

SMALL PARTS STORAGE CABINETS
TO FIT YOUR SPACE AND NEED

ALL STEEL
CONSTRUCTION

Assemble quickly

Units rigidly interlock

Smooth drawer operation

Durable green finish

M1111

TWO CONVENIENT SIZES-LOW PRICE

M11111 (small drawer unit -5" front to back, 27.41"
wide, 21,,i," deep -40c each. Accommodates 3
drawer dividers -2 for 5c-Part No. M1011.
M1212 (large drawer unit) -11 n ¡6" front to back,
3i,(6" wide, 3" deep -51.29 each. Accommodates
5 drawer dividers --5c each-Part No. M1213.

EIS
AU.( SPACE Jobbers-some umbel lerrilriea ah9 opae

-preaeat jobbers say il's rim N IM fasted
moving ilium carried.

Makes ideal package or merehadiser for aril
parls. Available retal through radio as-or
write direct for 'oared supplier.

THE CINCINNATI VENTILATING CO.
INCORPORATED

COVINGTON, KENTUCKY

EVERY SERVICEMAN

CAN

TEST EQUIPMENT

MFD. BY

THE NEW MODEL 770 -
AN ACCURATE POCKET-SIZE

VOLT-OHM-MILLIAMMETER
(Sensitivity: 1000 ohms per volt)

Features:  Compact -measures 314"x57/s"x2%a".  Uses
latest design 2% accurate 1 Mil. D'Arsonval type meter.
 Same zero adjustment holds for both resistance ranges.
It to not necessary to readjust when switching from one
resistance range to another. This is an important time-
saving feature never before included in a V.O.M. in this
price range. Housed in round -cornered, molded case.
 Beautiful black etched panel. Depressed letters filled
with permanent white, insures long -life even with con-
stant use.
Specifications: 6 A.C. VOLTAGE RANGES: 0-15/30/
150/300/1500/3000 volts. 6 D.C. VOLTAGE RANGES:
0-734/15/75/150/760/1500 volts. 4 D.C. CURRENT
RANGES: 0-134/15/150 Ma. 0-134 Amps. 2 RESIS-
TANCE RANGES: 0-500 ohms. 0-1 Megohm.

The Model 770 comes complete with self- 390
contained batteries, test leads and all

operating instructions.
NIT

We manufacture a complete line of
radio test equipment

Write Dept. RN5 for FREE catalog today!

SUPERIOR INSTRUMENTS CO.
227 Fulton Street New York 7, N. Y.

at your regular jobber
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BACK STRIP
REMOVABLE FOR
CHIMNEY
MOUNT

PIECES INTERCHANGE
SWIVEL SLIDE, LOCK

Licks EVERY

antenna mounting
problem! $4.95

NET

UNIMAC is an installer's dream come
true! This one unit completes your kit.
UNIMAC mounts anywhere, in any
position, handles all 1 to 1Y," masts,
and swings them free and clear to
perfect, upright position. NO GUY
WIRES REQUIRED.

Clears overhanging eaves
on gables ... masts need
,not be bent ...mount
fastens directly to house
without extension blocks.
NO GUY WIRES.

Clears lips on chimneys...
choice of lag screw or
strap mounting provided

GUYon

Base mounts easily on
pitched surfaces ... full
adjustment for erecting
mast and orienting an-
tenna. NO GUY WIRES.

Mounts on horizontal or
vertical window sash...
swings antenna clear of
obstructions. NO GUY
WIRES.

UNIMAC is constructed of heavy steel
throughout, with all joints welded,.
eliminating part failures. Sturdy, clean-
cut appearance pleases customers,
increases business. ONE-MAN CREWS
NOW PRACTICAL
There's no call back when you use Unimac

UNIM UNIVERSAL
ANTENNA

CLAMP
rai.,s %natal

MARVIN RADIO -TELEVISION
Buckeye at East 89th St., Cleveland 4, Obio

 Enclosed find $5.10 ($4.95 plus
postage) for one sample.

O Enclosed $ for boxes of
UNIMACS at $29.70 per box of 6.

Name

Address

TV Antenna Compass
(Continued from page 69)

should be temporarily disabled during
any measurements. This is easily done
by following the directions of the
manufacturer for service or alignment
of the video channel. Since such a re-
ceiver having a.g.c. would automati-
cally attempt to adjust its gain to
compensate for a weaker or stronger
signal, any antenna adjustments, with
or without the use of the Simpson an-
tenna compass, to be at all informing,
would have to be done with such a.g.c.
disabled.

One of the first questions to come to
the mind of the reader is-"How can
it possibly show ghosts ?" Well, it
will, provided the ghost is of the type
about which anything can be done by
orientation or location of the antenna.
It is not generally realized that there
are actually at least three types of
ghosts (displaced images) which ap-
pear on the TV screen. While a thor-
ough discussion of this subject is be-
yond the scope of this article, the prob-
lem may briefly be stated as follows.

First, there is the ghost due to mis-
match of the impedance of the anten-
na, the transmission line, and/or the
receiver input circuit. The reflections,
due to this mismatch, coursing back
and forth along the transmission line,
cause a slight time delay in the im-
pulses supplied to the picture tube.
With any reasonable length of line,
and not too bad a mismatch, this time
delay is usually so slight that actual
multiple images do not appear, but a
general loss of horizontal definition
may result, giving the effect of poor
focus and a lack of crispness to the
image. Obviously, no change in orien-
tation of the antenna will cure this;
the solution lies in a good match. This
is by no means an easy job when all -
channel operation is considered. There
is a lot of room for development work
on TV receiving antennas.

The second type of ghost originates
near the transmitting station. Reflec-
tions which are caused by objects lo-
cated relatively near the transmitter
arrive at the receiving site from near-
ly the same direction as that of the
prime wave, but delayed in time. This
time delay causes the displaced image.
Now, with any practical receiving an-
tenna, the horizontal directivity is so
broad that the antenna is unable to
discriminate between waves arriving
from directions displaced by only a
few degrees. Again, obviously, no
practical change in location or orien-
tation of the receiving antenna can
cure this trouble. This is a real prob-
lem, and it does not appear that it
can be solved at the receiving site but
is rather one for the transmitter en-
gineers. The selective removal of a
few large office buildings would un-
doubtedly help matters, but appears a
bit impractical.

The third type of ghost, (and this is
the one that we can do something

about), originates from reflections
relatively near the receiver and suf-
ficiently off -axis from the prime wave
so that the acceptance pattern of the
receiving antenna can discriminate
against it. Fig. 1D shows how this time
delay due to longer path, and direc-
tional difference due to reflector loca-
tion, originates. Now, assuming that
the source of such a reflection is dis-
placed at least twenty degrees or so
from the path of the direct wave,
we can, by rotating the antenna some-
what to the opposite side of the peak,
reduce the ghost to negligible propor-
tions without reducing the prime wave
too greatly. Such adjustments must
always be a compromise between al-
lowable diminution of the prime wave
in relation to the strength and direc-
tion of the ghost.

Now, if we know the direction from
whence the ghost arrives, we can
much more rapidly and intelligently
discriminate against it. It is gratify-
ing to see how well the use of the me-
ter shows up this direction, and, there-
fore, the direction to which the anten-
na should be turned to nullify it. By
slowly rotating the antenna while
watching the meter pointer, if no di-
rectionally displaced ghosts are pres-
ent, the curve will be a smooth one,
rising to a peak and falling off uni-
formly on the opposite side. This, of
course, assumes that the antenna it-
self has a smooth acceptance pattern.
Now, as shown in Fig. 1C, if the move-
ment of the pointer is non -uniform,
falling off more slowly on one side of
the peak than on the other, or actual-
ly showing a smaller sub -peak, off -
axis reflection is present, and the rem-
edy is obvious. Simply rotate the an-
tenna to the side of the peak away
from the ghost direction, and you
have done all that the present state of
the art permits.

The design of this instrument is the
outgrowth of a good deal of antenna
measurement work done by the writer
during the past few months. The com-
parison of various types of indoor and
outdoor TV antennas here in Des
Plaines, about twenty miles from our
group of four Chicago TV stations,
necessitated the use of some sort of
indicating instrument. While the set-
ting up of a signal generator and a
simple field -strength indicator would
be obvious, it seemed simpler (and
cheaper) to use the TV transmitters
as the generators and the TV receiver
itself as the amplifier. There are
many places in the receiver circuit
where an indicating instrument could
be connected for comparative pur-
poses, such as a VTVM across the video
channel or a milliammeter/microam-
meter in series with the video diode
load or the a.g.c. load. All such meas-
urements are, of course, merely com-
parative and are not quantitative, but
if the gain of the amplifier (receiver)
remains constant, and comparisons
are made rapidly enough so that wave
propagation conditions do not materi-
ally change, and if the power output
and picture modulation of the trans-
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mitter does not change, such compari-
sons are quite reliable, capable of
duplication, and extremely informa-
tive.

Repeated trips from the test anten-
na site to the receiver site, to see what
change had been effected, speedily
made it obvious that if the indicator
could be taken to the antenna a good
many footsteps and much climbing ef-
fort could be saved. The use of a long
extension cord between the probe and
the meter soon made it apparent that
such an indicator would be a useful
tool for the TV installation man. In
order to make a commercially prac-
tical instrument, however, it was nec-
essary to find a connection location in
the circuit of the TV receiver which
would, first of all, be representative of
the video output (and, therefore, the
input) ; second, be universal to all TV
receivers; and third, be easily acces-
sible, on the job, without recourse to
the wire clippers and soldering iron or
the necessity of getting into the chas-
sis wiring.

The obvious place for this is the pic-
ture tube itself, since the voltage sup-
plied to its controlled electrode is rep-
resentative of the input and all such
tubes are so connected that the flex-
ible leads are easily accessible. The
special test clip with the needle -point
contact makes connection to the con-
trolled electrode easy, without insula-
tion scraping or other nuisances.

The probe contains a resistance -ca-
pacitance network, an isolation con-
denser, and a crystal rectifier to
actuate the meter movement. The con-
stants of the network and the sensi-
tivity of the meter have been chosen
to disturb the video circuit as little as
possible, and, generally, negligible
change in picture appearance is noted
with connection of the probe. For con-
venience, the clip may be removed
from its junction box without discon-
nection from the picture tube lead, by
a plug-in arrangement.

The meter, in conjunction with its
probe, gives an indication directly
proportional to the integrated r.f.
voltage applied to the picture tube by
the received energy from the trans-
mitter. Since the probe contains an
isolation condenser, the d.c. level of
the controlled electrode makes no dif-
ference, and, therefore, the "bright-
ness" control and other receiver con-
trols have no effect. Only the video
gain (contrast) and, of course, the
tuning control affect the meter read-
ing.

With the intelligent use of this in-
strument the TV installation and serv-
iceman can now make an antenna
adjustment in a truly engineering
manner, eliminate a great deal of
"cut -and -try," and substitute actual
measurement for personal opinion and
guesswork. He can leave the home of
the owner of a nice, new, shiny TV re-
ceiver confident that he has done the
best job possible in this particular re,-
ceiving location, and in the course of
time save up a good many man hours
for that long fishing trip that we all
dream about! -
May, 1949

Otiag
ROUND PANEL METERS

'10 t6D8 Weston 50621/1" $4.50
4.00
4.50
3.75
3.75
4.25

RADAR EQUIPMENT
FOR GENERAI. RADAR USE

BYNCNRO AMPLIFIER
CM -211103-A

Input 115V-1 Phase. 60 Cycle.p
d.

OutlputoSY rchrro Equiv.33-7G8
1 Speed. Equiv. 2.70 @ 38
Speed.Amplifier C 1-A for Syn-
ch.Kit of Spares. New .$195.00
TRANSMITTER for Navy TBL-13

Freq. 175-600KC, 2000-18.
100 KC.Power Output 200 Watts Al,
100 Watts A2, 50 Watts
A3. NEW.

SPECIAL PRICE, 5400.00

TUBES
.iX2A 50.55 872A
2X2/879 .45 954
1C24 :: .555 º051
1E29 3.35 8012

45E SPEC 1..0045 9ÓÓ3
713A 1.45 9006
003 3.75 3BP1
004TH , 10.95 5CP1

3 90  BP4

$2.4949
.40

1.30
.35
.25

1.35
1.95

005 .. 3.90
807 1.15 VT -127A.. 2.49
810 6.10 1J6G ... 1.30
811 1.40 6AJ5 ... .85
015 1.45 6116 .35
826 .45 6SH7 ... .45
8309 5.00 6Y6GT ... .80
832A 2.49 2525 ..

COAXIAL CARLE
110-5/U 3 43.50/M
KG -8/U 40.00/M
I109/U 160.00/M
Minimum Order 1000 Feet -Wound
on Original Manufacturer's Reels.

SWITCHES
3 Sec. and 90 Sec. ea. Spot 120V
I OA. Motor 120 VAC Cramer.
Each 52.95
I Minute 115 VAC 80 cy. Enc. in
Waterproof Metal Case, $3.25.
:I Micro Switches Make Contact at
40-41.42 Sec. Time Delay Intervals
110 VAC 60 cy. Motor. $4.25.Thermoswitch-50°F to 300°F. 115
VAC 6A, 230 VAC 5A Break Contact
with Increase ofFull Turn of ADJ.

Temp.. 51.15.1'er
FIELD RHEOSTATS

Complete with mounting brackets.
5 Ohm 7.5.5.8 Am. 125 V with Knob
3nd Pointer, 61/2' Die. Weat'g'hse,
5.25.42 Ohm 5.5 Amp. 125 V with Knob

$10.95
PLUGS

PL -150 Plug for Dynamotor
Socket Xmiter BC -223 50.39

2 -PL -55 Plugs on 35" Cord .39
PL 55 Plug on 35" Cord .23
.1K-26 & PL -55 on 67" Cord .49

POWER EQUIPMENT
Inverter PE -151 12VDC Output 110
VAC 150W. New, $10.95.Vibrator ATR 3.2410 24VDC Output
110 V 100 Watt. New. 52.95.
Vibrapack VPG 369 12VDC Output

250V $3
Voltage

Synchronous Mallory,

Voltage Regulator, Raytheon 95/
130V 1.25A 60 Cycle Output 115V
00

12VDC
Watt.

ATR 0130VAC 50/60
c05.45e 1 Hand Generat818.75.lr 67 Volt 3 Amp.
500 Volt 0.14 Amp- less Handles.
Used

Voltacle
GE lgeonReegu-latr

115V
400AC Contactor 110V 60 Cycle0 50 Amp
3PST GE, $18.95.

3X8 mid 600 VDC
8-8-4 mfd 650 VDC
2X160 mid 150 VDC

ELECTROLYTIC
2500 mid 3 VDC
24,000 mid 3 VDC
500 mfd 200 VDC

CAT. No.
WIREWOUND
.093B1
.003135
.03682
.005810
14981

OHMITE
.20782
OHMITE
.1V2017
.14882
.155B1
099
OHMITE
.079
HELIPOT
CARBON
.101
984
.13481
.12081
.12581
.086
.087
.151B2

OHMS
10,000
50,000

1,000
25,000
5,000

20
25

100
100

1,000
15,000
20.000

800
400/400

20.000

500
10,000
20,000
25,000
50,000

100,000
200,000
200,000

SPECIAL
TUBE MANUFACTURING

EQUIPMENT
For Cathode Ray -X -Ray

High Power Transmitting Tubes
High Vacuum and Mercury
Pump with Micron Gage
Ovens
Power Control Cabinets
Mid. by General Elcotr,c cc.

CAPACITORS
MATCH BOX EACH TEN

5 mfd 400 VDC Solar 5 .20 $ .15
2X.05 mfd 600 VDC Solar .25 .20

.1 mid 600 VDC Aerovos .25 .20
2X.1 mid 600 VDC Aerovos .25 .20

.25 mid 600 VDC C.D .25 .20
.5 mfd 600 VDC Aerovos .25 .20

BATHTUB
40 mid 25 VDC .30 .25

4 mfd 100 VDC .40 .35
3X.1 mfd 400 VDC .30 .25

2 mid 400 VDC .45 .40
.05 mid 600 VDC .20 .15
.25 mid 600 VDC .25 .20
.5 mfd 600 VD .30 .25
.1 mfd 600 VDC .30 .25

.05 mid 1,000 VDC .55 .50
2X.1 mid 1,000 VDC .60 .55

OIL FILLED OE PYRANOL
.5-.5 mfd 400 VDC .35 .30
.1 mfd 500 VDC .30 .25
2 mid 600 VDC .35 .30
4 mid 600 VDC w/clamps

To be .60 .55
4 mid 600 VDC .55 .50

6 mid 600 VDC .65 .60
8 mfd 600 VDC .90 .85

10 mid 600 VDC 1.10 1.00
2 mid 1,000 VDC .55 .50
1 mid 1,500 VDC .55 .50

.25 mfd 3,000 VDC 1.95 1.65
.5 mfd 3,000 VDC w/ clamps

To be 2.00 1.70
.0008 mid 15.000 VDC 6.95 6.50

8-8 mid 600 VDC To be Fil-
termite 1.00 .90

1.49 1.25
1.49 1.25
1.65 1.46

-o
0-4 RF AMPS GE 2"
0.5 RF AMPS Westing. 3y
0-15 RF AMPS GE 23/4Z
0-100 MA DC Simpson 3'
0.300 MA DC Simpson 33/4'
5-0-5 MA DC Weston with

MShunt 31/5
0-8 AMPS DC McClin 2%
0-50 AMPS DC Weston 33/4
0-100 AMPS DC Hoyt 3'
0-15 Volts AC GE 31/
Time Meter 115 V 60 cy

CE 313"
Meter Multiplier 2.5 MEG : 2';.

2,500V Simpson No 25

4.25
1.95
4.75
5.95
4.95

5.85

2 50

SPECIALS
8o MO Et- Cry.tal 111,1er

EM -0 ....... S 1.50
200 KC Crystal it ¡Wider 1.35
CD-50IA Cord Part of SCR2S4

Connects BC -654 Trans-
ceiver to GN45 Generator

Fuse Post
Binding Posts .. ..

T-17 Microphone Used Excel-
lent ConditionT-48 Single Carbon Button -
Desk Stand Type. 0 foot
cord with PL -68

Bearing Control Unit for 80-3
Radar Type CAGE-23AEJ 14.95

TRANSFORMERS
Regulator Transformer 92.138 V 1

Phase 60 cy. Secondary 200 V @
5.5 p: 580 V (5 5.25 amp.
Test RMS 4000 V Raytheon UX9545.
New, $32.95.115 V 60 Cycle -Secondary 9 V M.

750 MA 6.3 V @ 3.9 amp. 5 V
8 amp. 2400 V Test $3.25.
115 V 60 Cycle -Secondary 6.4 V10 amp., 6.3 V @ 0.6 amp. $3.00.
115 V 60 Cycle -Secondary 6.6 V @
0.6 amp. 2000 V. ins. 2.8 V @
1.75 amp 2700 Vino. $2.50.
Output -40 Watt Primary 5500 Ohmsplus/minus 15% at 80 Cycle. Re-
flected Impedance withith 500 Ohm.
Resistor Across .t3& 6 Terminals
$1.95.115 V 60 cycle 275/383 KVA Sec-
ondary 1000/500-6.3/2.5 $7.95.

1.59
05

.05

1.00

3.50

12 VDC DPDT 64 Ohm $0.55.
24 VDC Solenoid Operates Two Micro
Switches 31.49.40 VDC 3 PST 2 Norm. Open 1

Norm. Closed Cont. 115V 10 Amp.
Coil 1000 Ohm 755.
115 VAC BO cy. DPST Guardian 895.
110 VAC DPDT RF Antenna Change-
over 53.50.

.15 .10
115 VAC DPST Cont. 115 VAC 30

4.95 4.70
Amp. Str'ths Dunn. 84B xx 103 2.45

1.00 .90 Amp. VAC 230ST Dunn n C
CXA197O D1.95

POTENTIOMETERS PRICE

WATTS TAPER BUSHING SHAFT MFG'R EACH TEN

2 LINEAR s/s' CHIC. TEL $ .30 $ .25

2 LINEAR /8" t7/Is' WIRT .30 .25

3 LINEAR 31/J" r/e TREFZ .25 .20

3 LINEAR

la/gee

3/" WIRT .30 .25

4 LINEAR 3 TREFZ .27 .22

25 LINEAR 11' OHMITE .45 .40

25 LINEAR 3/¡ 13/' DEJUR .45 .40

25 LINEAR 3/' 3/4' OHMITE .55 .45

25 LINEAR %' 1/1' IRC .55 .45

25 LINEAR V. 11/ís' DEJUR .55 .45

25 LINEAR 1> 1' DEJUR .70 .65

25 LINEAR s/' DEJUR .85 .70

50 LINEAR 1/1' OHMITE 1.10 .95

50 LINEAR 1/g' 11/1¿ DOUR 1.10 .95

05 %5 5 LINEAR ij4
a:

4.50 4.00

2 LINEAR
2 LINEAR
2 LINEAR
2 LINEAR
2 LINEAR
2 LINEAR
2 LINEAR
2 LINEAR

AB
AB
AB
AB
AB
AB

a AB
1' AB

.25 .20

.25 .20.

.25 .20

.25 .20

.25 .20
.25 .20
.28 .23
.35 .30

TERMS: Mail orders promptly filled -all prices F.O.B. Boston, Mass. Send M.O. or check. Ship-
ping charges sent C.O.D. Minimum order $5.00. 25% deposit required with all orders.

SEND FOR OUR
CATALOGUE NOW!

Inquiries from Dealers, Schools
and Industrial Firms Invited

1

COMET ELECTRONISALES COC
22 Washington St. Brighton 35, Mass.

BEacon 2-7863

7/RADIO COURSES
ADIO OPERATING  CODE
ADIO SERVICING  ELECTRONICS

 F.M. TELEVISION
 REFRIGERATION SERVICING

Write for Catalog and Picture Brochure
Y.M.C.A. TRADE & TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
229 W. 66th St. (West of B'way). N. Y. City

MOTOR GENERATORS
Brand New War Surplus Machines built by Allis

Chalmers Co. to U. S. Navy Specifications.

Input: 115 V. D.C. at 14 amps.. 3800 rpm. Output:
120 V. A.C.. 60 Cy, 1 ph. at 10.4 amps.. 1000 Watts
continuous duty. Ball bearings. Spleshproof. Fully en -

cl sed.
Centrifugalifugal starter. Frequency adjustable to load.

PSame machine but for 230 V. D.C. Input. Price $125.00.
Spare parts kit with extra brushes, brush -holders. field
coils, bearings, etc.. for either machine, 519.50.

All prices F.O.B. Tuckohoe, New York

ELECTRONICRAFT, INC.
5 Waverly Place Tuckohoe 7. New York

STEthY PROFITS
Your Own

Business with

CORADIO
The Coin Op ii

Radio

Place these specially built radios
that play 1 or 2 hours for 25c in
the thousands of available hotel
rooms, tourists courts. etc. They
yield immediate profits and steady
Income. Install C:oradio, the finest
made. Limited capital required.
Send for further information.
Write today.
CORADIO Cain Operated Radio

Dept. "J"

212 Broadway, Phone:BEekman 3-0038-9
NEW YORK 7. N. Y-

1:17



WALKIE-TALKIE!
1

Navy Model "M" series, 2.3 me to 4.5 ma crystal
controlled reo -transmitter. Ideal for hams, forest
service, foreign, eto. Uses 7 peanut tubes and
ordinary dry batteries that fit into same ease.
Weight less batteries, 6 lbs. With all tubes, mike,
headset, antenna, bag, diagram and 2 crystals.
LIRE NEW, 2 for $58.00, Each 529.95

20 to 28 MC FM RECEIV-
ER BC -603 for 11 meters;
can be tuned to 10 meters with
slight modification; super -
het, BFO, squelch; 10 push-
buttons and manual tuning.
Makes 10 meter converter or

,

IF strip for 88-108 MC wide- -

band FM; with all tubes,
speaker, case, diagram. FREE e
CONVERSION INSTRUC-
TI ONS. -
UNUSED $19.95
USED, Excellent 17.95 y
Used, Good 14.95
DYNAMOTOR DM -34, 12 V input
for above $3.00

- ;--
' 20 to 28 MC FM

TRANSMITTER
BC -604 for 11 &

meters; can be
operated on 10r meters by use ofJis,., _ proper orystal; 10
channel; with all
tubes, meter, dia-
gram, case and
covers; less xtals
and drawer.

USED, Excellent w/dyn $19.95USED, Good, w/dyn 15.95USED, Good, w/o dyn 12.95
BC -684 TRANSMITTER 27 to 38.9 MC; 30
watt 10 channel (as above); with covers, tubes,
meter, diagram; less crystals and drawer.
U-1 with dynamotor $34.95 Without dyn.$32.95
U-2 with dynamotor 29.95 Without dyn. 27.95
PLUG, Cannon female fits into any of above FM
sets. Does away with Mounting FT -237.
N-1 $2.45
BC -659 and BC -620 ACCESSORIES. VIBRA-
TOR POWER SUPPLY PE -120, operates from 6,
12 or 24 volts depending on vibrator. With 12 or 24
v.vibrator,battery cable& plug. UNUSED 512.95
U-2 $9.95 Fair 7.95
Crystals for any channel 20 to 27.9 or
27 to 38.9 me. each 1.00
Battery Case CS -79 w/plug, U-2 1.95
Handset TS -13 w/plugs, NEW $5.95, II -1 3.95
Diagram, BC -659 or BC -620 .65
Antenna, Sectional type fits MP -48, 9 ft. U-1 1.95

VIBRATOR POWER
SUPPLY PE -157 oper-
ates from 2v wet cell j
(not included) which R
fits inside. Output; 1.4v
(5 500 ma & 125v at 50

1ma or 1.4v at 350 ma & - -
60v at 15 ma. Case 6'x
6'x11' contains 4'

speaker, vibrators,
mrs, diagram, etc.

BRAND NEW..$12.95 p

Mounting Rack. 1.95

BARGAINS
ANTENNA SWITCH, 3PDT, extra heavy duty
knife. Pore. stand-offs on base 7'x8'x . Wt.
0 lbs.BRAND NEW. Per dos. $12.00. Each $1.19
PHONO-MOTOR & 9' TURNTABLE, 115 vac,
78 rpm rim drive. NEW, orig. cartons. . .$2.89
TUNING UNIT TU -26, 200-500 ko used in
BC375. Has 13 hi -voltage mina & 1 var. con-
denser, 2 vernier dials, 2 variometers, etc.
N-1 $2.95
VIBRATOR, Rauland or Vokar JV-0014; "heart
of PE237" for SCR 694. Six, 12 or 24 volt input.
2y,'x2.'x5)'. BRAND NEW, original cartons
each $4.95

N-1, now: U-1. used, excel; U-2. used, good
TERMSPostage extra. Please, minimum
order $2.00. Net Cash, 25% deposit
on C.O.D.'s. FREE LIST.

ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
219-R East 1st St. Tulsa 3, Okla.

MARS
Station

of the Month
HEADQUARTERS, Airways and

Air Communications Service,
a support organization of the

Military Air Transport Service, sta-
tion K3FMC was named "MARS Sta-
tion of the Month" by Major Rawleigh
H. Rails, Chief, MARS, Air Force.

The station is too new to have a
long list of accomplishments to dis-
play, but the speed with which it was
put on the air, its traffic handling ac-
tivities, and its consistency of opera-
tion are indicative that the NCS for
Headquarters AACS will merit this
recognition in its continued operation.

Master Sergeant Arthur R. "Mac"
McKinnis, W4QOC, as chief op, puts
in a full day pounding brass with an
occasional break to put through a 10-
meter schedule to DL4 or W5 land for
a personal QSO for some member of
MATS staff or their families.

C.w. operation occupies 99 per -cent
of the time and the ultimate ambition
is to be the lead station in the "Brass
Pounders League" every month. At
the moment K3FMC has entered the
Eastern Shuttle Net on 7120 kc. at
1030 every morning. In addition to
making deliveries in the Washington,
D. C., area, Mac has a message box at
Headquarters building, and this is
generating a bit of traffic.

Organization of world-wide nets
covering the far-flung outposts of Air-

ways and Air Communications Sys-
tems is waiting only on the clarifica-
tion of call signs for MARS stations
outside the ZI.

The station layout consists of an
HT -4 (ancient vintage BC 610), a
BC 610-E, and a home-grown peanut
whistle for 40 -meter operation exclu-
sively. The HT -4 has been modified
for 10 -meters and is v.f.o. through the
courtesy of T/Sgt. Leonard Finkle,
ex-KL7FY, who built it out of surplus
Navy gear. The 610-E is used for 20
and 80 -meter operation in most part
and is resorted to on 40 meters only
when things are especially rough.

The pet transmitter is the one that
Mac put together in the fall of 1945
using a BC 375 and one of its tuning
units for chassis and cabinet. The
v.f.o. uses a 6G6G oscillator and a 6V6
isolation stage. A VR-150 is used for
voltage regulation. The transmitter
proper uses a 6V6 doubler, a 6V6 buf-
fer, which is keyed in the cathode, into
an 807 with about 60 watts input. Mac
feels the same way about shooting
squirrels with a shotgun that he does
about using more than 100 watts on
40 -meter G.w.

The receiver complement consists of
two SX 28s, two Super -Pros, a BC 342
and an Echophone.

Antennas really sprout from the
shack. A 3 -element close spaced,

Lt. James B. Bartlett (K3FMC), trustee, and Lt. (i.g.) Richard F. Thorpe observing mes-
sage handling at K3FMC. L. to R.: M/Sgt. Alois M. Palenchar (W4OWG) shown com-
pleting radio telephone contact; M/Sgt. Arthur R. McKinnis (W4QOC) copying traffic
from W2MRL; Lts. Bartlett and Thorpe. Sgt. McKinnis is a non-commissioned officer in
charge of K3FMC, Airways and Air Communications Service's amateur radio station.
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which is rotated by hand, is fed with
a 600 -ohm open wire line and is delta
matched into the driven element be-
cause the owner of same did not want
it cut in two. There is a 10 -meter and
20 -meter doublet, each fed with coax,
an end fed 40 -meter full wave, and a
center fed Zepp cut for 80 meters that
works well on all bands.

Unification of the services is exem-
plified in the operation of K3FMC
with Lt. (j.g.) Richard F. Thorpe,
W3PHB, at the key or on the horn,
evenings and week ends. Lt. Thorpe
is an instrument flying instructor at
Anacostia Naval Air Station during
the day.

Master Sergeant Alois Palenchar,
W4OWG, as second op, spends as
much time as his duties will permit,
sometimes indulging in two -band op-
eration or giving the first op a break.
His ear is always cocked for VK2's
since his XYL hails from Melbourne.

Lt. James B. Bartlett is station
trustee for K3FMC and has also been
appointed as MARS director for Head-
quarters, Airways and Air Communi-
cations Service.

The majority of the 200 odd QSO's
per month are traffic handling or rag
chews with DX holding only a small
allure. The Gang at K3FMC say
QRU? and are always happy to QSP.

30

EUROPEAN TELEVISION
FACILITIES

ARECENT
London news item reports

that only one countryon the Con-
tinent (excluding Britain) can boast of
television service at present. France is
operating a 425 line transmission from
the Eiffel Tower in Paris, and two addi-
tional French stations, operating with
819 lines, are being proposed. It will be
a year or more before these are ready,
however, and for the time being, no
other Continental country has ordered
any TV transmitting equipment, nor
have any of them decided on the num-
ber of lines they will use K B.

ANNUAL S. T. E. N.
CONVENTION

THE
ANNUAL convention of the South

Texas Emergency Net, largest emer-
gency net in the world, will be held in
Cuero, Texas, again this year, May 28
and 29. This is a real hamfest with
emphasis on emergency and net oper-
ation. Attendance last year numbered
between 400 and 500, and all OM's,
XYL's, and others interested are in-
vited to this year's celebration.

On both days, there will be entertain-
ment as well as technical information,
interspersed with lively contests and
prize drawings. On Saturday, May 28,
there will be a special mobile contest
on the way to the convention, begin-
ning at 7:00 a.m., in which as many
stations as possible will be worked.

Besides the regular program, it has
been arranged to have the FCC inspec-
tor present, and those who want to
take their amateur license exams may
do so on Saturday.

Contact B. B. Thorn, W5CIX, Cuero,
Texas, for informal' , or tickets to
the convention, which are $2.50 each.

SEE LEO FIRST...
for HALLICRAFTERS!

IIMB el=

T-64
TV CHASSIS
For 10" or 12" tube
Big picture TV at a

small -set price. Factory
wired, aligned, and
tested . . backed by
RMA 90-day warranty.

$16995 With speaker and all
tubes except CR tube.

DOWN PAYMENT $33.95
Dual-Frcfters new
DualFocus switch

gives instantaneous selection of either 56 or 64 square inch
picture on 10" tube.

10" TUBE 12" TUBE CONVERSION BRACKET

$34.50 $66.00
FOR 12" TUBE$8.50

COMPLETE LINE OF HALLICRAFTERS
(DOWN PAYMENT 20%)

TV -509 (Television) .$269.50 SX-42 (Receiver) ...$275.00
S -40A (Receiver) ... 99.50 S-53 (Receiver) .... 89.50
5X-43 (Receiver) . 189.50 SX-62 (Receiver) .. 269.50

R-42 (Speaker) $34.50

IT'S EASY TO BUY FROM WRL!
Best E -Z Payment Plan in the country-We finance our own
paper-no red tape! ONLY 20% DOWN-liberal trade-in
on your present equipment. Deal with WRL-Tbe World's
,ttosl Personalized Radio Supply House.

For the first time
NEW LOW PRICE

$39,95

S-38
RECEIVER

Overall frequency range from 540
KC to 32 MC in four bands. Main
tuning dial calibrated with pre-
cision accuracy. Separate electri-
cal bandspread dial. CW pitch
control adjustable from front
panel, automatic noise limiter,
self-contained PM dynamic speak-
er. 105-125 volt AC/DC.

Down Payment $7.99

SPECIAL SALE Brand new guaranteed 160-
Meter Crystals in FT -243 Holders-

Each 98c
Frequency range 1800 to 2000

WRITE FOR OUR BIG LIST OF SPECIALS!

WRITE - WIRE
PHONE 7795

TELEVISION RECEIVER -51.00
Complete instructions for building your own tele-
vision receiver. 16 pages -11" x 17" of pictures,
pictorial diagrams, clarified schematics, 17"x22"
complete schematic diagram and chassis layout.
Also booklet of alignment instructions, voltage
and resistance tables and trouble -shooting hints.
-All for 51.00.

CERTIFIED TELEVISION LABORATORIES
5507 -13th Ave., Brooklyn 19, N. Y.

AUDIO ENGINEERING SCHOOL
A practical Audi,,cog-Meet-mg course In Sound Fonda.

se tals: FILM and MAGNETIC Recording; Transmis-
ion Measurements: Monitoring and Mixing. Labora-

tories contain Transmission Seta, Oscillators, Harmonic
Analyzer, Distortion Sete, Intermodulatlon Analyzer
and other equipment. Recording Studio saslmilating
Broadcast, Motion Picture and Commercial Sound Re-
cording: H. M. TREMAINE. Pres.-Director. Approved
for Veterans and Foreign visas.

HOLLYWOOD SOUND INSTITUTE, Inc.
1040-N North Kenmore, Houywood 27, Cai,t.
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MEYERSON

wecco
CU ON 10-20 6 75 METERS

GIANT RADIO
REFERENCE MAP

Just right for your control coons
wall. Approximately 28"x42".
Contains time zones, amateur
zones, leading short-wave sta-
tions, monitoring stations. Mail
Coupon Today and 2 í5c

FREE 0- 0,0
The most To
complete
Ham Catalog.'
ever
assembled.
Send for
your copy

today)

r -fa- - AA ins oe - - -a- I.,
WORLD RADIO LABORATORIES

1744 West Broadway R-5

Council Bluffs, Iowa List Of Used Equipment,
Please send me:

Rodio Map
 New Catalog

Name

Address

 Send Free Halli-
crafter catalog

e
I

City State- - - - - - - - - - I- - - BI

BARGAINS
KEY Code Practice TAC 3-38 New >:.49
TRANSFORMER-Kenyon Trans. Co. Primary

110 v. 60 cy. Sec. 5v Q 60 amp. C.T 4.49
CATHODE RAY TUBE-5CP7 1.35
RADAR JAMMING TRANSMITTER AN/APT2

Range 500-7011 meg. 10 Tubes. New 9.49
RADAR RECEIVERS-BC-733D 10 Tubes 108-

110 meg. New. With crystals 4.49
DY NAMOTORS-101-C. Input 13/26 v. 12.6/6 3

amp. DC Output 40(1v. la' .135 Amp.. 800v ,
.020 Amp. AC. Output Ov.. 1.12 amp 2.95

METER-Weston or Westinghouse 0-150 y. AC,
2 inch panel mount 2.95

TUNING UNIT (1st 1í.F.1 2C4C/2.1.1/T:;. . .95
CONDENSER -5 gang Navy RBA L4S1. silver

plated, No. 1, 251 mmt; 2, 253; 3, 253; 4.
250 and 3, 252 mmf 2.49

All C.O.D. orders to be accompanied by 25% de-
posit. Orders without postage will be shipped expresa
collect. F.O.B. Berwyn, Md,

R. & T. ELECTRONICS COMPANY, INC.
9723 Baltimore Blvd. Berwyn, Md.

Phone TOwer 5384
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BRAND NEW
NAVY EQUIPMENT

BG

II5V
60 cycle
410 Mgc

Xmtr
493 Mgc

Rcvr
with

Power
Supplies

Less Tubes
7200

BUILT
LIKE

A

BATTLE-
SHIP

MOBILE COMPANION
UNIT ABA -1

470 Mgc. 493 Mac. 12 or 24V. DC Input.

Furnished with tubes, all connectors, control
box and antennas.

FREE CONVERSION INSTRUCTIONS

All for only '22"
Medium Impedance USED

50cHeadphones Guaranteed

NAVY YJ-Racon
175 & 515 Mgc

Operates from 115 V 60 Cycle
Including 20' Mast
and Antennas NEW

Butterfly Tuner NEW
21/2" diameter $1.25
5" diameter 2.25

Tubes
211 $ .50 2k28 $ 5.00 6SJ7 $ .50
807 1.00 5R4G .75 6AC7 .90
2J22 12.00 C6J 10.00 931A 3.50

100 83-ISP Connectors $25.00
100 83-IAP Connectors 15.00

3" Weston 301 30V DC $3.00
2" GE 30V DC 2.25

Kentucky's SURPLUS Home

ELECTRONIC
SERVICE CO.

119 S. 6th St. Louisville, Ky.

Internal Tonal Short -Wave
(Continued from page 58)

According to Nattugglan, Sweden,
reports to Karachi should be ad-
dressed to Z. A. Bokhart, Esq., Con-
troller of Broadcasting, Radio Pakis-
tan, Mohammed Ali Jinnah Road,
Karachi, Pakistan. The Swedish pub-
lication reports the 6.070 outlet is
heard in Sweden 2130-2210, with news
at start.

Radio Australia reports that the
Dacca station is eager to receive re-
ception reports, especially from dis-
tant points, and that the QRA is sim-
ply Radio Pakistan, Dacca, East Ben-
gal, Pakistan.

Finally, here are a few brief back-
ground notes on Pakistan that may
add to your enjoyment of its radio
broadcasts:

The new Dominion of Pakistan com-
prises two zones a thousand miles
apart, embracing portions of a num-
ber of predominantly Moslem prov-
inces in the northwest and northeast
corners of India and a number of
Princely (native) States. The zones
are connected by sea, air, and radio-
telephone links. The area is approxi-
mately 361,000 square miles, and the
population is upwards of 70 million.
Pakistan consists of four provinces-
East Bengal, capital Dacca; North
West Frontier province, capital Pes-
hawar; West Punjab, capital Lahore;
and Sind, capital Karachi.

Karachi, the nation's capital, is a
seaport and is an important airline
junction as well, having the largest
airport in all Asia. It is the seat of
the Sind University.

The national flag of Pakistan is
green and white; the white portion,
which is one quarter of the flag, stands
for the non -Moslem minorities; on the
green part appears a white crescent
and heraldic star.

As you probably know, Pakistan is
essentially agricultural, chief crops
being jute, cotton, wheat, and rice; in
fact, the Dominion is the largest pro-
ducer of jute fiber in the world. Tea
and oil seeds are exported in quantity.
A geological survey-now under way
-has already revealed the 'existence
of rich deposits of oil, coal, sulphur,
salt, lime, chromite, asbestos, anti-
mony, steatite, and gypsum.

Eastern Bengal was over -run by the
Moslems at the end of the 12th cen-
tury. It is a land of rivers, tributaries
of the Ganges and the Brahmaputra.
These serve as highways, and bring
down the alluvial soil which makes it
one of the most fertile countries in
the world. It has a good seaport in
Chittagong. Its products include tea,
indigo, jute, timber, and many kinds
of grain.

Pakistan was accepted as the 57th
member of the United Nations on Sep-
tember 30, 1947.

As we take our leave of radio in the
new Dominion of Pakistan, it is with
a feeling that already the Dominion is

Magnify Your Profits!

Buy direct from one of the largest
Manufacturers of magnifiers for Tele-
vision sets.

Our freeblown magnifier lens gives
undistorted magnification at a wide
angle. Available in clear or light blue.
With universal bracket providing ad-
justment up or down-in or out. Fits
any set on the market.
Standard lens with bracket 23 9sfor 10" tube, retails for..
Standard lens with bracket 199rfor 7" tube, retails for... e

Both sizes available at slightly less
with metal strap hangers designed for
particular sets.
Regular dealer discounts of 50% on orders for
two or more units.
Inquiries invited from Distributors.

Croasdale & deAngelis Inc.
LENS DEPT.

LENNI MILLS, PA.

71FF'
send today for this
big book of values in

TELEVISION
RADIO, ELECTRONIC,

INDUSTRIAL, SOUND &

AMATEUR EQUIPMENT

NEW 1949
NEWARK CATALOG

20,000 items including everything in STAND-
ARD BRAND equipment! 148 pages packed
with pictures, charts, and vital information!

KITS! SETS! PARTS! ACCESSORIES!

No matter how tiny the part, how tremendous the
system ... it's listed in this mammoth catalog ...
the one easy, satisfactory way to always get top -
performing, top -value equipment! The most com-
plete essential reference book for pros, hams,
Lobbyists, novices, oldtimers . . anyone, everyone
interested in IV radio and sound equipment!

24 -HR. MAIL SERVICE  ONE YEAR TO PAY

3 GREAT STORES! Uptown at 115 Watt 45th Street
and Downtown at 212 Fulton Street in NEW YORK
323 West Madison Street in the heart of CHICAGO

R6D10 & TELEVISION

MAIL COUPON TODAY

Newark Electric Co..
242 W. 55th St.. NYC

! Dept. E 2 Please send FREE Newark Catalog to: I

I NAMF !

ADDRESS

LCITY STATE I
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well under way with its program for
providing radio facilities-both for
domestic and foreign consumption.
Our hearty congratulations and best
wishes for the future go this month to
Radio Pakistan!

* * *

Verification Data
QRA for Tashkent is Radio Tasch-

kent Broadcasting Commity, Tasch-
kent, USSR. (Nattugglan, Sweden)

COCQ may be addressed in care of
CMQ Network, Inc., Radio Center,
Havana, Cuba. (Bachman, Pa.)

Here are a few current QRA's from
Sidney Pearce, England-Foreign
Broadcast Section, Radio Indonesia,
Koningsplein Zuid 17, Batavia C.,
Java, D.E.I.; Forces Broadcasting Sta-
tion, Station Commander, No. 4, Cyp-
rus M.E.L.F. 3; JJOY, Grecian Dis-
trict, Office of the District Engineer,
Corps of Engineers, Athens, Greece;
VUM, Station Director, No. 15, Mar-
shall Road, Egmore, Madras, India;
Emissora Nacional, Rua do Quelhas,
Lisbon, Portugal.

Radio Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Broadcasting Studios, Hong Kong, has
written Gaynor, Calif., thanking him
for his reception report; stated "It
was very welcome, as we don't often
get a report from America. I'm afraid
that we don't send out verification
cards-we are a Government depart-
ment, and the expenditure has not yet
been approved. However, we enclose
a schedule of our times of transmis-
sion, etc." The letter was signed by
D. Keith Hardy, Program Secretary.

Address for XGT-2 series is Chi-
nese Govt. Radio Admin., Sasson
House, Tienchil Road, Shanghai,
China. (Gaynor, Calif.)

* * *

Club Notes
Sweden-Nattugglan, "Night Owl,"

house organ of the Scandinavian DX -
Club, is available to overseas club
members for 20 IRC's for a whole
year, 10 IRC's for a half year; QRA is
Box 563, Jonkoping 2, Sweden. Presi-
dent of this fine organization is Karl -
Ake Bergstrom; editor of Nattugglan
is Viggo Bengtsson.

United States-Walt Morgan, Pa.,
informs me that the World -Wide DX
Society has merged with the Dial
Spinner's Club under the latter's
name. Publishes a monthly bulletin.

* * *

This Month's Schedules
(NOTE: Some stations are now

changing to Summer Time, in which
cases schedules may be one hour ear-
lier than listed herein.-K.R.B.)

Albania-Nattugglan, Sweden, lists
Scutari on 8.220 at 2330-0100, 1300-
1630, says at 1300-1400 has own pro-
gram, but after 1400 relays ZAA, Tir-
ana. It lists Radio Korce on 6.280
with weekday schedule of 0045-0200,
0530-1200, and Sundays 0630-0715,
1145-1505.

ZAA, 7.852, Tirana, heard in New-
foundland 1500-1630; English 1515-
1530. (Peddle)

Algeria-Radio Algiers, 9.570, heard
well lately in Arabic before 1445-1530
and French from 1530 to sign -off 1800.
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YOUR BEST VALUE

By any comparison, IRC is your biggest
value in Power Wire Wound Resistors.
Examine the extra features you get
with these dependable IRC heavy
duty resistors.
The exclusive moisture -pro coating
is designed to the known cientific

inciple that a dark, coads surface
ssipates more heat more rap y than

a mooth, shiny surface. This means
b ter performance.
Fo easier installation, IRC pr vides
bo lead and lug on the sam ter -
min` 1. Lugs may be clipped for ace
savi g in crowded chassis, and h avy
tin dipping assures easy solde <'rig.
Resis or ends are clean and of
coati g-permitting easy v ;, al
moun ' s with tie -bolts.
mount' are ay
power 14.!
ficati
IRC ?o permanent
... for curate replacement.
And here's a feature that should not
be taken for granted-IRC Power
Wire Wounds handle full rated power.
No derating is required at high ranges.
When you buy power wire wound
resistors, always ask your distributor
for IRC-most for your money by any
comparison. International Resistance
Co., 401 N. Broad Street, Philadel-
phia 8, Pa. In Canada: International
Resistance Co., Ltd., Toronto, Licensee.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.

Wiwi"-tk &tcuit Sar -v v -

COMPARE THE COATING
dark and rough for rapid heat
dissipation.

COMPARE THE TERMINALS

both lead and lug on same
heavily tinned terminal.

COMPARE IDENTIFICATION
permanent marking shows
type, size and resistance-
will not fade.

COMPARE PERFORMANCE
IRC PWW's handle full rated
power-no derating required
at high ranges.

fixed and ad-
Iustable types in
wide range of
ratings, sizes and
terminal types.

RADIO a n d TELEVISION
Thorough Training in All

Technical Phases
APPROVED FOR VETERANS

WEEKLY RATES DAYS-EVENINGS
RCA GRADUATES ARE IN DEMAND

For Free Catalog write Dept. RN -49
RCA INSTITUTES, Inc.

A Service of Rodio Corporation of America
350 West 4th Si_ New York 14, N. Y.

F If E E
Send name and address for our free
catalogue, chock-full of standard
brand radio and TV sets, parts andequipment at rock bottom bargain
prices.

COMMI lt( IAL RADIO, Dept. N
36 Braille St. Boston 8, Mass.

F L- 8 FILTER
ONLY to the Signal You WANT to Hear

Improves ANY receiver! 1020 cps Filter, connects
between output of receiver and 'phones or
speaker. Hear only ONE signal at a time. Cuts
out interference and background noise. AMAZ-
ING PERFORMANCE! BRAND NEW $'79
War Surplus item. Add 40c for post-
age. Cash with order

ESEGE SALES CO.
1306 Bond St., Los Angeles 15, Calif.
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FOR GREATER
TELEVISION
ENJOYMENT

lalf/
A UNIQUE TURNTABLE FOR ALL
TABLE TOP TELEVISION SETS

No more strained eyes or strained necks.
No more shifting of your furniture.
Now everyone can enjoy your television set
at once.

No Fuss -No Bother; Simply Place the Tile -Turn
Centrally Under Your Television Receiver. With
a Feather -touch Turn You Can Gently Turn Your

Set in Any Direction.
Tele -Turn Will Hold the Largest and Heaviest Seta.

_ >  ;.

The Bottom of the Turntable Is Fitted with Heavy
Rubber Suction Cups; No Slipping or Marring of

Furniture.

This unique television turntable was
created by popular demand. It allows
your television set to be seen from
any point in the room by any num-
ber of people at the same time and
without strained necks or strained
eyes. It is made of heavy gauge
steel. The top plate is felt covered
and so constructed that you get ven-
tilation for the bottom of your tele-
vision set.
Tele -Turn is also adaptable for use
under heavy ham equipmmnt.

Send for your Tele- .795Turn today, only....
F.O.B. Chicago

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Manufactured by

KRENCO MFG. INC.
231 South La Salle St., Chicago 4, Illinois

(Hagen, Ala.) Heard testing on 11.836
at 1145-1230. (Swedish DX)

Anglo-Egyptian Sudan -Omdurman
is still heard on approximately 9.750
during Arabic session 1400-1430; call
of "Huna Omdurman" is clear and
distinct. (Pearce, England) Other
British - listeners report this channel
audible in England 1130-1300, 1400-
1430. Only English is Fridays 1230-
1300. (Swedish DX)

Angola-CR6RL, 8.090, Luanda,
heard 1330-1600 sign -off, same for
CR6RA, 9.470. (Peddle, Newfound-
land)

Argentina-LRS, 9.315, Buenos Ai-
res, heard 1730-2100; LRU, 15.290,
heard 1515-1600. (Peddle, Newfound-
land) LRY-1, 9.545, heard 0515 with
Spanish news. (Alfred, Ontario)

Australia -Recent schedule altera-
tions of Radio Australia effected these
current listings -at 0900-0945, VLA6,
15.200, to N. Asia, British Isles and
Europe, while VLC11, 15.21, is used to
S. Asia, British Isles and Europe; 0900-
1000, VLB3, 11.76, to S. Asia, British
Isles and Europe, and same time,
VLG3, 11.71, to same areas. At 1000-
1115, VLA6, 15.20, to North America
(West Coast), VLC3, 11.76, to same
area, VLG3, 11.71, to S. Asia; at 1015-
1115, VLB9, 9.615, to Africa. At 1500-
1655, VLC (dependent on BBC monitor-
ing report for clear channel, may be
one of 15.16, 15.21, or 15.22), to British
Isles and Europe; 1710-1815, VLC9,
17.84, to South America; other sched-
ules remain as previously listed.
(Hutchins)

Graham Hutchins, DX Editor of Ra-
dio Australia, has airmailed me com-
plete current schedules of the Inland
Short -Wave Service of the Australian

Broadcasting Commission. Melbourne
-VLG6, 15.23, Sunday through Friday
1500-1700, Saturday 1545-1700; VLR2,
6.15, Sunday through Friday 1500-
1715, Saturday 1545-1715, Monday
through Friday 0345-0830, Saturday
0345-0900, and Sunday 0230-0830;
VLR, 9.54, Sunday through Friday
1730-0330 (next day), and Saturday
1730-0215 (next day); VLH4, 11.88,
Sunday through Friday 1500-1815,
Saturday 1545-1815; VLH5, 15.23, dai-
ly 1830.0315 (next day); VLH3, 9.58,
Sunday through Friday 0328-0830,
Saturday 0328-0900. Sydney-VLI2,
6.09, Sunday through Friday 1500-
1745, Saturday 1545-1730, Sunday
through Friday 0330-0830, Saturday
0330-0900; VLI3, 9.50, Sunday through
Friday 1800-0315 (next day), and Sat-
urday 1745-0315 (next day). Brisbane
-VLQ3, 9.66, Sunday through Thurs-
day 1500-0830 (next day), Friday 1500-
0900 (next day), and Saturday 1545-
0830 (next day). Perth-VLW3, 11.83,
daily 1930-0300 (next day); VLW5,
9.61, Sunday through Friday 1700-
2115, Saturday 1745-2115, and Sunday
through Friday 0515-1030, Saturdays
0515-1100.

Port Moresby (Br. New Guinea)-
VLT5, 7.28, Sunday through Thursday
1545-1900, Friday 1545-1730, Saturday
1645-2000, Monday through Friday
0315-0730, Saturday 0315-0800, Sunday
0315-0700; VLT7, 9.52, Sunday through
Friday 2100-2300, Saturday 2100-0300
(next day), Monday through Friday
0030-0300, and Sunday 0100-0300.

VLI3, 9.50, Sydney, N.S.W., heard in
California after XEWW, Mexico City,
leaves this channel 0100; is best 0230.
(Balbi)

(Continued on page 159)

LEAD-IN FASTENING TO TELEVISION ANTENNA
By MATTHEW MANDL

THE place where the twin -lead or
coaxial cable fastens to the terminal

posts of the antenna should never be
the means of support for the weight of
the transmission line. When the line
is not pulled tight, the combined weight
of the lead-in and the constant flexing
the connection receives during windy
days, will break the connection.

Even if it is desired to run the lead-
in well away from the supporting mast
in order to minimize losses, an extra
fastening should be made eight or ten
inches below the antenna to support
the lead-in weight and prevent flexing
of the lead-in at the terminal joints.
This may be accomplished by use of
the metal stand-off insulator with the
polystyrene insert as shown in Fig. 1.

A hole is drilled through the support-
ing mast so that the insulator can be
bolted on. If the insulator end is of the
wood screw type, a slightly smaller drill
can be used so that the insulator will
partially make its own thread as it is
turned into place. With the twin -lead
type, a pair of pliers can be used to
press the loop tightly around the insert.
This forces the slot closed and holds
the twin -lead rigidly. A thin hole can
also be punched exactly in the center
of the twin -lead insulation, one above
the stand-off insulator, and one below.

Thin string can then be pulled through
the holes and tied around the insulator
to prevent movement of the twin lead
through the slot.

With the coaxial -type line, a stand-
off insulator made for the coaxial is
used. Two pieces of size 14 wire are
looped around the coaxial above and
below the insulator, and twisted tight-
ly so that the line cannot shift down
and exert a strain on the terminals at
the antenna. Inasmuch as the outer
conductor of the coaxial is at ground
potential and covered with insulation,
the twisted wire around it will not alter
its characteristics.-

Fig. 1.
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10.7 me. Discriminator
(Continued from page 59)

across the resistors R, and R, and thus
produce a voltage difference across
"a" -"c." This is illustrated in Fig. 3,

which shows how the magnitudes of
the resultant voltages vary with devi-
ations in the applied signal frequency
from the center frequency, Fr. The
difference voltage, E, -E2, is also shown
in Fig. 3 and gives the net potential
developed across the output of the
discriminator; such a curve is known
as the discriminator characteristic.
The greater the phase shift between
the two component voltages supplied
to each diode, the greater will be the
net output voltage. Thus frequency
variations can be transformed into
voltage variations which are not only
proportional to the frequency devia-
tion, but which vary in polarity with
the side of the center frequency to
which the frequency deviation occurs.
The result is an audio signal con-
forming to the modulating voltage ap-
plied to the carrier frequency.

The proper functioning of the dis-
criminator circuit depends chiefly
upon the linearity of the load resist-
ors R5 and R5, similar diodes, and a
well designed discriminator trans-
former. The first two requirements
are easily met, and suggestions for
building the third are given in the
following specifications.

Fig. 1 shows the essential parts and
the completed assembly of the easily
built transformer. The type of coil
form and shield -can shown are desir-
able but not absolutely essential; any
adaptation of discarded i.f. trans-
former forms may be employed as
long as the coil diameter and spacings
as shown in Fig. 4 are closely fol-
lowed. Also, the metallic shield should
be of a size to permit at least the
width of one coil diameter between the
windings and the shield, both at the
sides and the ends of the coils. Since
the symmetrical placement of the sec-
ondary winding with respect to the pri-
mary winding prevents the use of in-
ductive tuning, capacitive tuning is

Fig. 3. Derivation of discriminator
characteristic as referred to in text.

ALL THIS -- -- AND MORE, TOO!
For speedy service, down-to-earth
prices, top quality -it's SENCO every
time. Yes, you get more at SENCO!

RCA INTERCOM
IDEAL FOR HOME,
OFFICE, STORE!

3 -tube AC -DC
amplifier c 4 r -
cult. Designed
to operate with
2 remote sta-
tions connected
in parallel. Re-
m o t e stations

not supplied. Two small I'M speakers and two
single -pole double -throw switches are all that
is required to make a remote unit for 2 -way
communication. Other Applications: Electronic
Baby -Sitter, Phono-Amplifier, Code Practice
Oscillator.
Complete with tubes and 100 ff. of cable.

SPECIAL! $795 ORDER YOURS

TODAY!

SPEAKER Saving!
Here are the speakers you've
been looking fort Quality so
high, yet prices so very low.
Why hesitate -take advantage
of this SENCO saving now!

3" P.M. -.68 oz. Alnico V $ .99
3" Y.M.-1.47 oz. Alnico V 1.15

4" P.M. -1.47 oz. Alnico V 1.15

4"x6" P.M. -Alnico V 1.69

5" P.M. -1 oz. Alnico V .99

5" P.M. -1.47 oz. Alnico V 1.15

8" P.M. -2.15 oz. Alnico V 2.75

8" P.M. -4.64 oz. Alnico V Magnet 2.95

8" P.M. -6.8 oz. Alnico V 3.69

10" P.M. -6.8 oz. Alnico V 3.75

12" P.M. -Alnico V 3.95

12" P.M. -6.8 oz. Alnico V RCA 4.95

MAGNAVOX SPEAKERS
12" P.M. -21 oz, magnet with 6V6 P.P

output, cord and plug $5.95

12" 1000 ohms field with 6V6 P.P. output,
cord and plug 5.95

12" 680 ohms field with 6V6 P.P. output,
cord and plug 5.95

8" 680 ohms field with 6V6 P.P. output,
cord and plug 3.69

TOGGLE SWITCH -Bat Handle, Long Shank
single -pole double -throw -3 amps 25c

PN88 SHURE CRYSTAL CARTRIDGE $l.69
ASTATIC NYLON CARTRIDGE 2.79

Type
OZ4
A3
ASGT
C5GT
C7G5

D7G
F7
LC6
LD5
LH4
LN5
L4
P5
R4
R5
S5
T4
T5GT
U4
V

2A7

2X2/879

387/1291
3Q5
384

5U4G
5W4GT
5Y3G
5Y3GT/G
5Y4G
5Z3
5Z4
6AB5/6N5
SACS
6AC7/1852
6AH6
6AL7
6AN5
6AT6
61340
6BA6
6BE6
6BG6G
6BH6
6616
6C4
6C5GT
6D6
6F5GT
6F6GT
6F7/VT70
6G6G
6H6GT/G
6J7GT
6K6GT/G
6K7G
6K7GT/G
6K8
6L5G
6L60
6N4
6P5GT
6Q7G
6SA7GT/G
6SD7
6SH7GT
6SK7GT/G
68L7GT
6SN7GT
6SQ7GT/G
6SR7
6SS7
6SV7
6T8
6U5/6G5

LOOK AT THESE TUBE VALUES!
411 Brand New! R. M. A. Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery! Individually Cartoned!
Lots of Lots of

10 10

Each Each Type Each Each
69c 590 6U6GT 40c 29c

45 39 6U7G 35 25

59 49 6V5GT 59 49

69 59 6V6GT/G 45 39

64 58 6W4GT 69 59

67 60 6X5GT/G 49 39

69 59 6Y6G 71 63

79 69 7A4 53 43

69 59 7A7 59 49

69 59 766 49 44

69 59 7B7 49 44

69 59 7B8 69 59

49 45 7C5 55 49

59 49 7C6 49 44

69 59 7H7 49 44

55 49 7K7 49 44

58 48 7Q7 69 59

69 55 7X7(XXFM) 44 35

59 49 7Y4 44 35

49 39 12A 79 69

45 39 12A6 29 25

32 25 I2A8GT 35 28

89 79 12AT6 50 45

35 29 I2AU6 65 55

49 39 I2AV6 49 39

59 49 12BA6 50 45

55 49 128E6 50 45

55 45 12H6 39 34

79 69 1217GT 45 39

50 40 12K8Y 35 25

38 34 I2Q7GT 45 39

42 37 12SA7GT/G 40 32

40 83 I2SF5GT 40 32

39 32 12S17GT 55 49

59 49 12SK7GT/G 45 35

59 49 I2SL7GT 49 43

99 89 12SN7GT 49 43

69 .69 I2SQ7GT/G 40 32

79 69 I2SR7 35 32

49 39 I2Z3 55 49

69 59 14A7 65 55

65 55 14B6 59 49

49 39 1447 65 55

89 79 1978 89 79

49 39 24A 49 39

49 38 25L6GT 55 45

99 89 25Z6GT/G 45 39

79 69 26 32 25

59 49 27 45 35

29 25 32L7GT 52 48

40 35 35L6GT/G 45 39

49 45 35W4 43 40
55 45 35Y4 43 40

45 39 35Z4GT 49 45

39 29 35Z5GT/G 43 39

59 36
35Z6G 43 394385/51 42 37

42
45 39

36 35 29

39/44 25 19

50 41 43 54 47
49 39 45 49 39

69 59 45Z5 59 49

69 59 47 49 39

93 84 50 1.49 99

49 38 SOS 42 32

55 49 50L6GT 50 45

51 47 56 55 45

44 37 57 45 39

49 39 58 45 39

40
49 39 78 45 9 45

49 47 77 35 27

49 47 78 49 39

44 37 80 40 38

43 86 81 1.49 99

59 49 85 49 45

55 49 99V 35 25

89 79 99X 35 25

69 59 117Z6GT/G 79 69

MINIMUM ORDER $2.50
WHEN ORDERING -Send
25% deposit for all C.O.D.
Shipments. Include suffi-
cient postage -excess will
be refunded. Orders with-
out postage will be shipped
express ,ollell. All prices
F.O.B. ', " York City.

SEND FOR OUR FREE CIRCULAR!

Dept. H, 71 WEST BROADWAY, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

TELEPHONE-BEekman 3-6498

REMOTE CONTROL MOTOR
Designed to turn a stack of eleven bandswitch wafers
to ally one of four positions from a remote 4 -position
single -pole switch not supplied). Assembly includes
switch wafer. condensers, and other small parts. Op -

rrates on 24 VDC, but may be adjusted for 40 VAC, or
ewound for higher voltages. Self-contained pulser

may be shorted for external pulsing. such as telephone
dial. Government cost wass $11.86 each. NEW, EX-
PORT PACKED, WITH DIAGRAM-ARN-7 MOTOR.
$2.50 postpaid. Case of 16. $15.00 F.O.B. Dayton.
Eleven -inch rod for a 1, o a e, hts standard switch
wafers. 5oc

rod

ENGINEERING ASSOCIATES
Far Hills Branch Box 26 Dayton 9, Ohlo

ELECTRICAL TRAINING
Intensive 32 weeks' residence course in fundamentals of
industrial electrical engineering, including radio, elec-

tronics. Prepares for technicians, engineering aides. Ap-
proved for veteran training. 56th year. Next classes be-
gin September 6, January 9. Catalog.

BUSSELECTRICAL SCHOOL
7698 RICAL Avenue,
Washington 12, D. C.

-WAR SURPLUS -
VERTICAL

GYRO UNIT
Originally

Cost $2855.00
NOW ONLY
94.95

Aluminum housing  One 400 -cycle. 1I5 -v.. 3 -ph.

Motor Propelled Gyro  Two 24-v. DC shunt-wound
motors  2 Electronic Relays  Auto Transformer 
Hundreds of precision parts  35 lbs.

You pay shipping costs. Send check or money order to

SURPLEX RETAIL SALES INC.
2409 S. LaSalle St. Chicago 16, Ill.
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beat eofi~«./
THE MEISSNER 8C FM RECEPTOR

This outstanding receptor now offers even finer
performance, truer tone, more stability - the result of new design
changes and the exclusive use, wherever possible, of ceramic components.

Designed for simple connection to present AM radio receivers, the 8C
instantly converts them to standard AM or thrilling, static -free, high
fidelity FM reception.

It is also excellent for use with Phono Amplifiers, or with Public Address
Systems.

eoffoRRC / dCdC 90~C4'
 AUDIO FIDELITY: Flat within plus or

minus 2 db. from 50 to 15,000 CPS.

 SENSITIVITY: 40 microvolts.

 AUDIO OUTPUT: 3 volts R. M. S. at
minimum usable signal input, 30%
modulation. For greater signal inputs,

output voltages as high as 15 volts
R. M. S. obtained without distortion.

 AMPLIFIER REQUIREMENTS: Any
high quality audio power amplifier may
be used which has high impedance in-
put and which will produce full output
with 10 volts R.M.S. audio input.

See and hear the new 8C Receptor at your Meissner Jobber.

MEISSNER MEISSNER MANUFACTURING DIVISION
Maguire Industries, Inc., Mt. Carmel, Illinois

Now *DYNAMIC
NOISE SUPPRESSION

with your present Radio -Phonograph or Am-plifier on both Standard and Long-PlayingRecords.

Reduces scratch and rumble without fixedloss of "highs" or "lows".
Add realism to your music reproduction bythese 2 simple steps.

1. Plug in the "Little Wonder" *DynamicNoise Suppressor between your pick-up and amplifier.
2. Plug in the socket adapter to thepower -tube socket.

-

The "Little Wonder" (Type 110-A) realizesthe full capabilities of your present equip-ment; remote control mounts anywhere;high -and -low -frequency noise suppression; twoinductor type high -frequency gate circuit;two separate control rectifiers; compact -7 x x 4% inches. For full specificationswrite for bulletin 549 RN -1.
*Licensed under U. S. and foreign patentspending and issued.

HERMON SCOTTHOSMER
M INCORPORATED

-PAfKAGfD fNG/NffR/NG"
395 PUTNAM AVE  CAMBRIDGE 39 MASS

TV LENS FILTERS-
SAVE $$

REDUCE GLARE & EYESTRAIN
IMPROVE PICTURE QUALITY! Heavy blue tinted
acetate, EASILY ATTACHED-A MUST for com-plete TV enjoyment.
For 7" tubes...5 .75 For 15" tubes..5 1 .89For 10" tubes....89 For 20" tubes.. 3.39For 12" tubas...5 I .39

HEARING AID
AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY

(Sonotone Vacuum Tube type). Make a
real VEST POCKET RADIO or AMPLI-
FIER. adding only small tuner & speak-
er or phone. Ready -wired miniature com-
ponents including 2 controls, outputtrans. choke, switch, resistors, condens-
ers, ete. Overall only: 2"x%"a5"-
WEIGHS ONLY 3% mat Leastubes & case. COMPLETE
WITH DIAGRAMS FOR 2 or 3
TUBE SET NOW ONLY

GENERATOR VOLTAGE REGULATOR (OE)-(Navy typeG -1-A-18). Contains valuable 24 stepped
tactG1113-1-A-18).24V adj. relay asstd. resistors, plugs, sockets. shockmounta, etc. Shpg. wt. 4 ibe. $1,49A STEAL AT

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS-F.W. bridge. 18V. AC 90Qinput
uWav ,154V. AC input Mx 1amp. lya'x 2. O0

1/2.-es. eec; 4 for $2.49

49

"KIT OF THE YEAR"
LEOTONE'S JUMBO RADIO PARTS KIT "NEVER

A BETTER BUY-MOST FOR MY MONEY"
says Radioman .lames E. Riley of West Chester,Pa. That's what they're all saying about this
gigantic assortment of new & dismantled Radio &Electronic parts -17 FULL POUNDS of COILS,SOCKETS, WIRE. SPEAKER ACCES-
CHASSIS. ALLFFTHESE

RESISTORS,mtt. 5249Iba.) AND MUCH MORE FOR ONLY...

CABINET DRAW SLIDES
FOR CONSOLE CHANGERS, RECORDERS, TRANSMIT-
TER RACKS, DRAWERS OF EVERY TYPE. Sturdy stee& aluminum; ball -bearing action. Shpg. wt. 2 lbs.9" extension ((13" overall $1.89 pairIC' extension (15" overall 1.98 pair121/2" extension (191/2. overall 2.19 pairHvy. duty, all -steel. 21/2"/10/2" 2.75 pair

HERE IT IS BRAND NEW!
pmugrpo

pARMMnY

FIELD WIRE (W-110)

&ring.or t pmepreg a to Ñyo'in&x. rrubb 3:)07Telephone

strand Bell

ShDg. wt e4 lbs./100 WHILET BLASTS! /f r

1

Hin. order 52.000-20% Deposit on all C.O.D.'s.a a postagexeees refunded.

RADIO CO.
83 Dey Street

M. New York 7, N. Y.

Fig. 4. Winding specifications and wiring
details of the discriminator transformer.

used. Since it is desirable to use vari-
able air condensers for better stability,
this requirement limits the tuning
range since it is also well to make
these tuning condensers as small' as
is physically possible so that they can
be made an integral part of the dis-
criminator transformer assembly.
However, the condensers used in this
transformer, though small physically
and capacitively, have ample tuning
range to adjust the resonant condi-
tions of the transformer properly.

The winding data is given in Fig. 4.
The primary winding consists of 20
turns of #29 double nylon covered
copper wire (#29 D.C.C. may be used
as well) close wound. The second-
ary consists of two windings of 13
turns of #29 D.N.C. close wound,
one winding being displaced 1/4 inch
above and the other displaced 1/4 inchbelow the secondary winding. All
windings are wound in the same di-
rection, with the common center tap
ends of the secondary winding placed
closest to the primary winding. The
fixed capacitance of the primary cir-
cuit is 30 µµfd.; while that of the sec-
ondary circuit is 40 µµfd. Midget
micamolds were used to conserve
space. The variable tuning conden-
sers are Underwood silver-plated 1-5
µµfd. variable air condensers, that of
the primary being placed at the bot-
tom of the transformer form and that
of the secondary at the top of the
form. The windings are held in place
by applying a thin coat of liquid poly-
styrene coil dope. The 10,000 ohm
damping resistors and the 50 µµfd.

Fig. 5. Discriminator characteristic.

POSIT
DISCRIM

VOLTS

VE
NATOR

NEGATIVE
- DISCRIMINATOR

VOLTS

-400 -200 10.7 +200 +400
KC. OFF MID -FREQUENCY OF 10.7 MC.
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coupling condenser are mounted with-
in the transformer shield.

The frequency discriminator char-
acteristic curve is shown in Fig. 5.
The data for such a curve may be
obtained by means of an unmodulated
variable frequency oscillator, a vacu-
um tube voltmeter and a discrimina-
tor circuit as shown in Fig. 1. The
data for the characteristic shown in
Fig. 5 was actually obtained by using
a Model 900 Vomax and a surplus Sig-
nal Corps signal generator I -222-A.
Using such equipment with an input
of 0.05 volts the maximum discrimi-
nator output voltage was about ± one
volt. In order to have a correctly
operating discriminator, the charac-
teristic curve shown in Fig. 5 should
be obtained. The i.f. frequency of 10.7
mc. should be applied to the grid of
the last limiter stage and the output
of the discriminator measured across
the diode load resistors (points "a" -
"c" in Fig. 2) by means of a vacuum
tube voltmeter. There should be a
zero voltage output when the input
frequency is exactly 10.7 mc. As the
input frequency at constant voltage is
varied positively and negatively with
respect to the center frequency of 10.7
mc. the output voltage should vary
linearly as shown by the characteris-
tic in Fig. 5. If the output voltage is
not zero at 10.7 mc. then the trans-
former secondary tuning condenser,
C., should be adjusted until this con-
dition is met. The linearity of the
characteristic is adjusted by means of
the transformer primary tuning con-
denser, C2.

DUST IN PROJECTION
TELEVISION RECEIVERS

BY MATTHEW MANDL

TELEVISION receivers using the direct
projection method or the modified

Schmidt system, are prone to gather a
considerable amount of dust on lenses
and picture tube faces, with the result
that brilliancy is reduced to a consider-
able degree. Unless the entire unit is
hermetically sealed, dust will get
through the various small crevices and
holes in the projection system housing.
The television serviceman is usually
surprised when he inspects such sets
after a half year's use, to find how much
dust has actually accumulated within
the "barrel" which houses the spher-
ical mirror, the tube, and correcting
lens.

When projection sets are serviced, a
complete check should be made of all
glass or mirrored surfaces involving the
projection system. A successive accu-
mulation of dust on all the components
of the system all add up to produce a
marked reduction in picture brilliance.
The corrector lens, the reflecting mir-
ror, the face of the projection tube, the
viewing screen, or any other part that
has to do with the projected function
of the picture, should be first dusted
off with a soft, dry cloth so that the
abrasive characteristics of the dust will
not injure the highly mirrored or pol-
ished surfaces. A chamois, soaked in
warm water and wrung nearly dry
should then be used to clean the sur-
faces thoroughly.

HH
May, 1949
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FOR SOUND IT'S

SUN RADIO
(on Duane Street)

Hours: Daily, 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Saturdays, 9 A.M. to 4 P.M.

TUNERS  Meissner 8C, FM Tuner $38.33

HEAR BEFORE  Meissner 6L, FM, Chassis $34.33

TRY YOU BUY 1 Howard 482, FM Tuner $35.90
Espey 512, FM -AM $80.51

Visit Sun Radio's sensational 1000 ft. "Self- Radio Craftsmen, FM -AM $110.00

Service" Sound & Television Studio. ^i Browning RV -10, FM $87.71

AND

SUN RADIO 10 W. HI-FI AMPLIFIER KIT!
From design published by Consumers Research,
Build this high -quality all -triode, self -biased,
High -Fidelity amplifier for much less than you'd
expect to pay! Kit composed and chassis punched
in accordance with the design published by Con-
sumers Research, Inc., of Washington, N. J., in

Special Bulletin 31 Compare these specifications!  Freq. Response:
20.15,000 c.o.s. ±1 db Built-in preamplifier and equalizer for use
with magnetic cartridges.  Individual bass & treble electronic tone
control circuits. Hum level is 60.70 db below rated output at radio
input. Distortion: less than 2.5% at 10 watts; 2.5% at mid -frequencies
at 11.8 watts.  Gain: radio, 75 db; phono, 97 db; magnetic pickup,
117 db.  Tubes: 6SC7, 6J5, 2-6SN7, 2.6B4G, 5U4G.  Complete with all
7 RCA tubes, components, punched chassis, hardware, etc., and easy
step-by-step instructions. Great buy! Order now! $42A 50
Triode Kit, Model CR -10, complete ...
Laboratorywired and tested

NEW WEBSTER
3 -SPEED CHANGER

Terrific! Plays standard (78
rpm), LP (33-1/3), and RCA
(45) records. Beautiful tonal quality. Uses plug-
in heads for use with Variable Reluctance
cartridges of any make. Automatically correct
stylus pressure. Instantaneous changeover to 45
rpm. Complete with 2 plug-in heads, 45 rpm
spindle adaptor, hardware, and template.
Less cartridges, your cost.... $25.95

"TWIN -TILT"
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

WITH 2 STYLI!
Electra -Voice. 2 sapphire tips (for 78 rpm and
LP) on one cartridge. Perfect for converting
Webster 256-1 and other changers from xtal
to High -Fidelity Variable Reluctance pickup. Both
styli replaceable. Use with any preamplifier or
EV #503 transfilter. FREE-for limited time: 45
rpm adaptor, with purchase of "Twin -Tilt"
Your cost... . _ . $7.64
SUN RADIO & ELECTRONICS CO. Inc.
122.124 Duane Street
New York 7, N. Y.

Please put me on your Special Mailing
List for all bargain flyers and bulletins.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE STATE

Inc. of Washington, N. J.

FREQUENCY
RESPONSE CHART

Lower curve shows power
output. (21/2% distortion,
solid line; 5% distortion,

$69.50 broken line.)

SPEAKER VALUES!
GE 12010, 12", cone type $17.35
Altec 4008, 8", diacone.._... $18.00
Altec 6008, 12", cone type $45.00
Stephens P22 -FR, 12", co -spiral $41.16
Jensen JRP-40, 12", co -axial $19.60
University 4401 tweeter.. .._ ......... $11.76
Univ. 4407 tweeter adapter, with #4401

tweeter, mounting cowl, etc., (shown) $14.70

HUNDREDS OF CARTRIDGES IN STOCK:
GE SPX -040, .003 stylus, VR cartridge $5.82
GE SPX -041, .001 stylus, VR cartridge $5.82
Astatic Ml -2M, .003, magnetic cart $4.41
Astatic MI -2M-33, .001 magnetic cart .. $4.41
Pickering R-150, replaceable stylus cart $9.90
Styli for above, .002, .0025, .003, each $2.40

GOODELL NOISE -
SUPPRESSION FILTER '

A sharp cut-off filter for use with
magnetic pickups. Install in a few
seconds. You quickly choose a maximum high
frequency range for any given record to mini-
mize noise without serious loss of music signal.
Get it at Sun Radio.
Your cost........ $7.50
4 -HOUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE! 25% DEPOSIT.

SUIT RADIO -
i/ %

AND ELECTRONICS COMPANY. INC.

122-124 DUANE STREET
New York 7, N. Y. BArclay 7-1840

2 BLOCKS NORTH OF CHAMBERS ST.

RADIO
COURSES

Preparatory Mathematics,
Broadcast, Marine Operat-
ing, Servicing, Aeronautical,
Television. Frequency Modu-I lotion, Radar.

Classes forming for Summer term June I.
Entrance examination May 16

Veteran Training. Literature

COMMERCIAL RADIO INSTITUTE
(Founded 1920)

38 W. Biddle St. Baltimore I, Md.

DESK MODEL

$17.95 PAIR
either type shown
complete with wire.
power supply and in-
structions.

Ready to Hook Up
Anyone Can Install

29% deposit required
on C.O.D. orders
DUNN-WRIGHT
ELECTRIC CO.
667 6th Avenue
Brooklyn. N. Y.

TELEPHONES
N o w - Deluxe quality tele-
phones incorporating latest
improvements in design and
technique. No scrap parts-
but real honest to goodness
first class material and finest
s,orkmanship. Lowered costs
due to increased volume make
possible this special low price.

WALL MODEL

ItS



HERE IT IS!

JUST PUBLISHED!

For Those

Who Walt
to Know
How

A PRACTICAL BOOK THAT
SHOWS YOU STEP BY STEP

Proper antenna installation can do as
much for a television receiver as 2
R.F. amplifiers or a special booster.
And unless you get the signal into
your set, even the most expensive
receiver will function poorly. TELE-
VISION
TION covers every phase of install-
ing a television antenna showing how
to get the most out of every instal-
lation. Every step is clearly and
simply explained so that any radio
man can do the job right the first
time. NO PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE
NEEDED.

WORK FASTER, MAKE MORE MONEY

ELIMINATE EXPENSIVE RECALLS
Here is the practical approach. Full
information is given on how to choose
the best antenna, how to find the
right location, what mounting brack-
ets to use, which transmission line
is best, and even what tools to have.
Nothing is left to your imagination.
This is a book designed for the man
who will do the job.
ORDER NOW . . . LIMITED PRINTING

OVER 100 PAGES $1.50

MORE THAN 100 ILLUSTRATIONS

I0DAY MONEYBACK GUARANTEE

Consolidated Publications,
55 East Washington Street,
Chicago 2, Illinois

Enclosed find (check) (money order)
for E or,

 Send C.O.D. (no C.O.D.'s outside
U.S.A.) and I will pay postman this
amount plus a few cents postage. In
either event, I may return books
within 10 days for complete refund
of my remittance.

Name
Address
City (Zone No.)
State RN -2

Navy Men Open

New "HAM" Station
at Pearl if arbor

ONLY fifteen days after construc-
tion was started on the all -
Navy "ham" station, KH6TX,

at Pearl Harbor, it went on the air for
the first time, September 30, 1948.

Under the guidance of Commander
Ashton B. Jones, Jr., USN, of Sugar
Creek, Mo., and James W. Armstrong,
chief electronic technician, USN, of
Windham, Ohio, the officers and men
worked in their leisure hours to con-
struct one of the most powerful ama-
teur stations in the Hawaiian Islands.
They gathered surplus and surveyed
radio parts from sources in the Hono-

lulu area, and utilized the highly spe-
cialized Navy course in constructing
and operating this popular hobby of
amateur communications.

King -How -6 - Tare - Xray, operating
at the legal power limit of 1000 watts,
is licensed in the name of Commander
Jones, fleet maintenance electronics
officer. Of the men at the Maintenance
Unit, four are licensed operators, in-
cluding Commander Jones and Chief
Armstrong. The others are studying
the International Morse Code in prep-
aration for their "ham" licenses.

Officers and men of the Fleet Electronic Maintenance Unit at Pearl Harbor. Thee
Navy electronic specialists combined their talents and leisure hours in constructing
KH6TX in less than fifteen days from non -operative parts of surplus and surveyed
equipment. Commander Ashton B. Jones, Jr., USN, is shown, seated, second row.

This quonset hut is the home of King-How-6-Tare-Xray, at Pearl Harbor. one of
the most powerful ""ham- stations in the Hawaiian Islands. The three -element ro-
tary beam is seen in the foreground attached to the roof of the quonset hut. The
other antenna, a long wire, is shown in the background, mounted on a tripod.
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Chief Armstrong reported that there
is no other outfit in Hawaii more pow-
erful than KH6TX. It tries to deliver
messages anywhere in the world and
to arrange radio -telephone contacts
between the members of the Armed
Forces in that area and their families
and friends back home. One bluejacket
at Pearl Harbor talks regularly with
his wife in Wichita, Kansas.

The so -cal led "home -constructed"
station was made from parts that
were in non -operating condition. The
Navy technicians modified some parts
and repaired others in forming their
station, constructing two transmitters
and a three -element rotary beam an-
tenna.

Working on the 10, 20, and 40 -meter
bands, KH6TX, Pearl Harbor, now
carries on conversations with Japan,
Australia, New Zealand, the United
States, Canada, and the many "hams"
in the vast Trust Territory of the Pa-
cific Islands. 30

"REPS" GOPHER
CHAPTER SELECTS

NEW OFFICERS
THE

GOPHER chapter of "The Rep-
resentatives" of Radio Parts Man-

ufacturers, in one of their recent
monthly dinner pow -wows in Minne-
apolis, elected Jack Heimann as the
new president, Fred B. Hill, vice-pres-
ident, and Al Warner as secretary -
treasurer.

Delegates to the "Reps" annual
meeting, to be held in connection with
the radio parts show in Chicago during
May, were also selected. Fred Hill, a
member of the Industry Relations
Committee of the national group, will
be delegate chairman, with Al Warner
and Mel Foster supporting him. Alter-
nates are Merril Franklin, Herb Rich-
ardson, and Marvin Kirkeby.

The Gopher group gets together in
the well-known "Hucksters" room at
"Harry's Cafe" in Minneapolis on the
third Monday of each month to hash
over mutual problems and cooperative
promotion. The Gopher motor caravan
"Radio Trade Tour" last Fall was so
successful that a similar program is in
prospect for late this year.

Sun Radio's Burt Millet, manager of the
Sun's Test Equipment Center, is shown in-
structing a serviceman in the proper use
of a new television signal generator at one
of the fully -equipped test benches. The
Center at 122-124 Duane St., New York,
N. Y., displays all of the latest types of
testing devices, and these are at the dis-
posal of servicemen and dealers, who are
urged to come in and try before they buy.

TREMENDOUS TELEVISION VALUES AT FEDERATED
Federated Antenna Towers

Get your antenna up high. and watch
signal strength climb. Excellent for
fringe area TV installations, hams,
etc. All welded construction. with
patented supports. Lightweight, but
rigid and rugged to withstand severest
conditions. 11 a s universal antenna
mount. Can be used with any rotator
unit. (Less antenna.)
E190 (Illustrated( -20 ft. tower, 10'
adj. pole in cap. Total $24Lf.00
height, 28 ft.
C103-10' top section with $ 5.75
10' adj. pole and cap .7 .7
M 102-10' center section $14.29
8101-Base section 5.88

1250 ft. pkg. of 6 strand $4i7.50
#20 guy wire
1250 ft. pkg. of deluxe heavyduty.
cushion center guy $5.40wire

ICA "WASP" ANTENNA
An attractive, decorative. tabletop
TV antenna. Dipoles are fixed in
a swivel base for "peaking" each
channel. Permits horizontal a n d
vertical orienting, and length ad-
justment for desired channel tuning.
Comes comple'e with length of 300
ohm line, equipped with plugs for
insertion into jacks on

D4
$ A i 7

antenna. Only

Federated Wave Trap
Reduce interference from FM sta-
tions. Stabilizes picture. Connects
to antenna terminals on TV set. Use
with any set. Terrific $ I 95value. Order now

Federated Glare Filter
Reduces glare and eyestrain.
improves contrast. Available
in smoke or blue-specify.
7" tape adhesive 52c

10" tape adhesive 66c
10" suction cups 77c
12" tape adhesive $1.15
12 suction caps $1.27

88 -DRAWER EQUIPTO

STEEL

SHOP

CABINETS

Remarkably useful assem-
bly, contains 18 drawers,
each with 4 removable ad-
justable compartments.
Olive green baked enamel
finish. Width 34", height

131/4", depth 12". Cabinets may be stackedc or
used individually. $2Va50YOUR COST V
8 -DRAWER EQUIPTO. YOUR COST....$14.50

MAIL ORDERS
TO N. Y. OFFICE

DEPT. 28-H
Please include 25% De-
posit with order. Balanoe
C.O.D. Minimum C.O.D.
order:

$5.00

TELREX ANTENNAS
Outstanding new conical
design produces better
picture definition. B e
causee of non -varying
center impedance, t h e
transmission line is ter-
minated correctly on all
frequencies, thus elimi-
nating standing waves
a n d ghosts, noise, etc.
High front -to -back ratio.
High gain on all 12 channels. Supplied less

Model 4X-TV-Double-stacked.... $42.50Rapid installation. $42 50s
Model 2X-TV-Single unit $20.50
12 ft. Dural Mast each 4.80

ALLIANCE "TENNA-ROTOR"
Rotates your antenna 365". "beaming"
your antenna for best reception. Operates
in any weather, as rotor is water -tight.
Makes pictures clearer and sharper, sig-
nals stronger. Reduces noise. Easily at-
tached to any type of antenna. "Arm -
('hair" control with attractive plastic con-
trol box which plugs into house circuit.
Equipped with Automatic $35.55
Stop
4 cond. cable for above per ft. 4c

G.I. TV TUNER
All channel continuous tun-
ing front end that will im-
prove results on any TV kit
or set. Uses 3-616's In
newly -designed capacitive -
tuned circuit. Dimensions:
7" H x 314" W x 614" D.
Shaft extends 21/2". E x -
trentely stable, high gain.
Net $27.50ce,t

GET TELEMATCH
FOR BETTER TV

Made by - Tele -
match eliminut. , ;mtenna
impedance mismatch. Im-
mediately minimize,
ghosts, reduces interfer-
e n c e. Startling result,
with indoor antenna.
cost
Your `v9r50

SENSATIONAL NEW
WAFER THIN
Magnifier Lens

Wide-angle. FLAT lens. No

m

bulk, no oil. Extremely light
sleight. Excellent, dlstortionlesa enlarger. Conven-
tional adj. bracket
9"x12", clear $22.95 12"x16", clear ..$29.95
9"x12", filtered $25.95 12"x16", filtered .532.95

LAST MINUTE SPECIALS
2 volt Willard storage battery
2 volt vibrator
150 ma. pwr. xformer. 8 V tubes
115 ma. pwr. xformer, 8 V tubes

e aerated
NEW DYORK CITY

80 PARK PLACE

Dlgby 9.3050

C.,,, EDERPURCn

urchasef
ALLENTOWN, PA.

1115 HAMILTON ST.

Allentown 3-7441

$1.25
49c

$3.39
$2.95

DEALER

INQUIRIES

INVITED

GREYLOCK
RADIO TUBE BARGAINS!

GT, Glass and Miniature Types
IRS 304 12S7GT

39¢ISS 3V4 125K7GT
1T4 6AT6 12SQ7GT
IU4 6BA6 (and many each
3S4 613E6 others)

SPECIAL OFFER! All above types may be pur-
chased in lots off 100 assorted. at $35 per 100.

6162111
r 49¢ ea- 183.8016

/891 ea.

1 All tubes In Individual cartons
TERMS: Net C.O.D., F.O.B. NYC. MINIMUM
ORDER $5.00.

Write for Bargain Catalog N-5
Greylock Electronics Supply Co.

30 Church Street New York 7, N. Y.
sag

EASY TO LEARN CODE
It to easy to learn or increase speed
with an instructograph Code Teacher.Affords the quickest and most prac-
tical method yet developed. For be-bvaila-lens or advanced students.

alphabet
to typical messages all subjects.
Speed

tapes
5 to 40 WPM. Always

ready-no QRM.

ENDORSED BY THOUSANDSI

The Instrurtograph Code Teacher lit-
erally takes the place of an operator -
instructor and enables anyone to
learn and master code without fur-
ther assistance. Thousands of successful operators have
"acquired with rnnareu System.
Write today for convenient rentaland purchase plans,

INSTRUCTO6RAPH COMPANY
4711 SHERIDAN ROAD. CHICAGO 40. ILLINOIS
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BUILD YOUR OWN WITH

RADIO KITS!
Complete Kits Plus Detailed Instructions

 Are Your Guarantee of Perfect Equipment! 

-Assemble this 
kit now and 
be ready for 
FM and T V
servicing! 54 . tube circuit.f%! ` Covers 2 Mc.

Y,'5 jjj to 226 Mc.
110V AC.

SWEEP GENERATOR

itifi
Supplies It F 
or FM. Va -

['fable sweep 
width 0 to 10 - . Mc. Large  dial. Variable phasing control. P.a., i to build!
$22 95  Ask for KIT MODEL SW5

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

 T h le useful signal
generator le a eces sity for every servic- º:
mg need. 15OKc. to30 megacycles on

 fundamentals. Can be
to c over.

over a 100 megacycle
 range on strong¡[ har.monks. 110V AC -.

Power supply. 400
cycle oscillation may
be used Internly / for modulating the signal or ester- $ I $9leally for audio testing purposes. Ask Yfor KIT MODEL SG2, only

¡i. alt

1f
19 CO (41

VACUUM TUBE ;
VOLTMETER 

57 bridge type6N
voltmeter circuit.

 DC O0 45/a
it

q s a
re 

meter.
11 megohms DC, V6.5 
mresistance.ohmsA .01C ohmInus to 1000 megohms in 
5 ranges. LinearLi AC-
DC volts 0.1000 volts, 
5 scales. 6H6 bel.
:owed linear diode AC 
rectifier. lea Orecl- 

resistor. T h e
perfe instrument for signalrttesting.anddynamicti n g.
Ask for KIT MOD- 

y' $23.95 
 HIGH FREQUENCY PROBE for FM and TV 
 work, for use with voltmeter, $6 00  only {/

Three -Way
PORTABLE
RECEIVER

5 -Tube Superhet
 What a swell way to learn by doing! You'll

be making a fine ra. dio for portable bat- tery operation andAC -DC house use. Smartly designed
leatherette case with modern grille and slide -rule
dial. 5" Alnico V speaker. Complete with extra
low80 current drain tubes23.for long batterysic1r

drainn t A terrific buy
t this low erice! Ask for KIT MODEL

 3W10A, complete with tubes, only..

Sensational
High Fidelity
"CONCERTO"

` s_ >. Output
If you know a good
amplifier when you

hear it. then the "Concerto" le for You. It give. Loll. separate fingertip control of treble and esteem,
boleregisters ith a frequency r nge of 30 tip
1500 cycles. Pies 8 watts of undistorted output fair

 maximum volume If necessary. Plus an eight to l,ecircuit of advanced design Including 1-6SN7. I- 6SC7 4-6SH7, 1-BAS7, 1-5Y4. The Concert..Amt. most setfier -ups. ForForhat it a superb, easy- $37 to assemble amplifier, ask for KIT U MODEL "CONCERTO," only
 ALL KITS SOLD LESS SOLDER AND WIRE

If Kits Are Not Available at Your Local Sup-
 plfer, Write to Us Giving Supplier's Nallle.

 FREE Send for Free Catalog P for- full details on all Radio Kits.

RADIO KITS COMPANY

AMPLIFIER
with Cathode

Follower

120 Cedar Street

I III
New York 6, N. Y.

"Electric Eye"
(Continued from page 51)

remove the hum and patch up the dis-
tortion.

Well, Xavier is not in sight, so we
go on to see more of his work. The
electrical department is next, and
there is a salesman holding a match
and lifting it up to a dark electric
lamp in a socket, just as though it
were a candle that needed lighting.
When the match reaches the lamp, it
lights. Then the salesman takes down
his hand and blows out the match,
while the ladies near him point and
seem much amused. After some talk,
he reaches up again, waves his hand-
kerchief at the lamp, and it goes out.
This one is easy to figure out, because
anyone can see the box right next to
the lamp, with a hole in it; and of
course the photorelay is right inside
the box. When the match illuminated
the phototube, it turned the lamp on.

After that, the lamp kept illuminating
the phototube, so that it stayed on.
This is also just like the sign control,
except that the relay contacts are con-
nected up in the opposite way-the
open side of the relay instead of the
closed side. When the salesman put
his handkerchief there, between the
lamp and the phototube, he covered
the phototube opening momentarily,
and that darkened the phototube,
turning off the lamp. After that, there
wasn't enough light to get the lamp on
again, so it stayed off. This circuit is
so easy that Ithaven't bothered to copy
it down.

Next is the drug department, and
there is a big sign which says "Indi-
vidually prescribed face powder to fit
your face." We watch the lady place
her cheek to the small hole in the ma-
chine, and how the clerk turns in the
first filter, takes a reading, then turns
in the next filter, takes another read-
ing, and so on. Then, the clerk com-
pounds a special face powder with in-
gredients to neutralize the unwanted

Fig. 3. This photoelectric door signal circuit has a sensitivity that will surprise you. The
transformer heats the cathodes of both tubes, lights the lamp, and may also be used to
furnish 6 volts for a chime. You might notice that the 6V6 heater -to -cathode voltage is the
full -line voltage which is more than is recommended for the tube. If that bothers you,
then just use another transformer for the 6V6 but I know that it will not give you any
trouble because the rating was probably set low to prevent hum pick-up in audio and
radio circuits. Xavier reports he has never had any trouble with heater -to -cathode
breakdowns here.

The 6SQ7 tube is used as two tubes, as a rectifier to furnish filtered d.c. for the photo -tube and grid circuit, and as a high gain voltage amplifier. The .05 ofd., 600 volt con-
denser pulls electrons from the 6SQ7 diode plates during half of each cycle, and these
electrons leak back through the 750,000 ohm resistor and the 250,000 ohm sensitivity con-
trol, to make a well -filtered minus -to -ground d.c. supply, good for phototube and grid bias
requirements. Of course, if you don't care about the saving of a tube, you can replace
the 6SQ7 with a 615, and put a 1V rectifier in where the .05 µfd. condenser is in the circuit.

The high negative voltage, about 100 volts, is applied to the 922 phototube in series
with a really large resistor, 50 megohms. The voltage divides more or less equally be-
tween them, according to how much light is on the phototube. A .05 µfd. condenser
couples the mid -point between these two to the control grid of the triode voltage ampli-
fier, and controls it. The second 50 megohm resistor is a grid leak and controls the grid
bias of the 6SQ7. If the 6SQ7 is a gassy tube with grid current the circuit won't work, so
be sure to use a good tube. Also, if the .05 µfd. coupling condenser is at all leaky, the
grid will be drawn too negative. Use a new, well -waxed, low -leakage condenser and be
sure not to let it get overheated from your soldering iron.

This grid circuit will let the control grid settle down to a constant bias as long as the
phototube is illuminated constantly. However, if the phototube is darkened suddenly,
the current through it stops, the grid gets a kick in the positive direction, and because
of the high megohm resistors, this kick will last a few seconds. The plate current through
the 6SQ7 rises to a high value and the 1 µfd. condenser in the plate circuit charges. This
makes the control grid of the next tube, the 6V6, go more negative with respect to its own
cathode, which is just right for shutting off plate current. The 6V6 had plate current be-
cause its plate is "plus" half the time. This tube operates half of each cycle, just as the
6SQ7 operates half of each cycle, but the two of them work on alternate half cycles, not
together. Doing it this way saves a high voltage transformer, and has the effect of another
plate supply.

Be sure to put the condenser across the relay coil in its proper polarity, with the plus
side to ground, not in the usual way. A small paper tubular is entirely satisfactory and
does the job of taking the buzz out of the relay. The relay contacts are normally held
closed, and released when someone walks through the beam of light. If you want to
reverse this, it can be done easily-just interchange the 922 phototube and its 50 megohm
series resistor. Be careful not to reverse the polarity of the phototube or it won't respond
at all.

This two -stage circuit is so sensitive that the 1 candlepower lamp with a 1" diameter
lens in front of it can work the photocell over 20 feet away, and even if different amounts
of daylight get into the photocell during the course of the day, the amplifier will not be
biased improperly but will respond as it should.
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shades. That is quite an idea, and the
ladies seem to like it a lot, because
they keep coming back for more of
that expensive powder, especially the
ladies that can't boast about their
complexion.

This "Cosmetigraph" uses a very
simple circuit, just a photocell of the
self -generating kind connected to a
microammeter, just as you have in
your exposure meter that you use in
taking pictures. The real work in it
lies in the mechanical parts, getting
the light to shine onto the skin with-
out "specular" reflection effects, and
collecting the light efficiently and ac-
curately.

Now we come to the tobacco coun-
ter, really crowded and with every-
body smoking away real hard. Over
to the left there is a lot of coming and
going, and people seem to be waiting
a turn. We elbow over, and see what
the attraction is -a big glass tube.
That must be the smoke measuring
outfit Xavier just completed, with a
milliammeter to show how much
smoke is in the tube. The big man
presses a button, and a fan blows out
the old smoke in the tube. He exhales
gently into the tube, and the indicator
goes way down. Now comes a thin
chap with a pipe. He doesn't do as
well, and there is much comment and
discussion about lung size, black
smoke, and light smoke. This setup
is shown in Fig. 2.

Just then, Xavier himself comes
along with a pencil and a pad. He is
glad to see us, but we are late, and
now there isn't much time. At this
hour he must check over the figures
on the inter -departmental counting
machines which measure the volume
of traffic today in the underwear de-
partment. It seems that the boss
thinks this is a good way to compare
the "Planet" advertising with that in
the "Clarion."

So off he went, a happy, busy man.
He is stouter and more prosperous
looking now. Probably his clothes
are made to order.

KEEP EQUIPMENT
INTACT

AN
ORDINARY lunch box serves as a

suitable container for soldering
irons of the late models, iron support,
solder, tape, and other needed equip-
ment.

The assembled outfit may be kept
at the work bench where it is easily
picked up for use away from the shop.

H.L.

SAVE! ELECTRONIC EXPEDITERS SAVE!

TUBES
1A5GT 50.70
1A85 .50
1826 3.00
1LC6 .95
11,D5 .95
11N5 .95
1N5GT .80
1R4 .70
2('34 1.00
2.121. 29.00
2222 20.00
2J40 29.00
2J61 29.00
2J62 29.00

3i39 7 . 22.35
3824 2.00
3C31. 1.75
3HP7 2.00
3Q4.. .80
3Q5GT. .95
5AP1 4.00
5BP1. . 2.95

"I Receiving, Special I'urpose, and Transmitting JAN and Commerical,  Bulk and Boxed 615.... 312.00 872A... $2.511

5P154 ...$4.00 7C4 $0.35 45 $0.50 715B.... 7.95 878.... 6.00

5CP1.... 4.50 7F7 .90 50135.... .75 703A.... 4 50
5FP7.... 3.75 7H7 .75 70L7.... 1.50 707B... 19.00
5Z3 .70 7N7 .90 77 .60 713A

6AK5... 1.50 9GP7....12.50 78

688 .80 10Y .65 80

6C4 .35 12 A 6G T . .39 10 5P .... . 80

6C5 .60 12C8.... . 60 117 L 7 G T .1.50

6E5 .85 12GP7...12.50 123A.... 3.00
6F5 .65 12116.... .40 205B, ... 3.50
6J5GT .55 12HP7..14.50 211 .95

6H6..... .50 12K7GT. .75 224 .75

6K7..... .65 121(8.... .90 250TL 18.95

6SA7.... .65 12.150T. .35 304TH 6.50

6SC7.... .70 12SGT.. .70 305A 10.00

68E7.... .85 12887... .50 316A 2.95

68117.... .45 128N7... .80 353A.. 4.00

6SJ 7GT . .70 128117... .60 3718 2.50
14A7.... .85 381A 5.50

6SJ7 .... .80 1488 . .85 450TH 24.00
681.70T. .95 14Q7.. .85 527 18.00
681i7GTY .80 231)4.. .89 530 25.00
747 .70 39/44... .40 531.... 20.00

5.50
954.... .50

2.00 956.... .50
.60 714AY. 15.00 957.... .50

1.50 717A... .75 1616... .70
729C Y.. 12.00 1619 . . . .511

725A... 18.50 1625... .50
726A... 8.0D 1626... .65
800.... 2.95 1629... .65
801.... 1.50 1630... .75
803.... 9.95 1641... .75
815.... 2.95 1642... 4.95
826.... .89 2051... .90
837..., 2.50 7193... .30
841.... .79 8012... 4.95
843.... .79 9002... .50

851..., 59.50 9003... .59

864... .69 9006... .59
GL434.. 7.00

865 . . . . 2.00 V R I50.. .80
866A . . . 1.25 V T67.. . .69
869B... 25.00 VTI27A 4.511

E

AUDIO and FILTER CHOKES
Stock
No.
143
146
147
148
149
150
154
155

156

Induct.
Hy.
3/12

5.3
6
6
7
8

12
12

80

MA
150/90

60
70

150
60

100
100
120

2.5

DC Test Case
Ohms Volts Dimensions
80/215

475
180
100
350
200
540
450

3900

OIL -FILLED CAPACSTATORS

F A

2000
2400
1000
1500
2500
2500
2500
1500

500

Stk
No.

Cp.
Md

Work
Volts

Manufac-
turer

Type
No.

Fg.- Price
Each

100 1. 600 DC C -D TJU6010 E $0.39
101 4. 6011 DC C -D TDF6040 E 0.90
102 4. 600 DC Micamold G 1.15
103 4. 600 DC C -D TLA6040 G 1.40
104 5. 220 AC FAST A 0.59
105 8. 600 DC C -D 48858-10 C 1.35
106 1-8. 600 DC C -D 48859-15 C 1.45
107 2. 1000 DC Gudeman 7612 B 0.85
108 2. 1000 DC Utilities B 0.85
109 2. 1000 DC C -D TLA10020 G 1.15
110 4. 1000 DC C -D TQ10040 D 1.35
111 4. 1000 DC Aerovox 1005 1.35
11212. 1000 DC TOBE TRS10012 E 2.25
113 6. 1500 DC TOBE TRS1506 E 2.25
114 1. 2000 DC C -D TJU20001 E 0.75
115 1. 2000 DC GE 25F615 B 1.35
116 1. 2000 DC Solar XI.MJW20-1 E 1.35
117 1. 2000 DC C -I) TJ20010G E 1.35
118 1. 2000 DC C -D TJU20010 E 1.50
119 1. 2000 DC Gudeman XLMJW20-2 8 1.35
120 2. 2000 DC Gudeman 7631 B 2.85
121 2. 2000 DC Solar 7630 13 3.85
122 2. 2000 DC C -D B 3.10
123 2. 2500 DC Aerovox 2509 E 3.60
124 4. 3000 1)C GE 23F44 F 6.95

POWER TRANSFORMERS 115V 60 CY. PRIMARIES
Double Half Shell Horizontal Mounting

Li

5;5x2 x3y
2',6x1 %xl %
2%xl%xl%
3?1x33éx239
2'/xx2'.(x1
21.yx2 %x2 %
33§x2%x234

1'yx2 xl %

Description
Dual Filter
Filter
Filter
Filter
Filter
Filter
Filter
Filter Mtg.
Centers 31.V
Audio Choke

Fig.
D

A

A

8
C

Price
$1.90
0.75
0.90
1.95
0.90
1.40
0.90

1.50
1.15

COAXIAL AND TWINAX CABLE

Type
No.

Nominal
Impedance

Price
per

100 Ft.
Type
No.

Nominal
Impedance

Price
per

100 Ft.

*RG- 5/U 53.50hms f 6.00 R6 -29/U 53.5 Ohms f 5.00
RG- 7/U 97.50hms 5.00 *RG-34/U 71 Ohms 14.00

RG- 9/U 51 Ohms 13.00 RG-37/U 55 Ohms 4.00

RG-10/U 52 Ohms 5.00 *RG-39/U 72.50hms 4.00

*RG-17/U 52 Ohms 30.00 RG-41/U 68.50hms 8.00

RG-I8/U 52 Ohms 30.00 PG -54/U 58 Ohms 5.00

RG-21/U 53 Ohms 10.00 RG-55/U 53.5 Ohms 8.00

110-24/U 125 Ohms 10.00 RG-57/U 95 Ohms 15.00

RG-25/U 47.1 Ohms 7.00 RG-74/U 52 Ohms 18.00

RG-26/U 48 Ohms 8.00 72-12 72 Ohms 9.00

R6 -27/U 47 Ohms 8.00 81-188 150 Ohms 25.00

RG-28/U 14.00 631 88 Ohms 15.00

ort lengths only.
APC TYPE VARIABLE AIR PADDER

CONDENSERS
Screw Driver Slotted Shaft -

Individually Boxed
Stock
No.

Cap.
MMFD.

Price
Each

Stock
No.

Cap.
MMFD.

Price
Each

175 7 25c 180 40 25c
176 15 25c 181 50 25c
177 25 25c 182 75 30c

178
183 100 38c

179 305 25cc

H and H Heavy Duty Toggle Switch
10 AMP. 125V., 5 AMP. 250V. AC. DC., Ball Handle
Single Hole Mounting.
Stock No.

187
188
189
190

Action
DPDT

*DPDT
3PDT

*4PDT

Price, Ea.
$2.25
3.00
2.65
3.75

*Neutral Center
Stock
No.

H.V.
MA.

H.V.
CT.

Rect.
Volt

Fil.
Amps

Filament
Volts Ampo

Price
Each

130 70 600V 5V 2A 6.3V 1.85A $2.25
131 100 670V 5V 3A 6.3V 2.8 A 3.00
132 100 700V 5V 2A 6.3V 2.5 A 3.00
133 125 700V 5V 2A 6.3V 4.1 A 3.15
134 190 780V 5V 3A 6.3V 5.0 A 4.50

TERM$: Merchandise BalanceCO.D. All Prices F.O.B. Cht
to Prlor Sale. Pr ces

icago, Ill. QUect
to

ANTIITY PRICES
der

ON REQUEST.

41 ELECTRONIC EXPEDITERS INC.
333 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO 1, ILLINOIS STATE 2.5615 i

WANTED!
Men and Women to Fill

TOP RADIO JOBS
in AM -FM -Television

If you are looking for a career with a future, why not
Join the hundreds of graduates from the Don Martin
School of Radio arts now successfully employed in the
racily industry. The demand is great for qualified
radio personnel in AM -FM -Television. Train now to
be an announcer, script writer, disk jockey, news-
caster. or radio technician. Complete day and night
classes . the latest equipment. Free placement
service. Approved for veterans. Write for free booklet.

Don Martin School of Radio Arts
1655 North Cherokee St. Hollywood 28, Calif.

4 SPEED MOTORS

Approx. II" long
I/20th Horsepower 115 V 60 cycle AC motors with
integral gear box having four Va" drive shafts turn-
ing simultaneously at the following speeds:
4000 RPM -Grinders, buffers, tiexible shaft tools, etc.
150 RPM -Wrapping fishing rods, slow speed tools.
25 RPM-Dev. tray rocker for photo darkroom.
5 RPM -Turning barbecue spits. Adv. Disp. Beams.

A Thousand Other Uses Around the Work Shop

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Pulleys, Mandrels. Belts, Etc., Available.

TROUP ENGINEERING CO.
2221 B Grand Avenue Long Beach 4. Calif.

ONLY

$8.95
Plus $1.00
for packing

and shipping
Calif. please add
20c for sales tax

May, 19-19
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TRANSMITTERS-ARC-5 & ATA
Lenny is shedding bitter tears at the ridicu-
lously low price. But Buck says: "Let 'em have
it!" So here it is:

4-5.3 Mes $2.99 ea. 5.3-7 Mee.

Complete with tubes and crystals in good
condition. Get 'em while they last!

FAMOUS "ARB" RECEIVER
195 to 9,050 Kes. Controlled by a 4 -band
selector switch. Features include 6 tubes, 3
micro -volt sensitivity MVC or AVC CW or
MCW-sharp or broad tuning for extra
sensitivity. 28V dynamotor. Used
but in excellent condition. Special! $ 9.95

ARC -4 Transceiver
This is the Navy VHF unit. Conversion dope
supplied makes it the hottest 2 -meter trans-
ceiver. 144-148 Mes. With tubes, dynamotor
and crystals. Used but in excellent $"49condition. Ea
Rack, extra. $3.50Brand new. Ea

BC 746 TUNING UNITS
Complete with FT type 243 crystals, coils and
condensers. All numbers from 1 to 71 such as:

No. 3-3995 to 4450 Ko
No. 8-3525 to 3980 Ko
No. 10-3735 to 4190 Ko

Fa.
79conly

FAMOUS PORTABLE BC -659
TRANSCEIVER

Excellent for outdoor use! 27 to 38.9 Mcs.,
crystal controlled. Ideal for hams, police, park
service, etc. Battery operated, power supply 6,
12 or 24 volt with proper vibrator. Complete
(less power supply) with all tubes, 2 crystals,
hand sets and antenna. Used, excel. 17.50cond.

POWER SUPPLY
PE -120 or PE -117. 6, 12, or 24 volts.$9.95
Used, but in good condition

HEADSET EXTENSION CORD
CD 307 with PL -55 Plug JK 26 jack.
Length, 6 ft. Used but good condi-
tion. Special! 29C

TUBES-ALL NEW AND BOXED
211 29e
371A 99e371B 99e
1616 69e803 $4.955CP1 31.505FP7 el .5012DP7 $ 1 3.95
Special: Brand Lev tube puller,
boxed r 9C

SOS GIBSON GIRL BALLOONS
New individually packed in vacuum
cans.-Expands to diám. of 4 ft

$1 95
COLLAPSIBLE MOBILE ANTENNA

ft., telescopic, brass anodized. $1.95Boxed, brand new. Ea

Send for our NEW FREE Catalogue?
These prices are good for Month of MAY

only!
All prices F.O.B. Los Angeles. 254;. deposit
with order. Balance C.O.D. Minimum order
52.00.
Come in and see the LARGEST supply ofsurplus in the BIGGEST electronics ware-
house on the West Coast!

COLUMBIA ELECTRONICS
522-524 South San Pedro Street
LOS ANGELES 13, CALIFORNIA

Projection Television
(Continued from page 49)

tube neck) or away from the tube (at
right angles to the tube neck). The
visual effects of improper positioning
of the magnets are shown in Fig. 6.

In the RCA and G.E. projection re-
ceivers the additional bar magnets are
not required because the translucent
screen is not slanted and because it is
perpendicular to the axis of the op-
tical system. Hence, a rectangular
image on the projection tube face ap-
pears as a rectangle on the screen. The
translucent screen used in these sets
is composed of two lucite sheets with a
partial diffusing layer between them.
The back sheet has a fresnel lens
molded into its rear surface. The front
sheet has vertical ribs molded into its
outer surface. The fresnel lens func-
tions to concentrate the light into a
narrow viewing angle. The vertical
ribs act to increase the horizontal
viewing angle above that obtained
with a flat surface. The diffusing
layer eliminates interference patterns
between the fresnel lens and the ver-
tical ribs. The screen and lens com-
bination give a gain of approximately
five over that which would be obtained
from a ground glass screen.

In the RCA and Philco receivers, the
projection tube, the spherical mirror,
and the correcting lens are all
mounted in what is known as an "op-
tical barrel." See Fig. 9. The spheri-
cal mirror is mounted in the bottom
of the optical barrel and held against
a knife edge by three sets of springs.
The spring pressure is strong enough
to hold the mirror securely against the
knife edges, but not sufficient to distort
the spherical mirror.

The 5TP4 is held in a retaining ring
within the optical barrel, the face of
which is approximately one-half way
between the correction lens and the
mirror. The tube is adjusted to posi-

tion by controls on the side of the op-
tical barrel. Optical focusing is ac-
complished by moving the picture tube
up and down vertically. Other adjust-
ments are needed to secure proper
centering of the picture tube on the
optical axis of the mirror. The correc-
tion lens is held in the ring on top of
the barrel and secured by three spring
fingers.

Another variation of the Schmidt
optical system as adopted for televi-
sion is that devised by North Ameri-
can Philips. The system, known by
the tradename of "Protelgram," is an
adaptation of the "folded" Schmidt
system and occupies only half the
space of a conventional arrangement.
Since the light path is folded, it is pos-
sible to mount the projection tube
with its optical system within a small
metal box, thereby producing a com-
pact and dustproof arrangement. The
actual metal case measures only 81/2"
x 81/2" x 9". It contains three optical
elements: (1) a 6" spherical mirror,
(2) an aspherical corrector lens, and
(3) a special plane mirror to "fold"
the light beam. See Fig. 8. These three
elements form an optical triangle
within the optical unit and are ad-
justed at the factory. They remain in
adjustment under normal use. The
optical unit is dustproof, with only
the upper face of the corrector lens
being exposed. It can be dusted with
an ordinary cloth without scratching.
The light emitted from the tube face
is gathered by the spherical mirror,
reflected to the plane mirror and then
projected upwards through the correc-
tor lens. At the center of the plane
mirror there is a hole large enough to
permit the projection tube face to be
inserted through it. Behind the mir-
ror ample room is provided for the de-
flection and focusing coils of the tube,
plus whatever tube supports are re-
quired. There is no interference from
the coils and the neck of the tube,
since these are behind the plane mir-
ror.

SCREEN

PROTELGRAM
UNIT

Fig. 10. Two possible ways of using the Pro-
telgram unit in television receiving sets.

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS



A throw distance of 31" from the
corrector lens to the viewing screen is
required to produce an image 12" x 16".
Extending behind the tube face and
for 71/2" beyond the 9" dimension of
the optical unit is the alignment as-
sembly. This carries the tube and
socket, focus, horizontal and vertical
deflection coils and aligns the tube op-
tically by means of three screws, which
can be locked to insure good mechani-
cal stability. Horizontal and vertical
deflection coils are inside the optical
unit; the focusing coil is outside. The
tube is firmly seated in the plastic coil
forms for the deflection coils, which
are designed so that linear current will
produce linear deflection over the full
picture area.

A special small -size cathode-ray pro-
jection tube (3NP4) was designed for
this unit. The tube screen diameter
is 2.5 inches from which is obtained a
1.4 x 1.86 inch picture. 2.5 inches ap-
pears to be the smallest practical size
from which an enlarged image can be
obtained. The tube uses magnetic de-
flection, magnetic focusing and 25,000
volts for acceleration. The spot di-
ameter at the tube face is 0.003 inches
and this permits 450 line resolution to
be obtained. The high -voltage anode
terminal consists of a button in a glass
cup sealed to the cone of the tube. The
glass cup lengthens the external leak-
age path from the high -voltage con-
tact to the coils thereby minimizing
any tendency for arc -over to occur.
The outside of the cone and part of the
neck are covered with a conductive
coating that can be grounded. This
outer coating, together with the con-
ductive coating inside the tube, forms
a 300 µµfd. condenser which can be
utilized for filtering of the high volt-
age. The neck of tube is quite narrow
and, in conjunction with a deflection
angle of only 40 degrees, permits full
deflection to be achieved using only
as much deflection current as ordi-
narily supplied to a 10BP4 direct -view-
ing tube operating at 9 kv.

A 25 kv. second anode is needed for
the 3NP4 with better than average
stability. Since existing types of high -
voltage power supplies were found to
be unsatisfactory, a new, compact unit
was designed having low weight, small
size, great stability and no r.f. radia-
tion. See Fig. 7.

The flexibility of this particular de-
sign is illustrated by two possible ar-
rangements, Fig. 10. In the left-hand
illustration, the beam emerging from
the corrector lens is folded once more
by a second mirror tilted 45 -degrees.
For an even more compact arrange-
ment, the beam can be folded twice
after leaving the "Protelgram" unit.

For future projection television re-
ceivers, the immediate objectives are:
greater light intensity on the viewing
screen, better contrast, and increase in
horizontal and vertical viewing angles.

Projection television, while present-
ing more problems must, nonetheless,
keep pace with direct view receivers.

FIRST AGA/N with the finest!

WALCO
TELE-VUE-LENS®

far....d US for Ofi 14.9886

ADJUSTABLE

VERTICALLY -HORIZONTALLY

BUILT IN

FILTER ADAPTER
WITH REMOVABLE

GLARE CONTROL

FILTER

to11/Mehlasy no boas
Fits all television cabinets, table or console
models. Felt -lined for cabinet protection. Easy
adjustments. Available in following sizes: for 7"
tube, 7-10" tube, 10-12" tube.

STYLED TO ENHANCE

TELEVISION SET

APPEARANCE

NO WONDER discriminating television set owners prefer WALCO
by overwhelming majority ! WALCO is the leader in style, qual-
ity and value. Here is a wonderful new WALCO television
enlarging lens that actually IMPROVES the appearance of tele-
vision cabinets. Ifs styled in keeping with the newest designs
and developments. Insist on WALCO and be sure of the finest.

DISTRIBUTORS! REPRESENTATIVES!
A few good territories are available. Write for
interesting arrangement to...

WALCO SALES CO.
60 Franklin St., East Orange, N. J.

Six Tube Superheterodyne
 Three Gang Condenser

Powerful, Long -Distance Reception
 Fits All Cars, Easy Installation @ititrp7
 Mounting Brackets Included. Net s7/

MAIL US YOUR ORDERS
All orders filled within 24 hours.
Illustrated parts liston request

Sylvania and Cunningham tubes 50% off list

Fifth at Commerce

Wholesale
Electronics

Fort Worth, Texas

WAR SURPLUS BARGAINS
Gigantic mail sale electronic-radio-electrical ap-
paratus. Sale ends midnight June lot. Amazing
values. Opportunity for home experimenters, labora-
1ppI'les. a sn s,

tc.. to get h to n
QUlon go' r teed, eyy ipment t fractionrof Original
Coat. listWe pay w/refight or postage. Typical Items
are Sale Price
3000 -watt, 115 -volt. 60-c Power Plants ....5299.50Wheatstone Bridges 10 to 11. 110 ohms,. 59.50
Weston Air Port Photo -light Control Units.. 29.90
Weston Model 689 -IF' Industrial Ohmmeter

and cane 12.90
W. E. Desk or wall C.B. Telephones and

ringer (complete) . . - 4.99
RCA (5", 3" d 2") Cathode Ray Tubes 3.55
RCA Light. burglar alarm kit. Consists of

rectifier, photo cell, thyratron. relay,
sockets, etc. 4.49

Drill presse 31" polishing-grinding shaftand
1.29

Other Items include gas engines, chromoflux ele-
ments. radar altimeters, tubes, transformers, etc.

Order from ad o send card for bargain catalog.
Satisfaction guaraneed. Our reference-National

Bank of Commerce.

LECO ENGINEERING CO.
BOX 908 RTN-5 LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

May, 1949
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"Flip -Up"
TV ANTENNA

. . the revolutionary PRE -ASSEMBLED,
PRE -WIRED TV ANTENNA that gives Su-
perior Performance on ALL CHANNELS-
yet COSTS YOU ONLY 1/2 the price of
equivalent antennas!

Pre.wired,
reedy for use.

Comes with.'
Guy Ring
end Wire

Rotatable
Base

4,11\

 PRE -ASSEMBLED, ready for use. Just
"flip -up" (like an umbrella) and install.

 PRE-WIRED-just connect your lead-in
to the two terminals.

 RECEIVES ALL CHANNELS.

 ALL -DIRECTIONAL; can be oriented
for the weakest station in an area with
assurance that all other channels will be
brought in equally well.

 EXTREMELY SENSITIVE. Unusual high
gain on upper channels. Ideal for fringe
01'035

 PRICE: $995
LIST

Completely assembled with rotatable base, 7 -ft.
mast, guy ring and guy wire.
Additional 7 -ft. masts, to build antenna up to
19 ft., at small extra cost.
All prices fair traded .. . All prices 5% higher
west of the Mississippi River.

See your local Transvision Outlet, or mail this
coupon TODAY to:

TRANSVISION, INC. RENT
NEW R O C H E L L E, N. Y.
Please ship THROUGH YOUR NEAREST LOCAL.
OUTLET: RN -5
( ) "FLIP -UP" ANTENNAS
I am enclosing 10% DEPOSIT in the amount of
$ ; balance C.O.D.
( ) Send me details of your DEALER PLAN

Name
please print

Street

City and Zone State
J

Spot Radio News
(Continued from page 16)

gle stage. The RCA specialists em-
phasized that their system should not
be cited as a means of obtaining high-
er power from many small tubes, but
rather as a means of increasing trans-
mitter output when existing tubes
have been improved so that they could
handle more power.

Another approach to the high -power
problem was demonstrated at a spe-
cial engineering -press meeting by
Westinghouse at their Lansdowne,
Maryland, plant. In this method, de-
scribed as a Symmetron power ampli-
fier, tubes are operated in parallel and
symmetrically inserted into coaxial
tanks (cathode and plate). Each tube,
therefore, sees the same electrical and
mechanical configuration for all oper-
ating frequencies. Thus the design
lends itself to multiple tube operation.
Two to ten tubes or more may .be op-
erated in parallel without affecting
the circuit symmetry. This type of
circuit is associated with simplified
wide -range tuning, a 50 -kilowatt tank
requiring only three adjustable tun-
ing controls, cathode tuning (shorting
bar), plate tuning (shorting bar), and
output coupling (condenser). These
controls are motor driven and tune
through the complete FM band of 88
to 108 megacycles without mechanical
adjustment of the tank, which is in
contrast to the conventional FM
grounded -grid, push-pull amplifiers,
using two -wire transmission line
tanks, where even at lower power lev-
els, up to nine adjustable controls are
required.

Using the present types of tubes, the
Symmetron system was said to pro-
vide powers of 75 kw. in the standard
FM band; 25 kw. in the 54 to 88 mc.
TV band; 10 kw. in the 174 to 216 mc.
TV band, and for black and white or
color TV, one to two kilowatts in the
500-1000 mc. spectrum. Westinghouse
engineers declared that these power
levels were from one to one -and -one-
half times greater than those avail-
able with current equipment designed
to operate on the ultra -highs.

Ultra -high telecast studies are con-
tinuing at a merry pace, too, with
NBC and the Washington consulting
engineering firm of McNary and
Wrathall preparing four setups for
tests. NBC has asked the FCC for
permission to install a 846-854 mc.
transmitter, using a rated visual pow-
er of 100 watts and a peak carrier
power of 400 watts, at their Princeton
labs and another ultra -high unit, op-
erating on 529 mc., installed in the
vicinity of Bridgeport, Conn., which is
expected to have an effective radiated
power of between 15 and 20 kilowatts.
The other two experimental stations
are being planned for Scranton, Pa.,
and Pawtucket, R. I., with a frequency
of 515 mc. used for a pulse -modulated
visual signal having a power of 5 kilo-
watts. Slotted cylindrical transmis-
sion antennas with power gains of ten

SURPLUS BARGAIN$
FM REC. BC 603

For 10 and 11 meters. 20 to 30 MC superhet,
RFO, squelch; 10 push -buttons and manual tun-
ing. Makes ftne wide -band IF strip for 88-108
MC FM with converter. Includes 10 tubes, speak-
er. case, and diagram. 12 volt. Used. good...

$12.95

R4-ARR-2 Receiver. See RADIO NEWS, P. 112,
.i:m. 1949 issue. Used, good $10.95
Radio Transmitter & Receiver APS 13. 410-420 mc.,
liuht weight, fully enclosed; 30 mc.. I.F. Complete
ss:th 17 tubes, including 5-636; 9/6ÁG5; 2/2D21;
I NR105. Brand new with manual $17.95
V'S 13 Racks, New 1.00
Handy Talkie Batteries. Good condition.BA-37 .511

BA -38 1.00

COMMAND REC.
I-.ed. Good.

BC453-1.9-550KC ....$12.95
BC454-3.6-MC 5.95
BC455-6.9.I-MC 6.95
635' CONTROL CABLE for
above command set's $1.00

APN I. Used. good
BC 684 Transmitter. Used, good 12.95

$ 7.95

Climbing Equipment
Safety b e I t. leather. Good used..

$2.95 ea.
Pole Climbers, and straps Good.
used $1.95 pr.

R-5/ARN-7 COMPASS RECEIVER
Includes broadca-t band. Freq. loo
1750kc. in 4 hands. 5 -gang tuning
capacitor. 15 tubes: 4-6K7, 1-6L7.
1-6J5, 2-6R8, 2-6F6. 1-6N7. 1-

6SC7, 2-2051. 1-5Z4. Like new $17.50 ea.

Send 25% with Order, Balance C.O.D.
All Equipment F.O.C.

C & H SALES CO.
1850-B East Colorado St., Pasadena 8, Calif.

TELEPHONE EE 108
A highly efficient telephone communication mication syste rqul ing no batteries cunt. Has sand poweredhandset, generator and crank for signaling. Talkingrange 9 to 12 miles. Comes In fine, sturdy leathercase with adjustable carrying straps, is 9t/;"x7'+.,3'/s". Weighs 91 lbs All brand new. Can be d

Ships. Athletic Fields. Farms. Plantshone, 011 Fields. etc. Send heck or
eacney

order. Our price, F.O.B., N. Y..
h

EASTERN RADIO SALES
150 Broadway New York 7, N. Y.

--TUBES .4~
FACTORY SEA] ED CARTONS, .\SY ASSORT-
MENT -25 for $9.95: 39 for 518.00: 100 for $35.00.
IRS 3S4
iSS 3V4
1T4 12AT6
1U4 12BA6
ov= aan,cv Each
ASSORTED BULK -PACK LOTS -25 for $8.75-
50 for $17.00-100 for $33.00.

The following tubes at 49e each
6AG5 6AU6 6T86AK5 6F8G 12AU76AL5 6SN7GT 19T8
MANY OTHER TUBE TYPES AVAILABLE.

SEND FOR FREE LIST.
Complete stock of replacement parts available
for the RCA 630TS TV Receiver.

Send for our parts bargain list.
HALLMARK ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

592 Communipa,. :Svc.
Jersey City 4, New Jersey IIF:rgen 4-6365

12SA7GT 35W4
12SJ7GT 35Z5GT
12SK7GT SOBS
12SO7GT 50L6GT
35B 11723
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are expected to be used. WQAN will
conduct the Scranton tests and WCFI,
the Providence studies. It is believed
that about $10,000 will be spent for
each experiment.

TRENDS IN MINIATURIZATION
in industry and the military were ac-
cented at the IRE national convention
exhibits at the Grand Central Palace,
New York City. The U. S. Navy dis-
played a complete receiver, formerly
requiring 12,160 cubic inches, com-
pressed into a volume of 3,150 cubic
inches, with no efficiency lost in the
transfer. A ten -tube receiver, weigh-
ing but one pound and sealed in a
plastic case, three inches by six inches
by one inch thick, was also on view.
An answer to every serviceman's
prayer, a test kit with all of the basic
tools in a container less than a foot
long, was also shown by the Navy.
Containing fountain -pen like instru-
ments serving as voltmeters, ohm-
meters, soldering irons, vacuum -tube
testers, signal generators and tracers,
plus other test essentials, the kit
weighs about twenty-five pounds and
is ten by ten by nine inches in size.

Describing this dream kit, E. J.
Nucci of the Navy Bureau of Ships,
said that the kits are being expanded
a few inches and increased in weight
about two pounds to include a 'scope,
to provide maintenance and service for
practically every type of first -aid
problem.

THE AVERAGE LISTENER pre-
fers the full frequency range in speech
and music, and not a restricted fre-
quency range, Harry F. Olson of RCA
Labs, said at the IRE meeting during
a talk on the reproduction of sound.

Analyzing this and other related
factors, Olson disclosed that there are
six physical aspects of a musical tone:
intensity, fundamental frequency,
overtone structure, duration, growth
and decay, and vibrato. He said that
an examination of these physical as-
pects shows that speech and music are
exceedingly complex, and since sound -
reproducing systems involve all man-
ner of mechanical vibrating elements,
one would expect deviations from true
fidelity of reproduction. However,
Olson continued, it is truly remark-
able and fortunate that tremendous
deviations from true reproduction
may be made and we may still retain
a system which is acceptable by the
average listener.

Olson pointed out that there are
seven types of defects which must be
considered in order to reproduce the
physical characteristics of a musical
tone, and which should not be present
in a distortion -free system: amplitude
distortion, nonlinear distortion, phase
distortion, transient distortion, noise,
directional pattern of reproducers,
and seven conditions of deviations
(single channel system, special dis-
tribution, accoustics of two rooms -
the pickup studio and listening room,
limited dynamic range, microphone
placement and balance, difference in
May, 1949

NEW TRANSFORMERS
And CHOKES

ALL FOLLOWING TRANSFORMERS
115 V.A.C. 60 CYCLE INPUT

OUTPUT: 750-0-750 V.A.C. (600 V.D.C. after choke
input filter at 250 MA.). Includes 6.3 V.A.C. winding
at 5 amps and 5.0 V.A.C. winding at 4 amps.
NH -106 $7.95
OUTPUT: 600-0-600 V.A.C. at 250 MA. 12 V.A.C. at
3 amps; 12 V.A.C. at 3 amps and 5 V.A.C. at 3 amps.
Designed for Army surplus transmitters.
NH -108 56.90
OUTPUT: 250-0-250 V.A.C. at 60 MA. 24 V.A.C. at
.6 amps; 6.3 V.A.C. at .6 amps. Designed for Army
surplus Receivers. NH -109 $3.00
OUTPUT: 6.3 V.A.C. at 6 amps. NH -110 $2.25
OUTPUT: 24 V.A.C. at 2 amps. NH -111 52.25

CHOKES:
NH -115-8 Henries at 500 MA. filter choke. 5.000
volt insulation $8.67
NH -116-5-20 Henries 500 MA. swinging choke, 5,000
volt Insulation $8.37
NH -117-8 Henries at 700 MA. filter choke, 7,500
volt insulation $12.90
NH -118-5-20 Henries at 700 MA. swinging choke,
7,500 volt insulation $ 1 2.45
ALL ABOVE ITEMS BRAND NEW -NOT SURPLUS!

WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST OF
HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS AND CHOICES

INVERTER MG -149F
Input 24 Volt DC; Output 26
Volt DC, 250 VA 400 cycle,
or 115 V. 400 cycle 500 VA.
Appear to be unused; are re-
finished and tested.
Price $ 1 4.95

AC POWER SUPPLY
AND SPEAKER

Completely wired power supply and speaker with vol-
ume control C.W. and on & off switch, housed in
metal cabinet. For command receivers with connec-
tions to plug into receiver and 110 Volt 60 cycle line.
Voltage output: 250 V. 60 MA.. 6.3 V. and 24 V.
Price: Completely wired $1 4.95
Kit of l'arts 9.95
SELSYN 2.IIGI-Can be used as
position Indicator for antennas;
110 Volt 60 cycle, with instructions.
Normally operates from 57.5 Volts
400 cycle. Price per I'air..53.00
SELSYN # C-78248-115 Volt AC
60 cycle. Size V 3%"x5%". Can
be used to turn small antennas or
for position indicator systems. Price per Pair..55.95

SELSYN TRANSMITTER AND INDICATOR
SYSTEM

Ideal as radio beam position indicator for Ham, Tele-
vision. or Commercial use. Complete with five inch
1-82 Indicator, Autosyn Trans., 12 Volt 60 cycle
Transformer, and wiring instructions.
Price -New:

MISCELLANEOUS
BC -1206 C Rec. 200-400 KC. DET. 6 tube set $6.95
BC -1206 Rec. 200-400 KC. S&C 5 tube set 6.95
TU -17 or 25 for BC -223 -Price: New - 4.50
TU -5, 8, or 10 f/BC-375 w/case-New $
Cable for BC -223 w/PL-150 each end 1.75
Cable for BC -375 w/PL-61 each end 1.75
Cable for WS EQ/65F7, 65F10, or 65F13 2.95
]'lug for 1-82 Indicator PL -118 1.00
Plugs for LP -21 Loop. PL -112 or PL -108 1.00
FL -8 Filter 1200 CPS 1.95
BC -1023 Marker Beacon Rec. with tubes 3.79
BC -301 Marker Beacon Rec. Less tube 1.95
BB -54 2 Volt Dry Cell Battery 1.50
BC -778 Gibson Girl Receiver -Only 4,9$
CD -365 Cord for LP -21 Loop 1.50
GN-45 Generator 6.95
Circuit Breaker -115 V. 60 cycle 12 amp 175
Circuit Breaker -24 VDC 30 amp 1.00
ADDRESS DEPT. RN  ALL PRICES ARE F.O.B.,
LIMA, OHIO  25% DEPOSIT ON COD ORDERS

$9.95

ANTENNAS FOR ALL USES
TELESCOPING ANTENNA WITH

Base Insulator: Four section, steel, ex-
tends 6'2" to 23'6.. Diameter taper from
11/,a" to /" Each section fitted with ad-
justable locking clamp. Can be adjusted
to length required for freq. Brown glazed

insulator and stand o. e
(Illustrateed at left.) Price.... 2a9

WHIP ANTENNA FOR MOBILE
AND STATIONARY USE

MP -48 Mast Base Mount-
ing with heavy vertical
Coil Spring, insulated at
top to receive Mast Sec-
tion MS -53. Mast Base
only $2.95

9

MAST SECTIONS
For above MP -48, tubular steel, copper
coated. painted -In 3 foot sections. Bot-
tom section MS -53 can be used to make
any length. MS -52-51-50-49 for taper.
Screw -in type. Any Section.
Price 500 Ea.

WHIP STEEL -24 ft. two piece. Bottom
section 4 ft. long. Taper 31" to 1k".

Bottom Sec. threaded /ú" Price.$2.50
TELESCOPING STEEL ANTENNA -3
Sections, 94" long. Telescoped 40". Size

34" to 1/4". Price $ .75
ANTENNA ROTATOR -Ideal revelf.sible
motor for rotating all types of antenna,
at the top. Weighs only 4% lbs. Size:
734" L. less shaft. Gear boa and Mtg.:
4%" a 3%". Motor size: 5" L. a 21/4" D.
Shaft size: %" a 11fí" threaded. Operates

from 24 V. DC, 2 amps. 4.5 RPM or 36 V.A.C.
Torque: 70 lbs. per inch. Price 58.95
TRANSFORMER for above item

TRANSFORMERS -I10 Volt 60 Cyol Primaries:
$1 .5g

Sec. 24 V. 1 amp.
Sec. 24 V. .5 amp. .69 0
Sec. 36 VAC. 2.5 amp. 2.95
Sec. 14-14 or 28 Volt -7% or 15 amp 4.95
HIGH TORQUE MOTOR for Antenna Rotation-%
RPM; operates on 110 Volt 60 cycle with 10 MFD con-
denser; normally 110 Volt 400 cycle, reversible.
Instructions included. Size: 4%" a 4". Price: $2.96.
10 MFD Cond. only $ 1.00. Reversing Switch @ 35e

MOTORS
6 or 12 Volt AC -DC Heavy Duty reversible motor with
a/ x 1/,a" shaft. Price: NEW $2.95
6 -Volt AC -DC Motor -ideal for auto fans, models. etc.
Shaft 34" a %". Used -Tested 21.50

DYNAMO
INPUT OUTPUT

12 V DC 220 V 100 MA
12 V DC
12/24 V DC
12/24 V DC
13/26 V DC
12/24 V DC
28 V DC
14 V DC
9 V DC

Sec. 12 V. 1 amp.

440 V 200 MA
440 V 200 MA and

220 V 100 MA D 104 9.95
F/No. 19 MARK I P/3 #3 9.50
F/BC-645 PE 101 2.95
500 V 50 MA D 0515 2.95
F/Comm. Receivers DM 32 1.95
230 V 100 MA DM 20 3.95
450 V. 60 MA/with Blower D 9450 3.95

COMMAND RECEIVERS
BC -454. 3 to 6 MC. USED $5.95
BC -455. 6 to 9.1 MC. USED 6.95
DYN-64. Can be used for Comm. Rec. # 0515 2.95
TRANSFORMER NH -109 for Comm. Rec.

110 V. $ 00
TRIPLE REC. RACK -black 1.50
TUNING CRANK or Knob 65
BC -442 Antenna Relay Boa w/cond. New 2.95

Less Cond. 1.95
COMMAND TRANSMITTERS

BC -458. 5.3 to 7 MC. NEW: $8.96.
5USED: 5.9b

T/20 ARC -5. 4 to 5.3 MC. NEW: $9.95
U g b

BC
--4

56D MODULATOR -Like New $.6p
DUAL TRANSMITTER RACK -New 1.50
TRANSFORMER NH -108 for Comm. Trans 6.90

STOCK NO. PRI('t'
D 402 53.95
D 401 7.95

FAIR RADIO SALES
132 SOUTH MAIN ST.

LIMA, OHIO

WANTED
TELEPHONE CARRIER EQUIPMENT

(Western Electric) types C, CF -1, CF -3,
CF -4, CF -5, H, H-1.

TELEGRAPH CARRIER EQUIPMENT
(Western Electric) X -61822A, CF -2,
CF -6, 40AC1.

TELETYPEWRITERS -All Models.
TELEPHONE SWITCHBOARDS -

Manual and automatic.
RADIO TELEPHONE LINKS-

AN/TRC-1, A N /TRC - 3, AN/TRC-4,
T-14/TRC-1 Transmitters, R-19/TRC-1
Receivers, Antennas.

Box 484, % RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS
185 N. Wabash Ave. Chicago 1. III.

Written by a foremost Audio design engineer -

to Mir
Elements of Magnetic Tape Recording

and 999 Applications -

Direct -Coupled FM -AM Amplifier Manual 25/

20 Steps to Perfect Amplification 3/ in postage

Thousands Sold !
FamousTwimTrax Instruction Book)
Practically o course in taps re-
cording. 30 diagrams. illustrations.

$250
IPdc. Tar b. aPpol d ht 1.f

{ pu.cha+a of cbsxh.l

Minwl

semaimair

AMPLIFIER CORP. OF AMERICA
398-2 Broadway New York 13, N. Y.
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EVE FOUND THESE RECEIVERS IN
WAR SURPLUS
OUR ENGINEERS CHECKED THEM AND SAID:

"This is the hottest little receiver on the market at any
price. Does everything the BC -348 will do, and then some."

WE PURCHASED ALL AVAILABLE -LESS
THAN 400 COMPLETE BRAND NEW SETS

It's the FAMOUS BENDIX RA -10 RECEIVER. An 8 -tube superhet. Tunes 150 to 1100 kc. and 2 to 10 mc.
Tunes from remote control. Conies complete with tubes,
built-in dynamotor, plugs, control box. and flexible tun-ing shaft. Ready to operate. BRAND NEW, as receivedfrom factory. Available for 12 -volt or 24 -volt operation. A 5500 set for $69.95CONVERSION KIT for converting RA -111 to 110 volt At'. Complete with all parts, hardit are, 14 heniatie,and simple instructions

$ 7.95
Ill' -375E 100 watt (1E TRANSM1TTElt. Complete with 24- volt dynamotor, antenna tuning unit. TU -5tuning unit (1500 to 3000 he). all tubes and plugs. BRAND NEW EQUIPMENT, ready to operate $44.95(Also available for 12 -volt operation. Specify BC -191. Same prier.)"Expertly built powerful little transmitters. At these prices, COMPLETE AND BRAND NEW, they're asteal," said our chief engineer.
One of the boys from the lab took a look at These items and remarked "Clean merchandise.No 'What Is Ifs' here. Honest to goodness values, all."tic -221 FREQ. METER. LIKE NEW... ...... 569.95 PE -103 DYNAMOTOR. 8 or 12 v. input: 500 v.RM-29 TELEPHONE BOX, complete with bell out, NEW$1995and inger, NEW.... .. .. .. .. ..$ 7.95 EXCELLENT. U"7:D 310.95TS -l3 HANDSET, complete with cord and

J-48 TRANSMITTER K E Y In '- ,er-proofplug, NEW .. .. ...5 3.9552-RM-29's and syst3'a make the finest mT-17etal case. with cord
MICROPHONES. NEW

plug. NEW
$

.79
1 95two-way telephone system. AllC for... 519.95)11S-23 HEADSET 000 ohms). Complete with 25 ft. WHIP ANTENNAS t sec[cord AR plug. NEW S 1.45epsiotcomplete with Insulator mtg. base. NEW,SPARE EARPHONE FOR NE 3 .95 repainted S 7.95LEAD INS BOX. R, 411/LENT.

duty
..3 5.95 BD -77 DYNAMOTOR. 12 V. Input, 1000 out.LEAD THRUAB INSULATOR, 41/q" heavy duty. .3 NEW S 3.95CD -501 CABLE with plugs. NEW 3 1.30 CD -307 EXT. CORD. NEW. S 75ORDER $15 WORTH AND GET FREE A HANDY STEEL CARRYING CASE FOR TUBES & PARTS55 geMrder. 25%

AS ADVERTISED OR YOURºMONEYde aEVERY ITEM GUARANTEEDBACK
ACOUSTICRAFT COUP.

Manufacturers of "TINY TOONER" pocket and wrist radios.2144 So. Kedzie Avenue Chicago 23, Illinois

Ida

SCHEMATICS -CONVERSIONS
FOR SURPLUS GEAR

NEW
PE -117 conversion, supply 12 V AC and 180 V
B plus for mobile command receivers or ARB
from 6 V battery. Supply 24 V AC and 180 V
B plus from 12 V DC boat or aircraft bat-
tery $1.00
BC -348 alignment. Specify model $1.00
BC -348 schematic with parts list and AC ron -
version. Specify model $1.00
AN/ARC-4 mobile ham conversion, 2 tne-
tern $2.00
SCR -522-A, AM, and C with parts lists, expla-
nation of differences, and chart for crystal fre-
quencies $2.00
ARB(CRV46151): Step-hy-step conversion, with
original schematic and alignment chart $2.00
For old customers who already have srh.-
matic $1.00
ARB (CRV-46151), Complete schematic, simpli-
fied schematic (both with control boxes), and
IF and RF alignment chart $1.00
ASB-7; Indicator, transmitter, receiver, sche-
matics with voltage inputs. Specify which unit.
Each $1.00
GP -6, GP -7, TCE-2 schematic $1.00
BC -645, original and conversion, fixed or mobile.
Includes PE -101-C $1.00
BC -375-E step-by-step conversion to AC, with
power pack 51.00
BC -375-E original schematic plus tuning units hap
plus complete parts list with values and charar-
teriatics plus plate current information $2.00
SCR -274-N receivers, BC -453, 4, 5: Conversion
of front plug to local control adapter. AC
power. Alignment. Parts location. Voltage and
resistance readings. Interconnections. Large
clear sheet 52.00
MN -26 operation and maintenance manual. it145 pages á5,00
AN/ARC-5 schematics: very large sheet, in- a

il
eludes VHF receiver and transmitter 52.00SCR -274-N Transmitter schematics, including
modulator, rack, and control box $1.00
RU-18/GF-11 equipment schematic $2.00 a
RU-17/GF-12 equipment schematic $2.00

I

SCHEMATICS: $100
Each

ARN-7 BC -433-G BC -733-D ART -13A
APN-1 APN-9 SCR -625 APT -2 BC -1206-C
R-89 ARN-5A RA -10

No. 19 MARK II Sender -receiver

Please remit With Order. We Pay Postage.
Send 25c and stamped addressed envelope for
comprehensive list, cross-indexed for BC and
SCR. Includes chart explaining code used in
Army -Navy nomenclature.

R. E.
GOODHEART

345t/2 N, PALM DRIVE

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF.

Why the Adjustable "V"

Antenna Is Best for TV
Premax Adjustable V Dipole Antennas
permit the proper vertical or horizontal
adjustment of the elements to prevent,
as generally happens with horizontal
type dipoles, the combining of a "direct"
with a "reflected" signal which results
in a cancellation of both signals and
poor reception.

The Premax V can be adjusted to the
proper vertical or horizontal position to
make the two signals combine in phase,
thereby increasing rather than reducing
the received signal.

Another Premax feature is that, proper-
ly mounted, it permits a sufficient signal
energy at the antenna terminals to mini-
mize the importance of the otherwise
difficult task of perfect impedance
matching.

Service men, installing the Premax V,
find it insures optimum reception of
signals from ALL of the TV stations
within the line of sight.
Premax V is a low-cost antenna, easy
to install and profitable to the service
man. Send for details.

PREMAX PRODUCTS
DIVISION CHISHOLM-RYDER CO., INC.

4909 Highland Ave., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

level of the original and reproduced
sound, and volume effects of rooms).

INTERFERENCE from auto ignition
and electrical equipment, a serious
problem in reception and particularly
television, is receiving legal attention
in Great Britain with a Wireless
Telegraphy Bill, which would make it
mandatory to equip all units which
may radiate electromagnetic energy
with suppressors.

Discussing this move during an in-
terview in New York City, Dr. R. L.
Smith -Rose, director of research of
the department of scientific and in-
dustrial research, London, and former-
ly vice president of the IRE, said that
the bill would undoubtedly pass and
guarantee interference -free reception.
According to Dr. Smith -Rose, all man-
ufacturers of accessories or automo-
biles which might radiate will have
to secure an approved certificate, in-
dicating that tests have been made to
assure radiation -free performance.

In a query covering the 405-625-819
line debate now raging across the con-
tinent, Dr. Smith -Rose said that the
British industry has not changed its
opinion as to the virtues of the 405 -
line method, since it was believed that
this standard was the most efficient in
relation to cost and ether space occu-
pied. The 625 -line system, which seems
to be favored by those in Sweden and
Germany as well as Belgium and
Switzerland, and the 819 -line system
popular in France, is not practical for
Great Britain, according to Dr. Smith -
Rose. The 625 -line system, which has
been developed by Philips of Eind-
hoven, and uses a 6-mc. bandwidth
with two -to -one interlacing, does have
many interesting possibilities accord-
ing to other continental experts who
were interviewed during their recent
attendance at a series of lectures on
television in this country.

FORMER PRESIDENT IIERIIERT
HOOVER was honored at a recent
luncheon of the Radio Executives Club
at the Hotel Roosevelt, New York
City, for his pioneering work in
radio legislation and control while
Secretary of Commerce and as Presi-
dent.

As tokens of esteem, the club pre-
sented Mr. Hoover with the original
microphone that he used on January
15, 1921, at the European Relief din-
ner in the Duquesne Club, Pittsburgh,
when he spoke over KDKA, and the
microphone used at the White House
while he was president.

A galaxy of outstanding technical,
administrative, and entertainment per-
sonalities joined in the tribute, includ-
ing Laurence Tibbett of the Metro-
politan Opera; David Sarnoff, RCA
Chairman of the Board; Walter Evans,
president of Westinghouse Electric
broadcasting division; Frank Stanton,
CBS prexy; Wayne Coy, FCC Chair-
man; Norman Luker, North American
Director of BBC; Ted Streibert, WOR
prexy; Allan Hoover, son of Mr.
Hoover; A. D. Willard, executive vice
president of NAB; Ted Husing, fa -
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mous sports announcer; Carl Haver-
lin, president of the club; and Frank
M. Russell, vice president of NBC in
Washington, D. C.

THE EXTENSIVE PREPARA-
TIONS required for that epic inaugu-
ral TV network program a few months
ago were disclosed recently in a spe-
cial report.

According to this review, more than
550 long -line telephone experts were
trained for the event, who for two
months prior to the telecast were en-
gaged in lining up and testing the
coaxial links. The tests, which in-
volved many changes and adjust-
ments, went on continuously right up
until the program was scheduled to
go on the air.

The Illinois Bell Telephone number
two toll building in Chicago was the
key center for much of the activity.
For into the 157 -foot basement vault
of the building was placed the Chi-
cago -Cleveland -New York and Chi-
cago -St. -Louis coaxial cables. Al-
though this building and its equip-
ment were designed to handle tele-
phone conversations, the center was
established to provide a headquarters
to monitor and switch television pro-
grams.

The report showed that 540 ampli-
fiers had to be installed along the
routes and an additional system of 250
amplifiers were required for the tele-
vision terminals in the telephone
buildings in each city of the network.

Today, the network, still in the im-
provement stages, but providing ex-
cellent services, links fourteen cities
and 30 stations and serves one-fourth
of the nation's population, a remark-
able record of engineering progress.

L. W.

Queen -Dona (CQ) Grace Burbage, Humboldt
College co-ed, was chosen to reign over the
all -male student body of California State
Polytechnic College at the annual Poly Roy-
al celebration April 29 and 30. Miss Burbage
shown seated at the controls of the college
short-wave station, sent invitations to all
hams to inspect the college's radio and elec-
tronics facilities during the two-day cele-
bration on the San Luis Obispo campus. This
is a regular, extra -curricular activity of the
student body, planned, managed, and di-
rected by the student leaders and is recog-
nized nationally as a pioneer and model of
vocational education of the college level.

CONVERT DIRECT - VIEW TELEVISION TO

SCR EN PROJECTION TELEVISION!

30 KV RF POWER

SUPPLY

Any electro -magnetic deflection TV set can be converted! All you need are
3 basic components: lens, tube and power supply.

Dimensions: Length 14',
Width 11', Height 11 VI'

New Improved unit of exceptional regulation. Has a
focus control pot built in for use with 5TP4 Tube. Voltage
variable from 27 to 30 KV. Supply utilizes 6 tubes.
Net price, including DC Power

Supply $99.50

SPELLMAN

F1.9

PROJECTION

TV LENS

Dimensions: Length 7', Diameter 4tá'
F1.9 EF.5 in. (127.0 mm.) This lens incorporates in bar-
rel a corrective lens for use with a 51P4 projection
tube. It is easily removable for use with flat type tubes.
Lens can be utilized to project picture sizes from several
inches to 7 x 9 feet.
Complete with mounting ring. Ma- Only$90
chined slotted Mounting Ring avail.
able for hand focusing adjustment. Has 4 holes for
easy mounting on plate. $8.00 extra.

Features a metal backed white fluorescent screen hay.
ing high brightness and contrast.
Net Price $67.50

5TP4
PROJECTION
KINESCOPE

TUBE

HIGH VOLTAGE METER
OTO30KV

A precision -made instrument
with range from 0 to 30 KV.
Has 4' scale and only draws
20 microamps. Bakelite meter
panel housed in solid oak cab-
inet. Meter has jack connector
for convenient connection to
oscilloscope in checking voltage

wave forms. Net price $67.50
Send for Free Complete Technical Details

HIGH VOLTAGE COILS
5 KV $ 3.25
10 KV 7.75
15 KV 7.75
25 KV 35.00
30 KV 35.00
FILAMENT TRANSFORMER FOR
1 B3 Rectifier Tube 90c

HIGH VOLTAGE TELEVISION CAPACITORS

SPECIFICATIONS:
JEFFERS TYPE SKC CAPACITORS

Type Capacity
SKC 10-10 1000 mmfd

10-20 500 "
10-30 300 "

SEC 20-10 1600 mmfd
20-20 1200 "
20-30 600 "

SKC 30-10 3200 mmfd
30-20 2500 "
30-30 1200 "

Operating
Voltage Net Price
10,000 .45 ea.

20,000 .84 ea.

30,000 2.10 ea.

10,000 2.52 ea.
20,000 3.36 ea.

30,000 4.17 ea.

10,000 4.17 ea.

20,000 5.01 ea.

30,000 5.85 ea.

NEW REAR PROJECT ON PLASTIC
TELEVISION SCREENS

The screen surface consists of a conglomerate arrange-
ment of microscopic plastic crystals that "Pin Point"
the projected Image providing unexcelled angular
viewing with a minimum loss of projected light. It I<

estimated that there is a loss of approximately 10%
of light viewing the Image at 45 degrees off center.
Light transmission percentages are controlled to ob-
tain the maximum efficiency of the television optical
projection system.
Net price of Rear Projection Screen, per sq. footS3.5I
Include 25% Deposit With Order, Balance C.O.D.

SPELLMAN TELEVISION CO., INC.
DEPT. A, 130 WEST 24th STREET, NEW YORK 11, N. Y.  A L 5 - 3 6 8 0

HOW TO GET THE

MOST FROM

YOUR RADIO

"KNOW-HOW"
Learn all about a new,
simplified way of fixing
radios. Nothing complex
to learn, no calculating.
Used by beginners and
experts. Send for FREE
manual, "THE INSIDE
STORY." today. 28 pages-illus-
trated-easy to read! Shown how obsolete methods
prevent full use of your real ability. Explains use of
NEW techniques.You owe it to yourself and your future to "get out
in front" in your work.

FE/EiP
SEND COUPON OR

PENNY POSTCARD FOR
FREE MANUAL TODAY!

FEILER ENGINEERING CO., Dept. 5H9
945 George St., Chicago 14, Illinois
Please RUSH my FREE copy of "The Inside Story"

Name

Address

City Zone.... State

TRAIN QUICKLY!
OLDEST, BEST EQUIPPED
SCHOOL of ITS KIND in U.S.
.2 Opfutfrdusay qieidd

Come to the Great Shops of COYNE in Chicago dur-
ing our 50th Anniversary Year! Get quick, practical
training. in RADIO -TELEVISION or ELECTRIC-
ITY. G I Approved. Finance plan for non -veterana.
Mall Coupon Today for complete details.
NOT "HOME -STUDY" COURSES!
You learn on real, full-size equipment, not by mail.
Finest staff of trained instructors to help you get
ready qui.kly for a better job, a fine future.

FREE BOOKS
Clip coupon for big illustrated
Coyne book on either ELEC-

TRICITY or RADIO -TELEVISION. Both banks
sent FREE if you wish. No obligation; no salesman
still call. Act NOW!

B. W. COOKE, Pres.
COYNE Electrical& Radio School, Dept. 59-115H

500 S. Paulina Street, Chicago 12, Illinois
Send FREE BOOK and full details on:
ELECTRICITY  RADIO -TELEVISION

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

May, 1949
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SURPLUS BARGAINS
REC. & TRANS.

BC 454 (R e w) 3 to 6 mc.
RC 457 or ARCS, 4 to 5, 80 mc.
(slightly used)
schematic.

Both for
BC 459. 7 to 9.1 mc. (new) $14.95T20 ARC 5, 4 to 5.3 mc. 11.95T22 ARC 5 7 to 9.1 mc. 11.95

9.95
12.95
9.95
4.95
5.95
9.95
5.95
3.95

BC459 7.9.i mc. (used)
T22/ARC-5 7.9.1 me. (new)
T20/ARC-5 4-5.3 (used)
274-N Type Trans. 2.1.3 me. (used)BC 453 190.550 kc. (used)BC 454 3.6 mc. (new)

(Used)
BC 455 8-9.1 me. (used)
274-N Type Receiver 1.5-3 me. (new) 15.95(Used) ....... ... ... .. 9.9512 volt Dynamotor (can be used for 7.95ARB Recvr .190-9.05 me. continuous (exc.for marine) (..... ........... . 19.95
ARN-7/BC 433 Refer 150.1750 me. contin-uous (used) 14.95
ASH/7 Indicator Unit with Tubes (sac. basicunit for 58 scope) (used) 14.95

SELSYN XMITTER & INDICATOR
Ideal as Radio beam position
Indicator for Ham, Television
or commercial use. $495
Complete with I-82...

Spare set of Tubes for Command Reeve or
Trans. Specify which set... ........ $ 1.29

DE10m3 tDy n6amvoos D23 0 Itso lDaC -C0 8 5 ls 4.95
DC 160 ma. (new, complete with base) 14.95
(New, without base)

SCR -522 TRANS. & REC.
$39.50

2.45
Like New
BC 375 Tuning Unit. New

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS -110 volt 80 cycle
primary.12-24 volt at 2 amp. $ 2.955-24-30 volt at 20 amp. 3.956.3 volt at 8 amp. -5 volt at 3 amp. -33 volt at 150 ma.

PLATE TRANSFORMERS -115 volt 60 cycle
primary.3200 volts NO CENTER TAP -NEW.Two ( used SINGLE PHASE FULL WAVERECTIFIER CIRCUIT give 2900 volts a 952 forWITH 300 ma. LOAD

15.95540 C.T. 0 150 ma.5 volts 0 3 amp.
8. volt 0 6 amp.
880 CT, (I 150 ma.6.3 volt 0 4.5 amp.1.7 volt 0 5 amp.

1.95

3.95

4.95
HEINEMAN CIRCUIT BREAKERS

120 volts 10 amperes .89120 volts 20 amperes 1.95120 volts 30 amperes 2.49
TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING TUBES2X2....$ .89 6L6.....$1.23 959.....5 .59523..... .79 717/1... .69 VR15O .. .7975TL.... 3.95 861 12.95 304TL .. .90832A ... 3.95 958 .59 68.15.... .896166.... .89 6AC7 .89 4E27...12.95

BO3A.. .. .49 807 .89 829..... 3.958664.... 1.39 810 4.95 65C7... .89954..... .59 OAKS .89 803..... 4.956SN7... .89 VT127A 2.95 1616.... .896.17..... .79 860 4.95 872 1.98813 7.93 65H7... .89
CATHODE RAY TUBES

3BP1...S2.49 SGPl...42.95 SNP4...53.955BP1... 2.95 5BP4... 2.95 SFP7... 3.95
FL -8 Audio Filter (new) $1.79Add 40c for postage.
DC Ammeter 60-0-60 (new) .97

CHOKES FOR MEDIUM POWER "B" PLUS
SUPPLIES6 henries 150 ma. $1.4910 henries

(8
150 ma. 2.1910 henries CCC(8 200 ma. 3.19

FILTER CONDENSERS OIL FILLED2 mfd. 600 volts. 3 for S .4910 mfd. 600 volt. 1.19
1 mfd. 1000 volts. 3 for .498 mfd. 2000 volts 3.492 mfd. 2500 volts. 2.391 mfd. 3600 volts. 2.95
1 mfd. 4000 volts. 3.492 mfd. 4000 volt. 4.953 mfd. 4000 volt.. S.452 mfd. 5000 volts 5.95

Remittance with Order. Minimum Order $2.50.Orders F.O.B. Los Angeles, Calif.
Prices Subject to Change without Notice.

ESEGE SALES CO. LTD.
Distributors of Surplus Radio and Electronic Parts

1306 Bond Street at Pico
Los Angeles 15, Calif.

LEARN

TELEVISION
ELECTRONICS RADIO

Modern Completely Equipped
Laboratories

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES

G.I. Approved -Veterans Receive
Subsistence

ENROLL NOWI

ELECTRONICS INSTITUTE, INC.
21 Henry, Detroit 1, Mich.

lion Lee Studios
(Continued from page 37)

vey the traffic problem and equipment
needs of the expanding network. The
outgrowth of many round table discus-
sions was master control equipment
with a switching system of over 800
possible program combinations requir-
ing 821 relays, 49 amplifiers, 850 indi-
cator lamps, 2500 jacks, and 13 volume
indicators. The equipment contains
facilities for handling 12 studios, 3
announce booths, 4 recording channels,
4 simultaneous remote programs, 96
remote connections, 7 incoming net-
works, 10 outgoing networks, and
equipment for special facilities. De-
spite the complexity, there are tell -tale
indicators, automatic features, and
convenient control arrangements to
permit its entire supervision by only
one man.

In regard to the automatic features,
it is normal to allow 20 seconds after
cue for fill to the network before
switching, permitting the master con-
trol operator only 10 seconds to per-
form his many functions. He now can
press Delay Master buttons on cue,
which will automatically switch the
network 20 seconds later, leaving him
free for other duties. The equipment
has its own dust -free air conditioning
system.

A mixing console which would in-
corporate facilities necessary to the
needs of radio production had been
planned for several years. Many sche-
matics were drawn and revised. It
was desired to have the greatest
amount of flexibility and facilities for
fulfilling the demands of all types of
programs, but unfortunately the mix-
ing console became excessively com-
plicated. Often it has been said that
an engineer's job is one of making the
best compromise and here a compro-
mise was necessary.
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With this in mind, less frequently
used special effect equipment was de-
leted with the idea of housing such
equipment in a separate cabinet so
that it could be wheeled to the side
of any console when the occasion de-
manded. The desk circuits were
treated to gain maximum flexibility
through the use of jack bays. The
eight channel mixer, operationally
speaking, was simplified by keys,
which, by choice of the technician, split
the board into channel groupings con-
trollable by sub -masters. On certain
types of programs this greatly facili-
tates mixing. For example : the
multi -microphone pickup of an or-
chestra, controlled by one hand, can
be balanced against the instrumental
solos or vocal microphones controlled
by the other hand. The sound micro-
phones can be balanced against the
cast microphone in the dramatic pro-
grams.

Through the continual exchange of
ideas with Western Electric Company,
there emerged a control desk which in
one year of trial installation has
proven very satisfactory. The readily
accessible plug-in amplifiers have
made the occasional service require-
ments very simple.

The equipment installed in the KHJ
network and FM announce booths is to
provide for fading into or out of pro-
grams, giving identification and spot
announcements, playing transcribed
commercial spots or recorded fills in
case of program failure, and cueing
and monitoring necessary to the oper-
ation. The Don Lee Broadcasting Sys-
tem production department and an-
nouncing staff studied the possible lay-
out of equipment fulfilling these needs
with the intention of improving the
ease and accuracy of operation. The
number of controls appearing on the
equipment was held to a minimum to
avoid confusion and the placement
was based on frequency of use. Much
consideration was given to the slope

Fig. 1. A typical family of curves resulting from reverberation tests made dur-
ing the course of construction. Here, for the first time, a building was con-
structed to the optimum reverberation characteristic as indicated by the curves.

T I I

KHJ STUDIO NO.1
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UNE 30, 1948
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of the control panel and location of the
volume indicator to further facilitate
operation. It was decided that a con-
trol desk similar in shape to that de-
veloped for the small studios would be
ideal with circuit and control modifi-
cation for use in the announce booths.

A need existed for control room
equipment associated with the small
studios used in commentary and round
table discussion types of programs,
preparation and playback of delayed
broadcasts with facility for cut -in an-
nouncements, and assembly of record
shows with the announcer (disc
jockey) working in the control room or
in the studio with a technician at the
controls.

The design philosophy was that of
simplicity, ease of operation, and de-
pendability. With an intent to min-
imize operational errors resulting
from poorly placed and excessive num-
bers of controls and switches, a care-
ful study was made to determine the
most frequently used controls and the
most convenient location for each with
the least hazard to smooth operation.
The aim was to satisfy program pro-
duction demands with the minimum
number of controls in order to facili-
tate fast and accurate operation. To
insure greater dependability, each part
was studied as a potential trouble
maker. For ease of operation, two
turntables were built into one side of
the desk, and a third was placed in a
separate cabinet on the other side of
the operator as optional equipment.
Moreover, the physical shape and color
of the control desk were worked out
with Western Electric engineers to
give eye appeal and modern design
rather than just the "technical look."

Mutual Don Lee is convinced that
the care and effort expended in the
design and construction of this net-
work center have produced the ideal
home for its operations in Hollywood.
The acoustic characteristics of the
studios add measurably to the quality
of the broadcasts. The provisions in
the building for technical services and
the careful planning of the layout for
storage, for entrance and exit of the
public, and for the managerial func-
tions of the networks are of great
value, and finally, the audio system
brings simplicity and efficiency to pro-
gram production and dispatching. -13j)] -

"But all I said was that her battered old
chassis was sprung and bulged where

it shouldn't."

e SEE THE BACK COVER**
Since RADIO NEWS covers are printed far in advance of the balance of +he publi-
cation, certain changes have +aken place after our announcement on the back cover

was printed. These are as follows:

All Major Components are Already Mounted on Chassis includ-
ing prewired "VIVIDeo" I.F. strip (Pat. Pend.) and prewired
front end. Only 13 tubes remain to be wired.

FREE' .. Complete comprehensive Service Data on the T.A.C. exclusive "VIVIDeo" 13 -tube

Picture and Sound I.F. Strip (Pat. Pend.). Contains all information needed
to thoroughly understand and service this unique high -pain I.F. Strip which

features 5l/s stages of Cathode -Coupled Grounded -Grid Video I.F. amplification. For high gain, sensi-
tivity, stability, "VIVIDeo" can't be beat! Write for FREE booklet SB-I or ask your local jobber for it.
Booklet SB-I also included with each T.A.C. Direct -View Assembly.

NEW LOW PRICES!
T.A.C. STANDARD MODELS 20 RCA tubes, plus RCA or
DuMont C.R. Tube. Pre -wired 'VIVIDeo" 13 -tube Pic-
ture and Sound I.F. Strip with 51/2 stages of Picture
Amplification. Pre -wired All -Channel Front End with Fine
Tuning. RCA 5x7 Oval Heavy Duty PM Speaker. Deliv-
ered complete with ALL MAJOR COMPONENTS
MOUNTED. PLUS New Comprehensive SUPER -SIMPLI-
FIED DATA for Wiring and Servicing.
Model M1O1S-Complete (lees C.R. Turine/

$169.50 Dealer's Net
Model F1O1S-Complete with 10" RCA C.R. Tube

$203.50 Dealer's Net
Model F121S-Complete with 12" DuMont C.R. Tube

$231.25 Dealer's Net
Model F151S-Complete with 15" DuMont C.R. Tube

$314.50 Dealers Net

T.A.C. CHAMPION MODELS. identical extra -value
features as above except Standard Tuner replaced by
DuMont Inputuner for Continuous Tuning of ALL FM
RADIO AND TV CHANNELS,
Model ~IC --Complete (less C.R. Tube/

$209.50 Dealer's Net
Model F101C-Complete O.'itb iii"' RCA C.R. Tube

$243.75 Dealers Net
Model F121C-Complete with 12" DuMont C.R. Tube

$271.40 Dealers Neto
Model F151C-Complete with 15" DuMont C.R. Tube

$357.35 Dealers Neto
Model F2O1C-Complete with 20" DuMont C.R. Tube

ALL T. A. C. 15" and 20" Assemblies contain 30 RCA tubes, plus
DUMont C.R. tube, RCA 12" Heavy Duty I'M Speaker, and all features
mentioned above PLUS Pre -wired 141KV High Voltage Doubler Power
alpply.* Write for Catalog on our Complete Line of TV Replacement
Components!

540 BUSHWICK AVE., BROOKLYN 6, N. Y.

*Prices 5% Higher West of the Prices subject to change
Mississippi without notice.

$566.75 Dealer's Net
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When storms, floods or breakdowns interrupt electric service
to your station and force you off the air, you lose listeners . , ,

you lose income , . . you lose the opportunity to give vital
service to your community. These losses can be prevented by
installing a dependable Onan Standby Electric Plant.

Always on guard against commercial power failures, Onan
Plants equipped with Line Transfer Controls automatically
take over the job of supplying electricity during emergencies.
Upkeep costs are negligible. Only periodic servicing and in-
spection are required.

ONAN
ELECTRIC

PLANTS

ii

Range -1000 to 35,000
Watts A.C.
SEND COUPON BELOW
FOR STANDBY FOLDER

Station WJPG, Green Bay. Wisc. is
protected by Onan Standby Power

D. W. ONAN & SONS INC. ~Pm'
4799 Royalslon Ave. Minneapolis 5, Minn.

Please send me your Standby Folder.
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MAKE YOUR OWN
BIG PICTURE
TELEVISION!

ALMOST

7
SQUARE
FEET OF
PICTURE!

with INTERNATIONAL'S

PROVEN PROJECTION

ASSEMBLIES
The following units when assembled produce a com-
plete projection unit for pictures from 15" x 20"
to 3'x4'.
PK-36 (Projection video chassis) $180
LK-36 (Projection low voltage power supply) 76

HK -36 (Projection high voltage power supply) 55
CK-36 (Projection Schmidt optical assembly) 294

Complete TOTAL $605
PBK-36 (Optical barrel assembly) only $98

Prices on mirror and screen upon request

SPECIAL
SENSATIONAL PRICE!

RCA 830TS type chassis $165.50
The tried and true chassis adaptable for use with
10", 12", 12%", 15" and 16" tubes.
Send check with order or 25% deposit on C.O.D.'s.
Prices quoted F.O.B. factory.

Dealer prices quoted upon request.

INTERNATIONAL
TELEVISION

CORPORATION
238 William Street
New York 1, N. Y.

RADIoóÉTREERINGl1 MONTHS
Intensive, specialized course, including strong basis
in mathematics and electrical engineering, advanced
Radio Theory and Design, Modern laboratory. Low
tuition. Self-help opportunities. Also 27 -month
courses in Aeronautical, Chemical, Civil, Electrical
and Mechanical Engineering. Gov't approved for
Cll.'s. Enter June, Sept., Dec., March. Catalogue.
INDIANA TECHNICAL COLLEGE
959 E. Washington Blvd., Fort Wayne 2, Indiana

COUPON -OF -THE -MONTH
TUBES-STD. BRAND 5Y3 OT.......... 3 for $0.99
TUBES-STD. BRAND 12SQ7 or 12AT8 2 for .99
VOL. CONTROLS-STD. BR. .5 Meg. W. SW 3 for .99
CONDENSERS -40-40 Mfd. 150V 2 for .99
CONDENSERS -20-20 Mfd. 150V 3 for .99
LOOP ANTENNA-HI GAIN (5"x8") 3 for .99
I.F. COILS 455 KC (11/4x21 ) 3 for .99
OSC. COILS 455 KC (for 12SA7) 4 for .99
B Y PASS COND. KIT -18 Asstd .99
DIAL CORD KIT -100 ft. Asstd. & 8 Springs .99
GRILLE CLOTH -6 Asstd. 8"x6" & 10 Knobs .99
e COMBINATION KIT-All Above Items-Only 10.00

WITH THIS COUPON-ORDER AT ONCE
Write for Monthly Coupons and Bulletin

RADIO DISTRIBUTING CO., PASADENA 18, CAL.

Mac's Service Shop
(Continued from page 52)

tion that ordinarily separates the line
from the chassis? What's the resonant
frequency?"

"Let's see if you can figure it out'
for yourself," Mac suggested. "First,
what's the chief characteristic of a
series -tuned circuit?"

"A very low impedance at the reso-
nant frequency," Barney said prompt-
ly; "so I suppose that this circuit is
for the purpose cf furnishing a very
low impedance path between the chas-
sis and 'B -minus' at one particular
frequency."

"So far, so good!" Mac encouraged.
"And what particular frequency is it
that we want to be sure is tied down
so that it cannot go wandering around
through the receiver and cause us
more trouble ?"

"The i.f. frequency?" Barney
guessed.

"That's right. Because of the high
gain of the i.f. amplifier, it is essential
that the i.f. signal stick strictly to the
path intended for it. The series -tuned
circuit is usually mounted physically
near the cathode return of the i.f.
amplifier, and so it serves to prevent
degeneration at the i.f. frequency as
well as to prevent oscillation. In short,
you might say that the series -tuned

circuit is employed as a particularly
effective bypass."

"It is rather funny that you should
ask about that at just this time,
though," Mac continued, "for this let-
ter I am holding contains a descriptive
bulletin on the Sprague line of reso-
nant condensers that were designed to
contain in a single compact unit that
tuned circuit you have there. These
condensers, which come in .05, .1, and
.2 µfd. values, have built-in inductance
so that they resonate at 455 kilocycles.
At this frequency, the impedance of a
typical .2 µfd. unit is less than a quar-
ter of an ohm."

"If a fellow had to replace one of
those resonant condensers, he ought to
use an exact duplicate, right ?"

"Right!" Mac said. "For if he doesn't,
he is likely to have oscillation trouble."

"Do they look any different from or-
dinary condensers?"

"Well, the ones that bear the
Sprague name come in yellow tubes
and are marked 'resonant' for identi-
fication. The other day, though, I ran
across one of the units that was in a
slate -gray tube and just had the word
'special' stamped on it."

Barney shook his head sadly. "It is
not enough that we have resistors that
look like condensers and condensers
that look like resistors. Now we gotta
have tuned circuits that look like con-
densers yet!"

-E-

A USEFUL SWITCHING CIRCUIT
By JACK D. GALLAGHER, W5HZB

AN
ARTICLE by the writer which

appeared in Radio & Television
News, June 1948, entitled "Another
Method of Power Supply Control"
presented a simple solution to the
problem of turning the plate voltage on
last and off first by three switches. For
reference, the switching arrangement is
shown in Fig. 1A.

Removing S3 of Fig. lA will provide a
method of "plates on last, off first" for
Ti and T2. Suppose, however, that
these same features could be accom-
plished with just one toggle switch
instead of two. Or, if all three trans-
formers were to be used, it would still
simplify matters if two toggle switches
would serve the purpose of three.

The diagram of Fig. 1B will serve the
purpose quite well. The relay is con-
nected in a lock -up circuit by throwing
St to the right. Since only a momen-
tary connection is needed to turn on the
filaments, Si can be a 3 -position switch
with a momentary action on one side.
By switching Sr to the left, primary
voltage can be applied to T2. If Si were
switched to the left at first, nothing
would happen since the primary of T,
is open through the relay contacts. If
for some reason S1 is to the left and the
relay coil goes open, T2 is turned off as
well as T1, both simultaneously. If the
plate voltage is left on (S1 to the left)
accidentally, the push-button will turn
off both voltages.

S2 in Fig. 1B controls Ts, if it is used.
Since the filament voltage must be
applied before either T2 or Ts will
operate, there is no possibility of turn-

ing the plate voltage on first, or off last.
If both Si and S2 were "on" (T2 and T3
operating), all voltages would be turned
off when the push-button was opened
and nothing could be turned on first
except the filament transformer Ti.

Fig. 1

PUSH -
117 V. A.C. BUTTON

NORMALLY
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SPIT' SWITCH
3 POSITION
CENTER 'OFF'
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International Short -Wave
(Continued from page 142)

Azores-CSX2, 4.845, Ponta Del-
gada, heard 1715-1900; CS9MB, 11.090,
heard 1415-1500. (Peddle, Newfound-
land)

Barbados-VPR-9, 15.035, heard re-
cently calling VRR-4 at 0740; heard
another day 0745 contacting same sta-
tion. (Ferguson, N. C.)

Belgium -Brussels, 17.845, heard re-
cently calling ABC, New York, at
1730. (Beck, N. Y.) ORG, 19.230,
heard to LSMS at 1300. (Peddle, New-
foundland)

Bermuda-ZFD-2, 10.390, works
WNB; ZNX-2, 20.715, works London,
and ZNU-4, 10.150, works WNB; all
located at St. Georges. (Peddle, New-
foundland)

Brazil-Radio Jornal do Comercio,
Recife, confirmed report via regis-
tered airmail QSL card. Transmitter
is Marconi SWB 10, input 15 to 20 kw.
high-level plate modulation. Antennas
are 258 degree Beverage array for 19-,
25-, 31-, and 49 -meters. Input at time
of report was 15.18 kw. Stations, fre-
quencies, and schedules listed PRL-6,
780 kcs., 0600-2100; ZYK-2, 15.145,
0600-1400; ZYK-3, 9.565, 0600-1200,
1400-2100; ZYK-2, 6.085, 1600-2100; ad-
vised that ZYK-3 also operates at
times on 11.825 but is subject to heavy
QRM there. (Rosenauer, Calif.)

What appears to be PYZ-2, Emissora
do Distrito Federal, Rio de Janeiro, on
9.220, is heard 1800 or 1815 to 1830
sign -off. (McPheeters, La.) Also
heard in Texas by Stark.

British Guiana-ZFY, about 5.985,
Georgetown, heard in New York at
2000 and signing off 2045 with "God
Save the King." (Weisberg) Relays
BBC news 1800. (Ferguson, N. C.)
Good level early mornings, also.

British Honduras-Ferguson, N. C.,
says ZIK-2, 10.598, Belize, seems to be
back on old schedule as has heard it
opening several times lately 1332 with
news; was heard one day 1250 calling
VQNA at 1331, had news which ended
1343, then called VQNA again; fair
signal.

Bulgaria-Radio Sofia, 7.671, is still
broadcasting 2250-0300; no English
noted; improved signal recently. (Ha-
gen, Ala.) Has setting -up exercises
2320, Eastern music 2330, news in Bul-
garian 0000, then music (this time
mostly marches of Slovak type).
(Beck, N. Y.) Is heard in Newfound-
land 1650-1700 with news. (Peddle)

Cameroon-"Ici Radio Douala,"
9.160, signs on 1300 with march, then
gives call "Allo, Allo, Ici Radio Dou-
ala"; programs feature much recorded
music. (Pearce, England) On Sundays
appears to run 1430-1600. (Peddle,
Newfoundland)

Canada-VE9AI, 9.54, Edmonton,
Alberta, has news 0000. On West
Coast, says Dilg, Calif., can be heard
at weak level mornings after Radio
Australia leaves the channel 0845.

Cape Verde Island-DeMeyer, Mich.,

May, 1949

For Clearer Television!
a llia nce
TE N NA  ROTOR
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TV-FM ANTENNA ROTATOR

 Sharper Pictures
 Wider Range

 Peak Reception!
This antenna rotator turns your TV antenna instantly as needed
-"aims" it at the station-keeps image clear-overcomes
interference and distortion! In multi -station and fringe areas
Tenna-Rotor brings in that station you couldn't get before-
increases selectivity, directivity and range!

Weather-proof enclosed electric rotor unit, (size 7rr x 8")
fits antenna mast-is quick and easy to install-self-lubri-
cated for long life! Smart, plastic remote -control case plugs
into 110 -volt house circuit. Price $39.95. (Slightly higher
west of Rockies.) Complete assembly, rotor and control
case, weighs 12 lbs. End your "fixed position" antenna
worries-ask your dealer or service shop!
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ALLIANCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY ALLIANCE, OHIO
Export Department; 401 Broadway, New York, N. Y., U. 5. A.

What Receiver Would You Like to Have?

What Do You Have to Trade -In?

I Will Make You the Best Deal!
Nobody can beat Bob Henry on a trade-inl (I make the deals myself.)
Nobody can beat Bob Henry's world's lowest credit terms! (I finance the

thing myself.)
Bob Henry gives you immediate delivery on practically anything in the amateur

or communications receiver line. (I carry the world's biggest stock.) Bob Henry gives YOU FREE

ten-day trial and FREE 90 -day service! (I don't want you to buy anything you don't want.)

These are just some of the reasons why Bob Henry sells more receivers than anyone in the world!

EVERYTHING has some trade-in value. Write me what you have and what you want. We can do
business!

SX-42 Greatest continuous frequency coverage SX-43
All essential ham frequencies from 540

of any communications receiver-from kc to 108 Mc. In the band of 44 to 55
540 kc to 110 Mc. One superb Mc, wide band FM or narrow
unit with 6 bands; AM, FM, CW. $275-00 band AM, just right for narrow $189.50
Finest performance obtainable. band FM reception is provided.

COMPLETE STOCK OF ALL HALLICRAFTERS RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS
Write for catalog, prices, time sale information

HENRY RADIO STORES
11240 Olympic Bbd
LOS ANGELES 25

CALIF.

"WORLD'S LARGEST DISTRIBUTORS OF SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS"
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LICK low signal strength with a HIGH
Q

qq `''__ JJ
QUALITY

The DIELECTRIC DUO -
BAND, Model D (illus-
trated) - just one of
the complete line of
DIELECTRIC antennas-
is designed to give ex-
cellent results on all
channels, in low signal
strength areas.

 Durablel

Easily installed!

 No interfering high
frequency unit need-
ed. One DUOBAND
- one lead . . .

that's all you need!

9i/id&CbUC,
PRODUCTS CO., Inc.
125 Virginia Ave., Jersey City 5, N. J.

Antenna

Model D

If your johher can't
supply you, send us
his name at the same
time you send for our
Free Brochure RN -1,
which illustrates field
patterns!

D P C soHoa
04.1.

e

Assembled for your convenience

Facts, standards
practices, data
for the whole field

of radio engineering

Radio Engineering
Library

RADIO
specialists of the McGraw-Hill publications

selected the books for this library as those
giving the most complete,
dependable coverage of
facts needed by engineers
whose special fields are
grounded on radio fun-
damentals. They cover
circuit phenomena, tube
theory, networks, meas-
urements, and other sub-
jects give specialized
treatment of all fields of
practical design and appli-
cation.
* Special Low Price
* Sought singly, the five

volumes would cost 530.
Under this offer you save
$2.50

* Pay in easy installments

FREE 10 Day Trial!

McGraw-Hill Book Co., 330 W. 42nd St., N.Y.C. I

Send me Radio Engineering Library, 5 vols., for 10 dal,
examination on approval. In 10 days I will send $2.50.
plus few cents postage, and $5.00 monthly till $27.50 is
paid, or return books postpaid.

Name

Address

City

Library includes:
1. Fundamentals of

Vacuum Tubes-
Eastman

2. Radio Engineering
-terman

3. Communication
Engineering-
Everitt

4. High -Frequency
Measurements-
Hund

5. Radio Engineering
Hand book-Henney

3559 pages!
2558 Illustrations!

Company

Position
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THE "ALL PURPOSE"

TELEVISION KIT

$8 50

LESS TUBES

FEATURING
 Latest Type of Circuits
 AGC-Automatic Gain Control
 Picture and Sound Automatically Locked
 Sound Cannot Drift
 Non-Microphonic
 Stagger Tuned I.F. for Max. Gain and Ease of

Alignment
 12 Channel Tuner
 Electromagnetic Focus and Deflection
 Automatic Stabilized Synchro - Lock Circuit

Holds Picture Steady
 21 Tubes Including CR Tube
Large clarified stage by stage pictures and schematics to
insure ease of construction. Guaranteed to work.
Money Back Guarantee-Buy it, Inspect it, if you don"t
think it's the best buy on the market-return unused
within 5 days and your money will be refunded.

Ali prices F.O.B. New York. 20% depose. with order.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

SOVEREIGN TELEVISION CO.
5508 New Utrecht Ave.

Bklyn 19, N. Y.

has received verification (making his
208th country verified!) from Radio
Clube De Cabo Verde, Praia CR4AA,
heard on 5.910 some months ago; sent
a beautiful card, gave frequency 6.024
and schedule of 1350-1500; however,
Pearce, England, lately heard this sta-
tion to 1700 on approximately 5.895
through bad CWQRM; DeMeyer heard
it on 5.910 at 1600-1700. Swedish
sources list this one with only 100
watts.

Ceylon-Radio Ceylon was recently
heard at 1100 on 15.12 and 17.73 (not
17.77). (Balbi, Calif.) Has BBC news
relay 1100 and some days is readable
here in East on 15.12. The Sunday
transmission to the British Isles is
best in East now on the 16-m. outlet,
since 15.12 at that time suffers severe
QRM; time 1130-1330.

China-Nanking's former XGOA,
9.730, no longer giving call, still heard
in California 0900 with usual news.
(Dilg) This outlet is fair level in
West Virginia early mornings, but
usually has interference from around
0625. Balbi, Calif., recently heard the
9.730 channel 0500-0730, all native,
strong level, but says there is no sign
of the 5.985 outlet now.

A Communist -controlled outlet on
approximately 7.500 was recently
heard by Dilg, Calif., with English
starting shortly before 0900; may be
old XNCR.

GDX-AREN, house organ of Gote-
borgs DX-Klubb, Sweden, reports
"Shanghai Broadcasting Station"
heard 0900-1000 sign -off on 11.705. (I
am anxious for full details on current
frequency and schedule of former
XORA, Shanghai.-K.R.B.)

BCAF, 8.995, is believed to be old
XGAF, Nanking Air Force, moved
from 7.102. (Dilg, Calif.)

According to data received directly
from the station, Radio Hong Kong
has two m.w. transmitters of 2 kw.
and one s.w. transmitter (ZBW-3) of
2.5 kw.; frequencies are ZBW, 645 kcs.,
transmitting the English Program
2330-0100, 0500-1015; ZEK, 640 kcs.,
transmitting the Chinese Program
same hours; ZBW-3, 9.52, carrying the
English and Chinese Programs of ZBW
and ZEK at same hours listed for m.w.
outlets. But on Sundays, the English
Program starts 2 hours earlier, that is
at 2130, and Chinese Program begins
Sundays one-half hour earlier, that is
2300 (Ghurkali Program). The s.w.
outlet, 9.52, is shared between English
and Chinese Programs. News sched-
uled 0015; BBC's, GOS relay of world
news and news analysis 0600; BBC's
GOS relay of "Radio Newsreel" 0900.
Summer time schedule listed English
2200-2330 (Sundays) and other days
2230-2330, 0530-0630, 0715-0915, and
Chinese at 2330-0000, 0400-0530, 0630-
0715. (Gaynor, Calif.)

XGYA, 7.990, heard 0530 with relay
of XNCR in Chinese news, music.
(Sanderson, Australia)

Desouza, Singapore, says North
Shensi New China Station is heard on
9.000 from 0430 to 0900; no call -sign
heard; has news 0845 to closedown at

RADIO & TELEVISION NEWS
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TWIN-TRAX
"The Tape Recorder

the Engineers are Buying"
When it comes to high fidelity sound

equipment, ifs the specifications that count
with engineers. And that's why they're buy-
ing Twin-Trax - the popular -priced tape
recorder with professional specifications.
Extended frequency response, wide dynamic
range, low hum level, easy operation, trouble -
free performance! And two tracks means
twice the playing time on standard tape
reels, with tape costs cut in half -a saving
you don't have to be an engineer to
appreciate.

Write today for technical literature and
professional factory discounts. tr.d.rn.rt

AMPLIFIER CORP. OF AMERICA
398-2 Broadway New York 13, N. Y.

"America's Best Buy"
RADIO TUBES -39c each

100 for $35.00
GT type. Cartoned and guaranteed.

OlA 6AS 61(6 6X4 2526 39/44
1135/25S 6AK5 61(7 6X5 12SR7 40
1G4 6AQ5 6P5 6116 12BE6 41
1116 6AQ6 6SS 12A8 12BF6 4.2
1J6 fiATB 6SA7 12AT6 12r5 38
1L4 6AÚ8 68D7 12AT7 12H6 46
1Q5 6BA6 6SF5 12A1J6 12J5 47
1R4 6BE6 6SG7 12AU7 12J7 50B5
1R5 6RH6 68117 12BA6 1.21(7 70L7
185 6BG6 68J7 125E-7 12K8 SO
1T4 6AL5 681(7 125117 12Q7 11723
1U4 6C4 6SL7 128,17 I2S8 12A
3A4 6C5 6SN7 12SN7 25Y5 6J7
3Q4 6F5 68Q7 10 32L7 61(8
384 6F6 6SR7 20 37 7AF7
3V4 6H6 65U7 25L6 35W5
5Y3 6J5 6V6 25Z5 35Z5

49c each, 100 for $45.00
1A5 6AC7
2A5 fiB8
2A7 6C6
504 6D6
5Z3 6F8
6A3 6Y6
6A6 6Y7

12AH7 35L6 58 83V
128A7 32
12SK7 36 757IA 117L74
12SQ7 50L6 77 117P7
26 50 78
27 56 81
35/51 57

COMBINATION SIGNAL
TRACER AND SIGNAL

GENERATOR
$29.95

The SIGNALYZER provides
the following Items Of test equip-
ment: Signal Generator, all fre-

quencies. Audio, RF, IF. Signal Tracer, Audible
output or meter. Test Amplifier. Test Speaker.
Output Meter.

3 WATT AMPLIFIER $ 14.95
Two tubes 12SJ7-117L7
2 Inputs for microphone, instrument
or phonograph pickup. 8' P.M.
speaker. Mounted in a portable
steel case.

Postage extra 20% deposit on C.O.D.
Write for latest bargain list featuring

"America's Best Buys."
POTTER RADIO CO.

1314 McGee St., Kansas City 6, Mo.

which time identifies; reception very
poor. (Radio Australia)

Colombia-HJCX, 6.020, Bogota, has
returned to the air; was off for a while
following revolution in that country.
(Beck, N. Y.) HJBB, 4.815, Radio Cu-
cuta, heard 0500-2200. HJGF, 4.845,
Bucaramanga, signs off 2230 giving
sign -on as 1300. (McPheeters, La.)
HJKJ, 6.160, good signal, identifies in
Spanish 1900. (Hankins, Pa.) Bogota,
11.68 (measured 11.682.5) fair signal
2015-2120; HJCT, measured 6.199, Bo-
gota, good level 2300-2310 sign -off.

Cuba-CMQ Network (which oper-
ates COCQ, 8.700), recently acquired
two new announcers, Alberto Gandero
and Francisco Forcade, both of whom
have been for several years on the
NBC staff in New York. CMQ Net-
work won the 1948 Cuban radio
awards for the best dramatic program
(El Derecho de Nacer), the best actor
and actress, the best comedian, the
best announcer, the best news com-
mentator, and the best program of
service to the Republic of Cuba.
(Bachman, Pa.)

Cyprus-Sharq-al-Adna, 6.135, 6.170,
9.650, all good 2255 sign -on; 6.135,
6.170 fade out around 0015 but 9.650
is heard with fair to good level to sign -
off 0130. (Beck, N. Y.) The 6.790
channel is scheduled in parallel. Lat-
ter is heard in Newfoundland by Ped-
dle at 1400-1445.

Forces Broadcasting Service, Kaka-
tamia, 7.220, continues to test Satur-
days 1700-1900, answers listeners' re-
ports that day 1800-1815, and asks for
reports "from anywhere." (Pearce,
England)

Czechoslovakia -Hagen, Ala., says
"The only time I have been able to
receive Prague is on 11.760 between
Melbourne's transmissions -at 1115-
1200, that is -broadcasting news in
various languages." At the time this
was compiled, the daily North Ameri-
can transmission 1850-2000 was on
9.550, excellent at start but soon

A regular, valuable contributor to ISW is
D. W. McPheeters, Louisiana, who re-
laxes here as he tunes his National Re.
ceiver. Mac, who is a member of the Ro-
mance Language Department at Louisi-
ana State University, is quite handy in
translating material for your ISW editor.

SAVE $ ON
RADIO SURPLUS

TRANSMITTING FILTER CHOKES
83 Henries. .018 Amp.. 930 Ohms 950

CONDENSERS
CCA 2 MFD, 1000V (49/y"x31/2"x31/.") $1.75
CCA 8 MFD. 1000V 17"x6"x49!,", 2.25
DUB 1 MFD. 3000V 15"579/,"521/2") 2.50
FARADON .125 MFD. 1500V, 2 Amps. @ 39

K.C. (55/a"x51/2"x4") 1.00
00005 MFD. 2500 W. ií.-D.C. Trans. Mica 35c
MIDGET CABINET -8,4s" Lx55/a" Hx4r o" D.

Asst. Colors. Holes for Vol. Control & Var.
Cond. Center Speaker 69c

Signal Corps Phones -2 M. Ohms IHM Imp.)....$1.25
2 Ft. Extension Cord (Female Plug) 400

OIL FILLED FILTER CONDENSERS
1.-MFD-2000 volts 911ea.1.-MFD-1000 working volts. 4 for $1.00

FAMOUS BRAND RECORD CUTTING HEAD
Size la/ax20/a ready to fit your cutting arm or

bracket. SPECIAL $2.95

TOBE TUBULAR ELECTROLYTICS
20-20 MFD. 150 V..29, 40-40-20 MFD,
40-40 MFD. 150 V-.370 150 V 385
30-30 MFD. 150 V..32c
21/2 M.H. R.F. CHOKE COIL -270 ea. 5 for $1.00
3 BAND OVAL DIAL -71/2" L x 51/2" H 79c

100 (RESISTOR ASST. 1/4.1/2-1 WATT 950

Low -Loss Short Wave
Variable Condensers

1/4" shaft Type
5 Plate -20 MMF', 200

14 Plate -55.60 MMFD. 27c
Lock Type Air Trimmer

Variable Condensers
3 Plate -12.15 MMFD 100
5 Plate -20 MMFD 11,
8 Plate -30-35 MMFD. 13c

10 Plate -40 MMFD 14e
14 Plate -56 MMFD 200
20 Plate -8O -IOU MM:'!). 250
27 Plate -100.110 MMFD 35,

3 GANG T.R.F.
VARIABLE CON
.0oó365DENSERS
D.P.D.T. SLIDE
TOGGLE
SWITCH.....230
2 piece 5 -pole
Male and Female
Separable p 1 u o.
Both with Flex.
Cord. A steal at
only..330 per pr.

4 PR. WAFER SOCKETS -$1.49 per C. each 3c
PHILCO 4 MF-300 V-11/8 CAN CONDENSER -$8 00

W. 1.000 ohm Power Rheostat.
each

1..
5-6 PRONG WAFER SOCKETS $2.50 per C
100 ASST. SOCKETS -4-5.6-7 $3.50 per C
1.000 OHM WIRE WOUND POTENT 155
30 HY-FILTER CHOKE SHIELDED 49c
UNSHIELDED .

39c
100 ERIE -1 WATT -2,000 OHM RESIS.. ..$1.15
10 WIRE WOUND RES. KIT -5-50 W. ASST 49c
2 METER RF CHOKES 7c
Phony PICK-UP REST. RUBBER -1 Hole MTG. 6c
2,000 ohm Wire Wound Rheostats $1 per doz.
RCA -VICTOR NEEDLE CUPS -2 PIECE 1Oc ea.
CARTER WIRE WOUND C.T. VARIABLE 20 OHM

RESISTORS $1.00 per doz.
G. E. TAPPED VOLTAGE DIVIDER -200 WATT -

230 OHM -MOUNTED ON ASBESTOS BASE -TAPPED
AT 180-205 ohms 25c

RCA 6 OHM POWER RHEOSTATS 39c
PHILCO AUTO SUPPRESSORS -$5.00 per C....70 ea
GEN. ELEC. WESTINGHOUSE, etc.. 60 CYCLE WATT

HOUR METERS, slightly used, perfect condition,
as used in yy home. 110.1.25 volts.

5a Ampere $3.30 10 Amps $4.50
Philco rotary tap tone control 25c

I. C. A. 30 MU RF choke 25c
Grind your own crystals -Pure Brazilian Quartz, II

sizes and thicknesses -1/2 lb. package $1.00
340 -degree dial with 10 push button attachment -

1/4" shaflideal for Xmitters-Sig. Gen. or Osc.39e
RCA Band Switches -3 gang. 3 posit., 3 band 30e

6 gang. 5 posit.. 4-5 band 400

Trimmer-Padder Asst. -all isolantite-singles. dual:
triples -100 asst- pieces $2.25

5"150 ohm AC -DC dynamic $1.35
5" 5M OHM RCA SPEAKER 1.00

ATTENTION: Prospectors
Explorers for Hidden Treasures!re metallic s"Do you seek hidden treasures of rare

If construct a U.S. Army Type of Metallic Mini.
Detector from these U.S. Army Mine Detector Ampli-
fiers that we are offering at a ridiculously low price.
Acables.

headphonfier
unit

e cold sand (eslack
and
(no phones) Ces), omb

píete Army wiring diagram. U.S. Army DETECTOR
SET Amplifier Type AN/PRS-1 $1.95
No. C.O.D.'s. veready 45 volt batteries }1482.

$1.75 ea.. 6 volt A. 73e. 2-IN.5 tubes...93, ea.
TUBES -024-7951 53-390; 2A7-390; 55-395:
117L7 -89o; 27-25e: 1115, same as 21224-20,
01A -25e; 31-200; 85-25e.
DRY ELEC. FILTER COND. ASST. CONTAINS

10 PIECES ALL BRAND NEW 150-450V $1.10
6 ASST. WET ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. .. 590
RADIO EXPERIMENTER'S SURPRISE PACKAGE -CON.
TAINS BYPASS & FILTER CONDENSERS, SHORT
WAVE TUNING UNITS. POWER AND AUDIO TRANS-
FORMERS, SOCKETS. RESISTORS, CHASSIS HARD-
WARE, OVER 20 LBS. OF VALUABLE PARTS 54.95
DRILLED CHASSIS FOR 5-8 tubes 7"x10"xis/a"

-29e; 5"x10"x11/2" 250
RCA ADJUSTABLE CODE INTERFERENCE WAVE

TRAP 456-475 K.C. 39c
PHONE JACKS -OPEN & CLOSED AUTOMATIC

TYPE 18c
NATIONAL 5.15-450 VOLT CAN FILTER CON-

DENSER 39c
ERY SPF',KF.R Vol,. CONTRO1-00 OHMS 25c
SALE-PHONO RECUR/ ALBUMS -SALE

10"-:) comp. -15c: 4 , -200: 12 romp. -495
12"-3 comp. -150i 4 comp. -200i I) comp. -63c

ALFRED NEWMAN PHONO RECORD ALBUM
Three Records -Hit Melodies: "I Only Have Eyes for
You.""Lovely to Look At." "Someone to Watch Over
Me." "They Didn't Believe Me," 'Foggy Day," Lone
Ago and Far Away."
Res. Price $3.95 Special Sale $1.19

MINIMUM ORDER 52.00 -NO C.O.D.
SHIPMENTS -PLEASE INCLUDE POSTAGE

NEWARK
SURPLUS MATERIALS CO.

Dept. 1

324 Plane Street NEWARK 1, N. J.
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DRILL PRESS OWNERS!
Get This Transformer

SPOT $WELDER
ro

as a UP ,
95 == _ i

Attaches to your drill press
to make a professional a,.
SPOT WELDER! Highest la ..1 I

quality NEW war surplus. - i
Orig. Gov't coat over 5160. .n1

1 KW i e
Free copa of picture in-

book with each IIttransformer. Positive uni-
form welding up to 18 ga. ' :,.Cont. rating Prl: 105 to
125 V. Sec: 5.1 V at 190 -
amps. 35 kv Inst. Shipping
weight approx. 100 lbs.
COMPLETE PICTURE INSTRUCTIONSAND PLANS, alone (Including Informa- 1 0
Mon about new Supreme Spot Welder Kit,

PE -101-C

DYNAMOTOR
for your MOBILE RIO

12 or 24 V Input

$4.95 BRAND NEW
. AS SHOWN 1

d.c.
80 cycles

the market for one of the
MOBILE POWER sources.

each unit data for making a
which will give you 12/24

CONVERSION REQUIRED.
bon as designed s6` -9íJ
(not shown)

far mailing charge '

ev'

=
tfR%

3 OUTPUTS
11 400 V at .135 amps. d.c.
2) 800 Vat .020 amps.
31 9 V at 1.12 amps. a.c.-
And If you are not in
finest. moat dependable
we furnish FREE with
fine d.c. POWER SUPPLY
V at 12.6/6.3 amps. NO
CompleteComplete with gear
for use with BC -645

Add 31.95 ea.

DY-9/ARC- 1 or DY- 10/ARC-4X $11 liM eithrer
24 V Input 12/24 V Input v model
Slightly used. Add 31.35 ea. for mailing charge .

Hermetically Sealed
POWER TRANSFORMER
Primary: $2.95117 V-60 cycles Brand
Sec: New!
1: 1100 V-C.T.-75 ma
21 5 V at 3 amps.
31 6.3 V at 1.2 amps.
Conservative Army rat-
ing. Good for high over-
load. Add 95 cents each
for mailing charge."

Synchronous (Self -
Rectifying) VIBRATOR

Hermetically Sealed
Good for 100 mllllam-
Peres. Does not require
rectifier tube. Fits stand -
and octal tube socket.

Orig. Gov. price over $5.
12 Volt Model... 99c
6 Volt Model ... $1.29

Add 25c ea. for mailing
charge.

RL-42-BANTENNAREEL
Brand New!With Bobbin. s4.í5
The Perfect
Beam Rotator. Add ¡1.00
ea. for mailing charge.-

SHOCK MOUNT BASE
for BC -348 tNew! Fits all $1.65
models
Add 45c ea. for mailing

charge.

5BP4
Blk. A White Picture

TUBE
2tt Add 6f>c ea. for,35 matting charge.

25OR
HI POWER TRANS.

TUBE
Add Cae ea. for4.95 mailing charge.

TELEVISION a SCOPE TRANSFORMER
Brand New. Fully Guaranteed. Sec. tapped
haso 2 supply59 Insulated

or
3 for 2x2 rectifier. is

Small size -3" x 2./,' x
winding14"_

NOT SUR-
PLUS, BUT ESPECIALLY MANUFACTURED
FOR US. Add 60e each for mailing charge.

ORDER DIRECT FROM THIS AD. No order less than
$2.50. please. Send check or M.O. Add mailing
charges as shown. 'Charges include postage, han-
dling, insurance and tax. Heavy materials or large
orders shipped fast freight Collect. Satisfaction
Guaranteed or Money Refunded.

ELECTRONIC SALES CO. Dept. RN -1
3923 VAN BUREN, CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA

HIGH SPEED

IREVEALING
KITHOIUT NERVOUS TENSIONN

shows how "crack" ratora de-
velop high ppeeeed and proficiency. Learn sale

fgrr Amateue or sendinyrcial Radiotelegraph Lieense,

 Systems whichfedevelops radiotelegraph
me Candler 

de champion..
CANDLER SYSTEM eoú.óér', co:r;drr  /  .1

TALK ANYWHERE -INSTANTLY -TO ANYONE !
JUST PUSH BUTTONS AND
7Al h 0 101 FROM 1 to 7

DIFFERENT PLACES! Not a Phone -
loud room volume -NO ELECTRIC
"PLUG -INS" OR TUBES NEEDED! Sitor hang it! SIMPLE and QUICK TO

HOOK UP. For HOMES. OFFICES
STORES, FARMS, etc. Guaranteed
satisfaction. Write for as low as
FREE details today tDealer.. and agents .p .97

anted. each
MIDWAY CO.. RN 5, K , Nebr.

WITH IN'1'ER'I'ALlilli:

QRM'd by Paris; last 20 minutes is a
relay from Bratislava; news 1900. Ra-
dio Australia reports the 11.840 chan-
nel has been heard in Australia around
0045, closed down 0103.

Denmark-OZF, 9.52, Copenhagen,
often heard with news 2230, good sig-
nal. (Ferguson, N. C.) According to
announcement, uses 15.165 on Tues.,
Thurs., Sat. 0500-0600 to Far East.
(Huse, Washington) It is believed
this is the new 50 kw. transmitter
which is used other times on 9.52.

Dominican Republic-HI2A, San-
tiago, checked recently on 9.682, sign-
ing on 1450 with announcements in
Spanish. (Ferguson, N. C.)

Ecuador -Clayton Howard, engineer
at HCJB, Quito, informs that opera-
tions have been expanded on the 16 -
meter channel. Is now on the air daily
except Mondays on 17.890 with 10 kw.
and beamed to Europe 1200-1545 (Sun-
days begins 1130). The station desires
reports from European listeners, and
believes reception in Europe will "pick
up" as summer comes on.

Finland -Helsinki, 15.19, still has
news daily 0715 but now suffers ter-
rific QRM from AIR, Delhi, same
channel. Balbi, Calif., says the 2200-
0000 transmission is heard with excel-
lent strength. Fargo, Georgia, reports
this one at excellent level 1145-1245,
all -Finnish.

France -European Service of Paris
on 7.280 signs off 1600. Paris heard
1515-1645 on 9.680, 11.845 to French
East and Equatorial Africa. (Beck,
N. Y.) The 15.350 heard
French from tuning 1130 to sign -off
1213, good signal. (Ferguson, N. C.)

French Equatorial Africa -Radio
Brazzaville, 9.440, 9.984, 11.972, is
scheduled 0000-0230, 0500-0745, 1100-
1700, 1705-1825, 1830-2000; sometimes
6.024 is in parallel as at 0000-0230 and
1705-1825 periods; 17.840 is in parallel
except at 1600-2000. In recent DX
session, Leopoldville gave call letters
of Brazzaville as FZ1 (not FZI).
(Beck, N. Y.)

French Indo -China -Radio Saigon,
11.78, heard with news 1830, announces
next news for 1930. (Pearce, England)
The 1830 period is heard here in West
Virginia, but soon is buried in QRM.
Balbi, Calif., reports 6.10 and 7.21 in
parallel with Saigon's 6.165 to 1030
sign -off.

Sanderson, Australia, still lists
Pnompenh on 12.36 at 0530 with Chi-
nese news at dictation speed, then
music; she gives Radio Dalat on 6.18
at 0700 with news in French, fair sig-
nal, and Saigon on 7.21 at 0545 with
news in French.

French Morocco -Radio Maroc, 6.005,
Rabat, heard 0150-0215 fade-out in
Ontario with Arabic program. (Al-
fred) Heard in Arabic 1530-1600, in
French 1600-1630. (Peddle, Newfound-
land) Has news in French 0300.

French West Africa -Radio Dakar,
11.898, heard well from 1315 to 1700
sign -off after headline news in
French; Saturday and Sunday is heard
to 1800. (Pearce, England) Heard in
Newfoundland 1330-1700. Dakar is

TUBES! TUBES! TUBES!
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS

BRAND NEW! BRAND NEW!
TYPE

ÍÁ7GT
1B3GT
IDSGP
ID7G
IHSGT
I LC6
ILD5 .....
ILN5
INSGT
I R5
154
IS5

3Q4
3Q5GT
354
5T4

U4
5V4
5X4
5Y3GT
6A6
6A7
6AC7
6A07G
6AG5
6AK6
6A L5

f

PRICE
$ .55

69
1.49
1.29

1.69
.99
.99
.69
.69
.69

.6959
.5.59

.5959

.59
.89
.49
.39
.89
.69
.79
.99
.89
.89
.79

TYPE PRICE
6SK7GT ..8 .45
68L7GT .. .79

68N7GT .. .69
Q7GT .. .45

68H7 .39
6557 .59

6Ú56G5
.79

6V6 .69
6X5 .69
6Y60 .79
7A8 .79
12A6 .29
12AT6 .49
12BA6 .59
1213E6 .59
12 .49
12K15 8T .89
12S128177

.55

Í28Q7 49
14A7 .55
14136 .5
14Q7 .55
25L6 .59
25Z5 49
2526 .49
30 .39
34 .39

TYPE
6AQ5 PCES1.79
6AT6 .69
6AU6 .69
6BA6 .69
6BG6G 1.89
6C4 .29

.49
6F6GT .49
6G6G .95
6H .49

6J
GT .649

6L6GA 1.09

6SD7GT , .45
35A5 .55
35L6 .55
35W4 .45
35Y4

.69
35Z5 .40
39/44 .39
50A5 .55
50135 .55
50L6 .56
57 .39
76 .39
80 .42
11726 .69

Write for Complete New Catalog
M'nimum order $3.00

All Prices F.O.B., N.Y.C.
On C.O.D. Orders 25% Deposit

THE ROSE COMPANY
98 Park Place, Dept. N, New York 1, N. Y.

MASTERPIECES
In CABINETRY

Television cabinets specially engineered for 630TS
models using 12" or 121/2" picture tube (illustrated
above). Exclusively designed cabinets available for
TRANSVISION 12" and 15" models -all tuners. Also
12" and 15" TELEVISION ASSEMBLY in Standard
and Champion models. Modern and period consoles
available for all custom installations. Various finishes.
Write for particulars.

TEL -CRAFT COMPANY
108 Havemeyer St. Brooklyn 11, N. Y.

PROP PITCH
MOTORS

91.95

For your beam an-
tenna, 7000 to I

ratio, I'/4 RPM, 24
VAC, 8 Amp. with yz HP
Motor. Shipping Wt. 70 lbs.

Cuttler Hammond heavy duty contactor.
#6O41H3OB 12VDC S.P.S.T. ....$0.40
I.F. TRANSFORMERS

100kc, 11OOkc. 2.1 output, 2.1 Interstage...4/$1.00
50 mmf.. 57 mmf., 14 plate ceramic trimmer

condensers
DC

4/ 1.00
full scale 2" meter, scale not30 AMP

calibrated, good for battery chargers. New.2/ 1.00P.L. 68 Plugs with 4 ft. cord ... 15e ea 8/ 1.00
Shocks Mounts a/4 5 or 2 tf size 25/ 1.00
Assorted e All SMALL en. 3#/ 1.00
14sortetl Selector wafer witches... .. .8/ 1.00
14 Pt. l connectors. Complete (male

& Femme/ 2/ 1.00
120Acre Ohm precision W. W. `noistorrmal y%osed 1.00Acre snap micro switches, normally closed2"x9/' 4/ 1.00
Resistor assortment. all color coded 150/ 1.00
Condensers assortment 400 & 600 V. 25/ 1.00
Dual control boa B C 496-A Ea 1 00Current Transformers 10 to 1 rated. ..2/ 1.00
24 VDC Series motors. reversible,r ible, good for

Interned late duty 1 I I()A. ...85c Ea. or 2- 1.40
Minimum order 52.00. Ohio buyers add 30o Sales Tax.

WESTERN SALES CO.
1218 Prospect Ave. Cleveland, Ohlo

Ph. Main 1032
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heard on 15.405 some days phoning
Paris 1015. (Peddle)

Germany-Leipzig, 9.728, heard
opening 2258. (Stark, Texas)

DTFC, 15.105, Munich, heard point-
to-point and with relay to "Voice of
America" in New York 1030-1100, good
signal. (Sutton, Ohio)

Stuttgart recently heard 0845 on
6.030, moved from 6.180; has news in
German 1145. (Pearce, England)
Sweden confirms this change in fre-
quency. (Swedish DX)

Gold Coast-Kumlin, Sweden, has
heard ZOY, 4.915, Accra, at 1235-1302
with program of native songs, then
news in English (1800), announced,
and then signed with national an-
them; QSL card received.

Greece-Hagen, Ala., says Athens,
9.605, runs to 0315 on Sunday with all -
religious program; some days signs
on 0000, others 0030. Beck, N. Y.,
comments that now has fine modula-
tion but that there still is a slight hum
on the channel. Reports from various
points in East indicate improved sig-
nal from Radio Athens, 15.345, in daily
period to North America 1730-1830,
news at start.

Pearce, England, reports "Hona
Larissa Radio Fonicos Strathmos" on
6.740 daily to closedown with march
1430; asks for reports to The Greek
Democratic Army Broadcasting Sta-
tion, Larissa, Greece; heard signing on
1100; has some Arabic, some Western
programs. Nattugglan, Sweden, com-
ments that announces in French and
English. Heard by Peddle, Newfound-
land, 1230-1500. (Closedown may be
irregular in view of above reports.)

Holland-PCJ, 21.48, heard opening
in Dutch 0943 and closing down 1031
with Dutch National Anthem, good
level. ( Ferguson, N. C.)

Eddie Startz of PCJ informs me that
by this time the new 40 kw. transmit-
ter should be in operation; station is
on a field near the small town of Lopik
close to city of Utrecht where one of
the Home Service transmitters is lo-
cated.

Current schedule for the "Happy
Station Programs" is-to East and
Near East, Sundays and Wednesdays
1030-1200, 17.77, 15.22, 6.02; to Africa
and South America, Sundays and
Wednesdays 1600-1730, 11.73, 9.59, 6.02;
to North America, Sundays and
Wednesdays 2200-2330, 11.73, 9.59, 6.02;
to Pacific, Australia, New Zealand
(also heard in Asia), Tuesdays 0330-
0500, 21.48, 17.77, 15.22, 6.02. Reports
will be welcomed by PCJ at P. O. Box
137, Hilversum, Netherlands.

India-Delhi, 15.79, has recently
been good level here in West Virginia
late mornings to closedown 1230; has
last news 1215.

On Saturdays there is a program of
request musical selections at 1000-1030
on 9.590 and other AIR channels in
use at that time. (Rosenauer, Calif.)

Indonesia-Radio Indonesia, 19.345,
Batavia, is heard well now 1100-1300
(may sign off 1230 some days) ; 15.150
is in parallel although some times is
buried by BBC on an adjacent chan-
nel. (Fuller, R. I.) I note that on the
May, 1949

ALTEC
LANSING

gives you more

QUALITY

VALUE

CHOICE

400B

DIA-CONE

Wherever highest quality sound reproduc-
tion is essential, the Alter Lansing speaker
line is inevitably first choice.
6048 DUPLEX-Industry's first choice for
professional monitoring, meeting all re-
quirements for a full, two-way speaker
unsurpassed by any unit at any price.
603B MULTICELL DIA-CONE -A 15 -inch
speaker which meets the need for an eco-
nomical, high quality speaker having the
advantages of a two-way multicellular
speaker system. Ideally suited for wide
angle public address coverage.

6008
DIA-CONE
12"

ta
604B DUPLEX
AND NETWORK

603B
DIA-CONE
15"

6008 DIA-CONE -A highly efficient, 12 -
inch low cost unit meeting the need for
faithful reproduction of sound from
radios and music systems.
4008 DIA-CONE -An outstanding 8 -inch
speaker with exceptionally high quality,
high efficiency and high power.
Compare these with any other speakers
on the market.

write for
illustrated
brochure

1161 North Vine St., Hollywood 38, Calif.
161 Sixth Ave., New York 13, N. Y.

Television's Great New
DISAPPEARING ACT!

The CRAFTSMEN
SLIDE -RULE*

ANTENNA

NOW YOU SEE IT   
With calibrated dipole arms ex-
tended, the amazing new Slide -
Rule antenna gives you instant,
precision tuning of all TV chan-
nels and FM. One simple oper-
ation! Works on any TV set.

NOW YOU DON'T!
What compactness! With the click
of a button, antenna arms disap-
pear smoothly, silently into a case
so small it would fit in your pocket!
No unsightly indoor antenna. No
expensive rooftop installation.

*Patent Pending Sold by leading distribut

ONLY

$9.95
No other antenna gives you

ALL THESE FEATURES
 INSTANT CHANNEL TUNING. Dipole arm is
calibrated with all TV channel numbers, plus
entire FM band. Simply extend one metal loop
to desired channel position. Other arm extends
automatically. Slide -rule accuracy!
 FOLDED DIPOLE DESIGN. Never before on a
portable antenna! Rugged, efficient folded dipole
gives sharper, better performance - with 20 per
cent less dipole length!
 PERFECT RECEIVER MATCH. Eliminates
"ghosts," inter -channel interference, etc., due to
mismatching. Ample lead is 300 -ohm, twin -line
type - correctly matches antenna and receiver!
 FULLY RETRACTING ARMS. Push button
control silently retracts dipole into attractive wal-
nut hammertone housing. Only 4t/2" x 21/2"
when closed! Felt bottom protects furniture.
on For Information, write dept. A

71e RADIO CRAFTSMEN T#cc,
1341 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO 5, ILL,
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F R E E:
For BEST BUYS and
LOWEST PRICES in

RADIO & TELEVISION
PARTS -SETS -ACCESSORIES

Get Radionic's
Bargain Bulletins

TUBES RCA GE SYLVANIA
HYTRON RAYTHEON

NATIONAL UNION  TUNG-SOL  KEN-RAD
Individually Boxed Standard RMA Guarantee
5Y3GT, 45c; 6F6GT, 55c; 6SN7GT. 90c: I2SQ7GT,
70c; 25L6GT, 70e; 25Z5, 60c; 35L6GT, 65c; 35Z5GT,
49c; 50L6GT, 65c: 25Z6GT, 60c.

CAVITY RESONATOR
FOR THE UHF BUGS
Here's the hest bet yet In
UHF gear! A portable test
oscillator designed for the
Navy. Gold-plated cavity
resonator provides freq.
range of 234 to 258 mes.
Includes 2-955's. Ready
to go. Plenty of room In
the battery compartment
to house a small modu-
lator and power supply

. OR . Rip out the
parts
a dy n 1/18" aluminum

hcabinet
(no holes) with

andle. Onus fasteners./9' " x 6,/a x $3.2563/4"(In lots of 8. 37.98 each)

Tribune Theater Entrance
170-3 Nausea Street New York 7. N. Y.

WOrth 2.0421
Open Daily 9-6 a Saturday 9.3

RADIONIC EQUIPMENT COMPANY, Dept. 55
170-i Nassau St., New York 7. N. Y.

Please rush free copy of latest bulletin of
ac-

cessories.
and bargains In parts, tubes, sets

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
L.

WALMAR'S MAY SPECIALS!!
TRANSFORMERS -115r. AC 50-60 Cyc.

Hi Volt plate, Sec. 4000e. M .0022 amp. DC $6.25
Plate -Sec. 1330v. (CT) .17 amp. DC 3.75
Plate -Sec. 800v. (CT) .270 amp. DC 3.75
Plate -See. dl, 680v. (CT) «4 225 MA., Sec.

#2, 1540v. (a, 20 MA 3.75
Plate- Sec. 750v. (('T) .22 amp 3.50
Fila. HI Volt, Sec. el, 6.3v. 2.0 amp. 4800v.
DC, Sec. .2, 2.5v. 1.75A. 5700v. DC 6.25
Ella. 6.3v. (a 8 amp 2.75
Etta. Sec. el, 6.8v., 10A., Sec. d2, 6.5v. 6A.,

Sec. #3, 5.0v. 3A., Sec. #4, 5.0v. 3A 3.25
HI Volt See. #1. 6.3v. 13A., Sec. #2, 6.3v. 3A ,

Sec. d3, 7.0 v. I4A., See. #4, 5.0v. 6A., See.
e5, 5.0 v. 3A 4.25

CHOKES
10 by. 250 MA DC.52.75 15 hy. 25 MA DC.52.15
7 hy. 270 MA DC. 2.75 5 hy. 100 MA I)C. 1.95

G. E. METERS -3' ROUND -TYPE DO -41
0-1.0 RFamp. w/t.c. 3.65 0-50 MA I)C 3.85
0-1.0 DC MA 3.85 0-20 KV 1 MI..MVT 3.75

CONDENSERS-PYRANOL-OIL FILLED
.25 mid 3000v. DCW 1.25 2 mfd 600v. DCW .45
.5 mfd 2000v. l)('W .75 4 mfd 600v. DCW .60
.1 mid 7500v. III 5C 1.75 10 mid 800v. DCW 1.15
I mfd 2000v. III 5) 1.05 10 mid 1000v. DCW 1.75
S mid 2000v l i) IL 3.85

TUBES -GUARANTEED!!!
2x2/879 .55 705A 2.55
GL -1641 .95 SCOPE 12GP7
836 1.00 Original Cartona.14.75

COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIER 50v. 0.5 amp. 1.25
Heineman Ill amp. DI' circuit breaker v 1.95

WALMAR DISTRIBUTING CO.
3002 Virginia Ave. Baltimore 15, Md.

19.345 outlet there are frequent an-
nouncements in both Dutch and Eng-
lish. Recently, the Batavia outlet on
approximately 11.000 has been fairly
good here in West Virginia for the
0600-0700 English period; 15.150 is in
dual.

Pearce, England, has heard Radio
Indonesia, 15.150, Batavia, at 1800
with clock striking; often has North
American recordings from 1800, and
has been heard from 1745 after sign -
off of US station on that channel.

Balbi, Calif., recently noted an In-
donesian on 9.78, signed off 1000; be-
lieves might be Radio Sario moved
from 9.72.

Radio Indonesia, 9.550, Makassar,
heard recently on West Coast 0900-
1000 sign -off, good level, musical pro-
gram, announcements in Dutch. (Ros-
enauer)

Rosenauer, Calif., flashes that he
has recently been hearing a new In-
donesian on approximately 11.110, first
heard 0900-1000 sign -off with good sig-
nal; program was music; at close
clock strikes eleven and station then
signs off with Bing Crosby's recording
of "Just a Prayer Away"; another day
was heard 0600-0700 with announce-
ments in Indonesian and Dutch.

YDH-2, 11.034, Semarang, heard
0800-0830. (Alfred, Ontario)

Iran-Nattugglan, Sweden, reports
Khoramabad on 6.845 at 1130-1230 on
two days of the week (probably Mon-
day and Thursday). A recent Swedish
DX session from Stockholm said the
Regional Broadcasting Station for the
province of Fars at a place called
Shiras is transmitting on 7.960 Mon-
days and Thursdays 1130-1200; heard
in Sweden.

EQC, 9.680, Teheran, heard around
2330; all -Persian. (McKay, Fla.) I
checked this channel and found a sta-
tion opening there 2330; seemed to

have news in Persian 0000; rather
strong signal.

Teheran, 15.100, is usually good level
in daily 1340 newscast.

Israel -In verifying for DeMyer,
Mich., Kol-Israel, Tel Aviv, listed fre-
quency of 6.820 scheduled 2345-0100,
0430-0715, 1015-1530, news 0700, 1500.
DeMyer hears this one well from 0000.

Italy -Rome still has English ses-
sion 2015-2055 with news 2015, good
on both 9.630, 11.810. (Beck, N. Y.)
Heard on 9.630 at 1510 in foreign lan-
guage; at 1515 announced program of
Arabic; at 1544 announced in English
and gave news, ending English period
1630, continued in Italian. Heard on
11.810 closing program for Latin
America 1935 and leaving air. (Fer-
guson, N. C.)

Jamaica-ZQI, 3.480, Kingston, heard
2100-2200. (Peddle, Newfoundland)

Japan -Tokyo, 9.505, heard 0545,
fair signal. (Alfred, Ontario)

Here are current Japanese calls,
frequencies, and schedules as received
airmail from Howard H. Boyle, Tokyo,
Chief Engineer with AFRS.

1st Network-JKH, 7.257.5, Yamata,
5 kw., 1525-0900; JKI, 4.910, Nazaki, 5
kw., 1555-1715, 0255-0900; JKI-2, 9.655,
Nazaki, 5 kw., 1725-0245.

2nd Network-JKJ, 7.285, Nazaki. 5
kw., 1625-1800, 0255-0900: JKM, 4.930,
Kawachi, 5 kw., 0255-0900; JKM-2,
9.695, Kawachi, 5 kw., 1625-1800.

Repatriates-JBD, 9.505, Kawachi,
7.5 kw., 0255-0900; JBD-2, 9.560, Kaw-
achi, 5 kw., 0455-0900; JBD-3, 15.225,
Kawachi, 7.5 kw., 1730-0245; JBD-4,
15.235, Kawachi, 5 kw., 1750-0245.

AFRS-JKK, 6.015, Nazaki, 5 kw.,
1615-0907; JKL, 4.860, Yamata, 5 kw.,
0355-0907; JKL-2, 9.605, Yamata, 5
kw., 1615-0345.

Korea-HLKA, 7.935, Seoul, often
is R6-7 at 1630 with English lesson,
presumably for Koreans.

FUSING HORIZONTAL OUTPUT
CIRCUIT IN TV RECEIVERS

By MATTHEW MANDL

ACOMMON trouble in television re-
ceivers having tubes larger than 7

inches has been the failure of the 6BG6
horizontal output tube. The high po-
tential pulses present on the plate of
this tube, due to the fly -back process
of the high -voltage power suppl., do
much to produce ionization and cause
the tube to go gassy more quickly than
if it were used in other services. Once
the tube goes gassy, excessive current
flows through it, and this in turn will
cause over -heating of the horizontal
ova tpu t transformer.

Most present-day sets have this cir-
cuit fused to prevent damage to the
output transformer. A number of tele-
vision receivers manufactured during
the past several years, however, have no
fuse in this circuit, and, in conse-
quence, ionization of the 6BG6 will
burn out the horizontal transformer if
the receiver is not shut off in time.

When a television receiver is brought
in for repair, this circuit should be
checked and a fuse inserted if none
has been included by the manufacturer.
A .25 ampere fuse is sufficient to open
the circuit when excessive current

flows through the tube. A No. 44 pilot
bulb can also be used, since this has a
rating of. 25 amperes. A No. 47 bulb will
also prove satisfactory and will usually
glow dimly when the set is turned on.

The fuse can be inserted in several
places in the circuit, though the easiest
is probably the cathode circuit. The
lead going directly to the cathode can
be unsoldered, and the fuse inserted as
shown in Fig. 1. 3-MY -

Fig. 1.
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Lebanon-Radio Beirut, about 8.020,
heard in New York 0045 with news,
not sure of language being used. (Bel-
lington, N. Y.)

Luxembourg-Radio Luxembourg,
15.350, heard 0715 with sponsored pro-
gram in French. (Ward, England) Is
fairly good level in America, appears
to end transmission 0835.

Malaya-Stark, Texas, recently
heard Radio Malaya, Singapore, 4.825,
identified 0800 (in English). A station
he recently heard on 7.220 (in Eng-
lish) 0730 also appears to be Radio
Mayala. Balbi, Calif., flashes that the
7.220 channel is strong on West Coast
to 1030 sign -off, relays Blue Network.
Also heard by Dilg, Calif.

Radio Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, is
back on 6.025; heard on West Coast
0900-1045 fade-out, best 0900-1000; is
in the clear now. (Rosenauer) If it is
still audible in East during May, best
time to try for it would probably be
0630 when usually has news. ISWC,
London, lists call ZGE.

Manchuria-Harbin, approx. 7.099,
now has news 0840 instead of 0800;
Harbin announces frequencies of 7.100
and 3.500 on s.w. in addition to 2 m.w.
outlets. (Dilg, Calif.)

Martinique-Hagen, Ala., says Fort-
de-France, 9.700, can be heard well
between transmissions of WLWS, Cin-
cinnati, that is at 1800-1900, in French.
Heard in North Carolina by Ferguson
early as 1740.

Mauritius-N at tugglan, Sweden,
says Mauritius is heard on 40.87
metres (approx. 7.340) to 1215 when
signs off with "God Save the King."

Monaco-Radio .Monte Carlo seems
regular now at 1400-1500 on 9.495.
(Peddle, Newfoundland) Swedish
sources say the m.w. outlet has been
changed to 959 kcs., and that the s.w.
transmitters on 6.035 and 9.494 both
operate with 25 kw. power. (Swedish
DX)

Mozambique-CR7BE, Lourenco
Marques, recently appeared back on
9.715 from 9.708. (Stark, Texas) Still
later has been heard both 0000-0100
and 0900-1100 on approximately 9.750.
Rosenauer, California, informs me
that this channel (he lists it approxi-
mately 9.745) is heard 1045-1100 sign -
off with fine signal; at 1100 asks lis-
teners to tune to 60- or 85 -meter band
as the 31 -meter channel closes down
then; however, some days at least the
9.745 one runs late as 1105. In the
0000-0100 transmission, the frequency
appears to me to be 9.750, fine level,
English announcements.

New Caledonia-Radio Noumea,
6.000, can be heard after Rabat leaves
6.005 at 0300 until after 0500 when
fades out; announces at 0500 as "La
Voix de la France" and has all -French
program. (Hagen, Ala.)

Rosenauer, Calif., has received a let-
ter from Le Directeur du Cabinet du
Gouverneur General, Directeur du
Service de 1' Information, Noumea,
"La Voix de la France dans le Paci-
fique," Noumea, New Caledonia, in
answer to airmail letter requesting
confirmation of the change in fre-

ILLINOIS CONDENSER
íPzede#t

A Greatly Expanded Line

Customer acceptance-proven by 15

years of high quality production - has
made Illinois condensers one of the fastest
sellers in the field.

They are reliable, even in the most hu-
mid climates ... they are long lived under
brutal heat conditions ... they are manufactured under the strictest qual-
ity control methods in the industry ... they are backed by a one year
guarantee!

From Radio To Television
There is an Illinois condenser to meet every modern need ... original

application to replacement. An expanded line has been developed to
serve the entire electronic field-from radio to television.

A new and greatly expanded ILLINOIS CONDENSER catalog is now off
press. Write for your free copy today!

ILLINOIS CONDENSER CO.
1616 NORTH THROOP STREET CHICAGO 22, ILL.

SHOOTS TROUBLE

FASTER!

PRICE

$9.95
at distributor :`
or postpaid, . .."direct. Sorry,
no C.O.D.'s.
Ohioans add

3% State
Sales Tax

MAKES MORE
MONEY FOR YOU
ON JOB OR AT

SERVICE BENCH!

&7nalefte
MULTI -FREQUENCY GENERATOR

In radio service work, time means money. Locate
trouble faster, handle a much greater volume of work
with the SIGNALETTE. As a trouble shooting tool.
SIGNALETTE has no equal. Merely plug in any
110 V. AC -DC line, start at speaker end of circuit
and trace back, stage by stage, listening in set's
speaker. Generates RF, IF and AUDIO Frequencies.
2500 cycles to 20 Megacycles. Also used for Checks
on Sensitivity, Gain. Peaking, Shielding, Tube test-
ing. Wt. 13 oz. Fits pocket or tool kit. See at your
dist. or order direct.

C'lsppard Instrument
Laboratory. Inc.

DEPT. N, 1125 BANK STREET
CINCINNATI 14, OHIO

QUALIFIED JOBBERS WRITE, WIRE
FOR DETAILS.

In line with our policy of recommending the most
for the least to the amateur, serviceman and hob-
byist, we are presenting the following items:

EICO

VACUUM TUBE
VOLTMETER KIT

Complete Kit $23.95
Model 221K

THE MOST USEFUL TOOL
ON YOUR RADIO BENCH!
D.C. and A.C. ranges 0-5, 10,
100. 500, and 1000 volta.
Ohmmeter ranges from 2
ohm to 1.000 megohms in
steps of Rxl, 1tx10, Rx1000.
Rx1O.000 and Rai megohm.
Db scale from -20 to 55 Db In
5 ranges. D.C. input resistance le 25 me::olin
A.C. input impedance is over 11/2 m hh,ns.
Diode A.C. rectifier for greater accuracy and wider
frequency range to 30 Kc. Large, rugged 41/2"

sieter
with all A.C. and D.C. readings n one

mple scale. Complete with tube« and test prs.
COMPLETELY FACTORY WIRED $49.95

OSCILLOSCOPE
KIT

Model 400-K Indispens-ble for AM. FM. and
TELEVISION. Horizon-
tal sweep circuit 15 to
30.000 cycles. All con-trols on front panel.
Linear sweep with 884
gas triode. Graph screen
for measuring peak to
peak voltage. Frequency
esponse of horizontal

fnd
vertical amplifiers

rom 50 cycles to 50
Kr. Input impedance 1

egohm and 50 mmfd.
Etched panel for long
life. Tube complement:
2-OSJ7, 2-5Y3. 1-
884. 1-5BP1. Provision
for external synchroni-
iation, teat voltage and
ntensity modulation. Deflection sensitivity: 3tá

volts per inch full gain. Detailed nstruction and
pictorialto ial diagrams included. NOTHING ELSE TO

tlbs. = Ia-H a 17-D. Rltpg.
$39.95

COMPLETELY FACTORY WIRED $69 95
20e/% Deposit Required with C.O.D. Orders

aDzt oOs1
RADIO & ELECTRONICS CO.

221 Fulton St. New York 7, N.Y.
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BARGAIN BULLETIN
All merchandise Is guaranteed to be free
from defects at time of purchase.
Type Net Price Type Net Price Type Net Price
1B23....5 7.50 718DY. , $19.95 1626 $ .39
2C40.... 1.59 724B.... 3.95 1629 .59
2E22.... 1.49 808 1.53 1630 1.59
2X2 .39 810 7.511 1633 .98
3BP1.... 1.95 811 1.95 1642 .79
3E29.... 3.95 812H.... 4.90 1655 .98
5BP1.... 1.95 813 7.85 7193 .29
5BP4.... 2.95 815 2.45 8020 2.95
5CP1.... 1.95 826 .43 8025 5.95
5FP7.... 2.95 838 2.95 9001 .49
10 .59 860 2.49 9002 .49
24G .79 864 .49 9003 .49
304TL... 1.49 872 .99 9004 .59
317B.... .79 874 1.95 9006 .49
35T 4.75 954 .49 HY615... 2.25
450TH... 19.95 955 .49 RK34 .... .49
53A .98 957 1.95 RK37.... 1.00
211 .98 1613... .49 V R 150.... .90
705A 1.95 1619..... .65 VT -62.... 98
715B 7.95 1622..... .98 VT -127A.. 2.95
7I7A .79 1625..... .39 VU111S... .99

VFX680 Sonar exciter, complete with
tubes, regular price, 887.45 $ 69.95

XE10 Sonar NFM exciter, regular price,
$39.45 25.00

MB -611 Sonar transmitter, less crystal
and power supply, regular price 572.45. 49.95

PE -103 Motor Generator 14.95
140-005 Amphenol Beam, regular prier,

$358.00 295.00
137-6Q 6 -meter Johnson Q antenna 3.10
ST203A Stancor mobile transmitter,

wired. 49.95
ST203A Stancor mobile transmitter, un-

wired 39.95
108X Premax 10 meter beam elements

per element 4.00
I I3M Premax 10 meter beam elements,

per element 6.00
104M Premax 6 meter beam elements,

per element 2.00
RB6108 Premax 3 element 10 meter beam

kit, (elements and insulators only) 22.80
701 McMurdo Silver transmitter, regular

price, 836.95 29.95
908 McMurdo Silver micro -match, regu-

$29.95
Mon -Key, regular price, $29.95 19.95
MB-3RME Monitor, regular price $29.95. 19.95
BC348 Receiver with AC power supply &

speaker 89.50
BC654A Transmitter & Receiver with

dynamotor 29.95
600 Eastern Amplifier 10 meter mobile

transmitter with tubes 49.95
S-53 Hallicrafters Receiver, regular $89.95 79.95
Cornell-Dubilier and Sangamo high voltage
micas in the following values: .01-4000; .01-5000;
.00025-6000; .00025-8000; .0001-12500; .0005
12500; .00005-12500; .00025-12500; .02-3500
any rapacity, each .98

LAVENDER RADIO SUPPLY CO., INC.
520 East Fourth, P. O. Box 596
TEXARKANA, ARK.-TEX.

The famous ACA -100 Amplifier - a self -balancing,
drift -correcting, direct -coupled amplifier - the most
satisfying musical amplifier ever designed. Based on
early Loftin -White circuits, perfected by A. C. Shaney
in 1936, and now brought to a standard of quality far
above that of any corresponding amplifier. Exclusive
features include:

O Push -Pull Triode Expander.
 Non frequency -discriminating noise suppresser.
 Push-pull hi and lo freq. variable equalizers.

If you are satisfied with nothing less than the best,
write today for free technical literature.

Special models for all magnetic cartridges.

398-2 Broadway New York 13, N. Y.

NOW! SOLDER
WITH

ONE HAND
WITH A

SO DER GUN
SOLDER -FEED

ATTACHMENT
FEEDS WIRE SOLDER ti

TO TIP OF IRON ti
AS NEEDED .h

LEAVING O
ONE HAND FREE

Indispensable fort,'
MAINTENANCE n
ASSEMBLY S
REPAIR
HOME , p
USE, 4i,n4
Etc.

This
Finger Tip

FEED LEVER
operates

FREE WHEELINGm WEU
Ina `archeIREFd ED PRACTCLICALTCH

POSITIVE. ACTION,
Takes 1/16" 8 3/32" Solder

- FULLY GUARANTEED -
yt'INTRODUCTORY PRICE

i) $200 POST l Cash, Mo. Order
PAID or Your Check

Ca AUTOMATIC DEVICES INC.
76/ VENICE BLVD.

LOS ANGELES 15, CAUF.

Looking for

TU8E
?Oat (save,94-e:

Yes, we are looking for your excess or
obsolete tubes. Dig them up TODAY
and convert them into ready CASH
NOW... no quantity too large or too
small ... we need them all.

Send your list to:

MOHAWK ELECTRONICS CO.
160 GREENWICH ST., NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

quency to 6.000 and any changes in
schedule. The official advised that
6.000 is the correct frequency and that
there has been no change in schedule
as given earlier -1200-2000, 0230-0400.
This does not quite match the time
Rosenauer has heard this station, sign -
off having been 0500. He inquired as
to current power output but received
no answer to this query.

New Zealand-ZL3, 11.78, logged
early as 1255 with orchestra; at 1300
announced ZL3 and ZL4 (15.28) and
took relay of news from BBC; gener-
ally has "Breakfast Music" 1315, an-
other BBC news relay 1400, followed
by weather forecast 1415. (Pearce,
England) Is used widely for relay of
m.w. outlets; final closedown now ap-
pears to be around 0620 on both 11.78,
15.28.

Nicaragua-McPheeters, La., re-
ceived verification from YNMG, "La
Voz de Jinotepe," 8.007; proprietor is
a woman, Margarita E. Gomez; sched-
ule is 1230-1400, 2000-2130 daily; suf-
fers bad CWQRM; listed 100 watts.

YNDG, 7.660, heard 2000 announcing
in Spanish and English, continued
with music. (Ferguson, N. C.)

Northern Rhodesia-ZQP, Lusaka,
heard in Ontario on 9.715 at 1030, high
noise level, fast fading. (Alfred) Carl
Rosenauer, Calif., has received a let-
ter from Lusaka, signed by John F.
Murray, the Broadcasting Engineer,
in which it was stated:

"Although we are using a high an-
gle, omni-directional aerial on 9.710,
we have had a number of reports from
California, Sweden, and Western Aus-
tralia. It rather looks as though we
have some secondary lobes at a low
angle; until the field -strength measur-
ing apparatus on order arrives, we
can't do much about it. The power
on 9.710 is 2.5 kw. into the aerial,
which is of the Marconi 'Quadrant'
type, that is, two half -wave sections
at right angles to each other in the
horizontal plane, thus giving an omni-
directional horizontal pattern. The
elements are a quarter -wave above
ground so that, theoretically, there
should be no low angle radiation. We
are supposed to cover Southern Rho-
desia, Northern Rhodesia, and Nyasa-
land from Lusaka, i.e. a five hun-
dred mile radius centered on Lusaka,
providing programs in the various ver-
naculars as follows -Monday 1000-
1200 Chibemba; Tuesday 1000-1200
English for Africans; Wednesday 1000-
1200 Chinyanja; Thursday 1000-1300
Silozi and Chitonga; Friday 1000-1200
Sindebele; Saturday 1000-1200 Euro -
African Program; Sunday 0400-0530
European Program, and 1030-1130 Af-
rican Religious Service. We also trans-
mit on 7.220 and 3.914, but on 500
watts only on each of these frequen-
cies." At press time, Rosenauer flashed
to me that Lusaka now appears to be
on about 9.700, at least is lower than
Lourenco Marques and has good sig-
nal 1100-1130.

Norway-Worris, N. Y., has learned
that "economic restrictions will limit
short-wave transmissions to present
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CLOSE OUT SALE
RM-29A

TELEPHONES
íRedueed $ 0, 95
41 da4 each

Complete

nth handset
and 4 ¡ volt

C" battery Stock No. 8SIDI

Two or more of these units make an excellent private
telephone system. Require only two wires connecting
the two or more units. No external power required.
Every unit has been completely reconditioned and
tested and is guaranteed to be in excellent condition,
ready to operate. Shipping weight - 16 lb.

Only a limited quantity in stock. Don't delay!
This may be your last opportunity to take advantage
of this outstanding surplus buy.

Oacedao 17e1040ate-9tdateonr
3 -CONDUCTOR CABLE
4t teed ufa.r Id fes coot

Stock No. C -561H

525 FOOT ROILS !Only $4.95 per roE

Each conductor consists of four #28 steel strands for
added strength and three #28 copper strands for extra
conductivity and flexibility. Rubber insulation with
two-ply waterproofed braid covering around each con-
ductor. Net wt. 20 lbs. A wonderful buy for any tele -
phone or inter -communication use requiring 2 or 3 -
conductor cable. Shipping weight - 20 lb.

Antkdpete your needs on this wind
Lay is a steak we. Tee ri earn again be able to deplcate Ibis plea.

TERMS -- cask with order, or 20% deposit - balance C O. D.

Prices are net. F.O.B. Dayton, Ohio

SIRIE P(0,) Inv.
STANDARD RADIO 8 ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

115 E. Secon.I St DAYTON 2. OHIO. Tel Rllton 2174

CRE1 Prepares Young Men
for Professional Careers

with Industry -Recognized training
in a minimum of time

RADIO -ELECTRONICS -

TELEVISION ENGINEERING
GI{ADUATES of the Capitol Radio

Engineering Institute residence school
are preferred by industry because of their
training and ability. This recognition is the
reason that CREI men quickly find good
jobs in radio -electronics -television engineer-
ing and technical fields.

With 22 years of practical teaching
experience in these highly technical fields,
CREI offers an outstanding faculty, modern
and complete laboratories, shops and
equipment.

New students are accepted twice monthly
and each may advance as rapidly as he is
capable. The basic course with one special-
ized course requires an average of 20 months
to complete, depending on the ability of
the individual student.

CREI is recognized as one of the country's
leading technical institutes. Its work is of
college level. It prepares the young man for
a good job in industry in a minimum of time.

Approved for
Veterans'
Training

CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
An Accredited Technical Institute Founded in 1927

I MAIL COUPON FOR FREE CATALOG
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute, Dept. 135A
16th and Park Rd., N.W., Washington 10, D.C.

Please send me your catalog and details.

Name

Street

Age

City Zone State -.

h
I am entitled to training under G.I. Bill.

i

May. 1949

scope during foreseeable future. Cur-
rency restrictions made it necessary
to use temporary, makeshift, home-
made components in parts of the new
100 kw. transmitter." However, I un-
derstand several additional antennas
are being erected at the present trans-
mitters to broaden the range of the
stations.

Oslo's LLN, 17.825, heard 0800-0830
with call in English and Norwegian;
asks for reports to Radio Norway, Os-
lo, Norway; says also operating in 19-,
31-, and 41-m. bands (LKV, 15.170,
LLG, 9.610 fairly good but the 41-m.
channel of 7.240 is jammed by locals
at this time). Now frequently an-
nounces in English 1500 on LLG, 9.61,
and then gives frequencies for 19-, 25-,
31-, and 41-m. bands. (Pearce, Eng-
land)

LLK, 11.850, heard 0130-0235 sign -
off, fair level. (Balbi, Calif.)

LLS, 7.210, heard 1400-1500; LKJ,
9.540, Tromsoe, heard 0530-0615. (Ped-
dle, Newfoundland)

Panama-HP5A, 11.695, Panama
City, signs off 2245. (Beck, N. Y.)
HP5B, 6.030, Radio Miramar, Panama
City, now signs on a half-hour earlier,
that is 0700; QRA seems to be Aptdo.
1214. (McPheeters, La.)

Philippines-Manila, 9.640, heard
with station announcement 0700, gave
new m.w. call of DZRH; sponsored
dance session followed. (Ferguson,
N. C.) This one heard recently in
California at 1100-1130 with popular
music and English announcements,
good signal; call of s.w. outlet appears
DZH2 (Rosenauer).

Portugal-Lisbon, 6.350, signs off
1900 in Portuguese to Brazil; formerly
on 6.374; this is a different transmitter
from the one used to North America
on 6.374. (Beck, N. Y.) However,
Pearce, England, says Lisbon is now
using approximately 9.726 (instead of
11.027) at 1600-1800 for Brazil, with
news in Portuguese 1605, 1745. May be
using both 31- and 48-m. bands to
Brazil.

CS2W1, 12.865, Parede, power 250
w., heard 1900-2000; QSL'd in 27 days
from Radio Clube Portugesa, Parede,
Portugal; card blue with gold letter-
ing. (Alfred, Ontario)

Portuguese India - From Nattug-
glan, Sweden, comes a report of a
verification from "Emissora De Goa,"
Goa, giving current frequency as 9.610,
with 500 watts power, and schedule of
0900-1000.

Portuguese Guinea-Bissau is defi-
nitely now on 6.997. (Kary) Has been
heard on this channel at 1720 but has
almost continuous CWQRM which
generally blots out Bissau. (Pearce,
England) Closedown remains 1800,
when signs with "A Portugesa."

Rumania-Bucharest, 6.210, heard
1510 with news and talk in English.
(Ward, England)

Under favorable conditions, the 9.252
channel can be heard in East at 1600
when has news; sign -off is 1630 now;
has severe QRM. Is heard in New-
foundland by Peddle at around 1430-
1540. Kary notes that uses 7 -note

5 t° 6 times the 9°lt.%

OF ANY OF FIVE
COMPETITIVE MODELS

... in our own exacting perform-
ance tests. Brings in clear, strong
pictures in fringe areas and with
indoor antennas. Greatly reduces

noise. A real working RF stage,
using separate tubes for high and
low bands. Receiver power cord
plugs into booster and booster
plugs into AC outlet. Single switch
on booster turns on both, Fine

tuning control assures best possible
definition. Balanced input coils.

Electrostatic shielding. $39.95
(Suggested Retail Price)

CAN BE ( OFF 2-6 7-13 t

SWITCHED

IN OR OUT!

When control is in OFF position, the boost-
er is out of the circuit. Turn the switch to
high or low band and-presto-the picture
comes into clear, sharp focus right before
your eyes!

pilot light

band switch

fine

0 AC switch

ning

>

-o-
.w.. : a -e

channel selector

NATIONAL COMPANY, Inc.
WALDEN, MASSACHUSETTS
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RADAR, COMMUNICATIONS

AND

SONAR TECHNICIANS

W -A -N -T -E -D

For Overseas Assignments

Technical Qualifications:
1. At least 3 years practical ex-

perience in installation and
maintenance.

2. Navy veterans ETM 1/c or higher.
3. Army veterans TECH/SGT or

higher.

Personal Qualifications:
Age, over 22-must pass physi-
cal examination.

2. Ability to assume responsibility.
3. Must stand thorough character

investigation.
4. Willing to go overseas for 1

year.

Base pay, Bonus, Living Allowance, Vacation
add -up to $7,000.00 per year. Permanent
connection with company possible.

Apply by Writing to
D-4, P.O. Box 3575,

Philadelphia 22, Pa.
Men qualified in RADAR,COMMUNICATIONS
or SONAR give complete history. Interview
will be arranged for successful applicants.

WHY PAY MORE!
Save on Surplus Buys

Telephone Handset Hanger
Fits most types on market.
Made of heavy duty alumi-
num casting. Excellent for
desk, mobile or marine use.
BRAND NEW.

NEW LOW $149
PRICE Postpaid

Westinghouse DC Volt Meter
(A) F root of panel mounting.
1)-S0 V DC. Easy to read 6, 12,
24 and 32 volts for mobile and
marine use. Brand New. Boxed.

POSTPAID 52.95
LEACH DUAL

INTERLOCKING TYPE RELAY
(B) FB for overload s 24 volt,
.5 ohm coils. Use inetll. returnfur controllh,g primary

';,1"3,1(7. supply- Complete with
instructions. Brand New, Boxed.

POSTPAID 511.69
BC -M7 Interphone Amplifiers

(C) Contains 2 expensive Ouncer
trans., 200 ohm to P.P. grids
and P.P. plates to 200 ohm line

uteniddlldaluminumandMounted n
additional parts.

ease. Excellent for preamps and
many others uses. (Less 6F8
tub'''' POSTPAID $1.95

(AI

(B)

(C)

ALVARADIO, Dept. RN.19
903 S. Alvarado, Los Angeles 6, Calif.

chime for identification purposes 1530
and 1600, that schedule is now an hour
later than formerly, and that closes
1630 with choral music.

Salvador-McPheeters, La., has re-
ceived verie from YSR, "La Voz de el
Salvador," 990 kcs. and 6.265; said us-
ing 900 watts on s.w. and 1,000 watts
on m.w. channel; scheduled 1200-0000;
also in network are YSF, Radio Van-
guardia, 840 kcs. and 9.250; YSHQ,
"La Voz del Progreso," San Miguel
(first two are in San Salvador), 950
kcs. and 6.500; YSA, Radio Cultura, a
new station to go on the air shortly,
1,020 kcs. and 9.490, located at Santa
Ana.

YSUA, 6,250, uses recording (in
English) to announce call on half-hour
and then returns to Spanish; announc-
es "Radio Mil Cincuenta"; appeared
recently to be holding some sort of
contest for listeners. (Weisberg, N. Y.)

Siam-From Johnston Island in the
Pacific, Capt. F. Fellers informs me
that the Overseas Broadcasting Sta-
tion of Siam, Bangkok, now testing on
11.715 daily 0500-0630 in parallel with
6.010, has been heard by him on 11.715
with news 0515, English talk 0540, and
news again 0615; signal good but has
QRM from Australia's 11.71 and USA
and Moscow; he cannot hear the 6.010
outlet due to terrific QRM from Nou-
mea and South America. The 49-m.
outlet, however, can be heard some
days here in East in 0615 news; the
11.615 channel is "all noise" here in
West Virginia 0500-0630. Reception
reports on the 11.715 tests are re-
quested, according to Desouza, Singa-
pore, via Radio Australia.

South Africa-Pearce, England, says
most reliable signal he has been get-
ting from South Africa is Johannes-
burg, 4.895, heard from around 1230
to sign -off with "Suid Afrika" and
"God Save the King" 1605, following
the "11 p.m. Epilogue." Programs are
all -Afrikaans; news in Afrikaans at
1500; English program on 4.800 at 1245
has poor intelligibility due to CWQRM.

Cape Town, 5.878, has had improved
signal lately here, opening 2345 with
English announcement, then goes into
Afrikaans (setting -up exercises).

ZRB, 9.11, Pretoria, heard well re-
cently, in clear, 0010 with setting -up
exercises. (Bellington, N. Y.)

Spain-Radio SEU, EDV10, Madrid,
is now back on 7.191 at 1400-1900. "La
Voz de la Falange," 7.380, Madrid, has
Spanish 1400-1530, 1700-1830, and
French 1330-1400; much QRM from
Moscow. Radio Mediteraneo, Valen-
cia, verified by (English) letter, gave
frequency 7.037.2, scheduled 0700-1000,
1400-1800; opens with march "Hacia
Valencia," closes down with "Marcha
de la Ciudad." (Pearce, England)

Surinam-PZC, 15.405, has Arabic
Fridays 1900-1945 in parallel with
PZH-5, 5.760. (Alfred, Ontario)

Switzerland-The Home Service
from Berne at 0040-0140 is now on
6.165 (100 kw.) and 9.535 (instead of
former 11.715). Berne signs off 1530
on 11.865 and 9.665 (new 100 kw.) in
British Isles beam; returns 1545 on

his new -control permits your
records to perform at their very best

- an adjustable noise suppressor
to correct for the particular

condition of each record,
The Bogen PXI5, fifteen watt high

fidelity amplifier boasts eight
other distinctive features, designed to

multiply your listening pleasure.
Write for complete new

FREE High Fidelity Catalog.

uv[d 130yen
CO., INC.

663 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 12, N. Y.

BOOTH 44 at the RADIO
PARTS SHOW!

Mass. Radio School
273 Huntington Ave., Boston 15, Mass,

Offers Training Courses for Radio Techni-
cian (Pre -Television) and Licensed Radio
Operator (All Types) including mainte-
nance and operation of General Electronic
Equipment. Over 20,000 Alumni and 30
years radio training EXPERIENCE. Courses
approved for G.I. Training for Veterans.

Send for Catalog
Licensed by Commonwealth of Mass.

Department of Education

FLEX IDLE Tl .V-I:VG NII.I FTN-
TuningTuning for SCR274N, ARC5, MN26, ARN7.
BC433, ARB in lengths up to 15 feet. Complet,
assembly, NEW, $2.50 (specify approximate length
desired).

MC211A r,angle drive 75c
Dual transmitting rack SCR274N, NEW, 590

LONG ISLAND RADIO CO.
164-21 Northern Blvd., Flushing, N.Y.

TELEVISION SCREEN VIEWING FILTERS
Make television far more enjoyable. You
can make your own filters at very low cost.
Different colors, all very easy and inexpen-
sive to make. Send 35 cents for complete
instructions. Instructions do not include
material.

ELECTRONIC DEVICES CO.
Dept. RS, P. 0. Box 1016, Morgantown, W. Va.

COMMUNICATION
and RADIO COURSE $4

Nut a correspondent course, but mailed complete.
Written by a former Tech. Rep, with the Army Air
Forces. Practical, includes necessary theory with
physical explanations, absolutely necessary in
radio repair, television, and communications. Not
a basic eon] se .$4.00. Mr. Arthur J. Arruda, 70
Acushnet Ave., New Bedford, Mass.
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11.865. (Beck, N. Y.) Berne's HER8,
21.520, heard 0745-0915. (Peddle, New-
foundland) The 9.665 channel heard
with news followed by talk 1350-1400,
only fair signal in North Carolina.
(Ferguson)

Ward, England, confirms that United
Nations Radio, Geneva, 6.672, has UN
news in English daily (except Sun.) at
1330. Station informed Cushen, N. Z.,
that only the 6.672 transmitter is now
in operation, is 7.5 kw. the 18.450 sta-
tion is not now in use; stated "trans-
mitters are still experimental, but as
soon as budgetary considerations are
increased, our services will be in-
creased."

Syria -Sutton, Ohio, reports Damas-
cus, 12.000, with music and Arabic
1200-1300, S6. Hagen, Ala., reports
this one 0000-0100 with Arabic music,
through heavy CWQRM. Is heard in
North Carolina by Ferguson, opening
in Arabic, followed by Eastern music.
Confirmed by several other Eastern
monitors lately.

ISWC, London, lists Damascus on
6.000, 7.500, and 12.000 with Arabic
0000-0100, 0630-0730, 1100-1455, Eng-
lish and French 0730-0830.

Tibet -I have asked an /SW moni-
tor in Assam (India) to check on the
rumor that a s.w. outlet is operating
between 6 and 8 megacycles from
Lhassa. Any information on this "ru-
mor" will be welcomed.

Trinidad -Radio Trinidad, 9.625, Port
of Spain, excellent opening 05.00.
(Hankins, Pa.) Heard at that time
"Down Aus-
tralia. And in Ontario 1845 with news
and sports, good signal, in clear, local
news 1900, also heard 0545 with news.
(Alfred)

United States-WVD, 6.980, Seattle,
heard recently 0310 testing for re-
ceiver adjustment. (Alfred, Ontario)
Recently heard on 14.867 at 1939-2018
by Starry, Pa.; stated "This is WVD,
testing for the benefit of receiver tun-
ing of our Northern stations"; played
recordings between tests.

USSR -Home Service heard on 9.480,
9.645, 11.720, 11.880 with setting -up
exercises 0000-0030, good level. The
15.410, 15.385 outlets heard with mu-
sical program 0030-0100. (Sutton,
Ohio) Nattugglan, Sweden, lists Alma
Ata, Kazakstan, on 9.625, opening
2000 in native and Russian, says
closes 1000.

Soviets heard at 2300 and after-
wards in Home Service include 6.020
(Kiev), 6.050, 7.270, 9.660. (Beck, N.
Y.) Frequencies of 11.75 and 9.545 are
used to China 0600-0700. (Balbi, Calif.)

Vatican -In summer, HVJ will have
news 0900 on 15.095 and 9.660, at 1315
on 9.660 and 5.969; each Tuesday at
1000 will be on 17.445 for India and
South Africa, news summary; each
Sunday at 0430 on 9.660 and 5.969 with
broadcast mass. (Ruglivedt, Norway)
However, lately the 31-m. outlet ap-
pears to be low as 9.645, according to
Pearce, England.

Venezuela -Radio Cabimas, YV1RC,
6.150, signs off 2235. (Beck, N. Y.)
McPheeters, La., received verie-letter

CHICAGO
FEATHERWEIGHT
MULTI -TESTERS

Highest Quality -Chicago "Featherweight" Multi -test-
ers are made with the precision of a fine watch. Strict
tolerances provide accuracies far above commercial
standards -readings are absolutely dependable.

Most Compact -Chicago "Featherweights" are the small-
est multi -testers in the world. They are truly pocket-size
instruments, weighing only a few ounces . . . a pleasure
to use in or out of the shop.
Lowest Cost -Chicago "Featherweights" guarantee more real usefulness
and dependability at considerably lower cost. There is nothing like a
"Featherweight" for standing up under hard daily use. They are built
to "take it."

Chicago "Featherweights"
Model 450A

Volt -Ohm Milliammeter for DC
Volts 0-5/10/50/500/1000 Mils 0-1

Ohms Full Scale 5000/50.000/500.000
Ohms Center Scale 30/300/3000

Net price $10.90

Clcéa9,o

Model 451A
Volt -Ohmmeter for AC and DC

Volts DC 0-10/50/100/500/1000
Volts AC & Output 0-10/50/100/500/1000

Ohms Full Scale 500,000
Ohms Center Scale 7200

Net price $14.90

Model 452A
High Sensitivity DC Volt -Ohmmeter

Volts 0-10/50/100/500/1000 10,000 Ohms per Volt
Ohms Full Scale 2000/20,000/200,000/2,000,000

Ohms Center Scale 30/300/3000/30.000
Net price $14.90

There is a Chicago Multi -Tester for every purpose
Write for our complete catalog

CHICAGO INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENT CO., 536 W. ELM ST. CHICAGO 10, ILL.

ACORN Moves to LARGER QUARTERS! More Space .
Better Service! Visit in Person or Shop by Mail

for BARGAINS in BRAND NEW STOCK

* PRE -AMPLIFIER -Model K 1
I resigned to raise the output level of magnetic
likes to that ofcrystal. Can be used ea phono

pre -amplifier with slight changes. Made by Peek -
,,rd -Berl Comes complete with PL55. PLUS, cord-
age 119B, lass tubes. W. 5 lbs. With perat-
ng instruction book. Uses 2 tubes. at1 /tG
5 GREAT BUY at. ,D1 .7J

* PLANETARY DRIVE

* ANTENNA BEAM ROTATOR
Last call ,

While they last!$1 9S

Perfect For TV Antennas
A Droved success with users
throughout the country. Op-
erates on 12-27vDC. 300
degrees rotation. self revers-
ing motor, built-in potentiometer to
operate 0-1 milliameter to indicate
position. Motors enclosed, water-
proof housing. Used by U. S. Navy
on destroyers for radar scanning.
Wt. 19 lb,.

5-1 ratio tor t .I,atl. 49c t :; fnr $1.25
* HEAVY DUTY POWER TRANSFORMER

Pri. 110/220 v 60cy. Sec. No. 1-dlo-u-lis
400 mils. No. 2-6.3v @ 3 amps. No.

-6.9v @13.5 amps. No. 4-5v @ 3 amps.
\o. 5-2,5v (5 1,7 amps. Dimensions H-
i'". W-634". D-534". Wt. 33 lbs. Made
by G. E. for U.S. Navy. Tremendous
l aluel I

$1.49

3 for $20

* POWER TRANSFORMERS
Thordarson power transformer. Fri. 115v 60cy. Sec. -780

1. ® 200 mils, 6.3v c.t. @ 4% amps, 5v @ 3 amps,
tY 4.75 amps, 234v c.t. ® 1.75 amps, $4 95upright mtg. Wt. 12 lbs. REG. VALUE 216.50

PrI. 115v 25ay. Seo, 680v at. ® 225 mile. 10, tapped it,
I 3 ®5 sinus. 5v ® 4 amps. Wt. 16 $4.19
I bs.

Thordarson power transformer. Prl. 115v 60oy. Sec. -750v
.1. @ 145 mile. 6.3v @ 4.5 amps. 5v ®
imps, Upright mount. Wt. 7 lbs $ $3.29
Pri. 1I5v 600. Seo. -720 c.t. @ 150 mils. 6.3v (a 1

amps. 5v @ 3 amps. Half shell mount. Mounting ceuten
:.3¢"x234". Wt. 6 lbs. $2.99REAL VALUEI
Pri. 115v 60cy. Sec. -600v c.t. ® 100 mils. 6.3v @
amps. 5v ® 2 amps. Half shell mtg. Mtg. centers 2;n"
s1%". Dimensions 11-334", W-3%, D-2316".
Wt. 5 lbs. Made by Thordarson. BARGAIN! $269

PHONEPHONE WORTH

ACORN ELECTRONICS CORP.
76 Vesey St., Dept. N-5, New York 7, N. Y.

*
Very

CO -AXIAL CABLE

reels. Wt. 1 5
Special

4 lbs
850

20Per reel

* FILTER CHOKES
Hy Mils Ohms DC Each
10 58 350 $ .74
15 70 420 .79

10 85 250 .97

10 100 200 1.09

10 150 70 1.49

234 235 60 1.59

10 250 100 2.95
400 300 1.25

* 4 GANG FM
TUNING

CONDENSER
Perfect condenser In
cover FM band ant
.similar application,.
3-30 mmfd per see
lion. Steatite insular
ed. Wt. 2 lbs
Each $1.79
3 for $4.75

* TOGGLE SWITCHES
SPST SPDT DPST

BALL HANDLE 17c 24c 29c
BAT HANDLE 27c 3Ic 39c
(Heavy Duty)

DPDT
49c
á9c

* VOLUME CONTROLS
.111 sizes on hand from 5 ohms to 10 meg. Ill .

C7aroetat, Centralab, CTS. Mallory.
Each 49c

10 for $4.29

4-3270
TERMS: 20.0 east, with order. Balance C.O.D.
All urines F.O.B. our w arehouse in New York
City.No orders under $2.50.
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VACO* ZB 50
S screw drivers In 1

5 blades ... Ye", 1/6'
and 1/4' regular and
No. I and No. 2
Phillips ... snap into
one break and shock
proof handle. Oil
tempered chrome
vanadium steel
blades. Precision
built in every
detail! Price,
only $2.95.

NEW
TOOL KITS
for Radio

You'lls like
these two beautiful new

by Vaco. Finest quality ma-

tersi is used throughout
assure

long service. Comfortable
grip

handles
And theeleatheretteetool
A

comfortably
into your

back
hpocket. See your jobber

or

p,
write direct.

Wonderfully Convenient!Fulls Guaranteed'

VACO* ZS 60
5 nut drivers in 1

5 hex. wrenches ...
1/4 5ho' I1/22', 1/a'

and %s' ... Fit some
fire -safe Amberyl*
handle. All sockets
of super -hard
steel for longer
life. Price, only
$3.50.

'Tiede Murk, Registered

JOBS IN TELEVISION
YOUNG MEN 16 TO 60

There is a job opening for every qualified
trained Television Technician.

WE CAN TRAIN YOU
FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

Visit Our Modern Laboratories and Class Rooms
Approved Under G.I. Bill of Rights

AMERICAN RADIO INSTITUTE
New York, N. Y.
2010 Broadway
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
174 Gramatan Ave.

Syracuse, N. Y.
131 Shonnard St.

Buffalo, N. Y.
640 Main St.

"Teaching Radio Since 1935"

HARD -TO -GET PARTS
5l/OM , it a u1s' (0/1t,,,I 12c; 15' sw 50.27
50L6 Output Trans 32c; Pushpull .45
6V6 -6F6 Outputs 340; Pushpull .45
AC -DC Filter Chokes .26
10 Watt Universal Outputs .75
Replacement I -F Trans. 456 KC Input or Outs

put Shielded .32
Same as above but unshielded.. ..pr .25
Superhet Variable Cond. 2 Gang 305 mf.. .39
TRF Variable Cond. 420 mf 44e; Drum .05
Meissner I2SA7 Ose. Coils .15
Replacement 12SA7 Ose. Coils ............ .10
Antenna Loops Prim. & Sec 120; 10 for 1.00
Astatic JT-30 Xtal Mikes 6.95
Astatic DN-HZ Dynamic Mike W.'G" Grip to

Talk Chromium Stand 16.50
Astatic Crystal Mike W/Handle....... 4.59R Button Push Switch 27c: 5 for.1.00
Solderless Test Prods 5 in. Red or Black.... .22
Bayonet Pilot Light Sockets 5e; 3 for .10
3AG Fuse Detractor Posts .12
2 Conductor Connectors Male & Female...pr .25
Tuning Drive Shafts In or oat....120; 10 for 1.00
Nylon Dial Cord. 25 feet for .25
Fluorescent Ballasts 14w, 15w, 20w..... ea. .59
Fl -Starters 15-20w. 17s; 32w. 230; 30-40w .23
4 Wire Speaker Cable 4 Ft. Long .12Single Lug Terminals le; 2 lugs 2c; 3 lugs .03
Bakelite Terminal Strips, 2 screw lugs .04
PL -55 Microphone Jacks Open Circuit .12
Schematic Diagrams for Radios up to 1939 .50
Elmco 10 Watt HI-FI Amplifier. 5 Tubes AC

6V6 PP, 50-15000 Cp. W,Tubes, Wired 22.95Fluorescent Ballasts 40 Watt, single 1.95
Si on C.O.D. Orders -Please Enclose Postage.

Send for Our Latest Bargain Bulletin

RADIO MAIL ORDERS
2 West Broadway Dept. RN, New York 7, N. Y.

EXCEPTIONAL VALUE

SOUND POWERED HEAD
AND CHEST PHONE
SETS - Gond. Used,
Tested, While They Last

$9.50 per pr.

NOTE: Shipping Weight 10 lbs. Include suffi-
cient mailing charges.

G. E. SWITCHETTES
CR -1070C103 -B3 normally open . .35
CRl070123-C3 norm. open or closed . .35
CR -1070C103 -K2 normally closed .35

MICRO SWITCHES
VZ-2R5 normally closed. ea. . .30
BZ-2R5 norm. open or ncrm. closed, ea, .35
G-2RSTC normally open. ea. .. . .30
BZ-RL norm. open or norm. closed. ea. .35
YZ2RL2 normally open, ea. .45
MLR-304-I5A-125V norm. open or closed
ea. .40
WZRL8 normally closed. ea. .35

SWITCHES
SPST AN3022.2B Bat Handle.
Lunt. Tip 6A -125V. ea.. ...25
DPDT Slide Switch Stackpole SA
125V . . .. 20
SPOT Momentary, centeroff, 10A
125V Long Bat Handle
yt8905K710 .. ...... .. .. .SO

SPST Bat Handle. 3A. 125V CH ........ .... 25
SPDT Bat Handle, 6A 125V HH 30
DPDT Momentary, #89061(674. center off long

Bat Handle. 20A 125V 60
DPST #AN -3023.2, 20A 125V Bat Handle... 60
DPST Momentary, Push Type, ,OA I25V.... 35
SPST Rotary, (enclosed) 6A 125V 1/4' shalt

H -H 25
SPOT Phone Radio Sw. I/e' diam. Shaft.... 15

WIRE WOUND RHEOSTATS

MOTORS
1/40 H.P. 3000 RPM Universal AC -DC 110 volt

Shaft ''/4' diam. 11/q long, double shaft ea. 52.50
Small 110 V AC 60 cycle, open frame motor 2700

RPM Shaft '/é diem. s/á long. 1/70 HP mfg.
by Barber Colmann Co. ea 200

Synchronous motors, 110 V AC 60 cycles 4/5..1 I/S
RPM, 2.2 Watts. shalt '/n' diem. '/a' long. mfg.
by Hayden Mfg. Co. ea $2.00

(Specify speed desired)
I ohm100 watt with Switch.. ..I.25 r-

6 ohm 25 Watt .65
8 ohm 50 Watt 100
15 ohm 1.30 Amps -25 Watts with Knob
250 ohm 50 Watt .. ..
2500 ohm 25 Watt

75
1 00

65

No sale less than 52.00.
All prices F.O.B. N.Y.C.

204/o deposit required
with all orders.

A. M. RADIO SALES COMPANY 345 CANAL ST.
NEW YORK CITY 13, N. Y.

from Radio Barquisimeto; new call-
signs are YVMQ, 4.990, 4 kw., and
YVMR, 1,475 kcs., 3 kw.; no schedule
given; QRA Aptdo. Postal 76. Mc-
Pheeters lists new call of Radio Caro-
ra as YVMU, 3.340, signs off 2130; says
YVMG, Radio Popular, 4.810, Mara-
caibo, is scheduled 0600-2230; that Ra-
dio Maracay, 3.430, appears to sign off
usually 0800; new callsign appears to
be YVLI for the s.w. outlet and YVLJ
for 930 kcs.

Yugoslavia-YUA, 6.107, Belgrade,
has English 1545-1600. (Peddle, New-
foundland)

Unidentified -Alfred, Ontario, would
appreciate identification of a station
heard on approx. 9.560 at 2015 with
tom-tom drums and African -type
program.

An unidentified station on 6.150 has
Arabic around 2300 and later; defi-
nitely is not Sharq-al-Adna which is
heard on 6.170 with slightly better sig-
nal. (Beck, N. Y.) This may be Tehe-
ran, Iran, listed 6.155V.

* * *

Last -Minute Tips
"Ili Radio Algiers" was heard in

February on 15.200 both during Arabic
before 1500 and French from that
time, same program as Radio Algiers,
9.570; occasional breaks in program;
not heard since so may have been a
test or a spurious transmission.
(Pearce, England)

In a recent Swedish DX session
from Stockholm it was reported that
Jerusalem, 8.100, had not closed down
as previously reported
heard 1330 when carrying same pro-
gram as Kol-Yisrael, 6.820, Tel Aviv.

A station heard opening 0000 on ap-
proximately 8.017 is believed to be
Radio Beirut, Lebanon; has had QRM.
(Stark, Texas)

Radio Makassar, Celebes, heard re-
cently on 9.550 from tune -in 0715 to
fade-out 0900, mainly in Indonesian -
Malay; the 11.086 channel was some-
what weaker, faded out earlier, and
did not carry same program as 9.550.
(Kary)

A new s.w. transmitter at Waneroo,
Australia, to be used in Inland Service
of ABC, may be operating around the
middle of this year. (Radio Australia)

Nattugglan, Sweden, lists Hyderabad
(India) on 6.110. Can anyone con-
firm?

COKG, Cuba, runs 500 watts; QRA
is Apartado 82, Santiago de Cuba,
Cuba. (Weisberg, N. Y.)

A Czech listener reported recently
to Stockholm Radio that Radio Vene-
zia Guilia is a clandestine (Italian)
station operating on 6.400, signing off
1500. (Swedish DX)

Desouza, Singapore, reports "The
Voice of Sumatra" on 7.620 daily 0730-
0830; Javanese 0730-0800, news 0800,
last 15 minutes in Indian dialect.

Hankins, Pa., has received verifica-
tion stating definitely that Juliana
Sender, Willemstad, Curacao, has been
operating on 5.010 as well as 2.315
since December 1, 1948; the 5.010 is
the exact frequency reported by Han-
kins. Manager of station CUROM,
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SAVE MONEY
BRAND NEW
GUARANTEED

GENERAL ELECTRIC SELSYN
Type 2JIGI

Will operate from
110 volts, 60 cycle
by using a resistor
or a condenser in
series. Size is 21,4"
in diameter x 49/4"
long. Ideal for
beam antenna po-
sition indicator.

Price $2.75
per pair - re-

moved from
new equipment

HAYDEN TIMING
Type 45629R

110 volts, 60 cycle,
2.2 watts, 1/240
R.P.M.

t
Price $3.00

ea. net. new.

-1V:.-'1:110101.11-.
(of'nu(eI(011-

DELCO ALNICO
Field Motor

Type 5069466
27.5 volts D.C.
10,000 R.P.M.
1" 1%"x214"
long. to) gigs
Price 742,911",

ea. net-new.
Delco Alnico Field Motor Type 5069611. 12
volts DC. 10,000 R.P.M. 1"xl%"x21F," long.

Price
ea. net. new 4n00
Write for complete listings

INSTRUMENT ASSOCIATES
147-57 41st Ave., Flushing, N. Y.

INdependence 3.1919

HIWAY comrnny
May Flowers With

Bargains!
TUBE OF THE MONTH---6V6GT

More of these tubes in use than any other
type. Brand new, boxed. Each 69¢
Order 4 for 32.25 and we prepay shipping!

POWER TRANSFORMER C-288
Brand new! Used in BC 342 receiver. Primary:
115V, 60 cycle. Secondaries: 310-0-310V 70
Mils, 2-12V good for 8 tubes and 1-5V for
rectifier. The two 12V can be connected in
series for 24V. The perfect power $4.95transformer for surplus receivers. Ea.

.19-.55 MC ARC -S RECEIVER
85 Ka. I.F. The top "Q"5'er. Used hut good
condition. Also connections for loop
ant. Lees dyno. Wt., 12 lbs. Each 7

7-9 MC ARC -5 TRANSMITTER
With tubes and crystals. Brand new but not
pecked in factory carton. WEách 3$9.95

ARC -4 TRANSCEIVER
New shipment just arrived! The Navy VHF
unit 15 watt xtal output, superhet receiver.
Conversion dope supplied puts it in 2 -meter
band. 194-148 Mos. Complete with tubes lete
dynamotor. Wt., 41 lbs.
Eachilla HIWAY HEADLINER. I'.49
Each
With MT -230 Mounting. $20.99
The lliway Policy: 25% DEPOSIT WITH
ORDER. Remit in full-SAVE C.O.D.
CHARGES. SATISFACTION GUARAN-
TEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

HIWAY COMPANY
Electronic Division

1304 S. HOOVER ST.
(Just S. II Pico) (Fitzroy 0343)

LOS ANGELES 6, CALIFORNIA
Send for our FREE catalogue!

Jan Doedel, stated "our broadcast in
English is now Mondays 2000-2015."
The 5.010 outlet is also reported
heard by Peddle, Newfoundland.

Ferguson, N. C., received this data
from Direction Centrale de la Radio-
diffusion D'Albane, Rue Conference de
Peza 3, Tirana, Albanie; Radio Tirana,
ZAA, 7.850, scheduled 1300 news in
Russian; 1315 news in Roumanian;
1330 news in Italian; 1345 news in
French; 1400 relays with m.w. for re-
broadcast the news in Albanian; 1415
news in Greek; 1430 news in Bulgari-
an; 1445 news in Turkish; 1500 news
in Serbo-Croat; 1515 news in English;
1530 program for Albanians abroad;
16C0 end of transmission.

In a DX broadcast from Leopold-
ville this data was given concerning
Radio Congo Belge-OTM-1, 6.295,
0000-0200, 0500-0700, 1100-1500; OTM-
2, 9.380, 0000-0200, 0500-1500; OTM-4,
11.720, 0515-0700; broadcasts in French,
Spanish, and Portuguese to Europe.
OTH was given on 9.210 at 1230-1330
in French and Congo dialects, power
15 kw. QRA is Radio Congo Beige,
P. O. Box 171, Leopoldville, Belgian
Congo. (Novomestky, Puerto Rico,
and Cooley, Pa.)

Wooley, N. J., flashes that Den-
mark's 9.52 is now fine strength at
2015.

McPheeters, La., recently reported
hearing Podebrady, Czechoslovakia,
on 11.900 around 2300-0100, appeared
to use trumpets played on Praha II.
OLR4D, Prague, is listed 11.900 as
"inactive."

The Azad Kashmir Radio, 6.230,
Rawalpindi (with transmitter at Trar-
khel) has not been reported for some
time and is presumed to be off the air.
This is probably the station referred
to abroad (near end of 1948) as be-
lieved to be Radio Pakistan.

The Government of India is pro-
gressing in its Eight -Year Plan for ex-
pansion of broadcasting facilities.
Many new high-powered stations (pre-
sumably on m.w.) are under construc-
tion and it is presumed some s.w. ones
will be included in the plan. A news
release from the Indian Embassy re-
cently stated: "High-powered radio
transmitters will soon be installed at
Delhi, Bombay, Madras, and Calcutta.
Pilot stations have already opened at
Cuttack, Shillong, Gauhati, Nagpur,
Vijayawada, and Allahabad. Giving
further information on the govern-
ment's eight -year program for the
expansion of broadcasting facilities,
the Information Minister said in Par-
liament on February 4 that a radio
station at Ahmedabad would begin to
function by the end of March 1949 and
that pilot stations at Jullundur, Dhar-
war, and Calicut would be completed
by June. The 8th new radio station of
India since its independence went on
the air on February 1 at Allahabad."
(Joshi, W. Va.)

* * s

Aeknusv 14 41geneent
Thanks for the FB reports this

month, fellows! Keep them coming
to 948 Stewartstown Road, Morgan-
town, West Virginia, USA.-K.R.B.
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IN LOCAL AREAS

Jeri old In-Tenna i. the only in-
door TV antenna that will give you
clear pictures on ALL TV stations
in your area. It can he oriented
easily to reduce noise and ghosts. The
tuned pre -amplifier helps eliminate
all kinds of interference from FM,
TV and AM. It is easily and quickly
installed in any home or apartment.
The Jerrold In-Tenna will give your
TV set the same performance that
you could expect from a costly out-
door installation. List $42.50

See the Jerrold In-Tenna at your
radio wholesaler or parts jobber, or
write to us for information.

IN FRINGE AREAS

Í ti

The Jerrold TV -FM Booster has
a gain of 20 to 30 times over the en-
tire 6 megacycle bandwidth of all
TV channels-plus the FM band.
Because of its high gain, Jerrold
TV -FM Booster pulls weak stations
out of the "mud" to give you the
clearest possible pictures. Sight and
sound tune together. There is no
regeneration whatsoever. All kinds
of interference, as well as ghosts, are
either greatly reduced or completely
eliminated.

See the Jerrold TV -FM Booster
at your radio wholesaler or parts
jobber. Or write to us for informa-
tion. List, $37.50.

JERROLD ELECTRONICS CORP.

CITY CENTRE BUILDING
121 N. BROAD ST. PHILA. 7, PA.
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FACTORY TO YOU

OTHEE

NEW

w"w.
TELEVISION KIT

10"KIT $74.50*
*LESS TUBES

7" KIT
$64.50s $99.50

with all tubes

Money Back Guarantee-Buy it, Inspect it, if
you don't think it's the best buy on the market-
return unused within three days and your money
will be refunded.

All prices F.O.B. New York. 20% deposit with order

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

i TELEVISION
LABORATORIES

5507 - 13th AVE. BKLYN. 19, N. Y

WANTED-Western Electric Car-

rier Telephone and Telegraph Equip-

ment and Components. Filters,

repeating coils, transformers, equal-

izers. Types CFI, CF2, H, C, and

other carrier equipment. Telephone

and telegraph repeaters.

Box 450, Radio & Television News,

185 N. Wabash, Chicago, Illinois

LEARN RADIO!
PREPARE FOR A GOOD JOB!'

BROADCAST ENGINEER
COMMERCIAL OPERATOR (CODE)

RADIO SERVICEMAN
Television Servicing
(Approved for Veterans)

SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE
BALTIMORE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

1425 EUTAW PLACE, BALT. 17, MD.

This Association is a patriotic non-
profit organization, with chapters in most
of the larger cities, dedicated to develop-
ing and maintaining efficient personnel,
commissioned, enlisted, civilian, for the
supply (including design and develop-
ment); installation, maintenance and op-
eration of communications and electronic
equipment for Army, Navy and Air Force
and their supporting civilian activities. It
publishes a magazine "SIGNALS" at its
national headquarters in Washington.
Every American interested in any way
in communications is eligible and invited
to join. Further details may be obtained
by addressing the secretary at 1624 Eye
St. N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

AFCA CHAPTER NOTES
Baltimore

The March 3rd meeting of the Bal-
timore Chapter was held at Station
WBAL of Baltimore and featured a
broadcast of an address by Colonel
Kirke B. Lawton, Deputy Chief Signal
Officer of the Army, in commemora-
tion of the 86th anniversary of the
Signal Corps. Present as guests of
honor were Admiral Earl E. Stone,
Chief of Naval Communications, and
Major General Francis L. Anken-
brandt, Director of Air Force Commu-
nications. At 6:15 p.m., Clinton H.
Johnson, chapter member, interviewed
Colonel Lawton, Admiral Stone, Gen-
eral Ankenbrandt and other distin-
guished guests on the WBAL Televi-
sion. At 7:15, Colonel Lawton's ad-
dress to the chapter was carried over
the NBC network. Due to studio ac-
commodations, the audience was limit-
ed to 160. The broadcast was followed
by a tour through the station and in-
cluded both TV and standard broad-
cast facilities.

Cleveland
A tour of the facilities of the Acme

Telectronix Division of the Newspaper
Enterprise Association Service, Incor-
porated was the feature of the March
10th meeting of the Cleveland Chap-
ter. The primary interest in this pro-
gram was the preparation and han-
dling of news and transmission of pic-
tures by wire for newspapers.

Far East
The charter of the Tokyo Post of

the Far East Chapter was presented
by Brig. Gen. George I. Back, Presi-
dent of the Far East Chapter, at a
meeting of the post on January 25th.
A post constitution was adopted and
officers were elected as follows: Chair-
man: Lt. Col. W. D. Dillinger; 1st
Vice -Chairman: Col. R. S. Carter; 2nd
Vice -Chairman: Chief W. A. Whaley;

Secretary: Maj. F. P. Zebley; Treas-
urer : Capt. I. Koss.
Kentucky

Chapter members met on February
18th at the Stirrup Cup in Lexington
to commemorate the 86th anniver-
sary of the founding of the Signal
Corps. After the dinner, a Signal
Corps birthday cake was cut in tradi-
tional style-with a saber-by the
past president, Col. William M. Mack,
assisted by the new president, Murray
P. McQuown.

Lt. Col. Robert II. McAteer of the
Military Department of the University
of Kentucky addressed the group on
the "Evolution and History of the Sig-
nal Corps." After Col. McAteer's talk,
Mr. William Prewitt, a Lexington
businessman and one of the members
of Company B of the 113th Field Sig-
nal Battalion, which was organized in
Lexington at the start of World War
I, gave a very interesting and humor-
ous sketch of the history of the 113th
Field Signal Battalion.

The meeting closed with the show-
ing of the film "Westward is Bataan."
New York

A concrete example of the real
meaning of the unification of the
Armed Services was presented to a
joint meeting of the New York Chap-
ter and the New York Volunteer Re-
serve Electronic Warfare Company on
February 9th. The main meeting room
of the historic Seventh Regiment Ar-
mory was filled to capacity with Army,
Navy and Air Force, regular and re-
serve personnel, and representatives
of the communications industry in
New York.

After opening remarks by Chapter
President George P. Dixon, Capt.
Aubrey Wyckoff, USNR, was intro-
duced as Commander of the Naval Re-
serve Unit participating. The chair-
man then introduced in turn Major
General Spencer B. Akin, Chief Signal
Officer of the Army; Rear Admiral
Earl E. Stone, Chief of Naval Com-
munications; and Major General
Francis L. Ankenbrandt, Director of
Air Force Communications; each of
whom gave a short address concerning
communications in his branch of the
service. The talks by the communica-
tions chiefs were enthusiastically re-
ceived. Following the meeting, din-
ner was served to the largest chapter
turnout since the 1947 annual AFCA
meeting held in New York.
Philadelphia

On March 3rd, the Philadelphia
Chapter also celebrated the 86th an-
niversary of the Signal Corps at its

17.2
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CUT HOLESYto3Yi
IN RADIO CHASSIS

Á A
WITH A GREENLEE

RADIO CHASSIS PUNCH

 Save hours of work ... no reaming or
tedious filing. Punch cuts through chas-
sis quickly ... makes accurate, clean
holes for sockets, plugs, and other
receptacles. Just turn with an ordinary
wrench. There's a GREENLEE Punch in
each of these sizes: 1/2"; %"; VI"; 7"; le;
lb,"; 11/2"; 15,1"; ls/1"6"; l%"; 1s%"; 13,1";
2%". Write for complete facts. Also get
information on Knockout Punches and
Cutters for conduit and meter holes up
to 3He. Greenlee Tool Co., 1885 Colum-
bia Avenue, Rockford, Illinois.

GREENLEE

THERE'S STILL SURPLUS

VALUES AT FARWEST
Look at this list of new, scarce or hard to get items.

ART/ 13, Used. $125.00. Complete $240.00
SCR 522 Transceiver, new, ideal 2 meter rig 40.00

PE 94B dynamotor for above, new $5.00; Antenna 1.00
BC 348 (no -R or -Q) reconditioned guaranteed 125.00
ARN/7 Complete radio compass with all plugs, etc 75.00

See us for all component parts. 1-81 or 1-82
and LP21A loop for dipole indication 9.95
131(27K relay $3.00, MC 129 tuning cable any
length 50c minimum, 240" $3.50 (approx.
.015c per inch).

274-N or ARC/5 transmitters at $6.95 (used, very
good .

274-N or ARC/5 receivers 6-9MC or 3-6. MC
(usec v.g.) 8.95

RTA1B transceiver or BC 610 xmtr (new) 900.00
Jewell lights, can be dimmed by turning, colors:
red, green, amber, or yellow, for bayonet type
lamps ':new) your choice at 40c each or any three
for 1.00
Co -ax fittings, PL 259A etc. 25c Chassis type .36
PL 55, PL 68, JE 26, PL 54 Phone plugs (new) .25
Airplane type SPST switches any type, new .35
Airplane type DPDT switches any type, new .75
Large stock of airplane instruments and related
electrical accessories write for our listings.
11533 Earphones, low impedance, new with rubber
cushions, $3.50 pr., without rubber cushions, used
$1.75 pr. (also H538 High Impedance)
AVT-23 RCA 25 watt transmitter, new 125.00
TA -12 Bendix transmitter, new 49.50
APQ-13 Radar plane units, used 14.95
DM 33A Dynamotor $2.50 New, DM 32 $4.53
(new) DM 35 10.00
PE 73 $5.00 (new); PE 118 $10.00 (new) Cannon
Plugs for 279-N gear 3 for $1.00. 279-N Command
Receiver tuning shafts 1.00
Right angle drives for same 75c. Cannon Plugs for
ARN/7 or 433-F or G Radio Compass, new at
$1.50. (PL 112, 118, or 122).
RA10 Bendix xmtre: (used) 50.00

FARWEST HAS ONE OF THE LARGEST STOCKS
IN THE USA. MOST ANY ITEM AVAILABLE

Sorry, no catalogues

FARWEST TRADING CO., Inc.

209 1st Ave., So. SEATTLE 4, WASH.

dinner meeting at the Officers Club of
the Philadelphia Quartermaster De-
pot. After introducing the distin-
guished guests, Chapter President W.
W. Watts called on Col. Benjamin
Stern, head of the Signal Corps Pro-
curement Agency, who outlined the
assistance which he believed AFCA
could give to his activity. Brig. Gen.
S. H. Sherrill, National Executive Di-
rector, spoke briefly on the activities
of other chapters. Col. A. M. Shearer,
Deputy Chief of Distribution and Pro-
curement Service, OCSigO, was the
principal speaker and outlined the his-
tory of the Signal Corps since it was
founded in 1863 by Col. Myer.
Hit d

Members of the Richmond Chapter
met on February 23rd at the Pantree
in Richmond. Capt. E. L. Gibson,
USAF, Langley Field Communications
Center Officer for the Tactical Air
Command, was the guest speaker. His
subject was "Communications within
the Tactical Air Command."
Southern California

The Southern California Chapter is
now meeting regularly on the second
Thursday of each month. The January
13th meeting was addressed by Col.
Martin Shakeley, of the California
National Guard, on the subject of
ground defense against atomics. Col.
Shakeley commands a brigade charged
with the immediate organization of
such measures as are feasible for con-
trolling and supervising matters in the
case of such an attack. He held a dis-
cussion period after his talk which the
members felt was of immeasurable
value.

The feature speaker for the Febru-
ary 10th meeting was Lt. Col. Ralph
A. Pender, who commanded the First
Combat Camera Unit with the 15th
Air Force and MAAF during the past
war. Col. Pender showed pictures
made by his units of the air attacks on
Ploesti and discussed problems of aeri-
al photography of this nature. -

VWO:A AWARDS
CITATIONS

FOUR citations were awarded by the
Veteran Wireless Operators Associa-

tion, Inc., at the 24th annual dinner -
cruise February 26. At the Hotel Astor
in New York, radio officers A. T. New-
berg "SS Gulfstream," Clarence H.
Scruggs, United Fruit Steamer "Jun-
ior," and Arthur E. Murray, Bull
Steamship Co. "Suzanne " were cited
in recognition of meritorious service
and excellence in radiotelegraph opera-
tion aboard their vessels while assisting
in the rescue of the crew of the cutter
"Eastwind," after it had collided with
the oil tanker "Gulfstream" on Jan-
uary 19, 1949.

A citation was also presented to Mr.
Raoul E. Cowden of the "SS Morma-
crey" for meritorious service during the
distress of the British tanker "Adellen"
early in January. Mr. Cowden was
highly commended for service beyond
the call of duty when he remained on
watch aboard ship for 72 hours, han-
dling distress messages for the disabled
vessel. 401 -

**********~Hr*************
isTAHL SLASHES *

Y Tube Prices*
RADIO TUBES *

Standard Brands -All Brand New *
2C 39/VT 229 $0.59 6 ]6...90.79 726A $14.95
2C 43 7.50 e, K6.. .59 ROIA .39
2C 34 .39 6 SA7.. .66 807 1.29
2x2 .59 6 9117.. .29 815 2.49 **3C 24 .39 6 SQ7.. .59 637 2.49 *
3C 30 .79 6x5 ... .59 943 .69 *

* 51tBP /OCF . 1.5.95 30 Spl.. .19 9012 I.95 *
4":75 FP7 1.95 531 ... 9.95 1626 49
*6 AK5 .79 717A .792051

724Á/11. 4.95 7193
724B .. 1.50 9002

*10' STANDBY STORAGE BATTERIES ,*f

* "' GOIiLD Storage Battery- *
* ..- a completely covered black *
*

e
hard rubber case, with *
wing nut terminals on *

* side. It's 6x10x10" high ; *
* non -spillable, 12 v. 34 *
* amp. hours, 5 hour rate ; ,A..

weight 40 lbs. when fully *
* charged. B rand New, *

shipped in original sealed *

*w.
carton.

*
$9.95

*
*t Each *

v.
*

**
*

**
*

9539*
* 6 H5 .59

.79
.8 39 *

__LTS++

New York 7. N. Y., WO 4-2882

ELECTRIC Storage Bat-
tery -same description as
above. 24 v. 11 amp.
hours. Size SxSx7%"
high. Weight 34 lbs. In
original sealed carton.

Each $12.95

*

Battery Acid 1275 Sp. Gray. -Can be used *
in any storage battery -in hermetically *
sealed bottles.
36 oz. bottle..79c. 92 oz. bottle..$1.95 **

VISITING NEW YORK?
Stop in at our retail shop -filled with hun- *
dreds of items you may need. 7f
LEADER ELECTRONICS & TELEVISION *

CORP. 1
215 Fulton St. New York Clty **

TRANSMITTER CONTROL
BOX Type C-30/ARC-5

Mfg. by W.E. Size 41hx3x3". *
Equipped with slide fasteners, *
has 7 push button switches, *
1 control switch and two *
multicontact $1149
jacks

Watfhour METERS
CE 1-16 single phase 60
cycle 115-120 volt 5 amp.
-two wire -glass case.
WESTINGHOUSE- metal
case -115-120 volt 60 cy-
cle -5 amp. single phase.
SANGAMO - metal case
115-120 volt 60 cycle -5
amp. single $6.95
phase e

Sangamo 10 and 25 amp. $7.95

NAVY TBY
TRANSCEIVER
28 to 80 Megacycles

Frequency equipment.
Types of transmission
MCW. Telegraphy and
Telephony Power out-
put, .5 watts. Com-
plete with tubes, aerial
Head Set, crystal con-
trolled. Microphone. 3
spare tubes and canvas
carrying

e$32 50cane *
* Prompt Delivery -25% deposit required on C.O.D. *
* order. Shipped F.O.B. New York -Write Dept. RN5 *

 MICHAEL STAHL, INC.

* 39 VESEY ST.****

*
***
*
*
*

***************************
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630 TYPE TELEVISION CHASSIS
FOR 10" -12" -15" -16" TUBES
PHILMORE KIT, tuner, video & sound channels pre -
aligned, all major parts mounted, 29 RCA tubes, step
by step wiring $169.50instructions

PHILMORE COMPLETE CHASSIS, as pictured, ready
to operate,
including 29 RCA tubes $185.00
Specify size picture tube you intend using, power supply
and brackets will conform.

PARTS FOR SAME SOLD SEPARATELY
10" PICTURE TUBE, #10BP4 $34.50
121/2" PICTURE TUBE, #12TP4 51.95
15" PICTURE TUBE, #15CRT 72.50
16" PICTURE TUBE, #16AP4 79.50
PUNCHED CHASSIS PAN 5.45
RCA FRONT END, with 3-616 tubes 39.50
C.I. FRONT END, with tubes 24.75
POWER TRANSFORMER, 295ma, Ii5V 14.95
VIDEO & I.F. KIT, including peaking coll 11.97
DEFLECTION YOKE 5.45
HORIZONTAL OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 5.45
VERTICAL OUTPUT TRANSFORMER 3.15
HORIZONTAL BLOCKING TRANSFORMER 2.25
VERTICAL BLOCKING TRANSFORMER 1.80
FOCUS COIL, 247 ohms DC resistance 4.70
ION TRAP BEAM BENDER 1.45
HORIZONTAL CONTROL COIL
WIDTH CONTROL COIL
CATHODE TRAP COIL
PICTURE & SOUND SWITCH
VERT. & HORIZ. HOLD CONTROL
FOCUS COIL, 1500 ohms, wire wound
VOLTAGE DIVIDER, 1360 ohms; 250 ohms. , ,

RECTIFIER SOCKET ASSEMBLY
ESCUTCHEON PLATE & 4 KNOBS

FREE-#630 Type schematic diagram
with every order over $5.00

.54

.47
1.10
1.55
1.10
1.00

.85
1.10
1.20

BROOKS RADIO DIST. CORP.
80 VESEY ST., DEPT. B, NEW YORK 7, N. Y.

$ FREE $ FREE $ FREE $ FREE $
F
R
E
E

$
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We have been buying Govt. & Mfr's surplus
for 3 yrs. Our stock Is terrific. Now we are un-
loading. It you will trust us and send 83.50 we
will give you 825.00 worth of standard parts
such asW Ire, Rea. Pree. & Carbon Condensers, Hi
& Lo voltage: all kinds by the handful. IF&Iti,
coils, transformers & chokes, sockets, plugs,
switches, rubber tape, keys, fuses, pots, mica -
lea, terminal strips and while our Xtals &
standard tubes last they go too. Plus many
more items too numerous to mention. If you
are not satisfied or can not triple your money
or swap same at the club we will refund your
money. This is to show we are sincere. ALL
good-no junk. No C.O.D.'e. Send postage
for 10 lbs. Check our Trans. Tube Special,
this issue.

MCCONNEL L'S Ph34. Peona.nRa5.6033
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Vara
UTICA TOOLS
For More Tool Mileage

TOOL No. 50
Electricians' Standard

Side Cutting Pliers
6", 7", 8"

SEE
YOUR

DEALER

UTICA DROP FORGE & TOOL CORP.
UTICA 4, NEW YORK

Rate 20c per word. Minimum 10 words

RADIO ENGINEERING

PANEL service. Completely equipped shop. Gil-
pin, Box 638, Rte. 4, Mt. Clemens, Mich.
itADlt Engineering Broadcasting. Aviation and
l'olice Radio, Servicing. Marine Operating and
Electronics taught thoroughly. Expenses low.
Write for catalog. Valparaiso Technical Institute,
Dept. N., Valparaiso, Ind.

SALE

AMPLIFIER, 40W. portable. Co;t $380. Now $149
complete. John S. Kirby, Jr., Box 299, Rte. 17,
Indianapolis, Ind.
RECEIVER. BC -348-Q. Converted, $60.00. F.O.B.
Carbin, 3088 Waldorf Ave., Camden, N. .1.
BC522. Converted to 6V. Variable tuning receiver.
6V. Dynamotor, $49.00. John S. Kirby, Jr., Box
299, Rte. 17, Indianapolis, Ind.
WESTERN Electric 118A 50 -Watt Amplifier. -F-
1 db. 50-12,000 cps. 0 db. Input Outputs 2 to 500
ohms. Good condition. Was $275 new. Write
offer. Station WPRU, Princeton, N. J.
TO close out shop, offer two Speco AC -DC signal
tracers with probes perfect like new condition,
cost $39.95, yours for $20.50 each. Also 6 new
Edwards Fidelotuner FM converters list price
$48.50 will sell for $22.50 each. George Terpay,
7005 Wells Parkway, Hyattsville, College Heights
Estate, Md.
CODE Tapes. Radiotelegraph practice tapes, de-
signed for FCC preparation, Advanced Beginners.
Fits most phototube keyers. $2.50 postpaid. Write
Ultradyne Electronics, Oswego, Ore.
B.C.348P., 110VAC Broadcast Converter, Signal
meter, Aerial, complete final Amplifier with Speak-
er, Mounting, Base, instructions. Like new. A
bargain at $85.00. Express prepaid. J. D. Kitchen,
Caro, Mich.
VACUUM tube voltmeter plans. Special feature
give appearance (and performance) equal to fac-
tory built. Use parts you have. Plans, 10c.
Hawkins Radio Co., 621 E. 31 St., Kansas City 3,
Mo.

SURPLUS Parts Bargains: Looking for some spe-
cial item? Radio parts and equipment bargains
as offered by leading U.S. and Canadian dealers
are listed and cross indexed in the files of: Sur-
plus Directory Service, 366 Madison, New York,
N. Y.
12B8 & 25B8 TUBES. Adapter unit using 2 mini-
ature tubes (6AT6 & 6BA6 for 12B8, and 12AT6
& 12BA6 for 25B8). Takes less space than origi-
nal tube, nothing else to buy, just plug in and it
works. Money -back guarantee. 12B8 or 25B8 unit
complete: $2.49 each, 10 units for $22.50. Send
25% deposit, balance C.O.D. Write for free parts
catalog. Commercial Radio, 36 BratUe St., Boston,
Mass.

COAXIAL Cable. Identical characteristics as RG-
58/U. Send dime for 3 -foot sample. Harry H. Van
Dick, Box 236, Little Falls, N. J.
RADIOS, record players, tubes, parts; send for
free list. Mr. Morillo, Mike's Radio Service, 173
E. 101st St., New York 29, N. Y.
VIBROPACKS, Mallory VP555, 300 V. 200 MII.
output, 6 V. input. Brand new. Cartoned, $25.00;
Frequency Monitor, Link 230 D. Excellent. Used,
$25.00. John Beckwith, 1601 17th PI. S.E., Wash-
ington 20, D. C.
TWIN -LEAD: 300 ohm; $1.65 per 100 feet. Send
stamp for sample. Harry H. Van Dick, Box 236,
Little Falls, N. J.
6 -BAND Portable, rechargeable battery, built-in
charger. Push-button tuning. Excellent condition.
Schematic, $85. Mike Durko, 7541 Jackson, Ham-
mond, Ind.
HALLICRAFTERS T54, Vee-DX Antenna, both
new, $190. Walter Kapinos, 304 Front St., Chico-
pee, Mass.

BARGAINS: 10,000 ohm vol. c., 29c; lots of 10,
24c. Write for bargain lists. Electronic Enter-
prises, Sherman, N. Y.
HAI.LICRAFTER, SX-42 with Speaker R-92. Ex-
cellent condition. Cost over $330.00, sell for
$250.00. Irving Baer, 1294 Medford, Topeka, Kans.
POLYSTYRENE coil dope, cement for polystyrene
parts and moisture proofing, pint $1.00. Toggle
switches, H & H arrow 3 amp DPDT, ball handle,
stem length %", 4 for $1.00, 9 for $2.00. Free
"Shorty" tapered polystyrene alignment tool
blank with each order. All items postpaid in U.S.
Kissel Electric Products, 431-N Sherman, Galion,
Ohio.

RADIO Diagrams Broadcast 3Uc; SW, FM or com-
bined, 60c ; Television $1.00; Service information
$1.00 add'l. State manufacturer and model num-
ber. Kramer's Radio Service, 36 Columbus Ave.,
New York 23, N. Y.
GRILL Cloth, Celanese, light and dark pieces.
1000 square inches for $1 bill. Write for list of
lowest priced national brand parts in nation.
Bursma Radio, Route 5. Grand Rapids, Mich.
TELEVISION. radio. tubes, parts. Send for free
bargain list. Hallmark, 592 Communipaw, Jersey
City, N. J.
BARGAINS: New and reconditioned Hallicrafters,
National, Collins, Hammarlund, RME, Meissner,
other receivers, tuner, television receivers, trans-
mitters, amplifiers, speakers, etc. Lowest whole-
sale prices. Terms. Shipped on trial. Liberal
trade-in allowances. Write. Henry Radio, Butler,
111o., and 11240 W Olympic, Los Angeles, Calif
BARGAIN Hunting? Radio Servicemen write.
Sensational catalog. Renshaw Radio Supply, 3619
Troost, Kansas City 3, Mo.
HEARING Aids. Zeniths, others. All used but
working Make miniature transmitters or receiv-
ers. Complete with cords, ear piece, $20 ea.
Shelby Instrument, 321 W. 7th, Long Beach, Calif.
LOWES'i' Prices. Radio Tubes, parts. Bargain
lists. 3c. Potter, 1314 McGee. Kansas City 6, Mo.

WRITE Dept. RN18 for our free wholesale list
of Radio parts & accessories. R. C. Radio Parts
& Distributing Co., 731 Central Ave., Kansas
City 6, Kan.
HOTTEST surplus list in the country. Elec-
tronics -Hydraulics, Aircraft -Gadgets. Dick Rose.
Everett, Wash.
ALUMINUM tubing, angles, sheets and fittings.
1Vrite for list. Willard Radcliff, Fostoria, Ohio.
WESTON tube and set checker Model 798, like
new, list $290.00, will sell for $95.00. I. E. Swire,
98 Bulwer I'l., Brooklyn, N. Y.
TV SETS and Kits, Signal Generators, Test Equip-
ment, Radio Sets. Bargains. Complete Sewing
Machine Electrification Kit $15.00. Bendix, 727
N. Euclid Ave., Pittsburgh 6, Pa.

WANTED

WALKIE Talkies SCR 610 & 608 complete, crystal
270 to 389, large quantities. Radio sets ANTRC
8-11-12. Test sets for SCR 536. New or good con-
dition. Martex Mfg. Co., 190 William St., New
York, N. Y.
ELECTRONICS Surplus: Complete equipment,
components, transformers, resistors, govt surplus,
speakers, sets, etc. Unlimited quantities. Plenty
of ready cash. Write: Box 482, % Radio & Tele-
vision News, 185 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 1, Ill.
AN/ART-13, BC -348, RTA-1B, AN/APN-9, R5A/
ARN-7, AN/ARC-1, AN/ARC-3, BC -788-C, 1-152,
MN -26, Test sets with TS- or I -prefix, Dynamo -
tors, Control Boxes, Transmitters, Receivers,
Power Supplies, etc. State quantity, condition
and best price first letter. HI -MU Electronics,
Box 105, New Haven, Conn.
WILL buy all BC -348, 28V or 110V modified.
Price $60.00 all letters except "Q"-"Q" $75.00.
Ship via express C.O.D. Subject to inspection to
H. Finnegan, 49 Washington Ave., Little Ferry,
N. J.
FT 237 MOUNTS for BC 603 Receiver, BC 604
Transmitter in any quantity. Wm. C. Grove, 2110
Park Place, Cheyenne, Wyo.
APR -5A, APR -4 Receivers and Tuning Units, An-
ten.:as, Radar Scanners, VHF-SHF Gear, Labora-
tory and Test Equipment of all types. Also quan-
tity stocks of all types of surplus materials for
marketing. Engineering Associates, Farhills
Branch, Box 29N, Dayton 2, Ohio.
WESTERN Electric CF -1, CF -2, CF -3, CF -4, CF -5,
CF -6, H, H-1 Carrier, EE100, EE101A ringing
equipments. All models teletype. All models RCA
Marine transmitters. Box 485, % Radio & Tele-
vision News, 185 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 1, Ill.
SELL your communication receiver, transmitter,
test equipment and tools for highest cash offer.
Send details to Overbrook Co., Overbrook, Mass.

SITUATIONS WANTED

SELECTED group of men, graduates of well-known
trade school, desire employment In Radio Field.
Will travel anywhere. Qualified in radio servicing.
installation, test instruments, circuit operation.
etc. Contact Placement Dept., Eastern Technical
School, 888 Purchase Street. New Bedford. Mass.

HELP WANTED

WANTED-Patent Examiner. Degree in Mechan-
ical or Electrical Engineering. Must have experi-
enci in Electronics, Technical Writing, and Pat-
ent disclosures and applications. Give full de-
tails of experience and education to SLR -1, P. 0.
Box 5800, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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EXPERIENCED mrn to take charge of radio main-
tenance department for small scheduled airline.
Write to Box 483, % Radio & Television News,
185 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 1, Ill.
i cs'I'RUC'rOUN in Electronics and Radio. Prefer
former Navy Radio Technician instructors willing
to locate in the Detroit. Mich . area. Write to Box
452, e Radio & Television News, 185 N. Wabash
Ave., Chicago 1, III.
SALI?SMEN to sell Nationally Advertised Brand
Radio Tubes to Dealers and Servicemen at liberal
discounts. Good commissions paid. Box 480, %
Radio & Television News, 185 N. Wabash Ave..
Chicago 1, III.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

HAM License! Got yours yet? If you find Morse
Code difficult write for Free Code Memorizing les-
son. Complete course $1.00. Dept. B, Otto Luther,
New Preston, Conn.
AMATEUR radio licenses. Complete code and the-
or1 prep.i I a ti ni for passing amateur radio exami-
nations Home study courses American Radio
Institute, 101 \Vest 63rd St., New York 23, N. Y.
USED Correspondence courses and books bought.
sold, rented and exchanged. Catalog free. Lee
Mountain, Pisgah, Alabama.

PATENT ATTORNEYS

LANCASTER. Allwine & Rommel, Registered
Patent Attorneys. Patent practice before U.S.
Patent office. Validity and Infringement investi-
gations and opinions. Booklet and form "Evi-
dence of Conception" forwarded upon request.
Suite 914, 815 15th St., N.W., Washington 5, D. C.

MISCELLANEOUS

CONTRACT work. Electronics manufacturer now
has facilities for handling additional contracts
specializing in electronic equipment assembly, sub-
assembly or complete unit manufacture. Television
is our specialty. Lance Television Laboratories,
Inc., 1738 Jerome Ave., Bronx 53, N. Y.
VITAL radio information for beginners to engi-
neers published in 13 radio magazines instantly
located with monthly cumulative index. 200 list-
ings add each issue. One year of index service
$1.50; two years $2.25. Indexes for 1996 through
1998 available. Postcard brings full details free.
Radioflle, 255 W. 84th St., New York 24, N. Y.
ONE Set Riders 1-5, 6-16 and Changer Manual.
Practically new, $120 plus express. D. E. Burgess,
106 Lincoln Ave., Crookston, Minn.
NAMEPLATES. Give your set that new look with
your call letters engraved in a plastic nameplate.
Polished black surface, white letters. 1"x3", 85c;
2"x5'4", $1.75. Postpaid. Turner Products, 115
Verlynn, Hamilton, Ohio.
"RADIOBUILDER" for Crystal, Tube Experimen-
ters. 3 issues 25c. Catalog. Laboratories, 578-H,
San Carlos, Calif.
TELEVISION. Bright and clear. Adjust present
aerial. Build low-cost Precision Antennae. In-
structions, charts, diagrams, dimensions, plans.
Free -Television Stations, kilowatts, tower heights.
Carl F. l'ropson Co., Lumberton, N. .1.
TUNE in to Practical Wireless, Britain's best radio
monthly. Keeps you in touch with latest British
and European radio -television developments. Wide-
ly read throughout United States. Leading ex-
perts contribute regularly. Famous for television
and electronics features, authoritative construc-
tional data, discussion columns, news of Interna-
tional Radio Trade Developments, etc. Annual
subscription (12 consecutive issues direct to your
address from London) only $2.00 from George
Newnes, Ltd., U. S. Subscription Office (PW. 41),
392 Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. Two years
$3.75.
TECHNICAL Report No. 101. Practical Trans-
former design, construction and repairing. $2.00
Postpaid. Conrad Roeschke, Buckhorn, New Mex-
ico.
27 YEARS of experience Radio Repairing. Sim-
plified system. No calculations. No formulas.
Total price $2.00 postpaid or C.O.D. Moneyback
guarantee. Ross Radio, 14615 Grandriver, Detroit
27, Mich.
PHONOGRAPH records cheap. Catalogue free.
Paramount, BN-313 E. Market, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
CRYSTAL Set -Telephone combination, diagram
and instructions, 25c. Includes attractive offer,
literature, year's membership in "XTAL-X Crystal
Set Club," Box 608, Torrance, Calif.
ANY Radio, electronic Text Book rented, 1-2c per
day. Address: TBRA, 780 E. 214th St., New
York, N. Y.
RADIOMEN, Servicemen, Beginners. Make more
money, easily, quickly. $250 weekly possible. We
show you how. Information free. Merit Products,
216-32R 132 Ave., Springfield Gardens 13, N. Y.

N U B E S! NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED BRANDS TUBES!

RCA - Kenrad - Sylvania - Tung -Sol - National Union - Raytheon - Phitco - Hyfron
All new tubes. 100°o guaranteed. Individually hosed.

TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE TYPE PRICE

Ó A G
$0.96 $1.15 6K6GT ....$0.54 6Y7G $1.15

.72 6K7G .60 6Z7G 1.40
2C8
2116

$1.15
.65

35W4
35Y4

$0.45
.65

OZ4 .80 387/I29I
. ...

.96 6K8 .85 6ZY50 .... .80 215G7 ... .54 3`Z4GT ... .54

ÁáP 1.40 304/1299
.96 6L5G .96 7A4 .72
.80 6L6 1.26 7A5 .72

217GT ...
2K707 ...

.72

.60
35Z5GT ...
36 ..

.45

.96

A5GT .... .65 3Q5GT .... .85 6L6GA .... 1.15 7A6 .72 2K8 .65 37

AA6

13
1.72

394 .72 6L7 . 1.15 7A7 .72 .7GT ... 5R4GY .... 1.15 6N7 .85 7A8 .72 . .6525ÁGÓT 96/44
B4P 1. 5 1.40 6P5GT .80 7R4 .72
135/258 1.Í5 5U4G

....
.54 607 .72 705 .72 2SF5 .... .65 41 .600..

C5GT .... .80 5V4G .85 fiR7 .96 706 .72 2SF7 .... .72 42 ........ .60

C6
C7

1.15
1.15

5W4
5X40

.96 6R7GT .... .65 787 .72

.65 9S7 .96 708 .72 2SH7 .... .8Ó 45Z3
.605

D5GP 1.40 5Y3GT .45 fiS8GT 7C5 .72 2917 .60 4575G7 ... .65....
D7G 1.15

....
5Y4G

.... .85
.54 fiSA7GT 7C6 .72 2SK7GT .. .60 46 .96

D8GP 1.40 5Z3
... .60

.65 65137-Y .85 7C7 .72 23L7GT .. .85 47 .85....
ESOP 1.40

...
.96 6SC7 7E6 .72 2SN7GT .80 48 1.40....

E7GT .... 1.40 6Á3
.72

.96 6sD7GT .. 1.15 7E7 .80 2SQ7GT .. .60 50 1.40

F4 .96 6A4/LA ... 1.15 fiSFS ..... .72 7F7 .80

G40
.96 fiA6 . .96 fiSF7 .72 7F8 .96

.72 6SG7 7G7 .96
22236Z6)

. 1.15 501601 ... .66

G6GT
.0

6Á8GT ....

fiAB7 .....
.72

.72 6S117 .80 7117 .72
1.15 6517 .60 717 .96 4A7 .80

50X6
50Y6GT

.

.65
HSGT .60 6AC7 .96 6SK7.GT .60 7L7 .80

8.8Ó 0 53....
1160 1.15 6AD7G

..
1.19 65L7GT 7N7 ....... .80 4C7 8 .65

1613 .96
....

6AF6G ...
... .85

.96 .65 4F7 .80 .72

L4
LA4
LA6
LB4
LC5
LD5
LGS
LEI
L H4
LN5
N5GT
P5GT
050T
R4 ..
RS

34 .

95
T4
T5GT
V .

2A3

.72

.96
.96
.96
.98
.96
.96
.96
.96
.96
.72
.80
.96
.96
.72
.86
.63
.72
.96
.80

1.15

6AG5
6AG7
OAKS
6AL5
6AL7
6AQ7
6AT6
6BSG
607
6080
6C4
6C5 .

6C8 .

6C80
606
6E5
6F5GT
6F6
6F60 .....
6F7 .
6F8G
6G6G

1.25

11.25
1.25
.96
.80
.64
.96

1.15
1.15

.60

.60

.72
1.15
.60
.80
.60
.72
.S0

1.15
1.13

6SN7GT ... .80
7V76907 .60 7 96

6SR7. .65
7W77 .98

6SS7 .65 (XXFM). .96
6577 .96 7Y4 .72
6SV7 1.15 774 .72
6770 1.15 10 1.40
6U5 .72 12A ....... 6S
6U6 .85 12A5 1.15
6U7 .65 12A6 .96

6V6
1.15

V60T .72 12A8 1.72
6V7G .96 12AH7GT... 1.15
6W7G .96 12A78 .... .60
6X5GT .54 128A8 . .. . .65
6760 .85 1213E6 .... .65

417
4117

4Q7
4R7
4W7
9

22
24A
25L6GT ...
2575
25Z601 ...
26
27
2807
30
31
32
32L713T
33
34

.96

98
8o

.80

.98
1.15
1.15

.80
.60
.54
.60
.65
.54

1.16
.72
.96

1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15

70L701 ...
75A
76n
78

80
81
82
83
83V
84/674
65
89
1171701
117N7GT
11773
1177607
VR-90
VR-106
VR-150

1.40

.BÓ

.60

.60

.60

.96
.45

1.40
.96
.96

1.15
.65
.80
.80

1.40
1.40
.65
.85
.96
.96
.96

TERMS: 25% with Order
-Balance C.O.D.-F.O.B.
Chicago. Prices Subject

2A40 1.15 6H6G7 ....
.00
.80 to Change Without Notice. 35 .72 9001 .80

2A5
2A6
2B7

.60

.96

.96

6.1507
616
617

.54
1.25

.72

Minimum Order $2.00. 35A5
35B5
351601

.72

.72
.66

9006
FM -1000
HY-117 ..

.80
1.15
1.15

FRANKLIN-ELLIS CO,

West Randolph
ohlinós.Dept. RNS Chicago Illinois

TELEVISION RECEPTION PROBLEM -No. 3 of a series

HOW TO GET IDEAL RECEPTION
FROM WIDELY SEPARATED STATIONS
By using a WORKSHOP Series

"A" three -
element high -gain directional antenna for
each channel, clear, ghost- and noise -free
reception is assured - with optimum per-
formance on every channel.

Send for the new Workshop TV Catalog (No. 49)

THE WORKSHOP ASSOCIATES, Inc.
Specialists in High -Frequency Antennas

62 NEEDHAM STREET, NEWTON HIGHLANDS 61, MASSACHUSETTS
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TECHNICAL KOs
SPECIAL: 10% discount on orders of $5 or more.

OIL FILLED
CONDENSERS

.05 MFD 1000 V $0.35
.1 2500 V .75
.1 7500 V 1.65
2x.1 7000 V 4.10
.12 15000 V 7.95
.25 1000 V .35
.25 4000 V 2.15
.25 6000 V 3.75
10x.25 600 V 1.05
.5 600 V .28
.5 1000 V .40
.5 2000 V .75
.75 2000 V .60
.77 330 VAC .30
1.0 1000 V .45
2.0 200 V .20
2.0 600 V .40
2.0 1000 V .60
4.0 600 V .60
4.0 1000 V 1.00
5.0 220 VAC .55
6.0 1000 V 1.45
8.0 600 V .85
8.0 1000 V 1.75
10.0 600 V 1.00
30.0 90 VAC1.40
30.0 330 VAC3.75

25.0 Electrolytic
25 V .40

100.0 Electrolytic
25 V .50

TRANSMITTING
MICAS

.00005 2500 V $0.15

.00005 3000 V .35
.00005 5000 V .85
.000087 2300 V .20
.00025 2500 V .25
.00025 5000 V .85
.0005 2500 V .25
.00072 5000 V .85
.0008 5000 V .85
.0001 2500 V .25
.002 1000 V .20
.002 3000 V .65
.003 2500 V .30
.003 3000 V .65
.004 2500 V .35
.005 1000 T.V. .15
.005 3000 V .65

ó08 2000 V .Í5
.01 1000 T.V. .15

TUBES -CHOKE -POTS

Tubes: 121(8
Metal $0.29

Choke: 100MA-
1011, 250 Ohm 1.59

Pots: 20K -50K -
100K .19

Dual: 34 Meg.
'250K -50K' .30

RESISTOR KIT ASSORTED 34 & 1W 100 for $1.49
BATHTUB KIT 3x 1 5 05. etc 10 for .58
CONDENSER KIT .01-.00001 100 for 2.99
MICAS .01. .002. .005. etc. ALL VALUES... .08
01 150V PAPER (MIDGET) 60 for 1.00

0.1 600V PAPER 8 for 1.00

TELEVISION
BOOSTER --Tour Troubles Are Over With
Our High Gain Unit Channels 1-13
Beautiful Mahogany Cabinet $24.95

300 Ohm twin lead -100 Ft
7'2 Ohm co -axial cable -100 Ft
Otandnlf ins, 3"-700 Ohm or co -ax
Expansion Bolts 54"x3"
Carboloy Drill %"-Mille"

Friction Tape 34 lb. Roll

1.75
5.50

.08
.10

1.65
35

$2.00 min. order F.O.B., N.Y.C. Add postage
50% deposit, balance C.O.D. with all orders.
Manufacturers' inquiries Invited. Send for Flyer.
Prices are subject to change without notice.

TECHNICAL RADIO PARTS CO.
Moved to Larger Quarters

557 McDonald Ave. Brooklyn 18, N. Y.
Dept. RN12

SURPLUS RESISTORS
TYPE -OHMS WATTS-TOL. MAKE YOUR COST
BW-1/2-27 1/2-10% IBC 1.50 per 100
BW-1/2-47 1/2-10% Speer 1.50 per 100
BW-1/2-47 1/2-10% Erie 1.50 per 100
BT -1/2-1,200 1/2-10% IRC 1.50 per 100
BT -1/2-3,900 1/2-10% IRC 1.75 per 100
BT -'/2.8,200 t/z- 5% IRC 1.75 per 100
BT -1/2-10,000 1/2-10% IRC 1.75 per 100
BT -1/2-22,000 1/2-10% IRC 1.75 per 100
BT -'/2-47,000 1/2-10% Stackpole 1.75 per 100
BT -'/2-180,000 1/210% RC 1.75 per 100
BT -'/z-220,000 1/2-10% RC 1.75 per 100
BT -1/2-470,000 1/2-10% RC 2.25 per 100
8T-1-22,000 1-10% RC 2.25 per 100
B1-1-27,000 1 10% RC 2.25 per 100
BT -1-100,000 1- 5% RC 2.25 per 100
BT -1-220,000 1-10% RC 2.00 per 100
BT -1-470,000 1- 5% RC 2.25 per 100
BW-2-22 2-10% RC 2.50 per 100
BW-2-56 2-10% RC 2.50 per 100
SI -2-220 2-10% Speer 2.50 per 100
BW-2-220 2-10% IRC 2.50 per 100
BT -2-4,700 2- 5% IRC 2.75 per 100
BT -2-22,000 2-10% IRC 2.50 per 100
BT -2-27,000 2-10% IRC 2.50 per 100
SI -2-220,000 2-10% Speer 2.50 per 100

Some Stocks Limited -Order Yours Today
Write for FREE Almo Broadcaster Magazine

10%
CASH
WITH

OR-
DERS Covers Globe

Phone
LO

3.9225

509 Arch Street, Philadelphia 6, Penna.
Sixth & Orange Sts., Wilmington, Del.

INDEX ay./ore/ziee../.1.,81t
OF

MAY
1949

11

While every precaution is taken to insure accuracy, we cannot guarantee against
the possibility of an occasional change or omission in the preparation of this index.

ADVERTISER PAGE
A. M. Radio Sales Company 170
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PEORIA '1IAMS" 11111,1)
PICNIC

HC. SEVER, acting secretary of the
 Peoria Amateur Radio Association,

announces that it will hold its "Annual
Ilamfest" on June 12, 1949, at Wood-
land Knolls, which is located approxi-
mately 41A miles east of McCluggage
Bridge, near Peoria.

The members will bring their own
basket lunches, but arrangements have
been made for contests, sporting events,
and lots of other entertainment. The
Peoria ARA hopes to have a large turn-
out and has appointed H. E. Callander,
211 E. McClure, Peoria, Illinois, to
answer all inquiries of those interested
in joining the festivities. 30

TV SET PRODUCTION
DESPITE a shortage of cathode-ray

tubes, which retarded production
in some instances, February television
receiver output was approximately at
the same level as January, the Radio
Manufacturers Association reported to-
day. TV receivers produced by RMA
member -companies in February num-
bered 118,938, slightly below the 121,-
238 sets manufactured in January.

Coincident with the decrease in all
set production, the number of FM -AM
and FM receivers produced in February
dropped to 98,969 from 147,733 in Jan-
uary. Adding our usual 10 per -cent for
non-RMA members will bring the total
of television sets produced in January
and February to approximately 133,362
and 130.832, respectively. 30

ERRATUM
Footnote' on page 62, April issue, is in
reference to the Cataldo A Richard article
entitled "Servicing Simplified." published in
the January, 1949, issue of RADIO AND
TELEVISION NEWS.

PHOTO CREDITS
Pages Credit
35, 33, 37 Don Lee Mutual
47, 70 Radio Corporation of America
48, 49 (Fig. 9) Phileo Corporation
49 (F:gs. 7 & 8)....North American Philips Co., Inc.
50 Acme
53 (Top) Flexible Co.
53 (Bottom) Oklahoman and Times
60, 61 McMurdo Silver Co.. Inc.
64 (Left) The Hallicrafters Co. (Center) Sentinel

Radio Corp. (Right) Tele -Tone Radio Corp.
68, 69 Burton Browne Advertising
138 U S Army
146 U S. Navy
147 Sun Radio & Electronics Co.. Inc.

TECH -MASTER
de -luxe 630-TK TELEVISION KIT
GENUINE RCA 630 -TS CIRCUIT
With Tech -Master, you build the finest, commercial -type
Tele -Set on the market ... the -exact duplicate of the 30
tube RCA 630 -TS! Acknowledged by experts to be the
world's best. The Tech -Master kit comes to you complete
with genuine ItCA parts -98% assembled. With the new,
simplified, step-by-step and point-to-point instructions,
you finish the final wiring in a few enjoyable evenings
of spare time-turn it on and there's your. picture!
Whether you build for pleasure, profit or education, you
get all three with Tech -Master. Be satisfied only with
he finest. Insist on the genuine Tech -Master! See it at
eading distributors everywhere. Write for name of dis-

tributor nearest you.

CHECK TECH -MASTER'S FEATURES BEFORE

YOU BUY ANY TELEVISION KIT!
I. Genuine RCA parts and 29 RCA tubes.

2. RCA 13 -Channel tuner
3. 98% assembled and mounted.
4. Reedy for final easy wiring.
5. All coils pre -aligned under actual circuit con-

ditions.
6. Ultra simplified, step-by-step instructions)
7. 42 page RCA TV service manual.

Cabinet
Available

Several jobber's territories still available - write to

TECH -MASTER PRODUCTS CO.
443 Broadway, Dept. N5, New York 13

THE EVIDENCE of YOUR EARS

mume POINTS TO NEWCOMB

What you really buy in a phonograph amplifier is "listening quality" ... that
elusive characteristic which, after all, is any amplifier's prime reason for being.

That's why we insist that Newcomb amplifiers must not only measure up elec.
trically but, in addition, must provide more real listening pleasure.
IT IS POSSIBLE TO PRODUCE AMPLIFIERS THAT SHOW PERFECT LABORA-
TORY MEASUREMENTS, YET FALL FAR SHORT OF PROVIDING THIS ALL
IMPORTANT LISTENING QUALITY.
Years of experience and a devotion to the ideal of fine reproduction have given us
an insight into the factors that make for true listening quality. Careful design and
engineering have enabled us to translate this insight into actual production.

KXLP-30 30 WATTS

Let your ear be the judge: insist on hearing a
Newcomb. Compare the listening quality of
Model KXLP-30 with that of any other ampli-
fier. Note the pure, natural quality and true
character of each deep bass note. You will find
none of the undesirable, false, harmonic bass
emphasis of the usual amplifier. Listen to the
clear, undistorted, brilliant high tones and re-
markable freedom from surface noise which
the Magic Red Knob makes possible. Your ear
will agree, Newcomb Sound is the closest you
can get to "live music."
Send for specifications on this and other
Newcomb phonograph amplifiers priced from
$59.50 retail.

AUDIO PRODUCTS CO.
DEPT. F, 6824 LEXINGTON AVE. HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
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TRANSMITTING,fa.'
PARTS SHOW VISITORS:
Be sure to visit our tremendous

showrooms at 320 N. LaSalle St.
Thousands of electronic components
conveniently displayed.

...............

Í
.......... . ...

lllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIVIVII

STYLE "AA"

STYLE "A"

STYLE "B"

STYLE "C"

STYLE "D"

CONDENSERS
SPECIAL LOW PRICES FOR IMMEDIATE SALE AND DELIVERY
We have literally hundreds of thousands of these top quality standard type
transmitting mica condensers in stock for immediate delivery at a fraction of
their original cost. Every condenser is brand new and carries the name of a
fine nationally known manufacturer.
Despite the unusually low prices, these mica condensers, like all Wells Com-
ponents, are fully guaranteed. Be sure to order sufficient quantities for your
requirements.
Cap.
Mfd.

Wrkg.
Volts

Mfr.
Leg.

Price
Each

Cap.
Mfd.

Wrkg.
Volts

Mfr.
Leg.

Price
Each

Cap.
Mfd.

Wrkg.
Volts

Mfr.
Leg.

Price
Each

STYLE "AA" CONDENSERS .02 2000 2, 8 1.60 .0175 1200 2 .55

.02

.04
3000
1000

2
2, 7

$4.50
3.50

.024

.033

.056

1500
1500
1000

3
3, 7
3, 7

1.60
1.60
1.70

.02

.02

.022

600
1200
1200

7

7

7

.35

.45

.45

STYLE "A" CONDENSERS
.06
.1

1000
1000

8
8

1.70
1.75

.025

.03
600
600

8
6

.35

.35

25mmfd 10000 8 $1 65 .03 1200 2, 8 .50

STYLE "B" CONDENSERS
.000005

STYLE "C" CONDENSERS

2500 2 $0.40

.033

.033

.04

600
1200

600

7

8

7.8

.35

.50
.35

.00003 2000 2 $0.70 .00005 600 7, 8 .30 .073 250 8 .40

.000047 3000 1 .80 .0001 600 2, 7 .25

.00005 3000 2, 9 .75 .0001 1200 7 .35 STYLE "D" CONDENSERS

.00007 1140 6 .70 .0001 2500 4, 7, 8 .40

.00009 3000 2, 7, 9 .75 .0002 600 2, 7, 9 .25 .00004 600 7 $0.20

.000091 3000 7 .80 .0002 2500 7 .40 .00005 1200 1, 7, 9 .25

.0001 3000 2, 7, 9 .80 .00024 2500 7, 8 .45 .00005 2500 2, 8, 9 .30

.000107 3500 1 .85 .00025 2500 2 .45
.00011 3000 8 .95 .0003 2500 7 .45 .0001 1200 7, 8 .25
.00137 3000 2 .95 .00039 2500 7 .50 .00015 2500 2, 6 .35
.000175 1500 8 1.00 .0004 2500 2, 7, 9 .45 .00024 2500 6 5
.0002 1430 6 1.00 .0005 600 1, 7 .35 .00025 1200 6, 8 25
.0002 3000 7, 8 1.00 .0005 1200 2, 7 .40 .00025 2500 6, 8 .35
.0002 5000 1, 8 1.05 .0005 2500 1, 2 .45 .0005 1200 7 .30
.00025 5000 7 1.10 .001 1200 2, 7, 8 .40 .00051 2500 1 .35
.0004 3000 2, 7 .95 .001 2500 6, 7 .55 .0007 600 2 .25
.0004 5000 2, 7, 8 1.10 .001 3750 7 .85 .001 600 2, 8 .25
.0004 6000 1 1.55 .0011 600 2 .35 .001 1200 6, 8, 9 .35
.0005 2000 7 .95 .002 600 7 .35 .001 2500 6, 8 .40
.0005 3000 3 1.00 .002 1200 2 .45 .0011 2500 8 .40
.00051 3000 7 1.00 .002 2500 1, 2, 8 .55 .002 600 1, 2, 9 .25
.00055 3000 7 1.10 .002 3500 8 .80
.0006 2500 7 1.05 .0022 2500 7 .60 .002 12000 6, 7, 8 .35
.0006 5000 8 1.15 .003 600 8 .40 .002 1250 1 .35
.000625 3000 7 1.05 .0035 2500 7, 9 .60 .002 2500 8 .40
.0007 3000 7 1.05 .0039 2500 2 .60 .0022 1200 8, 7 .30
.00075 2500 2 1.05 .004 2500 2, 7 .60 .0022 2500 8 .40
.00075 5000 8, 9 1.15 .0045 600 8 .40 .0025 600 2 .25
.0008 3000 7 1.00 .0046 500 9 .45 .0025 1200 1 .30
.0008 5000 2, 8 1.15 .0047 2500 8 .65 .0027 600 1 .25
.001 4500 2, 9 1.25 .005 600 2 .35 .003 600 2 .25
.001 5000 7, 8 1.30 .005 1200 7, 8 .45 .003 1200 6, 7, 8 .30
.0011 5000 2, 7 1.35 .005 2500 7, 8 .60 .0033 1200 6 .30
.00125 2000 7 1.10 .0051 1200 7 .45 .004 1100 8 .35
.0014 5000 2 1.35 .0051 2500 7, 8 .65 .004 1200 7, 8 .35
.0015 3000 7 1.10 .0056 2500 8 .65 .004 2500 9 .45
.0024 3000 8 1.15 .006 600 7, 9 .40 .0044 600 8 .25
.0025 2000 I, 2, 7 1.10 .006 2500 7 .65 .0047 2500 6, 8 .40
.00275 2000 1, 7 1.10 .0068 1200 7 .60 .005 600 2, 6, 7 .25
.003 2000 7 1.20 .007 600 8 .35 .006 600 1, 2 .25
.004 3000 2, 8 1.50 .0075 1200 2 .55 .01 600 2, 7, 8 .30
.005 2000 2 1.40 .009 600 9 .50 .01 1200 6, 7, 8 .40
.005 5000 6, 8 1.70 .01 600 2, 7, 8 .40 .01 1250 1, 6, 9 .40
.006 2500 7 1.30 .01 1200 3, 7, 8 .45 .01 2500 2, 8 .50
.006 3500 8 1.45 .01 2500 7, 8 .60 .02 600 2, 6, 8 .25
.0068 3000 8 1.40 .0115 600 8 .40 .022 600 7 .25
.008 3000 7, 8 1.45 .013 1200 3 .55 .025 1200 7 .35
.01 2000 1, 2, 3 1.55 .015 1200 7 .55 .027 600 7 .25
.01 1000 7 1.35 .015 2000 8 .60 .03 600 2, 8 .25
.02 600 7 1.30 .015 2500 7, 8 .60 .05 600 7 .30

Manufacturers' Legend
1-Aerovox; 2 -Cornell Dubilier; 3-Faradon; 4 -General Electric; 5 -Illinois; 6 -Mica -Mold; 7-Sangamo;

8 -Solar; 9 -Sprague

This is only a partial listing. Write or wire for information on types not shown and for receiving set micas
and silver micas.

IWELLS
SALES, /A/C.

We advise distributors to order immediately from
this ad. Our standard jobber arrangement applies.

Manufacturers and Distributors: Write for
our complete Mica Condenser Listing
No. 103A.

320 N. LA SALLE ST., DEPT. R-5, CHICAGO 10, ILL.
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Here's How CREI Home Study Training Prepares You NOW For

a BETTER Job and a Secure Future in Radio -Electronics and Television

CREI Courses for Every Radioman Keep You Ahead of Compe-

tition- Earn You Morel Never before have so many men
like you had the opportunity to step ahead into
better -paying jobs and enjoy lasting success. Men
with up-to-date technical training are needed in every
branch of radio -electronics. That's because radio's
manpower has not kept pace with radio's technical

developments.
What are you doing to meet this need for highly

trained, expert technicians and engineers? You must
improve your technical knowledge not only to qualify
for the better job you want, but to hold the job you
now occupy. CREI offers you a proved program of
technical self improvement that you can study in
your spare time, at home. The same type of practical,

If you have had professional or amateur radio experi-
ence and want to make more money, let us prove to
you we have the training you need to qualify for a
better radio job. To help us answer intelligently your
inquiry-please state briefly your background of experi-
ence, education and present position.

Capitol Radio
Engineering Institute

An Accredited Technical Institute Founded in 1927

Dept. 115A, 16th and Park Road, N. W., Washington 10, D. C.

Branch Offices: New York (7) 170 Broadway  San Francisco (2) 760 Market St.

down-to-earth training for which thousands have
enrolled since 1927.

Remember, too, there's a CREI course for you.
No matter what your radio experience-CREI offers
complete training in radio -electronics for any man
who wants to improve his ability and his chances for
advancement. You can "go all the way with CREI"
from introductory basic principles 'to advanced train-
ing and on to specialized engineering subjects.

Read our new 32 -page booklet ... then judge for
yourself. There is no obligation. You are already
started in this field. Find out how you can rapidly
prepare to advance beyond your present level. Send
the coupon NOW!

VETERANS! CREI TRAINING AVAILABLE UNDER G. I. BILL

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET
CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
16th & Park Road, N. W., Dept. 115A, Washington 10, D. C.
Gentlemen: Please send your free booklet, "Your Future in the New
World of Electronics," together with full details of your horse -study
training. I am attaching a brief resume of my experience, education
and present position.
Check field of greatest interest:

PRACTICAL RADIO ENGINEERING
o BROADCAST RADIO ENGI-  TELEVISION, FM & ADVANCED AM

NEERING (AM, FM, TV) SERVICING
 AERONAUTICAL RADIO EN-  ADVANCED ELECTRONICS COM-

GINEERING MUNICATIONS
 PRACTICAL TELEVISION

ENGINEERING
 RADIO -ELECTRONICS IN INDUSTRY

NAME

STREET
CITY ZONE STATE
E] I AM ENTITLED TO TRAINING UNDER G. I. BILL



Build the finest proven "CUSTOM-BUILT"

TELEVISION ASSEMBLY

Fasten '

More
tconoml

when you build with :..

TE'( L'HIS Ifi

ÁSSILY

Exclusive
T.A.C. "VIVIDeo"

feature!
Prewired, pretuned
and tubed I.F. sound
and video strip (pat-
ents pending). An
exclusive T. A. C. fea-
ture developed by
our own research. All
on one chassis.

\\

o New!,
' d

im11If Ie
Su er s

wiring and assembly

INSTRUCTIONS!
-The most explicit, easiest -to -follow,

most elaborately detailed
instructions in television-
that even the layman

can follow.

CABINETS AND STANDS avail-
able with all direct view units.
Write for literature.

MODEL P-520 ... 520 SQ. IN. PICTURE
PROJECTION TELEVISION ASSEMBLY

 Bausch & Lomb F. 1.9 Lens  Eastman
Kodak Screen DuMont Inputuner
37 A.C.A. Tubes Pre -Wired & Pre -
Tuned Picture I.F. S Sound I.F. Pre -
Wired 30 K.V. Tripler Fly Back Power
Supply Automatic Gain Control
Aluminum Coated Top Mirror Metal
Rack Specially Designed Hood and
Picture Frame Supplied  STP4 Projec-
tion Tube 12" R.C.A. High Fidelity
Speaker Two Low Voltage Power
Supplies.

MODEL P-520
Dealers net

MODEL P -520W x89500*Dealer's net

The above unit completely wired and
ready to install.

Front and rear panels optional
at additional cost.

576950*

T!LV

litSSE\vi

540 BUSHWICK AVE., BROOKLYN 6, N. Y.

"America's greatest
' Television Values
per square inch of

picture!"

Champion Models

20" DIRECT -VIEW MODEL
with DuMont Inputuner and 20" DuMont Tube

213 SQUARE INCH PICTURE! Prewired Voltage
Doubler 14KV power supply, Pre -wired "VIVIDeo"
I.F. picture and sound strip (Pat. Pending). ALL
channels TV plus ALL FM radio. Continuous
tuning. DuMont Inputuner is Prewired. Delivered
complete with all components and 30 RCA tubes
plus 20 -inch DuMont C.R. tube.

MODEL F -201C Dealer's net $56675*

"M" SERIES STANDARD and CHAMPION

Direct -View Models
for 10" CR TUBES

STANDARD MODEL
29 tubes, including 13 -tube "VIVIDeo" I.F. picture
and sound strip (Pat. Pending). This portion com-
pletely wired, tested and aligned. Prewired,
standard tuner ready to use. Handles ALL
channels.

MODEL M-101 S Less CR. Tube

CHAMPION MODEL
Same as above except that DuMont
places Standard Tuner. Gets ALL
-PLUS all channels of FM radio.

MODEL M -101C Less C.P. Tube

$16950*
Dealer's net

Inputuner re -
channels TV

$20950*
Dealer's net

Write for literature on our complete line of 10"-
12"-l5" standard and champion assemblies.

.41mP

A. C. GUARAe
ot

NTEEe

All
quality and Hare afull guaranteed

under
Standard RNA Guarantee.

under theAssemblies are guarante d-
ed

All T era a when assembled
acco

ing tto o directions.

Distributed only through
NATIONAL PARTS DISTRIBUTORS

Write for the source nearest to you

'PRICES 5% HIGHER WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI

See our advertisement elsewhere in this issue for new information.




